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7-8 George V Alphabetical Index to Sessional Papers A. iin"

ALPHABETICAL INDEX

SESSIONAL PAPERS
OF THE

PARLIAMENT OF CANADA

SEVENTH SESSION, TWELFTH PARLIAMENT, 1917.

A
Acadia Coal Co., documents re Concilli-

ation Board to employees of 1916.. .. 102

Adertising of Canadian Products by ' • ^
sample goods in France 20oci

" Agricultural Instruction Act "—Report

on 15c

Agriculture, Report of Minister of year

191'6 15

Agriculture, Dept. of, numbers of em-

ployees in from 1911 to 1917, etc. . . . 138£»

Agriculture, total expenditure in, by Gov-

ernment in each of years from 1904-5,

1916-17, etc 222

Aliens, number of interned, nationality of

each on Public Works since 1914.. .. 141

Americans, number in Canadian Regi-

ments since 1914 143a

Ammunition, Order in Council re rules re-

specting etmployees near wharves. . . . 43b

Arbitration Boards, applications made to

Labour Dept. for, by workmen of N.S. 148

Armstrong, S. A., ap(pointment of, as

Director of Military Hospitals Com-
mission 115

Auditor Generals Report, Vols. I, II, III

and IV, 1916 1

B
Battalion, 210th. respecting the locating

of, at Regina and Moosejaw 27

Baugh, Edward Levi, re release of, from

Penitentiary 219

Beam Trawlers of U. S., re privileges

granted to rf-speciing ports in U. S. . . 266

27360—1

B
Beaver Harbour Wharf, Halifax Co., re

repairs, etc., to in last four years.. .. 119

Boards of Concilliation, Industrial Dis'-

putes Act, etc., 1916 36a
Bonds and Securities, detailed statement

of, 1916' C3

Breakwater, re repairs on at Souris,

P.E.I., years 1915 and 1916 127

Breakwater at Breen's Point, Co. of Anti-

gonish, N.S., since 1911 12S

Breakwater at Souris, P.E.I., correspond-
ence re 1915-1'6 200

British Isles, natives of, number of en-
rolled in Canadian Regiments since

1914 143a
British Columbia, correspondence with
Government of, with Dept. of Marine
and Fisheries in B.C 209

British Columbia, between Imperial Gov-
ernment and re validation of certain

Acts of „ .. .. 214

British Columbia, Hydromotsk- purvey
1915 25e

British Columbia, correspondence with

Imperial Government, re validation

Acts of Legislature of 214

Buildings and offlcec, number of rented

by Government, in Ottawa years, 1914-

15-16-17, etc 265

Bulls, thoroughbred sent to Co. of Dor-
chester, etc., Quebec 255

By-elections, year, 1916 18
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Canadian Army Medical Service, report

on. Gen. Baptie ?0f

Canadian Army Medical Service, report

on. Col. Bruce 90

Canadian Railways, correspondence re

Commission respecting condition of,

names of Commissioners 7S

Canadian War Records Office, London,

England, report of, to 1917 61

Canadian Manufacturers Association, cor-

respondence with, re supplies for the

front 159

Canadian Northern Railway, Order in

Council, re 4-5 George V, chap. 20, 8-15 185

Canadian "War Records Office, report re

from date of foundation to January
1917 61

Canadian ships, re requisitioning of, by
Government 225

Canadian Northern Railway System, copj'

financial statements re., 237

Canadian Northern Railway System, copy

statements re advances made to by

Government, etc 237b

Canadian Northern Railway System, copy

of Mortgage Deed of Trust to Domin-
ion Government 237ci

Canadian Expeditionary Force, number
of officers and men classed as unfit for

service, etc 261

Canadian Biology 1915-1916 38a

Canadian Government Railways :

—

Return re lands sold by, from October

1915, to September 30. 1916 68

Canals Statistics, 1916 20a

Census Statistics of male population,

ages of 20 and 45 194

Census Statistics re strength of Canadian

Units in England, also in France, St.

Lucia, etc 143c

Censors, Decoders, etc., names, addresses,

etc., of 93

Censors, Decoders, etc., names, addresses,

at Hazel Hill and Canso, N.S., 1916,

amount expended, 1916 136

Civil Service :

—

Number of permanent employees in

Department of Finance, 1911 13Se

Number of permanent enrtployeea in

Department of Finance, up to 1917.. ISSc

Number of permanent and temporary

employees in Department of Indian

Affairs \Z^,

List of Canada, year 1916 30

Number of permanent employees in, in

1911—No. of added since 13Sr

Number of permanent employees in

Department of Marine and Fisheries,

No. added since 138fc

Number of permanent employees in

Department of Naval Affairs, No.

added since 138a

Civil Service Insurance Act, 1916, state-

ment respecting 57

Jivil Service, statement re superannu-
ation and retiring allowances, 191fi.. 56

Civil Service, number of employees per-

manently in the Department of Militia

and Defence in 1911 and 1917, etc.. 138

Civil Service, re pay to members of, in

military service of Canada 188

Jivil Service Commission, report of 1916. 31

Civil Service, number of, etc., Department
of Justice 138d

^oal cargoes, report of Commission to

inquire into conditions re delivery of. . 142

Coal operations. Order in Council appoint-

ing Director of, for B.C 212

Coal re District No. 18 of Alberta, docu-

ments, etc., B.C. coal operators associ-

ation 212o

Cold Storage Companies in Canada, re

price and amount of commodities sold

by 210

Commission of Conservation, report of . . 73

Commissions concerning soldiers re pen-

sions, hospitals, etc., created since war. 236

Commissioner of Live Stock, province of

Saskatchewan, names of persons em-
ployed with 252

Commissions, date and object of all ap-

pointed since 1911, to date 161

Conductors, brakemen, drivers and flre-

iiien. number of, on Canadian Govern-

ment Railways, between Moncton and

Campbellton 156

Conservation, Commission of. Report of,

for year 1917 264

Cost of living. Report of W. F. O'Connor,

Commissioner relating to 210a
Customs duties, refund of. etc.. statement

re 75

(""iK-toms. report of department of year
1916 11

Documents rp Conciliation Board relat-

ing to employees at Pictou, N.S.. 104

List of all employees in 1916, in round
house at Pirate Harbour, N.S 101

Number of persons appointed to, from
January 1916, to March 31, 1917.. 175

Criminal Statistics for the year 1915.. ., 17

i:\\vy and cold storage commissioner, re-

port of. year 1916

Davidson, Sir Charles

—

Reportof, as Commissioner, evidence

taken before, re war expenditures;

also report of, re small arms ammu-
nition ; purchase of submarines and

15a
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D
military cloth (Auburn Woolen Mills

Co.) 60

Davies, William Comi)a.ny, Ltd., and Mat-
thews-Blackwell, Ltd., Ord«r in Council,

re investig-ation 2106

Defence of Canada, order 1917 197
" Destructive Insect and Pest Act," regii-

ations under 58

Dismissals :

—

Mr. H. D. McKenzie of Stellarton, N.S. . 79

Frank Dunlop, of Sydney Mines 95

Mr. Spenny, trackmaster on short line,

Canadian Government Railway, etc. 153

I..eon Roy, as Interpreter to Department
of Interior ; 154

D. MoDermid, superintendent of Fish

Hatchery, N.S 165

Moses H. Nickerson, Inspector of Life

Saving stations, N.S 167

Augustin D. Lauteigne, postmaster of

Island River, Gloucester Co., N.B. . 178

John R. Mclnto.sh, postmaster, Cum-
ming's Mountain, etc., N.S 180

John McDonald, janitor of Public build-

ing, Inverness, N.S 7.98

Hector Urquhart, Cape Breton Co., N.S.,

appointment of successor 201

Divorces, number of, granted in Canada
by Parliament since 1867 98

Dominion Lands, Orders in Council re

management of, in 40 mile railway belt,

B.C 67

Dominion Lands, Orders in Council re

"Railway Water Belt Act," 1916.. .. 66

Dominion Lands, Orders in Council re

"Forest Reserves and Park Act," 1916. 65

Dominion Lands, Orders in Council re

"Dominion Lands Act," 1916 69

Dominion Lands, Orders in Council re

"Dominion Lands Survey Act," 1916.. 64

Dominion Police Force, account of, etc.,

1916 59

Doukhobours, re exemption from Military

service of 224

Dredging :

—

Relating to work done at Ste. Anne de

Bellevue, Pointe Fortune, Ottawa
river, etc 123

Dredging at wharf at Isle Perrot, north

and south, Dorion Bay channel, Vau-
dreuil, etc 123a

Dredging at Margaree Harbour, N.S,.

during 1913, 1914. 1915 and 1916.. .. 134

Dredging at Ste. Anne de Bellevue, Pointe

Fortune, Ottawa Rivers, etc 241

Duchemin, H. P., Commissioner, re

amount paid to 181

Duties, re payment of, on account of

claims against certain provinces, by
Minister of Justice 229

27360—li 3

E
Employees, number of, in Departments of

Labour, Interior, Public Works, etc. . . 217
Employees, names, salarisvs, etc., of, volun-

teering from Department of Interior

and Indian -Affairs 220
Enlistment of men for overseas service,

number of, etc 143a
Estimates, year ending March 31, 1918.. 3

Estimates, supplementary, year ending
March 31, 1917 4

Estimates, supplementary, year ending
March 31, 1918 5

Exchequer Court, Copy of New Rule re

practice and procedure in 100
Exchequer Court, Proceedings of re

Indians on Sydney, N.S. Reserve.. .. 157

Exchequer Court, Proceedings re Quebec
and Saguenay Railway, Quebecr and
Montmorency Railway, and Lotbini&re
Megantic 48rt

ETxchequer Court, Copy of Rule 200 of,

re procedure 100a
Exhibition Train, correspondence re or-

ganization of, in France 205

Experimental Farms, Report of Director
and Officers of, 1916 16

Exports in different commodities, amount
of, for first nine months of present
fiscal year jgg

Express Statistics of Canada, year 1916 20e
Extension of Parliamentary term, etc.,

correspondence re 74

Extension of Parliamentary trrm, etc.,

further correspondence, re 74a
External Affairs, Report of Secretary of

State for 1917 33

F
First Contingent, No. of Battalions of

leaving Canada, etc 213
Fishing in the tida! waters of province

of Quebec, relating to 251
Fish, dried, wine, etc., trade in between

Portugal and Canada 97
Fish, scrap, names and P. O. addresses of

purchasers of, from works at Canso,
1916 .. 116

Fisher, Ward, Inspector of Fisheries,

Western N.S., re disbursements ot,

1912-1913 208
Food Controller for Canada, Order In

Council, re appointment of 192a
Fuel Controller for Canada, Order in

Council, relating to 192

Furloughs granted to men after enlist-

ment for harvesting purposes 107

G
Geographic Board, Report of, for year

1916 25d
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G
Oerman nationality, number of persons

of, employed in Departments of Service,

etc.. 176

O.iard, ex-M.P.P. for C-ompton, re employ-
ment of, by Government 223

Governor General's Warrants, on account

of years 1916-1917 49

Governor General's Warrants, issued

since adjournment of Parliament,

February 1917 Aia

Grain Commission, re report from, to

D^>artment of Trade and Commerce. 1S4

Grain Supervisors, Board of, Order in

Council, respecting 193

Grand Trunk Pacific Railway, quantity

of freight carried over, between Li€vis

and Moncton 8'0

Gravel, Mr. Alfred, re appointm-ent of,

etc., as Harbour Commissioner of Que-

bec 71

Grazing Leases, documents relating to. . 112

"Grilse," H.M.C.S. re inquiry into

damages sustained by 164

H
Halifax and Eastern Rail-way, naming of

Stations on 15'0

Halifax Herald, E\'6ning Mail, and Royal
Print and Lithographing Co., Halifax. 257

Hansard Translation Staff, correspond-
ence with Chief of, 1917 215

Harbour improvements at Tracadie, Co.

of Antigonish, N.S., 1916 126

Harrigan Cove Wharf, Halifax Co., re-

pairs, etc., to, in 1914-1915 120

Harvesting furloughs granted to men after

enlistment, etc 107

High Commissioner's Office, names of

staff, etc 96

Horses for war purposes bought in

Canada 92

Hydrometric Survey of British Colum-
bia 1915 25e

Hydrometric Survey of Manitoba 1915.. 25/

Hydrometric Surveys (Stream Measure-
ments), Report of 1915 2oc

I

Immigration Ser\'ice in city of Montreal,
No. of persons, etc., employed in.. .. iZ

Immigration Service and Land settlement,

correspondence between Federal Gov-
ernment and provinces, re 82

Immigration of Supt. of, re advertising in

United States newspapers for farm
hands 113

Im.perial War Conference, papers, re,

1917 42a
Imperial War Conference, extracts from

Minutes of 4 2a

I

Indian Affairs, Report of Department of,

year ended March 31, 1916 27

Inland Revenues, Reports, Returns and
Statistics of, year ended March 31,

1916 12, 13, 14

Insurance, Report of Superintendent of,

year 1916 E

Insurance Coys. Abstract statement of,

year 1916 9

Interior Department, number of clerks,

etc., belonging to inside service, paid

from outside service SI

Interior Department, Annual Report of,

year ending March 31, 1916 25

Inverness Harbour, N.S., re opening of. . 248

J

Jones, C. G., Surgeon-General, Interim

Report of, on Army Medical Service. . 90b

Judges, Province of Quebec, travelling

expenses of, etc 174

K
Kelly, Thos., re treatment of, in Stony
Mountain Prison 145

King's Regulations and Orders for the

Army 195

King and Wallace Shipyards, Ltd., re

contract for delivery of wooden auxi-

liary ship 267

Kitsilano Indian Reserve Report on.. .. 85

Labour report of, for year ending March
31, 1916 36

Lambert, Hyppolite, re cancellation of

mail contract to 182

Lamond and Harrison, re contract for

construction of one wooden auxiliary

ship 267

Lebel, Polydore, re .suspension of, as engi-

neer on Intercolonial Railway, in 1916. 152

Le Blanc, Maurice, Department of Public

Works, Co. of Bonaventure, re travel-

ling expenses of 240

Librarians of Parliament, Report of Joint ..

do 40

Liquor, Return re amount of, brought
into Canadian Territories, 1916 147

List of shipping of Dominion of Canada
to 1915 22

List of shareholders in Chartered Banks
on December 31, 1915 6

Local Tribunals, Copy of "Gazette," 12th

September, containing list of 276

Luceville Station, I.C.Ry., re changing of

name of Saint Luce, to 118

Lyall & Sons, re contract of, between
Government and, for rebuilding Parlia-

ment Buildings 105
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M
Mails :

—

Contract to J. C. Shields and others for

carrying mails from Ashcroft to Fort
Greorge, B.C 139

Documents re contract from Tatama-
gouche to New Annan, N.S 9&

Documents re contract between Grand
River and Fourchu, N.S 231

Rural routes established in Qu'Appelle

since January 1916, also date of . . . . 27 2

Mail route, change in Margaree-Inver-

ness, to other points 273

Male persons, regulations re departure of,

from Canada, Order in Council re.. .. 162

Manitoba Hydrometric Survey, 1915.. .. 25j

Manitoba Legislature Act passed by,

amending the "Jury Act" 14

Manual of Military Law, 1914 196

Margaree Harbour, pier at 246

Margaree Harbour, breakwater at 24 60

Marine and Fisheries, Report of, years

1915-1916 21

Marine Agency at Pictou, N.S., re closing

of, etc., in 191& M
Marine and Fisheries, supplement to Re-

port of, (Steamboat Inspection) .... 2."

Members of Parliament, names of, belong-

ing to overseas forces, etc 10 it

Members of Parliament, names of, belong-

ing to overseas forces, supplementary. 109(

Members of Parliament, names and num-
ber of, serving with forces.. ..'.. .. 1091

Members of Parliament, names, supple-

mentary 109(:

Members of House of Commons, naraes <rf,

serving or have served with Canadian

army 109

Members of House of Commons, names of

serving or have served with Canadian

army 109(

Members of House of Commons, names of,

number of, date of appointment, etc.. 109(

Members of Hoiise of Commons, serving

or have served in Canadian army.. .. 109(

Merchandise, re quantity of, exported into

foreign countries since August 1, 1914,

etc 2C7

Military Hospital at Halifax, Report of

Commission respecting 170

Military Hospitals Commission, Report of

work of, to date 1917 15S

Militia Council, Report of. year ending

March, 31. 1916 35

Militia General Orders promulgated to,

1915 to 1917 94

Militia and Defence, ex-Minister of, cor-

respondence between Premier and.. .. 160

Militia, Department of, re amount sjient

advertising for recruits in Canada.. ., 171

M
Military Staff, North Vancouver, names,

duties, salaries, etc

Military Division No. 6, Halifax, names,
occupation, salaries, etc

Military .Service Council, Order in Council,

appointing to assist administration of

Military Service Act
Mines Branch, Department of Mines, Re-

port of 1915
Mines Department, Geological Survey,

Report

Miscellaneous Unforeseen Expenses, state-

ment re, from 1916 to 1917

Mc

McCuaig, Clarence J., correspondence be-

tween Department Militia, and first

purchasing committee
McFarlane, Dan, re claim of, against De-
partment of Railways, 1917

McKee, A. J., and T. J. Drummond, The,
vessels

McLeod, Sir Ezekiel, Hon. Louis Tellier,

Report of re Hon. Robert Rogers.. ,.

N
Xaiional Battlefields Commission, State-

ments re Receipts and Expenditures..
National Service Board of Canada, Orders

in Council, re establishment of

Naturalization, certificates of, to Alien

enemies, .Order in Council, recommend-
ing

Naval Service :

—

Amendments to regulations, re pay,

allowances, and pensions to invaldded

men from Naval Service

Canaxiaan Biology, 1915-1916

Copies of Orders in Council re super-

annuation of Blair Kent in Naval Ser-

vice Department, also command
money ; Hardlying money ; establish-

ing rates of pensions ; regulations

for enrollment of men in volunteer

Naval Reserve, and order made
under War Measures Act re persons

of enemy landing in Canada..
Copy Order in Council, re payment and

Specialist allowances to overseas

division

Extract from Order in Council, re

Regulations respecting .Separation

Allowance payment
Extract Order in Council, No. 1783,

re pay, allowances and pen.S'ions.

.

Extract Order in Council, No. 18 71,

re pay, allowances and pensions. .

Radiotelegraph regulations, copy of

amendment to

235

235a

269

26a

26

51

263

151

149

230

46

275

43<;

SSa

43

43f2

43a

43e

43e

50&
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N
Regrulations re rank of Chief Skipper

in 43c

Regulations re persons on stores,

wharves, etc., on which ammunition
is handled. Order in Council re-

specting- 43b

Regulations re pay and allowances

to men after discharge, Order in

Council respecting 43i

Report of Department of, for year end-

ing 1916 38

Report of Fisheries Branch of Naval
Service, 1915-1916 39

Report of Department of year 1916.. 3S

Travelling allowances, Officers and

men of, also allowances re lodging,

etc 43/

Defence of Canada, order, Order in

Council re 45/i

News print paper, Order in Council, re

exportation, price, sale, transport, and

control of 114

Newspapers, " Le Canada," " La Presse,"

" La Patrie," " Le Pays," " La Vigie,"

and " La Soleil," amounts 216

O
O'Connor, Commissioner, re cost of living,

Reports of, re sugar 189

O'Connor, Commissioner, re cost of living,

Reports of, re Anthracite coal 190

O'Connor, Commissioner, re cost of living,

cold storage conditions in Canada.. 210h

Okanagan Telephone Coy 249

Oliver equipment lOS

Overseas Forces, re number of appli-

cants rejected on account of physical

unfitness, etc 143

Overseas Forces, number of men enlisted

for, number since discharged, and where. 143n

Orders in Council, Copies of :

—

Re appointment of Parliamentary

Under Secretary of State for Exter-

nal Affairs 41

Re appointment of Parliamentary Secre-

tary, Department Militia and De-

fence 41

Re appointment Minister of Overseas

Military Forces from Canada in

United Kingdom 41

Respecting, wheat flour, and Semolina

imported into Canada free of duty.. 106

Ottawa Improvement Commission, Re-

ceipts and Expenditures, 1915 53

P
Parliament Buildings, re claims of losses

by fire at, 1916 23.s

Parliamentary National Service Commis- ,

sion, correspondence re SS

Parliamentary term. War extension of.. 7i

Patriotic Fund, amounts subscribed and
voted, amounts by provinces, counties,

etc iiOa
Patriotic Fund, amounts paid into, pro-

mised, etc 110

Patenaude, Hon. E. L., Letter of, to

Prime Minister re resignation 206

Pearson's post office, Nipissing, change
of location of 179

Penitentiaries, Report of Minister of Jus-

tice, year 1916 34

Pension Regulations, copies of Order in

Council respecting 168

Pensions of officers or dependents, re ex-

change of, between Imperial and Can-
adian Governments 168a

Pensions and separation allowances, offi-

cers, warrant officers, etc 238

Pier at Margaree Harbour, N.S 246

Postmaster General, Report of year ended
March 31, 1916 24

Post Office, Canard and Splitlog. petitions,

etc., re 89

Post Office, Pearson's re removal of, etc. 179

Post Office, Department, number in paid

from outside service, names, salary,

etc 227

Printing of Parliament, Reports of re

economy in printing public documents. 183

Proprietary or Patent Medicine Act, ?-c

petitions for repeal of, from Physicians,

etc. . . . » 259

Public Accounts of Canada, year ended
March 31, 1916 2

Public Works, Report of Minister of

year ended March 31, 1916 19

Public Works, expenditures made by,

since 1916 in different provinces of

Canada, etc 130

Public Printing and Stationery, 1916.. 3'

Q
Ouebec and Saguenay Ry. Co., Quebec

Railway, Light and Power Co., Lot-
biniere and Megantic Railway Co., andi

Quebec Railway, Light, Heat and Power
Co., copy of agreement between Gov-
ernment and 48

Quebec and Saguenay Railway Co., etc..

Exchequer Court proceedings, re.. .. 48a
Quebec and Saguenay Railway Co., Judg-
ment by court fixing price paid for, etc. 486

Quebec City Board of Trade, correspon-

dence between, and Premier re Report
of Commission on Railways 239

R
Radiotelegraph Regulations, Amend-
ments to, since 1914 50

Radiotelegraph Regulations, Amendments
to rr ship stations within Canadian har-

bours 50a

t)
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R
Railway Commissioners, Report of Board

of year 1916 20a

Railway Transport Commission, Report of

1917 20p

Railway Subsidies, amounts expended in

Canada years, 1912, 1913. 1914, and
1915 121

Railway Employees' Magazine, re estab-

lishment of, etc 155

Railways and Canals, Report of Depart-
ment of year 1916 '.. 20

Railway Statistics 1916 20f

Rails taken up on G.T.P. Railway. . . . 14 Go

Rails, sent to France for use of, in war. 146

Recruiting Officers, chief, or special, names
and rank of, since beginning of war.. 233

Recruiting in P. E. Island, names, ad-

dresses, etc., of parties engaged therein'. 226t/

Recruiting Officers, names and number of

appointed in Province of Quebec, etc. 226

Recruiting of soldiers for overseas ser-

vice, statistics re 1431

Refund of Customs duties, etc., state-

ment re 75

Refund of Tolls or duties from Depart-

ment of Marine and Fisheries 1916.. T5(.

Registrars for purposes of Military Ser-

vice Act, Order in Council, appointing

to Provinces of Canada 277

Returned Soldiers, correspondence re be-

tween Federal and Provincial Govern-

ments S6

Returned Soldiers, Order in Council re

preference in appointments to Civil

Service 163

Returned soldiers, number of, receiving

employment from the Government.. .. 218

Rogers, Hon. Robert, McLeod-Tellier, Re-

port, re 230

Rogers evidence, exhibits, connected with

McLieod-Tellier, Report concerning. . . . 230.-

Rogers, Hon^ Robt., correspondence be-

tween, and the Premier of Canada, re

resignation 260

Roseberg, P. O. correspondence, re change

of location of 177

Ross Rifle, Papers re withdrawal of, from

service 4 4

Ross Rifle, Order in Council, re taking

over of, by Government of Canada. . Ill

Ross, Sir Charles, Copy of contracts, etc. 137

Ross Rifle, date, and number of last

ordered, recommendation for, etc.. .. 23 4

Roy, LSon, appointment of. as interpreter

Department of Interior, and also dis-

missal 1.54

Royal Can.ndian Navy, re allowance to

accountant officers in receiving ships.. 77
'

B
Royal North West Mounted Police, cancel-

lation of agreements between Govern-
ments of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and
Alberta, re services in those provinces.

Royal North West Mounted Police, re ter-

minations of agreements between Gov-
ernment of Canada and Provincial

Governments
Royal North West Mounted Police, Report
of year 1916

Royal Society of Canada, statements of

receipts and expenditures, 1916.. ..

Salmon Nets, correspondence re removal
of, from parts of coast of Inverness
Co

Salt, correspondence re supply of, for
fisheries of Maritime Provinces

Sealers of B.C., documents re claims of,

under last treaty with United States..
Secretary of State, Report of year 1916.
3eed Commissioner, Order in Council,
appointing, and authorizing purchase of
seed wheat, etc

Seizure of certain fishing boats, tackle,

etc., Straits of Northumberland, 1916
Sevigny, Hon. Albert, correspondence
between, and Sergeant-at-Arms. .

Seventy-eighth Highlanders of N.S.,

name and rank of officers in 1914..
Shields, J. C, Inland Express^Co., con-

tract for carrying mails from Ashcroft
to Fort George, B.C

•Jhip Harbour Lake, N.S., re sale of tim-
ber from, to Mr. Andrew Webber. .

-'ockeye Salmon, papers re prohibition of
export of, from B.C

ioldiers, alleged * maltreating of, in
Quebec, evidence collected re

;outhern Slav Committee, memo, pre-
.sented by, re aspirations, claims, etc., of
Slavs

^tate and Mines. Departments, number of
employees in from 1911 to 1917, inclu-
sive

Statute passed by Manitoba, intituled:
" An Act to amend the Jury Act,"
Papers, re

Stenographic reporting for different com-
missions, amount paid for

Stenographic reporting for different com-
missions, amount paid for

Stoning of Troop trains, Report of Com-
mission of inquiry

Storm Signals, re appointment of a man
in charge of. at Grand E^;ang and Mar-
garee Harbour

Sydney Daily Post, newspaper, re amounts
pala to by Government since 1911. . . .

70

TOO

28

54

169

211

268

29

144

253

187

262

139

84

72

173

228

138ft

140

203

203a

172

271

256
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T
Tait, Sir Thomas, correspondence re

appointment, etc., to National Service

Board 87

Tait. Sir Thomas, correspondence addi-

tional re appointment, etc., to National

Service Board 87a

Target practice rod, correspondence re

between Department Militia, War Pur-

chasing Commission, and British War
Office 254

Telegraph Statistics of Canada, 1916.. .. 20;

Telephone Statistics of Canada, year 1916. 20d

Temporary Loans, Statement of, from

1916 to 1917 52

Territorial defence of Province of Que-

bec, correspondence with Armand La-

vergne re 191

Thetford Mines, P.Q., correspondence re

labour trouble at 103

Tidal waters of Province Quebec, rights

of fishing in 251

Topographical Surveys Branch, Report of

1915-191& 251

Trade and Commerce :

—

Report of Department of, Part I, 1916. 10

Report of Department of, Part II, 1916 10<

Report of Department of. Part III,

1916 10!

Report of Department of. Part IV,

1916 U).

Report of Department of, Part V,

1916 10(

Report of Department of. Part I,

1916 10.

Report of Department of, Part VII,

1916 10,

Trade Unions, Annual Return, re 62

Trade Commission to Great Britain,

France and Italy, 1916, Report of. . 221

Transcontinental Railway, Report of

Commission of, 1916 37

Transcontinental Railway, List of points

where rails removed 146?

Transcontinental Railway, List of points

where rails removed 14 6(:

Tribunals, Local, Copy of Gazette con- '

taining list of 276

U
Unclaimed Balances in chartered banks

of Canada, December 31, 1915.. .. 7

V
Vale Railway, Copy of agreement con-

cerning lease of 47

Vancouver, Documents re purchase of

land in, for purpose of an Armoury
since 1913 . 232

Veterinary Director General, Report of

year 191& 15t

Victoria Bridge, Montreal, Copy of Order

in Council, increasing toll rates on.. 117

W
War Purchasing Commission, Report of

1915 to 1916, inclusive 45

War Conference, Papers relating to, in

1917 42

War Measures Act, re British ships in

Canada, etc., requisition of, for war
purposes 135

War Badges, Rules and Regulations re

for members of Canadian Expeditionary

Force 274

Ward Fisher, Inspector of Fisheries,

Western Nova .Scotia, disbursements

of 1912-1913 20S

Wet Canteen system overseas, corres-

pondence re abolishment of 204

Wharves :

—

at Upper Prospect, N.S., 1915.. .. 124

at Shad Bay, repairs to, in 1915.. 125

at Mushaboom Harbour, N.S., in

1913 129

at Port Dufferin West, Halifax Co.,

N.S., in 1913-14 131

at Port Dufferin East, Halifax Co.,

N.S., in 1916 132

at Ecum Secum West, Halifax Co.,

N.S., construction of, at 133

at McKay's Point, extension of and
repairs to 199

at Craignish, N.S 202

at Harrigan Cove, Halifax Co., N.S.,

repairs to, in 1914-1915 120

at Isle Perrot, Vaudreuil, Pointe

Cavagnal, Hudson, etc 122b

at Finlay Point, N.S 242

Breakwaters, etc., Co. of Anti-

gonish, N.S 243

of the Government at Crose Point,

New Carlisle, etc., Quebec 244

at Marble Mountain, N.S 245

at Port Hood, N.S 247

Correspondence re wharves at Isle

Perrot Sud, Vaudreuil, Pointe

Cavagnal, etc * .. .. 122
" Correspondence re wharves at Isle

Perrot North, South, Vaudreuil,

Pointe Cavagnal, Hudson, etc. . . . 122a

Wharves. Breakwaters and other public
works, Co. of Guy.sboro, N.S 250

Wheat, wheat flour, semoliaa, Or^er in

Council re i06
Whitehead, N.S., life saving station at.

Order in Council referring to 278
Willis Keizer, application of re Fishing
weir at Square Cove, N.S 166

Wooden Auxiliary Sailing Ships, Con-
tracts for,

—

Yukon Territory, Ordinances of 76
iTukon Territory, Orders in Council re
Government of 7Ca

Yukon Territory, Orders in Council re
Government of 1917 76b

8
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LIST OF SESSIONAL PAPERS

Arrmxged in Numerical Order, with their titles at full length; the dates when Ordrred

and when Presented to the Houses of Parlioffnent; the Naiiies of the Senator or

Memler who moved for each Sessional Paper, and whether it is ordered to he

Printed or not Printed.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 1.

(This volume is bound in three parts.)

1. Report of the Auditor General for the year ended 31st March, 1916, Volume 1, Parts a b and
A to K ; Volume II, Parts L. to U ; Volume III, Parts V to Z ; Volume IV, Part ZZ-.

Presented by Sir George Foster April 19, 1917.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 2.

2. The Public Accounts of Canada, for the fiscal year ended March 31, 1916. Presented by

Sir Thomas White, February 1, Idll. . .Printed f<yr distribution and sessional papers.

3. Estimates of sums required for the service of the Dominion for the year ending on the

31st March, 1918, and in accordance with the provisions of "The British Xorth
America Act, 1867," the Governor General recommends these Estimates to the House
of Commons. Presented by Sir Thomas White, January 31, 1917.

Printe<l for distribution and sessional papers.

4. Supplementary Estimates of sums required for the service of the Dominion for the year

ending on the 3l9t March, 1917, and, in accordance with the provisions of "The British

North America Act, 1867," the Governor General recommends these Estimates to the

House of Commons. Presented by Sir Thomas White, February 5, 1917.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

5. Supplementary Estimates of sums required for the service of the Dominion for the year

ending on the 3lEt March, 1918. Presented by Sir Thomas White, August 17, 1917.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

6. List of Shareholders in the Chartered Banks of the Dominion of Canada as on December
31, 1915. Presented by Sir Thomas White, January 25, 1917 Xot printed.

7. Report on certified cheques, drafts or bills of exchange, dividends remaining unpaid and
unclaimed balances in Chartered Banks of the Dominion of Canada, for five years and
upwards prior to December 31, 1915. Presented by Sir Thomas Whito, January 2.',

1917 , ,, ^..'^ot printed.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 3.

(This volume is bound in two parts.)

8. Report of the Superintendent of Insurance for the year 1916. Presented by Sir Thomas
White, July 27, 1917 ..Printed for distributio7i and sessional papers.

9. Abb-tract of S'tatements of Insurance Companies in Canada for the year ended December
31, 1916. Presented by Sir Thomas White, May 2, 1917.

Printe-d for distribution ajid sessional peipcrs.

9
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CONTENTS OF VOLUME 4.

lO, Report of the Department of Trade and Commei'ce for the fiscal year ended 31st March,
1916: Part I.—Cana/:lian Trade (Imports in and Exports from Camada). Presented

by Sir George Foster. April 19, 1917.. ..Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 5.

lOa. Report of the Department of Trade and Commerce for the fiscal year ended March 31,

1916:—Part II.—Canadian Trade with France, Germany, the United Kingdom and the

United States. Presented by Sir George Foster, January 25, 1917.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

10b, Report of the Department of Trade and Commerce for the fiscal year ended March 31,

1916 —Part III.—Canadian Trade with British and Foreign Countries (except France,

Germany, United Kingdom and United States). Presented by Sir George Foster,

April 19, 1917 Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

10c. Report of the Department of Trade and Commerce for the fiscal year ended March 31,

1916 (Part IV, Miscellaneous Information). Presented by Sir George Foster, June 4,

1917 Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 6.

lOd, Report of the Department of Trade and Commerce, Part V—Grain Statistics, compiled by
the Inspection Branch of the Department. Ottawa, for the fiscal year ended March 31,

1916, the crop year ended August 31, 1916, and the season of navigation ended
December 14. 1916; and Report of the Board of Grain Commissioners. Presented by
Sir 'Jeorge Foster, .June ?, 1917.. .. Printed for di.<itribution and sessional papers.

lOe. Report of the Department of Trade and Commerce, for the fl.scal year ending March 31,

1916 (Part V'T.—Subsidized Steamship Services, with Statistics showing Steamship
Ti-afflc to December 31. 1916. and Estimates for fl.^cal year 1917-1918). Presented by
Sir George Foster. May 3. 1917 Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

10/. Report of the De.partmenr of Trade and Commerce for the fiscal year ended March 31,

19 16: Part VII—Trade of Foreign Countries. Treaties and Conventions Presented
by Sir George Foster, 1917 Printed, for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 7.

11. Report of the Department of Customs for the year ended March 31, 1916. Presented by
Hon. Mr. Reid. January 29. 1917.. ..Printed for distrih>ition and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 8.

12, 13, 14. Reports, Returns and Statistics of the Inland Revenues of the Dominion of
Canada, for the fisca.1 year ended March 31, 1916. Part [.— Excise. Part [I. Weights
and Measures. Gas and Electricity. Part [II.—Adulteration of Food. Presented by
Sir Fames Lougbeed. January 26, 1917.. .Printed for 'listrihutiJin and sessional oavern.

15. Report of the Minister of Agriculture for the Dominion of Canada, for the vear ended
March 31, 1916. Presented bv Hon. Mr. Burrell. January 26, 1917.

Printed for distribution and sessional pavers.

15a. Report of the Dairj- and Cold Storage Commissioner for the fiscal year ending March 31.

1916. (Dairying, Fruit. Extension of Markets and Cold Storage.) Presented by Hon.
Mr. Burrell. 1917 iVot printed.

10
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CONTENTS OF VOLUME S—Concluded.

15&. Report of the Veterinary Director General for the year ending' March 31, 1916. Presented
by Hon. Mr. Burrell, 1917 Printed for distrihution and sessional papers.

15c. Report on "The Agricultural Instruction Act," 1915-16, pursuant to Section 8, Chapter
5 of 3-4 Georg-e V. Presented by Hon. Mr. Patenaude, January 31, 1917.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 9.

(This volume is bound in two parts.)

13. Report of -the Director and Officers of the Experimental Farms for the year ending 31st
March, 1916.—Volumes I, II and III. Presented by Sir George Foster, Augnst 13, 1917.

Printed for distrib^ition and sessional papers.

17. Criminal Statistics for the year ended September, 1915. (Appendix to the Report of the
Minister of Trade and Commerce for the year 1915.) Presented by Sir George Foster,
1917 Printed for distribution and sessional papers

18. Return of By-elections for the House of Commons of Canada held during the year 1916.

Presented by Hon. ilr. Speaker. 1917 Kot printed.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 10.

19. Report of the Minister of Public Works on the works under his control for the fiscal

year ended March 31, 1916. Presented by Hon. Mr. Rogers, Januarj- 26, 1917.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 11.

20. Annual Report of the Department of Railways and Canals, for the fiscal year from April
1, 1915, to March 31, 1916. Presented by Hon. Mr. Cochrane, April 19, 1917.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

20n. Canal Statistics for the season of Navigation, 1916. Presented by Hon. Mr. Reid, May 7,

1917 Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

20b. Railway Statistics of the Dominion of Canada, for the year ended 30th June, 1916. Pre-
sented hy Hon. Mr. Cochrane, April 24, 1917.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 12.

20c. Eleventh Report of the Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada, for the year ending
31st March, 1916. Presented by Hon. Mr. Cochrane, January 23, 1917.

Printed far distribution and sessional papers.

20rf. Telephone Statistics of the Dominion of Canada, for the year ended June 30, 1916. Pre-
sented by Hon. Mr. Cochrane, April 19, 1917.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

ZOe, Express Statistics of the Dominion of Canada, for the year ended June 30, 1916. Pre-
sented by Hon Mr. Cochrane, April 25, 1917.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

20/. Telegraph Statistics of the Dominion of Canada, for the year ended June 30, 1916. Pre-
sented by Hon. Mr. Cochrane, April 19, 1917.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

20g. Report of the Royal Commission appointed to consider the general problem of transporta-

tiC'n in Canada, comprising :—Report of Sir H. F. Drayton and Mr. W. M. Acworth ;

Report of Mr. A. H. Smith ; and. Appendices A and B, being Report of Appraisal of

Csnadian Northern Railway System and Grand Trunk Pacific Railway, by Mr. Geo.

F. Swain, C.E. Presented by Sir Thomas White, May 2, 1917.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

11
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CONTENTS OF VOLUME 13.

21. Forty-ninth Annual Report of the Departmenl of Marine and Fisheries, for the year
1915-16—Marine. Presented by Hon. Mr. Hazen, January 23, 1917.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

22. List of Shipping issued by the Department of Marine anu Fisheries, being a list of vessels

on the Registry Books of the Dominion of Canada, on the 31st day of December, 1916.

Presented by Hon. Mr. Hazen, September 4, 1917.

Pointed for distribution and sessional papers.

23. Supplement to the Forty-ninth Annual Report of the Department of Marine and Fisheries

for the fiscal year 1915-16. (Marine)—Steamboat Inspection Report. Presented by

Hon. Mr. Hazen, April 19, 1917 Printed for distribution and sessional papers-

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 14.

24. Report of the Postmaster General for the year ended 31st March, 1916. Presented by

Hon. Mr. Blondin, February 1, 1917. . .P/i«/id for distribution and scssiorwl papers.

25. Annual Report of the Department of the Interior, for the fiscal year ending March 31,

1916. Presented by Hon. Mr. Roche, January 22, 1917.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 15.

256. Annual Report of the Topographical Surveys Branch of the Department of Interior,

1915-1'6. Presented by Hon. Mr. Roche, June 19, 1917.

Printed for distribution a-rid sessional papers.

25c. ReiK>rt of Hydrometric Surveys (Stream Measurements), for the calendar year 1915.

Presented by Hon. Mr. Roche, April 19, 1917.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 16.

25d. Fifteenth Report of the Geographic Board of Canada for year ended March 31, 1916.

Presented, 1917 Not printed.

25€. Report of the British Columbia Hydrometric Survey for the calendar year 1915 (Water
Resources Paper No. 18 of the Dominion Water Power Branch, Department of the

Interior). Presented by Hon. Mr. Roche, July 5, 1917.

Pritited for distj-ibution and sessional papers.

25/. Progress Report of the Manitoba Hydrometric Survey for the calendar year 1915 (Water
Resources Paper No. 19 of the Dominion Water Power Branch, Department of the

Interior). Presented by Hon. Mr. Roche, July 7, 1917.

Printed for distribution a7i{i ts-esional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 17.

26. Summary Report of the operations of the Geological Survey, Department of Mines, for

the calendar year, 1916. Presented by Hon. Mr. Meighen, August 28, 1917.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

26a. Summary Report of the Mines Branch of the Department of Mines, for the calendar year
ending 31st December, 1915. Presented by Hon. Mr. Patenaud-e, April 19, 1917.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

12
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CONTENTS OF VOLUME 18.

27. Report of the Department of Indian Affairs for the year ended March 31, IS 16. Pre-
sented by Hon. Mr. Roche, January 22, 1917.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

28. Report of the Royal Northwest Mounted Police, 1916. Presented by Sir Robert Borden,
April 19, 1917 Printed for distriiution and sessio7ial papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 19.

29. Report of the Secretary of State of Canada for the year ended >Iarch 31, 1916. Presented
by Hon. Mr. Roche, August 18, 1917 Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

30. The Civil Service List of Canada for the year 1916. Presented 1917.

Piinted for distribution and sessional papers.

31. ESghth Annual Report of the Civil Service Commission of Canada for the year ended
August 31, 1916. Presented by Hon. Mr. Patenaude, April 19, 1917.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

32. Annual Report of the Department of Public Printing and Stationery for the fiscal year
ended March 31, 1916. Presented by Sir Robert Borden, July 31, 1917.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

33. Report of the Secretary of State for External Affairs for the year ended March 31, 1917.

Presented 1917 Printed for distribution and sessiotutl papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 20.

34. Report of the Minister of Justice as to the Penitentiaries of Canada for the fiscal year
ending March 31, 1916. Presented 1917.. .Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

35. Report of the Militia Council for the Dominion of Canada, for the fiscal year ending
March 31, 1916. Presented by Sir A. E. Kemp, February 3, 1917.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

36. Report of the Department of Labour for the fiscal year ending March 31, 1916. Pre-
sented by Hon. Mr. Crothers, January 22, 1917.

Printed for distrib^ttion and sessional papers.

36a. Ninth Report of the Registrar of Boards of Conciliation and Investigation of the pro-
ceedings under "The Industrial Disputes Investigation Act, 1907," for the fiscal year
ending March 31, 1916. Presented by Hon. Mr. Crothers, January 22, 1S17.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

37. Twelfth Ann-ual Report of the Commissioners of the Transcontinental Railway, for the
year ended March 31, 1916. Presented by Hon. Mr. Cochrane, April 19, 1917.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 21.

38. Report of" the Department of the Naval Service, for the fiscal year ending March 31, 1916.

Presented by Hon. Mr. Hazen, January 22, 1917.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

38«. Supplement to the Sixth Annual Report of the Department of Naval Service, Fisheries
Branch,—Contributions to Canadian Biology, being studies from the biological stations

of Canada, 19^15-1916. Presented by Hon. Mr. Hazen, June 4, 1917.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

38c- Lobster Conservation in Canada, by A. P. Knight, MA.
Printed for distribution and sessio7ial papers.

39. Forty-ninth Annual Report of the Fisheries Branch of the Department of the Naval
Service, 1915-16. Presented by Hon. Mr. Hazen, January 22, 1917.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.
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CONTENTS OF VOLUME 21—Continued.

40. The Report of the Joint Librarians of Parliament. Presented by Hon. Mr. Speaker,

January 19, 1917 Not printed.

41. Copies of Orders in Council, as follows:

—

P.C. 1917, dated the 15th day of July, 1916, respecting the appointment of a

Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for External Affairs during the continuance

of the war.

P.C. 2576, dated the 21st day of Octoher, 1916, respecting the appointment of Hugh
Clark, Member of the House of Commons for the Electoral District of J^orth Bruce,

to the position of Parliamentary Under Secretary for Exernal Affairs, during the con-

tinuance of the present war.

P.C. 1720, dated the 15th day of July, 1916, respecting the appointment of a Par-

liamentary Secretary of the Department of Militia and Defence, during the continu-

ance of the present war.

P.C. 1730, dated the 19th day of July, 1916, respecting the appointment of Fleming

Blanchard McCurdy, Member of the House of Commons for the Electoral District of

Shelbume and Queens, to the position of Parliamentary Secretary of the Department

of Militia and Defence, during the continuance of the present war.

P.C. 2651, dated the 28tb day of October, 1916, respecting the establishment of a

ministry in London charged with the administration of the overseas forces of Canada,

and the direction and control of the expenditures abroad in connection therewith.

P.C. 2656, dated the 31st day of October, 1916, respecting the appointment of

Honourable Sir George Halsey Perley, to the position of Minister of Overseas Military

Forces from Canada in the United Kingdom. Presented by Sir Robert Borden, January

18, 1917 Printed for sessional papers only.

42. Papers relating to the Imperial War Conference, 1917. Presented by Sir Robert Borden,

January 22, 1917 Printed for sessional papers only.

42a. Copy of a Parliamentary Paper (Cd. 856-6). containing extracts from the Minutes of the

Proceedings of the Imperial War Conference, 1917, and Papers laid before the Con-

ference. Presented by Sir Robert Borden, June 15, 1917.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

43. Copies of Orders in Council, as follows :

—

P.C. 64-15-25, dated the 29th June, 1916, authorizing the superannuation of Mr.

Silas Blair Kent, a clerk in Sub-division " B " of the First Division, employed as

chief Ashing bounty officer of the Naval Service Department.

P.C. 3192, dated 30th December, 1916, Regulations governing the payment of

Separation Allowance in the Royal Canadian Navy and Royal Naval Canadian Volun-

teer Reserve.

P.C. 3108, dated 19th September, 1916, Regulations governing payment of " Com-
mand Money " to officers on " Special Service," etc., in the Royal Canadian Navy.

P.C. 2942, dated 29th November, 1916, Regulations governing payment of "Hard-
lying Money " in the Royal Canadian Navy.

P.C. 2442, dated 11th October, 1916, Amendment to Order in Council P.C. 1334,

dated 3rd June, 1915, establishing Rates of Pensions for the Military and Naval Forces

of Canada.

P.C. 2130, dated 9th September, 1918, Regulations for enrolment .of men in the

Royal Canadian Volunteer Reserve for service in the Royal Navy.

P.C. 1939, dated 18th August, igw. Order made under War Measures Act, 1914,

to reduce risk of persons of enemy nationality landing in Canada under guise of

neutrals. Presented by Hon. Mr. Hazen, January 22, 1917 Not printed.

43o, Copy of extract from Order in Council No. P.C. 942, dated 5th April, 1917, with reference

to Regulations governing the Payment of Separation Allowance in the Royal Canadian

Navy. Presented by Hon. Mr. Hazen, June 11, 1917 Not printed.

436. Copy of extract from Order in Council No. P.C. 1397, dated 2l3t May, 1917: Rules and
Regulations to apply to persons who are employed in or who are In or in the vicinity

of any store, wharf, etc., in or upon which any ammunition, etc., is handled. Pre-

sented by Hon. Mr. Hazen, June 14, 1917 Not printed.

u
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CONTENTS OF VOLUME 21—Continued.

43c. Copy of Efxtract from Order in Council No. P.C. 1576. dated 11th June, 1917: Regulations

instituting the rank of Chief Skipper and Skipper in the Royal Canadian Navy, Pre-

sented by Hon. Mr. Hazen, June 20. 1917 Not printed.

4:3d. Copy of Order In Council, P.C. 69/1774. dated 28th June. 1917, containing Regulations

for the Pa>-ment of Specialist Allowance to R.N.C.V.R. and R.N.C.V.R. Overseas

Division. Presented by Hon. Mr. Hazen, July 9, 1917 Not printed

43e, Copy Extract from Order in Council, P.C No 1783. dated 29th June. 1917:—Rules and
Regulations governing the issue of Pay, Allowances and Pensions, Department of the

Naval Service—Copy Extract from Order in Council, P.C No. 1871. dated 6th July, 1917 ;

—Amendment to the Regulations for the payment of Separation Allowance to the

dependents of those on Active Service under the Naval Service Department. Presented

by Sir James Lougheed. July 12, 1917. (Senate) Not printed.

43/. Extract from Order in Council. PC 1993 of the 17th July, 1917: Scale of Subsistence
Allowances to Officers and men of the Naval Service when travelling on duty.—And
also,—Extract from Order in Council, P.C 1994 of the 17th July, 1917: Scale of

Allowances in lieu of lodging, provisions, fuel and light, for Officers and men of the
Naval Service. Presented by Hon. Mr. Hazen, August 6, 1917 Not printed.

43p. Extract from Order in Council. PC 2105. dated 9th August. 1917: Aimendments to regu-
lations for the issue of pay, allo'wances and pensions to officers, warrant officers and
men invalided, etc.. from the Naval Service Presented by Hon. Mr. Hazen, August
27. 1917 Not printed.

43ft. Extract from Order in Council ("Defence of Canada Order"), P.O. No, 2277, dated the
17(h August. 1917:—Amendments respecting iNaval Service The Senate. .A'ot printed.

43i. Extract from Order in Council. No. P.C. 2433, dated 1st September, 1917 :—Regulations
re Pay and Allowances to Officers and Men after discharge from the Canadian Naval
Service. The Senate Not printed.

44. Correspondence relating to the withdrawal of the Ross Rifle from the Canadian Army
Corps. Presented by Sir Robert Borden, January 22, 1917.

Printed for sessional papers only.

45- Report of the War Purchasing Commission, covering period from its appointment on May
8. 1915. to December 31. 1916 Presented by Hon. Mr. Kemp. January 23. 1917.

Not printed.

46. Copies of Orders in Council respecting the establishment of a National Service Board of

Oinada, and appointments thereto, under the provisions of the War Measures Act,

1914. Presented by Sir Robert Borden, January 23, 1917.

Printed for sessional papers only.

47. Copy of Agreement between His Majesty the King and The Acadia Coal Company, Ltd.,

concerning the lease of the Vale Railway. Presented by Hon. Mr. Cochrane, January
23.-1917

, Not printed.

48. Copy of Agreement between His Majesty the King and The Quebec and Saguenay Rail-

way Co., The Quebec Railway Light, and Power Co, The LotbiniSre and Megantic
Railway Co., and The Quebec Railway Light Heat and Power Co., respecting the

acquisition by the Government of the said railways Presented by Hon, Mr. Cochrane,
January 23. 1917 Not printed.

48o. Return to an Order of the House, of the 23rd April, 1917, for a copy of all proceedings
in the Exchequer Court of Canada, and judgment of Mr. Justice Cassels concerning Uie
reference of the Quebec and Saguenay Railway, the Quebec and Montmorency Railway
and the Lotbiniere and Megantic Railway. Presented June 21, 1917. Mr. Lemleux.

Not printed.
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CONTENTS OF VOLUME 21—Continued.

48b. Return to an Order of the House, of the 14th May, 1917, for a copy of the judgment
delivered by Mr. Justice Cassels on the 24th day of January, 1917, in the matter of

fixing the price to be paid by the Government for the Quebec, Montmorency and

Charlevoix Railway, the Quebec and Saguenay Railway, and the Lotbiniere and

Megantic Railway, under the statTite of last session. Chapter 22, 6-7 George V. Pre-

sented June 27, 1917. Mr. Graham A^of printed.

49. Statement of Governor General's Warrants issued since the last Session of Parliament

on account of 1916-17. Presented by Sir Thomas White, January 23, 1917.
^

Not prijited.

49o. Statement of Governor General's Warrants issued since the adjournment of Parliament

on February 7. 1917. Presented by Sir Thomas White, April 24, 1917.. iVot Printed.

50. Copy of Amendments to the Radiotelegraph Regulations since the 1st Aiigust, 1914.

Presented by Hon. Mr. Hazen, January 25, 1917 Not pritited.

50«. Copy of Amendment to subsection (d) of section 104 of the Radiotelegraph Regulations ;

Operation of ship stations within a Canadian harbour. Presented by Hon. Mr. Hazen,

January 29, 1917 Not printed.

50fc. Copy of Amendment to Radiotelegraph Regulations issued by the Minister of the Naval
Service, under Section 11, Chapter 43, of the Radiotelegraph Act, 3-4 George V. Pre-

sented by Hon. Mr. Hazen, April 19, 1917 Not printed.

51. Statement of Expenditure on accouut of "Miscellaneous Unforeseen Exi>enses," from the

1st April, 1916, to the 18th January, 1917, in accordance with the Appropriation Act of

1916. Presented by Sir Thomas White, January 25, 1917 Not printed.

52. Statement of Temporary Loans issued since April 1, 1916, to 18th January, 1917. Pre-

sented by Sir Thomas White, January 25, 1917 Not printed.

53. Report and Statement of Receipts and Expenditures of the Ottawa Improvement Com-
mission to March 31, 1916. Presented by Sir Thomas White, January 25, 1917.

Not printed.

54. Statement of the Receipts and Expenditures of the Royal Society of Canada, for the year

ended April 30, 1916. Presented by Sir Thomas White, January 25, 1917.. .Not printed.

55. Statement of Receipts and Expenditures of the National Battlefields Commission to 31st

March, 1916. Presented by Sir Thomas White, January 25, 1917.. ..Not printed.

56. Statement of Superannuation and Retiring Allowances in the Civil Service during the

year ending 31st December, 1916, showing name, rank, salary, service allowance and

cause of retirement of each person superannuated or retired, also whether vacancy

has been filled by promotion, or by appointment, and the salary of any new appointee.

Presented by Sir Thomas White, January 25, 1917 Not printed.

57. Statement in pursuance of Section 17 of the Civil Service Insurance Act, for the year

ending March 31, 1916. Presented by Sir Thomas White, January 25, 1917.

Not printed.

58. Regulations under " The Destructive Insect and Pest Act," pursuant to Section 9,

Chapter 31 of 9-10 Edward VII. Presented by Hon. Mr. Burrell, January 26. 1917.

Not printed.

59. Account of the average number of men employed on the Dominion Police Force during
each month of the year 1916, and of their pay and travelling expenses, pursuant to

Chapter 92, Section 6, Subsection 2, of the Revised Statutes of Canada. Presented by
Hon. Mr. Doherty, January 26', 1917 Not printed.

60. Copy of the evidence taken before the Hon. Sir Charles Davidson, Kt., Commissioner
appointed to inquire into the purchase by and on behalf of the Government of the
Dominion of Canada, of Arms, Munitions, Implements, Materials, Horses, Supplies, and
other things for the purpose of the present war, and as to the expenditures and pay-
ments made or agreed to be made therefor ; together with the Report of the said Com
missioner concerning the sale of Small Arms Ammunition ; purchase of Submarines, and
Military Cloth (Auburn Woollen Mills Co.). Presented by Hon. Mr. Meighen, Janu-

ary 30, 1917 Not printed.
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61. Report submitted by the officer in charge of the Canadian Records Office, London, Eng.. to

The Right Honourable Sir Robert Borden, G.C.M.G., M.P., Prime Minister of Canada,
on the work of the Canadian War Records Offi.ce since the date of its foundation to

the 11th January, 1917. Presented by Sir Robert Borden, January 31, 1&17.

Not p tinted.

62. Annual Return respecting Trade Unions under Chapter 125, R.S.C, ISOG. Presented by
Hon. Mr. Patenaude, January 31, 1917 Not printed.

63. A detailed statement of all bonds or securities registered in the Department of the

Secretary of State of Canada, since last return (22nd January, 1916) submitted to the

Parliament of Canada under Section 32 of Chapter 19, of the Revised Statutes of

Canada, 1906. Presented by Hon. Mr. Blondin, January 31, 1917 Not printed.

64. Return of Orders in Council which have been published in the Canada Gazette, between
the 1st January, 1916, and the 31st December, 1916, in accordance with the provisions
of Section 5 of "' The Dominion Lands Survey Act," Chapter 21, 7-8 Edward VII. Pre-
sented by Hon. Mr. Roche, February 1, 1917 Xot printed.

65. Return of Orders in Council which have been publislied in the Canada Gazette, between
1st January, 1916, and the 31st December, 1916, in accordance with the provisions of

"The Forest Reserves and Park Act," Section 19, of Chapter 10, 1-2 George V. Pre-
sented by Hon. Mr. Roche, February 1, 1917 Not printed.

66. Return of Orders in Council which have been published in the Canada Gazette, between
the 1st January, 1916, and the 31st December, 1916, in accordance with the provisions

of Chapter 47, 2 George V, entitled " The Railway Belt Water Act." Presented by
Hon. Mr. Roche, February 1, 1917 Not printed-

67. Return of Orders in Council which have been published in the Canada Gazette and in the
British Columbia Gazette, bet-ween 1st January, 1916, and the 31st December, 1916,
in accordance with provisions of Subsection (d) of Section 38 of the regulations for
the survey, administration, disposal and management of Dominion Lands within the
40-mile Railway Belt in the Province of British Columbia. Presented by Hon. Mr.
Roche, February 1, 1917 Not printed.

68. Return showing all lands sold by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company during the year,
from the Ist October, 1915, to 30th September, 1916, together with the names of the
purchasers, in accordance with the Statutes of Canada, 18S6, Chapter 9, Section S.

P^resented by Hon. Mr. Roche, February 1, 1917 Not printed.

69. Return of Orders in Council which have been published in the Canada Gazette, between
1st January, 1916, and the 31st December, 1916, in accordance with the provisions of
Section 77 of "The Dominion Lands Act,' Chapter 20, 7-S Edward VII. Presented by
Hon. Mr. Roche, February 1, 1917.. ..• Not printed.

70. Certified copies of Reports of the Committee of the Privy Council, approved by His
Excellency the Governor General on the 29th November, 1916, giving authority for the
cancellation on and from the 1st January, 1917, of the agreements between the Govern-
ment of Canada and the Governments of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta, resijec-
tively, respecting the services of the Royal . North West Mounted Police in those
provinces. Presented by Sir Robert Borden, February 1, 1917.

Printed for scssionai papers only

70a. Return to an Address to His Excellency the Governor General, of the 31st January, 1917,
for a copy of all documents, letters, messages, correspondence, etc., respecting the
termination of the agreements, between the Government of Canada and the Govern-
ments of the -Provinces of Saskatchewan and Alberta in reference to the Royal North
West Mounted Police. Presented June 1, 1917. Mr. McCraney Xot printed.

71. Return to an Order of the House, of the 20th March, 1916, for a copy of all telegrams,
letters and correspondence concerning the appointment of Mr. Alfred Gravel, Harbour
Commissioner of Quebec, and concerning all other candidates for the position of
Commissioner on the Harbour Board of Quebec, to represent the South Shore. Pre-
sented February 2, 1817. Mr. Bourassa Not printed.
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72. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General, of the 2nd February,

1914, for a copy of all Orders in Council, correspondence, petitions, telegrams and other

papers or documents bearing date between the years 1885 and 1914 in any way relating

to the prohibition of the export of Sockeye Salmon from the Province of British

Columbia. Presented February 2, 1917.—^/r. Shiclair Not printed.

73. Seventh Annual Report of the Comimission of Conservation for the fiscal year ending

March 31, 1916. Presented by Hon. Mr. Hazen, February 5, 1917 Not printed.

74. Copy of correspondence between Sir Robert Borden and Sir Wilfrid Laurier respecting

proposals for the extension of the term of Parliament, November 3, 1915, to January

3, 1917. Presented by Sir Robert Borden, May 23, 1917.

Printed for sessional papers only.

75. Detailed Statement of Customs Duties and the Refund thereof, under Section 92, Consoli-

dated Revenue Act, for the year ended March 31, 1916. (Senate) Not printed.

75a. Detailed Statement of all Remissions and Refunds of the Tolls or duties for the fiscal year

ending March 31, 1916.—Also,—Supplementary statement of the Remissions and

Refunds of Tolls and Duties from the Department of Marine and Fisheries. Pre-

sented by Hon. Mr. Patenaude, April 19, 1917 Not printed.

76. Ordinances of the Yukon Territory, passed by the Yukon Council in 1916. (Senate).

Xot printed.

76a. Return of Orders in Council passed under the provisions of Section 18, of Chapter 63,

Revised Statutes of Canada, " An Act to provide for the Government of the Yukon

Territory." Presented by Hon. Mr. Patenaude, April 19, 1917 Not printed.

76& Return of Orders in Council passed in the year X,^l', under the provisions of Section

18, of Chapter 63, Revised Statutes of Canada, " An Act to provide for the Govern-

ment of the Yukon Territory." Presented by Hon. Mr. Sevigny, July 5, 1917.

Not printed-

77. Copy of extract from Order in Council Xo. P.C. 43/263, dated 27th January, 1917,

authorizing Regulations governing the payment of Allowance for the Accountant

Officers in the Royal Canadian Navy of Receiving Ships and Depot Ships, in accordance

with the provisions of Secton 47, Chapter 43, 9-10 Edward VII. Presented by Hon.

Mr. Hazen, February 6, 1917 Not printed.

78. Return to an Order of the House of the 31st January, 1917, for a copy of all corre-

spondence respecting the appointment of a Commission to investigate the financial and

economic condition of Canadian railways, showing the names of the Commissioners,

the rate of their remuneration, along with the names of the secretaries and engineers

appointed by them, or by the Commission, and the rate of their remuneration. Pre-

sented February 6, 1917.

—

Sir Wilfrid Laurier Not printed.

79. Return to an Order of the House of the 31st January, 1917, for a copy of ^1 pampers,

letters, telegrams and other documents relative to the removal of Mr. H. D. McKenzie

as mechanical foreman at Stellarton on the Canadian Government Railways, and the

appointment of his successor. Presented February 6, 1917.

—

Mr. Macdonald.

Not printed.

80. Return to an Order of the House of the 31st January, 1917, for a return showin:g the

quantity of freight carried over the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway between Levis and

Moncton since that portion of said railway has been operated by the Canadian Govern-

ment Railways System. Presented February 6, 1917.

—

Mr. Copp Not printed.

81. Return to an Order of the House of the 12th April, 1916, for a Return showing:— 1. How
many clerks there are in the Interior Department who belong to and are paid from the

outside service vote and who work in the inside service? 2. The names of said clerks?

3. Salary paid to each? 4. How long each has been in the service of the Dei)artment?

5. If all or any of these clerks have passed any examination. If so, what eximination

and on what date or dates? Presented February 6, 1917.

—

Mr. Turriff. . . .Nit printed-
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82. Return to an Order of the House of the 15th March, 1916, for a copy of all correspondence

between the Government and the Provinces, regarding Increased co-operation in the

promotion of immig-ration and land settlement, commencing with a letter of the

Minister of the Interior to the Provincial Prime Ministers, in November, 1911. Pre-

sented February 6, 1917.

—

Sir Wilfrid Laurier Not printed.

83. Return to an Order of the House of the 27th March, 1916, for a Return showing:—1. The
names and salaries of the persons employed in the Immigration Service in the City

of Montreal ; their respective salaries when appointed and what they receive at the

present time? 2. Which of such employees are given travelling or other expenses, and
how much has been been paid to each on that account since their respective appoint-

ments. Presented February 6, 1917.

—

Mr. Lachance Not printed.

84. Return to an Order of the House of the 31st January, 1917, for a return showing the

quantities of timber cut, and the sum paid therefor, to date, under the lease or sale

of timber made by the Indian Department to Mr. Arthur Webber from lands situated

near Ship Harbour Lake, Halifax County, together with the name or names of all

surveyors of the timber cut from the said Indian lands under the above-mentioned sale

or lease, and copies of all reports made in connection therewith by said surveyors.

Presented February 6, 1917.

—

Mr. McLean {Halifax) Not printed.

85. A copy of the Special Report made by the Royal Commission on Indian Affairs on the

Kitsilano Indian Reserve, together with the Order in Council passed on the 28 th

March, 1916, and all other papers and correspondence relating to the Report. (Senate).

Not printed.

86. Return to an Address to His Excellency the Governor General, of the 31st January, 1917,

for a copy of all correspondence exchanged between the Dominion Government and
the Provincial Governments inviting them to a conference on the subject of making
provisions for returned soldiers, including a copy of the proceedings of the conference

which took place on the 10th of January at Ottawa on the same subject. Presented

February 7, 1917.

—

Sir Wilfrid Laurier Printed for sessional papers only.

87. Return to an Order of the House, of the 31st January, 1917, for a copy of all correspon-
dence between any Member of the Government and Sir Thomas Tait referring to his

appointment to, and resignation from, the National Service Board. Presented February
7, 1917.

—

Mr. Graham Printed for sessional papers only.

87a. Return to an Order of the House of the 31st January, 1917, for a copy of all corre-

spondence between Mr. Murray, Secretary of the Manufacturers' Association, and any
Member of the Government, or Sir Thomas Tait, as head of the National Service

Board, concerning his suggested appointment as Secretary of the National Service

Board. Presented June 1, 1917.

—

Mr. Graham Not printed.

88. Correspondence between the Prime Minister and the Leader of the Opposition concerning
the formation of a Parliamentary National Service Commission. Presented by Sir

Robert Borden, February 7, 1917 .Printed for sessional papers only.

89. Return to an Order of the House, of the 5th February, 1917, for a copy of all petitions.

letters, telegrams, reports and other documents relative to the closing of the Canard
and Splitlog Post Office and the opening of Loiselleville Post Office, in the County of
Essex, together with a copy of all petitions and documents relative to the establish-

ment of rural mail routes from the Loiselleville Post Office. Presented February ^,
1917.

—

Mr. Wilcox jsiot printed.

90. Report on the Canadian Army Medical Service, by Colonel Herbert A. Bruce, Special
Inspector General, Medical Services, Canadian Expeditionary Force, dated at London,
England, 2(>th September, 1916. Presented by Sir Robert Borden, February 7, 19J7.

Not printed.

90«. Report on the Canadian Army Medical Service, by a Board of Officers, presided over by
Surgeon-General Sir William Babtie, K.C.M.G., C.B., V.C., dated at London, England,
December 22, 1916. Presented by Sir Robert Borden, February 7, \^n . .Not printed
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90l>. Copy of Interim Report of the Surgeon-General G. C. Jones, Director Medical Services.

Canadians, in reply to the Report on the Canadian Army Medical Service by Colonel

Herbert A. Bruce, Special Inspector^General, Medical Services, Canadian Expedition-

ary Force, dated London, September 28, 1S16. Presented by Sir EMtward Kemp, May 31,

1917 l>!ot printed.

91. Return to an Order of the House, of the 7th February, 1S17, for a copy of all letters,

telegrams, papers and other documents relative to the closing of the Marine Agency at

Pictou last autumn, and as to the re-opening of said agency. Presented April 19, 1917.

—Mr. Macdonald Not printed-

92. Return to an Order of the House of the 5th Februarj-, 1917, for a Return showing :—1. The
number of horses that have been bought in Canada for war purposes in each of the

years 1914, 1915 and 1916, resepctively, (a) for the Canadian Army; (6) for Britain;

and (c) for France and our other Allies. 2. The amount paid for the horses in each

of the years for the different countries mentioned. Presented April 19, 1917.

—

Mr.

Edwards Not printed.

93. Return to an Ord^r of the House of the 31st January, 1S17, for a Return showing:—1. The
names, home addresses and former occupations of all censors, decoders or other

employees of the Government in the different cable stations in Xova Scotia during the

calendar year 1916. 2. The name of the person who recomm«nded each of the said

censors, decoders or employees. 3. "What salary was paid to each of said persons

for the calendar year 1916. Presented April 19, 1917.

—

Mr. Sinclair. . . .Kot p7-inted-

94. Copies of General Orders promulgated to the Militia for the period between December
30, 1915, and February 8, 1917. Presented by Sir Edward Kemp, April 19, 1917.

Not printed.

95. Return to an Order of the House of the 11th March, 1915, for a copy of all charges,

correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relative to the dismissal of

Frank Dunlop, of Graves Point, at Sydney Mines, in the riding of North Cape Breton

and Victoria, N.S., and the expenses of such investigation in detail. Presented April

19, 1917.

—

Mr. McKemie Not printed.

96. Return to an Order of the House of the 3rd April, 1916, for a P..eturn showing:— 1. The
names of the staff in the office of the High Commissioner for Canada in London? 2.

Whether any of these officials are natives of Canada. If so which ones? 3. Whether
it is true, as alleged, that Canada is the only British Dominion which employs none of

its natives in its High Commissioners Office. Presented April 19, 1917.

—

Mr. Proiilx.

Not printed.

97. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General, of tlie 22nd February,

1915, for a copy of all Orders in Council, memoranda, correspondence or other docu-

ments in the possession of the Government, or any Department thereof, relating to the

trade in dried fish and wines between Portugal and Canada. Presented April 19, 1917.

—

Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

98. Return to an Order of the House of the 31st January, 1917, for a tabulated statement
showing the number of divorces granted by the Parliament of Canada since 1867. Pre-

sented April 19, 1917.

—

Mr. Lemieux Not printed.

99. Return to an Order of the House of the 3rd February, 1916, for a copy of all letters,

telegrams and other documents, including tenders, relating to the mail contract from
Tatamagouche to New Annan and Tatamagouche Mountain, in the County of Colchester.

Presented April 19, 191".—Mr. Macdonald Not printed.

100. Copy of new Rule in substitution of Rule 23'6 of the General Rules and Orders now in

force Te;rulating the practice and procedure in the Exchequer Court of Canada, made
on the 16th day &f Februarj-. 1917. Presented by Hon. Mr. Patenaude, April 19, 1917.

Not printed.
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lOOo. Copy of Rule 200 of the General Rules and Orders now in force regulating the practice

and procedure in the Exchequer Court of Canada ; also, Copy of General Order
respecting fees and costs in the Exchequer Court in the exercise erf its jurisdicton as a
Court of Admiralty. Presented by Hon. Mr. Patenaude, May 3, 1917 Not printed.

101. Return to an Order of the House of the 5th February, 1917, for a return showing a list

of all persons employed during the year 1916 in the round-house of the Canadian Gov-

ernment Railways at Pirate Harbour, N.S., as brakemen, telegraphers, cleaners and
labourers, showing the dates of their ap'pointments and length of time employed respect-

ively, and also the monthly rate of wages paid to each of said employees. Presented

April 19, 1917.

—

Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

102. Return to an Order of the Hoxise of the 31st January, 1917, for a copy of all letters,

papers, telegrams and other documents relative to the application for, and the granting

of, a Conciliation Board to the employees of the Acadia Coal Coinpany in the spring of

1916, the proceedings of said Board, and all other papers in relation to the same.

Presented April 19, 1917.

—

Mr. Macdonald Not printed.

103. Return to an Order of the House of the 31st January, 1917, for a copy of all correspon-

dence, telegrams and documents of all kinds exchanged between any person or persons

and the Department of Labour or any other Department of the Government relating to

the labour trouble at Thetford Mines, P.Q., and also copies of all correspondence

exchanged between the different Departments of the Government respecting the same
question. Presented April 19, 1917.

—

Mr. Verville Not printed.

104. Return to an Order of the House of the 31st January, 1917, for a copy of all letters,

papers, telegrams and other documents relative to the application for, and the refusal

to grant a Conciliation Board as petitioned for under the Industrial Disputes Investiga-

tion Act by the employees of the Canadian Government Railway at Pictou, who were
members of the Longshoremen's Union at Pictou during the year 1916. Presented April

19,1917.

—

Mr. Macdonald Not printed.

105. Return to an Order of the House of the 7th February, 1917, for a copy of the contract

between the Government and the P. Lyall & Sons Construction Company for the recon-

struction of the Parliament Building. Presented April 20, 1917.

—

Mr. Murphy.

Printed for Sessional Papers only.

106. Copy of Order in Council P.C. 1062, dated 16th April, 1917, ordering that wheat, wheat
flour and semolina be transferred to the list of goods which may be imported into Can-
ada free of duty of customs. Presented by Sir Thomas White, April 20, 1917.

Printed for Sessional Papers only.

107. Return to an Order of the House of the 19th April, 1917, for a return showing:—1.

Whether the Government is aware as to whether there are cases in the Military Service

in which men after enlistment have been given leave on harvesting furlough, and during

such leave have been injured by accident, and who have in consequence of such accident

incurred hospital bills, and who having been treated in hospital have returned to military

duty and been discharged on account of injuries so received. 2. If so, whether claims

have been made for hospital care and treatment. 3. If such claims have been recognized

by the Government. 4. If not, why not. 5. If so, what action has been taken in con-

nection therewith. 6. Whether in such cases the enlisted person is not entitled to pay

up to time of discharge, and also the payment of his hospital account. Presented April

20, 1917.

—

Mr. MacNutt Not printed.

108. Copy of a communication from the Deputy Minister of Militia and Defence, relative to the

total value of the Oliver equipment, so-called, siupplied the Canadian soldiers who have

crossed to England since the commencement of the present war. Presented by Sir

Edward Kemp, April 20, 1917 Not printed.

109. Return to an Order of the House of the 19th April, 1917, for a return showing:— 1. The
names of the Members of Parliament who now belong, or who did belong to the Overseas
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Forces or the Militia Forces of Canada since the present war was declared. 2. Whether

these Members or any of them were, or are in receipt of pay from the Miiitia Depart-

ment and in receipt of their indemnity as Members at the same time. 3. "WTiether the

wives of these Members, or any of them were, or are in receipt of separation allowance.

Presented April 20, 1917.

—

Mr. Hughes {Kings, P.E.I.) Not printed.

109a. Supplementary return to an Order of the House ot the 19th April, 1917, for a return show-

ing:— 1. The names of the Members of Parliament who now belong, or who did belong

to the Overseas Forces or the Militia Forces of Canada since the present war was

declared. 2. Whether these Members, or any of them were, or are in receipt of pay from

the Militia Department and in receipt of their indemnity as Members at the same time.

3. Whether the wives of these Members, or any of them were, or are in receipt of separa-

tion allowance. Presented April 24, 1917.—J/r. Hughes {Kings, P.E.I.} . . . .Not ininted.

109&. Return to an Order of the House of the 2oth April, 1917, for a return showing:— 1. How
many Members of the House of Commons are serving or have served in the Canadian

Army. 2. The names of each of said Members, the date of appointment, and rank. 3.

The names of those Members who have resigned or have withdrawn from military

service and the date of withdrawal or resignation. 4. How much has been paid to each

for military salary, expenses and separation allowance to wife or relatives, respectively.

Presented May 31, 1917.

—

Mr. Turriff Not printed.

109^- Corrected copy of a return to an Order of the House of the 25th April, 1917, for a return

showing :— 1. How many Members of the House of Commons are serving or have served

in the Canadian Army. 2. The names of each of said Members^the date of appointment,

and rank. 3. The names of those Members who have resigned or have withdrawn from
military service and the date of withdrawal or resignation. 4. How much has been paid

to each for military service, expenses and separation allowance to wife or relatives,

respectively. Presented June 14, 1917.

—

Mr. Turriff Not printed.

110. Return to an Order of the House of the 19th April, 1917, for a return showing:—1. What
amounts have been given to the Canadian Patriotic Fund to December 31, 1916, and
what amounts have been promised for 1917, by the different counties, towns and cities

in each of the different provinces. 2. The names of the different counties, towns and
cities, and the respective amounts subscribed and promised by each. 3. What counties,

.cities and towns in each province, if any, have not contributed any amount to the said

fund up to the present time. Presented April 24, 1917.

—

Mr. Edioards. . ..Not printed.

110a. Return to an Order of the House of the 19th April, 1917, for a return showing:— 1. How
much money has been subscribed and voted to the Canadian Patriotic Fund by each of

the different provinces to December 31, 1916. 2. How much money has been paid to the

Canadian Patriotic Fund by each of the different provinces during the same time. 3.

How much money has been promised by county, township, city or other grants by each
province for the year 1917. 4. How many persons in each province have received assist-

ance from the Canadian Patriotic Fund to December 31, 1916. 5. The total amount so
expended in each province. Presented April 24, 1917.

—

Mr. Edwards. . ..Not printed.

111. Copy of Order in Council P.C. 802, dated 23rd March, 1917, in respect to taking over of the
Ross Rifle Factory by the Government of Canada. Presented by Sir Edward Kemp,
April 24, 1917 Not printed.

112. Return to an Order of the House of the 31st January, 1917, for a copy of all documents,
letters, telegrams and other correspondence in the Department of the Interior, relating
to grazing leases numbers 2785. 2803, 2843, 3701, 3998, 4603, 5566, 6220 and 6221. Pre-
sented April 25, 1917.—Mr. SfeeZe Not printed.

113. Menioianc^um from the Superintendent of Immigration respecting the advertising by the
Canadian Government in United States newspapers for farm hands to work in Canada ;

together with a copy of the advertisements and instructions concerning the same. Pre-
sented by Hon. Mr. Roche, April 25, 1917 Not printed.
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114. Copies of Orders in Council:

—

P.C. 341, dated the 7th day of February, 1917, respecting the exportation of news-
print paper in sheets or rolls by license only under regulations by the Minister of

Customs.

P.C. 445, dated the 17th day of February, 1917, containing orders and regulations

respecting the price, sale, control, distribution, transport, etc., of newsprint paper in

sheets or rolls.

P,C. 1059, dated the 16th day of April, 1917, empowering the Minister of Customs
to fix the quantity and price of newspjint paper furnished or to be furnished to the pub-
lishers in Canada by the manufacturers; and controlling the distribution and delivery

of the same.

P.C. 1060, dated the 16th day of April, appointing R. A. Pringle a commissioner
to conduct an inquiry into and concerning the manufacture, sale, price and supply of

newsprint paper within the Dominion of Canada. Presented by Sir Thomas White, April

26,1917 Not printed.

115. P.C. 3412, dated the 19th day of December, 1917, concerning the appointment of Mr. S. A.

Armstrong as Director of the Military Hospitals Commission. Presented by Sir Thomas
White, April 26, 1917 Not printed.

116. Return to an Order of the House of the 3rd February, 1917, for a return showing the

names and post office addresses of all purchasers of flsh scrap from the reduction works
at Canso in 1916, showing the price paid by each of said purchasers. Presented April

26,1917.—Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

117. Return to an address to His Excellency the Governor General of the 23rd April, 1917, for

a copy of the Order in Council increasing the toll rates on Victoria bridge, Montreal, and
also a copy of all petitions, telegrams, letters and other documents referring to said

increase. Presented April 30, 1917.

—

Mr. Lemieux Not printed.

118. Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd April, 1917, for a copy of all letters, tele-

grams, petitions and all other papers concerning the substitution of the name of Luce-
ville given to the Intercolonial Railway Station of Ste. Luce, County of Rimouski,
Quebec. Presented April 30, 1917.

—

Mr. Lemieux Not printed.

119. Return to an Order of the House of the 31st January, 1917, for a copy of all vouchers,

correspondence, etc., in connection with the repairs to Beaver Harbour Wharf, Halifax

County, within the last four years. Presented April 30, 1917.

—

Mr. McLean (Halifax).

Not printed.

120- Return to an Order of the House of the 31st January, 1917, for a copy of all correspon-

dence, vouchers, etc., in connection with the repairs to Harrigan Cove Wharf, Halifax

County, in 1914-15, under the foremanship of James McDonald. Presented April 30,

1917.

—

Mr. McLean (Halifax) Not printed.

121^. Supplementary return to an Order of the House of the 16th February, 1916, for a return

showing :—1. The amounts expended in Railway Subsidies in Canada during the years

1912, 1913, 1914 and 1915. 2. The amounts by provinces, and the names of the lines to

which granted. 3. Amounts expended on the construction of Government-owned rail-

ways in Canada during the above years. 4. The amount expended in each province, and

the name of the line of railway on which such expenditure was made. 5. Amounts ex-

pended on harbour and river improvements in Canada during the above years. 6. The
amounts by provinces and the particular places where expended. 7. Amounts expended

on the building of public wharves, public breakwaters, and public dredging in North
Cape Breton and Victoria during the years 1905 to 1911, inclusive, including the expend-

iture on Government railways. 8. Amounts expended for like purposes in the said

county, during the years 1912, 1913, 1914 and 1915. Presented April 30. 1917.

—

Mr.

McKenzie Not printed.

122. Return to an Order of the House of the 19th April, 1916, for a copy of all letters, petitions,

correspondence and telegrams exchanged between the Government, its district engineer.
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and all other persong, concerning either the construction or repairing or purchase of the

wharves at the following places: He Perrot Sud, the Church in the Village of He Perrot,

the Village of Vaudreuil, Pointe Cavagnal, Hudson. Rigaud, Graham, Pointe Fortune,

and He Perrot Nord. Also, a copy of all specifications and reports already brought down

at my request in relation to the documents prior to and ^'ince 1904, and a statement of

the amounts that have been paid for such construction or repairs, and to whom they

were paid. Presented April 30, 1917.

—

Mr. Boyer Not priv.tcl.

122a. Return to an Order of the House of the 16th February, 1916, for a copy of all letto; s.

petitions, correspondence, telegrams and reports, exchanged between the Government,

the engineers residing in the district, and all other persons, concerning the construction

and repairing done to the wharves mentioned below, since 1904, and of all data and

reports already produced at my request and relating to documents prior to 1904 ; also

the amounts of money paid for such construction and repairing, and to whom paid :

—

The wharf at He Perrot North, South, and at the Church ; of the Village of Vaudreuil

;

of Pointe Cavagnal ; of Hudson ; of Graham ; of Rigaud, and of Pointe Fortune. Pre-

sented April 30, 1917.

—

Mr. Boyer Xot inintcd.

122^- Return to an Order of the House of the 30th April, 1917, for a copy of all letters, petition;?,

correspondence, telegrams and reports exchanged between the Government, the resident

engineer and all other persons, concerning the construction and repairing done to the

wharves at He Perrot North, South and at the Church ; Village of Vatjdreuil, Pointe

Cavagnal, Hudson, Graham, Rigaud and Point Fortune since 1904. Also, a copy of all

data and reports regarding above already produced at my request relating to documents

prior to 1904, showing the amounts of money paid for such construction and repairing,

and to whom paid. And also, return to an Order of the House of the 30th April, 1917,

for a copy of all letters, petitions, correspondence and telegrams exchanged between the

Government, the district engineer, and any other persons concerning either the con-

struction, repairing or purchase of the wharves at He Perrot South, the Church in the

Village of He Perrot, Village of Vaudreuil, Pointe Cavagnal, Hudson, Rigaud, Graham,
Pointe Fortune and He Perrot North, since 1904. Also a copy of all specifications and
reports already brought down at my request in relation to above prior to, and since 1904,

giving a statement of the amounts that have been paid for such construction or repairs,

showing to whom they were paid. Presented August 13, 1917.

—

Mr. Boyer.

Kot printed.

123- Return to an Order of the House of the 19th April, 1916, for a copy of all letters, petitions,

correspondence and telegrams exchanged between the Government, its resident engineer,

and all other prsons, concerning the dredging work done at the following places :—Ste.

Anne de Bellevue, Pointe Fortune, Ottawa River Channel between He au Foin and He h.

Paquin, Graham channel, Rigaud channel, Hudson Heights channel, Hudson, Como,
Pointe Cavagnal, channel at Vaudreuil Village, Dorion Bay channel. He Perrot Church,
He Perrot Sud Wharf, and He Perrot Nord Wharf. Also, a statement of the amounts
paid to different persons, companies, etc., for such work, the dates, etc., and a copy of

the estimates already brought down at my request, the whole since 1904. Presented
April 30. 1917.

—

Mr. Boyer yot printed.

123a. Return to an Order of the House of the 16th February, 1916, for a copy of all letters,

petitions, correspondence, telegrams and reports exchanged between the Government, the

resident engineer of the district, and all other persons, concerning the dredging work
done at the places below named, and the amount of money paid to diveis, persons com-
panies, etc., for such work, as well as the statements already presented at any request,

the whole since 1904:—At the wharf of He Perrot, North, South and at the Church; in

Dorion Bay channel ; at Vaudreuil Village channel ; at Pointe Cavagnal ; at Como ; at

Hudson ; at Hudson Heights channel ; at Graham channel ; in the Rigaud River chan-
nel ; in the Ottawa river ; He aux Poires channel ; at Pointe Fortune, and at Ste-Anne
de Bellevue channel. Presented April 30, 1917.—Afr. Boyer Not priitted.

124. Return to an Order of the House of the 3rd May, 1916, for a copy of all letters, telegrams,
bills, vouchers and memoranda in connection with the repairs to the wharf at Upper
Prcspect, Halifax County, N.S., in 1915. Presented April 30, 1917.

—

Mr. McLean
(Ealifax) Not printed.
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125. Return to an Order of the House of the 3rd May, 1916, for a copy of all letters, telegrams,

hills, vouchers and memoranda- in connection with the repairs to the wharf at

Shad Bay, Halifax County, N.S., in 1915. Presented April 30, 1917.

—

Mr. McLean
(Halifax) \ot printed.

3 26. Return to an Order of the House of the 1st Fehiuary, 1017, for a copy of all correspond-

ence in the possession of the Department of Public Works bearing date after September,

1911, relating to the e.xpenditure of money voted last session for harbour improvements
at Tracadie, in the County of Antigonish, including copies of all letters relating to the

same written by Mr. G. A. R. Rollings to the said Minister of Public Works or to any
other member of the Government. Presented April 30, 1917.—3/?-. Sinclair. .Xot printed.

127. Return to an Order of the House of the 3rd February, 1917, for a copy of all letters,

telegrams, reports and other documents received by the Government during the years
1915 and 1916, relative to the repairs required on the breakwater at Souris, P.E.I.

Presented April 30, 1917.

—

Mr. Hughes {Kings, P.E.I.) Not printed.
tp

128. Return to an Order of the House of the 1st February, 1917, for a copy of all correspond-
ence in the possession of the Department of Public Works bearing date after September,
1911, relating to the extension of a breakwater at Breen's Point, in the County of Anti-

gonish. Presented April 30, 1917.

—

Mr. Sinclair Xot printed.

129. Return to an Order of the House of the 31st January, 1917, for a copy of all corre-

spondence, vouchers, etc., in connection with the construction of the Mushaboom Har-
bour Wharf, Halifax County, in 1913. Presented April 30, 1917.

—

Mr. McLean
(Halifax) Xot printed.

130. Return to an Order of the House of the 31st January, 1917, for a return showing all ex-

penditures made since March 31, 1916, by the Public Works Department in the several

provinces of Canada, specifying the name of the work, the amount already spent thereon,

and the estimated total expenditure in each case. Presented April 30, 1917.

—

Mr.
McLean (Halifax) Xot printed.

131. Return to an Order of the House of the 31st January, 1917, for a copy of all correspond-
ence, vouchers, etc., in connection Mith the construction of the Port Dufferin AVest
Wharf, Halifax County, in 1913-14. Presented April 30, 1917. —Mr. McLean (Halifax).

Xot printed

132. Return to an Order of the House of the 31st January, 1917, for a copy of all corre-

spondence, vouchers, etc., in connection with the repairs to the Port Dufferin East
Wharf, Halifax County, in 1915. Presented April 30, 1917.

—

Mr. McLean (Halifax.).

Xot printed.

133. Return to an Order of the House of the 31st January, 1917, for a copy of all correspond-

ence, vouchers, etc., in connection with the construction of a wharf at Ecum Secum West,
Halifax County. Presented April 30, 1917.

—

Mr. McLean (Halifax) Not printed.

134. Return to an Order of the House of the 27th March, 1916, for a copy of all correspondence,

letters, telegrams, etc., in any way referring to the dredging at Margaree Harbour, In-

verness County, N.S., during 1913, 1914, 1915 and 1916. Presented April 30, 1917.

—

Mr.
Chisholm Xot printed.

135. Copy of Order in Council, P.C. 1142, dated the 24th day of April, 1917, under the provi-

sions of the War Measures Act, 1914, containing regulations under which Briti.sh ships

registered in Canada, or under construction for neutral owners, may until further order
be requisitioned by His Majesty for the carriage of foodstuffs, etc, or for any purpose
whatsoever; and cancelling Orders in Council, P.C. 2923, dated the 24th day of

November 1916, and P.C. 1915, dated the 31st day of March, 1917, in respect thereto.

Also certified copy of a report of the Committee of the Privy Council, approved by His
Excellency the Governor General on the 30th day of January, 1917, respecting the

exercise of the requisitioning .power .by His Majesty's Government in the case of Can-
adian vessels. Presented by Hon. Mr. Reid, April 30, 1917 .Not printed.
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136. Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd April, 1917, for a return show-
ing:—1. The names, former post office addresses, occupations and salaries paid to the

censors and decoders in the employ of the Government at Hazel Hill and Canso during
the year 1916. 2. How much has been expended in connection with this service at Canso
and Hazel Hill since the first of Aug-ust, 1914, up to the present date. 3. How much has

been expended in connection with the said service in embracing all the stations in the

province of Nova Scotia from August 1, 1914, up to the present date. Presented May 2,

1917.

—

Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

137. Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd April, 1917, for a copy of all contracts and
agreements between Sir Charles Ross, his successors or assigns, and His Majesty the

King, represented by the Minister of Militia and Defence, since and including the agree-

ment between them dated the 27th day of March, AD., 1902. Presented May 2, 1917.

Mr. Novthrup Printed for Sessional Papers only.

138. Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd April, 1917, for a return showing:—1. How
many permanent civil servants or officials were in the employ of the Department of

Militia and Defence on the 10th day of October, 1911, and how many on the 31st of March.

1917. 2. How many temporary civil servants and employees of all kinds were in the

employ of the said Department on the 10th day of October, 1911, and how many on the

31st of March, 1917. 3. How many permanent civil servants or officials were appointed

by said Department since the 1st of August, 1914. 4. How many temporary civil servants

and employees were employed by said Department since August 1, 1914. 5. What was
the gross amount paid by said Department for salaries and expenses to both permanent
and temporary civil servants and employees for the fiscal year ending March 31, 1914.

6. What was the gross amount paid by said Department for salaries and expenses of all

permanent and temporary civil servants and employees for the fiscal year ending March
31, 1917. 7. How many civil serv'ants were appointed by said Department since October

10, 1911, under the provisions of Section 21 of the Civil Service Act. Presented May
2, 1917.

—

Mr. Macdonald Not printed.

138« Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd May, 1917, for a return showing:— 1.

How many pei*manent civil servants or officials were in the employ of the Department
of Naval Affairs on the 10th day of October, 1911, and how many on the 31st of March,
1917. 2. How many temporary civil servants and employees of all kinds were in the

employ of the said Department on the 10th day of October, 1911, and how many on the

31st of March, 1917. 3. How many permanent civil servants or officials were appointed

by said Department since the 1st of August, 1914. 4. How many temporary civil servants
and employees were employed by said Department since August 1, 1914. 5. What was the

gross amount paid by said Department for salaries and expenses to both permanent and
temporary civil servants and employees for the fiscal year ending March 31, 1911. 6.

What was the gross amount paid by said Department for salaries and expenses of all

permanent and temporary civil servants and employees for the fiscal year ending March
31, 1917. 7. How many civil ser\-ants were appointed by said Department since October

10, 1911, under the provisions of Section 21 of the Civil Service Act. Presented May
16, 1917.

—

Mr. Chisholm Not printed.

138&. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd May, 1917, for a return showing:—1. How many
permanent civil servants or officials were in the employ of the Department of Marine
and Fisheries on the 10th day of October, 1911, and how many on the 31st day of March,
1917. 2. How many temporary civil servants and employees of all kinds were in the
employ of the said Department on the 10th day of October, 1911, and how many on the
31st of March, 1917. 3. How many permanent civil servants or officials were appointed
by said Department since the 1st of August, 1914. 4. How many temporary civil servants
and employees were employed by said Department since August 1, 1914, 5. What was the
gi-os;5 amount paid by said Department for salaries and expenses to both permanent and
teniporarj' ci\'il servants and employees for the fisical year ending March 31, 1911. 6.

What was the gross amount paid by said Department for salaries and expenses of all
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permanent and temporary civil servants and employees for the fiscal year ending March
31, 1917. 7. How many civil servants were appointed by said Department since October

10, 1911, under the provisions of Section 21 of the Civil Service Act. Presented May
31, 1917.

—

Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

138c. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th May, 1917, for a return showing:— 1. How-
many permanent civil servants or officials were in the employ of the Department of Ex-

ternal Affairs on the 10th day of October, 1911, and how many on the 31st of March,

1917. 2. How many temporary civil servants and employees of all kinds were in the

employ of the said Department on the 10th day of October, 1911, and how many on the

31st of March, 1917. 3. How many permanent civil servants or officials were appointed

by said Department since the 1st of August, 1914. 4. How many temporary civil servants

and employees were employed by said Department since August 1, 1914, 5. What was the

gross amount paid by said Department for salaries and expenses to both permanent and
temporary civil servants and employees for the fiscal year ending March 31, 1911. 6.

What was the gross amount paid by said Department for salaries and expenses of all

permanent and temporary civil servants and employees for the fiscal year ending March
31, 1917. 7. How many civil servants were appointed by said Department since October

10, 1911, under the provisions of Section 21 of the Civil Service Act. Presented June
1,1917.

—

Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

ISScl- Return to an Order of the House of the 9th May, 1917, for a return showing:— 1. How
many permanent civil servants or officials were in the employ of the Department
of Justice on the 10th day of October, 1911, and how many on the 31st of March,
1917. 2. How many temporary civil servants and employees of all kinds were in the

employ of the said Department on the 10th day of October, 1911, and how many on the

31st of March, 1917. 3. How many permanent civil servants or officials were appointed
by said Department since the 1st of August, 1914. 4. How many temporary civil servants
and employees were employed by said Department since August 1, 1914, 5. What was the

gross amount paid by said Department for salaries and expenses to both permanent and
temporary civil servants and employees for the fiscal year ending March 31, 1911. 6.

What was the gross amount paid by said Department for salaries and expenses of all

permanent and temporary civil servants and employees for the fiscal year ending March
31, 1917. 7. How many civil servants were appointed by said Department since October

10, 1911, under the provisions of Section 21 of the Civil Service Act. Presented June
21, 1917.

—

Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

138e. Return to an Order of the House of the 14th May, 1917, for a return showing:— 1. How
many permanent civil servants or officials were dn the employ of the Department
of Finance on the 10th day of October, 1911, and how many on the 31st of March,
1917. 2. How many temporary civil servants and employees of all kinds were in the

employ of the said Department on the 10th day of October, 1911, and how many on the

31st of March, 1917. 3. How many permanent civil servants or officials were appointed
by said Department since the 1st of August, 1914. 4. How many temporary civil servants
and employees were employed by said Department since August 1, 1914, 5. What was the

gross amount paid by said Department for salaries and expenses to both permanent and
temporary civil servants and employees for the fiscal year ending March 31, 1911. 6.

Wliat was the gross amount paid by said Department for salaries and expenses of all

permanent and temporary civil servants and employees for the fiscal year ending March
31, 1917. 7. How many civil servants were appointed by said Department since October

10, 1911, under the provisions of Section 21 of the Civil Service Act. Presented June
29, 1912.

—

M. Mciclran (Halifax) Not printed.

138/. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd May 1917, for a return showing:—1. How
many permanent civil servants and officials were in the employ of the Department of

Indian Affairs on the 10th day of October, 1911, and how many on the 31st of March,
1917. 2. How many temporary civil servants and employees of all kinds were in the

employ of the said Department on the 10th day of October, 1911, and how many on the

3l3t of March, 1917. 3. How many permanent civil servants or officials were appointed
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by said Department since 1st of August, 1914. 4. How many temporary civil servants

and employees were employed by said Department since August 1, 1914, 5. What was the

gross amount paid by said Department for salaries and expenses to both i^ermanent and

temporary civil servants and employees for the fiscal year ending March 31, 1914. 6.

What was the gross amount paid by said Department for salaries and expenses of all

permanent and temporary civil servants and employees for the fiscal year ending March

31, 1917. 7. How many civil servants were appointed by said Department since October

10, 1911, under the provisions of Section 21 of the Civil Service Act. Presented by Hon.

Mr. Roche, July 10, 1917.—J/r. Eyte Not printed.

138f'- Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd April, 1917, for a return showing:— 1.

How many permanent civil servants or officials were in the employ of the Department

of Agriculture on the 10th day of October, 1911, and how many on the 31st day of March,

1917. 2. How many temporary civil servants and employees of all kinds were in the

employ of the said Department on the 10th day of October, 1911, and how many on the

31st of March, 1S17. 3. How many permanent civil servants or officials were appointed

by said Department since the Ist of August, 1914. 4. How many temporary civil eer^'ants

and employees were employed by said Department since August 1, 1914, 5. What was the

gross amount paid by said Department for salaries and expenses to both permanent and

temporary civil servants and employees for the fiscal year ending March 31, 1914. 6.

What was the gross amount paid by said Department for salaries and expenses of all

permanent and temporary civil servants and employees for the fiscal year ending March
31, 1917. 7. How many civil seiwants were appointed by said Department since October

10, 1911, under the provisions of Section 21 of the Civil Service Act.. Presented August

15, 1917.

—

Mr. Hughes (P.E.I.) Not printed.

IBS'!. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd May, 1917, for a return showing:— 1. How
many permanent civil servants or officials were in the employ of the Department of State

and Mines on the 10th day of October, 1911, and how many on the 31st of March,

1917. 2. How many temporary civil servants and employees of all kinds were in the

employ of the said Department on the 10th day of October, 1911, and how many on the

31st of March, 1917. 3. How many permanent civil servants or officials were appointed

by said Department since the 1st of August, 1914. 4. How many temporary civil servants

and employees were employed by said Department since August 1, 1914, 5. What was the

gross amount paid by said Department for salaries and expenses to both permanent and

temporary civil servants and employees for the fiscal year ending March 31, 1911. 6.

"UHiat was the gross amount paid by said Department for salaries and expenses of all

permanent and temporary civil servants and employees for the fiscal year ending March

31, 1917. 7. How many civil servants were appointed by said Department since October

10, 1911, under the provisions of Section 21 of the Civil Service Act. Presented August

21, 1917.

—

Mr. McKenzie Not printed.

139- Return to an address to His Excellency the Governor General of the 23rd April, 1917,

for a copy of the Order in Council and all other papers in connection with the awarding

of the contract to J. C. Shields and others, or to the Inland Express Company for

carrying the mails from Ashcroft to Fort George, B.C. Presented May 2, 1917.

—

Mr.

Turriff Not printed.

140. Return to an Address to His Excellency the Governor General of the 31st January, 1917,

for a copy of all correspondence exchanged with the Governement of the Province of

Manitoba concerning a statute passed by the Legislature of Manitoba at its last session,

entitled, " An Act to amend the Jury Act " ; together with copies of all Orders in

Council respecting same. Presented May 3, 1917.

—

Sir Wilfrid Laurier. . Not printed

141. Return to an Order of the House of the 7th February, 1917, for a return showing:— 1.

The number of interned aliens, and nationality of each, employed on public works since

the 4th August, 1914. 2. The number employed in industrial work in the provinces of

Canada, and the nationality of each, since the 1st of August, 1914. 3. The number so

employed at the present time. Presented May 3, 1917.

—

Mr. Kyte Not printed.
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142. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd May, 1917, for a copy of the report of the
Royal Commission appointed by Order in Council, 20th September, 1916, to inquire Into
and report upon the conditions in regard to the delivery of cargoes of coal to coasting
vessels in the Maritime Provinces. Presented May 7, 1917.

—

Mr. Hughes (Kings,
P-^-I) '^ot printed.

143. Return lo an Order of the House of the 3lst January, 1917, for a return showing:—1.

How many applicants for enlistment in the Canadian Overseas Forces have been
rejected on account of being physically unfit. 2. How many have been discharged after
enlistment for the same reason. Presented May 7, 1917.

—

Mr. Steele.. . .Xot printed.

143a. Retiu-n to an Order of the House of the 30th April, 1917, for a return showing:—1. How
many Americans have enrolled in Canadian Regiments since the commencement of the
war. 2. How many natives of the British Isles are so enrolled in Canada since the 1st
of August, 1914. Presented July 31, 1917.

—

Mr. Boulay Not printed-

143b. Return to an Order of the House of the 31st January, 1917, for a return showing: 1.

How many men have enlisted in Canada for overseas service. 2. How manj^of these
have been subsequently discharged as unfit. 3. How many of these were discharged in

Canada, and how many overseas. Presented May 7, 1917.

—

Mr. Graham. .Not printed.

143c. Return to an Order of the House of the 14th May, 1917, for a return showing:—1.

Whether the Minister of Militia or any of the authorities of the Militia Department has
official statistics as to the recruiting of soldiers in Canada for overseas service. 2. If

so, what the correct figures are of enlistments in the different overseas regiments raised
since August, 1914, to date (a) Canadian speaking the French language; (&)Canadians
speaking the English language and born in Canada; (c) British subjects by birth born
outside of Canada; (rf) British subjects by naturalization; (c) British subjects by
birth born outside of Canada; (d) British subjects by naturalization; (e) French Can-
adian soldiers in regiments commanded by officers speaking the English language raised
In the province of Quebec; and (/) French Canadian soldiers in battalions raised in the

other provinces of Canada. Presented June 14, 1917.

—

Mr. Lanctot Not printed.

143<2- Copy of Census Statistics showing Summary of Strength of all Units of the Canadian
Expeditionary Forces in England, period 14th May, 1917, together with statement show-
ing number of Canadian troops in France, England, in the Near East, St. Lucia and in

Canada, June, 1917. Presented by Sir Edward Kemp, June 15, 1917.. ..Not printed.

144. P.C. 2314, dated 7th October, 1916, appointing a Special Seed Commissioner and three

assistants, with authority to purchase seed wheat to fill requisitions for seed from
municipal governing bodies in districts that have suffered crop failure due to the pre-

valence of rust and frost. Also, P.C. 3073, dated 14th December, 1916, authorizing the

Special Seed Commission to purchase seed oats and seed barley to fill requisitions for

seed from municipal governing bodies and farmers' organizations in districts where
there is no supply. Presented by Hon. Mr. Burrell, May 8, 1917 Not printed.

145. Return to an Order of the House of the 1st February, 1917, for a copy of all communica-
tions, reports and documents concerning the alleged treatment of Thos. Kelly, a pri-

soner in the Stony Mountain Penitentiary. Presented May 9, 1917.

—

Mr. Buchanan.
Not printed.

146. Copy of Order in Council, P.C. 1183, dated 28th April, 1917, authorizing the granting, at

the request of His Majesty's Government in England, of a further 300 miles of rails for

use in France in connection Avith the war. Presented by Hon. Mr. Meighen, May 10,

1917 Not printed.

1460- Return to an Order of the House of the 13th June, 1917, for a return showing:— 1. Be-

tween what points on the Canadian Northern Railway Line west of Edmonton the rails

are to be baJ^en up to be placed' on the Gjand Trunk Pacific Line. 2. Between what

points on the Grand Trunk Pacific Line west of Edmonton the rails of the Grand Trunk

are to be replaced by rails of the Canadian Northern Railway. Presented June 14,

1917.

—

Mr. Oliver Not printed.
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146&. Tabulated statement showing list of points on the Eastern Division of the National

Transcontinental Railway from which rails were lifted for shipment overseas to France,

mileage lifted at each point and replaced with rails from Intercolonial Railway (to-

gether with a map accompanying same). Presented by Hon. Mr. Cochrane. June 21,

j^9-^7
yot printed.

147. Return called for by Section 88, of Chapter 62. Revised Statutes of Canada, requiring

that the Minister of the Interior shall lay before Parliament, each year, a return of

liquor brought from any place out of Canada into the Territories by special permission

in writing of the Commissioner of the Northwest Territories, for the year ending 31st

December, 1916. Presented by Hon. Mr. Roche, May It. 1917 ^ot printed.

148. Return to an Address to His Excellency the Governor General of the 30th April, 1917,

for a copy of the application for Arbitration Boards made to the Labour Department

by the Provincial Workman's Association or its officers and the United Mines Workmen

of Nova Scotia or its officers. Also a copy of all letters, copies of letters and other

- documents relating to this matter, along with all letters, papers, other documents and

.Orders in Council relative to the appointment of a Commission to investigate labour

and other conditions in the County of Cape Breton. Presented May 11, 1917.

—

Mr.

Xyte ^'^ printed.

149. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd May, 1917, for a copy of all letters, copies

of letters, telegrams, reports and all other documents relative to the purchase of the

two vessels, A. J. McKee and T. J. Drummonds, by the Railway Department under the

Order in Council dated April 17, 1917. Presented May 14, 1917.

—

Mr. Macdonald.

Not printed.

150. Return to an Order of the House of the 31st January, 1917, for a copy of all correspond-

ence, telegrams, memoranda, etc.. by and with the Department of Railways in coh-

nection with the naming of stations on the Halifax and Eastern Railway. Presented

May 14. 1917.

—

Mr. Maclean (Halifax) Not printed.

151. Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd April. 1917, for a copy of all statements,

reports, evidence, letters and other papers and documents in the possession of the

Department of Railways and Canals relating to a claim for a horse belonging to one

Dan McFarlane. injured at Brinley Brook, N.S., by the Canadian Government Railway.

Presented May 15, 1917.

—

Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

152. Return to an Order of the House of the 25th April, 1917, for a copy of all documents,

papers, correspondence and reports concerning the suspension of Polydore Lebel,

engineer on the Intercolonial Railway at Riviere du Loup, as a result of a wreck in the

year 1916. Presented May 15, 1917.

—

Mr. Lapointe (Kamoitraska) Not printed.

153. Return to an Order of the House, of the 31st January, 1917. for a copy of all letters,

telegrams and other documents relative to the removal of Mr. Spenny as Trackmaster on
the Short Line, so-called, of the Canadian Government Railway, and to the appoint-

ment of Henry Gray as his successor. Presented May 15. 1917.

—

Mr. Macdonald.

Not printed.

154. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General, of the 7th February,

1916, for a copy of all papers in connection with the appointment of Leon Roy as inter-

preter in the Department of the Interior ; and also a copy of the Order in Council,

documents and correspondence relating to his dismissal. Presented May 16, 1917.

—

Sir Wilfrid Laurier Not printed.

155. Return to an Order of the House, of the 30th April, 1917, for a copy of all letters, papers,

telegrams and other documents relative to the establishment of the Canadian Govern-
mej^t Railway Employees Magazine, showing the circulation thereof, the cost of pro-

duction, receipts, and the persons employed in connection therewith, giving a state-

ment of the amount received by said persons from the Railway in any capacity. Pre-

sen^ted May 21, 1917.

—

Mr. Macdonald Not printed.
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156. Return to an Order of the House, of the 22nd March, 1916, for a Return showing:—1.

The number of condiictors, brakemen, drivers and firemen, respectively, who were on
duty on tbe Canadian Government Railways between Moncton and Campbellton during
the month of February, 1916. 2. The number of hours each of the above mentioned
trainmen and enginemen were on duty each trip between said points during said month
of February, 1916. Presented May 21, 1917.

—

Mr. Copp Not printed.

157. Report of Exchequer Court proceedings under Section 49A of the Indian Aot, in respect
to the removal of the Indians from Sydney Reserve, Nova Scotia. Presented by Hon.
Mr. Roche, May 22, 1917 Not printed.

158. Report of the work of the Military Hospitals Commission from its inception to the

present date. Presented by Sir Robert Borden, May 23, 1917 Not printed.

159. Copy of correspondence between Members of the Grovernment and the Canadian Manu-
facturers Association respecting the purchase of supplies for the Canadian Expedi-
tionary Forces in England and at the Front. Presentod by Sir Robert Borden, May
23, 1917 Not printea.

160. Return to an Order of the House, of the 14th May, 1917, for a copy of the correspondence
between the Prime Minister and the ex-Minister of Militia and Defence, which led to

the latter's resignation or dismissal from the Governiment. Pi^esented by Sir Robert
Borden, May 23, 1917.

—

Mr. Hughes (King's, P.E.I.) Not printed.

161. Return to an humble Address of the Senate to His Excellency the Governor General,

dated the 26th day of January, 1917, for a statement showing the date and objeot of

all commissions instituted by the Government of tbe day, since its accession to power
in 1911, up to the present date; the number of days during which each of these

commissions sat, giving the names of the individuals who formed part of such com-
missions, and what was the cost of each to the country. {Senate.) Not printed.

161a. Part Return to an humble Address of the Senate, dated the 7th day of February, 1917,

to His Excellency the Governor General, for:—A statement showing the date, the

object and the personnel of all commissions instituted by the late Government from
its accession to power in 1896, up to the accession to power of the present Government
in 1911, the number of days during which each of these commissions set, and what
was the cost of each to the country. (/Senate.) Not printed.

162. Order in Council P.C. 1433, dated 24th May, 1917. containing regulations concerning the
departure out of Canada of male persons who are liable to or capable of national
service of a military or other charaoter. Presented by Hon. Mr. Roche, May 29, 1917.

Not printed.

163. Return to an Address to His Excellency the Governor General, of the 23rd May, 1917. for

a copy of the Order in Council, if any, providing tliat preference in appointments to the

Civil Service should be given to returned soldiers. Presented May 29, 1917.

—

Mr.

Boulay Not printed.

164. Return to an Order of the House, of the 5rd February, 1917, for a copy of all reports

findings, evidence, memoranda, etc., in connection with the inquiry into the damages
sustained by H.M.C.S. Grilse en route from Halifax to Bermuda. Presented May 30,

1917.

—

Mr. Maclean (Halifax.) '..Not printed.

165. Return to an Order of the House, of the 14th May, 1917, for a copy of all letters, peti-

tions, correspondence, telegrams and reports in any way referring to the dismissal

or retirement of D. McDermid, Superintendent of Fish Hatchery at East Margaree,

and the appointment of his successor. Presented May 30, 1917.

—

Mr. Chisholm.

Not printed.

166. Return to an Order of the House, of the 25th April, 1917, for a copy of all letters, tele-

grams, reports and other papers and documents relative to the application of Willis

Eeizer of Hall's Harbour, King's County, N.S., for a license to operate a fishing weir

al Square Cove, King's County, N.S. Presented May 30, 1917.

—

Mr. Maclean (Halifax.)

Not printed.
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167. Return to an Address to His EJscellency the Gov-ernor General, of the 23rd April, ISIT,

for a copy of all correspond«nce, memoranda. Orders in Council, etc., in reference to

the dismissal of Moses H. Nickerson, as Inspector of Life-saving Station<= in Nova

Scotia Presented May 30, 1917.

—

Mr. Maclean fHalifax) Not printed.

168. Copies of Pension Regulations with amendments and as amended to February 2S, l&iT,

with copies of Orders in Coun<;il relating thereto. Presented by Sir Thomas White,

Mav 30, 1917 Printed for sessional papers only.

168a. Copy of Order in Council, P.C. 277, dated SOth January, 1917, regarding pensions of

officers or their dependants in respect of the exchange of officers between the Govern-

ment of Canada and the Imperial Govemmient. Presented by Sir Edward Kemp,

August 20, 1917 Not printed.

169. Return to an Order of the House, of the 14th May, 1917, for a copy of all letters, corres-

pondence, petitions, telegrams and reports between the Minister of Marine and

Fisheries and any person or persons in any way referring to the removal of the salmon

nets on that portion of the coast of Inverness extending east and west from the mouth

of the Margaree River. Presented May 31, 1917.

—

Mr^ Chisholm Xot printed.

170. Return to an Order of the House, of the 2nd May, 1917, for a copy of the report of tii?

Commission appointed to investigate the condition of the Military Hospital at Halfax,

with a copy of the evidence taken by said Commission at Halifax and all other docu-

ments in the possession of the Department of Militia and Defence in connection with

such investigation. Presented May 31, 1917.

—

Mr. Sinclair.. Xot printed.

171. Return to an Order of the House, of the 7th May, 1917, for a return showing the

amount paid or spent by the Department of Militia in advertising for recruits in

Canada, showing the persons, firms and corporations to whom the payments were made,

up to April 1, 1917. Presented May 31, 1917.

—

Mr. Macdonald Xot printed.

172. Finding of the Court of Inquiry appointed by the Adjutant-General by Orders dated

the 1st May, 1917, for the purpose of collecting and recording evidence in connection

with the allegations contained in several newspapers that Troop Trains had been

stoned passing through Rivi&re-du-LiOup, Quebec, and other places, and for the purpose

of collecting and recording any other evidence which, in the opinion of the Members
of the Court, in any way relates to or has a bearing on this m.atter. Presented by Sir

Edward Kemp, May 31, 1917 Not printed.

173. Finding of the Court of Inquiry appointed by the Adjustant-General by Orders dated

the 1st May, 1917, for the purpose of collecting and recording evidence in connection

with the allegations contained in several newspapers accusing the citizens of Quebec
of maltreating or allowing to be maltreated, soldiers returning froan the War and
passing through or sojourning in Quebec, and for the purpose of collecting and recording

any other evidence which, in the opinion of the Members of the Court, in any way
relates to or has a bearing on the matter. Presented by Sir Edward Kemp, May 31,

1917 Not printed.

174. Return to an Order of the House, of the 7th May, 1917, for a copy of all accounts.

letters, claims, correspondence and other documents relating to the following amounts
mentioned in the Report of the Auditor General 1916, Vol. 11, page L—11 :—Mr.

' Justice L,. P. Pelletier, travelling exftenses, $S77 ; Mr. Justice I. X. Belleau, Travelling

expenses, $1,984.44; Mr. Justice T. H. Chauvin, travelling expenses, $1,421.25; Mr.
Justice B. LeTellier. travelling expenses, $1,923. SO. Presented May 31, 1917.

—

Mr.
Lanctot Not printed.

175. Return to an Order of the House, of the 30ih May, 1917. for a Return showing:— 1. Tlie

number of persons appointed to permanent position on the Canadian Government Rail-
ways from January 1, 1916. to March 31, 1917, who were not previously employed on
the said Railways. 2. Their najnes, salaries and the positions to which they were
appointed. Presented May 31, 1917.

—

Mr. Copp Not printed.
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176. Efcturn to an Order of the House, of the I2th February, 1915, for a Return showing how
many persons of German nationality are employed in the several Departments of the

Federal Government, in what capacity and the salaries received respectively. Pre-

sented June 1, 1917.

—

Mr. Delisle Xot printed.

177. Return to an Order of the House, of the 1st May, 1916, for a copy of all correspondence
and papers relating to the change in the looation of the post office at Roseberg, Alberta.

Presented June 1, 1917.

—

Mr. Buchanan Not printed.

178. Return to an Order of the House, of the Sth May, 1916, for a copy of all correspondence,

letters and telegrams relating to the dismissal of Augustin D. Lauteigne as Postmaster
of Island River, Gloucester County, N.B. Presented June 1, 1917.

—

Mr. Turgeon.

Not printed.

179. Return to an Order of the House, of the 31st January, 1917, for a copy of all letters

and telegrams in the Post Office Department in reference to the removal of Pearson's

Post Office, Township of Casey, in the Constituency of Nipissing, from where it was
located to its present location. Presented June 1, 1917.

—

Mr. Turriff.. ..Not printed.

180. Return to an Order of the House, of the Sth February, 1917, for a copy of all letters,

reports, papers and other documents relative to the dismissal of John R. Mcintosh as

Postmaster of Cuminings Mountain, Pictou County, and the appointment of James
Cummings as his successor. Presented June 1, 1917.

—

Mr. Macdonald. . ..Not printed.

181. Return to an Order of the House, of the 2nd May, 1917, for a Return showing:—The
gross amount paid by the Government since October, 1911, to H. P. Duchemin, of

Sydtiey, N.B., for siervices and disbursements under the Public Inquiries Act, or other-

wise. Presented June 1, 1917.

—

Mr. Sinclair Not printed^

182. Return to an Order of the House, of the 3rd February, 1917, for a copy of all corres-

pondence, letters, telegrams and other docunients concerniing the cancelling by the

Post Office Department of the rural mail contract granted to Hyppolite Lambert of St.

Antoine, in the County of LotbiniSre, Que. Presented June 1, 1917.

—

Mr. Fortier.

Not printed.

183. Reports, pursuant to a Resolution of the House adopted on the ISth May, 1916, based

on a recommendation of ihe Joint Committee of both Houses on Printing of Parliament,

requesting information from the several Departments of Government with the view to

effecting all possible economy in the matter of public printing and the distribution of

public documents, and the extent, if any, to which such recommendations have been

carried into effect. Presented by Hon. Mr. Patenaude, June 1, 1917.. ..Not printed.

184. Return to an Order of the House, of 21st May, 1917, for a copy of all correspondence,

reports and recommendations, if any, from the Grain Comniission to the Department of

Trade and Commerce or any other Department of the Government at Ottawa, follow-

ing a-imeeting of the Grain Comjnissi oners held in Lethbridge this year. Presented June
1, 1917.

—

Mr. Buchanan Not printed.

185. Order in Council passed in conformity with provisions of 4-5 George V., Chapter 20, S-15

(C. N. Railway.)— {The Senate) Not printed.

186. Return to an Order of th€ House, of th.e 3rd February, 1917, for a return showing the

quantity and value of exports in following commodities for the first nine months of

present fiscal year :—Horses ; brass and manufacturers of same ; wheat, breadstuffs
;

oats ,and grain other than wheat ; automobiles, bicycles, motorcycles and parts of same,

including engines and tires; railway cars and parts; chemicals; copper and manufac-
tures of same ; cotton manufactures ; explosives ; iron and steel and manufactures of

same ; firearms and munitions ; leather and manufactures of same ; meat and dairy

products; alcohol; vegetables, dried and cann-ed ; lead; wearing apparel of all kinds;

zinc and manufactures of same ; paper and manufactures of same. Presented June 4,

1917.

—

Mr. Maclean (Halifax) Printed for sessional papers only.
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187. Return to an Order of the House, of the 30th April, 1917, for a copy of all documents,

correspondence, letters, telegrams, memoranda and reports exchanged between the Ser-

geant-at-Arms of the House of Commons and the Honourable Albert Sevigny ; the

Sergeant-at-Arms and the Justice Department, and between the Departm.ent of Justice

and the Honourable Albert Sevigny, concerning certain effects, furniture and orna-

ments connected with the Speaker's Apartments. Also, copy of all accounts, receipts,

bills of lading and transportation accounts concerning the said effects, furniture and

ornaments. Presented June 5, 1917.—J/r. Lanctot Not printed.

188. Copy of Order in Council P.C. 1457, dated the 29th May, 1917, respecting pay to mem-
bers of the Civil Service who join the Military forces of Canada either by voluntary

enlistment or otherwise from and after the date hereof. Presented by Sir Thomas
White, June 6, 1917 Not printed.

189. Copy of General Reports of W. F. O'Connor, K.C., Acting Commissioner re Cost of Living,

concerning the production, co?t, selling prices, and distribution system of refined sugar.

Presented by Hon. Mr. Crothers, June 6. 1917

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

190. Copy of Heiwrts of W. F. OiConnor, on the subject of the Anthracite Coal business in

Canada. Presented by Hon. Mr. Crothers, June 6, 1917.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

191. Return to an humble Address of the Senate to His EJxcellency the Governor General,

dated the 22nd of May last, showing a copy of:—All correspondence exchanged between

the Government or its Ministers, the Minister of Militia, the Militia Council, Major-

General F. Li. Lessard, C.B., Inspector-General, or any other person, and Lieutenant-

Colonel Armand Lavergne, O.C, the Slst Regiment or any other person, on the subject

of the territorial defence of the Province of Quebec, as well as copy of all Orders in

Council or documents relating to this subject.— (Senate) Not printed.

192. Copy of Order in Council, P.C. 1579, dated 8th June, 1917, appointing a Fuel Controller

for Canada. Presented by Sir George Foster, May 12, 1917.

Printed for sessional papers only.

192a, Copy of Order in Council, P.C. 1460, dated 16th June, 1917, re the appointment of

an Officer to be known as Food Controller for Canada, and specifying his powers and

duties. Presented by Sir Robert Borden, June 19, 1917.

Printed for sessional papers only.

193. Copy of Order in Council, P.C. 16'04, dated llfh June, re the establishment of " Tha
Board of Grain Supervisors of Canada." And also. Copy of Order in Council, P.C.

1&0-5, dated IMh June, 1917, appointing certain persons as members of " The Board of

Grain Supervisors of Canada." Presented by Sir George Foster, May 12, 1917.

Printed for sessional papers only.

194. Copies of Census Statistics of male population of Canada, Census of 1911, between the

ages of 20 and 45, both years inclusive, according to conjugal condition and nativity.

-Presented by Sir Edward Kemp, June 13, 1917.

Printed for sessional papers only.

195. Copies of The King's Regulations and Orders for the Army, 1912, re-printed with
amendments published in Army Orders up to 1st August, 1914. Presented by Sir

Edward Kemp, June 13, 1917 Not printed.

196. Copies of Manual of Military Law, War Office, 1914. Presented Sir Edward Kemp.
June 13, 1917 . .Not printed.

197. Copy of Order in Council, P.C. 987, dated 10th April, 1917, as amended by Order in

Council No. 1451, dated 25th May, 1917: Regulations, being- as Consolidation of and
additions to various Orders in Council made in consequence of the War, the whole to
be known as the "Defence of Canada Order. 1917." Presented iby Hon. Mr. Hazen,
June 13. 1917 Xot printed.
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198. Return to an Order of the House, of the 14th May, 1917, for a copy of all letters,

petitions, correspondence, telegrams and reports in any way referring to dismissal,

retirement or resignation of John McDonald, as Janitor of public building at Inver-

ness, and the appointment of his successor. Presented June 15, 1917.

—

Mr. Chishohn.

Not printed.

199. Return to an Order of the House, of the 14th May, 1917, for a copy of all letters,

petitions, correspondence, telegrams and reports received by the Government since
September, 1911, to the present day, in any way referring to the extension and
repairs to McKay's Point Wharf, Inverness County. Presented June 15, 1917.

—

Mr.
Chisholm., Not printed.

200. Return to an Order of the House, of the 7th May, 1917, for a copy of the replies

which the Government or the Department of Public Works sent to the Resident
Engineer or other parties in answer to letters, telegrams, or reports in connection with
the breakwater at Souris, P.E.I. , during the years 1915 and 1916. Presented June
15, 1917.

—

Mr. Hughes (King's, P.E.I.) Not printed.

201. Return to an Order of the House, of the 23rd May, 1917, for a copy of all corres-

pondence, telegrams, recommendations and other communications relating to. the

dismissal of Hector Urquhart, as lineman on t'he Dominion Government telegraph line

between Grand River and Enon, Cape Breton County, Nova Scotia, and relating to

the appointment of Dan. A. McLennan to said position. Presented June 15, 1917.

—

Mr. Kyte . .Not printed.

202. Return to an Order of the House, of the 14th May, 1917, for a copy of all letters,

petitions, correspondence, telegrams and reports received by the Government since
September, 1911, to the present day, in any way referring to the extension and
repairs to Craignish Wharf. Presented June 15, 1917.

—

Mr. Chishohn . .Not printed.

203. Return to an Order of the Hou-se, of the 3rd May, 1917, for a Return showing:— 1. The
amount which has been paid for stenographic reporting for the different Commissions
or inquiries which have been held by the Government since November, 1911, to the
present time. 2. The names of the persons to whom these amounts have been paid
for stenography and the respective amounts paid to each of them. Presented June
15, 1917.

—

Mr. VerviUe Not printed.

203«. Return to an Order of the House, of the 3rd May, 1917, for a Return showing:—1. The
amount which has been paid for stenographic reporting for the different Commissions
or inquiries which have been held by the Government since November, 1911, to the
present time. 2. The names of the persons to whom these amounts have been paid
for stenography and the respective amounts paid to each of them. Presented June
28. 1917.

—

Mr. Vo-ville Not printed.

204. Return to an Address to His Excellency the Governor General, of the 9th May, 1917,
for a copy of all papers, petitions, telegrams and all other documents sent to the
Government urging upon them the necessity of abolishing the wet canteen system
in the camps overseas. Presented June 15, 1917.—J/r. Lemiettx Not printed.

205. Copies of all correspondence, memoranda or other documents received by or sent by
the Right Honourable the Prime Minister and the Honourable the Minister of Trade
and Commerce, concerning a project to advertise Canadian products by the organiza-
tion of an exhibition train of sample goods in France. (Senate) Not printed.

205«. Supplementary Return to an Order of the Senate, dated the 7th June last, for a
Return showing:—Copies of all correspondence, memoranda or other documents
received by or sent by the Right Honourable the Prime Minister and the Honourable
the Minister of Trade and Commerce, concerning a project to advertise Canadian
products by the organization of an exhibition train of sample goods in France.
The Senate Not printed.
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206. Letter of the Honourable B. L,. Patenaude, M.P.. to the Paght Honourable the Prime

Minister, resigning his position as Secretary of State for Canada, and the letter of

the Prime Minister in acknowledgment thereof. Presented by Sir Robert Borden,

June 18, 1917 Not printed.

207. Return to an Order of the House, of the 3rd May, 1917, for a Return showing:—1. How
much merchandise has been exported from Canada into Foreign Countries since the

first of August, 1914, to the present time? 2. How much of these goods have gone

through the Port of Hamburg? 3. What countries have imported this jnerchandise

from Canada, and the resipective amounts for each of them? Presented June 18,

1917.

—

Mr. Verville Not printed.

208. Return to an Order of the House, of the 3rd February, 1916, for a return showing the

iteanized disbursements of "Ward Fisher, Inspector of Fisheries for Western Nova
Scotia, for the year 1912, aniounting to $388.40, and the year 1913, amounting to

$1,009.84. Presented June IS, 1917.

—

Mr. Laic Not printed.

209. Return to an Order of the House, of the 23rd April, 1917, for a copy of all papers,

documents, petitions, memoranda, correspondence, etc, with the Government of British

Columbia or any member thereof with the Fishery Officers of the Marine and Fisheries

Department resident in said Province, and with any Company, person or persons

relating to prohibition of the export of British Columbia salmon since January 20,

1913. Presented June 18, 1917.

—

Mr. McKenzie Not printed.

210. Statement of Amount and Price of Commodities purchased and sold (including export

and home consumption) by Cold Storage Companies in Canada from January 1 to

December 1, 1916. Presented by Hon. Mr. Crothers, June 18, 1917 Not printed.

210a. Report of W. F. O'Connor, KLC, Acting Commissioner re Cost of Living, concerning

Cold Storage Conditions in Canada. Presented by Hon. Mr. Crothers, July 13, 1917.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

210i>. Copy of Order in Council, P.C. 2021, dated 23rd July, 1917, recommending the further

investigation into the premises, books, papers and records of the William Davies
Company, Limited, and Matthews-Blackwell, Ltd., as disclosed by the report of W.
F. O'Connor, Acting Commissioner on the Cost of Living, on the subject of cold

storage conditions in Canada, and appointing G. F. Henderson, A. B. Brodie and
Geoffrey Clarkson with all the powers of Examiners under Part I of the Inquiries

Act to inquire into the books, papers, etc., of the said companies ; also to recommend
in writing to the Minister of Labour a standardized system of costs accounting appli-

cable to the cold storage business by which the net profits of cold storage companies

in Canada may from time to time be readily ascertained. Presented by Hon. Mr.

Crothers, July 25, 1917 Not printed

211. Return to an Order of the House, of the 11th June, 1917, for a copy of all correspon-
dence, telegrams, requests, petitions and other papers in the possession of the
Department of Trade and Commerce relating to providing a supply of salt for the
fisheries of the Maritime Provinces. Presented by Sir George Foster, June 22, 1917.

Not printed.

212. Copy of Order in Council, P.C. No. 1725, dated the 25th June, 1917, creating the

position of Director of Coal Operations for the southeastern coal fields of the" Province
of British Columbia and the suthwestern coal fields of the Province of Alberta, known
as District 18. And also,—Copy of Order in Council, P.C. No. 1726, dated the 25th

June, 1917, appointing W. H. Armstrong, of thje City of Vancouver, Director of Coal
Operations under the provisions of the above Order in Council, P.C. No. 1725, dated

. 25th June, 1917. Presented by Sir Robert Borden, June 25, 1917 Not printed.

212fl. Return to an Order of the House, of the 14th :May, 1917, for a copy of all letters,

reports, communications and documents passing between the Minister of Labour and
the Department of Labour and the officials of District No. 18, United Mine Workers
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of Alberta, and the officials of the Alberta and Eastern British Columbia Coal Oper-
ators' Association, concerning the requests made by the Miners for an increase in

wages du* to the increase in the cost of living, bcjtween Septeonber 1, 191'6, and the

present time. Presented July 12, 1917.

—

Mr. Buchanan Not printed.

213. Return to an Order of the House, of the 13th June, 1917, for a Return showing:—1.

How many battalions of infantry left Canada with the First Contingent? 2. The
number, and the designations of the different units of artillei^ which left with the

First Contingent? 3. The number and the designation of the different medical corps

which left Canada with the First Contingent? 4. The nuTnber and the designation

of all the other units which left with the First Contingent? 5. The names, rank and
duties of the supernumerary officers who left with the First Contingent. Presented

June 26, 1917.

—

Mr. Lachance Not printed.

214. Return to an Address to His Elxcellency the Governor General, of the 30th May, 1917,

for a copy of all correspondence, letters, cables and other documents exchanged
between the Imperial Gk)vemment or any of its members or officials with the

Canadian Government or any of its members or officials, relative to the question of

the proposed legislation by the Imperial Parliament to validate certain Acts and
proceedings of the Legislature of British Columbia. Presented June 27, 1917.

—

Mr.

Macdonald Not printed.

215. Return to an Order of the House, of the 4th June, 1917, for a copy of all correspondence

between the Chief of the Hansard Translation Staff of the House, the Clerk of the

House and the Speaker, since April 19, 1917, to date. Presented June 28, 1917.

—

Mr. Lemieux Not printed.

216. Return to an Order of the House, of the 27th March, 1916, for a return shewing the

amounts paid by the Federal Government from the 1st July, 1S9'6, to the 1st

October, 1911, to the following newspapers : Le Canada, La Presse, La Patrie, Le
Pays, of Montreal, La Vigie and Le Soleil, of Quebec. Presented June 28, 1917.

—

Mr. Boulay Not printed.

217. Return to an Order of the House, of the 3rd May. 1917. for a Return showing the

number of employees of the following Departments after 1896, and after 1911,

respectively, viz. :—Inland Revenue, Interior, Public Works, Marine and Fisheries,

Militia and Defence, Labour and Department of Trade and Commerce. Presented
June 28. 1917.

—

Mr. Boulay Not printed.

218. Return to an Order of the House, of the 7th May, 1917, for a Return showing the
- number of returned soldiers who have been given employment in the A-arious depart-
ments of the Government. Presented June 28, 1917.

—

Mr. Lemieux.. ..Not printed.

219. Return to an Order of the House, of the 25th June, 1917, for a copy of the reports made
by the Penitentiary Surgeons in oonneotion with the release from Penitentiary of

Edward Levi Baugh. Presented July 4, 1917.

—

Mr. Murphy ..Not printed.

220. Return to an Order of the House, of the 21st May, 1917, for a return giving the names
and salaries of employees of the Interior and Indian Departments, (a) Inside Service
and (b) Outside Service, who volunteered for overseas service, and who M-ere paid
their full civil sal-ary in addition to their military pay and allowances.

Those who volunteered for overseas service and who were paid a sufficient portion
of their civil salary in addition to their military pay and allowances to bring their
pay up to the amount of their civil salary.

Those who volunteered for overseas service and who received consideration
^stating consideration) on account of their civij employment in addition to their
military pay and allowances.

Those who volunteered for overseas service and who do not receive any con-
sideration on account of their civil employment in addition to their military pay and
allowances. Presented July 5, 1917.—Mr. Oliver Not printed.
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221. Report of Special Trade Commission to Great Britain, France and Italy, May-

September, 1916. Presented by Sir Georg« Foster, July 5, 1917 Not printed.

222. Return to an Order of the House, of the 13th June, 1917, for a Return showing:—1. The

total expenditure connected with Agriculture by the Federal Government in each of

the fiscal years from igOi-OS to 1916-17, inclusive. 2. How much money was set

apart by the Agricultural Aid Act of 1912 to assist the Provincial Departments of

Agriculture to improve and extend their work? 3. How much of above amount was

given to each Province, and what was accomplished in each Province as a result of

such assistance? 4. How much money was set apart by the Federal Government under

the Agricultural Instructions Act of 1913, and under the provisions of the said Act

what amounts were respectively allotted each year to the several Provinces? 5.

What the general purpose of said Act is, and to what extent that purpose has been

made effective in each Province. Presented July 5, 1917.

—

Mr. Edwards.

Printed for sessional papers only.

223. Return to an Order of the House, of the 11th June, 1917, for a Return showing:—1.

Whether Mr. Giard, ex-M.P.P. for Compton, is an employee of the Government? 2. If

so, since w^hen? 3. The number of employees under his orders and their respective

names? 4. What salary does said Giard receive? 5. The salary of each employee

under his charge? 6. Whether he has bought, for the Government, any animals for

breeding purposes? 7. If so, how many, and the price paid for each? S. Where these

animals were bought? 9. How many of them have been rejected or returned to the

Government or to Mr. Giard? 10. If any have been refused or returned, why? 11.

Where the said breeding animals are at present? 12. What the Government or the

Department of Agriculture intends to do with the animals so refused and returned to

Mr. Giard? Presented July 5, 1917.

—

Mr. Gauvreau Not printed.

224. Return to an Address to His Excellency the Governor General, of the 31st January,

1917, for a copy of all documents, letters, messages, correspondence, reports and

particularly an Order in Council dated 6th December, 1898, respecting the exemption

from military service of the Doukhobors. Presented by Hon. Mr. Roche, July 9, 1917.

—Mr. McCraney Not printed.

225. Return to an Address to His Excellency the Governor General, of the 51st January,

1917, for a copy of all Orders in Council and other documents on file in the Depart-
ment of Marine and Fisheries relating to the requisitioning of Canadian ships by the

Canadian Government. Presented July 11, 1917.

—

Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

226. Return to an Order of the House of the 7th June, 1917, for a return showing the number
of recruiting officers which have been appointed in the province of Quebec, with the

names, addresses, nature of functions and salaries of the same. Presented July 11,

1917.

—

Mr. Carvell Not printed.

226a. Return to an Order of the House of the ISth June, 1917, for a return showing:—1. The
names and addresses of the parties on Prince Edward Island who have been engaged
or who are now engaged in recruiting for the army and navy or doing other work of a
like military character, since August, 1914. 2. The remuneration or pay each of the
said parties receives and the allowance given for travelling or other expenses. 3. The
total amount. each person has received up to the 1st of June, 1917. Presented July 31,

l^n.—Mr. Hughes (P.E.I.) Not printed.

227. Return to an Order of the House of the 12th April, 1916, for a return showing: 1. How
many clerks there are in the Post Office Department who belong to and are paid from
the outside service vote, and who work in the inside service. 2. The names of said
clerks. 3. Salary paid to each. 4. How long each has been in the service of the
Department. 5. If all or any of the clerks have passed any examination. If so, what
examination, and on what date or dates. - Presented July 14.

—

Mr. Turriff . .Not printed

228. Copy of a memorandum presented by the Southern Slav Committee to the representatives

of the British Dominions, setting forth the aims and aspirations of the Jugo-.slavs
(Serbs, Croats and Slovens) subject to Austro-Hungarian rule. Presented by Sir
Robert Borden, July 20, 1917 TVof printed.
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229. Claims made by Minister of Justice relating to payment of duties by certain provinces.
(Senate.) .... >-*-...-' A of printed.

230. Copy of Report of Honourable Sir Ezel<iel McLeod, Chief Justice of the Province of New
Brunswick, and the Honourable Louis Tellier, retired Judge of the Superior Court of
the Province of Quebec, Commissioners appointed under the Inquiries Act of Canada,
being Revised Statutes of Canada, 1906, Chapter 104 and Amending Acts, by virtue
of an Order in Council passed on the 6th June, 1917, whereby the said Commissioners
were empowered and directed to conduct an inquiry and investigation for the purpose
of reviewing and considering the evidence talven by Mr. Justice Gait, a Commissioner
appointed by the Lieutenant-Governor of Manitoba on the 15th day of July, 1916, to
investigate and report upon certain matters of concern to the Local Government of the
said province, in the execution of such Commission, and to review and consider his
reports and findings on such evidence ; and to report whether such evidence sustains
or supports the findings of the said Commissioner, as set forth in such reports, in so
far as they reflect upon or prejudicially affect the honour or integrity of the Hon
Robert Rogers or the honesty of his dealings or transactions. Presented by Hon
Mr. Doherty, July 27, 1917.. ..Printed for distribution—Members and Senators only.

230a. Copy of evidence, exhibits, etc., in respect to the Report of Honourable Sir Ezekiel Mc-
Leod, Chief Justice of the Province of New Brunswick, and the Honourable Louis
Tellier, retired Judge of the Superior Court of the Province of Quebec, Commissioners
appointed under the Inquiries Act of Canada, toeing Revised Statutes of Canada, 190-6.
Chapter 104 and Amending Acts, by virtue of an Order in Council passed on th« 6th
June, 1917, whereby the said Commissioners were empowered and directed to conduct
an inquiry and investigation for the purpose of reviewing and considering the evidence
taken by Mr. Justice Gait, a Commissioner appointed by the Lieutenant-Governor of
Manitoba on the 15th day of July, 1916, to investigate and report upon certain matters
of concern to the Local Government of the said province, in the execution of such Com-
mission, and to review and consider his reports and findings on such evidence • and to
report whether such evidence sustains or supports the findings of the said Com.missioner
as set forth in such reports, in so far as they reflect upon or prejudicially affect the
honour or integrity of the Hon. Robert Rogers, or the honesty of his dealings or
transactions. Presented by Hon. Mr. Doherty, August 9, 1917 Not printed.

231. Return to an Order of the House of the 13th June, 1917, for a eopv of all correspond-
ence, letters, telegrams and other papers relating to a contract for carrying moila
between Grand River and Fourchu, in the County of Richmond, Nova Scotia in the
years 1916 and 1917. Presented July 28, 1917.—J/r. Kyte Not 'printed.

232. Return to an Order of the House of the 30th April, 1917, for a copy of all papers, letters
telegrams and documents relative to the purchase of land in Vancouver, B.C.,' for the
purpose of an armoury, since January 1, 1913. Presented July 30, 1917.—il/r. Mac-
donald ^t j. ^ ,Not printed.

233. Return to an Order of the House of the 1st February, 1917, for a return showing -—l
The names and present rank of all appointees as Chief Recruiting Officers or as District
or. Special Recruiting Officers, not local or regimental, made since the beginning of the
war. 2. The dates of their respective appointments. 3. The ages and vocations of
respective appointees. 4. The name of military organization, if any, in which appointees
had previously served. 5. The rank of appointees while serving in any military orga-
nization. 6. Whether the services of any of these appointees have been dispensed with.
7. If so, their names, and dates on which they were retired. Presented July 31 1917 —
Mr. Turriff a- '

• ^'
,A of printed.

234. Return to an Ord«r of the House of the 31st January, 1917, for a return showing:— 1.
The date of the last order given by the Government to the Ross Rifle Company. 2. The
number of rifles ordered. 3. Whether a recommendation of the British Army Council
for the utilization of existing Canadian facilities in manufacturing the new and im-
proved Lee-Enfield was received by the Government. 4. The date of the recommenda-
tion, and when it was received. 5. Whether the recommendation has been acted upon
Presented July 31, 1917.—JIfr. Turriff Not printed
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235. Return to an Order of the (House of the aoth June, 1917, for a retvim showing :— 1. The

names of the members of the military staff at North Vancouver. 2. Their respective

duties or occupations. 3. The rank and rate of pay of each. 4. The amount that has

been paid to eacli. 5. Upon what date or dates the members of the said staff enlisted,

and how long they have been attached to the staff. Presented July 31, 1917.

—

Mr.

Murphy Kot printed.

235<i. Return to an Order of the House of the 21st June, 1917, for a return showing the names,

rank, pay, and nature and place of employment of all officers attached to headquarters

at Halifax and the various departments of the military service or connected in any way
with Military Division No. 6. Presented August 2, 1917.

—

llr. Tobin.. . .Kot printed.

236. P.eturn to an Order of the House of the ISth July, 1917, for a return giving a list of the

different Commissions created since the beginning of the war, concerning the soldiers,

their pensions, hospitals, etc., showing the names of the various Commissioners who have

comprised said Commissions. Presented July 31, 1917.

—

Mr. Boulay Not printed.

237- Copy of Financial Statements in respect to the Canadian Northern Railway System : 1.

Balance Sheet, 30th June, 1916. 2. Statement of Securities Issued and Fixed Charges.

30th June, 1917. 3. Statement of Liabilities, 15th June, 1917. 3a. Statement of Equip-

ment Ac-count. 4. List of Securities for Loans. 5. Gross and Net Earnings, 30th June,

1917. 6. Comparison of Earnings, 1913, 1916 and 1917. 7. Statement re Capital Ex-
penditure and Betterments, year ending 30th June, 1917. 8. Mileage. And also,—
Statements showing bonds, etc., authorized, issued and outstanding, and net proceeds

therefrom; interest payable during the period July 1, 1917, to June 30, 1918; and
estimated cash requirements for period July 1, 1917, to June 30, 1918, in respect to the

Grand Trvftk Railway and Grand Trunk Pacific Branch Lines. Presented by Sir

Robert Borden, July 20, 1917 Not printed.

2,31a Copy of Mortgage Deed of Trust securing an issue of $43,000,000 of Canadian Northern
Railway securities, guaranteed by the Dominion Government, issued under the legisla-

tion of 1914. Also,—Copy of Mortgage Deed dated 26th June, 1916—The Canadian
Northern Ontario Railway Company to His Majesty the King—securing certain

advances from a loan of $15,00'0,O00 made by His Majesty to the Canadian Northern
Railway Company. And also,—Copy of Audit of Revenue and EJxpenditure Accounts
of the Canadian Northern Railway System for the months of May, June, July. August,

September, October, November and December, 1916, and for January and Feb;uar.v,

1917. Presented by Sir Thomas White, August 8, 1917 Kot printed.

2,31b. Statement of amounts advanced by the Government of Canada to the Canadian Northern

Railway Company on interest account to date. And also,—Financial Statements of th^

Canadian Northern Railway, as follows :— 1. Interim Condensed Balance Sheet as at

April 30, 1917. 2. Statement of estimate of cost to complete lines and terminals under

construction and financial provision for same. 3. Statement of Contractors' and other

Construction accounts outstanding, 30th June, 1917. 4. Memorandum re unsold lands.

5. Estimate of amount required for betterments and rolling stock for three years. Pre-

sented by Sir Thomas White, August 13, 1917 Not printed.

238. Copy of Order in Council, P.C. 1881, dated 19th August, 1916, recommending that in the

case of officers, warrant officers and non-commissioned officers reverting to lower rank

in order to proceed to the front, no reduction in separation allowance or pension shall

be made. And also,—Copy of Order in Council, P.C. 2008, dated 20th July, 1917, can-

celling Order in Council, P.C. 1615, dated 13th June, 1917, and amending Order in

Council, P.C. 1881, dated 19th August, 1916, in respect to separation allowances and
pensions to those reverting to lower rank, in order to proceed to the front. Presented

by Sir Edward Kemp, August 2, 1917 Not printed.

239. Return to an Order of the House of the 30th July, 1917, for a copy of all correspondence

exchanged between the Board of Trade of the City of Quebec and the Prime Minister

on the subject of the Report of the Special Commission on Railways. Presented

August 2, 1917.

—

Sir Wilfrid Laurier Not printed.
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240. Return to an Order of the House of the 13th June, 1917, for a statement showing the
travelling expenses of Maurice LeBlanc, general foreman of the Department of Public
"H^orks, Bonaventure County, since his appointment to date. Presented August 8, 1917.—Mr. Marcil (Bonavcntiire) Xot printed.

241. Return to an Order of the House of the 30th April, 1917, for a copy of all letters, peti-

tions, correspondence and telegrams exchanged between the Government, the resident

engineer and all other persons concerning the dredging work done at Ste. Anne de
Bellevue, Pointe Fortune, Ottawa River channel between He au Foin and He Paquin,
Graham channel, Rigaud channel, Hudson Heights channel. He Perrot Church, lie

Perrot South wharf and He Perrot Xorth wharf, since 1904. Also a statement show-
ing the amounts paid to different persons or companies for such work, giving the dates

of payment, along with a copy of the estimates already brought down at my request
regarding the above, previous to 1904. Return to an Order of the House of the 30th

April, 1917, for a copy of all letters, petitions, correspondence, telegrams and reports

exchanged between the Government, the resident engineer of the district, and all other

persons, concerning the dredging work done since 1904 at the wharf of He Perrot
North, South and the Church, Dorion Bay channel, Vaudreuil Village channel, Pointe
Cavagnal, Como, Hudson Heights channel, Graham channel, Rigaud River channel,
Ottawa River, lies aux Poires channel, Pointe Fortune and Ste. Anne de Bellevue chan-

nel. Also a statement showing the amount of money paid to divers persons, com-
panies, etc., for such works, along with copy of statements already presented at my
request in connection with the same work, previous to 1904. Presented August 8, 1917.

—Mr. Boyer Not printed.

242 Return to an Order of the House of the 14th May, 1917, for a copy of all letters, peti-

tions, correspondence, telegrams and reports received by the Government since Sept-

ember, 1911, to the present day, in any way referring to the extension and repairs to

Finlay Point wharf. Presented August S, 1917.

—

Mr. ChisJiohn Not printed.

243. Return to an Order of the House of the 30th April, 1917, for a copy of all correspondence

in the possession of the Department of Public Worlds bearing date after September 1,

1915, relating to wharves, breakwaters and other public works situate in the County of

Antigonish, Nova Scotia. Presented August S, 1917.

—

Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

244. Return to an Order of the House of the 7th May, 1917, for a copy of all documents,

correspondence, reports, accounts, pay-lists, etc., in connection with the work done on

the Government wharves at Cross Point, Miguasha, St. Omer and New Carlisle, Quebec,

since 1912. Presented August 8, 1917.

—

Mr. Marcil (.Bonaventure) Not printed.

245. Return to an Order of the House of the 14th May, 1917, for a copy of all letters, peti-

tions, correspondence, telegrams and reports received by the Government since Sep-

tember, 1911, to the present day, in any way referring to the wharf at Marble Moun-
tain. Presented August 13, 1917.

—

Mr. Chishohn Not printed.

246. Return to an Order of the House of the 14th May, 1917, for a copy of all letters, peti-

tions, correspondence, telegrams and reports received by the Government since Sep-

tember, 1911, to the present day, in any way referring to the extension of the pier at

Margaree Harbour. Presented August 13, 1917.

—

Mr. Chishohn Not printed.

246o. Return to an Order of the House of the 14th May, 1917, for a copy of all letters, peti-

tions, correspondence, telegrams and reports received by the Government since Sep-

tember, 1911, to the present day, in any way referring to the breakwater at Margaree

Harbour. Presented August 13, 1917.

—

Mr. Chisholm Not printed.

247. Return to an Order of the House of the 14th May, 1917, for a copy of all letters, peti-

tions, correspondence, telegrams and reports received by the Government since Sep-

tember, 1911, to the present day, in any way referring to the Port Hood wharf.

Presented August 13, 1917.

—

Mr. Chisholm Not printed.
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248. Return to an Order of the House of the 14th May, 1917, for a copy of all letters, peti-

tions, correspondence, telegrams and reports received by the Government since Sep-

tember, 1911, to the present time, in any way referring to the opening of Inverness

Harbour. Presented August 13, 1917.

—

Mr. Chisholm Not printed.

249. Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd April, 1917, for a copy of all papers, docu-

ments, petitions, memoranda, correspondence, etc., with reference to the Government

of the Dominion of Canada building competing telephone lines in British Columbia

paralleling lines already in operation of the Okanagan Telephone Company, Limited.

Presented August 13, 1917.

—

Mr. Carvell Not printed.

250. Return to an Order of the House of the 30th April, 1917. for a riopy of all correspondence

in the Department of Public "Works bearing date after September 1, 1915, relating to

wharves, breakwaters and other public works in the County of Guysborough, Nova

Scotia. Presented August 13, 1917.

—

Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

251. Return to an Order of the House of the 30th April, 1917, for a copy of all papers, records

and other documents concerning the reference by the Dominion Government to the

question relating to the exclusive right of fishing in the tidal v.'aters of the province

of Quebec. Presented August 15, 1917.

—

Mr. Lemietix Not printed.

252. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th July, 1917, for a return showing the names

of all persons employed in connection with the Office of the Commissioner of Live Stock

in the Province of Saskatchewan, showing the salaries and expenses paid them ; and

also showing the number of stallions and bulls placed in Saskatchewan when the said

office was established. Presented August 15, 1917.

—

Mr. Thomson {Qu'Appelle).

Not printed.

253. Retuin to an Order of the House of the 14th May, 1917, for a copy of all letters, tele-

grams and reports between the Department of the Naval Service of the Department of

Marine and Fisheries, and any and all persons in connection with the seizure of certain

fishery boats, fishing tackle and equipment being used in the illegal fishing of lobsters

in the Straits of Northumberland in the fall of 1916, together with a copy of the

evidence taken before one M. G. Teed, Esquire, acting as a commissioner to inquire into

this matter, and his report and finding thereon. Presented August 16, 1917.

—

Mr. Copp.

Not printed.

254. Return to an Order of the House of the 30th July, 1917, for a copy of all correspondence

between the Department of Militia and Defence of Canada, the War Purchasing Com-
mission of Canada, and the British "War Office, concerning a target practice rod or the

use of same by the Canadian Expeditionary Force. Presented August 20, 1917.

—

Mr.
Maclean (Halifax) Not printed.

255. Return to an Order of the House of the 7th June, 1917, for a return showing:—1.

Whether the Department of Agriculture supply thoroughbred bulls for improvement of

stock to applicants for the same. 2. If so, if any such bulls have been sent into the

County of Dorchester, Quebec, and when. 3. At whose request these bulls were sent,

and if they belonged to the Department of Agriculture. 4. If so, on what condition

they were supplied. 5. Prom whom the department purchased the animals referred to.

6. The price paid. 7. If any official of the Department of Agriculture has made an
Investigation as to where these bulls are at the present time. 8. If so,' the substance
of their report. 9. Whether the said bulls are being used for the purpose for which
they were intendeQ. Presented August 21, 1917.

—

Mr. Lanctot Not printed.

256. Return to an Order of the House of the 1st August, 1917, for a return showing the
amount which has been paid to the Sydney Daily Post, newspaper, by all the depart-
ments of the Government for printing and advertising, since the 1st of November, 1911.
Presented August 21, 1917.

—

Mr. Kyte Not printed.

257. Return to an Order of the House of the 1st August, 1917, for a return showing the gross
amount paid to the Halifax Herald, the Evening Mail, Halifax, and the Royal Print
and Lithographing Company, Halifax, by all the departments of the Government for
printing, advertising and all other services since November 1, 1911. Presented August
21, 1917.

—

Mr. Si7iclair Not printed.
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258. Return to an Order of tlie House of the ISth June, 1917, for a copy of all accounts,
papers, claims and correspondence regarding demands put forward by all persons who
ha^e claimed to have sustained loss or damage by the fire in the Parliament Buildings
in February, 1916. Presented August 21, 1917.

—

Mr. Lanclot Not printed.

259. Return to an Order of the House of the 14th May, 1917, for a copy of all communications,
letters, reports, petitions and other documents on behalf of the Physicians and Medical
Associations of this country, asking for the repeal of The Proprietary or Patent Medi-
cine Act and the presentation of a new Act on the matter in order to render more
efficient the control of these medicine preparations, and to add on the prohibition list

such drugs or medicines as are generally dangerous to health and conducive to certain
criminal practices. Presented August 21, 1917.

—

Mr. Lapointe (K<i.mouraska).

Not printed.

260. Copy of correspondence between the Honourable Robert Rogers and the Right Honour-
able Sir Robert Borden, Prime Minister, with reference to the resignation of the former
as Minister of Public Works of Canada.— (The Senate.) Not printed.

261. Return to an Order of the Senate dated the 11th day of July, 1917, for a Statement
showing the number of officers and men of the Canadian Expeditionary Force who have
been classed as unfit for military service ; whether the military authorities have given
consideration to the possibility of utilizing the services of those men in a secondary
capacity ; whether those who have been classed as unfit continue to draw military pay

;

the number who have deserted from the various units between 1st October, 1914, and
1st June, 1917 ; and the number discharged from the various units since 1st October,
1914.— (The Seriate.) Not printed.

262. Return to an Order of the Senate, dated 7th June last, for a return showing :— 1. The
name and rank of each person who at the outbreak of the war in' August, 1914, was an
officer, commissioned or provisional, of the 7Sth Regiment (Highlanders), of Pictou
County, Nova Scotia. 2. The length of time each of such persons was attached to said
regiment. 3. («) The name of each of said officers who joined the Canadian Overseas
Forces. (&) The unit to which he was attached, (c) The rank with which he was
attached, (d) The date at which he was attached. 4. The name of each person who
since the outbreak of war became attached as provisional officers to said 78th Regiment
and the date at which such person became attached and his rank. 5. (a) The name of
each of the officers referred to in paragraph 4 who joined the Canadian overseas forces.

(&) The unit to which he was attached, (c) The rank with which he was attached,
(d) The date at which he was attached. 6. The name of each of the officers referred
to in each of the foregoing paragraphs who were in active service at the fighting front,

the units with which they served, and the length of time they served. 7. Particulars
as to each of the said officers showing where each one was on May 1, 1917, to what unit

he was attached, and what his rank was at that time. 8. If any of these officers have
gone to the fighting front since May 1, state name, unit, rank and date.— (The Senate.)

Not printed.

263. Part return to an humble Address of the Senate to His Excellency the Governor General,
dated the 8th instant, sliowing all the correspondence between the Department of
Militia and Defence and Clarence J. McCuaig ; also, between the same and the first

Purchasing Committee appointed by Sir Robert Borden, of which the Honourable
Robert Rogers was Chairman, and between the said Clarence J. McCuaig and the Com-
mittee of which the Honourable Sir Edward Kemp is or was Chairman, or with any of

the members of the said committee.— (The Senate.) Not printed.

- 264. Eighth Annual Report of the Commission of Conservation for the fiscal year ending 31st

March, 1917. Presented by Hon. Mr. Burrell, September 1, 1917 Not printed.

265. Return to an Older of the House of the 30th August, 1917, for a return showing:—1. The
number of additional buildings and offices that have been rented by the various depart-
ments of the Government in the City of Ottawa during the calendar years, 1914, 1915,

1916 and 1917. 2. The names of the lessors, the length of the lease and the respective

rentals of said buildings. 3. What department in each case is occupying said premises.

Presented September 3, 1917.

—

Mr. Siiulair Not printed.
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266. Return to an Order of the House of the 11th July, i&lT, fo a copy of all corresponaeiice

and other documents relating to the granting to beam trawlers registered in the United

States the privilege of using ports in the Province of Nova Scotia for the purchasing

of supplies, the shipping of men, etc., without license therefor as required under the

modus videndi. Presented September 3, 1917.

—

Mr. Kytc Not printed.

267. Copy of contract dated Sth March, 1917, between His Majesty the King and Wallace

Shipyards, Limited, for the construction and delivery of one wooden auxiliary sailing

ship. Also,—Copy of contract dated 1st June, 1917, between His Majesty the King and

Lamond and Harrison for the construction and delivery of one wooden auxiliary sailing

ship. Presented by Hon. Mr. Cochrane, September 3, 1917 Not printed.

268. Return to an Order of the Senate, dated the 15th day of June last, for a return made to

an Order of the House of Commons, of the 7th February, 1916, for a copy of all corre-

spondence and reports on the claims of Sealers of British Columbia under the last

treaty with the American Republic, and all papers connected therewith.— (The Senate.)

Xot printed.

269. Copy of Order in Council, P.C. 2245, dated 3rd September, 1917, appointing the Deputy
Minister of Justice, Oliver Mowat Biggar, of the City of Edmonton, John H. Moss, of

the City of Toronto, Louis Loranger, of the City of Montreal, and Lt.-Col. H. A. C.

Machin, of the Town of Kenora, Ont., a council to advise and assist in the administra-

tion and enforcement of the Military Service Act, 1917, to be known as the Military

Service Council. Presented by Sir Robert Borden, September 4, 1917.. ..Xot printed.

270. Return to an Order of the House of the 21st May, 1917, for a copy of all reports, letters,

telegrams, correspondence and any other papers in connection with the question of

locating the 210th Battalion at Regina and Moosejaw respectively during the winter

of 1916-17. Presented September 6, 1917.

—

Mr. Knoiclcs Not printed.

271. Return to an Order of the House of the 14th May, 1917, for a copy of all letters, corres-

pondence, telegrams and reports received by the Government since September, 1911,

to the present day, in any way referring to the appointment of a man in charge of the

storm signals at Grand Etang and Margaree Harbour. Presented September 6, 1917.

—

Mr. ChishoJni Xot printed.

272. Return to an Order of the House of the 7th May, 1917, for a return showing the different

rural mail routes established in the constituency of Qu'Appelle since the 1st day of

January, 1916, showing their location and date of establishment. Also, a list of all

rural mail routes now being established or under consideration at the present time in

the same constituency. Presented September 7, 1917.

—

Mr. Thomson (Qu'Appelle').

Xot printed.

273. Return to an Order of the House of the 6th March, 1916, for a copy of all telegrams,

letters, petitions and documents of all kinds in any way referring to the change in the

Inverness-Margaree mail route from the west to the east of the Margaree river, from a

point at Margaree Forks to Chapel Bridge. Presented September 7, 1917.

—

Mr. Chia-

hohn .' Xot printed.

274. Copy of Order in Council, P.C. 2199, dated 10th August, 1917: Rules and Regulations

enacted in lieu of the Classification, Rules and Regulations contained in Order in Coun-
cil, P.C. 1296, of the 15th May, 1917, in respect to War badges for members of the

Canadian Expeditionary Force. Presented by Sir Edward Kemp, September 13, 1917.

Xot printed.

275. Copy of Order in Council, P.C. 2552, dated 13th September, 1917, recommending that
Certificates of Naturalization may be issued under the Naturalization Act, 1914, to

alien enemies who have resided for many years in Canada, on its being shown that

they are clearly in sympathy with the United Kingdom and its allies in the present war,
and 'hat they have no pro-German or other alien enemy affiliations or connections.

Prestnted by Sir Robert Borden, September 14, 1917 Xot printed.
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276. Copy of Canada Gazette dated 12th September, 1917, containing a list and location of

Local Tribunals established to hear and decide applications for certificates of exemption
from Military Service. Presented by Hon. Mr. Doherty, September 14, 1917.

Kot printed.

277. Copies of Orders in Council, dated 15th September and 17th September, 1917, respectively,

appointing Registrars 'for the Provinces of British Columbia, New Brunswick, Quebec,

Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Ontario, Alberta and Prince Edward Island, under the provi-

sions and for the purposes of the Military Service Act, 1917. Presented by Sir Robert
Borden, September 17, 1917 Not printed.

278. Return to an Address to His Excellency the Governor General of the 2nd May, 1917, for

a copy of all Orders in Council, letters, telegrams, etc., to or from any employee of the

Government in reference to the improvement and equipment of the life-saving station

at Whitehead. Guysborough County, N.S. Presented September 17, 1917.

—

Mr. Maclean
(Halifax) Not printed.

279. Return to an Order of the House of the 14th May, 1917, for a copy of all letters, peti-

tions, correspondence, telegrams and reports received by the Government since Sep-

tember, 1911, to the present day, in any way referring to the dredging and building of

piers at Mabou Harbour. Presented September 19, 1917.

—

Mr. Maclean {Halifax).

Not printed.

280. Return to an Order of the House of the 13th August, 1917, for a return showing:— 1. The
different amounts paid for commissions and expenses in connection with the flotation

of the different loans made by Canada since 1914. 2. The respective amounts paid in

connection with each loan. Presented September 19, 1917

—

3Ir. Macdonald.

Not printed.

281. Return to an Order of the House of the 5th September, 1917, for a copy of all corre-

spondence, letters, telegrams, petitions, etc., in any way referring to an application

for a public wharf at Chimney Corners, Inverness County, N.S. Presented September

19, 1917.

—

Mr. Chishohn Not printed.

282. Return to an Order of the House of the 29th August, 1917, for a return showing copies

of all accounts, memoranda, vouchers, telegrams, letters, etc,, in reference to payments
to George H. Boyce, of Windsor, N.S., District Foreman of Public Works Department,
since his appointment to office. Presented September 19, 1917.

—

Mr. Maclean (Halifax).

Not printed.

283. Return to an Order of the Senate dated the 1st day of March, 1916, showing a copy of

all correspondence between the Government and the British Columbia Boards of 'Trade,

and also between the Government and the Canadian Manufacturers' Association, in

reference to the request made by the British Columbia Boards of Trade for the appoint-

ment of a Dominion Customs Officer at the Port of New York.

—

(Senate.).

Not printed.

284. Part return to an humble Address of the Senate, dated the 14th of August, 1917, to His

Excellency the Governor General, for a return showing the name of every judge of the

Supreme, District and County Courts in all the provinces of Canada, for the year 1916,

together with a statement of the moneys paid to each of such judges for that year for

(a) salaries; (6) travelling expenses; (c) allowances of all kinds; (d) for services

as Commissioners; (e) and any other payments; and also, showing the names of

judges who have performed services as Commissioners, or in any other public capacity

without compensation.— (Senate.) Not printed.

285. Return to an humble Address of the Senate, dated the 9th August, 1917, to His Excel-

lency the Governor General, showing all the documents relating to the purchase by the

Militia Department of " Bonnie Bel Air " from W. T. Rodden, Esq., a part of number
nine (9) on the official plan and book of reference of the Parish of Lachine and
specially the report of the lawyers who examined the titles.— (Senate.) . . ..Not printed.
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REPORT OF DIVISION OF BOTANY

H. T. GtJSSOW, DOMINION BOTANIST.

Ottawa, March 31, 1916.

The Director,

Dominion Experimental Farms,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit herewith the seventh annual report of the work
carried on by the staff of the Division of Botany.

The report gives detailed accounts only of such work as is held to be of most

general interest to the public. Occasional inquiries, because of their more individual

or local interest, are not mentioned, although they were numerous enough to occupy

considerable thought and attention.

In the preparation of this report the Dominion Botanist was greatly assisted by

the members of his staff, and credit is given to the services rendered by the individual

members in the preparation of their respective contributions. I desire here to record

my great appreciation of the faithful and invaluable services rendered by each of my
colleagues. Without their co-operation much of the work accomplished during the

year would have been very inconclusive.

As usual, the report is divided into several sections, viz. : I, Destructive Insect

and Pest Act; II, Plant Pathology; III, Economic Botany; IV, Eeport from Field

Laboratory at St. Catharines ; V, Report from Field Laboratory at Charlottetown,

P.E.I. ; VI, Eeport from Field Laboratory at Fredericton, X.B.; VII, General.

I have the honour to be, sir.

Your obedient servant,

H. T. GtJSSOW,
Dominion Botanist.

I. DESTRUCTIVE INSECT AND PEST ACT ADMINISTRATION (PLANT
DISEASE SECTION).

Potato Inspection.—The potato inspection inaugurated in New Brunswick in the

fall of the previous year was continued until October 7, 1915. Shipments to Ontario

and the western provinces were particularly heavy during the months of April and

May. and the time of twenty-three inspectors was fully occupied in answering calls

for inspection at the many loading places, chiefly at points along the St. John river,

from Pokiok to Grand Falls, and along the Tobique river, from Perth to Plaster

Rock. On account of the low prices prevailing earlier in the season, many farmers

had refrained from selling their stock until April or May, with the hope that the

market would improve, but this hope was not realized for at no time did the price

exceed 45 cents per barrel for " table " potatoes ; there was consequently a rush to

meet all market demands at this time, even at the low price. Towards the end of

May, as the shipping began to slacken, the staff of inspectors was reduced; there

were, however, many calls for inspection during June and up to as late as July 12;

in fact, a period of six weeks only intervened between the last inspection of the ship-
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nieiits of tte crop of 1914 and the first inspection of shipments of the 1915 crop. From
July 12, the seven inspectors still remaining in the xjrovince were employed for several

weeks in experimental work and field inspection of potatoes ; two of them also attended

several of the Provincial Agricultural Exhibitions with exhibits of plant diseases, and

were able to give a good deal of information of an educative nature to those with

problems along this line.

On August 27 the first inspection was made of shipments of the new crop, and

from that date until October 7 a busy time was experienced in dealing with all the

calls for inspection, chiefly due to the loading points being widely separated and the

reduced inspection staff. However, by increased efforts on the part ol every member
of the staff, it was possible to cope with the situation.

This work was under the supervision of Mr. R. Holmden until July 8, when he

was transferred to Prince Edward Island. On October 7 the regulations were can-

celled.

The following figures show the number of cars and bushels inspected between

April 1 and October 7, 1915:

—

Cars, Bushels,

1914 crop "first grade" to Ontario 36 25,413

1914 " " Manitoba, Saskatchewan and
Alberta 129 90,687

1914 " "table" Ontario 693 465,662
1915 " " " 394 231,714

Total 1.252 813,476

On October 8 the inspectors were sent out to revisit the farms where field inspec-

tion had been carried on, for the purpose of inspecting the crops at harvest time. This

work took considerable time as the farms were scattered over a great part of the pro-

vince; where it was not possible for an inspector to be present at the harvest time, a

thorough examination of the crops was made afterwards in the cellars. A part of this

work was undertaken for the Canadian Seed Growers' Association.

During the late fall and winter, a number of farms have been visited for the pur-

pose of ascertaining the quality and general condition of the crops in the cellars, and

for giving information regarding any diseases present. In this connection, some 340

farms were visited, records being taken in each instance of the conditions found.

White vine Mister rust in Canada.—Attention must be called to the outbreak of

White Pine Blister Rust, which was unknown on the continent of America -until

recently. The disease has been most destructive in European countries, and every

effort is necessary and is being made as far as possible to prevent this disease from

establishing an alarming situation in Canada. I am indebted to Mr. Clyde Leavitt,

Forester, of the Commission of Conservation for a memorandum of the commercial

importance of the white pine in Canada, from which it may be gathered that any

disease likely to prove destructive to this important foreet tree must be considered

from the aspect of the economic conditions and natural resources of the country:

—

" In 1914, Quebec produced over 118 million feet of white pine lumber, compris-

ing 10-6 per cent of the lumber cut of the province for that year. This lumber was

valued at $2,641,281. In addition, neajly 175,000,000 feet of this species was shipped

out of the province in the form of logs.

" Ontario, during the same year, produced 488,000,000 feet of white pine lumber,

comprising 46-8 per cent of the total lumber cut of the province. The value of this

lumber is placed at $10,158,751.

" In New Brunswick, the lumber cut of white pine during 1914 was 29,000,000

feet, valued at $586,049.
" For Nova Scotia, the cut was over 17,000,000 feet, valued at $277,657.

" The above figures represent returns from twelve hundred saw-mills in the four

provinces named.
Ottawa.
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* " Thus we have, during 1914, in the provinces of Ontario, Quebec, New Bruils-
wick, and Nova Scotia, a cut of more than 650,000.000 feet of white pine lumber,
valued at upwards of $13,660,000, in addition to a very large quantity of white pine
shipped out of the country in the form of sawlogs, with an additional value of upwards
of $2,500,000.

" The cutting and manufacturing of this material furnishes employment to thous-
ands of men, and supplies raw material for many hundreds of woodworking industries.

In a publication by the Dominion Forestry Branch, no less than eighty-seven different

classes of articles are shown as being manufactured from white pine in the province of

Ontario.
" From the point of view of provincial government revenues, white pine is a very

important factor. The forests on Crown lands in the provinces of Ontario, Quebec,
and New Brunswick return a revenue direct to the provincial treasuries, amounting to

a combined annual total not far from $4,000,000. These revenues go far toward the
support of the Government, and mean a great decrease in direct taxation. Of this
amount, it is probable that not far from $1,250,000 may be credited to white pine, taking
into consideration the average receipts from bonus, ground rent and stumpage dues."
(C.L.)

Prof. Wm. Sommerville, D. Oec, a British authority, writing on conditions of this

rust in Great Britain, states :
" This disease is so much on the increase that it is not

too much to say that the outlook in this country for the white pine is almost hopeless.

If it spreads in North America, as it has done in Europe, the loss that will result
through the destruction of one of America's most valuable lumber trees can only be
described as appalling."

The Forestry Branch of the province of Quebec must be congratulated on having
vigorously taken up the work of control, and on producing a most instructive circular
containing a coloured plate of this disease, which we understand is widely distributed

throughout Ontario. The attention of all lumbermen, foresters, and others interested

in the preservation of fhis valuable forest tree is directed to this danger. It is hoped
that one and all will co-operate in the effort madle to defeat one of Canada's most
important foes to her white pine resources.

Mr. W. A. McCubbin, M.A., assistant in charge of the field laboratory at St.

Catharines, is in a position, from the work done under his direction, to report on the

present status of White Pine Blister Bust in Ontario, and his account, together

with a number of instructive photographs, will be found of interest:

—

"Among the latest nuisances that have been imported here from other lands is

one that hails from Europe, where it has been a well-known pest for many years. It

is the White Pine Blister Rust, Peridermium Strohi Kleb. As the common name
indicates, it is chiefly noted as a fungus parasite of the Whit« Pine, Pinus Strohus L.,

but it can also attack several other species of pines, viz. : P. cemhra, P. monticola,

P. excelsa, and P. Lamiertiana, and perhaps any or all of the other thirteen species

of five-leaved pines. It may be noted in passing that the five-leaved pines alone are

susceptible, and that the two- or three-leaved species, including the Austrian pine,

the Scotch pine, and the jack pine of our northern forests are not subject to the

disease.
" The most serious phase of the blister rust on the white pine occurs in the seedling

stage. It is believed that the fungus gains entry by some wound in the twig or branches

and from there it grows up and down and around the branch in the soft bark.

In a short time the limb or stem is girdled, and the part above the affected area dies.

The presence of the fungus in the tissues causes a considerable swelling of the limb,

and this swelling often takes on a sickly, yellowish appearance. Once established, the

fungus progresses down the branch or stem year by year. Each spring there arise,

from the swollen discoloured tissue invaded during the previous year, numerous
pale orange or whitish blisters, filled with countless spores. It may take branch infec-

Ottawa.
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tiens on a large tree a long time to kill the tree, but ou the other hand seedlings are

killed very quickly, and as seedling trees are more susceptible to attack, it may be seen

that in or near the affected grove, the seedlings, on which future forests depend, would

have little chance of surviving.

"Like many other rusts, this fungus passes part of its life on another host—the

currant—or, to speak more correctly, on all species of the genus Ribes. Of these species

which include all the wild and cultivated currants and gooseberries, the common
garden black currant is by far the most susceptible. On the red and white varieties,

on gooseberries, and on wild currants, comparatively little damage is done, but black

currants suffer so severely at times that the disease promises to become quite a seri-

ous pest in black currant plantations.

" The spores shed by the blisters on the pine (Plate LIIIc) in the spring are not

known to be capable of infecting other pines again, but they readily infect near-by

currants. The leaves only of the currant plant are attacked, and ten to fifteen days after

infection there appear on the under sides of these leaves small pustules of a brilliant

orange colour, and filled with orange spores. (Plate LIV.) These spores in their turn

are carried by the wind to other currant leaves, and thus the currant infection is spread

throughout the summer. So rapid is the spread of the disease by means of these

spores that where black currant plantations are numerous in a district all the fields for

several miles around may be rusted before the end of the summer. Although the spores

produced in the early part of the summer on currant leaves are incapable of infecting

pines, yet towards the close of the season the pustules put out small peg-like growths on

which spores are formed which are able to infect pines again ; and since, as noted

above, the rust may spread on currants for several miles, there is every danger that a

new lot of pines may be infected a long distance away from the original pine from

which the currants received their infection in the spring.

" This stage of the rust on the currant has usually been considered of minor

importance as a currant disease. Perhaps where currants are few and distant from

each other little damage may be caused; but in the Niagara district where there are

numerous large currant plantations close to each other, the disease has been so plenti-

ful in the last two years that it promises to become a serious pest. In many cases

the black currants were completely defoliated long before the end of the summer, and

in the warm weather of early fall the winter hnds on these canes started into growth.

The second set of leaves thus produced, (Plate LVfe), were usually rusted in their turn,

and all of course perish in the first autumn frosts. Since this secondary foliage

destroys the winter buds and uses up a considerable amount of the food stored for

spring growth, the effect on the general vigour of the plant is disastrous.

" So far as we yet know, the rust on the currants dies out in winter and infection

has to start again each spring from some blister canker on a nearby pine.

" We have here then a disease, the life-history of which may be summed up as fol-

lows

—

" (A). On the Pine.—

" 1. Attacks only five-needled pines, on which it lives perennially in the bark

of the limbs and stem.
" 2. It produces cankered areas with discoloured swellings. (Plate Lllla

and h.)

" 3. Limbs or stems are girdled and killed ; seedlings are killed rapidly, adult

trees more slowly.

"4. Spores produced in early spring from canker blisters may infect nearby
currants, but not pines again. (Plate LIIc.)
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" (B). On currants.

—

* 1. On all wild and cultivated currants and gooseberries:

ticularly susceptible.

"2. Leaves only affected; small orange-coloured pustules on the under sides.

(Plate LIV.)
" 3. Spores from these pustules spread the rust in summer to other currants.

but not to pines.

" 4. In fall or late summer spores capable of infecting pines are formed.
" 5. The rust probably dies out each winter on the currants, and has to be

started in the spring from pines again.

"It is well established that the Blister Kust was brought to this continent from
Germany, Holland, and France, on white pine seedling? imported for nursery purposes.

Both in the United States and Canada numerous infections in different districts have

been definitely traced to some seedling pines affected by the disease, and either stand-

ing in the nursery row or planted out in shrubberies or forestry plots. In only one

case in Ontario has the disease been foun-d on native white pines, and as these trees

were standing close to two nurseries, it can hardly be doubted that imported nursery

trees were the original source of the disease.

" The work carried out by this laboratory during the past year included such

surveys and experiments as would help to establish a basis for the exteaisive control

measures which it was felt would surely be necessary in the future.
" An attempt was made to locate the actual areas in Ontario already occupied by

the disease. This work was carried out in conjunction with Prof. J E. Howitt, of the

Ontario Agricultural College, and in the accompanying map all the inf^ptions known
to be present in 1915 are recorded.

i'lg. L Map showiajj bhe distribution of the Currant Rust in Ontario in 1915.
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" In addition, special attention was given to the main outbreak in tlie Niagara

peninsula, and efforts were made to locate as many pcurces of infection as pos^sible, by

inspections of nursery pines, pine plantations, and "v\oodlots. Eight nurseries were

thus inspected. Of these only thre« contained five-leaved pines, and in only one of these

was the Peridermium found. It was present here on three imported seedlings. Seven

lots of imported pines which had been planted out in various places as ornamental

trees were all found to be free from the disease. Over 900 native pines in eleven dif-

ferent woodlots were also examined as carefully a& possible. In this case no effort was

made to inspect trees older than 12 or 15 years of age, since it was found impossible

to locate the disease in the taller trees with any certainty. In the eleven woodlots

mentioned only one showed any sign of the disease, and here there occurred over 200

cases of the Blister Kust, on branches and on tlie stems of young trees. These were

not all found at one time, but were located in the several visits made during the

summer. As soon as they were found they were cut out or the tree destroyed, but in

succeeding visits more cases could always be located. The difficvdty that was here met
with in locating all the infected limbs indicates that any inspection work of this nature

will have to be conducted with extreme care in order to be successful.

" From this woodlot as well as from the affected nursery mentioned, both of which

were at Fonthill, the disease was seen to have started on nearby black currants on

June 3, and from this centre the currant rust spread in an ever widening circle all

through the summei-. Outside of this well defined area of infection no rust appeared

in the rest of the peninsula east of Beamsville until long after this date. In the region

lying below the escarpment between Beamsville and Niagara-on-the-Lake, surveys

made up to July 6 disclosed no sign of rust on currants. At this dat« the Fonthill

epidemic had spread approximately two miles from the original source, and the hope

began to arise that the Fonthill pines were perhaps the only source of the disease in

the whole of this end of the peninsula. On August 9, however, in another survey of

the district between St. Catharines and Niagara-on-the-Lake, rust was found on every

field between these points, and a similar survey to the west of St. Catharines, made on-

August 10, showed that the currants were rusted to a slight extent in that direction

for some five miles, though the Jordan, Vineland, and Beamsville districts were free.

Since, at this time, the infected area at Fonthill was separated from this lake district

by a zone of disease-free currants several miles in width, it seems natural to conclude

that one or more sources of infection were present in the lake shore region, though no

affected pines could be located there.

" From this time on the rust advanced into fresh territory, until at the end of the

summer it had reached Beamsville, where it joined with a similar large area of infec-

tion, the source of which was apparently at Grimsby. A similar spread took place

in the Fonthill area, which by fall had occupied the large territory shown in the map.
" During the progress of this survey work an effort was made to find out how far

the spores of the rust may pass from one currant field to another, a very important

point in connection with the spread of the disease. In some of the outlying townships

where the currant fields are few and there is little or no bush where wild currants or

pines might be a possible source of infection, it was establislicd that leaps from field

to field of at least half a mile may occur. In this connection it may be noted that,

according to the observed rate of spread of the disease in an infected area, and allow-

ing for a two-weeksr incubation period, the actual distance to which the spores may be

transported would be much greater than this, as much as two miles perhaps.
" Another point of importance in the disease is the question of how long the

aecidiospores from the pine blisters will retain their power to infect the currant. In

order to obtain some answer to this question, a young pine tree with the blister stage

well developed was brought in from the affected wood lot on May 6, and kept in a box

where it was allowed to dry out. Infections on currant leaves were made from the

spores from the blisters on May 7, May 21, June 4 and June 23. In each case the spores
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were mixed with water and applied to tlie under slides of the leaves with a camel's hair

brush. The leaves were then enclosed in bottles to keep them moist. Only the first

three infections were effective. The last series on June 23 produced no rust, although

the precaution had been taken of infecting leaves of three ages. On the successfully

infected leaves the rust pustules appeared after ten to twelve days, and in twelve to

fifteen days spores were produced.
" While these exx)eriments were too few in number to establish the life-limit of the

spores with accuracy, yet they indicate clearly that spores from the pine blisters will

retain their infective power for a month at least. It also appears that the period of

incubation, or the length of time from infection until spores are foi-med again, is

about two weeks. This result closely agrees with the records of other exx>eriments on
the same point.

" A very important phase of the Blister Rust question is whether the fungus will

winter over on the curra^nt, or whether each year's currant infection has to be started

from some infected pine in the spring. Attempts have already been made to settle

this point, and the results seem to indicate that no wintering on the currant takes

place. It was thought advisable, however, to make some further trials along this line

with reference to our own conditions. Accordingly, there were secured from a local

nursery lOO two-year-old black currant plants (Boskop Giant), from a stock that had
been very badly rusted in 1914, and these were planted out in five lots in a region that

was known from personal observation to have been free from rust the preceding sea-

son. These plants were taken up from the nursei-y rows on April 18 and shipped to

the northern end of Peel county, where they were planted out about April 20. Although
this district was primarily chosen because of its freedom fi-om rust, it was also suit-

able for the pui-pose on account of the scarcity of pines in the neighbourhood, as well

as for the fewness of its currants; so that should any rust develop on the experimental

plots, the danger of starting an epidemic would be reduced to a minimum. In each
case the owner was given a specimen of the rusted currant leaves mounted under glass,

for comparison, and requested to keep a careful watch for any sign of the disease.
" The treatment accorded to each of the lots was as follows :

—

Lot 1.—Twenty-five plants; fumigated but unsprayed.

Lot 2.—Twenty-five plants; fumigated but unsprayed.

Lot 3.—Twenty plants; fumigated and sprayed with soluble sulphur before

removal from the nursery rows.

Lot 4. Twenty plants; fumigated and sprayed as in lot 3.

Lot 5.—Ten plants; fumigated, and sprayed as in lot 3; in addition badly
rusted currant leaves which had been kept out of doors in a basket over
winter, were suspended in wire cages amongst the foliage of these plants,

in order to give an opportunity for infection from this source.

"Besides relying on the watchfulness of the owners to determine the first occur-

rence of any rust spots on the leaves, a thorough examination was made of all of them
on May 24, at which time no sign of the rust could be seen. It was thought that any
infection from over-wintered spores would be quite evident at this time, so no further
examinations were made during the summer except in the case of lot 5, which was
inspected again on August 27, and found to be still free from rust.

" A final round of inspection on October 18 showed that all these plants were
still entirely free from rust infections, with one exception: a few leaves on one plant
in lot 3 were found to be affected by the disease.

" At first sight it would appear that there is here authentic proof that the rust is

self-infecting on the currant, i.e., that it Avill perpetuate itself from year to year with-

out having to be started each spring from an affected pine. This point is of such
extreme importance from the practical side, however, and the proof rests so entirely
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oil oue single Cii.se obtained iruui a rather restricted set of experiments, tiiat it would

be unfair to draw the above conclusion without a careful study of all the circum-

stances.
" When found on October 18, the infection was still very restricted, involving only

one plant—perhaps a dozen leaves. It was plainly of the two-cycle type, i.e.. tliore was

a small original rust spot, now of considerable age, and a number of recent pustules,

all of equal age and which had evidently been started by spores from the older spot.

The leaf on which the original siwt occurred was two-thirds of the way up a shoot

of the present year's growth. All the other pustules were on leaves adjacent to this

one. All the spots were at this time producing the teleuto-stage, and the parent spot

showed in its tendrils the whitish furry coat cliaracieristic of the presence of sporidia,

but the secondary spots had not yet reached this staga
" There are. I take it, tliri'e ways iu which infection could have taken place in

til is case:

—

1. Locally, from some nearby pine or currant.

2. Self-infection, either by means of adherent spores, or from hibernating

mycelium.

3. Accidental infection of some kind.

' Concerning the possibility of infection from any local source, the writer is

perfectly convinced that it could not have taken place. All of the very few currants

within the radius of a mile have been carefully examined and no trace of the rust

found. There are several old native white pines in a lane a little less than half a mile

away, and no others within a radius of a mile and a half. The region is very hilly,

wooded and sparsely settled, and so little attention is paid to the growing of small

fruits that few if any nursery currants have been planted in the neighbourhood in

recent years.
•• The possibilities arc, therefore, reduced to either self-infection or to accidental

infection of some sort. With regard to the latter, the various chances by which spores

could have been transferred from the nearest affected area, 60 miles away, were con-

sidered. The remote chances of infection being brought in basketed fruit, nursery

stock, or in the clothing of visitors from a rusted district, could all be readily disposed

of by the testimony of the owner. There are practically two other possibilities left;

migrations of birds, and the inspection visit of May 24. Although no currant pus-

tules had been met with before that date, some inoculations had been made in the

laboratory from pine blisters on May 21, three days before, and it is conceivable that

some of the spores had been carried in the clothing of the writer to this field at the

time of inspection.

" Vague as these possibilities may be, yet they cast such doubt on the other-

wise clear case of over-wintering that there can remain but a suspicion that the fungus

may live on the currant itself and start a new infection during the second season.

'' The method of fighting the disease which has been used heretofore consists of a

careful survey to locate the infected pine or pines, and the immediate destruction of

these when found. In isolated areas where either pines or currants are few, this

method can be relied upon to give satisfactory results, specially where it can be con-

tinued year after year without much danger of the spread of the disease because of

the scarcity of either host. Judging from the experience of the United States Forest

Service in stamping out a number of infected areas in that country, we may not find

exceptional difficulty in eradicating the Blister Rust from the isolated districts in the

province. But in the case of the main region affected, which contains over 300 square

miles of territory, the problem promises to be extremely hard to solve. Not only are

there thousands of currant plantations, large and small, throughout the Niagara Pen-

insula, thus permitting the rust when once started to sweep over miles of country, but

there are as well immense numbers of half-grown and seedling pines scattered about
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the whole section, all exposed during the summer to wholesale infection. It wuuld be

almost miraculous if there are not noT^ established thousands of pine infections, each

capable of starting an epidemic of currant rust.

" Any adequate inspection of the pines in this district would be a stupendous task,

and even with the utmost care in this work the location of more than 90 per cent of

the blister cankers would be a virtual impossibility. If currants were scarce and far

from each other perhaps the disease would be reduced in successive years and finally

eliminated, but the presence of so many currants in close proximity makes it possible

for the 10 per cent of cankers remaining to start practically as much rust as if the

whole lot were left, aud in this way the pine infections will each year ibe plentifully

renewed.
' Spraying currants has suggested itself as a means of dealing with the disease.

This phase of the subject has been given some attention during the recent summer.
Two black currant plantations in the affected district have been sprayed at intervals

of two weeks throughout the summer, one with Bordeaux mixture and one with soluble

sulpliur. It was realized that the spray would have to be applied to the under sides of

the leaves to be effective, and though this was done as thoroughly as possible in our

work, it must be admitted that it takes so much time and care that satisfactory spray-

ing of this kind would be out of the question in a commercial way. Owing to frequent

rains during the summer the best results were not obtained from this work, but even

allowing for this it was certain that, though the amount of the rust can be greatly

reduced by spraying, it cannot be controlled sufficiently to prevent the spread of infec-

tion. (Plate LVc.) Consequently, whatever value spraying methods may have as a

means of protecting individual plantations, they are likely to be of little use in com-
batting the disease as a national pest. In this connection it has been suggested by

the Dominion Botanist that since spraying will not completely control the rust, it

may work a positive harm by keeping the infected leaves longer on the bushes in the

fall, and thus materially extending the period during which infection of the pine may
take place, providing, of course, that the infection of pines is possible throughout the

whole season.

" There is still another cause for alarm in the present situation. Millions of fruit

packages are sent out from the Niagara fruit district each year, and great numbers of

these undoubtedly carry with them to other parts of the province the spores of the rust.

It can not yet be definitely stated how long these spores retain their power of infection,

l)ut if it is even so short as a few days, there is a constant danger of the disease being
spread into other parts of the province by this means. For this reason a yearly inspection

of the whole province will probably be found necessary until danger from this source

has been eliminated.

" On account of the stringent regulations in force regarding the importation of
European-grown pines, there is little likelihood of further introductions of the disease,

so that, if it can be eradicated from the areas now infested, our white pine forests,

vhich are still of untold value to the nation, may yet be saved from its ravages."

11. PLANT PATHOLOGY.
From the records of the weather it would appear that the belief that rainy seasons

are responsible for much damage to crops from diseases, was fully confirmed.

It was a most unusually favourable season for " Late Blight " in potatoes and the
damage done was considerable and universal in the eastern parts of the country. In
regions where Late Blight does not usually cause heavy losses, they were considerable;

and in certain localities where potato spraying is still regarded with indifference, or
where the belief exists that no profits are to be made from spraying, the losses

amounted to almost 50 per cent of the possible crop.

If the spraying of potatoes is really a protection for the potato crop, it would be
best demonstrated during seasons like the one just past where the disease was widely
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prevalent. The field stations situated at Charlottetown and Dfredericton, therefore,

undertook spraying experiments on a number of privat-ely owned farms, with the

result that an acre of sprayed potatoes yielded on the average in New Brunswick and

Prince Edward Island some 100 bushels more than an acre of unsprayed potatoes.

To give one striking example of the ravages of Late Blight wiU suffice, though

many more may be quoted. An inspection was made by the Dominion Botanist and

others interested, of a potato field just when the potatoes were being harvested. The
disease had gone into the tubers, and 28 per cent of the total tubers harvested were

useless for anything but immediate stock food. This farmer would have scarcely suc-

ceeded in keeping any quantity of this crop over winter, as storage rots would have

surely destroyed many bushels, if not all. It is most unfortunate that all farmers do

not provide for suitable storage. The conditions prevailing in most cellars are very

unsatisfactory; they are too warm and too moist, with almost no ventilation. Potatoes

require a cool storage place, where the temperature does not rise above 38° F. at the

most. Naturally, the cellar must be frost-proof.

In Ontario, in the early part of the season, there was quite a promising crop, but

owing to the wet weather this promise was not fulfilled. The heavy rainfall retarded

growth and caused a wet rot of the stalks, and many plants died. Many fields could

be observed with water standing between the rows and the tubers rotting in the

ground (Plate LVI).
New Ontario promises an excellent region for potatoes. As an example may be

cited a field near Earlton, where a single hill selected at random produced twenty-

nine tubers of table size.

Ontario is fortunate in being reasonably free from serious potato diseases. Com-
mon Scab is the worst trouble, but there are few diseases of general economic im.port-

ance. Leaf Roll, Curly Dwarf, Mosaic, are exceedingly scarce, and it is hoped that

the Ontario farmers will exercise great care in keeping their crops free from diseases.

It would be well to adopt the methods outlined in the Division's Circular No. 9, entitled

" the Control of Potato Diseases."

Powdery Scab Experiments during 1915.—The experiments v/ere placed in charge

of Mr. F. L. Drayton, Assistant Plant Pathologist, under my direction. Mr. Drayton

deserves much credit for his attention to this phase of work.

At the request of the Dominion Botanist, Mr. P. A. Murphy, Assistant in charge

of the Prince Edward Island laboratory, critically collated the results obtained.

The following experiment on the treatment of " seed " potatoes for the prevention

of Powdery Scab was carried out at the Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa, and at

the Experimental Stations at Charlottetown, P.E.I., Fredericton, N.B., Kentville, N.S.,

and Ste. Anne de la Poeatiere, Que. The experiment was on the same scale (except at

Ottawa), and similarly conducted, at all places. The "seed" used was naturally infected

and as nearly uniform as could be procured, but it was not all of the same variety at

the same Station. One of the difficulties of this experiment is to obtain sufficient

"seed" of one variety which is all equally infected. The soil was in all cases virgin.

Each plot consisted of a single row thirty inches wide planted with sixty seta

(except in the case of Ottawa where the number varied from sixty four to one hundred

and ninety-two), placed twenty inches apart. The sets consisted of whole tubers.

There were nine plots, the ''seed" for each being treated differently, as follows:
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Table I.—Showing the treatment given the " seed " for the different plots.

Plot. Substance or treament used.

Corrosive sublimate

.

Formalin

Flowers of sulphur.

Copper sulphate
Tubers kept in warm room before planting.
No treatment. Check

Strength or
manner of use.

1:1000
1:2000

1:3200

1:300
1:600

Damp tubers
rolled in it.

1:170

Length of

treatment.

Ij hours.
3 "

Over night.
3 hours.
3 "

3 "

days.

The percentage of tubers by number affected with Powdery Scab at each of the
five places where the experiment was carried out is shown in the next table.

Table II.—Showing the percentage of tubers by number affected with Powdeiy Scab
in the different experiments.

Plot.

1

2

3

4
5

6
7,

8
9

Percentage of tubers by number afTected with Powdery Scab.

Ottawa.

00

00
GO
GO
1-8
0-6

37-9
8-3

Charlotte-
town.

Fredericton.

00
00
00
21
2-3
2-5
2-3
4-5
1-6

2-1

14
2-7

2-7

10
1-9
1-8

9-6
10-2

Kentville.

5-9

110
6-4
11-2
6-7
8-3
9-7
53-5
12-9

Ste. Anne
de la

Pocatiere.

Average of

all

experiments.

70
8-1
10-6
11-3
13-2
17-9
6-7

660
41-2

If we examine the average of all the experiments, first, the outstanding fact is,

that keeping the seed potatoes in a warm room for twenty-two days more than doubled
the amount of scab, increasing it from 14-8 per cent to 34-3 per cent. This result was
constant at all Stations except Fredericton.

Of the disinfectants, corrosive sublimate proved itself the best, closely followed by
formalin. While corrosive sublimate in the three strengths used was entirely effective

in preventing the disease at Ottawa and Charlottotown it was not so at the other thr«e

Stations. There is little to choose between the three strengths, although the concen-

tration of 1 :10O0 is slightly the best. The results on plot three, in which the seed was
treated with corrosive sublimate 1 i>art to 3,200 parts of water over night, prove that

this disinfectant is effective in much lower concentrations than that in which it ia

usually employed. Experiments previously carried out by the Division of Botany have
shown that it is quite as effective in the proportion of 1 to 2,000 parts of water as in

the strength of 1 to 1,000 if the time of application be increased to three hours, and
these results are substantially borne out here.

At one Farm only, Ottawa, did formalin prove entirely effective, while at the others

it reduced the amount of disease on the average from 14-8 per cent to 5-5 per cent ia
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the case of formalin of streng-th 1:300, and to 4-6 per cent when the 1:600 strength

was used. In two of the experiments the former gave better results, and in two the

latter, so that it is likely that the diflFerence does not exceed the experimental error;

in which case it may be assumed, provisionally at least, that concentrations greater

than 1 :600 will not be justified by the results.

Flowers of sulphur and copper sulphate were the other disinfectants tried. The

former had a tendency to interfere with the sprouting of the sets and to cause misses,

while at the same time it proved the least effective germicide. The effect of the copper

sulphate treatment in causing misses was much more marked and the hills which were

produced had an average of 2-4 tubers less in them than the average of the other rows.

As a preventive of Powdery Scab, copper sulphate ranks somewhat better than form-

alin and not so good as corrosive sublimate, but its deleterious action on the sets

renders its use as a potato disinfectant impracticable.

Turning to plot eight, the seed for which was kept in a warm room for twenty-two

days before planting, we are confronted with the fact already mentioned, that this

method of storing more than doubled the amount of disease on the average, the

increase being very marked at every Station except Fredericton, where it was slightly

less than on the check plot. It is not easy to offer an explanation of this phenomenon
without further experiments. A tentative reason may, however, be put forward, namely,

that the temperature was a favourable one for spore germination, thus increasing the

amount of actual infecting material as well as the time in which it had to act. In the

other plots it would take some time after planting for the spores to germinate, and it

is possible that fewer of them would do so than if they had been previously stimulated

thereto by being kept some time at a warm temperature. It may also be that the tuber

must be attacked at a particular stage of its development, possibly an early one, which

would help to bear out the above hypothesis. This, also, would prove one of the two
most obvious explanations of the recently reported failure of KunkeP to infect potato

tubers with cultures of (presumably) Spongospora sv.hterranea. The supposition is

easily credible when we consider that in most cases an affected tuber is able to isolate

the invader in a small area, the scab sjwt, by means of a ring of cork, indicating that

the parasite is, as a rule, unable to penetrate such tissue. This may also hold in the case

of roots, which, at least in the Charlottetown experiment, were attacked by the fungus,

as Pethybridge^ described some years ago in Ireland, with the production of galls.

Melhus and Rosenbaum^, in making the first recorded discovery of this in America,
were apparently ignorant of the fact that it had been known in Europe for several

years.

The theory is also strengthened by previous experiments carried out by the

Division of Botany. It has been found to be very difficult to transmit the disease to

new tubers on clean soil through the agency of infected tubers kept over winter in s

living room. A likely explanation of this is that the spores germinated, and, not find-

ing a favourable medium for their development, apparently, died, or were at all events

unable to cause infection in the spring. The amoeba (accepting the most recent work

of Kunkel* on this point) produced on the germination of a spore may under such cir-

cumstances encyst and so tide over for some time at least an unfavourable period, but

that it can do so an indefinite number of times, as Kunkel^ holds, and still retain

its vitality is open to serious doubt. In this, as in several other questions, there is

urgent need for someone to clear up the discrepancies which exist in the accounts

lA contribution to the life history of Spongospora stchterranea. Jour. Agr. Research. 4.

1915. pp. 265-278.
2 Investigations on Potato Diseases. Jour. Department of Agriculture and Technicai

Instr. of Ireland.
3 Spongospora on the roots of the potato and on seven other new hosts. Phytopath, 6.

1916, p. 108.
4 1. C.

5 1. c, p. 275.
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given by Johnson,^ Massee,^ Horue," Osborne^ and Kunkel/' This view seems to be

at variance in another way also with the results of the last-named author who would
probably hold that a potato in storage is a favourable medium for the parasite to

thrive on since he finds that it feeds on the cells surrounding the scab spot. On the

other hand, the views are in some agreement because Kunkel finds that the spore

may germinate to some extent in storage, a process which could, presumably, be

hastened by more favourable temperatures, as the present author suggests.

It will be noticed that there is extreme divergence at the different stations in

the amounts of disease which occurred. This cannot be explained by the "seed

"

which was as uniform as could be procured; nor can it be a climatic factor because

the amount of the disease present in a province aiid that showing in the experiment

conducted in that province are by no means in direct proportion. There are no grounds

whatever for believing that the ground was infected in any case. At Ottawa and
Charlottetown, where the disease was least, the potatoes were grown on wet, low-lying

soil, one being clay and the other "muck" or peat. A good many of the sets mi.-.sed

for this reason, particularly at Ottawa. In the Charlottetown experiment, it was

particularly noticeable that twenty-nine of the thirty-one plants which produced

diseased tubers were at the extreme upper and drier ends of the rows. The physical

condition of the soil during the growing season appears to have been more nearly^

normal at the other Stations. From this it seems to follow that wet soil and a low
percentage of disease are associated, a result which is in direct opposition to the

generally accepted view that the parasite is more harmful on wet than on dry land,

which view is, however, based on no experimental evidence. It is intended to inquire

into the matter further.

It was the experience in practically all the experiments that the plants in row
eight (the "seed" for which was kept, in a warm room for twenty-two days before

planting) developed more quickly than the others. This might be explained by the
sprouting of the tubers while they were in the warm room. However, the maturing
was not only early but premature. The plants did not reach full size and the same
was found to be true of the tubers when they were dug. It was further found that

while the size of the tubers had decreased the number had increased, in fact in all the
plots the number of tubers was about in proportion to the virulence of the disease with
the exception of those in which sets treated with flower of sulphur and copper sulphate
had been planted. In these the injurious action of the chemicals on the sets introduced
a second variable factor. So far as the author is aware there is no previous record of

Powdery Scab as exerting an influence on the plant in reducing its vigour and yield,

nor of increasing the number of tubers at the expense of their size. The following
table shows the averfigo miiuber of tubers per hill together with the average number of

diseased tiibers in the five experiments.

1 Some injurious fungi found in Ireland. Econ, Proc. R. Dublin Soc, I, 1907, pp. 345-370.
Spongospora Solani Brunch. (Corky Scab.) Ibi.l. I, 1908, pp. 453-464.

2 Diseases of cultivated plants and trees. London, 1910.
3 A preliminary note on Spongospora Solani Brunch, Ann. Bot. 25, 1911, p. 272.
* Spongospora subterranea (Wallr.) Johnson. Ann. Bot., 25, 1911, pp. 327-341.
5 1. a

Ottawa.
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Table III.—Showing the direct relatioiihhip which exists betweeu the amount of

disease and the number of tubers developed in a hilL

Plot. Treatment.

Corrosive sublimate 1:1000.

1:2001).

1:3200.

Formalin 1:300

1:600

Flowers of sulphur
Copper sulphate 1:170

"Seed" kept in warm room
Untreated

Percentage of

tubers affected
with Powdery

Scab.

30
41
3 9
55
4-6
6-5
4-2

34-3
14-8

Number of

tubers per
hill.

7-2
7-8
8-5

9-4
6-2
9-7
8-9

Further experiments of a preliminary nature were conducted on a small scale at

Ottawa. They were de-signed to show in part, the effect on the disease of the hot water

treatment as it is used for the loose smuts of cereals, and in part to throw more light

on the effect of keeping "seed" tubers at various temperatures for different lengths of

time. In the former particular the results are gratifying, but a considerable amount of

further work wOl have to be done before any general conclusions can be drawn.

Improvement of the potato crop.—From time to time the Division receives appli-

cations from persons who, having heard of the use of evaporated potatoes, have beconre

interested in the subject. They have evidently seen references in literature to a system

largely practised in Germany which, it may be said, yields an important revenue in

that country. In this country the installation of potato drying or evaporating plants,

and the financial success to be expected from such work, would be very precarious under

the present uncertain condition of the jwtato crop in the Dominion. The reason for

such an expect.ation will be apparent to any business man, when it is pointed out that

during the season 1914-15, the average price of potatoes was about 40 cents per barrel

of table potatoes, whereas during 1915-16 the price was three times that, and more.

Moreover, one year one part of the country may have a superabundant crop, but it gen-

erally finds a ready market in parts of Canada where the crop happens to be deficient.

Thus, during 1914-15, Eastern Canada shipped large quantities to the West as far as

Alberta, but during 1915-16 Alberta potatoes were largely in demand in the East. As
long as farmers and shippers are able to dispose of their potatoes for table or seed pur-

poses it will be waste of capital to evaporate potatoes. The reason for this is simple:

Canada cannot yet rely every year upon a uniformly satisfactory crop of potatoes.

Shipping and marketing facilities are not yet sufficient for the disposal of the crop,

though large in certain localities, at a profit. Some years ago we were shown a large

dump pile of potatoes that were grown and harvested on a farm in British Columbia.

"When they might have been shipped, it was found that it would not pay to ship them

at the price that could be obtained for them. This might be used as an argument for

the establishment of, at any rate, local evaporation plants. But that very same farmer

probably had to buy his potatoes for his own use the following year. Would any

manufacturing firm be able to afford idleness one year? Germany is using for evapora-

tion only those potatoes left over after all her other requirements for domestic pur-

poses, seed and other uses, have been fully guaranteed. Do we suffer yet in this country

from over production—so much so, that we must look for some use for our surplus

potatoes? The fact is, that we produce hardly enough potatoes, taking one year with

another. Otherwise, the fluctuations in the price of this commodity would not occur

or at any rate would not vary within such wide limits. The most important phase of

Ottawa.
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Platk LIV.

White Pine Blister Rust; the stage on black currant leaves.



Plate LV.

White Pine Blister Rust.

(a) Normal condition of healthy black currant shoots on October 3.

(b) Rusted shoots taken on the same day. They have been long defoliated by the rust and a new set

of leaves has been formed by premature development of the winter buds. As all these second-

ary leaves will die in winter, the efifect on the plant is very harmful.
(c) Spraying for currant rust. The two rows on the left were unsprayed, and were defoliated early.

The two on the right were sprayed eight times with Bordeaux mixture. While not entirely

rust-free, they kept their leaves till the normal time of leaf-lall.



Plate LVI.

Effect of wet season on badly drained field of potatoes.

In this case the potato crop is a failure. The water standing between the rows should have
been carried off by shallow surface trenches, thf'n the crop might have been saved.



Plate LVII.

i:tfect of wet weather on Wheat grains.

!b', lre;l^^,?»'™±nS« wl» ct;jic. with „„,.«. U„<.» m, co„di.io„s a .„^

,0, 10sSrsTi? j'Ksir:.iw";t„ «.»t,d r™ 2^ .,.„. i„ .,.,*..» o. o„ppe. »,. i-m

,e) 10 r<f,rit^ir'Sifrr;;:^" .tph..e ..i. .-loo «iu.o„t ,,..:.., »,ui„.. M„,„<i

(f) 10.^.TS f»'"Sin: in to™.lin MOO without „revi„„» soaking. Monlcl not »„ch

Note.Jrre';?;.=r;ri"JroX';™e a, ™,Joyed tor sn,»t ,n «™,„. It will b, ».„ .0

be of advantage when practising treatment described under c .



Plate LVIII.

>"'^-

Bitter Pit of AjJijles. — An apple shnvviiiij bitter pit markings externally ; one showing
this very undesirable spotting after peeling tbe apple, and also section of same apple
showing internal spotting.
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the potato indvistry for Canada is uniform production, certain and reliable yields. If

these ends be first achieved, it is a very simple step to producing the surplus of potatoes

required for manufacturing purposes. We are concerned with the elimination of

harmful factors which prevent or interfere with the production of a desirable crop.

Every effort has been made in recent years to increase production. The consumer will

be the person to reply to the question whether or not the increased production of

potatoes has been a succe^, especially in years of unfavourable weather conditions.

What then are the reasons which make this very important crop more or less uncertain?

For a number of years we have endeavoured to find this out and we believe we
can satisfactorily explain a large number of crop failures during the last few years.

Tlie farmers are almost unanimous in blaming the weather for crop failures. This

is to some extent the ease, no doubt, but the weather very rarely is to blame for so much
as the farmer. The director of Experimental Farms has expressed his opinion

recently in a manner that well may be brought to the attention of all farmers again

and again :

—

" Only very rarely indeed need any farmer have a really poor crop, much
less a total crop failure in Canada. The Canadian farmer who will do his work

wisely and well each year and all the year round need seldom or never fear but

that a crop fair to good at least, and usually excellent will generously reward

his every well-timed and well-planned effort."

This is absolutely true of the potato crop.

Potato failures or low yields are due to a variety of causes. Firstly, to unsuitable

varieties, or to the use of varieties for some inexplicable reason, which do not yield

the highest returns. Secondly, to the use of inferior seed. Thirdly, to depreciation

01 the crop by diseases. Fourthly, to imperfect storing.

Naturally, failures are also directly due to faulty cultural treatment of the crop

and to unfavourable weather conditions. The study of varieties, from the points of

view of yield and local suitability, has been carried on by the Horticultural Division

of the Experimental Farms for a large number of years. "Potatoes have been grown

in a small plot," so the Dominion Horticulturist states, " at the rate of over 700

bushels per acre at the Central Experimental Farm, but so great is the difference in

the yield of varieties that, while one gave this large yield, another, planted at the same
time, and in the same kind of soil, yielded only 154 bushels." The importance of

planting productive varieties is obvious, but it is by no means certain that a variety
' yielding well in one locality will do the same in another. One would have to choose

the best variety or varieties and might have to change the seed from time to time. The
Prince Edward Island farmers have one favourite variety—whether or not it is the

heaviest yielder on the Island does not apparently matter, since they have peculiar

markets. In New Brunswick two varieties are most prominent—they are called for by

the shippers and have the name. Whether they are the best yielders apparently does

not matter, so there is considerable conservatism in some localities about potato

varieties. Perhaps this, too, will have to be overcome to make the general production

more uniform. At any rate, it is most important to grow the best and heaviest-

yielding varieties. To establish or build up a market for the same should not prove

80 very difficult once the superior quality is well known. The next point to consider

and one which is of more interest to us from our point of view, is the use of superior

seed. Superior seed conies from a vigorous, uniform and pure strain, and last but not

least, from a crop free from transmissible diseases, or diseases carried by the seed

potato.

Potato diseases are distributed throughout the Dominion and a very heavy toll is

paid to them. Some provinces have their peculiar potato troubles, some diseases occur

everywhere. Diseases should be eliminated, when getting seed ready for planting, and
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when the potatoes are growing in the field. There are a number of very important

diseases, which cannot be identified in the tuber, which, notwithstanding, appears

quite sound.

Thus, the Mosaic disease of the potato easily accounts for 10 per cent losses

(= 1,200,000 bushels) in New Brunswick alone. It occurs elsewhere just as seriously,

and when reference is made here to a province by name it should be regarded as a

favourable sign that such province has recognized and knows its foe—while others

may not.

Black Leg, a disease which is most readily eliminated with very little trouble, still

causes considerable damage, and there are scores of others ever increasing themselves,

and ever decreasing the vigour of the potato.

Among the crop diseases the worst is Late Blight. This causes immense damage

to the fields. We presume it is well known that spraying potatoes will control Late

Blight, just as applications of Paris Green will kill the potato bug. Yet there are

many farmers who still claim " it does not pay to spray my potatoes." " It may do so

elsewhere, but not where we farm," is a common expression. True, in Ontario, Late

Blight is reported to cause little trouble—some years there is hardly any—therefore,

few Ontario farmers spray, and pay the penalty in seasons like the last. But it is

known that diseases can adapt themselves to new conditions; it is, therefore, risky not

to spray. Take New Ontario, for instance. It will be found that that immense
country will become a potato country. There are no serious diseases there now, to

speak of. But with indifferent methods there will be. Surely it is worth one's while

to prevent the establishment of destructive diseases. In other provinces farmers claim

it does not pay to spray, the cost of production is large enough as it is and the profits

will all disappear when they do spray. That is not always correct. It has been
demonstrated in our experiments on private farms that an increase in yield of from .50

to 100 bushels per acre may result from spraying. If that increase alone does not pay

you, then look into a phase of the advantages of spraying which is not or has not been

generally taken into consideration. A sprayed crop is a soimd crop; the tubers will

fully mature, they will be free from rot and keep well. No losses from storing will be

experienced in such cases. The unsprayed crop produces premature or immature
tubers full of rot in years of blight. What will be left of this after a winter's storage?

We have found an average net profit per acre from spraying amounting to $34.38; in

individual cases more, in others less.

The next point is the depreciation of the crop in storage. The systematic work
carried on under the Destructive Insect and Pest Act has revealed to us losses in

storage amounting to often fully 17 per cent of the total crop of a province. Individual

farmers have lo5t more than half the crop in storage. The storage conditions need

much improvement.

When all losses from various soiirces have been eliminated, we may then com-

mence considering what to do witih our surplus.

It is a fact which is meeting with more and more recognition that the best way
of improving the potato industry is by the use of " better " seed. That is the funda-

mental improvement which is necessary; because better cultivation, manuring, fertil-

izing and even spraying are in part thrown away on crops of low vigour grown from

poor " seed." If a farmer has clean stock of high productive power and plants it in

suitable soil he need not worry about the many obscure potato diseases such as Mosaic,

Rhizoctonia, Leaf Roll and others, which are the cause of so many weak stands, because

if the " seed " is as productive as it should be they will not be present. Now, one

never sees a crop in which all the plants are of equal vigour, and while the differences

are not all attributable to the set, yet it is an experimental fact that sets which are

the produce of the most vigorous plants will tend to give larger yields than those

derived from less vigorous ones. At all events the continued use of superior sets v/ill

eventually eradicate all diseases which are carried in the tuber.

Ottawa.
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The increased value of potatoes, coupled with a greater understanding of the

importance of good seed, has created a demand for seed stock true to varietal character,

of uniform vigour, free from diseases, and grown from prolific stock. This demand

is well founded, and can be met only by vigorous rogueing and inspection of the pota-

toes in the field and in the cellai-s. A few growers are anxious to supply this market

by producing potatoes of the best quality, but at the present time there is not sufficient

of this stock to supply the present demand, which demand is bound to increase from

year to year, as more interest is aroused among potato growers, knowing in a large

measure where lie the undesirable factors.

It is therefore desirable to work along definite lines to effect improvements that

will result in the elimination of all yield-decreasing factors. Good seed may be pro-

cured, or expected, from a crop free from diseases, of a good strain and vigour and of

prolific yield. Since the seed potato bought in the market at the present time carries

little or no guarantee that it is possessed of such desirable qualities, a start should be

made in the field, by means of the apj^lication of a uniform method of field inspection

that has been evolved after years of practical experience. Such a start will produce a

quality of seed already much improved. One of the most striking features of a good

many potato fields in the Dominion is the large percentage of foreign varieties to be

met with in a field that should be composed of plants of one variety only. This feature

is best observed at the time of flowering. Purity of variety is a very essential point.

Every stray variety should be eliminated. Fields should be " rogued " for impurity of

variety when the plants are in bloom, as the blossoms are frequently the only distin-

guishing characteristic. In practice, we have found it advisable to rogue, first, when
the blossons are coming on, so as to catch early-iblooming varieties, second, when in

full bloom, and third, to catch late blooming varieties. In the case of some mixtures,

such as Cumming's Pride and Irish Cobbler, it is difficult, if not imT)ossible to recog-

nise the rogues in this manner. However, they may be distinguished in the fall, as the

Irish Cobbler matures early and the Cumming's Pride late.

If the impurities are more than 4 or 5 per cent and the consequent loss due to

rogueing is very great, we recommend that only a part of the field (sufficient to produce

pure seed for the next crop) be rogued or that the stray varieties be staked and dug
up separately. All diseased or weak plants should be destroyed when pulling out stray

varieties, and also later, from time to time, until the plants are mature, as many
diseases become apparent just before maturity.

Experience indicates that a field .should be rogued twice or more during the grow-

ing season. In fact it should be rogued regularly every two weeks from the blossoming

I)eriod until the plants are practically mature, in order to get all the diseased plants

and straj^ varieties.

Because of this necessity for frequent rogueing, the grower can accomplish it more

easily, satisfactorily and thoroughly than can inspectors, who cannot visit a farm more

than once or twice during the season.

Besides, such work should be done by the grower himself, since the conscientious

man will always reap the benefit from the care which he has observed.

This practice of rogueing and field inspection carried on by the officers of this

Division on a large number of farms has several particularly good features which are

worthy of notice: (1) it should materially reduce the amount of disease present and

improve the general stand; (2) by rogueing the field or a portion thereof a few

times, we may succeed in getting the farmers themselves to take up the work;

(3) it offers an opportunity of indicating to the farmers the amount of damage caused

by disease, and of explaining methods of control; (4) it serves as a potato disease

survey and enables us to determine which diseases are of economic importance; (5)

field certification is a benefit to both the producer and the buyer. The producer is able

to secure a price commensurate with the quality of his crop and the buyer knows that

he is securing good stock for his money.
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For several seasons we have practised euch field inspection and for the use of the

farmer and any other pereon who may desire to take np such work, we are publishing

here the form used in our field inspection, from the study of which and its experimental

application very valuable results may be achieved by the farmers themselves. They
will easily be able to ascertain whether their present field of potatoes will have any
chance to be considered worthy of recognition or not. At any rate it is strongly

recommended to apply the requirements of this form to one's own crop uniformly all

over the Dominion, where ultimately the good results are sure to become noticeable.

Dominion of Canada.

Division of Botany.

POTATO DISEASE CONTROL.

Field Inspection Report.
1. Name of farmer:

Address;

Date of inspection :

Road:
No. of field

:

Any inspection last year?
If 60, do you notice any improvement this year (wliich indicate) ?

Name of Variety. Area. Seed used
per acre.

When
planted.

Percentage of

other varieties.

5. Have all foreign varieties been removed?
6. Diseases ol)ser\'ed (the exact percentage of each disease to be stated) :

(a) Se)-ious Diseases: Remarks

Black Leg %
Curly Dwarf %
Leaf Roll %
Mosaic %
Wilt Diseases %
Misses %

Note.—All individual hills showing symptoms of serious diseases should be removed in

order to produce sound seed. If not removed field may be disqualified. Indicate in column
•• Remarks '' whether or not removed.

(b) Less serious diseases (indicate as: absent, slight, moderate, severe).

Early Blight.

Late Blight,

Leaf Streak.
Rhizoctonia.
Tip Burn.
Other diseases or injuries observed which describe :

Ottawa.
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7. "Where was the seed obtained?
Have seed tubers been treated before planting?
Wliat solution was used?
Strength of solution?
Length of time of treatment?
How was the seed cut (to one or more eyes each set or are whole tubers used)?
Are sets planted singly or not?
When was the seed changed for the last time?
How often is the seed changed?
Note.—Explain advantages of hill selection for vigour, strain and yield.

8. Has the crop been sprayed?
What solution was used?
Strength of formula?
How many times has been sprayed?
When commenced?
At regrular intervals? What intervals?
When was the last spraying applied?

9. Control of potato beetles. (Indicate whether absent, slight, moderate, severe.)
What poison is being used?
What amount per application?
Is poison used in combination with spraying solution?
What amount is added to gallons?
Any special application for beetles, before spraying was practised?
How many?

Note.—Hand grower a copy of Circular No. 9, "The Control of Potato Diseases," and
advise him to follow the directions given.

10. Determine by count of section or sections of field accurate losses from diseases collectively
from your list of individual diseases and calculate per acre

—

One acre, how many plants?
How many diseased plants?
How many sound plants?
How many plants of other varieties?

11. Distance of rows apart?
Of plants in rows?
Planted in rows or furrows?

12. Nature of soil? Subsoil?

13. Situation of field (exposed, sheltered, slope, hill-top, low, in orchard, etc.)?

14. Condition of drainage (natural or artificial)?
In good working order? (If not, call attention to it).

15. Indicate clearly rotation followed:

16. General appearance of field (vigorous, lack of vigour, uniform height, lodging or erect,
cared for or neglected) :

17. How^ often cultivated?
Regularly or not?

18. Freedom from w"eeds (absent, slightly, moderately or very weedy) :

Principal weeds

:

Note.—If unable to identify, forward specimens to Dominion Botanist, Central Experi-
mental Farm, Ottawa, attaching the number of the field and locality where gathered.

19. Have you any observations to make regarding conditions apparently favouring disease?

20. Describe weather conditions (normal, dry, excessively dry, wet, excessively wet, etc.)

Note.—A separate form to be used for each variety.
Signed :

Ottawa.
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As there are diseases in potatoes not recognizable in the tuber, so there are such

diseases as Common Scab, Powdery Scab, Late Blight, Tuber Rot, Dry Rot, etc., that

can only be determined from an inspection of the potatoes themselves after harvest.

For this purpose a fall or tuber inspection is necessary and the following inspection

form is recommended.

1. Name of farmer

:

2. Post Office address

:

3. Road:

4. Number and date g.ven to field on inspection in summer No

Date
5. Variety:

Area planted

:

Yield in bushels

:

6. Diseases observed on examining each tuber of a total of 500 tubers selected to represent
bulk:

(a.) Serious Diseases: Remarks

Deep stem end browning Vertici'liura albo-airum and
Fusarium oxysporuni

Bacterial Rots
Dry Rot {Fusarium spp)

Late Blight Rot
Powdery Scab ,

(b). Less Serious Diseases:

Common Scab
Net Necrosis
Rhizoctonia
Silver Scurf
Other internal diseases (which describe)

7. Determine if possible whether disease Increased during storage ; use column remarks for

report.

5. If more than 10 per cent of the serious diseases collectively, these comprising :

In summer report : Black Leg, Curly Dwarf, Leaf Roll, Mosaic, Wilt Diseases ; or more
than 5 per cent " misses."

In fall report: Dee>p Stem End Browning, Bacterial Rots, Dry Rot, Late Blight Rot,
Powdery Scab.

If more than 10 per cent " less serious " diseases individually, these comprising

:

In summer report, none^
In fall report ; Coinm-on Scab, Net Necrosis, Rhizoctonia, Silver Scurf, and other interna!

diseases.

No certiflcate will be granted.

(If Common Scab, Rhizoctonia, Silver Scurf is in excess of 10 per cent farmers may secure
recogTiition of their crop, providing they are willing to remove the diseased tubers in

excess. Then re-:n?pection will be necessary.)

9. Re-inspection date: (Enter findings in column R.-I.)

10. "WTiere are the potatoes stored?
11. Describe conditions for storage: Disinfected:

Ventilation good : poor :

Temperature when examining? °F.

Likely to vary? Considerably, little?

Any idea of minimum: maximum: temperature?
12. Amount stored: date placed in storage:
13. How many used?
14. How many lost in storage?
15. Certiflrate was granted Ca) at time of first inspection.

(b) at time of second Inspection.
Signed

:

Plant Disease Inspector.
Date

:

(This form to be attached to field inspection report).

Ott.wva.
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The following is an account of work done along these lines in Prince Edward
Island under the supervision of Mr. Murphy, and in New Bruuswick, where it was in

charge of Mr. Cunningham. Since these gentlemen will have charge of such work in

Nova Scotia and Quebec respectively, the work will be extended in these provinces,

and since the Ontario Department of Agricultiire, at our suggestion, has also requested

its district representatives to inaugurate this work for Ontario, the results promise to

become highly interesting in a few years.

Mr. Murphy reports :

—

A campaign was inaugurated in Prince Edward Island during the past season to

im.press the im.portance of these facts on the potato growers of the province. Inspec-

tors who were thoroughly familiar with the question were sent to certain districts

with instructions to explain the scheme to the growers and help them to obtain better
'' seed." It must be explained here that the problem of potato raising on the Island

is not a simple one. While the country, on account of its situation and climate, is an

ideal one for the crop, not second to any with which the writer is acquainted, the

industry is limited by two factors—in the first place, by transit difficulties, which

compel the export of the bulk of the crop in October, November and part of December,

which in itself is an unfavourable time, a glut being easily caused on a market which

is limited owing to the fact—and this is the second reason—that the variety almost

universally gTown is hardly a marketable commodity either for planting or eating

outside Prince Edward Island itself and parts of Nova Scotia and Newfoundland.

This confined our efforts in the " seed " potato business to filling the needs of the

Island alone, but small as these are, it was an imperative necessity for the betterment

of the industry. The plan which seemed to promise the best residts was to go to the

best districts and interest some of the growers in rogueing their crops, if their condi-

tion as regards disease warranted such a step. The inspectors were instructed to place

their services at the disposal of the growers in carrying this out, not merely to mark
the plants, but to take them out. This state of each crop was reported on suitable

forms, the percentage of diseases present being, recorded, as well as the amount of

foreign varieties. Each crop was afterwards examined in the cellar and reported on
in a similar way. The next step was to place those whom we had found to have good
" seed " in touch with those who were in need of such, so far as we knew, and thus it

was hoped in time to build up a small " seed " potato business within the Island,

which would ensure a supply of good stock when it was required, and give some of the

best growers an outlet and a market for their energy.

Considerably over one hundred farms were visited and a propaganda was carried

on .which will in time bear fruit. Further, a large amount of useful information and
statistics based on actual counts of the amount of various diseases occurring in each
crop were accumulated. The value of this is very great. Otherwise, the very abnormal
season dealt the scheme a heavy blow. There has never been any domestic seed potato

trade to speak of, and growers have not been in the habit of holding over stocks when
a market could be found; so when prices advanced in the fall almost the entire avail-

able surplus, so far as one can judge in the absence of statistics, was exported.
Further, those who had good stock would not hold it except in the hope of obtaining
prices considerably in excess of the market rate, and as the latter was even then twice
as high as the average price it was not to be expected that other growers would pay a
doubly enhanced price for better stock so long as they had some of their own, no
matter how poor.

One year's experience of the work has shown also that though it might be slower
to induce each individual grower to select his own "seed" instead of getting a few men
to select, and urging the others to buy from them, yet the educational effect of the
form.er method would be very great and would probably compensate for the greater

length of time required to attain equally widespread results. It is intended to con-

tinue the scheme in a modified form during the coming season

Ottawa.
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Mr. Ounningliara reports :

—

During tie summer of 1915, the Division of Botany inaugurated a system of

rogueing and field insi>ection as an aid to better i>otato production and as a means of

endeavouring to meet these requirements. As a result, many applications have been,

received at this laboratory during the past winter .and spring for information con-

cerning the possible sources of good seed stock, which has been certified to by Govern-
ment inspectors. The system which has met with such singular success during the

first year, will be continued on a more extensive plan, as well as along improved lines,

during the coming season, in conjunction with the work of the ISTew Brunswick Potato
Growers' Association.

During the past season, very few farmers failed to accept our offer to roa-ue their

fields; all seemed anxious to receive and apply methods suggested by us for the improve-

ment of their potato crop. Over one hundred fields in New Brunswick were rogued
for impurities and diseased plants. The crops from thirty-three of these have been

strongly recommended to prospective buyers as suitable for seed. A large number more
were visited, but, because of the prevalence of disease or varietal impurities, reports

were not made.

Potato spraying experiments.— '' A." Account of experiments in New Bruna'\vick

by Mr. G. C. Cunningham, B.S.A., assistant in charge of Field Laboratory of Plant

Pathology, Fredericton, NJB.

Two series of jwtato spraying experiments were conducted during the past season

to determine the value of Bordeaux mixture when vised under New Brunswick con-

ditions. This seemed advisable, since there is some doubt as to its value under all

conditions, particularly during years when Late Blight is absent.

The first series consisted of spraying potatoes growing on the different fertilizer

plots at the Dominion Experimental Station, Fredericton, to determine whether ar not

the different fertilizers applied had any influence on the response of the potatoes to

spraying with Bordeaux mixture. Tliis, of course, will have to be continued for several

years before any definite conclusions may be drawn, but the results secured this year

are so striking, that it seems advisable to mention them here. The results clearly indi-

cate that spraying materially incre.a5ed the yields during the past season on nearly

all of the test plots. The unsprayed section of plot 45, which was fertilized by applying

C6J pounds nitrate of soda, 50 pounds sulphate of ammonia, 186 pounds basic slag,

and 50 pounds muriate of potash, gave 2^ bushels more potatoes per acre than the

sprayed section. With this exception, all sprayed sections of the plots gave larger yields

than the unsprayed sections. The largest increase was 103S bushels per acre. This

was obtained on plot 9, which was fertilized with SO pounds nitrate of soda, 60 pounds

sulphate of ammonia, 343 pounds acid phosphate, 343 pounds bade slag, and 120 pounds
muriate of potash per acre. The average yield from the sixty-nine sprayed plots was

205 bushels i>er acre as compared with 163 bushels per acre from the sixty-nine

unsprayed plots. This shows that there was an average increase, due to spraying, of

42 bushels per acre. No further conclusions axe justifiable until further information

has been obtained.

The second series of spraying experiments was conducted on farms in different

sections of the province on ordinary field crops and also on the field crop at the

Dominion Experimental Station, Fredericton, for a three-fold purpose: (1) To prove

the value of spraying potatoes with Bordeaux mixture under New Brunswick condi-

tions; (2') to determine the number of applications necessary in order to secure the

best results; (3) to serve as illustration experiments conducted imder farm conditions.

These experiments were conducted on the farms of Mr. Fred. Wamock, Grand Falls,

N.B., Dr. L. Mcintosh, Hartland, N.B., Mr. A. B. Blackie, \Voodstock, N.B., and on

the Dominion Experimental Station, Fredericton, N.B.

On the farm of Mr. A. B. Blackie, li acres of Irish Cobblers and 1 acre of Green

Mountains were set aside for experimental spraying. The Irish Gobbler patch was
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divided into three sections; one sprayed three times, one twice, and a third left as a
check, or tmsprayed. The Green Mountain area was divided into five sections; one
sprayed four times going both ways on the row, one sprayed four times, one three
times, one twice, and one left as a control.

On the farm of Dr. Mcintosh, Green Mountains and Irish Cobblers were sprayed^
but owing to the influence of several factors which could not be controlled by spraying,
these experiments were unsatisfactory and are not included in this report.

On the farm of Mr. Fred. Wamock, 1 acre of Carman No. 1 was set as^ide for
experimental spraying. It was divided into four sections which were sprayed simi-
larly to the Gi-een Mountains on the farm of Mr. Blaekie, except that the fourth appli-
cation was omitted because of wet weather.

^

These plots were sprayed as nearly as possihle at intervals of two weeks, but,
owing to the wet weather, it was sometimes impossible to carry out this schedule.
The spraying was started on July 23 and continued at intervals of two weeks until tlie

required number of applications had been made.
Between the dates of the second and third applications. Late Blight became very

prevalent and, as a consequence, the plants in unsprayed areas were killed to the ground-
The sprayed areas were slightly affected in a few places, but the third application of
the Bordeaux mixture checked the spread of the disease. By the last of August, the
sections which were sprayed twice were badly infected and rapidly dying, while only
slight traces of the disease could be found on the sections sprayed three times.

The Cobblers, in nearly every case, matured before the fourth application was
made. The Green Mountains, which received four applications, and Carman No. 1,

which received three double applications, were comparatively free from infection when
examined on Septemher 16. However, where the rows were sprayed four times both
ways, there was only a minimum of the disease.

The results show that four or more thorough applications of Bordeaux mixture
practically controlled the disease and gave markedly increased yields. Practically the
same conditions existed on the plots sprayed at the Dominion Experimental Station,
Fredericton. It should be noted hoivever, that spraying was not coromenced until the
plants were quite large and 'better results might have been secured had the work been
started earlier in the season.

The following tables give the results obtained from spraying with Bordeaux
mixture on the different farms:

—

RESULTS OF SPRAYING POTATOES ON THE FARM OF A. B. BLACKIE
WOODSTOCK, N.B.

Ibish Cobblers.

Treatment. Marketable
per acre.

Small
per acre.

Total
per acre.

Difference
in market-
able per acre

Differenfe
in total
per acre.

Sprayed three times.
Sprayed twice
Unsprayed..

Bii?h.
208
190
174

Bush.
381
43|
32

Bush.

233|
20G

Bush.
34
10

Bush.
401
27'

Green Mountains.

Sprayed four times both ways.
Unsprayed
Sprayed four times
Unsprayed
Sprayed three times
Unsprayed
Sprayed twice
Unsprayed

109

54^
95
64^
89

541
791
541

9^}

17^
6m
G
17i

13 i

174

118^
72

101

72
95
72
93
72

54J

34^

25

46J

29

27

21

0tt,\w.\.
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RESULTS OF SPRAYING ON THE FARM OF F. W. WARNOCK, GRAND
FALLS, N.B.

Carman No. 1.
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checks end to end instead of side by side. While it is possible that soil variation may
have influenced the result under this arrangement more than if the plots were side by
side, yet it is unlikely, on account of the known uniformity of the ground, the number
of plots, and the fact that the checks were placed alternately at the north and .-^..^,^h

ends of the rows.

Spraying was carried out five times, at intervals of two weeks, with Bordeaux
mixture made up of 6 pounds of copper sulphate, 4 poimds of quick lime and 40
gallons of water. It was applied with a knapsack sprayer and sufficient was used on
each occasion to cover the foliage very thoroughly. The amount per acre varied from
100 to 200 gallons. The last spraying, which was applied on September 24, was
probably of little or no use, as the plants were killed by frost a few days afterwards'.
The first spray was put on on July 29, a date which was unavoidably late, and which,
though it antedated the open appearance of the blight by a considerable time, may
explain why the increase in yield was not even greater than was obtained.

Table L—Showing the effect on potatoes of five sprayings with Bordeaux mixture as
against similar potatoes unsprayed, the yields being given in terms of plots of
one-fortieth of an acre.

Plot.
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Table II.—Showing the effect on potatoes of five sprayings with Bordeaux mixture as
against similar potatoes unsprayed, the increase in yield and profit being given in

terms of one acre.

Plot.
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water instead of milk of lime, the writer was uiiable to discover from the representative
of the make.;.

A liberal supply was placed at the disposal of the Field Laboratory for experimen-
tal purposes, and. as it was a matter of importance to determine if this substance
with whirh a number of farmers were being induced to spray, practically all for the
first time, were of real utility, the officer in charge undertook to test it against plots
sprayed with Bordeaux mixture and unsprayed check plots. The experiment was
carried out at three centres, one being on the same farm as the Bordeaux experiment
and the others on the farms of Mr. J. A. Taylor, Wilmot road, and Mr. D. Reid, near
Summerside. The plots at the last centre were accidentally disturbed during the
course of the season and for that reason the results are not included in the report.

The Bordeaux mixture used was made up according to the 6-4-40 formula (6
pounds of copper sulphate, 4 pounds of quick-lime^ and 40 gallons of water), and it
was used five times at intervals of two weeks beginning July 30. Sufficient spray was
applied m each case to cover all the foliage thoroughly. The Kil-tone was made up
according to the makers' directions and was applied as nearly as possible in the quan-
tities they recommend. It was found, however, that to cover all the tops even
moderately well with a knapsack sprayer called for the use of larger quantities than
they stated, and sufficient was used to give all the foliage a coating. Both Bordeaux
and Kil-tone were applied throughout on the same day. The plots were arranged in
the Dewar experiment somewhat as described for the Bordeaux plots, the first series
reading from north to south Kil-tone-Check-Bordeaux, and the second series reading
in the same direction Bordeaux-Check-Kil-tone. The plots were side by side in the
Taylor experiment (9.1, 9.2, 9.3).

Table III.—Showing the relative effect of spraying potatoes five times with Bor-
deaux mixture and five times with Kil-tone, as against unsprayed potatoes, the yields
being given in terms of plots of one-fortieti of an acre.

Plot.
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Table IV.—Showing the relative effect of spraying potatoes five times with Bor-

deaux mixture and five times with Kil-tone, as against unsprayed potatoes, the increase

in yield and profit being given in terms of one acre.

Plot.
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It is quite natural that farmers, finding their wheat assuming this colour, should
become very nnxious and eagerly seek advice. Since these conditions seemed to prevail
universally this season, the following account has been prepared with a view to assure
farmers that these conditions are primarily of a seasonal nature, and only in rare
instances will they cause material losses. The discoloration is exclusively due to
certain micro-fungi, of which the development is greatly favoured during wet seasons.

The commonest fungus of all is Cladosporium, probably the widely distributed
species herharum of Link. This causes the "sooty ear" proper. According to the
quantity of fungus material present, the ears of wheat will appear either as if wholly
covered with soot or as if speckled with it.

Generally speaking, " sooty ear " will appear in wheat that has been cut and
exposed for a time to moist or rainy weather. Sometimes this condition will appear
on the uncut wheat, particularly when the grain is nearly mature and rain prevents
harvesting.

The same phenomenon is also known to occur before maturity of the grain,
and may at times be directly due to excessive rains, but more often to the premature
death of the leaves following upon summer drouth, which causes the grain to ripen
prematurely and assume a shrivelled appearance. Indeed, this look is imparted by
almost any agent which causes the premature death of wheat plants.

In all the instances referred to this fungus appears as a secondary symptom and
inflicts little or no damage on the grain itself.

It is very doubtful whether the fungus ever causes grain to become shrivelled.

Some observers have so recorded, but the evidence is not at all conclusive. We per-

sonally have not been able to attribute any losses of grain to this fungus. Still it is

not unlikely that when exceptionally moist weather occurs during the flowering period
of v/heat, this fungus may appear and frustrate the pollination of the ovary and thus
cause only imperfectly developed grain. In rare instances, however, the fimgus will

produce discoloration of the grain itself, when left too long in the ear on the field.

Since it is impossible to prearrange suitable weather, it is equally impossible to

suggest any means of preventing this condition. It may be advisable, when periods of
wet weather have been forecasted, to cut the wheat a little early and endeavour to

bring it into the barn or other shelter before it is exposed to prolonged rains. When,
however, rain falls continuously while the wheat is in the stook, farmers should do
their best to hasten the drying of the grain by frequent turning over of the sheaves, or

by using rainproof covers for grain of special value or for special purposes.

The appearance of the ears, however, is really more alarming than the damage
done warrants.

Glume spot of wheat.—Another entirely different kind of ear discoloration was
also being met with this year. It was observed in the growing plant, but would, of

course, show also in plants in the stook. In this case the ears showed no sooty mould;
but the glumes, or seed-covering scales, showed reddish-brown to chocolate-brown spots,

giving the affected ears a much darker appearance than that of the sound ones. This
" glume spot " is common in Europe and has been frequently observed by other investi-

gators as well as ourselves on this continent. Towards the end of the season these

spots show minute fruiting bodies filled with numerous spores. The fungus has been
identified as Septoria glumarum Pass. The fungus rarely penetrates to the grain,

hence does little or no damage to the crop. It is especially common during wet seasons.

Wheat scah.—The popular name which has been given to this disease is not as

descriptive as could be desired, since our interpretation of scab is something very
different from this appearance. In the Maritime Provinces wheat scab was apparently
common this year, but the damage was slight. Its effect on the plants is more
apparent than real. Farmers observing this trouble in their wheat are naturally
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anxious about it, but they can be assured that the damage which this disease causes

in the Dominion is negligible. We have found it causing about 1 per cent loss; no
doubt continued rainy weather may be responsible for greater damage.

The appearance of the diseased heads is very characteristic. We can invariably

recognize the disease by the bluish-'brown discoloration of the haulm jiist below the

ear for about 2 to 3 inches. If such an ear is cut ofF and the spikelets examined,

there will be no difficulty in detecting at the base of some of them a fine rose-coloured

deposit apparently growing from below the covering scale or glume. The affected

spikelets, and the grain contained therein, are dead. Sometimes the central portion of

a whole ear is killed off; sometimes all the portion above the infection is dead, while

below the infection the grain may still be normal.

The disease is widely distributed in Canada. The fungus to which the produc-

tion of the reddish deposit is due was long known as Fusarium roseum Link,, but since

the perfect stage of the fungus has apparently been discovered, the disease has received

the name Gihherella Sauljinettii (Mont.) Sacc.

It is not unlikely that partly infected grain on germinating may be destroyed

by fungus mycelium, but we have no evidence to cause us to believe that the disease

is conveyed by diseased grain. Were this the case, the damage would be sure to be

considerable. But, apparently, the fungus being a very common one in nature, attacks

wheat from the exterior by wind-home spores, and here is where continued moist or

rainy weather exerts its favourable influence on the development of this fungus dis-

ease.

'' Bitter Pit " or " Fruit Pit " of Apples.—In the botanist's report for the year

1910-11, p. 244, was published a preliminary note on Bitter Pit, accompanied by

plate IX A. In the report for 1911-12, p. 205, reference was made to the same trouble

and the researches of Dr. Jean White and Professor Ewart of Australia were briefly

reviewed. Later, in the 1913 report, p. 489, a review was given for the benefit of the

Canadian fruit growers of Professor D. McAlpine's (of Australia) first report on

his Bitter Pit investigations. Professor McAlpine's final report has now been received

through the courtesy of Mr. D. H. Boss, Trade Commissioner of the Canadian Gov-

ernment, Melbourne, Australia. Since the disease is of uncommon interest to tlie

Canadian fruit growers, to whom it annually causes very considerable losses, it will

be of interest to acquaint them briefly with the recommendations made by Professor

McAlpine, which he has shown will largely prevent this serious trouble.

The reports themselves are very voluminous, and an abundance of work is

recorded. They comprise four volumes of 775 pages text and some 170 plates with

more than 400 figures, which doubtless constitute a record publication on the subject

of one disease.

As a result of careful experiments and an exhaustive study, Professor McAlpine's

conclusions may be summarized as follows :

—

" In picking and packing, apples should be handled as carefully as eggs, tlie

slightest bruise will produce a flaw in the flesh.

" Trees should not be allowed to bear too early. Respiration of the fruit is slowed

down at 32° F. ; keeping fruits at that temperature will retard Bitter Pit. This tem-

perature also arrests the ripening process. A uniform cold storage temperature rang-

ing from 30° to 32° F. will prevent freezing of the fruit and will prevent Bitter Pit

from developing. Temperature variations must be avoided. Varieties vary consider-

ably in their susceptibility. Fruit growers are advised to select the best immune com-

mercial varieties for the district, when planting new orchards. Excessive supply of

nitrogen encourages pitting. Ploughed under cover crops seem the best sources of supply

for nitrogen. Steady rather than spasmodic growth should be aimed at. If the soil is

in good condition and well cultivated, manuring should be necessary only when the

trees come into fuU bearing. The necessary phosphoric acid and potash should be
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supplied every year—the phosphoric acid as superphosphates of lime, and the potash as

sulphate of potash. Low-lying swampy land favours Bitter Pit; -well-drained land tends
to l^sen it.

" Severe pruning produces a virulent form of pit, whereas light pruning is a
reducer of pit, or prevents it altogether. Artificial irrigation—the sudden change
from dry to wet conditions is the best known means of producing Bitter Pit—should

be practised during the fruiting season only when necessary to equalize the moisture
contents of the soiL Uniform moisture supply is very important to prevent Bitter Pit.

" In order to reduce Bitter Pit to a minimum, it is necessary to have the tree

well shaped, so as to be equally developed all round, to prune it so that the fruit is

evenly distributed over the tree and not confined to a few main branches. Kegularity
in size and growth and ripening is very important."

We quite agree with Professor McAIpine's advice. Although the climatic and
other conditions of Australia may vary considerably from those in Canada, it is most
judicious to aim at the " regulation of forces " suggested by this author. We err too

often in the correct treatment of our orchards. Nature aids herself; man—in intro-

ducing apple culture where formerly wild shrubs or forests grew—must be patient

and study the requirements of the trees, under which they will best perform their
natural functions of growth and development. Then, only, such troubles as Bitter
Pit will slowly disappear. It would be of invaluable assistance to the success of

eHminating Bitter Pit, if fruit growers would record and inform us of the resistance

of varieties in their particular regions, (see Plate LVIII).

III. ECONOMIC BOTANY.

(By John Adams^ M.A., Assistant Dominion Botanist.)

During the year, 1,439 specimens were received for identification. As com-
pared with 956 for the previous year this represents an increase of 50 per cent.

Some were sent in during each month of the year and every province of Canada was
represented, including the Yukon Territory. A number of specimens had to be for-

warded to the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, England, for identification, as there were
no similar specimens in the herbarium or arboretum to compare with them. A eon-
eiderable number of the specimens sent in were weeds and infoi-mation was desired
on the means of eradicating them. In many cases inquiries were also made as to the
best method of destroying noxious weeds by means of chemical sprays, etc.

There was also a considerable number of plants sent in which were either poison-
ous or were suspected of poisoning live-stock. One farmer in British Columbia reported
having lost thirty-six horses and sixty-five cattle in six years. Another farmer in

British Columbia reported the poisoning of his milch cows by Loco weed {Oxytropis
Lamlerti Pursh.) A farmer in Prince Edward Island had five cattle poisoned, and
there was a n\imber of other cases of poisoning in other parts of the country. Among
the poisonous species sent in during the year were Veratrum vvride Ait., Zygadenus
venenosus, S. Wats., Daphne Mezereiim L., Cicuta Douglasii Coult. and Rose, C.
maculata L., Oxytropis Lamherii Pursh., Kahnia angustifolia L., Datura Stramonium
L., Hyoscyamus niger L., Solanum nigrum L., S. Dulcamara L. There were also

several requests for literature with reference to poisonous plants.

Among the plants received for identification was a number of species of seaweeds.
The extraction of potash from the larger kelp-weeds is a subject of considerable econo-
mic importance at present, but we have no specimens or literature to serve as a guide
in identifying plants of ibis group.

A large number of requests was received for Bulletin No. 23 on Medicinal Plants,
and many inquiries were received from persons who wished to know the names of
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seedsmen and nurserymen who stocked medicinal plants; others desired information

regarding the addresses of firms who purchased drug-plants. In a few cases we were

able to supply seeds of these plants to those who wished to try them.

A beginning was made in the culture of medicinal plants and seeds of different

species were sown. Henbane behaved as an annual; belladonna and marshmallow

flowered and fruited the same year as sown and survived the winter satisfactorily.

Spearmint also made considerable growth during the first year, although it did not

flower, and is apparently also quite hardy. Fennel, tansy and rue grew well and have

survived the winter successfully. The snowfall was excessive and consequently it will

be necessary to continue observations for a few years before drawing any general

conclusions about winter-killing.

A number of inquiries was received in reference to the culture, etc., of wild rice,

chicory, and mustard. As chicory must be dried before it is ground, its cultivation

can only be profitably undertaken by farmers within reach of a drying-kiln. The

demand for this article is limited and as the roots are heavy, the freight on undi'ied

roots for any considerable distance would be excessive. At present, in Eastern

Canada, the roasting of chicory appears to be carried out by only one firm in the

province of Quebec. Mustard appears to be a more satisfactory crop, as the seeds

occupy but little space and the freight, even to a more distant market, is lighter in

proportion to the value of the product. Both chicory and mustard, however, like

medicinal plants, belong to the class of special crops and should only be grown by

those who manufacture them in sufiicient quantity to meet the popular demand.

Unless a farmer can arrange with a manufacturer beforehand as to the quantity

required and the approximate price it is rather a hazardous experiment to grow any

of these crops unless in very small quantities.

Numerous inquiries were received from persons in different parts of Canada

about books and literature dealing with the flora of their respective provinces. Many
of these were doubtless teachers, and it is encoiiraging to see the interest manifested

in the study of native plants. It is somewhat disappointing to have to reply that with

the exception of some general works and bulletins of a somewhat limited scope dealing

with the commoner weeds, there are no modern books dealing in an exhaustive manner

with the different provinces and written in such a way as to be especially suited to

teachers.

Many inquiries of a miscellaneous natm-e were received during the year, such as

the manufacture of essential oils from various plants, the vitality of weed seeds in the

soil, the removal by chemical methods of low forms of plant life (algas) in water

reservoirs, etc.

Every year some letters and specimens for identification are received, but the

sender omits to sign his name or to enclose a slip stating whom the specimens are

from. Disappointment must inevitably ensue, but it is evident that the responsibility

does not rest with this Division.

There was a considerable amount of correspondence relating to the growth of flax

for fibre and the utilization of waste flax-fibre for industrial purposes. In answer to a

request from the Superintendent, specimens of flax straw, retted and unretted, and

flax fibre were sent to the Museum of fibre plants in connection with the Fore.^ts

Products Laboratory at McGill University, Montreal. There were several other

inquiries about flax and requests for samples. One was from a firm in England

through their Montreal agents, who wished to test samples of Canadian-grown flax

straw, and who stated that, if found suitable for the purpose, they could use very

large quantities of it. Two bales, each weighing about 110 poimds, of flax straw

gro'wn at Indian Head, Sask., and on the Central Experimental Farm at Ottawa were

sent forward, but no report on the quality of the sample has 'yet been received. There

was also a request from a firm in Ireland for samples of both Canadian-grown flax

seed and flax straw, both of which were sent. Samples of flax and flax fibre were also
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exiiibited at the Central Canada Exhibition at Ottawa. Other particulars regarding

experiments with flax carried out at the Central Experimental Farm will be found in

a separate section below.

The usual work in connection wLth the Arboretum and Botanjical Garden was
carried out during the year, and several additional plots were laid out for experi-

ments and observations on weeds and otiier wild plants, the herbaceous border being
kept for more showy species.

An exchange list of seeds of 370 species was sent out to twenty-six of the principal

Botanic Gardens of the world, and packets of seeds were sent to the following Botanical

Gardens: 27 to Aulnay sur Bois, France; 7 to Trinity College, Dublin, Ireland; 44 to

Oxford, England; 6 to New York; 7 to Glasnevin, Dublin, Ireland; 11 to St. Louis,

Missouri; 21 to Nancy, France; 17 to Lausanne, Switzerland; 9 to Groningen, Holland;
IS to Lund, Sweden; 2 to East Lansing, Michigan; 36 to Upsala, Sweden.

In return considerable numbers of species were received as follows: 20 from
Washington, D. C; 10 from Brooklyn, N.Y. ; 13 from Trinity College, Dublin; 29 from
Glasnevin, Ireland; 1 from Ekaterinburg, Russia; 10 from Tiflis, Caucasia; 33 from
Naucy, France; 27 from Lausanne, Switzerland. In addition a rooted specimen of

Larix dahui-ica Turcz, was received from the Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington,

D.C.

During the year Exhibition Circular No. 77 on the "Cultivation of Flax for Fibre"

was published, and an illustrated Bulletin No. 28, second series, on " Flax for Fibre,

its Cultivation and Handling," was prepared.

Ex-periments with Hemp.—A small plot measuring %69 of an acre in extent was
sown on May 12, 1915, with seed obtained from the Bureau of Plant Industry, Wash-
ington, D.C. It was s^wn at the rate of 33 pounds per acre. On August 30 the average

height of the crop was 5 feet, the tallest being 6^ feet. The early part of the season

had been dry and this doubtless afl'ected the growth to a considerable extent. It was
pulled on AugTist 30, when the pollen was being shed, and retted by floating on the

surface of water. It was sent after drying to the Doon Twine Mills, Ontario, for

report. The reply received was as follows:

—

" The fibre in this hemp seems to be of very good quality, but we think it has been

pretty badly spoiled in' tlie retting. It^is not extra long hemp but the quality of the

fibre is better than if it had been long. We could use any amount of this class of straw

properly retted. We think in southern Ontario it would grow a great deal better than

on your Farm in Ottawa."

Some of the same sample of seed was sown on May 31, 1915, to see whether it would

be i)ossible to ripen the seeds in this latitude. Several plants in which the first

seeds were ripe were cut between October 22 and 29 and allowed to dry. The last plants

were cut on November 11, and when threshed yielded a considerable niunber of

well-ripened seeds. When cleaned and tested they gave a germination of 90 per cent.

The crop successfully withstood a temperature of 25 degrees F. on October 25.

Experiments with Flax.—During the year 1915 several plots of flax for

fibre were grown at the Central Experimental Farm. Two brands of seed

were used, namely, Dutch-Eiga-Child, imported direct from Holland, by

spci^ial arrangement between the Dominion Botanist and Dr. Ritzema-Bos,

and Canadian-grown seed purchased in Ottawa. The Dutch seed when tested gave a

germination of 73-5 per cent and the Canadian seed a germination of 100 per cent.

The plots sown were of two sizes, namely, one-fortieth acre and one-eightieth acre, and

the seed was sown on various dates between the 10th and 25th of May. The rate of

sowing varied between 1:^ and 3 bushels per acre. The average height of four plots

grown from Dutch seed was 28^ inches, and the average height of five plots from

Canadian seed was 21^ inches. The plots were pulled for the most part at three dif-

16—75^ Ottawa.
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ferent stages of ripeness; in some c^ses the capsules were fully formed but none of

the seeds were ripe; in others the first capsule on each plant was ripe while in the third

series about half the capsules were ripe. The latest-sown plot became badJy affected

with flax-rust. Some plots were stocked to dry and the capsules were removed sub-

sequently by rippling; in other cases the capsules were removed and the flax was retted

directly, the capsules being spread on a cloth and allowed to dry. The capsules in both

cases were subsequently crushed and the seeds separated and cleaned. An estimate of

the quantity of seed was made in the case of four plots of Dutch flax and these

yielded 6, 5, 4J, and 7i bushels per acre, 56 pounds being taken to the bushel.

After pulling, the flax was retted in water. For this purpose four ponds, each

about 3 feet deep were dug in a corner of the Botanical Garden near the Rideau canal,

and filled with water. This water, on analysis by Dr. Shutt, gave 9-03 degrees of hard-

ness on Clark's scale. It was found that there was a difference of 12° F. between the

temperature of the water at the bottom and that at the surface on warm days, and in

consequence of this difference, the bundles of flax were floated on the surface and

kept under water by the aid of planks weighted with stones (Plate LIX). In order to

ret uniformly, the water sun-ounding the bundle should all be approximately at the

same temperature. The surface temperature on certain days rose as high as 80° F.

;

later in the season, when other samples of flax not grown on the Central Experimen-

tal Farm were being retted, the temperature was as low as 47° F., a figure which is

not calculated to give satisfactory results. The time taken for retting varied with

the season of the year. During warm weather some samples were taken out after 2|

days" immersion, while later on when the .weather was becoming colder nine days were

required.

It was found that some of the samples were a little under-retted. The time taken

for retting appeared to vary somewhat with the age of the flax when pulled, the

subsequent drying of the flax before retting, the thickness of the flax stems, which

again depends on the rate of seeding, the temperature and the hardness of the water

employed, and the degree of tightness of the bundles. If the flax bundle is tied tightly

the central part rets more slowly than the outside and presumably a large bundle would

require longer time for retting than a small bundle.

The tanlis used for retting were pumped out several times during the season and

filled again with clean water.

It is not advisable to ret flax after the middle of September in this climate if the

best results are to be obtained.

After being taken from the dam the flax was spread in thin layers on the grass to

dry (Plate LX foreground). The spreading on the grass has the effect of carrying

on somewhat further the process of retting and at the same time improves the colour.

The time that flax should be allowed to remain on the grass must be largely deter-

mined by the condition of the flax and by the nature of the weather. If it is slightly

under-retted when taken from the water the effect of "grassing" will be to complete

the retting process. If the weather is showery over-retting may result, or it may
be difficult to get it properly dried. Sometimes it is necessary to set the flax straw

up on end to get it dried, the process being known as " wigwaming " or "steepling"

(Plate LX).
The time occupied on the grass by different samples varied between one and

seventeen days. When properly dried, the retted straw was kept under cover and was

afterwards sent to the scutch mill tc be reported on. Some samples were scutched at

Forest, Ont., but the greater number were sent to the miU of the Ontario Flax Co.,

Ltd., Parkhill, Ont. The manager of this mill, who represents the York St. Flax

Spinning Co., of Belfast, Ireland, and who has a large experience in handling flax

fibre, kindly reported on the comparative value of the samples submitted to him. For

this pvirpose he divided them into the following six classes :

—

Ottawa.
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No. I. This is a well grown flax, with sound fibre suitable for warp spinning.

Would compare favourably with Irish flax.

No. II. Not as long a flax as No. 1, but as suitable in every other way.
No. III. Strong hard flax not as well retted as first two numbers.
No. IV. Short, scrubby, under-retted.

No. V. Short, poor fibre, under-retted.

No. VI. Short, with no value for fibre.

Of the samples grown on the Central Experimental Farm none were placed in

class I. One grown from Dutch seed was placed in class II. Three from Dutch seed
and two grown from Canadian seed were placed in class III, and three grown from
Canadian seed were placed in class IV.

In addition to the samples of flax grown on the Central Experimental Earm,
various others from different parts of Canada were retted and afterwards scutched at

Parkhill. Fourteen were received from the following places in southwestern Ontario

:

Eloradale, Conestogo, Dashwood, Zurich, Exeter, Wingham, Kipley, Hensall, Crediton,
Forest, Parkhill, Oilsprings. These were grown chiefly for their fibre, some being Blue
Blossom and othei's White Blossom varieties. The seed was obtained originally from
Holland, Belgium or Eussia. The samples varied in length from 2 to 3 feet and in most
of them the bulk of the seeds was ripe. Of these samples eight were placed in class ^

four in class II, and two in class IH.
In addition to the foregoing, fifty-four samples were sent in by the Superintendents

of the Branch Farms. One of these was from Lacombe, Alta. ; 9 from Lethbridge,

Alta. : 3 from Kosthern, Sask. ; 17 from Indian Head, Sask. ; 10 from Scott, Sask. ; 9

from Morden, Man. ; 4 from Brandon, Man., and 1 from Ground Hog Eiver Experi-

mental Farm in northern Ontario. Nine of the samples from Indian Head were grown
expressly for fibre, being sown on different dates and on different classes of land. The
others appeared to have been sown for seed-production only. One sample had been cut

while all the others were pulled. The length of the pulled samples varied between llj

and 36 inches. As is usual in flax grown for seed, the stems, in a large number of cases,

were branched near the base.

After scutching, these samples were classed as follows: Class I, none; class II,

2; class III, 15; class IV, 16; class V, 14; class VI, 7. The two best samples were
^own at Lethbridge.

Sixteen samples belonging to two varieties. Novelty and Longstem, were retted

for Dr. C. E. Saunders, Dominion Cerealist. These were grown on the Experimental
Farms at the following places: Fredericton, N.B., Ste. Anne de la Pocatiere, Que.,

Cap Bouge, Que., Indian Head, Sask., Kosthern, Sask., Lacombe, Alta., Lethbridge,

Alta., Agassiz, B.C. The variety Novelty varied in length between 18 and 30 inches,

and Longstem between 24 and 41 inches. These were also scutched at Parkhill and
were valued as follows: 2 in class I, 3 in class III, 5 in class IV, 3 in class V, 3 in

class VI. The two best £.aniples were both grown at Agassiz, B.C.

Some miscellaneous observations were made, during the year, the more important

©f which are given below:

—

A plot of flax was left growing in order to see whether it was possible to ripen

all the seeds. The latter part of the season was very wet and as a result of this it

was found that as late as the 1st of October there were still some plants bearing

some green unripe capstdes.

In order to determine whether flax flowers are self-pollinated, five unopened
flowers were enclosed in fine meshwork bags. The weather was very wet for some
time afterwards but yet three of the flowers developed full-sized capsules. The pollen

grains when placed in water swell up and burst. It would therefore appear that a

period of rainy weather is unfavourable to the formation of seeds and thart it should

be comparatively easy to keep a particular variety pure.

Ottawa.
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A plot of flax grown from Cauadian seed was pulled when the first capsule on

each plant was ripe. This when reported on at Parkhill was valued as class III.

Some more flax from the same plot was puiied tv/enty-four days later, when about

nine-tenths of the capsules were ripe and this was valued as class V.

Seeds obtained from a crop of flax in which only some of the capsules were ripe

at the time of pulling were weighed and compared with those taken from a crop

v.-ith seeds better ripened. In the former case 100 seeds weighed 387 milligrams,

while in . the latter 100 seeds weighed 425 milligrams. A milligram is equal to

.

^ 5 3^s 3
of a pound. The seed in both cases was the same and was Dutch-Riga-Child.

It is scarcely possible at present to say whether large or medium-sized seeds will give

the better quality of fibre but it seems probable that the seeds from a fully ripened

crop would germinate more uniformly when sown and presumably would give a more
uniform crop.

For the purpose of finding out what change, if any, took place in the fibres as

they grew older, sections were made of younger and older stems and microchemical

tests were applied. Both aniline hydrochloride and phloroglucin showed that even

in comparatively young stems a certain amount of lignification took place and, as

might have been expected, this was rather more pronounced in the older stems. It

is not possible to say yet whether there are any varieties of flax in which no lignifica-

tion of the fibres occurs but if there are it would seem desirable to select such varieties

for the best class of fibre.

In order to determine the percentage of fibre to retted straw more accurately

than by the ordinary commercial methods of scutching small samples of retted flax

from different localities were weighed on a chemical balance and the fibre obtained

by scutching them between the fingers was determined in the same way. The samples

of flax tested in this way were as follows :

—

PB Seed of Canadian origin. Plot grown on Central Experimental Farm,

Ottawa.

PC Same as PB.
IHi Seed of Canadian origin. Crop grown at Indian Head, Sask.

C Seed imported from Holland. Crop grown at Ottawa.

IH2 Same as IHi.

OF2 Seed grown in Canada. Crop grown at Conestogo, Ont.

EF13 Seed of Canadian origin. Crop grown at Lethbridge, Alta.

Sii Seed grown in Canada. Crop grown at Agassiz, B.C.

Ottawa.
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Five thick and iive slender stalks were taken from the same bundle in each case
and the average diameter of each stalk half way np was measured. In the case of
PB, PC, IH, and C the roots and branching tops were included while in IH... OF,,
EFi.',, and Su the roots and branches were cut off before weighing.
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•would retain its life. This result has now been very satisfactorily attained. The rice

seed is harvested, emptied into a bag partly immersed in water and is kept in a barrel

filled with water until about November, it is then placed in a box and buried outside in

tlie ground, not necessarily near a pond or river, but almost any convenient place.

Freezing solid of the whole bulk does not affect the germinating power so long as the

seed is covered by about 6 inches of soil. In spring the seed gave nearly 100 per cent

germination.

It should either be sown directly after harvest, by scattering it close to the banks

of ponds or rivers where it is wanted, or early in spring when seed may be shipped

mixed with damp moss. Wild rice does not grow in swift waters, nor where there is no

soil bottom, as in glacial streams, for instance. The young plants should be protected

the first year from rats and birds, or the seeds will all be eaten off before they are ripe;

and, being an annual plant, it will not come up again nest year unless new seed is

sown. It prod'uces an abundance of seed, and will be quite permanent once it is afforded

a fair chance.

IV. EEPORT FKOM THE FIELD LABORATOEY OF PLANT PATHOLOGY,
ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

(W. A. McCuBBiN, M.A., Assistant in Charge.)

In addition to the experiments and surveys carried on during the year in connec-

tion with various diseases, of which the White Pine Blister Rust may be noted as

receiving a large amount of attention (vide section I, Destructive Insect and Pest

Act), a few other features of the work deserve mention.

During the winter months a series of twelve addresses illustrated by lantern

slides was given to agricultural classes throughout the province on the subject of

plant diseases, and some eight other addresses on various disease topics were also

delivered at various times throughout the year.

The inspection at Niagara Falls of seed potatoes imported from the United

States occupied a great deal of time in the spring months, and both field and crop

inspections of potatoes were made during the year for various members of the Cana-

dian Seed Growers' Association.

Inquiries for information on diseases are yearly increasing in number, and are

becoming a prominent feature of the work of this laboratory.

General Conditions in 1915.—The vsdnter of 1914-15 was very favourable from the

standpoint of the fruit-grower, and few cases of winter injury occurred throughout

the Niagara district. The spring opened up somewhat earlier than usual and the cold

period which followed in April and May retarded the early planting of many crops,

especially of tomatoes. On May 27 there was a severe frost which greatly damaged

many of the early crops in the province, and which was particularly severe on the early

tomatoes. Injury from this late frost was comparatively light in the Niagara region,

but elsewhere considerable damage was done.

The summer was generally characterized by an excessive amount of rainfall,

and the frequent showers which came at short intervals kept the soil much too full of

water until September. Owing to the abnormally wet conditions, several diseases

became epidemic, among which the Late Blight of potatoes deserves first mention, as

it was almost universal in Ontario, and very disastrous in some localities. Brown Rot
of stone fruits, Leaf Spot of plum and cherries, and Apple Scab, were also more pre-

valent than usual. In addition, a large number of plants of various kinds either

died or were badly injured because of the rotting of their rootlets in the water-logged

soil. Potatoes, tomatoes, and beans suffered heavily in this way, but the same sort

of injury was not infrequent in fruit trees, particularly in cherries.
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Drier weather conditions prevailed during tlie autumn months, aiid this, in con-

junction with a long and gradual fall in the temperature to winter conditions, sent the

tender fruits into the dormant state under very favourable circumstances.

Squirrel-Scars on Maple Limhs.—The limbs of the sugar maple (Acer saccharum
Marsh.), have many times been noted by the writer to be covered with scars, parti-

cularly on their upper surfaces. The injury is most common on the lower branches,

especially if these project more or less horizontally from the trunk, and is usually

to be seen in trees growing along fences or on the edges of woods. On such trees,

limbs may often be seen which have the whole of their upper surfaces covered with

innumerable lumpy distorted swellings, as if countless wounds had been made in them
from above. The individual wounds which bring about this appearance are evidently

made at different times, since they show various stages of the healing process. Some
are entirely healed over, while others are of very recent origin. All of them, however,

show a characteristic darkening of the wood below the point of injury, thus indicating

that the cambium must have been affected by the wounding. These discoloured areas

are not extensive either in surface or depth, and there is often a tluish-green tinge asso-

ciated with the normally very dark appearance of the tissue. In a number of cases

where the wounds still remained open, a small fungus, apparently belonging to the

genus Ceratostoma, was present on the exposed wood, and it is perhaps the action

of this fungus on the tissue before the wound has healed over that brings about the

peculiar discoloration noted.

The actual cause of these wounds was somewhat of a puzzle to the writer until in

April, 1915, several trees were seen which bore unmistakeable evidence of the fact

that such injuries are due to the bites of the common red squirrel. In trying to find

as recent a wound as possible, it was noted that, in the earlier stages, the scars left were
always in pairs, which naturally suggested the work of some animal. After a search

a tree was found on which the actual teeth marks only a few days old were to be seen,

and it may be noted that these were all on limbs which bore already the scars of many
euch injuries in previous years. A close examination of these marks was made, and
from the nature of the wound, its size, depth and position, there could be no doubt
that it was due to the animal in question, probably in an endeavour to obtain sap.

This tree was examined on April 21, and the injury probably took place about the ISth,

at the time when the maple sap was still running freely, so that it is reasonable to

suppose that the squirrel was after sap.

In making the wound the teeth are sunk deeply into the limb, sometimes so far

that they gouge a piece from the wood or break the bark away from the cambium.
The piece so loosened dies, and an open wound is left. In other cases only the iipper

teeth are deeply sunk, the lower ones merely injuring the cortex, leaving a small

superficial cicatrix. After a year's growth this cicatrix is almost lost sight of in the

roughened swelling arising from the wound made by the upper teeth, and the third

year it disappears altogether.

Defoliation of Sycamore.—In a former report (1914-15) the fungus Gloeosporium

nervisequum (Fckl.) Sacc. was noted as damaging the leaves of oak trees. During the

recent spring the same, or a very similar fungus, was responsible for the defoliation of

large numbers of our native sycamore or buttonwood (Platanus occidentalis L.) The

injury took place when the leaves were unfolding, and was so severe in many eases that

not only was every leaf on the tree destroyed, but a great many twigs were killed as well.

Such trees later on put out new leaves and seemed to suffer very little further damage

throughout the rest of the summer. It is to be noted that the second set of leaves

was somewhat smaller than normal, and also fewer in number, but otherwise the trees

remained perfectly healthy and vigorous all year.

In leaves which have been killed in this way there can usually be seen rows of

little black spore pustules (jpycnidia) set closely along the midrib and veins. Similar

St. Catharines.
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minute spore pustules are to be fouud ou the twigs, which are killed by it, but in this

case they are scattered irregularly over the surface.

There is no record of the prevalence of this disease in former years, but, judging

from the destruction of the terminal growth of limbs during the present year, its

frequent recurrence would, perhaps, partial^ account for the ragged, crooked growth

of many of our sycamore trees. It is noteworthy, also, that there was a possibility of

initial injury of these leaves and twigs by the late frost of May 27, which might have

rendered them especially susceptible to the attacks of the fungus.

A cherry fruit spot due to frost.—During the sour-cherry season a number of

cherries were noted in various places in which small, brown, dead spots were present

in the flesh. No fungus could be obtained by cultures from these spots, and they did

not increase in size in storage. It is thought that they are a rather unusual result of

the late spring frost of May 27. Many plums and cherries were killed outright by this

frost throughout the province, and many others were so injured that irregular, one-

sided development resulted. Several of the latter were found on the trees which bore

the spotted fruit, as well as other stages interm.ediate between this more pronounced

injury and the spots in question. As these spotted fruits were all found on trees in

the Niagara peninsula, where the frost was comparatively light, it is not impossible

that small areas of tissue might have been destroyed in these fruits without causing

enough injury to prevent subsequent development; so that the mature fruit was

normal in every way except for small islands of brown tissue in the flesh.

Cherry: Injury due to ivet soil.—During the mouth of August a large number of

young sweet and sour cherry trees (especially the latter) died out, under conditions

that strongly suggest root trouble of some kind. Either the -^vhole top suddenly wilted

and died, with the leaves remaining on the trees, or else there was a marked ca^tiiit!

of the leaves extending over a considerable period. In some cases the leaf fall was

directly traceable to the work of the Shot-hole fungus, which was exceedingly plentiful

this year, but in a number of others there was not enough of the fungus present to

account for the excessive dropping of the foliage. There is good reason to think that

these defoliated trees have all suffered more or less from the same cavise which has

been responsible for the death of those which have wilted suddenly, viz., wet soil.

Numbers of trees in both conditions have been examined, and it is found that they all

exhibit the same symptom, though in varying degrees. When the roots of such trees

are dug up the larger roots are seen to have a water-soaked appearance, while the

smaller roots and rootlets are quite brown and completely rotted. The trxinks on the

other hand are naiuch drier than normal and are often discoloured.

In the case of the trees which die suddenly there is no doubt that the excess

of Vv-ater in the soil is the factor concerned. The rotting away of the innumerable

little rootlets greatly reduces the water-absorbing power of the root, for it must be

remembered that the larger roots are covered with a thick and corky bark through

which water can scarcely pass. It would perhaps be fair to say that by the loss of

these rootlets the power of the plant to absorb water drops to a quarter of what it

ought to be. Aside from this lack of absorbing power there is also another factor

in cases of wet feet that hastens the death of the tree. The rotting of the roots pro-

duces certain substances which, when carried up in the sap, jwison the tissues and

clog the sap-conducting tubes in the stem, so that even the small amount of water

that is absorbed moves up to the top with great difficulty. In such cases, therefore,

the top of the tree is suffering from lack of water although there is plenty of it in

the soil.

The wilting of the leaves in extreme cases is very good evidence that the state

of affairs outlined above actually exists in the roots. In the milder cases, where the

roots are only partially destroyed, sufficient water passes up the stem to prevent

St. Catharines.
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wilting, but not enough for tlie normal needs of tlie plant, so that the top lives in

a state of drought. The casting of leaves is always a symptom strongly suspicious

of drought conditions, when there is no other factor to account for it, so that it is

only reasonable to think that unfavourable root conditions may be partially responsible

for the excessive leaf-fall of these cherry trees. There is no doubt that the Shot-hole

fungus can attack the leaves on a weakened tree much more readily than on a healthy

one, and this may also help to explain the prevalence of this disease during the

present season.

Winter-hilling of Straivherrij Roots.—A considerable amount of loss was caused to

strawberry growers during the year just ended by what has been popularly called

" Root Rot," but which was really a killing of the roots by heavy frosts in spring

after the early mild weather had started the plants to grow. Very few of the affected

plants showed any signs of the injury at the time. While the spring moisture was
plentiful, they leafed out well and set fruit abundantly, but later on, when drier

conditions followed, they began to shrivel up and die. The weakest and worst injured

plants died before ripening any fruit, but the greatest number lived on till midsummer
and then dropped oif all through the picking season. Many others, which were only

slightly afFected, recovered, but too late to save their fruit, which was undersized

and scanty. Although there was no scarcity of moisture throughout the summer,
the appearance of some of these fields at picking time strongly suggested the effects

of a severe drought. The earlier-formed leaves were mostly dead and the later ones

were small and their tips and edges were badly sunburned.

When the roots of such jilants were examined, it was found that they were

brown, shrivelled and more or less brittle and rotten. In some cases, the character-

istic brown discoloration extended into the crown, especially if it was set low in the

earth. It should be noted here that browning of the roots externally is quite a

normal condition for the strawberry as well as for other plants. When the root

is first formed it is white and glistening on the outside; at the end of the first year,

however, the outer part browns and dies, but there is left within a small core of white,

living tissue. When such a root is pulled apart lengthwise, this centre comes out

as a small, white cord. In the frozen roots this core is quite brown, and in later

stages it becomes so brittle that the roots will not stand pulling from the ground.

Any determination of root killing should, therefore, be based, not on the brown out-

ward appearance, but on the condition of the living central part.

Although this injury reduced a great many crops from a quarter to a third

below their normal yield, it is encouraging to note that, towards the end of the sum-
mer, most of these fields recovered to a great extent. Runners filled in the gaps and
the slightly injured plants started into vigorous growth again so that by fall the fields

presented almost a normal appearance.

It should be mentioned that, in some cases, additional loss residted from the use

of sets from these fields. Although it was not noticed at the time they were trans-

planted, their roots were also injured, and the newly-set field was a failure. It would
be wise when planting out a field in spring to take the precaution of looking at

enough of the roots of the sets to make sure that they are still soimd. The differences

pointed out above between healthy and frozen roots will enable any one to do this

readily.

Strawherry Mildew (Sphcerotheca humuli DC.)—The unusually wet weather of

the early part of the summer induced a very severe attack of this fungus on strawberry

leaves. It is a well-known fun;gus but it is only occasionally abundant enough to be

important, the last epidemic in this district having occurred in 190S.

The fungTis appears mainly on the under sides of the leaves where it may he seen

as a white, downy coating. When it is present in quantity in a field, the leaves become

St. Catharines.
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perceptibly lighter in colour and curl up at the edges. In most cases, the action of the

sunlight on the upturned under surfaces turns the normal colour into a pronounced

reddish or purplish tint, quite noticeable in looking over the field even from a distance.

Later on. many of the edgee and tips of the leaves die, which makes the whole field

look ui'ihealthy. The curling up of the leaves is decidedly bad for the crop as it uncov-

ers the young fruit to the sun. Such fruit, instead of developing as it normally should,

under the shady moisture of a thick layer of leaves, is exposed to the dryness and heat,

and a crop of poor, small fruit is all that ripens.

With the advent of dry an<i hot weather, the epidemic of this mildew suddenly

ceased, but, in many cases, the after eflfects noted above followed in due course, although

nearly all traces of the fungus itself soon disappeared.

From experiments carried on by Mr. F. M. Clement, of the Vineland Horticultural

Experiment Station, ordinary sulphur dusted along the rows seemed to have a bene-

ficial eilect though the applications were made too near the end of the epidemic to give

any striking difference between the dusted and the untreated rows.

A ripe rot of frvjts due to Rhizopus nigricans Ehr.—This fungus has been fre-

quently met with on fallen peaches and pears in the orchard, and occasionally in

basketed fruit. In order to determine wliether it was actually the cause of the rot in

these cases or was only of secondary importance, several inoculations were made with

a pure culture of the fungus. In every case a deep and rapid rot followed. In

pears, the spot produced had a water-soaked appearance outwardly and the tissue

within was soft and wet, but not deeply discoloured. In peaches, the spot soon became

very black, and the rotted tissue within became very tough from the matting of the

hyphal threads.

It is only when ripe that these fruits seem to be susceptible to the attacks of the

" Bread Mould " fxmgus. No rot due to it has ever been met with in green or incom-

pletely ripened fruits.

Heart rot of peach trees.—A considerable percentage of peach trees break down
each year during the fruit season because of mechanical weaknesses in the trunk and

main limbs. In some cases the weakness is due solely to what might be termed crotch

splitting. As every peach grower knows, the peach is peculiarly subject to this split-

ting, especially if the main limbs are allowed to grow in a narrow rather than a wide

"V." Far greater mechanical strength is secured in the tree when the main limbs are

trained in early life to start out as nearly at right angles to the trunlc as i>ossible. To

some extent this is a matter of variety, but a great deal can be done in the first few

years of growth if pruning operations take into consideration the attainment of mech-

anical strength in the adult tree.

This weakening of the tree by a split in the crotch is in itself STifficiently serious

to be worth attention in the young orchard, but such weaknesses are, in a great major-

ity of cases, increased many fold by the action of fungi which gain entrance through

the split and cause a rot of the heart wood within. Very few crotch splits remain free

from these fung:i for any length of time after they are formedl They can be seen in

almost any broken-down limb at the crotch as bits of white felt-like growth on the

surface or in the tissue of the wood. The effect of such fungi on the wood can also

be readily determined by any one. Ordinary heart wood has usually a clear light-

brown colour and is firm and tough. When such wood has been acted on by these

fungi, however, it becomes pallid in colour and very soft and brittle in texture. In

other words, it ceases to be of any use in supporting the branch and the whole duty of

support falls on the thin outer layer of newly-formed wood. In the limbs in 'which

the heart wood is rotted in this way, it can be seen that the supporting strength

depends on a thin cylinder of the outer wood, or if put in another way, the limb, as

far as its actual strength is concerned, is merely a tube filled with a pithy and useless

centre. Now a tube is a very strong mechanical structure, and, as far as the limbs are
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concerned, this arrangemeoit seems to be usually adequate, so that round and uninjured
limbs rarely break eyen if rotted at tlie heart. Where such a branxjh joins the trunk
with a split crotch, on the other hand, all the strength due to the tubular arrangement
of the sound wood is lost, for at this point the sound wood consists of a flat band on the
lower side of the limb,—a band easily broken by a little estra weight. After a split

crotch has been attacked by fungi it is only a matter of time before one of the limbs,.

or both, will break down from the weakness caused by the rotting of the heart wood
at this joint.

Just how long a time is required for this weakening process depends on various
things, but from one to three years would probably be a fair estimate.

While the breaking oS of branches is the most important phase of the injiu-y

caused by these heart rot fungi, a considerable amount of damage results from them
in other ways. When infection is plentiful from spores produced on the " shelf fungi

"

arising from dead parts about the tree, these fungi are apt to infest a great many of

the pruning wounds, and may often make their way from these wounds to the heart
wood of branches. Cultures recently made from two peach branches adjoining pruned
stubs demonstrated that the particular shelf fungus in this case had penetrated into
the heart for a distance of about 30 inches. The two branches were three and four
years of age at the base, and the fimgus had, at the time of examination, reached the
base of the last year's growth. Outwardly these branches were healthy, though of some-
what shorter growth than usual. In numbers of orchards, nearly every tree is suffering

to some extent from heart rot of this kind, and while the trees may not die outright
from the attack, their vitality is lowered and the wood rendered so brittle that branch
after branch breaks off at the weak places leaving a mere fragment of what the tree

ought to be.

The heart rot in question is apparently due to a number of species of the Polypores,
' or as they are more popularly called, " Shelf Fungi." It is quite probable that all of
these are native with us and could be found in our woods growing on other trees, many
of which STiffer from heart rots also. These shelf fungi grow as well on dead wood of
many kinds, and it is possible that they are only able to attack those parts of our peach
trees which are dead, dying, or greatly weakened in some way. There is reason to think
that winter injury may make a tree liable to their attack.

It need hardly be said that spraying will have little or no effect in checking heart
rot. The fungi causing it live inside the tissues where no spray can reach, and although
the " shelves " from which the spores are spread are comparatively few in number, yet
each one produces innumerable spores which it sheds continuously for several weeks,
so that infection takes place more readily than one would at first think.

It has been suggested elsewhere (Eeport of Dominion Botanist, 1914-15) that a
hopeful means in dealing with peach canker involves careful attention to pruning
methods, especially in removing from the tree all dead and dying wood. There is no
doubt that the heart rot can be reduced in a similar way, for if all the sources of infec-

tion in old dead limbs, tree trunks, pruning stubs, etc., are taken out, the funa-i

causing the rot wiU have no place to gain entrance to the trees, and, what is still more
important, they wiU have no chance to spread from to tree. In view of the constant and
increasing losses from these wood-destroying fiingi, it is probable that a great deal
more attention will have to be given in future to the question of cleanliness in pruning
than has been the custom in the past.

Purple spotting of Easpherry canes.—This trouble is of frequent occurrence on the
canes of the red raspberry, and it has been the subject of many inquiries during the
last two years.

The spotting is usually noticed' first some time after the middle of the summer,
often about the time the old canes are being removed. The new canes are then observed
to have a number of pui-p^e or reddish-brown spots of varying sizes here and there along
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them, but especially on the lower half of the stem. A few minutes' examination will

cojivince one that these spots nearly always arise from around the bases of old dead

leaf-stalks, and, if enough spots are examined, all stages in their development can be

made out, from the tiny spot around the stalk to the stages where the affected area has

become so large that practically all of the stem is coTered. In advanced cases the spots

arising from the various centres meet each other so that the whole stem for a consider-

able distance is discoloured. The colour in the early stages is, as already noted, pur-

plish, or purplish-brown, but as time goes on it changes to brownish-grey, owing to the

dying of the thin outer skin. Later in the fall or during the next spring the affected

parts assume a silvery hue, and, if one looks closely, there may be seen in the whitish

areas a number of very minute black specks.

This purple discoloration is due to the work of a small fungus (Sphaerella ruhlna

Stewart and Eustace), which comes into the stem by way of the old dead leaf-stalks,

and then spreads slowly over the adjoining area just under the thin outer skin.

Apparently it does not go vei-y far into the tissues, for if one scratches the surface, nor-

mal, green, healthy tissue is always present "underneath. That the damage done by

this fungus is of a quite superficial nature is also shown by a microscopic study of

the stem tissue under these spots. The thin skin already mentioned, which serves as a

protection to the plant in the young stages, is replaced at the end of tlie first year

by a somewhat thicker growth of corky material, which arises just underneath the

outer skin. The thin outer skin is afterv>-ards partially shed, and may often be seen

hanging loosely about the lower parts of the stalks during the second year. When
thin sections of the stem are cut through the discoloured areas, it is readily seen that

the region affected by the fungus lies entirely outside of the protective layer, and

that the formation of this layer has not been interfered with, except that it com-

mences to form a little sooner than in the normal canes. It should also be noted

that the buds which have been produced in the axils of the old dead leaf-stalks, and

which are in the middle of the affected area, are usually quite sound and green

within.

From the above considerations it is apparent that the actual damage done by this

fungus on the canes is so small that no anxiety need be caused by its presence.

Experience shows that can^ that might have been badly affected by the spotting dur-

ing the first year, are quite healthy and vigorous the year after, and while there

may be isolated cases where canes are girdled or buds destroyed, such cases are too

few to be of any importance.

The small black pimples with which the silvered areas are studded during the

spring of the second year are the spore-bearing organs of the fungus, and from them

the spores spread in early summer to the young growth. Since these spores are pro-

duced on vigorous canes which are about to fruit, the cutting out and burning of

canes, which is such a useful means of keeping the raspberry field free from a num-
ber of other troubles, would not help in this case, for the diseased canes could not be

removed till after the crop had been taken off, long after the infection had passed on

to the new growth. Neither would spraying be likely to control the disease satisfac-

torily, since the fungus lives under the bark and from this protected position sends

its spores to the new growth for a considerable i>art of the summer. Only a series of

sprayings to protect the young growth during this period of spore production would

insure freedom from infection, and it is doubtful if even this method would give

adequate protection.

It is rather fortunate that the injury done by this fungus is of a comparatively

trivial nature, for if it was so damaging that control measures would become necessary,

as in the case of Raspberry Cane Blight, it might give a great deal of trouble.
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Mosaic Disease of Tomato.—In the report of the Dominion Botanist for 1914-15
a few observations on this disease were recorded, and an approximate ^timate of the
prevalence of the disease was made, according to which fifteen fields were found to be
affected out of sixty-one examined^—about 26 per cent.

Later on, it was seen that a more accurate result would be obtained by estimating
the percentage of mosaic plants without reference to the fields, which vary so much
in size that the mere tabulation of the presence or absence of the disease is of little

help in estimating the amount of mosaic present generally throughout the whole
district. Accordingly, a survey of some 26 fields was made in 1915 in order to obtain
data for computing the general prevalence of the disease. The results are given in
table form below:

—

Number. Date. Plants
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21, where 55-55 per cent of infection occurred, yet it is very likely that the grower,

who raised large niunbers of plants for sale, also followed the usual practice of using

the earth left over from the preceding year.

As pointed out in the notes previously written (Report Dominion Botanist,

1914-15), there is often present in connection with this disease a strong indication of

seed-bed infection: the occurrence of the diseased plants definitely in rows or parts

of rows. It is hard to explain why the disease should occur in this way if its presence

is due to field or soil infection. In field infection especially, which has been attributed

to the successive contacts of cultivating implements, etc., with diseased and healthy

plants, one could not look for uniformity of this kind. Since the plants are usually

placed in a square, 4 by 4 feet, and cultivation is given equally in both directions, it

is fair to assume that any infection resulting from this cultivation would also be

equal in both directions. Such is not the case, however; the lines of infection are

clearly along the rows as they were planted out. A test has often been made of this

point by determining from the arrangement of the diseased plants in which direction

planting took place, and then having the owner verify the determination. Such

determinations have never failed to be correct.

Since in the two fields in question this consecutive arrangement of the diseased

plants was very strongly evident, the writer is convinced that the wholesale infection

of the plants in the seed bed has been responsible for the excessive amount of disease

noted. Loss in this way is obviously preventible by renewing the earth of the bed

each year, or at least changing it as soon as mosaic appears in plants taken from it.

Several men who have practised this method report that the disease can be quickly got

under control in this way.

If the disease in these two fields can be considered preventible l)y the clean seed

bed, then the remaining fields in the table can be taken to represent the general

amount of disease arising from various other causes. On this basis the percentage of

diseased plants in the remaining twenty-four fields falls at once to 0-28 per cent, or

about 1 plant in 400. It is probable that considerable yearly variation will occur, but

the figures in the above table may fairly be taken to represent the prevalence of

mosaic in the Niagara peninsula for this season (1915).

Throughout the course of the above survey, records were kept of the nature of

the soil, the source of the plants, and of the crop which preceded the present planting

of tomatoes. On tabulation, these records proved to be so variable that they throw

no light on the part played by any of the three factors mentioned, in the origin,

yearly recurrence and spread of the disease.

Do mosaic plants yield as heavily as healthy ones? All the evidence seems to

indicate that on the whole they do not. When the plant is attacked late in the season

the difference in the crop is not readily seen, and may in many cases be small; but

the fact that badly attacked fields show unmistakeably a marked lessening in crop'

would suggest that the same feature is likely to obtain in less pronounced cases,

though the diminution may not be apparent to ordinary observation. Since the

diseased plants are scattered through the field and the picking is done indiscriminately,

it is doubtful if any diminution in the crop not greater than 10 per cent would be

discernible under ordinary field conditions. In many of the bad^y diseased fields

seen here the lessening of the crop was quite obvious, and in two or three of these

the owners estimated their losses to be one-third to one-half the crop.

Actual evidence on this point has been supplied through the kindness of Mr.

F. M. Clement, Director of the Vineland Experiment Station, who undertook to

ascertain the weight of the crop from a certain number of diseased plants, and of

that from the same number of healthy plants, all from the same field. The results are

very striking, for while in the field in question one might after careful observation

conclude that there was some small difference in the yield from the healthy and
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mosaic plants, yet this difference would appear so small that it would be estimated

at far below the figures which were obtained by actually counting and weighing the

fruit. The table below is from Mr. Clement's records :

—

Variety.
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especially amon.s: the last of the o;euerations, the presence of the disease could be

determined with difficulty. So sKght was the evidence in these plants that, had they

been met with in the field, they would have been pas?ed over as healthy plants. Still

the disease was never entirely absent, and even the diminution noted may have been

partly due to unfavourable weather conditions.

While the results so far obtained have presented no new or important features, it

is hoped that the extended work now to be undertaken will yield something of value to

the subject.

V. REPOKT FROM THE FIELD LABORATORY OF PLAXT PATHOLOGY.
CHARLOTTE*rOWN, P.E.I.

Paul A. Murphy, B.A., A.R.C.Sc.L, Assistant in Charge.

On the inception of the work in this province on July 5, 191.5, the season was well

advanced and little opportunity was left for conducting experimental work. There was,

besides, urgent necessity for the assistant in charge to look around and familiarize

himself with the country and the problems which it presented. Every opportunity was

taken of attending farmers' picnics and other gatherings and of addressing those

present and discussing plant diseases with them. During the first week two meetings

were addressed, and thereafter a point was made of being present at all the picnics of

farmers which were held on the Experimental Station grounds. A great deal of valu-

able information was gained in this way and the officer in charge was enabled to

decide along what lines experimental work could most profitably be done. Before the

end of July it had become clear that the outstanding problems presented were misses

in the potato crop, the Late Blight and Rot of potatoes, Club Root of turnips, and the

smuts of the grain crops. Although for some of these the season was becoming late, it

was decided to begin experiments at once in the hope of being able to obtain results.

The experiments are detailed below, in so far as results have been obtained, in the

order in which they were begun.

Spraying potatoes with Bordeaux mixture.—A full account of these experiments

is given under the section " Plant Pathology," chapter " Potato Spraying B."

Other experimental activity.—An extensive series of co-operative experiments has

been planned, and in part begun, to throw light on the question of soil treatment for

Club Root of turnips and cabbages {Plasmodioplvora Brassicce) on Prince Edward

Island. The problem is a difficult one on account of the absence of limestone or other

calcareous material, with the exception of a shell deposit known as " mussel mud ", and

the impracticability of importing lime on account of high freight rates. The absence

of drainage, with the consequent production of sour land, is also an aggravating cause

which it is hoped the drainage scheme at present being promoted by the Department

of Agriculture for the province will, in time, remedy. The experiment is being carried

out at five centres on the island and has two questions to answer, namely, "How much
lime is needed to control the disease economically ?" and, " Will mussel mud take the

place of lime?

"

More recently, a further series has been planned for the Province of Nova Scotia

with the same object in view but using lime and ground limestone instead of mussel

mud. It is hoped to be able to give the results in the next annual report.

Several experiments were begun last season on various potato diseases, notably

Black Leg {Bacillus solanisaprus), to determine the question of possible soil infection

and to test the action of various disinfectants on the sets; Powdery Scab, to study the

so-called tuber rot and the life-history; and also Leaf Roll, Rhizoctonia, Mosaic, and

Curly Dwarf. A study of the length of time the Club Root organism will persist in

the soil in the absence of cruciferous plants has been begun also. Of these it is not
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necessary to say more at the present than to state that the results will appear in

due time.

Scheme for the improvement of the Gar-net Chile "seed" potato industry in Nova
Scotia.—The author had an opportunity of gaining a preliminary acquaintance with

an important potato industry which has been carried on in Nova Scotia for a consider-

able time when he was instructed to accompany the Director of Agriculture for

Bermuda, Mr. E. J. Wortley, through the districts in which Garnet Chile potatoes

-are grown for the Bermuda trade, in September, 1915. The object of the visit of Mr.
Wortley was to carry out the inspection required by the recent order of the Govern-
ment of Bermuda which requires that no Garnet Chile potatoes be imported into that

country unless the crop had been examined during the previous growing season and
found satisfactory. A complete tour of all the districts where these potatoes are grown
was made and the author visited and inspected almost every individual field. As a

result of the examination by the Bermudian authorities, the stock on more than thirty

farms was deemed unfit for use as " seed," and leave to import it was refused.

There is no doubt that, from the point of view of the Bermuda planter, the import-

ance of good " seed " is very great. It is a fact of which the writer has since had ocular

evidence in the Bermudas that a plant produced from weak " seed " frequently produces

tubers, the combined weight of which is less than that of the set from which i*t sprang.

It is also beyond question that good Nova Scotia stock gives a good crop in Bermuda
and that fair Nova Scotia stock gives a poor return in the more southern climate.

This is the invariable rule. The writer has over and over again traced " seed " from
different farms in Canada to various plantations in Bermuda, and has found that if

it was a good productive strain here it will give good result! in Bermuda, whereas if

it were only fair or weak in Canada it will, when planted in Bermuda, give either a

very poor crop or else no return whatever. The permanency of the characters of high
and low yield are, in this particular case, established beyond question. When one bears

this in mind and remembers that every barrel of poor stock imported into the colony
entails a loss of from $12 to $24 to the planter who buys it, one is not surprised at the

determination of the Government of Bermuda that only the best Canadian " seed

"

stock be imported and that the poor be rejected.

At this stage the officer in charge of the Field Station for Plant Pathology
received instruction from the Dominion Botanist to endeavour to discover the cause
of the running-out or degeneracy of the strain, to eliminate the poor stock and grade
up the beFt as much as possible. In the absence of such a course there was serious

danger of the trade being lost. When the matter was first brought to the writer's

attention, in September, 1915, there was little time available before t'le close of the
season for effecting any improvements. The foliage was dead and the opportunity had
therefore passed to rogue the fields and free them from diseased plants. It is possi-

ble, however, with a little practice, to pick out the highest-yielding hills from the
character of the stalks, it being presumed that by doing so one would get rid of any
plants with a tendency towards being run-out and also of all serious hereditary dis-

eases, or at least of such as are carried in the tuber and materially decrease the

yield. Three meetings were immediately held which were attended by the prin-
cipal growers and this course was urged upon them. Two inspectors, one being placed
at the writer's disposal by the Department of Agriculture of Nova Scotia, were
instructed to direct and help in the selection those farmers who took it up. The
movement met with striking success, somewhat more than 60 per cent of the growers
in the principal districts going into their fields and hand-selecting a portion of their

seed for the following season.

The growers showed such an interest in the movement that a number of " seed
potato centres " were organized. The largest, which has headquarters at Clifton, N.S.,

and which goes by the name of " the Clifton Garnet Chile seed potato centre," has
a membership roll of twenty-eight and an estimated output of about 10,000 bushels.

Chari.ottetown.
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The president of the centre is Mr. E. A. Logan, and the secretary, Mr. H. H.
McNutt, both of Lower Truro, N.S. The second centre, which has for president and
secretary, respectively, ]\Ir. David Sutton and Mr. J. T. Healey, was organized at

Church Street, i^.S., has a membership of eleven and an estimated output of more
than 6,CKX) bushels. It is named the " Cornwallis Garnet Chile seed potato centre ".

The third, the " Centreville Garnet Chile seed potato centre," has an output of about

2,000 bushels and a membership of seven. The president is Mr. J. A. McDonald and
the secretary, Mr. W. P. Wheaton. Sixty-eight per cent of the growers in the areas

mentioned have joined a centre, and as they are, for the most part, the largest pro-

ducers, the percentage of the total output of potatoes which they will raise will be

much in excess of that figure.

Little has been said about the scientific aspect of the causes underlying the degen-

eracy or running-out of our Garnet Chile potatoes when grown in Bermuda, a condi-

tion which is also seen to a less extent in Canada. The pressing need of the practical

side of the problem for solution has been in part responsible for this. The writer has,

however, been paying considerable attention to it since last September and he is

carrying out experiments which will, it is hoped, throw some light on the matter.

During the visit to Bermuda already referred to, an amount of experience and experi-

mental material was acquired which will prove invaluable. Co-operative experiments

with the Director of Agriculture of Bermuda, the Superintendent of the Experimental

Stations at Kentville and Charlottetown, and various growers, are planned, the result?

of which will be reported in due time.

Correspondence and advisory work.—During the course of the year the officer in

charge of the Field Station answered a number of requests for information on various

plant diseases, and it is pleasing to note that his services are being more and more
made use of. A considerable number of farms were visited, some at the request of

the owners, and every possible advice and assistance was given. These visits were

principally in relation to Club Root of turnips and misses in potatoes, the latter due

principally to Black Leg, aggravated by an unusually wet spring and early summer.
In such cases it was possible to give information, which, if followed, would largely

abate or prevent the recurrence of the evil. The writer, both personally and through

inspectors, spent a considerable amount of time visiting farms to advocate the use of

Bordeaux mixture on potatoes, spraying not having come into general use yet on

Prince Edward Island. During part of the winter months the services of the writer

were placed at the disposal of the provincial Department of Agriculture for the pur-

pose of teaching plant pathology at the Short Courses in agriculture, which were held

in various parts of the Island. Six courses were attended, namely, at O'Leary, Mount
Carmel, Egmont Bay, Murray River, Moimt Herbert, and Tracadie. The attendance

was remarkably good, amounting in several cases to more than one himdred at each

of the thirteen two-hour sessions. From the interest shown in the lectures, which

were given on the commonest plant diseases, the author expects good results in the

putting into practice of potato spraying, seed treatment for grain and potatoes,

precautionary measures for the avoidance of Club Root, and the various other courses

advocated. In no other way can one get into close touch with so many farmers and

discuss their local problems to better advantage than by the holding of local Short

Courses in agriculture.

A commodious Field Station (Plate LXII), in which to carry on the work of the

Division, has been erected under the direct supervision of the officer in charge for the

province during the past season. It is conveniently situated on the Experimental

Station grounds at Charlottetown, and contains a laboratory measuring 17 feet by 15

feet, with three northern lights, an office 13 feet by 9 feet, besides a photographic room,

lavatory and hall, and a very large basement for the storage of coal, roots and

potatoes. The building is a one-storey bungalow of frame construction and presents

a good appearance. It was erected according to the plans and specifications of the

officer in charge.

Charlottetown.
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During the course of the building operations, as in many other ways, the writer

has had the beneiit of the experience of Mr. J. A. Clark, the Superintendent of the

Experimental Station at Charlottetown, to whom he wishes to express his indebted-

ness. The \vriter is also indebted for cordial co-operation to the inspectors now or

formerly under his charge: Mr. Eolf Holmden, now in the 5th Royal Highlanders;
Mr. W. 0. Johnston, Mr. M. H. Jenkins, and Mr. S. G. Peppin.

VI. REPORT FROM THE FIELD LABORATORY OF PLANT PATHOLOGY,
FREDERICTON, N.B.

(G. C. Cunningham, B.S.A., Assistant in Charge.)

The laboratory was established July 1, 1915, for the purpose of conducting the

work of the Botanical Division, in the province, in conjunction with the Dominion
Experimental Station at Fredericton, N.B. The work to be undertaken naturally

falls under two headings, research and educational extension. The officers will spend
much of their time assisting the farmers in controlling and eliminating plant diseases,

which are seriously injuring their crops. This will be accomplished by conducting
illustration experiments and demonstrations in various sections of the province, and
by giving addresses on plant diseases before the various agricultural conventions and
conferences, which are frequently held. The main object of the laboratory will be to

conduct research on diseases of agricultural crops and other botanical problems perti-

nent to the advancement of agricultural science in the province of New Brunswick.
The need for this laboratory is apparent when we consider the great losses which

are caused annually by plant diseases. Approximately 50 per cent of the possible

potato crop was destroyed by disease during the past season. A field survey conducted
last summer on 100 farms in the larger potato-growing areas showed that the average
loss caused by four common diseases amounted to 47 per cent of the total possible

crop, or about 5,640,000 bushels. These diseases and the ensuing losses were: Black-
leg, 7 per cent (840,000 bushels) ; Rhizoctonia (Little Potato Disease), 5 per cent
(600,000 bushels) ; Mosaic, 10 per cent (1,200,000 bushels), and Late Blight (Rust),
25 per cent (3,000,000 bushels).

Some other diseases are equally injurious. Club-root of turnips and cabbage has
become so serious in the Maritime Provinces that many farmers have abandoned
turnip growing, because of its ravages. The apple scab and other diseases of fruit

trees cause considerable damage and are in urgent need of investigation. These and
many other problems will be studied as opportunity presents itself.

The department was especially fortunate in securing the second floor of the old

post office, lately occupied by the Customs and Immigration officers, on the corner of

Queen and Carleton streets, for this laboratory. The work of fitting up these rooms
is now under way, but has been delayed somewhat until the previous occupants could

have their new quarters equipped.. The space thus supplied will prove ample and in

every way suitable for the work, as well as being convenient for the general public,

rt is proposed to leave the description of this laboratory for a future report, and until

the building is properly fitted up.

In spite of the fact that the laboratory was not established until late in the

season, considerable preliminary work has been accomplished which will serve as a

basis for future investigations. During the surpmer material and information was

collected for work on the Mosaic and Rhizoctonia diseases of the potato and on Club-

root of turnips. A few resiilts obtained on potato spraying have been reported in

another section. Observations on the resistance of plants to disease are interesting

and will be recorded here. Experiments were conducted to determine the influence

of different fertilizers on the following potato diseases: Common Scab, Rhizoctonia,

Late Blight Rot and Silver Scurf. Another series of studies was conducted on the

resistance of different varieties of potatoes to disease; these results will be withheld
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until further information has been obtained. The following report partially covers

the work of the past year :

—

Achnovuledgments.—I desire to acknowledge the valuable assistance of the Domin-

ion plant disease inspectors who have been connected with this laboratory, particularly

Mr. George Partridge and Mr. J. E. Brownlee, who condlicted the spraying on the

experimental plots. I am indebted to the Provincial Department of Agriculture for

having provided temporary quarters for myself and assistants during the past season

and for encouragement and aid in numerous other ways. I further wish to acknow-

ledge the co-operation, advice and assistance of Mr. W. W. Hubbard, Superintendent

of the Dominion Experimental Station. He ha^ encouraged the work by supplying

land', seed and labour for the experiments and by permitting me to use his experimental

plots for plant disease studies.

Correspondence.—During the first five months after the laboratory was establislied,

the correspondence was small, but during the last four months it has been rapidly

increasing. In all, 818 official letters and 456 circular letters, in addition to^ 2,450

posters and programmes, advertising the New Brunswick Potato Growers' Association, •

have been sent out. The rapid increase in our correspondence is an indication of the

interest taken in our work by the general public. This end of the work will undoubt-

edly continue to increase as the farmers become more acquainted with our work, and

as we accumulate information which will be of service to them.

Meetings a^^enrfecf.—Considerable time was devoted to attending and addressing

agricultural conferences and conventions. During the winter months the writer deliv-

ered twenty-two addresses at various meetings on the following subjects: (1) " Type^

of Plant Diseases," (2) " Potato Diseases," (3) " Potato Improvement and Seed Selec-

tion," (4) " Preparation and Application of Sprays and Disinfectants," (5) " Club-

root' of Turnips and Allied Plants, and its Control," (6) "Bacteria in Relation to

Dairying." The following are among the more important meetings attended and

addressed: (1) Farmers' Short Course, at Bathurst, N.B., (2) School Teachers' Course

in Agriculture, at Sussex, N.B., (3) Farmers' Short Course, at Truro, N.S., (4)

Farmers' Short Course, at Sussex, N.B., (5) Annual Convention of the Nova Scotia

Farmers' Association, at Windsor, N.S., (6) Farmers' Short Course, at Yarmouth,

N.S., (7) Farmers' Short Course, at Lawrencetown, N.S., (8) Annual Convention of

the New Brunswick Farmers' and Dairymen's Association, at Fredericton, N.B., (9)

Annual Seed Fairs, at Sussex and Chatham, N.B., (10) The New Brunswick Potato

Growers' Convention, at Woodstock, N.B.

New Brunswich Potato Growers' Convention.—Potato growing, which is possibly

the greatest agricultural industry in New Brunswick, required considerable attention.

As there was no body of interested growers which could be used as a medium for spread-

ing information, or as an organization to work in behaK of potato improvement, steps

were taken to form such an association. At a convention of potato growers held at

Woodstock on March 22 ai^d 23, this question was brought forward and the convention

developed into the permanent organization of the New Brunswick Potato Growers'

Association.

The association has been organized to promote the interests of the potato indus-

try in the province of New Brunswick, by disseminating information on methods of

cultivation, suitable varieties, seed improvement, grading, standardizing, marketing,

and eradicating and controlling fungus and insect diseases, and allied subjects. It

has adopted a wide and efficient policy for carrying into effect the work on potato

improvement and it already promises to be an important factor in the development of

the industry.

Durino- the coming season, special attention will be given to the improvement of

potatoes for seed and table purposes, through seed selection and the control of potato

Frederictox.
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diseases. The association hopes to accomplish this task by having its members con-

duct co-operative experiments along several lines. These will be planned and super-

vised by the staif of this laboratory and the results recorded in our annual report.

Such experiments, if properly conducted, vpill be productive of valuable information to

us and will also serve as much-needed illustrations of what can be accomplished on
the ordinary farm.

Variety Resistance of Potatoes to Disease.—Eighty-one different varieties of

potatoes were studied during the season to determine their comparative resistance to

some of the more common diseases. During the growing season the tops were exam-
ined twice and the occurrence of the following diseases noted : Late Blight, Early
Blight, Tip Burn, Mosaic, and Rhizoctonia. Owing to the voluminous nature of these

records, and also because the seed stock was not necessarily free from disease, which is

a very important requirement in such studies, it does not seem advisable to report

on them in detail until more information has been obtained. However, it seems well

to call attention to the fact that the results obtained this year are sufficiently promis-

ing to warrant the work being continued more extensively next season. This was par-

ticularly noticeable in connection with Late Blight and Mosaic resistance. The fol-

lowing varieties showed considerable resistance to Late Blight: Brydon's Beauty,
Brydon, Fannie Dean, Monarch, New Chieftain, New Scotch Rose, Pierremont Seed-
ling, Provost, Superlative, Scottish Triumph, Table Talk, Up-to-Date, Vicks' Extra
Early, and White City. The following varieties appear to be among the most sus-

ceptible: Acquisition, Burbanks' Seedling, Carman No. 3, Clyde, Dreers' Standard,
Early Nebraska, Early Ohio, Early May, Early Six Weeks, Early Triumph, Everett,

Queen of the Hebron, Rawlings' Kidney, and Wee McGregor. There was also con-
siderable variation in respect to the Mosaic disease; some varieties were completely
free, while others were badly infected.

During the winter months, one bushel of tubers of each variety was carefully
examined for the occurrence of Common Scab, Rhizoctonia, Silver Scurf, and Late
Blight Rot. This work was not so promising, but will also be continued during the
coming season.

/

VII. GENERAL.

Changes in Stajf.—New Field Laboratories.—Two new field laboratories of plant
pathology were established during the year. One was erected in form of a small suitable
building in the grounds of the Experimental Station at Charlottetown, and covers for

the present time the requirements of the provinces. Prince Edward Isiland and Nova
Scotia. The Hon. Martin Burrell, Minister of Agriculture, authorized the appointment,
as officer in charge, of Mr. Paul A. Murphy, B.A., A.R.C.Sc. I.

Mr. Murphy has had an exceptionally useful training in botany and' plant path-

ology. He received his preliminary education at the Royal College of Science, Dublin,
and later held a position as assistant under the Irish Department of Agriculture. He
was then fortunate in receiving a travelling scholarship, and spent one year at the most
important plant pathological centre of Germany. One year of study was spent at the

Imperial College of Science, Kensington, England, and one year at the department of

Plant Pathology of Cornell University. The experiences of an officer of Mr. Murphy's
training will be most valuable to the Canadian farmer.

The field laboratory at Fredericton, which occupies very satisfactory quarters in

the old post office building, is in charge of Mr. G. C. Cunningham, B.S.A. Mr. Cunn-
ingham graduated from the Agricultural College at Guelph. He then occupied several

positions in the United States and finally was appointed Associate Plant Pathologist of

the Experiment Station, Burlington, Vermont. He was offered a position under this

Government some few years ago, but the station authorities induced him to remain

Ottawa.
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there. The work which Mr. Cunningham has done, especially in connection with the

study and control of Club Root and Potato Scab, has shown him to possess valuable

gifts of observation and powers of research which are most acceptable.

Both officers commenced their work in July, 1915.

Mr. F. Lisle Drayton, B.S.A., Assistant' Plant Pathologist, was granted leave of

absence from September to join the military forces. Miss Faith Fyles, B.A., Assist-

ant Botanist, was absent on sick leave from December to the end of the fiscal year.

Although the absence of these two officers was considerably felt, every effort was
made by the remaining staff to take charge of the work that otherwise fell to tiieir

absent colleagues.

Library, Records and Scientific Collections.—Apart from the routine clerical work

and special experimental and investigation work, there have been in the past and are

now accumulating various details involving often a technical knowledge of wide scope.

Among such work were the arranging, numbering and indexing of the Divisional

library, with the almost daily recording of numerous pamphlets and periodicals

received. The desire is to obtain a comprehensive and well-arranged technical library

so that the same may be available to every consultant.

Some 268 specimens of local flora have been added to the herbarium. The mycol-

ogical collections have also been arranged for consvdtation, similarly to the flowering

plants herbarium. The keeping of records of the work done by the Division is also

occupying considerable time; this includes the keeping of photographic records of

individual diseases, or experimental observations.

Nitro-Culture Work.—-^Plate LXIII).—Last year a start was made by supplying

the various Experimental Farms with cultures, prepared in the Ottawa Laboratory, of

leguminous root-nodule bacteria. Some seventy-five cultures were sent out last year.

When we state that the increase to date has been over ten-fold and the work is still

only in its first stages, it will be easily understood that, with the reduced staff, the

energy of those remaining was very highly taxed. Acknowledgements in attending

to this work are due to Mr. P. R. Cowan, B.S.A., who, in his spare moments, when not

attending to his diities as plant disease inspector, brought much interest and appre-

ciative skill io bear.

In view of the fact that it has been established that plant diseases such as Club

Root, Potato Rosette and Powdery Scab and others may be conveyed by the use of

infected soil, it is considered advisable to replace inoculation with soil, as much as

possible, by seed inoculation with pure culture when there exists no such danger, and

when, no doubt, considerably more active bacteria are introduced.

Experience would also indicate that use of cultures should preferably be restricted

to alfalfa. For many years before one ever thought of bacteria in relation to the

growth of legumes, red clover, white clover, and alsike have been grown in Canada
and without cultures became excellently established. The same applies in a large

measure to ordinary beans and peas. Alfalfa, no doubt, is benefited by inoculating

organisms, and cultures will be at the disposal of any farmer free of charge.

Puhlications.—In conclusion, the following list of publications may be men-
tioned:—

John Adams, M.A., Bulletin Second Series No. 28, " The Ciiltivation and Hand-
ling of Flax for Fibre." Also Exhibition Circular No. 77, " The Cultivation of Flax
for Fibre."

P. A. Murphy, B.A., A.R.C.Sc.L, Circulars No. 10, "Late Blight and Rot of

Potatoes ;" No. 11, " The Black Leg Disease of Potatoes." Exhibition Circulars No.
81, "'Potato Spraying for Late Blight and Rot;" No, 82, "Black Leg Disease of

Potatoes."

Ottawa.



Plate LXI.

Germination of Wild Rice. — Seed of wild rice collected in fall should be buried
in soil over winter and when tested in spring it will germinate

as shown above.

16-1916-76a.





Plate LXIII.

Root Nodules of Clover. — This clover shows numerous root nodules produced by the
nitrogen fixing bacteria supplied in the so-called "nitro culture"

supplied by this Division.
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REPORT FROM THE BEE DIVISION.

Ottawa, Ont., March 31, 1916.

J. H. Grisdale, Esq.. B. Ag-.

Director, Dominion Experimental Farms,
Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit herewith the second annual report of the Bee

Division.

The work of the Division has continued to develop rapidly during the past year.

A much-needed apicultural building, measuring 27 feet 6 inches by 32 feet, with three

stories, providing 2,100 square feet of floor space, finished in red brick, has been

erected in the northwest corner of the orchard at the Central Experimental Farm.

The building contains, on the ground floor, a large laboratory, two offices and a dark

room; on the upper floor two rooms, and in the basement, besides the accommodation
for the furnace, three bee cellars, which are wholly underground, and, therefore, well

insulated from changes in the outside temperature. Fresh air is brought into the

cellars by earthenware pipes passing under the ground. There is a chimney from
each cellar passing through the building to carry away the waste air. The building

was occupied on February 11, 1916. The gathering of the apicultural work into one

building, with the apiary close at hand, will greatly facilitate the experiments that

are being conducted with bees.

Thirteen of the Branch Farms and Stations now keep bees, namely : Kentville,

N.S.; Charlottetown, P.E.I. ; Nappan, N.S.; Fredericton, N.B.; St. Anne de la Poca-
tiere. Que.; Cap Rouge, Que.: Brandon, Man.; Indian Head, Sask. ; Lethbridge,

Alta. ; Lacombe, Alta. ; Invermere, B.C.; Agassiz, B.C., and Sidney, B.C. The work
at these Farms and Stations has been further organized during the year. I inspected

each apiary during warm weather in 1915, and gave advice to the Superintendents
and to the men in charge of the bees. The western Farms and Stations were visited

in the spring; the eastern Farms and Stations were visited in July.

At Indian Head, visited on May 5, it was noticed that the stores in the hives con-
sited largely of old honey which indicated that the Manitoba maple (Acer negundo),
which is abundant at this Farm and was in bloom during the preceding period of warm
weather, is probably an unimportant source of nectar. The two colonies of bees here
were building up well. This farm was visited again on May 31, when each colony
was found to be fast filling a super of shallow extracting combs with a light coloured
honey which was pleasantly sweet with a slight flavour of prunes. Evidently this honey
was gathered almost entirely from the Siberian pea tree {Caragayia ar-horescens), there
heing about 2,500 feet run of hedges of this shrub, from 16 feet to 20 feet high, at the
Farm. No other source of honey could be found at this time, except dandelions, which
were nearly over, and the silverberry (Elceagnus argentea), the flowers of which were
small and secreting nectar scantily owing to the prevailing drought, with a little milk
vetch and a few ornamental Loniceras on the lawn.

The Station at Sidney with eleven colonies was visited on May 8. All except two
colonies were rather weak and backward. The bees had evidently suffered from the

exposed situation of the apiary, which is to be moved to a better site, and some of the

16—77i 1153
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queens were uBprolific. However the colonies were gaining in weight a few ounces per

(lay from such sources as blackberry, raspberry and wild pea.

At Agassiz, visited on May 11, eleven colonies had gathered a remarkably large

surplus of honey from the Coast maples, and 200 pounds had been removed three days

previously. Unfortunately, the colonies had swarmed badly, and the brood comt>s were

clogged with pollen and honey, and contained very little brood, so essential at this time

for the production of bees to gather honey from the main honey-flow which comes from

clover in July. Special precautions are evidently needed to prevent tliese troubles

when, as in the present year, the conditions are favourable for a good flow from the

maples.

After making an inspection of conditions in the Okanagan Valley and visits to

local apiaries, I reached Invermere on May 17. Here, though the weather was cloudy

and cool, the bees were raising much brood upon nectar gathered from the bearberry

(Arctostaphylos uva-ursi) which is abundant in this locality. The flowers of this plant

each contained a drop of nectar as large as a pin's head, and apparently the only reason

why the bees did not store it in large quantities was that the narrow opening of the

flower held it out of their reach.

At Lethbridge, the ne:xt Station visited, the bees—two colonies— were getting

barely sufficient nectar from mixed sources, mostly ornamental shrubs that had been

planted at the Station, to maintain satisfactory breeding. At an apiary located three

miles from the Station, that was visited at this time, breeding was being seriously

curtailed by a shortage of food, and I advised stimulative feeding. The conditions here

—warm sunny weather with practically no forage, no other apiaries near and a pros-

pect of a long and abundant yield from alfalfa starting in about six weeks—were

favourable for outdoor feeding, and I suggested a trial be made of this, mixing sugar

and water in the proportion of about 1 to 9 and placing the syrup in a tub in a place

sheltered from wind about one hundred yards from the apiary v?ith cork chips floating

on the surface to prevent the bees from drowning. It may be remarked here that long

experience has shown that feeding during a period of cold, unfavourable weather in

spring is largely ineffectual for stimulating brood rearing, but it may be necessary to

avert starvation. From the fact that at our apiary at Lethbridge 175 pounds of honey

per colony, spring count, were obtained in 1915, and 100 pounds from the only strong

colony in 1914, all this principally from alfalfa, it is evident that Southern Alberta is

within the zone, extending from Mexico to Canada in the irrigated region of the

western prairie, in which good crops of honey may be obtained from alfalfa.

At Lacombe, visited on May 26, the two colonies of bees were in a very strong and

forward condition with much brood and honey, a good deal of which was coming from

dandelion. They were ready to be supered.

On the 23rd of May a few hours were spent at Calgary, where the vacant lots were

yellow with dandelion bloom, the result of the recent rains, but no bees were seen

working on it, although the tubes were so full of nectar that it could be seen glisten-

ing in them. Evidently few or no bees are kept in this city.

At Brandon, visited on June 1, the bees were strong and ready to be supered, but

the loss of our experienced apiarist, Mr. Mynott, by enlistment, with a shortage in the

Bupply of frames and foundation, made the swarming problem look threatening.

During the western trip, prominent bee-keepers at North Vancouver, Edmonton

and at Slate Eiver, Ont., were called upon.

The Station at Gap Kouge was visited on July 5. The honey flow from alsike and

white clover was commencing, but the apiary of twenty colonies had become disor-

ganized with swarming, about one-half the number of colonies being not strong enough

to work in supers.

Ottawa.
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Ste. Anne de la Pocatiere was visited on July 7. At this date the apiary con-
sisted of thirty-five colonies, to which number it had been reduced from forty-five by
uniting in May. About 200 pounds of early honey had been extracted on June 29. Thia
honey was of a bright amber colour and had a pleasant flavour in which dandelion
could be detected. The bees were working busily on alsike and the supers were filling

rapidly.

Fredericton was visited on July 8 and 9 in weather too wet and cold for opening
tlie hives. Here there were ten colonies including four swarms. This is a good dis-

trict for honey production.

At Nappan, visited on July 12, fourteen celonies were found, six of these being
swarms. Eight colonies were working in supers. Here again, swarming was check-
ing the filling of the supers. The prospects for a large crop of honey, however, were
excellent, alsike being abundant, especially in the marshes.

At Kentville, visited July 13 to 15, I found seventeen colonies, but only ten

of these working in supers, due again to swarming having run riot. A prime swarm
that had been produced by a prime swarm was preparing to swarm again, having eggs
in queen cells, although no young workers had yet emerged and the old bees were
dying off fast; the few bees remaining, being busy in the fields, had neglected to feed

the brood sufficiently, some of which was dying, a condition that might easily be mis-

taken by an inexperienced bee-keeper for European foul brood. Honey was being

gathered in abundance from alsike, white clover and wild radish.

The bees at Charlottetown, visited July 20 and 21, were in a backward con-

dition, due partly to winter loss from granulated honey and partly to the long, cold

spring. All the colonies are breeding well, none had yet swarmed, and only two were
beginning to work in supers.

While in Nova Scotia I visited, at the request of the Provincial Department of

Agriculture, a number of bee-keepers in the Annapolis valley in company with the

Provincial Entomologist and his assistants, with the objects of ascertaining the

extent of the outbreak of American foul brood that had been discovered on my visit

the previous year, of considering in what manner it should be dealt with and also of

demonstrating how the disease should be treated. The disease was not found outside

the vicinity of Wolfville and Kentville. Both in the Annapolis valley and at Amherst,
N.S., where apiaries were visited, hea^'y yields of the finest honey were being got from
alsike and white clover, and these, *in many instances, could have been more than
doubled had swarming been kept under control.

When in Prince Edward Island, I, at the request of Mr. Theodore Ross, Secretary

for Agriculture, spent three days, in company with the Superintendent of our Station

at Charlottetown, visiting apiaries in the Charlottetown, Kensington and Granville

districts. Foul brood was found around Charlottetown. There is no doubt that bee-

keeping conducted on modern lines would pay well in the Island on account of the

abundance of white and alsike clover with sufficient moisture and heat for honey
production from these, but, as yet, the industry is in its infancy, and education along

the lines of better and more systematic methods of bee management is much needed.

This remark is true of the whole of the Maritime Provinces, in many parts of which

bee-keeping ought to be most profitable, and we have an important work to do in

discovering and demonstrating how modern methods of apiculture can be adapted to

suit the special conditions found in this part of Canada.

It is evident that throughout Canada swarming is one of the chief obstacles in

the way of greater production in the apiary. At the present time the most successful

methods of swarm prevention are by manipulation. The most effective manipulations

are those in which the bi*ood nest is enlarged so that it will become less crowded with

young bees and the queen will have more room to lay. Hives of not less than 10-frame

capacity should be used by preference. The brood nest may be allowed to expand by

omitting to place the queen excluder between the brood chamber and the first super of

Ottawa.
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empty extracting combs that is given when the brood chamber is nearly full of bees.

Wb-en the honey-flow has well started the queen should be again confined to the brood

chamber by inserting the queen excluder. Seven or eight days later any queen cells

that may have been built in the super should be cut out.

Another method of expanding the brood nest for the prevention of swarming is

to do it periodically on a certain day every week during the swarming season, taking

out of the brood chamber and placing in the super, above the queen excluder, one or

two combs containing honey, or capped brood, and filling their place with empty

combs, or, if these are unobtainable, frames fitted with full sheets of foundation. At

the same time a search should be made for queen-cells containing eggs and laryie, the

presence of which indicates that the bees are preparing to swarm. By destroying all

of these, swarming can almost always be put off for eight or nine days, but the bees

will often loaf more or less when they are thus preparing to swarm.

The weekly examination helps to systematize apiary work and makes for the

efficient management of the apiary and the prompt supply of the bees' requirements,

and it has been decided to adopt it, especially with the view of controlling swarming,

in the apiaries of the Dominion Experimental Farms. It was initiated too late in

the season of 1915 for reporting definite results.

As bees will produce about two pounds of extracted honey to one section of com.b

honey, and since on this basis an adequate price for comb honey is seldom obtained,

the greatest part of the honey produced at the Experimental Farms is extracted honey.

The accompanying table summarizes the results obtained from the bees at the

Dominion Experimental Farms during the year 1915. Lethbridge produced the high-

est value per colony, spring count, namely, $31.59 for 175-5 pounds of honey, mainly

from alfalfa, and $7.70 for increase, total $39.09. Nappan showed the highest yield

of honey per colony, namely, 178-6 pounds, mainly from white and alsike clover,

which sold for $21.43. The quality of the honey varied from good to excellent, with

the exception of a small quantity of dark, unpalatable honey gathered in the spring

at Ottawa. The somewhat low yields from Charlottetown, Brandon, Agassiz and

Sidney are to be attributed to the poor season and other temporary causes, the yields

at these Farms in an average season being considerably higher. For all the Farms, the

value of the average amount of honey produced per colony, spring count, was 61-4

pounds, and it sold for $9.96. Including the value of the increase in bees, the total

production per colony was $11.21. These figures are satisfactory and show that bee-

keeping in Canada is very profitable They would doubtless have been higher had not

one or two colonies been used for exhibition purposes at most of the Farms. A still

better showing may be expected when the men in charge of the bees, most of whom are

onlv learning apiculture and spend most of their time at other work, have acquired

more experience. The cost of a hive of bees averages about $10 and the cost of main-

tenance other than labour, consisting chiefly of the cost of comb foundation and

sugar for autumn feeding, may be put at $1 per colony a year. Allowing another $1

for honey containers and incidental expenses, a profit in honey production of $7.96, or

in 'honey and bees of $9.21, per colony, that is to say, 79-6 p.er cent and 92-1 per

cent respectively on the capital outlay,^ not allowing for labour, is shown. That bee-

keeping is well worth the labour expended is shown by the fact that an experienced

and active bee-keeper can easily attended to two hundred colonies without hired

help. Such a large number should usually be kept in two or three yards. This cal-

culation is made to show that efficient management of the apiary is well repaid, and

not with the object of showing that a man should decide to make bee-keeping his prin-

1 For producing extracted honey an additional outlay of from $10 to $20 or more is needed

for a honey extractor and other appliances, and in a moderate or large-sized apiary a wooden

house in which to extract the honey and keep supplies, costing to build in materials and labour

about $100 or more, is practically a necessity. Of course, an existing out-building may often

be adapted to this purpose.

Ottawa.
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cipal business except in very favourable localities and when the requisite knowledge
and experience have been acquired. Few croiw are so dependent upon favourable

weather as the honey crop, and in the best of localities the yield may be light some
years. Nevertheless, where success has been attained on a small scale it will pay to

keep fifty to one hundred colonies, making bees the source of a large part of the

income, especially in the case of those who are engaged in such callings as school

teaching, store-keeping and clerking work, who often have time to spare in the sum-
mer. Bee-keeping is worthy of the attention of disabled soldiers because it is a

health-giving occupation requiring but little capital. Experience seems to show that

it takes a man at least two years to learn to manage bees sufficiently well to keep a

large apiary.

Ottawa.
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SUMMARY OF PRODUCTION OF BEES
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AT DOMINION EXPERIMENTAL FARMS, 1915.
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I have felt that in our young country, with its boundless resources, of equal

importance to ascertaining and showing how bees can be managed so as to get a maxi-

mum of profit from each hive, is the work of discovering the quantity and quality of

surplus honey that a well-managed colony may be expected to produce in an average

year in different locations. To make these estimates involves a study of the principal

honey ijroducing plants of Canada, of the conditions of climate and soil affecting their

abundance and development, the abundance of their yield and also of the duration of

the yield. During the year under review progress has been made in this work. Some
of the work has been done in temporary out-apiaries in the open country, where the

particular honey plants it has been found desirable to study are abundant. These

temporary apiaries have been established in connection with the Central Farm and

two of the Branch Farms, namely. Cap Rouge, Que., and Invermere, B.C. It is

expected that the information obtained will prove of considerable value to bee-keepers,

showing them where bees may be kept with greater profit.

The formation of collections of specimens of the honey plants of Canada and of

samples of the honeys produced by them has been commenced.

Experiments in the breeding of bees have been continued at the Central Farm,

and useful data have been secured.

The subject of humidity in the bee cellar during winter has been investigated in

detail at the Central Farm, where a considerable mortality of bees was discovered to

be due to unwholesome and granulated stores with insufficient moistvire. Experiments

have been made to ascertain how the deficiency in moisture may best be prevented or

remedied.

Since some of the conditions for important featiu-es of bee investigation work

are not met with in our own apiaries, co-operative experiments have been started with

several enlightened bee-keepers in different places.

Progress has been made in the cataloguing of the species of the wild bees of

Canada. Special attention has been paid to the important genera, Andretia and
Megachile. Several of the species of the former genus are of value in pollinating

fruit bloom, and species of Megachile have been observed to aid in the pollination of

alfalfa. One of the commonest species of Megachile on the prairie is M. melanophoea

Sm., variety calogaster, Ckll. Tables are being prepared showing the characters by
which the species may be distinguished from one another, and giving their distribu-

tion, food plants and other notes.

I have prepared a bulletin entitled " Bees, and How to Keep Them," and this is now
in the press. It will replace Bulletin No. 69, which is now out of print, and will give

in concise form general information upon the subject of bee-keeping. The demand for

a iDublication of this nature is steadily increasing.

During the year I gave a-d'dresses at several bee-keepers' meetings. The first one

was an address and demonstration with bees at a well-attended gathering of bee-keep-

ers held at the Experimental Farm at Kentville, N. S., on July 13. I delivered an

illustrated address on " Honey production from golden-rods and asters," at the Annual

Convention of the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association at Toronto, November 23. Five

lectures were given at the Apicultural Short Course at Guelph, Ont., January 17 to

20, 1916, an evening lecture to the students' Apicultural Club, Guelph, on February

21, and an address was given at the x\nnual Convention of the New Brunswick Bee-

keepers' Association at Fredericton on March 2.

Mr. E. W. M. Atkins, a third-year student at the Ontario Agricultural College,

Guelph, was appointed to act as my temporary assistant during the summer, and he,

and also my stenographer. Miss M. J. Donald, and my laboratory assistant, Mr. P.

Caron, rendered valuable service.

Ott.\wa.
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Between April 1, 1915, and March 31, 1916, 1,065 letters were received in this

Division and 1,357 letters were dispatched. These fissures do not include the French
correspondence, which it is estimated amounted to ten per cent of the correspondence
in English.

I have the honour to be, sir,

Your obedient servant,

F. W. L. SLADEN,
Apiarist.

Ottawa.
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CENTRAL EXPERIMENTAL FARM, OTTAWA, ONT.

REPORT OF THE APIARIST, F. W. I. SIADEN.

The period of summer-like weather during the last half of April with a little nectar

coming in from willows, maples and other flowering trees, caused rapid breeding,

and, although the chilly weather in May was somewhat trying and dandelion was unpro-

ductive of surplus, the colonies built up well, so that by June 1 the majority were ready

for supering. On June 1 to 7 it was noticed that a dark and unpleasant smelling honey
was being stored in the supers. To prevent the crop of white honey getting debased
with this inferior product, as soon as it was seen (June 12) that the bees had begun to

store white honey in its place, all the honey in the supers, amounting to 290 pounds,

was extracted and the supers were given back to the bees. The dark honey had a

strong amd what would be consid-ered by m.ost people a very disagreeable flavour,

but so great was the demand for new honey that 195 pounds of it were sold at tlie

regular price of dark honey, namely 12 cents per pound, before the white honey was
ready. The so-urce of the disagreeable element in this honey could not be definitely

ascertained. At the time it was being collected the bees were seen to be busily working
on the hound's tongue (Gynoglossum officinale) but the nectar in the honey-stomach
of bees working on this plant was clear and without strong flavour.

White and alsike clover were in full bloom on June 14, but, although good rains

had fallen and the weather was warm on several days, the colonies on scales did not
begin to gain in weight appreciably until June 25. Rapid gains averaging 7j pounds
per day took place between July 9 and August 3, the highest gains being 11 pounds on
July 20 and 11 pounds on July 23.

The honey crop consisted of 290 pounds of dark spring honey of which 195 pounds
were sold at 12 cents per pound; 2,321 pounds of light honey gathered dliring June
and July, sold at 15 cents per pound, 1,530 pounds of dark amber honey gathered in

August and September sold at 12 cents per pound, and 72 sections of comb honey sold

at 20 cents each. The flavour of clover honey in the light honey was overpowered by
that of basswood, which yielded a considerable amount of honey in this district for the

first time in several years. The flavour of buckwheat honey could scarcely be detected

in the August honey, although buckwheat was grown in the neighbourhood.
On August 25 two colonies of bees were brought to the si)ot that had been used in

former years as a bee-mating station on the sandy plain at Kazabazua, Que., in the
Gatineau valley, about forty miles north of Ottawa, in order to investigate the yield

of honey from two late-flowering species of golden-rod, Solidago puherula and S.

squarrosa, that grow in abundance there, the first-named species having become par-

ticularly abundant a section of the plain since it was burnt over in 1913. The colonies

were in 8-frame hives, the bees covering only about seven combs. Each colony was
given two supers of empty combs in shallow frames. The bees were brought back to

Ottawa on September 22. About 80 pouncfe of honey were extracted from the supers,

giving a yield of about 40 jwunds per colony. It is estimated that at least three parts of

the honey came from S. puherula and almost all of the remainder from 8. squarrom,.

The honey was of a light colour and the flavour and aroma were pleasant and distinctly

suggestive of golden rod. The honey was somewhat thin owing to the lack of heat to

evaporate out the excessive water, but it granulated coarsely and is keeping in good
condition at the time of writing, April, 1916. All this honey was gathered after a

frost on August 27 had killed potatoes, buckwheat, corn and bracken. The golden-rods

Ottawa.
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were uninjured by the frost. The browning of the tops of some of the plants, whicli a

casual observer might have ascribed to frost, was due to the fact that in a flower-head

of golden-rod the first flowers to open and wither are those at the top or tip of the stem.

It is to be noted that these plants gave their crop after the regular honey harvest had
ceased, and any bee-keeper having bees in the vicinity of an area in which either of

them grows thickly iinder the conditions found at Kazabazua could get an additional

crop by moving them to it.

These two species of golden-rod are not found in the vicinity of the Experimental
Farm, Ottawa, but other species are abundant ; fully 75 per cent of them belonging to

the canadensis group. Individually, the members of this group produce comparatively

little nectar, but their great abimdance makes them of some value collectively if the

weather is favourable. The species of the canadensis group have a spreading, fern-

like inflorescence and have three conspicuous veins, or ribs, on the xmdersides of the

leaves, but in S. puherula and S. squarrosa the inflorescence is compact and occupies a

considerable length of the upper part of the erect stem.

Twelve out of the fourteen Italian queens of non-swarming parentage that were
mated in October, 1914, at Kazabazua, Que., with drones of the same parentage
survived the winter and were tested for swarming propensity in 1915. The test con-

sisted in seeing whether or not the colonies headed by these queens would build queen
cells in preparation for swarming when moderately crowded. Nine colonies built

queen cells, but a large proportion of the queens proved unprolific, and it was evident

that in at least four colonies the queen cells were built as the result of the supersedure

impulse rather than of the swarming imptJse. The conclusion was reached that the

queens had become impaired by being reared and mated so late in the season and that

queens reared in this way are not suitable for a breeding test of this kind.

Uniting and feeding for winter was completed about October 10. Twelve colonies

were placed in the winter cases used in former years, four in a case, packed with
planer shavings for wintering out-of-doors, and they were located in a portion of the

apiary sxirrounded by a high board fence to shelter them from wind. The remaining
colonies, numbering 37, were broiight into the bee cellar in the basement of the farm
foreman's house on November 3, after they had had a good flight on November 1.

Two shallow rectangular pans, measuring 13 inches by 24 inches, were filled with
water and placed on the floor of the cellar to help to humidify the air, but they proved
to be of very little value for this purpose. The temperature of the cellar was recorded

with a self-registering thermograph placed on a shelf 5 feet 4 inches above the floor.

It averaged 49° during December and February and 46-8° in March. During Decem-
ber and January the weather was mild, and to keep down the temperature in the

cellar good ventilation was giveru March was a very cold mouth, with deep snow on
the groimd.

Without showing much restlessness, the bees began to die rather fast in Novem-
ber, and the mortality increased at an accelerating rate. The dead bees were not
usually distended, but the mouths of some of the hives were spotted with dysentery.

25 pints of dead bees were swept up on December 15.

34 pints of dead bees were swept up on January 27.

36 pints of dead bees were swept up on February 28.

30 pints of dead bees were swept up on March 13.

12 pints of dead bees were swept up on March 20.

7 pints of dead bees were swept up on March 27.

These figures do not include the dead bees on the bottom-boards of the hives-

On the bottom-boards of sLx colonies that died in February and March the quantity

of dead bees amoimted to 25 pints.

On February 22 it was noticed that associated with the heavy mortality was a

heavy consumption of food, that one colony had already died leaving no stores, and that

Ottawa.
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several colonies, particularly those iu which many bees had died, were very light. As

a precaution, all colonies that had weighed less than 55 pounds gross (about 25 pounds

of stores) when put away for the winter were given candy made by boiling for a few

minutes six pounds of granulated sugar in one and one-eighth pints of water, with

one-half teaspoonful of cream of tartar. After boiling, the candy- was allowed to

stand until its temperature had fallen to about 130° F. It was then stirred vigour-

ously until it whitened, when it was poured into moulds. A moist candy of fine grain,

yet sufficiently hard to set well, resulted. On February 28, it was found that in the

majority of the colonies the bees had not touched the candy, its surface having

hardened, but a few colonies, by burrowing into it, were able to keep in touch with

the soft parts and had consumed a little. Three more colonies were found to be dead,

one of them having left eleven pounds of desiccated granulated honey in the combs

with the cappiugs torn open. All the colonies were now supplied with candy made as

moist as it was safe to make it without its running, and the cellar floor was periodically

watered. At the same time certain colonies were removed to one of the cellars in the

new Bee building and were occasionally given water, the mortality for each period of

twenty-four hours being recorded, with the results shown in the following table:

—

Table of Dally Mortality.—Number of Bees found dead on the floor of each hive

at 11 a.m. each day.

Date.
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A microscopical examination of the ventriculus and its contents of dying bees
from colonies that suffered the most loss did not reveal the presence of any organism
to which the mortality might be attributed, and the conclusion was reached that this

was due mainly to granulated and unwholesome stores combined with insufficient

moisture.

The humidity in the bee-cellar was ascertained with a sling psychrometer ^ at
different dates to be as follows:

—

Date. Dry bulb. Wet bulb. Relative humidity.

December 31, 1915 46° 40" 59%
January 28, 1916 50° 48° 872%
March 11, 1916 43i° 38° 60%

The volume of the bee cellar, which is boarded off from the main cellar, is 1.206
cubic feet, which gives 22 6 cubic feet per colony.

It was noticed that the relative humidity in the new cellar in the new Bee
building v;as also low and candy given to the bees quickly hardened there too. The
following reading was taken :

—

Date. Dry bulb. Wet bulb. Relative humidity.

March 22, 1916 42° 38*° 59%

Several other readings, giving about the same relative humidity, were obtained on
other days.

When the colonies could be examined in April it was found that in nearly all of

them the stores were more or less granulated, and there is strong evidence to show
that the presence of granulated and more or less unwholesome stores aggravated the
harmfulness of the deficiency in the humidity of the air of the cellar.

On March 20, in a self-contained, cement-walled and cement-floored bee cellar, iu
the basement of a dwelling house in the city where bees, brought in from the country,
were wintering with only a moderate mortality, but candy given was hardening slowly,

the reading of the sling psychrometer was as follows :

—

Date. Dry bulb Wet bulb. Relative humidity.

March 20, 1916 46° 42° 79%

The cellar contained 328 cubic feet and 23. colonies, making 14-3 cubic feet to the
colony. In spring two of the colonies were found to be dead and one very weak.

On March 30, the bee cellar of Mr. Harley Selwyn, of Kirk's Ferry, Que., 11 miles
north of Ottawa, was visited. The cellar contains 1,693 cubic feet and held 132
colonies, giving 12-8 cubic feet per colony. It has a cement floor and walls, and is

the basement of an unoccupied building. The bees seemed to be wintering well, with
low mortality, with the exception of certain colonies that had starved to death. Water
was standing in one or two places on the cellar floor. The readings of the sling

psychrometer showed as follows :

—

Date. Dry bulb. Wet bulb. Relative humidity.

March 30, 1916 51» 48° 81%

The bees had been wintering on natural stores. No syrup had been given in the

autumn, and no marks of dysentery were present on the front of any of the hives

1 This instrument consists of two accurate thermometers with cylindrical bulbs, mounted
Bide by side on a stem. The bulb of one of the thermometers is covered with thin silk and is

dipped into water before use. The bulb of the other thermometer is kept bare and dry.
The two thermometers are whirled for a few minutes with the result that evajMsration of th«
water in the jacket covering- the wet bulb depresses the temperature of this thermometer
according to the dryness of the air.

• Floor damp. Dead bees swept up the t>revious day,

Ottawa.
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except on those of the colonies that had died. The quantity of dead bees that had
accumulated on the floor since Christmas amounted to only 21 pails. However, less

than 100 strong colonies were brought out in April and the number was reduced by

iiniting to 85. Stores were badly granulated in many cases, and some of the colonies

that had died left granulated honey.

Mr. Alfred Denison, President of the Carleton County Bee-Keepers' Association,

has also had considerable loss of bees dining the past winter in his bee repository

situated at Edwards, Ont., the loss in this case being also attributable to granulated

stores combined with dryness. The repository consists of a building above ground 13

feet wide, 26 feet long and 6 feet high, with double walls and dovible roof containing

fifteen inches of sawdust. A cement floor was put in the building two years ago, since

which date the bees have wintered badly. One hundred and fifteen strong colonies

were brought into the cellar last autumn, but they were reduced by death and the

uniting of very weak ones to 75 colonies in April when granulated stores were found
to be present. The colonies situated near the floor of the building came out stronger

than those above. Previous to the putting in of the cement floor the bees wintered

well for ten years on a clay floor. It is to be noted, however, that the winters 1914-15

and 1915-16 were also the only winters in which the bees at the Central Experimental

Farm wintered so badly. Local weather conditions during these two seasons probably

affected the kind of honey stored or the condition of the stores or of the bees and
excited the trouble. It must also be remembered that a little of the honey gathered in

1914 probably remained in some of the hives iintil the winter of 1915-16.

Evidently granulated stores are not a good food for ^vintering bees, and it seems

clear that their availability as food is reduced by a dry atmosphere, that is, one in

which the relative humidity is not more than 60 per cent, a degree of dryness that is

very common in the cellars of well-built dwelling houses in the interior of Canada in

the winter. There is also evidence that air as dry as this is harmful with unwhole-

some stores that are not much granulated. The source, or sources, of the granu-

lated stores and all the causes of their granulating cannot at present be definitely

stated, and will form the subject of further experiment, but it may be remarked

that honeys vary in their gi-anulating quality largely according to the different plants

from which they are gathered. The principal exciting causes of granulation are agi-

tation of the honey as, for instance, that which takes place during the process of

extracting, great and frequent changes in temperature and low temperature. All the

common Canadian honeys granulate sooner or later after extraction. Subjecting honey

to heat prevents or retards its granulation. Honey that has been liquefied by the

application of mod-erate heat retains the liquid condition longer if the vessel contain-

ing it is hermetically sealed. Although evaporation is not a commonly recognized

cause of the granulation of honey, yet there is reason to believe that it acts in this

way, because it is one of the causes of the crystallization of solutions of other crystal-

lizing substances.

It is profitable at this time to consider the different sources of moisture for bees in

the cellar, and how the moisture may be conserved or supplied. The sources of mois-

ture are: (1) The honey, which is separated in the body of the bee into carbon dioxide

and water. It has been calculated that average honey, when consumed, produces the

same quantity by volume of water. (2) The evaporation through the comb of the stores;

this takes place, although slowly, in dry cellars, even where the stores are capped, but

in a cellar saturated with moisture the stores may take up water, and if they are

imcapped they may take up a large quantity and may ferment. (3) Moisture may
pass in through the walls and floor of the cellar. (4) Moisture may come with the air

brought in. In winter in the interior of Canada the outside air averages " rather dry."

When the air gets warm its relative humidity falls still lower and it becomes very dry.

Air entering the cellar from outside has thus a powerful drying effect.

Ottawa.
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Simple and effective ways of checking tlie escape of moisture from the hive are:

(1) Using sealed covers, either the wooden cover sealed down (which, hov/ever, absorbs

a certain amount of moisture), or a cover of oilcloth. Replacing the covers with bran

sacks, as is the practice in many cellars, and has been done in our cellar for many
years, permits the escape of much moisture. (2) Reducing ventilation either by
contracting the entrance to the hive or reducing the currents of air that pass through

the cellar. It is dangerous to reduce ventilation beyond a certain point. (3) Crowding
colonies in the cellar. This is important and gives the professional bee-keeper with
many colonies an advantage over the beginner, or amateur, with only a few colonies.

Simple and effective ways of supplying humidity are: (1) Having water running
from a tap into a drain some distance away in the cement floor of the cellar. (2)

Having a sand or earth floor in place of a cement floor; this should be well drained.

(3) Deferring the autumn feeding until late, or using thinner syrup' than usual. (4)

Giving abundant str/es so that they will slowly evaporate and give off moisture in the

hive if the cellar is too dry. (5) Hanging a division board feeder full of water in each
hive. (6) Sprinkling the floor with water periodically. As this requires daily atten-

tion, it is applicable only in cases of emergency. In the well-ventilated cement-floored
cellar in the new bee building containing l.GOO cubic feet and only forty colonies, the
relative humidity was raised from about GO per cent to almost saturation in a few
minutes by throwing two gallons of water on the floor, but the air became dry again
within twenty-four hours.

In our Ottawa experiments there have been indications that colonies wintered
outside have also suffered from excessive dryness, though to a less extent *than in the

cellar. Ilere it may be most conveniently counteracted by the use of sealed covers

and the reductions of the size of the entrance to the smallest dimensions. Burial
under a moderate depth of snow would tend to supply humidity. Our outdoor wintered
colonies were thus buried from March 1 until March 13, and a large cavity was found
to have thawed away in front of the entrance when they were dug out on the latter

date.

It is, perhaps, advisable to add that excessive dampness in a bee cellar, especially

when combined with too low a temperature, is a well-known cause of bad wintering.
The evils of excessive dryness are much less widely recognized. Many a bee-keeper, to

make the bee cellar as dry as possible, has put in a cement floor, when the bees would
have done better with an earth floor.

A contributory cause of winter mortality at Ottawa is the abundance of i'all

honey flowers, which keep the bees active up to the middle of October, thereby wearing
them and shortening their lives. The most troublesome of these is the sweet clover

(Melilotus aiha), which has become very plentiful in vacant lots of late years, and
has a peculiar attraction for the bees. The practice of cutting it down early causes it

to grow up again and remain in bloom until very late. In 1915 it was in bloom up to

November 7. The honey produced by this plant is inferior to clover honey, and the
amount obtained for the labour of gathering it in late summer and autumn is too
small to be profitable.

The bees were brought out of the cellar on the early morning of a promising day,

!March 31, with snow still covering the ground. There was no wind and a clear sky. ^

The temperature rose to 49° at noon and 53° at 2 p.m. The bees flew well from
10 a.m. until late in the afternoon, and none got chilled on the snow. They were
brought into the new cellar directly after this flight, and they were brought out finally

to occupy their permanent stands in the new apiary near the new bee building on April

13. It was noticed that none flew back to the old apiary situated only 250 feet away
from which they were removed in November.

The twelve colonies that were wintering outside had good flights between March
25 and April 2, and they flew nearly all day on March 29, 30 and 31. They were
brought into the large cellar in the new bee building on April 6, preparatory to placing

16—78 Ottawa.
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tliem in their new location near the new bee building. Three of tlie^se colonies were

brought out from the cellar on April 13 and flew freely on the 15th, but during the

height of the flight not more than a dozen bees were seen at the old location. The nine

remaining colonies were brought out on April 20 and flew freely on April 24th when it

was also noticed that not more than a dozen or so of the bees were hovering around

the old location. It is, therefore, evident, that not only may bees completely forget the

position of their summer stands during the long winter rest, but that colonies of bees

that have been flying freely for a day or two in early spring may, after confinement in

the hive during a period of two to three weeks, be removed a distance of a few

hundred yards, under certain conditions, without loss worth considering. The two

locations were separated by a dwelling house and a few trees, up to 30 feet high, some

of them evergreens. To bring the bees out of the cellar the entrances were closed

with strips of burlap folded four times. After the hives had been placed in position,

the entrances were opened by turning back two inches or so of the burlap, the

burlap being left in the entrance to protect from cold air and from robbers. Bees

should be brought out of the cellar either in the early morning or late in the afternoon,

so that when the hives are opened there will be no rush and immediate flight of bees.

The weather was cool during the first half of April with noon temperatures below

60°, but it warmed up on the 24th and the remaining days of this month had noon tem-

peratures between 60° and 70°. The colonies were examined between the 27tii and 2Sth

of April. The colonies that had been wintered in the cellar were in a forward con-

dition with much brood, a few young bees having already emerged in the strong col-

onies, but the colonies wintered outside, although strong, had suffered a set-back in

breeding through having been transferred to the cellar and placed outside again with-

out the protection of the wintering cases, and most of their brood was still in the egg

and young larvge stage.

The average number of combs covered by the twenty-eight colonies that had

wintered in the cellar was 4-2.

The average number of combs covered by the twelve colonies that had wintered

outside was 5-7.

The following table compares the strength of the bees in spring with the loss of

weight during the winter in the cellar-wintered colonies. One colony, not included,

which covered six combs, was placed in a special protection case packed witli shavings

and could not be weighed until later.
Average Joss

of Weight,
Each Colony.
Pounds.

Nine colonies that died durin? the winter 26*44

Nine colonies in which the bees covered up to three combs on April

27, 1916 24-,19

Twelve colonies in which the bees covered over three combs up to

five combs on April 27. 1916 19-41

Six colonies in which the bees covered over five combs up to seven
and a half combs on April 27. 1916 17-33

A considerable loss of weight, due to heavy consumption of stores, is an indication

of poor wintering. As the colony weakens the stores are consumed more rapidly and

the bees wear out and die more quickly.

Ottawa.
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The following table brings out clearly the advantage of supplementing unsatisr

factory winter stores with well-made sugar syrup. The syrup is stored next to the

cluster and is, therefore, consumed first and so the accumulation of fteces is delayed.

Average Weight
of Sugar

fed per Colony.
Pounds.

Nine dead colonies 6*1

Nine colonies with bees covering up to three coml)s 6*8

Twelve colonie.s with bees covering over three combs up to five

combs 7"59

Six colonies with bees covering over five combs up to seven and
a half combs 15"00

Marks of dysentery were noticeable in nearly all the hives in the spring, and those

containing colonies that had died out or were very weak were badly soiled with it.

16—784 Ottawa.
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EXPERIMENTAL STATION, CHAELOTTETOWN, P.E.I.

KEFORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT, J. A. CLARK. E.S.A.

In the annual rfeport for the year ending March 31, 1915, will be found a record

of the condition of the bees in the spring of 1915, of which the following is an analysis:

Analysis of Wintered Colonies.

Wintered.

Average
loss of

Weight
per Colony,

Two colonies dead
Two coloni-^s bees covering 2 to 2j combs .

Two colonies dead
Three colonies bees covering 2 to 21 combs

Outside. .

.

Outside...

.

In cellar. .

.

In cellar. .

,

Lbs.
26
231

191
181

The colonies that died left stores of granulated honey. The remaining colonies

were weak and did not throw off any swarms until late in the season.

The colonies were removed from the cellar on April 22. The first willow blossom

was recorded on April 7, and the first dandelion on May 24.

The following table gives the average loss or gain in weight of a colony, in periods

of ten days each, that was set on scales from June 25 to September 1 :.

—

Period.

June 25 to July 3...

July 4 to July 13 . .

.

Julv 14 to July 23...

July 24 to Aug. 2. .

.

Aug. 3 to Aug. 12...

Aug. 13 to Aug. 22.

Aug. 23 to Sept. 1 .

,

Total gain.

Loss.

Lbs.

Gain.

Lbs,

27^
27"

Principal Source of Honey.

Fruit bloom.
White clover.

.Vlsike clover and white clover.
Alsike clover and white clover.
Alsike clover and white clover.
Linden bloom.

Two of the colonies were transferred to 10-frame Langstroth hives. One of these was

packed with an 8-frame colony in a packing case filled with shavings. The other was

placed with an 8-frame colony in the cellar. One hundred pounds of syrup were fed.

The feeding was started September 24 and was finished October 11. The bees were put

into winter quarters November 17.

On March 31, 1916, an examination of the colonies was made. No. 2. Langstroth

10-frame colony in outdoor wintering case, was dead, having left a large supply of gra-

nulated honey. No. 3, the 8-frame colony beside it seemed in good condition. The two

colonies in the bee cellar were in good condition.
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In company with the Dominion Apiarist, the Superintendent visited a number of

bee-keepers in the vicinity of the Experimental Station on July 19 and 20. On July
21 a visit was paid to six apiaries in Margate, Clinton and North Granville. When
well taken care of the bees were producing large quantities of honey. The colonies

were strong, and, with one exception, very few losses were reported the previous winter.

The varieties in the above-mentioned places were black, Italian and hybrids.

From information gleaned from the bee-keepers, it seems probable that European
foul brood was responsible for the decline of the industry for many years. This
disease can be controlled, and the prospect for a large increase in this industry in

Prince Edward Island is good. The names and addresses of forty-five bee-keepers in
the province are on file in the oiEce of the Superintendent.

Charlottetown.
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EXPERIMENTAL STATIOISr, KENTYILLE. N.S.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT, W. SAXBY BLAIR.

The six colonies of black bees that were wintered here in 1914-15 went into their

winter cases out-of-doors on November G, with an average weight of 66-8 pounds per

colony. These were removed from their cases on April 13, 1915, when their average

weight was 49 pounds per colony, showing that on the average 17-8 pounds of stores

had been consumed from November 6 to April 13. Although the colonies had win-

tered in a healthy condition, there was a shortage of stores, and this, coupled with a

very late spring, made feeding necessary. Feeding started on April 14 and continued

until May 25, seventy-five pounds of granulat-ed sugar being used throughout the

feeding season. This sugar was fed in the form of a syrup made of equal parts by

weight of the sugar and water. The mixture was boiled gently and stirred until all

the sugar was dissolved. Care was used to prevent the syrup from burning, as the

slightest burning proves injurious to the bees.

The summer, although cloudy and wet, was, on the whole, favourable for honey

production. September, being without frost until the 26th and unusually bright,

enabled the bees to continue their work late in the season. The fruit bloom was above

the average, while the clover bloom was exceptionally plentiful. The other honey

producing plants,—buckwheat, wild radish, golden-rod, fireweed and knapweed.

—

were as abundant as in other years.

In spite of the unfavourable weather conditions in the spring and early summer,

our six colonies increased to fifteen, with a total honey production for the summer of

559i pounds. Swarms were taken on the following dates : June 3, 4, 6, 10 13, 15,

19 and July 2. The largest amount of honey obtained from one colony was SOi

potmds extracted honey, obtained from the swarm of June 13. The following table

gives the production of the colonies and swarms :

—

o
O

6
12
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were united, making 14 colonies in our apiary. Some autumn feeding was done between
October 11 and October 1'), 2''> pounds of sugar being used.

Prices obtained for the honey was 12 cents per pound in tins containing five pounds,
and 15 cents in pound jars.

Fourteen colonies were put into winter quarters on ISTovember 16. They were win-
tered outside in cases containing four, two and one colonies each. These cases were
large enough to allow a space of two inches to be packed with planer shavings on all

sides. The covers were removed from the hives and a super filled with shavings placed

on top of the hive, a piece of burlap being tacked over the bottom of the super to pre-

vent the shavings from going down into the hive.

The winter cases were covered with a waterproof roof. Circulation of air was sup-

plied by air holes at the bottom of the cases adjacent to the bee entrance.

Kentville.
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EXPERIMENTAL FARM, NAPPAN, N.S.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT, W. W. BAIRD, B.S.A.

The weather during March, 1915, was springlike; consequently, the bees were

removed from the cellar to the open on the 25th. Unfavourable weather conditions for

bees prevailed during the greater part of April, May and the latter part of June. The

weather was much more favourable during July and the early part of August.

September was cooler and the mornings were foggy. The first storing of honey was

noted on July 1 and the last on September 24, as was indicated by the colony which

was kept on the scale during the entire season. During July this colony stored 122

pounds, while for August it stored only 25 pounds.

The following table gives the maximum and minimum temperatures and rainfall

recorded for the six principal months

:

Month.
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The average production per coiouy, spring count, was ITS -6 pounds. The greater
portion of the honey during the season was of a higher quality than that produced in
1914, seventy-five per cent being white honey, much of tliis from the white or Dutch
clover on the marsh, the principal plant upon which the bees were working until
August 17. From this date until the 24th of September the honey came from golden-
rod, wild aster and white clover, and was lighter in colour than the pure golden-rod
honey.

WINTERING RESULTS.

Thirteen colonies were used in the test and housed in the cellar of the superin-
tendent's house. The thirteen colonies were divided into five lots and prepared as
follows :

—

Two colonies received clover honey (natural stores).

Four colonies received artificial stores consisting of two parts of good granulated
sugar to one of water, fed to them through a Miller feeder.

Two colonies received half sugar syrup and haK golden-rod honey.
One colony received half sugar syrup and half clover honey.
Four colonies received golden-rod honey only (natural stores).

The following tablp gives the weights of these colonies when put into the cellar on
December 21, 1915, and when they were taken out on April 12. 1916, also conditioii of
each of the latter date :

—

f'l ilonv

Xo
Quality of Stores.

Weiglit,
Dec. 21,

191.5.

Weight,
Apr. 12,

1916.
Loss. Condition, Apr. 12, 19i6.

Clover honey
Clover honey
Sugar synip
Sugar syrup
Sugar syrup
Sugar syrup
Golden-rod honey.

'8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13

Clover honey
Golden-rod honey and sugar syrup.
Golden-rod honey

Golden-rod honey and sugar syrup.

Golden-rod honey

Golden-rod honey

Lb.

53
63

5.5

56
54
54
50

49
59-5

56

54

51

Lb.

44
42
47
42
47
40-5

38

42
40
44

4.) -5

41

45

Lb.

9
21

8

14

7

13-5

12

7
13-5

12

8-5

10

10

Bees covered 6 combs.
Bees covered 6 combs.
Bees covered 4j combs.
Bees covered 5 combs.
Bees covered 5 combs.
Bees covered 7 combs.
Bees covered 6i combs;

slight dysentery.
Bees covered 3^ combs,
ees covered 5 combs.

Bees covered 6 combs;
slight dj-sentery.

Bees covered 3| combs;
slight dysentery.

Bees covered 4 combs;
slight dysentery.

Bees covered 3 combs
much dysentery.

From the above table it will be noted that in every case where golden-rod was fed
dysentery was more or less in evidence, and that slight dysentery was found in No. 13,

which was fed partly on sugar syrup and partly on golden-rod honey. Nos. 1, 6, 9 and
13 suiTered slight loss by poor ventilation, indicated by mould on the hive. The
results coincide with those obtained the previous winter, in that the bees came through
the winter in a more healthy condition when fed on sugar syrup. None of the
colonies required feeding on the day they were placed in the open.

During the season a demonstration hive was exhibited at all the exhibitions and
vras the centre of much attraction. It was evident, from the number of inquiries

regarding the profitableness of bee-keeping that many more farmers, as well as city

people, are becoming interested in bee-keeping.

Nappan.
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EXPERIMENTAL STATION, FEEDERICTON, N.B.

REPORT OF THE STTPERINTENDENT. W. W. HUBBARD.

The early part of the season, on account of the wet and cold, was very unfavour-

able for the apiary. The season improved considerably later. Seven hives were put

into wintering cases in the fall of 1914: for wintering outside. The wintering cases

were made to take four hives each with packing material, and were in an enclosed yard

slieltei'ed from wind. All the colonies wintered well with the exception of No. 3, which

upon examination was found to have died, leaving 12 to 15 pounds of granulated honey.

Swarming was very troublesome during the entire season. Four swarms were hived

and the rest were returned to the respective hives from which they issued. No. 10

colony gave the highest yield of honey with 102i pounds to its credit, while No. 2 pro-

duced no surplus. The average yield from the ten colonies was 36-9 pounds.

Eight colonies were put into the wintering cases and two into the bee house for

winter, and, while complete examination has not yet been made owing to weather con-

clitions, it is feared that three or four colonies have succumbed.
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EXPERIMENTAL STATION, STE. ANNE DE LA POCA-
TIERE, QUE.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT, JOS. A. BEGIN.

Forty colonies, placed in our well ventilated cellar at the end of November, 1914,

were put out on April 14, 1915. Wintering in the cellar was on the whole satisfactory.

We noticed that the most populous colonies wintered best and consumed least stores

in proportion to the population.

Four colonies were wintered outside in a wintering case made of tongued and
grooved boards an inch thick. The four hives w^ere protected at the sides by about

three inches of dry oat chatf placed between the hives and the case, and above by the

oat chaff eight to nine inches deep placed in bags. The bees wintered in this case con-

sumed less stores than those wintered in the cellar. Their average loss of weight was
only 404 pounds per colony, while those that wintered in the cellar lost 16^ pounds per

colony. It is only fair to say, however, that the winter of 1914-15 was mild, while a

heavy rain in January flooded the bee cellar with twelve inches of water for twenty-

four hours and was the means of lowering the temperature considerably for several

weeks, as we were forced to give excessive ventilation to dry the cellar.

The spring of 1915 was so late, damp and cold that the bees remained in their

hives five days out of seven from the date they were brought out until the 20th of May.
All plants flowered about ten daj'S later than usual; in consequence the spring ingath-

ering was small and soon over.

The first spring examination was made on the 8th, 9th, and 10th of May, when all

tlie colonies were found to be in good condition, the bees of each colony covering on
the average 3-57 combs.

The weak colonies were united after the first spring examination. In this way
the number of colonies was reduced from 44 to 38.

To guard against swarming, we prevented the bees from becoming crowded in any
of the hives by adding half-depth or full-depth supers, according to their needs. During
the swarming season the colonies were examined every six to ten days, according to

the state of the weather, and all queen cells were destroyed. In spite of these precau-

tions eight out of the thirty-eight colonies swarmed. Five of the swarms were returned

to the parent colony and three were hived on separate stands and imited to weaker
colonies at the end of the honey flow.

While we were able to prevent swarming in great measure by giving the bees room
and destroying the queen cells, yet it seemed that certain colonies were incurably

add ii' ted to this fault. Some of the very strong colonies did not sv>'arm at all, while

others that were weaker and were given the same liberal room swarmed. Detailed notes

have been made of the tendency to s-warm of the different colonies in order to find out

if the colonies will retain this tendency in the future.

PRODUCTION OF HONEY IN 1915.

The year 1915 was regarded by the bee-keepers of this district as an average one
for the production of honey. Considering the very short duration of the honey flow

the reason was fairly good with us. The principal sources of nectar are dandelion,

alsike and white clover. White clover is unfortunately not very abundant in the district,
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and fruit trees, which are not plentii'ul here, supply but little nectar. Late in the

season, such plants as Canada thistle and golden-rod, furnished nectar for the main-

tenance of the bees.

The total production of the apiary in 1915 amouiited to 2,6S6 pounds of honey of

every kind, classified as follows,—165 pounds of yellow honey from dandelion produced

previous to the 26th of June, 2,060 pounds of white honey from alsike and white clover

produced in July up till the 8th of August, and 461 pounds of amber honey produced

partly from clover and partly from golden-rod and other plants during August up till

the 6th of September. The average price obtained for the honey was 13i cents per

pound.

A colony of average strength was selected and placed on tested scales so as to

show the daily gain in weight from the 1st of June until the 31st of August. A swarm
from a strong colony was successfully united with this colony on the 16th of June.

This made the colony stronger than any of the rest in the apiary. In consequence, its

gain was greater than the average. It gained 91 pounds, while the average yield for

the rest of the apiary was 61 pounds per colony.

Stated below are the details of the gain and loss of this colony between the 1st of

June and the 31st of August. It will be noticed that the greatest gains for single days

were 82 pounds on July 14, 8^ pounds on July 15, 8 pounds on July 16, 6i pounds on

June 28 and 6 pounds on July 5.

Date.
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Date.
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EXPERIMENTAL 8TATT0X. TAP ROUGE, QUE.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT, GUS. A. LANGELIER.

Baces kept.—The bees kept at this Station are Italians, hybrids and the common
blacks.

Hives.—The hives used are all lO-frame Langstroth.

Bee cellar.—The bee cellar, under the Superintendent's house, is 19 feet 8 inches

long- by 9 feet 6 inches wide and 6 feet high. The floor is of concrete, and the ceiling

and walls are well insulated with three inches of shavings. The ventilation is of the

Rutherford type. There are no mice in this cellar. The average temperature during

the winter of 1915-16 was between 44° and 45° F.

Wintering results^ 191Jf-15.—On November 14, 1914, fourteen colonies were placed

in the cellar. The average weight per hive was 03-6 and they ranged from 56 to 76

pounds. Twelve colonies were taken out alive on April 21, 1915. The average weight

per hive was 46 pounds, a loss of 17-6 pounds during the winter. The average number
of combs covered by bees on April 26 was 4|.

Bee pasturage.—Bee pasturage is limited because the Station is bounded on the

south by the St. Lawrence river, which is nearly two miles wide at this spot, and on

the north by the forest. Willows showed their first blossoms on April 23, whilst dande-

lion was fully out by May 20. White clover and alsike were in bloom from June to

August. Reference may also be made to a plot, 0-6 acre in extent, of raspberries,

currants and gooseberries situated near the apiary. Buckwheat followed, lasting up
to September.

Honey produced in 1915.—The total production of honey was 520 pounds of

extracted honey and 50 sections; the average per colony, spring count, was 49-6 pounds.

Colour and favour of honey.—About half of the honey was white and of finest

quality, apparently from alsike and white clover, one quarter white but of not as good
quality, whilst the remainder was light amber of pleasant flavour, probably from wild

flowers and buckwheat.

Price realized.—The average price realized for honey was 15-24 cents per pound.
Most of it was sold in five pound pails, but the Quebec market calls for a smaller and
neater package, such as the one-pound glass jar.

Hive on scales.—A hive was placed on scales at the beginning of the season and
remained there all the time. The largest increase in one day was ten pounds on July
14, when the maximum temperature was 78° F. in the shade and the weather cloudy

at frequent intervals. The period of largest increase was between July 11th and 19th

inclusive, during which time the weight of the hive went up from 72 to 102 pounds.

Aft^er the honey was extract^ on August 6, the hive weighed G3 pounds. After that date

it never increased more than two pounds during one day; it reached its highest weight,

80 pounds, on September 4, and then gradually decreased to 76 on the 20th.

Exhibitions.—Two observation hives of bees were included in the exhibit from this

Station at Three Rivers, at Quebec- and at four county shows. It is not exag-gerating

to say that these attracted more people than anything else. An observation hive was also
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kept in the Poultry x\dmini3tration Building' all summer and it interested visitors very

much, at the same time affording a chance to the man in eharg-e to give information

about better methods of bee-keeping to the farmers and other visitors.

Difficulties encountered.—The main difficulty encountered was the loss of many
young queens at mating time after swarming. In August five colonies were found to be
queenless.

Wintering results 1915-16.—On November 16, 1915, sixteen colonies were placed
in the cellar. The average weight per hive was 60 pounds, and they ranged from 48 to

76 pounds. Thirteen colonies were taken out alive on x\pril 12, 1916. The average
weight was 44-75 pounds, a loss of 15 -25 pounds during the winter. The average num-
ber of combs covered by bees on April 20 was 4^. The cause of the loss of the- t"hree

colonies during the winter was probably unwholesome stores. Four of the colonies that
survived had exhausted their stores and two had granulated honey.

The following table gives the details about the colonies which survived the
winter :

—

Colony No.

1

2

4

11

12

13

i4

21

22
23
24

Weight,
Nov. 16,

1915.

Lb.
.54

60
.55

53

76
56
64

67
68
69
63

Weight,
Apr. 12,

1916.

Lb.
38
44
48
41

56
52
41

45

47
44
42
38

No. of
Combs
covered
by bees.

Approxi-
mate

pounds of
stores.

4 to 5

6 to 8

3 to 4
(candied
honev)
12 to 14

10 to 12

5 to 6

(candied
honey;
4 to 5

5 to 6

Condition.

No eggs or brood.
No eggs or brood.
Eggs and larvae.
Eggs.

Queen seen.
Queen seen.

Eggs.
Eggs and larvae.
Eggs.
Eggs and uncapped brood.

Brood in all stages.
No eggs or brood. Queen seen.
Eggs.
No eggs or brood. .Queen -seen.

Note.—A queenless colony, not included, was united to another.

Cap Rouge.
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EXPERIMEXTAL FARM, BRANDON, MAN.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT, W. C. McKILLICAN, B.S.A.

In presenting tlie following report on the work with bees at this Farm, I wish

to give credit to my Assistant, Mr. W. H. Hicks, B.S.A., who has had general supervi-

sion of the work, under my direction, and Avho has done most of the work of preparing

the report.

Of the twenty-six colonies of bees placed in the cellar of the Superintendent's

residence in November, 1914, all were taken out in April alive and in good condition,

averaging in weight 3GJ pounds. Four colonies had been placed in an outside wintering

case in November, 1914. One of these colonies was strong, two were of medium strength,

and one was weak. The weak one and a medium colony died during the winter. The

other two survived. Their average weight when removed from the wintering case was

34i pounds. These two and the twenty-six wintered in the cellar made a total of

twenty-eight colonies on hand at the commencement of the season of 1915.

The chief object of the apiary work on this Farm during the last few seasons has

been to increase the number of colonies and to make it a distributing centre for the

western Farms. This policy is not conducive to a heavy honey crop. It has, therefore,

been decided to decrease the size of the apiary here and try to get a larger honey pro-

duction per colony. With this object in view five 10-frame Langstroth hives have been

purchased. These hives are more roomy than the 8-frame ones which have been in use

previously. The larger hives will enable the apiarist to more easily control swarming,

and by so doing increase honey production. The 8- and 10-frame hives will be compared

in this respect dtiring the seasoaa of 1916.

In June, 1915, one colony of bees was supplied to the Lacombe Station, one to

Lethbridge and two to Indian Head. In July three colonies were sold locally for $7.50

each. On AugTist 7, colonies No. 32 and No. 4 were considered too weak for wintering,

so were united. During the season six new swarms were hived. This left a total of

twenty-six colonies on hand on November 12, 1915, when the hives were placed in

winter quarters. Four of these colonies, with an average weight of 57 pounds, were

placed in the same outside wintering case used the previous season, with this difference,

that planer shavings were used for packing instead of cut straw. The rem.aining twenty-

two colonies, with an average weight of 63 pounds per hive, were stored in the cellar

of the new poultry administration building. This cellar was well supplied with moisture

and the temperature was good. During the month of February, with an outside mini-

mum temperature of 36° and a maximum of 41°, the room in the cellar where the bees

were had a minimupa of 40° and a maximum of 45°. All colonies wintered well con-

sidering the very severe winter. Those wintered outside were quite active on March
30, which was a bright warm day.

On September 18 aU the colonies were weighed to see if they were well supplied

with stores for the winter. Twelve were considered too light. One hundred pounds of

syrup, consisting of two parts sugar and one part water—^hy measure—was fed with
the Miller feeders to these twelve colonies. This put them in good condition for winter.

During the season of 1915, 200 pounds of extracted honey were sold at 16 cents

per pound, and 70 pounds of comb honey at 20 cents per pound. Besides this amount
one hundred pounds are still on hand in extracting frames, and if not needed for

feeding weak colonies in the spring will be extracted. This is not as much honey as

should have been obtained from so many colonies, but considerable difficulty in pre-
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venting swarming had to be dealt j\'ith. The season also was very unfavourable for

honey production. It is thought that with fewer colonies, in larger hives, given more

attention, better results will be obtained during the coming season.

On June 22 a colony was placed on scales and registered a weight of 65 pounds.

The weight was taken twice daily, at 7 a.m. and 7 p.m., tlu-oughout the summer. On
June 30 it had increased to 70 pounds. On July 8 it was 76 pounds. A super was

then added, increasing the weight to 94 pounds. By July 13 another pound had been

added, and on this date 4 pounds were extracted, leaving the weight at 91 pounds.

For the next week there was a gradual decrease in weight, and on July 20 the weight

was only 89 pounds. Then, by the 25th, the weight had increased again to 94 pounds,

and on that date the colony threw off a swarm.

On August 1 a different colony was placed on the scales. It weighed 107 pounds.

By August 18 it was up to 118 pounds, but from then it decreased and increased at

different intervals, till, on August 30, it weighed only 114 pounds.

The highest gain in any one day was 3 pounds, on August 3. That day lad a

minimum temperature of 38-5° and a maximum of 74°, There were eleven hours of

bright sunshine and a south wind, with a velocity of approximately five miles per hour.

On August 2 the gain was 2 pounds. It was also a bright day, with eleven hours of

sunshine. There was a gentle breeze blowing from a southerly direction.

Whenever there was a decrease in weight it nearly always occurred during the

night. However, on four different days in the two months the evening weight was one
pound less than the morning weight. On August 25, which had only six hours of sun-

shine, with a minimum temperature of 35° a,nd a maximum of 60°, with a northeast

wind blowing twenty miles per hour, the hive lost one pound in weight between 7 a.m.

and 7 p.m. On August 30, with ten hours of sunshine, a minimum of 47° and a

maximum of 91° and'a northwest ten-mile an hour wind, the hive also lost a pound in

the daytime.

Thus clear, warm, calm weather appears to be more conducive to honey production
than cool, cloudy or windy weather.

16—79 Brandon.
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EXPERIMENTAL FARM, IXDIAN HEAD, SASK.

REPOET OF THE SUPERINTENDENT, W. H. GIBSON, B.S.A.

In the -fall of 1914 two colonies were put in the cellar. The bees came through the

vsdnter in good condition. On March 22 the hives were taken from the cellar and

placed on their stands, an outer covering being placed over each for spring protection.

During the season an apiary house was built in which to keep stores, etc. The

apiary increased from two to eight colonies, including two received on June 15 from

Brandon. The honey production for the season totalled 163 pounds, which was put up

in five-pound pails and sold at 22 cents per pound.

The principal honey plants in this district are willows, dandelion, Caragana, white

Dutch clover, alfalfa, golden-rod, aster, etc. The Caragana is a good honey plant and

produces honey of a light colour.

The colonies are examined periodically throughout the season in order to ascertain

the general condition of the hives, and to prevent natural swarming by cutting out the

queen cells. On May 5 the hives were examined by the Dominion Apiarist, and found to

be in good condition. On September 17 the supers were taken off. Miller feeders were

substituted and sugar syrup fed. On October 7 the feeders were taken off and the

colonies weighed. Nos. 3, 4, 7 and 8, being weak, were united to make two colonies

of full stren^-h. Outer covers were put on as a protectioTi. The bees were

put in the cellar on November 10. A record was kept of the temperature in the cellar

throughout the winter, the maximum temperature being 52° F. and the minimum
temperature 30'' F., the average temperatm-e for the winter being 42° F.
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EXPERIMENTAL STATION, LETHBEIDGE, ALTA.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT, W. H. FAIRFIEIB, M. S.

The results from the apiary during the summer of 1915 were very encouraging

and suggest that the possiblities in bee-keeping in the alfaKa districts in Southern
Alberta are very much greater than has yet been realized. It has generally been

considered that the prevalence of high winds during so great a part of the season

would prove to be a serious detriment to the bees during the period when they were
collecting honey, but our experience would indicate that this is not as much of a

hindrance as might be expected. In the spring of 1915 the apiary consisted of two
colonies in 8-frame hives. They had been wintered in a dry well-ventilated 12

foot by 12 foot "dugout" cellar, having been put in their winter quarters ion

November 17, 1914, at which time they weighed respectively 72 pounds and 65

pounds each. On March 31, 1915. they weighed 57 pounds and 50 pounds,

respectively. On the following day they were removed from the cellar and placed

on their summer stands in a somewhat sheltered place, but no further protection

was given them.

Spring Examination.—On May 25 a thorough examination was made. No.
1 hive had about 5i combs covered with bees, but apparently the queen had met
with some mishap, for with the exception of about one hundred emerging bees,

there was no brood in the hive and a virgin queen was observed. As the stores

consisted only of about one pound of new uncapped honey, it was thought advis-

able to add both sIxDres and brood to the hive, so two frames containing brood in

all stages and one frame with about two pounds of capped honey were tak»en

from hive No. 2 and given to it. No. 2 hive, when examined on this date, was
found to contain 7^ frames covered with bees. There was about five pounds of

capped honey and six of the combs contained brood in all stages. The queen was

seen and her wings clipped. About the first of June both colonies were trans-

ferred to 10-frame hives.

Increase.—As it was desired to increase the apiary no super was added to

No. 2 hive so that in their crowded condition they attempted to swarm on June

25, but the swarm returned to the hive on account of the queen's wings having

been clipped. On the following day the colony was divided artificially. Two
new 10-frame hives were taken and into each was put four frames coTitaining

brood and covered with bees. At least one queen cell was observed. The new
hives were then filled out with frames of foundation comb and removed to a place

about one hundred yards distant. The entrances were stopped up with grassland

allowed to remain so for nearly two days. The old colony was thus left with the

queen and but two frames of brood. Three frames of empty comb were put in

and the balance of the hive filled out with frames of foundation. The two new

colonies thus madte were designated as Nos. 3 and 4. Although No. 1 hive was

given plenty of super room it swarmed on July 18. The swarm was put in an

8-frame hive. This was afterward known as No. 5. From this time on, weekly

examinations were made during the rest of the seaso'n, the principal object in

view being to prevent any further swarming by destroying all active queen cells

found. On June 25, a colony of bees was received from the Brandon Experi-

mental Farm. These arrived in bad shape and died during the summer.
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Sources of honey.—The chief source of honey is alfalfa, which commences to

bloom about the middle of June and continues in bloom until killed by frost in

September. There is some white clover, but the quantity is quite limited. The

bees were observed working on some of the native prairie plants, but the real

source of supply is without doubt the alfalfa which is grown in such large areas

on the irrigated land hereabouts. During the summer g hive was placed on scales

and a daily record kept of the weight, and it was found that the greatest average

daily gains were made in August. The highest yield came on dry hot days when

there was not much wind.

Honey production.—The honey crop from each colony during the season was as

follows:

—

Hive No 1 855 pounds extracted honey.

" No. 2'.'. '.'.'.'.'.'.
'. 762

"

•• j^^ 3 1.5
" and 46 one pound sections.

" No. 4 541

" No. 5 50^

Yield of two colonies (spring count) for season of 1915:—
351 pounds extracted honey (one section counts as IJ pounds extracted)

at 18 cents ?63 18

3 swarns at $5 • ^^ "'^

Total $78 18

Average value of produce per colony $^9 09

weight of extracted honey per colony .pounds. 175'o

Preparation for wintenng.—An inspection made September 6, showed that all the

colonies contained queens and that there were eggs as well as brood in all stages present.

All the colonies were fed during the latter part of September. The syrup used was

composed of two parts of granulated sugar and one part of water and the amounts

supplied were as follows :

—

Hive No. 1 pounds. 12

2 " 9

3 " 20

4 " 14

5 " 12

The final examination was made on October 3, and no brood or eggs were seen

at this time. On November 9 the bees were moved into their winter quarters. Hives

Kos. 1, 2 and 5 were put in the cellar, while Nos. 3 and 4 were put in cases to be

wintered outside. The winter cases were made of one inch lumber giving room for one

foot of packing material at the bottom and 6 inches at the sides and 18 inches on top.

The packing- material used was cut straw and chaff.

The weights of the hives at the time of placing them in winter quarters and their

weights and general condition when removed March 31, 1916, are as follows:—

Estimated
Weight of "Weight of Frames Covered Amount

Where Hives, Hives, with Bees, of Stores.

jjiyg Wintered. Nov. 9, 1915. l^Iar. 31, 1916. Mar. 31, 1916. Mar. 31. 1916.

Lbs. Lbs. Lbs.

No. 1. In cellar 62 il \ t
" 2. In cellar 62 52 _ 5 7

" 3. Outside 72 50 4 10

" 4 Outside 68 56 1 15

" 5. In cellar 68 64 6 4

The bees which were wintered in the cellar, being free from dysentery and strong,

were in a much better condition in the spring of 1910 than those wintered in wintering

cases outside which had suffered to some extent from dysentery and were in a much

weaker condition.
Lethbridge.
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EXPERIMENTAL STATION, LACOMBE, ALTA.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT, G. H. HUTTON, B.S.A.

Although the season of 1915 was not altogether favourable for the production of

honey owing to the large number of rainy or cloudy days, a fairly good showing was
made by the four hives of bees at this Station. The snow was melted on the ground by
March 20, and the first willow blossoms were out April 12, while dandelion followed,

being in full bloona April 24. The honey-flow began about May 28 and continued until

September 2. From records kept of the honey production in hive No. 3 a daily increase

of from one to two pounds was observed during the greater part of July and August.
The returns from the apiary were very creditable and it would appear that bee-keeping
can be safely followed as a side line, and may even become profitable as a commercial
undertaking.

Two colonies wintered in splendid condition in a room in the cellar of the oifice,

where the window was removed and heavy burlap tacked over the opening to allow free

circulation of air and yet keep the room dark. This room may be heated by opening a

door leading to the furnace room, and was so manipulated in 1915 that the tempera-
ture ranged from 30° F. to 50° F. and only on one or two occasions, when the tempera-
ture was lower than 40° below zero outside, did the room temperature fall to 450° F. A
third colony died during the winter of 1914-15, due to insufticient supplies. A prime swarm
was hived from hive No. 1 on July 2 and was in good condition in the fall after having
produced about 25 pounds of extracted honey. A ,hive of bees was received from
Brandon June 17, which gave the second largest crop of honey obtained from any one
hive during the season.

The following table gives the yield of extracted honey from the various hives :

—

Lb. Oz.
Colony No. 1 (wintered) 16 11

" No. 2 (swarm from No. 1, July 2) 25 2
" No. 3 (wintered) 63 11
" No. 4 (from Brandon) 27 10

Total crop of honey 133 2
Average per hive 33 4^

I
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The following table shows in detail the daily weather conditions and variation in

weight of one hive at the Lacombe Station during the summer of 1915 :

—

Date.

June

July

May 20.

21.

22
23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

1.

2.

3.

4
5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6
7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15

Weight
of Hive
on scales

at 7 a.m

Lb.

43
43-

1

43-

1

43-5
43-5

44
44
44
45
45
44-5
44-5

46
46
47
48
48
49-5

50
51
53
53
54
56
57
58
60
60
61

62
64
64
64
63
63
63-5

64
65
65
65
66
66
66-5
66-5

67

67
68
69

69
99*

100

101
101-5

103

105
106-5
107

Super given.

0-1

0-4

0-5

1-0

1-5

1-0

1-5
0-5
0-1
0-2

1

2
1

1

2

1

1

2

0-5
0-5
1-0

1-0

0-5

0-5

10
1-0

10
10
0-5
1-5
2-0
1-5
0-5

0-5

1-0

Shade
tempera-

ture
at noon.

58
59
62

51

50
52
56
59
70

68
66
66

69
62
58

66
65

68
69
72

70

71

68
68
66
64
70
62

64
63
65
68
71

70

70
71
62

61
73
68
62

70

66
71

73
73
71

69
73
70
66
71
71

73
64
58
59

Minimum
temperature
previous
night.

.34-9

43-9
48-9
42-9
38-4
49-4
40-9
49-4
37-9
40-

1

42-7

50-9
46-9
44-9
34-9
43-9
35-9
39-4
43-4
35-9
41-4
39-9
37-9
31-9
42-9
37-4
38-9
43-9
39-4
32-9
34-9
43-9
48-9
42-9
38-4
49-4
49-9
40-9
37-9

400
40-9
41-4
41-4
34-9
42-9
41-4
50-9
43-9
43-9
41-4
46-9
47-9
44-9
46-9
48-9
45-9

Sky during
day (clear,

occasional
clouds,

frequent
clouds, or
cloudy).

Wind.

Direction,
(N, S, E,
or W.,

NW., SW.,
SE., N.E.)

Clear..

.

Cloudy.

Clear

Cloudy...
Clear . . .

.

Fr. cloud.^

Cloudy. .

.

Cloudy

.

Clear

O. clouds.

Fr. clouds

Clear

Cloudy.
Clear. .

.

Cloudy.

Clear..".

Cloudy.

E.
E.
SE.
SE.
SE.
NE.
N.
N.
W.
W.
E.
E.
E.
E.
SE.
SE.
N.
E.
SE.
SE.
SE.
S.

s.

s.

SE.
SE.
SE.
SE.
SE.
S.

s.

SE.
N.
W.
w.
N.
NW.
NW.
S.

SE.
S.

S.

N.
E.
W.
W.
NW.
E.
E.
SE.
E.
S.

s.

s.

NE.
S.

E.

Light air.

Breeze

Light air.

S. breeze..

Light air.

Breeze

Force: Still

Light air.

Breeze,
Strong
Breeze,
Gale.

Light air.

Breeze

li

Light air.
(t

((

Breeze. . .

.

S. breeze..

Light air.
u

Breeze. . .

.

Light air.

S. breeze..

Light air.

Breeze
Light air.

Breeze

Rainfall.

during
24 hours

in

Inches.

003
017
0-7

0-25

6-02'

0-19
2-20
0-38

0-66
0-30
015
0-2
0-8

006
0-05
0-76
0-15

0-01

001
0-9
017

Lacombe.
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EXPERIMENTAL STATION, INYERMERE, B.C.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT, G. E. PARHAM, B.S.A.

The season's work commenced with eleven colonies. The new situation for

the apiary, well protected from the prevailing high winds on a knoll at the bottom

of Toby Creek gorge, has proved most satisfactory. Here, in spite of the high

winds, the bees were able to work well, and in May stored a surplus of honey,

probably gathered from the bearberry (Arctostaphylos uva-ursi) commonly known
in this part as " Kinnikinnik." June was a wet month and there was only a slight

honey flow, probably from clover and sainfoin principally. Most of this honey

was collected during the latter half of the month. The intervening days were
cloudy and showery and the bees were kept at home. July gave very little honey,

probably owing to the weather conditions. During this month the bees dwindled

considerably and were restless, partly owing to the attacks of wasps, hornets and
butcher fli^es. August gave a little dark honey from the 6th to the end of the

month, and this kept the queens laying.

At Mr. Sladen's request an out-apiary was started at Mr. J. Johnston's ranch,

situated about 1,000 feet above this station. This ranch is most favourably

located, being sheltered and surrounded by luxuriant vegetation and plants

favoured by bees. Two colonies were taken to this ranch on May 26, No. 10, in a single-

walled hive, and No. 11, in a double-walled hive. No. 11 was the stronger colony, and
to equalize them two combs of brood were removed from this hive and placed in

No. 10, so that both colonies started with brood on eight combs. The weather on

the whole wa& unfavourable for honey gathering throughout their sojourn there.

Here, too, the wasps proved most troublesome. On July 24, thirty pounds of very

fine honey gathered from unknown sources was extracted from hive No. 11. The two

hives were brought back to the Experimental Station on September 22. In hive No. 10

the bees covered seven combs, with brood in all stages, and had about 20 i>ounds of

honey. In hive No. 11 the bees covered eight combs thickly with brood in all stages,

and they had about thirty iwunds of honey, not all sealed, as they were still working a

little on a second crop of clover.

The total amtount of honey taken from all the hives during the season was as

follows :

—

Pounds.

Extracted honey. No. 1 grade 263
" " No. 2 grade 62

Comb-honey 5

an average of 30 pounds per hive. All the honey sold at 20 cents per jwund.
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In order to ascertain the amount of lioney gathered each day, a hive was
placed on scales on June 21. It showed the following variations:

—

Dato.
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Wintering results.—One of the colonies in the basement died. It had been placed

near the wall and had got damp. Of the other four wintered indoors tha-ee came out in

fair condition and one in good condition. They were brought out on March 10. Two
of those in double-walled hives with IJ inches packing were dead, showing that in a

severe winter such as we have exp'erienced the protection was insufficient. The two in

the wintering cases wintered the best. This, therefore, appears to be the most satisfac-

tory plan of wintering for OTir conditions. These two colonies had a cleansing flight

on February 14 and 15, although snow was still on the ground. On account of the late

spring there was a scarcity of pollen, and, as a substitute, barley chop was placed on a

sunny bank. The bees apparently appreciated it.

Mr. R. Sainsbury, who is in charge of the bees, in addition to doing the work on

the Station and in the out-apiary, has been the means of stimulating an interest in the

keeping of bees in the immediate district, with the result that several ranchers have

started bee-keeping. A building 12 feet by 14 feet has been erected in our apiary, and

has considerably facilitated the bee work.

The bee section of the Dominion Farms exhibit, which was taken to many of the

local fall fairs, created much interest. It included a collection of honey plants gathered

locally and bees in an observation hive, together with models of bee appliances.

Invermere.
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EXPERIMENTAL FARM, AGASSIZ, B.C.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT, P. H. MOORE, B.S.A.

All the seven colonies wintered in 1914-15 survived^ and three swarms were hived

during- the season of 1915. Several colonies becanae queenless after swarming and,

although thej^ were requeened more than once, the new queens were killed. Our bees

are hybrids; it seems to be partly owing to this fact that the queens were so often

killed. However, in June we succeeded in introducing Italian queens to several

colonies.

The season of 1915 was a very poor one for honey production. The only consider-

able flow was at the end of April from the maple bloom. The variety contributing most
largely to this flow was the Broad-leaved or Coast maple (Acer macrophyllum), There
was hardly any clover honey, but a small amount of honey came in from fireweed

{Epilohium angustifolium) and golden-rod. The seven colonies produced 200 pounds
of maple honey and 78 povmds mixed honey, an average of 39-7 pounds "per colony.

During the flow from maple bloom, the brood combs became much clogged with

pollen and honey, and several colonies swarmed and lost their queens. The result was
that too few bees were reared to take advantage of the clover flow in July, which was
also reduced by unfavourable weather.

In the autumn the number of colonies was reduced to seven and they were fed

125 pounds of syrup, made of two parts of sugar to one part of water, by weight, and"
all had a sufficient store of food for winter. They were left on the summer stands,

and each was protected by an extra case which had proved very satisfactory the

previous year. The winter was very cold and long, and we had the misfortune to

lose three colonies.

At the opening of spring all the colonies had plenty of food so that up to the date

of writing, March 31, no feeding has been necessary.
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EXPERIMENTAL STATION, SIDNEY. B.C.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT. LIONEL STEVENSON, M.S.

The collecting of nectar in *mall quantities opened early in March, 1915, and then

was checked by wet, cool weather during April. The succeeding months were very

favourable for the development of flowering plants, and th.e bees had an opportunity of

obtaining considerable honey.

The original colonies that were secured for this Station consisted of the common
native black bees that in the distant past probably had an infusion of Italian blood.

The work of these bees was not very satisfactory, so it was decided to introduce a

tested Italian queen. The queen was introduced into one of the queenless colonies in

late July. In September we were able to exhibit a case of her progeny at the exhibi-

tions. This colony of Italians wintered better than any of the colonies of natives.

The colonies all wintered out of doors, the only protection given being a chaff

cushion placed over the quilt in a six-inch bottomless box, which telescoped over the

upper chamber, and was covered with a waterproof, ventilated roof. They all survived

the hard whiter, but six of the ten colonies were weak when the first flights took ])lace

in March 1916. This experience indicates that increased protection for the winter

would be advantageous and it would be well to enclose each hive in an outer case.

The apiary was moved early in March to a new stand near the poultry building.

The moving was carried out without loss or trouble. The colonies devoted to extracted-

honey production gave only two swarms and yielded a total of 148 pounds of honey.

The largest amount produced by a single colony was 41i pounds. The largest daily

gain for the hive that was on the scales was 4 pounds 8 ounces on June 29. With the

exception of a gain of 3i pounds between August 12 and 16, almost the whole crop

was obtained between ^lay 31 and July 5.

The total amount of granulated sugar fed was 30 pounds.

The total number of colonies at close of the year was eleven. All honey gathered

was of somewhat dark colour, probably due to the mixture of the nectar of the flowers

of many plants.

The following is a list of honey plants upon which the bees were seen to be working,

with the dates of flowering:

—

Name of Plant.

Acer macrophyllum.^
Aster
Anchusa
BlackbeiTj-
Fruit bloom
Fireweed
Golden-rod
Lavender
^[ifrnonette

Ruhua
P.TSpberry.
Salii (Willow)
Snowberry
Sunflower
Dandelion
Wild raspberrj'
White clover
Yellow sufkling clover.

Began to bloom

March 18....

.Tulv 20
ipril 19

Mav 6

Mar<-h31....
June 2
Tune 28
June 12

Tune £6
April 10

May 5

February . . 6

.

May 27
•Tuly 10....:.
Januarv .30. .

,

April 26
April 27
April 10

Full bloom.

March .30.

A.ugu.st 16.

Mav 7...
Mav 20. .

.

.\pril 6...

July 10. .

.

July 12...

June 25. .

.

Tuly 12...

:Mav .5. . .

.

Mav 14 ..

March 12.

June 8 . . .

.

August 6..

March 27.

May 12...

June 1 . . .

.

June 1 . . .

.

Bloom over.

April 20.

September 31.
-Vugust 22.

July 16.

April 30.

-August 1.

August 6.

August 1. Cut.
October 1.5.

June 10.

June 16.

March 22.

-August 15.

October 10.

.\pril 16.

June 3.

•July 15.

June 28.
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Dominion of Canada

DEPAETMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Dominion Experimental Farms

REPORT

FROM THE

DIVISION OF FORAGE PLANTS

For the Year Ending March 31, 1916

PREPARED BY

The Dominion Agrostologist, Central Farm, Ottawa. M. O. Malte, Ph.D.

Superintendent:

—

' Experiments

Experiments

Experimenca

Experiments

Experiments

Experiments

Experiments

Experiments

Experiments

Experiments

Experiments

Experiments

Experiments

Experimenta

Experiments

Experimenta

Experimenta

I Ststion, Chsriottetown, P.E.I. J. A. CIsrk, B.S.A.

I Fsrm, Nsppsn, N.S. W. VV. Baird, B.S.A.

I Station,, Kentville, N.S. W. Saxby Blair.

I Station, Fredericton, N.B. W. W. Hubbard.
I Station, Ste. Anne de la Pocatiere, Que. - Joseph Begin.

I Ststion, Csp Rouge, Que. G. A. Lsngelier.

I Ststion, Lennoxville, Que. J. A. McClsry.

I Fsrm, Brsndon, Msn. W. C. McKillicsn, B.S.A.

I Farm, Indian Head, Sask. V/. H. Gibson, B.S.A.

1 Station, Rosthern, Sask, W. A. Munro, B.A., B.S.A.

I Station, Scott, Sask. M. J. Tinline, B.S.A.

I Station, Lethbridge, Aits. V/. H. Fairfield, M.S.

I Station, Lacombe, Alta. G. H. Hutton, B.S.A.

I Station, Invermere, B.C. G. E. Parham.

I Ststion, Summerland, B.C. --.... R. H. Helmer.

I Farm, Agassiz, B.C. P. H. Moore, B.S.A.

1 Station, Sidney, B.C. Lionel Stevenson, M.S.

Experimentalist, Substation at Fort Vermilion, Alta. Robert Jones.

le—81 1195
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REPORT FROiVi THE DIVISION OF FORAGE
PLANTS.

Ottawa, March 31, 1916.

The Director,

Dominion Experimental Farms,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit herewith the fourth annual report of tho
Division of Forage Plants for the year ending March 31, 1916.

The work of this division is progressing satisfactorily and a number of results

obtained especially during the past year will, I trust, prove of interest and value
to farmers of the Dominion.

During the year .special attention has been paid to the problem of field root seed
growing in the Dominion, and in consequence experiments have been carried out with
root seed raising not only at the Experimental Farm, Ottawa, but also at various
stations in Eastern Canada and British Columbia.

The breeding work with grasses and various leguminous forage plants which has
been in progress since the inauguration of the division is progressing very satisfac-

torily. It is especially well advanced with alfalfa and timothy, and the results obtained
so far decidedly indicate that new real varieties of these forage plants will be ready
within the very near future.

I beg to take the opportunity to express here my great appreciation of the very
valuable assistance rendered in the work within the scope of the division by Mr. F. S.

Browne, B.S.A., A.ssistant to the Dominion Agrostologist.

I have the honour to be, sir.

Your obedient servant,

M. O. MALTE,
Dominion Agrostologist.

16—81i 1197
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CENTRAL EXPERIMENTAL FARM, OTTAWA.

REPORT OF THE DOMINION AGROSTOLOGIST, M. 0. MALTE, Ph.D.

INDIAN CORN.

A number of varieties of Indian corn were tested as usual with a view to securing
data bearing on the comparative value of the varieties for ensilage.

The land on which the variety tests were carried out was a good, medium loam
which had been in clover sod the previous year. It was originally intended for field

roots and was prepared accordingly. It was ploughed in August, 1914, and barnyard
manure applied at the rate of 20 tons to the acre.

It was disced and drag-harrowed throughout the fall, and, just before frost,

ploughed again. This last ploughing was about nine inches deep and left the land
well set up. In the spring of 1915 it was ploughed early, disced and drag-harrowed.

The seed was sown on May 20 in hills three feet apart each way and the plaiits

thinned to four stalks in the hill. The land was cultivated about every ten days up to

the middle of August, when the height of the com prevented further horse cultivation.

Being clean and rather free from weeds it was hand-hoed only once after horse

cultivation had ceased. Harvesting took place September 22.

A total of eighteen varieties was tested. Of these eight were grown in duplicate

plots. The others were tested in single plots, the chief reason for this being lack of

suitable land.

The following varieties which are all known as good ensilage varieties that can,

almost always, be depended on for good yield and fine quality of ensilage were tested

in duplicate plots :

—

Indian Corn for Ensilage.

Variety.

Compton's Early
Wisconsin No. 7.

.

WhiteCapYellow Dent
Early Longfellow
Bailey
Golden Glow. . .

.

.Salzer's Noith Dakoia
Salzer's North Dakota

Average

Stage of Maturity.

Glazed
Med. dough to glazed.

Late dough to glazed
Med. dough to glazed.

Glazed
Late dough to glazed.

Height
in

inches.

102
120
108
108
120
114
114
96

Yield per Acre.

First Plot. Second Plot.

Tons.

20
19
18
21
18
19
18
16

19

Lb.

1,800
1,100
800

1,0(;0

.500

.SOO

1,100
700

103

TonP

20
21
21
17
19
18
15
15

18

Lb.

800
800
600

1,400
1,700
500

1.000

1,12.5

Average
yield

per acre.

Tons

20
20
19
19
19
18
17
15

18

Lb.

1,300
1,000
1,700
1,200
100

1.400
300

1,350

1,794

1199 Ottawa.
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In order to obtain a comparison as to the cob production of tbe above varieties,

the cobs and husks were stripped from the stalks at the time of harvest and weig'hed.

The vpeights obtained thereby are as follows:

Indian Corn for Ensilage.

Variety.

Compton's Early
Wisconsin No. 7

VVhite Cap Yellow Dent
Early Longfellow .....
Bailey
Golden Glow
Salzer's North Dakota .

Salzer's North Dakota .

.

Average

Yield of Cobs per Acie.

First Plot.

Tons

7

7
6
G

G

Lb.

400
900
500

L,300
800
400

500

1.100

Second Plot.

Tons. Lb.

300
1,000
GOO

1,300
500
500
100

Average.

jns.
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The grain yield of the varieties is recorded in the following table:

Indian Corn for Grain.

Variety.

Quebec No. 28..

Gehu
Canada Yellow.
Free Press

Stage of Maturity.

Glazed to ripe.

Ripe
Ripe
Ripe

Yield per
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Swede turnips.—Twenty-seven varietie::. were tested and yielded as follows:

—

Swede Turnips.—Test of Varieties.

Yield per Acre.

No. Variety. 1st Plot. 2nd Plot. Average.
Dry

Matter.
Drv

Matter
Per Acre.

Hall's Westbury
Lapland, N.S
Best of All
INlagnuin Bonum
Good Luck
Hartley's Bron?e Top
Pajbjerg Bangholni.

.

Olsgaard Bangholm..

.

Carter's Imperial
Coming's Lapland
Canadian Gem
AVeibuU's Bangholm...
Empress
Xew Century
Skirv'ing's

Derby
Carter's Prize Winner
Shepherd's Golden

Globe
Halewood's Bronze

Top
Kangaroo
Jumbo
Durham
Perfection
Hazard's Improved
Bangholm
WeibulFs Ostersundom
WeibuU's Century.

ToriS.

26 1

23
23 1

25 1

25
21 1

24 1

25
23

19 1

25
22
18 1

23

Lb.
,500
500
,400
,700
200
,700

,500
300
100

, 000
800
,000
100
500
,000
700
00

19 1,.500

17 1,400
17 200
17 700
19 00
17 1,000
18 800
15 100
11 800
10 700

Bu. Lb.
891 40
775 00
790 00
861 40

836 40
728 20
825 00
838 20
768 20
750 00
746 40
650 00
835 00
746 40
616 40
778 20
766 40

653 20

Tons. Lb.
24 1,200

590
570
578
633

593
613

516
380
345

23

25
26
22
23
28
22
19

22
26
22
22
21

20
18

21

21

18

24
17

18

19

16

18

14

800
700

1,400
1,000
1,700

700
200

1,100
1,700
1,300
1,500
1,700
200
500

1,100
1,500

100

200
600
200

1,000
700
00

1,000
00
00

Bu. Lb
820 00
780 00
845 00
890 00
750 00
795 00
945 00
736 40
651 40
761 40
8S3
691 40

761 40
703 20
675 00
618 20
725 00

701 40

003 20
810 00
570 00
616 40
645 00
5.33 20
616 40
466 40
266 40

Average 20 1,496 691 36 20 1,929 698 40 20 1,712 695 12

Tods.
25 1

23

24 1

26
23 1

22 1

26 1

23 1

21
22 1

24 1

20

Lb.
,350

650
0.50

550
600
700
100

.250

600
.350

,050

250
900
500
750

,900

750

20 SOO

17 1

20 1

17

18 1

18

17

17

12 1

9

800
400
450
500
850
400
00

,400

350

Bu. Lb.
855 50
777 30
817 30
875 50
793 20
701 40
885 00
787 30

710 00
755 50
817 30
670 50
798 20
725 00
645 50
698 20
745 50

680 00

596 40
690 00
574 10

625 00
614 10

573 20
566 40
423 20
305 50

Tons. L'o.

2 1,946
2 1,323
2 1,184
2 950

917
885
874
829
792
771

6i0
6J3
579
546
479
358
215

39

Fall Turnips.

Fall turnips.—Six varieties of fall turnips were tested. On the whole, they proved

far inferior to the swedes as far as yields are concerned. While the average yield of

the swede turnips was 20 tons 1,712 pounds per acre, the fall turnips yielded at an

average of only 12 tons 1,483 pounds to the acre, i.e. about GO per cent of the yield of

the former.

Fall Turnip.s.—Test of Varieties.

Yield per Acre.

No.
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MANGELS.

Thirty-six varieties of mangels were under test. They were sown May 14 at the
rate of 8-5 pounds to the acre. They were thinned the second week of Jinie to about
10 inches apart in the rows. All varieties made a splendid growth and were free from
attacks of diseases. The season being, on the whole, favoiirable for the growth of
mangels, the result was that a crop exceptionally high for the district was harvested.
The varieties were pulled from October 4 to October 8, and gave an average yield of 36
tons 1,157 pounds to the acre.

However, on account of the wet season, the roots were somewhat soft, and, as a
consequence, the keeping quality was slightly affected.

In the following table are given the yields of the different varieties tested:

—

Mangels.—Test of Varieties.

Yield per Acre.

No Variety. 1st Plot. 2nd Plot. Average. % Dry
Matter.

Dry
Matter,
per Acre.

Taaroje
Svalof Alfa
Danish Sludstrup...

.

Yellow Leviathan. .

.

Mammoth Yellow In
termediate

Gate Pest
Giant Half Sugar
White

Sludstrup B
Yellow Long Ovoid
Mammoth

Giant Yellow Inter
mediate

Sludstrup A
Perfection Mammoth
Long Red

Weibull'sPink
Yellow Intermediate
Giant Yellow Half
Long

Royal Giant. .......

Wei bull's Eckendorf-
fer Red ;

.

Red Emperor
Windsor Yellow Globe
Prize Mammoth Long
Red

Yellow Short Ovoid
Giant

Weibull's Eckendorf
fer Yellow

Elvetham Mammoth
Mammoth Long Red
Selected Yellow
Globe

Giant Half Sugar. . .

.

Sludstrup Barres
Improved Mammoth.
Saw-Log

Golden Tankard
Taaroje Barres
Giant Yellow Globe.
Leviathan
WeibulFs Excelsior
Red

Weibull's Cylinder
Barres

Red Windsor
Danish Eckendorffer

1 ons.
41

46
42
47

42
.36

44
46

36

43
45

Lb
400
500
300
700

700
1,200

1,800
280

,100
500

39 800
35 1,300
41 930

40 200
35 1,800

34 500
32 1,000
44 300

36 1,600

29 1,800

42 1,200
33 900
35 1,500

1,600
730

800

100
1,800
1,000
500

Bu. Lb.
1,373 20
1,541 40
1,403 20

1,578 20

1,411 40
1,220

1,496 40
1,538

1,200

1,451 40
1,508 20

1,313 20
1,188 20
1,382 10

1,336 40
1,196 40

1,141 40
1,0S3 20
1,471 40

1,226 40

996 40

1,420
1,115

1,19 10

1,460
1.212 10

1.213 20

34 1,000

1,000
1,600

Tons. Lb
41 400
49 400
41 600
38 1,300

1,266 40

1 , 335

1 , 163 20
1,150 ..

1,041 40

1,150 ..

1,200 ..

1,316 40
1,160 ..

1,700
300

400
240

200
500

1,.500

530

.37 1,800
28 1,400

100
500
400

500

31 1,200

32 1,800
29 40
29 1,10

1,100
930

1,000

1,000
500
600

1,600

100

30 500
33 1,800
25 800

Average 38 1,426 1,290 26 34 889 1,148

Bu. Lb
1,373 20
1,640 00
1,376 40
1,288 20

1,611 40
1,005

1,040
1,470 40

1,266 40

1,303 20
1,375 ..

1,166 40
1,191 40
1,442 10

1,263 20
956 40

1,135 ..

908 20

1,206 40

1,008 20

1,053 20

1,096 40
973 20

985 ,

.

1.151 40
1,148 50

1,016 40

913 20
1,050 ..

1,075 ..

1,143 20
1,093 20

1,068 20

1,008 20
1,130 ..

846 40

Tons. Lb.
41 400
47 1,450
41 1,400
43 .

37

1,200
750

100

260

650
500

37 400
35 1,400
42 730

600

34 300
29 1,750
40 350

33 1,050

30 1,500

1,.500

050

1,300

350
830
900

1,400
1,.550

1,150

50

550

250

,400

200

Bu. Lb.
1,373 20
1,.590 50
1,390
1,433 20

1,286 40
1,112 30

1,268 20

1,504 20

1,233 20

1,377 30
1,441 40

1,240
1,190
1,412 10

1,300 ..

1,076 40

1,1.38 20
999 10

1,339 10

1,117 30

1,025 ..

1,258 20

1,044 10

1,088 20

1,305 20
1,180 30
1,115

1,090 20
1,192 30
1,119 10

1,146 40
1,067 30

1,109 10

1,104 10

1,223 20

1,003 20

13 00
9-84

10-11
9-17

10 02
11-41

9-92
8-10

10-01

8-94

8-5S

9-44
9-78

815

8-67
10-35

9-82
11-17
8-30

9-38

10-20

8-14
9-91
9-40

7-82
8-58

9-OS

913
8-11
8-42
8-21

8-i:

8-19
7-32
7-86

Tons. Lb.
5 712
4 1,.392

4 332
3 1,886

3 1 , 735
3 1,616

3 1,.549

3 1,422

3 1,407

1,359
1,311

1,023
983
905

763
636

678
674
069

289

273

235
209
138

127
77
74

1,971
1,793
1,054
1,648
1,617

2 1,437

2 1,426
2 1,373
2 732

36 1.157 1.219 10 3

Ottawa.
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Average Yields.—During the last three years, i.e., since the introduction of the

double plot system and the method of calculating the value of the different varieties

from the yield, as expressed in tons and bushels, and dry matter content taken together,

the results with the variety tests of mangels have been remarkably uniform. From the

results gained the following varieties mny be especially recommeudod for the Ottawa
district, viz., Giant Yellow Intermediate, Giant Half Sugar White, Gate Post, Danish
Sludstrup, and Yellow Leviathan.

Their average yields for the last three years are given in the following table :

—

Average for three years.

Variety.
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SUGAR BEETS.

Three varieties of siig-ar beets were tested as usual. They were sown on Mjy 20.

at the rate of 8-5 pounds to the acre. They were thinned the third week of Jinie to

about six inches apart in the rows and harvested October 4.

The yields of the varieties are recorded in the following table:

—

Sugar Beets.—Test of Varieties.

No Variety.

Klein Wanzleben
Improved "\'ilmorin B.
Improved Vilmorin A.

Average

Yield pkr Acre.

1st Plot. 2nd Plot.

Tons. Lb.

1.200
1,250

•) 1.4S3

Bu. Lb.

720 ..

620 .50

6.33 20

658 03

Tons. Lb

17 200
15 1,000
15

15 1,733

Bu.

570
516
500

Lb

40

528 53

Average.

Tons. Lb

19 700
17 125
17 ....

17 1,608

Bu. Lb.

6-15

568
566

00
4.5

40

593 28

MANGEL SEED GROWING.

With a view to securing data on the possibilities of growing mangels for seed
profitably, a tot^il of about 18 tons of mangels were reseiwed in the fall of 1914. The
majority were stored in the root-cellar, a minor part being pitted outside. They all

were in good condition for planting in the spring of 1915. About two acres were
devoted to seed growing.

yields and profits.

The land used for the experiment was in roots in 1914. It was fall ploughed and as
it had been manured for the previous crop, no manure was applied. It was ploughed
again in the spring and was, at the time of planting, in good tilth and a fair state of
fertility.

The roots used were of the Mam.moth Long Eed variety. They were taken from
llie ordinary fai-m crop and, as a large number of roots were necessary for the
experiment, a great percentage were somewhat inferior for seed raising purposes.
In spite of this a good crop of first-class seed was produced, averaging close to 1,1.50

pounds per acre. With regard to methods of planting, handling of the seed field,

harvesting, threshing, etc.. tlie reader is referred to Exhibition Circular No. 58, by
F. S. Brov-ne, Assistant to Dominion Agrostologist, entitled '" Mangel Seed Growino-."

Ottaava.
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In the followiug table are given details as to cost of production and revenue:—

•

One Acre of Mangel Seed—Cost and Revenue.
Cost-

Ploughing, spring and fall ? 4 00
Disc harrowing 1 25

Drag harrowing 50
One-third value of manure 8 00
Hauling manure 1 50
Value of roots, 83 tons at $3 26 25
Hauling from pit to field 1 00
Planting 14 50
Cultivating, four times 1 20
Hoeing, twice 3 60

, Harvesting 7 20
Hauling 1 00
Threshing 3 10
Cleaning seed 3 60
Rent of land . 3 00

Total $79 70

Revenue

—

1,134 pounds of seed f.o.b. Copenhagen at 12 cents per pound.. .. $136 08
Freight to Montreal, 66'8 per cwt 7 57
Value of roots for feeding 15 00

Total $158 65

Profit $78 95

From the table it will be seen that mangel seed growing may be quite a profitable

business. The yield of 1,134 pounds of seed per acre realized at the Central Experi-

mental Farm must by no means be considered abnormally high. On the contrary,

there are reasons to believe that the yield, under the same conditions, might be

increased considerably. In the first place, the roots used for seed raising were not all

of first-class quality. As a result the stand was somewhat uneven, with a considerable

number of plants producing either seed stalks of inferior type or no seed stalks at all.

Furthermore, some loss of seed through shattering was \inavoidable, owing to the men
engaged in the harvesting of the field being unfamiliar with the operations.

One item in the table showing cost of production and profit may be explained

especially, viz., the item in the revenue column reading, " Value of roots for feeding,

$15." It is commonly supposed that roots v.'hich have produced a seed crop are in such

a state at the end of the season that they cannot be used for feeding purposes. The
experience gained at Ottawa—and also at other Farms and Stations—shows, however,

that a large percentage of the seed producing roots continue to grow throughout the

season, and, at the time of harvesting the seed, are of first class quality for feeding.

Ottawa.
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Factors in influencing the yield.

As mangel seed growing is comparatively very little known in Canada, a few
experiments were conducted for the purpose of determining the methods whereby the
best yields may be ensured.

1. Manure and Fertilizers.—In order to ascertain the value of manure and various
ferJ.ilizers for seed growing, an experiment was carried out with a number of plots, all

in duplicate, as indicated in the following table:

—

MANGiiL Sked Fertilizer Experiment.

No.
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With a view to ascertaining the feasibility and eventual advantage of wintering

seed roots in the ground, an experiment was carried out with a number of mangels,

swede turnips, and carrots. Four hundred roots each of mangels, turnips, and carrots

were dug in the fall and immediately replanted. They were then left for tlie winter, as

follows :

—

1. One hundred roots covered with earth;

2. One hundred roots covered with straw;

3. One hundred roots covered with manure;

4. One hundred roots uncovered.

The results of the experiment indicate that the method of wintering mangels in

the ground is rather unsatisfcictory, no matter whether the roots be left uncovered

or whether they be covered as explained above.

In the case of turnips and carrots the case is different. In the experiment, those

roots of turniiJS and carrots which were covered with straw, came through the winter

in good condition and started to throw out vigorous seed stalks in the early spring,

practically as soon as the frost was out of the ground. Those lots, however, which

were covered with earth or manure or which were left uncovered, did not winter

satisfactorily at all.

In addition, a number of swede turnips were left in the ground as they grew, in

the fall of 1914, without being disturbed and without being in any way covered. These

came through the winter satisfactorily, but seemed, in the spring, to be lacking some-

what in vitality.

BREEDING NEW VARIETIES OF FIELD ROOTS.

Many of the varieties of mangels, turnips and carrots grown in Canada at present

are, as is well known, far from being perfect with regard to uniformity of type and dry

matter content. Even the highest yielding and most esteemed varieties are falling

?hort in those respects and may consequently be improved.

With a view to producing new varieties superior to those now available to the

Canadian farmer, the Division of Forage Plants started some breeding work with

mangels in 1913 and some work with carrots in 1914. The breeding so far carried out

is, however, still to be considered of a preparatory nature.

MANGELS.

The breeding work with mangels is aiming at the prodiiction of jiew varieties

capable not only of yielding large crops of roots of highest feeding value, but also of

producing large crops of seed of high quality.

With this double object in view, one hundred and twenty-five roots of Giant

Yellow Intermediate, which is one of the best mangel varieties available, were set

aside in 1914. Only those roots which were perfect with regard to shape, colour and

general appearance were selected. They were planted in 1914 for seed production in a

place where danger of cross-fertilization with other varieties of mangels or beets v/as

out of the question. The seed plot was closely ob?Rrved, especially during the eiirly

part of the season. All roots which threw up seed stalks of an unsatisfactory

character were promptly prevented from producing any seed, the stalks being cut before

any flowers were ready for fertilization. About forty pounds of excellent seed wa.?

Ottawa.
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secured. Part of this will be used for further breeding work and part for experiments
at the various branch Farms and Stations.

In order to furnish further material for breeding work, eight crosses were made
during the year between sugar beets and mangels. The varieties of mangels used were
Giant Half Sugar White, Mammoth Long Eed and Giant Yellow^ Intermediate.

CARROTS.

In 1914, sixty roots of carrots were set aside for breeding work. In the spring of

1915, ten of them were finally selected and planted for seed. Of the number, one
plant was isolated and self-fertilized. It produced 10-5 ounces of seed of first-class

quality.

LEGUMINOUS FORAGS PLANTS AND GRASSES.

Breeding for Hardiness.—In previous reports the great importance of hardiness
in alfalfa has repeatedly been emphasized, and in the report for the year 1914-15 the
nature of the character called hardiness was discussed at some length.

All results of observations and experiments with alfalfa carried out by the Divi-

sion indicate that hardiness is an hereditary charact^er, which is transmitted by
the seed from one generation to another. This being the case, it stands to reason that

hardy alfalfa may be produced by propagation through seed of such individuals aa

prove themselves able to survive the severest winters.

Working from this basis, the Division has,, for a number of years, endeavoured to

secure as much seed as possible from plots in the experimental field which have been
badly winter-killed. The seed so secured has always proven very satisfactory, the

crojis raised from it being perfectly hardy, even under the most trying conditions.

In 1014 seed was again secured from the plots referred to, twelve in number. Part

of it was used to sow twelve plots, each 1''100 acre in size, in 1915. The plots were
seeded early in the spring in drills 8 inches apart at the rate of 12 pounds per acre.

The germination was perfect and an exceptionally good growth followed. The plots

were cut twice in the season, the height of the crop being about fourteen inches at

each cutting. After the second cutting the plots produced a good stand, which was
left for winter protection. In the spring of 1916 not the slightest sign of winter-

killing could be observed. It may be said, however, that the winter and spring were
uncommonly favourable for wintering of alfalfa, and that the plots referred to entered

the winter in very good condition.

Breeding for Uniformity.—All breeding work aiming at uniformity and high

quality has been started from hardy plants, and as a result the work has been pro-

gressing very satisfactorily without having been hampered, in the slightest way, by

winter-killing.

In all plant breedin.g work the way in which the species worked with are being

naturally fertilized and the way in which they can be fertilized necessarily determine

the breeding methods which should or must be adopted. In order to determine how
alfalfa is fertilized naturally and how it can be fertilized artificially, a series of investi-

gations was started in 1912. The work was continued the two following years and a

mass of very valuable data collected. In this connection one of the results of the

investigations may be mentioned, viz., that alfalfa can easily be self-fertilized and

even fertilizes itself automatically in hot and dry weather.

This being the case, it is evident that breeding work leading to uniform varieties

may be started from individual plants and may be carried out through the method

Ottawa.
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generally known as pedigree breeding. This metiiod, by which varieties are developed

through self-fertilization has been followed by the Division during the last few years,

and has, so far, led to very gratifying results.

From different seed lots obtained by self-fertilization in 1912 some lots of plants

were secured in 1913. In 1914 a number of promising individuals were self-fertilized

and the seed obtained from seven of these sown in seven separate lots in 1915. The
seven " Families " thus secured show a very remarkable uniformity as to colour of

flowers, mode of growth, foliage, etc., each family representing an almost perfectly

pure variety in the real sense of the word.

In 1913 a number of plants having outstanding characters were self-fertilized.

From the seed obtained 17 lots of plants each of thirty individuals.were secured. Of
these four lots showed a fairly high degi'ee of uniformity with regard to mode of

growth, etc., and were for those reasons selected for further breeding work. On
account, however, of the wet weather prevailing throughout the season, breeding work
was made very difficult. As a result, the work was postponed to a coming year.

RED CLOVER.

Breeding for hardiness in red clover has been based on the same principles as have

been governing the breeding for hardy alfalfa. That is, hardiness has been worked

for through a process of natural mass-selection by which hardy types have been pro-

pagated.

In 1913 nine lots of red clover were sown. The results obtained the following year

sh-owed that the degree of hardiness as determined by the percentage of surviving

plants, varied greatly in. the different lots. They also indicated, what is of great

practical importance, that the yielding capacity of a " variety ''
is very closely asso-

ciated with its degree of hardiness.

From each of the nine lots mentioned, a quantity of seed was obtained in 1914,

sufficient to sow two Moo acre plots. A total of 18 plots were thus sown in 1915. Germ-

ination was perfect and a very good stand was obtained in spite of an attack by cut-

worms. In the spring of 1916, there were no signs of winter-killing in any of the plots,

and the prospects for a heavy yield great.

In addition, four plots were sown with seed, gathered from plants which have per-

sisted for five and six years, respectively, and which therefore must- be considered

decidedly perennial in character. The plots came through the winter without a plant

being killed.

SAIXFOIX.

Sainfoin, also called Esparsette, has during recent years proven a very valuable

forage plant in certain parts of British Columbia, especially the Columbia valley.

Observations made on sanfoin fields indicate that this species, like other cultivated

plants, is composed of a very great number of different morphological types, of a very

different value from an agricultural standpoint.

With a view towards producing, by breeding, pure varieties of higher value tlian

the mixture of varieties available at present, some seed was secured from the Experi-

mental Station, Invermere, B.C., in the fall of 1914. It was sown in pots in the spring

of 1915, and from the plants obtained about fifty were transplanted into the experi-

mental field for observation and eventual breeding. All plants came through the winter

without injury.

TIMOTHY.

The breeding work with timothy begun in 1912 is progressing satisfactorily,

although, owing to the hybrid nature of the plant from which it has been started, pro-

gress must necessarily be rather slow.

Ottawa.
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In 1914, seventeen families, each of sixty-five plants, and each secured from a self-

fertilized plant, were transplanted in the field. In 1915, the families were closely
examined and, as a result, thirteen were discarded, chiefly on account of lack of uni-
formity. From among the four remaining families, which all displayed a high degree
of uniformity of type, a total of eighteen individuals were selected. They were isolated
and self-fej tilized and produced a quantity of seed of very good quality.

In 1913, commercial seed was sown for the purpose of providing further material
for breeding work. A total of about 3,000 plants were secured. In 1914, eighteen
plants were selected, isolated and •self-fertilized. The seed obtained was sown in pots in
the early spring of 1915 and later, sixty-five plants of each of the eighteen families
worked with were transplanted into the field to be tested for uniformity and value in
general.

ORCHARD GRASS.

Eight families of orehai'd grass, each having thirty individual plants, were trans-
])lanted in 1914 to be tested for uniformity. In 1915 the families showed a remarkably
•high degree of uniformity, and further work was accordingly planned. However, on
account of the weather conditions, the work was postponed to 1916.

WESTERN RYE GRASS.

In 1912 a number of plants of Western rye grass were selected from a field at the
Experimental Farm, Indian Head, Sask. The plants were shipped to Ottawa and
transplanted. Three of the plants were self-fertilized in 1913. From each of the three
seed lots obtained forty plants were secured in 1914. In 1915 the three families showed
a surprising uniformity with regard to general appearance within themselves. Nine
individuals of outstanding quality were self-fertilized and a quantity of very good seed
to be used for further breeding work in 1916, was secured.

RED TOP.

Of twenty-two seed lots secured in 1914 from open-fertilized plants, fourteen v.-ere

discarded in 1915. From each of the eight remaining lots fifteen pl/nts were secured
•nhich were transplanted in the field 2 feet apart each way for observation and eventual
breeding work.

FIELD INVESTIGATIONS.

In co-operation with officers of the Forestry Branch, Dominion Department of the
Interior, the Dominion Agrostologist made investigations during part of the summer,
in the Crowsnest forest reserve, Alberta, including the Gap, the Livingstone valley
and the Porcupine Hills, with a view of determining the cause of cattle poisoning
said to occur in the said forest reserve.

The investigations revealed that out of a number of plants which were suspected
by cattlemen in the reserve as responsible for the death of cattle through poisoning,

only one was really dangerous, viz.. Larkspur {Delphhiium Brovmii Eydb). This plant
occurs in quantity along practically all the streams and creeks in the Porcupine hills,

and is also common in the Gap, at the entrance to the Livingstone valley.

So-called " wild parsnip," which is very common in the Porcupine hills, was
suspected by the stockmen to be a poisonous plant of the water-hemlock type. It was
found to be a quite harmless plant {LeptotcBnia)

.

A detailed report on the plants observed in the reserve which are either injurious

in any way or directly poisonous, has been submitted to the Director of the Forestry

Branch, Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

16—82 Ottawa.
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EXPERIMENTAL STATION, CHARLOTTETOWN, P.E.I.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT, J. A. CLARK, B.S.A.

CHARACTER OF SEASON.

The weather conditions during the winter of 1914-15 were unusual. Two cold

spells that sent the thermometer to 10° below zero occurred at Christmas and the

first of February. Immediately following both of these, mild weather set in that

removed all the snow and took all the frost out of the ground. A number of heavy

falls of snow in March gave excellent protection to the grass lands. Scarcely any spring

heaving of clover was observed. Precipitation in April was light. Large bodies of ice

about the province kept the season backward through April and half of May. Vegeta-

tion made very slow growth and the trees did not appear green until May 27, or about

the same date as in 1914, which was a very late season. Corn and roots were sown the

last week in May. June and July were good growing months. Beneficial showers were

frequent for dry lands and there was plenty of bright sunshine. A heavy hay crop was

well saved, cutting at the Station beginning on the 16th of July, though less than half

of the hay was cut in that month. The first three weeks of September were very dry.

The roots suffered from the drought and the fall ploughing had to be abandoned. The

weather was very seasonable during October and November and the roots were all

harvested without injury from frost. The first killing frost occurred on October 2,

the date the ensilage corn was cut.

INDIAN CORN.

One-half acre of land was prepared for corn on the side-hill facing west on

rotation GC-3, shortly after the middle of May. A dressing of manure at the rate

of 20 tons per acre was worked into the land and Longfellow corn was planted, with the

potato planter, on June 1. Th-e temperature fell rapidly on the evening of June 8,

just after the corn had appeared an inch or so above the ground. The potato planter

was used to cover the young plants with three inches of soil; this protected the corn

and destroyed the first crops of weeds. The following Monday, when danger from

frost v.'as over, the corn was cultivated, which removed most of the clay from over the

plants. The above field produced good corn stover, the yield being 12 tons, 1,110

pounds per acre.

The uniform test plots of corn were planted on the cereal rotation " FF " on

May 31, and harvested October 2. Thirteen sorts were tested. The seed of all the

corn was treated with arsenate of lead before planting. No injury was observed from

birds. The yields were computed from one-hundredth acre plots.
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Indian Corn for Ensilage.—Test of Varieties.

No. Variety.

Longfellow
Golden Glow
Compton's Early
•lalzer's North Dakota..
Wi.?con.s!n No. 7
King Philip
Bailey
White Cap Yellow Dent.
Quebec Yellow
Learning
Free Press
Howie
Canada Yellow

Average
Height.

Inches.
96
111

102

96
100
108
108
108

84
114
78
101

72

Stage of Maturity.

Average i 16

Milk
Early milk
Early milk
Early milk
Ear just formed.
Early milk
Early milk
Early m.ilk

Glazed
Ear just formed.
Late milk
Early milk
Dough

Yie
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MANGELS.

Fourteen varieties of mangels were sown on the cereal rotation "'F"' on May 6,

under similar conditions of tillage to the turnips, in rows 30 inches apart. They wei*

thinned to about ten inches apart in the rows and harvested on October 21. A second

sowing was made on rotation A-3 on June 2. The soil conditions were more uniform

in this field, which was harvested October 20.

Majn'Gels.—Test of Varieties.

No, Variety.

Danish Sludstrup
Yellow Leviathan
Perfection Mammoth Long Red..

GLint Yellow Intermediate
Giant Yellow Globe
Prize Mammoth Long Red
Mammoth Yellow Intermediate.

Selected Yellow Globe
Gate Post
Giant Half Sugar White
Mammoth Long Red
Leviathan Mammoth
Improved Mammoth Saw-Log. .

.

Golden Tankard

Average

Yield per acre
1st Plot.

Yield per acre
2nd Plot.

Average yield
per acre.

Tons. Lb. Bush.Lb. Tons. Lb.

25
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SUGAR BEETS.

Two sorts of sugar beets were sown on June 2, and harvested October 26. They
were sown in drills 30 inches apart and thinned to about 8 inches apart in the rows.
The field was prepared in the same way as for the turnips.

Sugar Bkets.—Test of Varieties.

No. Variety. Yield per Acre.

Ton Lb.

Klein Wanzleben
Improved Vilmorin A

Average.

.

12

500
500

500

Bush. Lb.

441 40
375

40S 20

CLOVEE, ALFALFA AND GRASSES.

The clovers and gras.ses came through the winter in good condition owing to the
heavy blanket of snow that fell on the fields in March, and which went off gradually.

The late spring retarded growth, but the splendid growing weather of June and July
thickened up the bottom of the fields and gave crop yields that were above the average.
The following records are taken from the Farm rotations:

—

FIELD CROPS OF HAY.

Glass of Hay. Fiold. Preceding Crop. Acreage. Yield per acre

Clover Hay...
Mi.ifed Hay
Clover Hay...
Clover Hay...
Mixed Hay
Mi-xed Hay
Mixed Hay
Clover Hay. .

.

Timothy Hay
Timothy Hay
Clover Hay . .

.

Timothy Hay
Clover Hay. .

.

Mixed Hay

G—

1

C—

1

A—

5

C-4
A—

1

G—

2

FF—

1

B—

5

G^
G—

3

F—

4

CC—

1

D—

3

B—

2

Oats
Clover. .

.

Oats ,

Oats
Clover. .

.

Clover...
Oats
Wheat. .

,

Timothy
Timothy
Wheat..

.

Timothy
Wheat
Oats

Average.

Tons. Lb.

0-4
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Tliis land was taken in connection with tlie fertilizer experiment started in 1915 in

co-operation with the Division of Ohemistry. A further series was sown in 1915 in

duplicate in what is hoped may be a permanent location for these experiments. They
made splendid growth in 1915 and were cut back in August.

The following data were secured from the plots sown in 1912 :

—

Among thg grass plots Kentucky Blue grass led, with a yield at the rate of 1 ton

1,(500 pounds per acre. Red Top was next, with 1 ton 940 pounds per acre; then

English Rye grass, with 1,930 pounds, and timothy with 1,860 pounds per acre.

The clovers sown in 1912 had all disappeared. Grimm's alfalfa has stood the

weather conditions best. The three strains sown in 19i:j gave the following returns

from one cutting:

—
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EXPERIMENTAL FARM, NAPPAN, N.S.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT, W. W. BAIRD, B.S.A.

WEATHER CONDITIONS AND CROP NOTES.

Spring- opened up very late. Wet. cold weather was experienced well on to the last
of IVtay. Rain was recorded on ten different days in April and on sixteen in May,
falling in that period 7-72 inches. The mean temperature for May was 4-31° lower
than for the same period for the previous year.

During the first two weeks in June the days were fine and warm, but the nights
v/ere cool, 2° of frost being recorded on the night of the 3rd. Therefore, the soil

(lid not warm up readily. The latter part of the month was very unsettled, wet, muggy
weather prevailing.

July was a good growing month. The weather was fine and warm and six showers
that were recorded supplied sufficient moisture to stimulate the growth of all

vegetation. Owing to the bad weather conditions early in the season, roots were not
seeded until July 3. and part much later, the land not being workable.

August was quite unseasonable. Much rainy weather was experienced during the
early and latter parts. The total precipitation was 4-G7 inches; yet the mean tempera-
ture was 2" higher than for the same period the previous year. Roots made only fair
growth, greatly due to so much wet weather; consequently abundance of weeds and
insufficient cultivation. All cereals made good growth, but the weather was most
unsatisfactory for hay-making.

September was rather cool throughout. The first two weeks were very fine, with
much fog in the early mornings.

October was unsettled. The thermometer dropped to 24° on the 2nd. From the
3rd to 9th the weather was dull and rainy. The remainder of the month was fairly

fine and cool with frequent light showers.

Niovember was very unfavourable throughout. Six inches of snow fell on the 6th,

but was removed by a heavy rain on the 7th. Quite heavy frosts were not uncommon
during the latter part. On the night of the 23rd 13° was registered. This made it

very difficult in the harvesting of roots.

December for the most part was quite typical of winter. Four inches of snow fell

en the Ist. From the 2nd to 7th was very mild. Some ploughing was done during this

period. From the 7th to 9th alternate rain and snow fell. Snow was recorded again
on the 18th, 24th and 26th. The remainder of the month was very fine and cold.

Typical winter weather was not experienced during Januaiy, as the snowfalls

and heavy frost-s were always followed by a very moderate or warm period. Therefore,

little sledding was obtained during the month. For the greater part of February and
^larch splendid winter weather prevailed, which greatly facilitated lumbering opera-

tions.
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Some "WeatHer Observations taken at Kappan Experimental Farm, 1915.

Month.
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The seed was sown on June 15 with a Planet Jr. hand drill. The flots were sown on
that portion of the field which had been rolled, as it woi'ked up much better than did
the other half on which the field lots were so\ati. The land was harrowed once with a
smoothing harrow just as the young shoots were showing above the ground. It also
received two hoeings and four cultivations with the horse cultivator. The corn was
cut October 25.

The preceding table gives the comparative results.

Six varieties of corn, which were procured from the Agricultural School at Wood-
stock, N.B,, were sown in test plots of an acre. One set was planted in hills 42 inches
apart each way, with six kernels to the hill, and afterwards thinned to four stalks.

Another set of plots was sown in rows 42 inches apart, two kernels being dropped
every 10 inches and the stand thinned to one stalk every 10 inches.. The corn was
sown June 15 and the crop cut October 25.

The following table gives the comparative results :

—

Inpiak Corn for Ensilage.—Test of Varieties.

No variety. Average
Height.

Golden Glow
Compton's Early
ongfellow

Quebec Yellow
N.B. Yellow
Quebec Yellow No. 28

Inches.

86
80
76
80
60
62

Stage of Maturity.

Soft Glazed.
Soft Glaze..
Watery
Soft Glazed.
Glazed
Glazed

Average

Yield per Acre.

1st Plot.

Tons. Lb.

500
1,500
300

1,000
1,300
1,.300

650

2nd Plot.

Tons. Lb.

500
1,500
300
700

1,.500

1,700

1,700

Average.

Tons. Lb.

1,500
1,500
1,300
850
400

1,500

1,175

AVERAGES FOR FIVE, FOUR, THREE AND TAVO YEARS.

Of the varieties now being tested only one has been grown for five years, one tor

four years, two for three years, six for two years, and three only one year.

Name of Variety. ,

No. of

years
in test.

Average
date of

sowing.

Average
date of

cutting.
Yield

per acre

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Early Longfellow
Compton's Early
Salzer's North Dakota.
Canada Yellow
Free Press
Golden Glow
King Philip
Wisconsin No. 7

White Cap Yellow Dent
Bailey

June G. Oct.

13.

13,

13.

13.

13.

13.

Tons. Lb.

r,026
1,525
333

1,750
1,875
1,025
750

1,875
725
725

Nappan.
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The average results for Longfellow were taken from 1910 to 1915, inclusive:

yields for 1912 we-re not on record. The heaviest yield was recorded in 1914, viz., 15

tons 1,500 pounds. The earliest date of seeding was May 28 in 1913, and the latest date

of harvesting was October 24 in 1915.

For Compton's Early results from 1910 to 1915, inclusive, were taken: 1912 and

1911 were not on record. The heaviest yield was in 1913, viz., 14 tons 500 pounds.

The earliest date of seeding was May 23 in 1913; latest date of harvest October 24 in

1915.

For Salzer's North Dakota results from 1913-15, inclusive, were taken. The

heaviest yield was in 1914, 16 tons 750 pounds. The earliest date of seeding was May
28 in 1913 and latest date of cutting was October 24, 1915.

For the remainder the dates were all alike, taken from 1914 and 1915 results,

Earliest date of seeding was May 20 in 1914 and the latest date of cutting was

October 24 in 1915.

From the above tables it is interesting to note that while LongfeUow has not

been the heaviest yielder yet its average for five years is sufficient to warrant it being

recommended as one of the best yet for this district.

FIELD CROP OF IKUIAN CORN.

Four and a half acres of Longfellow corn were sown for ensilage purposes,

was sown by a seed drill on June 15, and hai^vested on October. 16.

The following yield was obtained:

—

Seed

Name of Variety.
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The following table gives the comparative results :

—

Tui'.NiPS.—Test of Varieties.

1221

No, Variety.
1st Plot Yield
per Acre.

Bcingiiolm
Perfection
Empress
New Century
Hall's Westburj^ ,

Hartley's Bronze Top. .

.

Halewood's Bronze Top.
Durham
Hazard's Improved
Canadian Gem
Good Luck
Magnum Bonum
Best of All
Jumbo
Kangaroo
Skir\'ing's

Coming's Lapland

Tons. Lb. Bush. Lb.

1,200
1,200
400
900

1,700
1,100
800
800

1.300
1,300
500

1,300
506
400
100

1,200
1,200

Average

.

.13 1,994

520
486
506
481
495
485
480
413
488
4.55

508
488
441
440
435
420
386

466 34

2nd Plot Yield
per acre.

Average Yield
per Acre.

Tons. Lb.jUush. Lb.lTons. Lb.lBush. Lb

1,600
1,500
1,500
500

100
200

1,800
1,100
1,800
200
300
700
200
400

1,000
700

11 l,3i

460
458
425
441
400
401
403
463
385
396
336
338
345
336
340
350
345

389 48

1,400
350

1,9.50

1,700
850
600
500
300
200

1,550
1,3.50

800
1,600
1,300
1,2.50

1.100
1,950

12 1,691

490
472
465
461
447
443
441

438
436
425
422
413
393
388
387
385
365

00
30
50
40
30
20
40
20
40
50
30
20
20
20
30
CO
50

428 11

It will be noted that four new varieties have been added to the tests since last

year, namely, Skirvings, Empress, Durham, and Best of All. It will also be noted from
the above table that the yields are very low. This was due to such a poor season for

ail kinds of roots. The spring was backward and much rainy weather was experienced

throughout. Therefore, cultivation was not effective, with but few exceptions. This
was true throughout this district.

AVERAGES FOR FIVE^ THREE AND TWO YEARS.

Of the seventeen varieties of turnips now being tested nine have been grown for

five consecutive ye^irs, three for three years, one for two years, and four for one year
only.

Name of Variety.
No.

of years
Tested.

Average
date of

Sowing.

Average
date of

Pulling.

Average
Yield

per Acre

r. Mammoth Clyde
2. Perfection
3. Magnum Bonum
4. Good Luck
5. Jumbo
6. Hartley's Bronze Top. .

.

7. Hall's Westbury
8. Halewood's Bronze Top
9. New Century

10. Bangholm
11. Hazard's Improved
12. Coming's Lapland
13 Canadian Gem

June 7
"

7
"

7
"

7
"

7
"

7
"

7
"

7
"

7
"

7
"

7

Oct. 24.
"

24.
"

24.
"

24.
"

24.
"

24.
"

24.
"

24.
"

24.
"

24.
"

24.
"

24.

Bush. Lb.

1.010
954
954
951
947
936
933
933
862
842
803
791
656

3

44
28
59
58
18

54

20
7

45
38
4

26

X.VPPAN.
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The five-year results are computed from 1911 to 1915, inclusive. The poorest yields

were obtained in 1915 and the best in 1913. The highest yield during the Ave years

was obtained from Good Luck in 1913, 1,412 bushels and 30 pounds. From the above

table it will be noted that Mammotli Clyde has given the highest average for five years

with Perfection, Magnum Bonum an(J Good Luck following very close. The earliest

date of seeding was May 21 in 1913, and the latest July 3 in 1915. Hence from these

results it may be stated that the best and surest results are most likely to be obtained

by early seeding of turnips. It likewise enables earlier storage in better conditions,

which, from a keeping standpoint, is very impoi'tant. When feeding value per acre is

sought after the turnip crop may be considered one of the most valuable for this dis-

trict to be grown where live stock is kept to any extent.

MANGELS.

Fourteen varieties of mangels were sown on July 3 in uniform test plots in dupli-

cate sets of one-hundredth of an acre each. The land was clay loam and received the

same treatment as that allowed to turnips; also the same cultivation.

All seed was sown on July 3 at the rate of 6 pounds per acre. The rows were 28

inches apart and the plants thinned to 12 inches apart in the rows. The crop was pulled

October 26.

The following table gives the comparative results :

—

Mangels.—Test of Varieties.

No, Variety.

Giant Yellow Globe
Yellow Leviathan
Improved Mammoth Saw-Log...
Mammoth Long Red
Select Yellow Globe
Giant Half Sugar White
Gate Post
Elvethan Mammoth
Giant Yellow Intermediate
Danish Sludstiup
Mammoth Yellow Intermediate.
Perfection Mammoth Long Red.
Golden Tankard
Prize Mammoth Long Red

Tons. Lb.

Average 7 1 , 679

1st Plot Yield
per Acre.

1,300
1,200
500
400

1,300
800
600

1,200

1,000
700
500

Bush. Lb.

355
353
308
306
300
255
246
243
220
233

216
211
208
200

2nd Plot Yield
per Acre.

Tons. Lb.

10 1,100
10 800

900
600
500
700
200
300
900

500
650

900

261 19 7 1,146

Bush. Lb.

351

346
315
310
275
245
236
238
215
200
208
210
200
181 40

Average Yield
per Acre.

Tons. Lb. Bush. Lb.

1,200
1,000

700
500

1,250
1,000

500
450

1,050
1,000

750
675
250

1,450

252 26 7 1,41?.

353
350
311

308
287
250
241
240
217
216
212
211
204
190

20
00
40
20
30

40
50
30
40
30
15

10

50

256 53

Napp.\n.
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Average for Five and Three Years.

Of tlie fourteen varieties now being tested only seven have groAvn for five con-
secutive years, four for three years and three new ones were added to the list last jear.
The following table gives the average yield for five and three years:

Variety.

1. Selected Yellow Globe
2. Giant Yellow Intermediate
3. Giant Yellow Globe
4. Mammoth Long Red
5. Gate Post
6. Prize Mammoth Long Red
7. Perfection Long Red
8. Yellow Leviathan
9. Giant Half Sugar White. . .

.

10. Danish Sludstrup
11. Golden Tankard

No.
of Years
in Test.

Average
Date of
Seeding.

June 2
"

2
"

2
"

2
• " 2
"

2
"

2
"

2

Average
Date of

Cutting.

Oct. 17.

17.

17.

17.

17.

17.

17.

17.

17.

17.

Average
Yield

per Acre.

Bush. Lb.
S04 57
778
751
614
658
593
588
648
581
535
453"

36
42
50
11

9
10

50

3l
53
'^0

The above results are computed from the records of 1911 to 1915, inclusive,
except in the case of Selected Yellow Globe, where 1910 results were taken, as 1912
results were not on record.

From the above table it will be noted that Selected Yellow Globe gave the highest
average, 804 bushels 57 pounds, with Giant Yellow Intermediate and Giant Yellow
Globe very close, second and third, respectively. The highest yield during the 5 years
was obtained from Selected Yellow Globe in 1911, viz., 1,433 bushels 20 pounds. The
earliest date of seeding was May 21, in 1913, and the latest July 3, 1915. Mangels
are a valuable crop to grow for dairy feed when they do well, but from results obtained
at this Fann it cannot be said that they are nearly as sure a crop as turnips, taking one
year with another.

CAEKOTS.

Six varieties of carrots were tested in uniform test plots in duplicate sets of

one-hundredth of an acre each. The land was clay loam prepared in the same way as

that allotted to turnips and mangels. The seed was sown on July 3 with a Planet jr.

hand drill. The carrots were hoed and thinned twice, leaving them about four to

five inches apart in the rows, which were 28 inches apart. The horse cultivator was
run through them four times during the season, but owing to so much wet weather it

was not as effective as it would have been, had conditions been more suitable. The
crop was pulled October 28.

The following table gives the comparative results :

—

Carrots.—Test of Varieties.

No. Variety.
Ist Plot Yield

per Acre.
2nd Plot Yield

per Acre.
Average Yield

per Acre.

White Belgian
Ontario Champion
Improved Short White
Svalof Champion
Mammoth White Intermediate.
G iant White Vosges

Tons. Lb.

Average 5

500
500
200

1,000
1,000
500

283

Bush. Lb. Tons. Lb.

241

175
170
150
150

141

40

40

700
1,100
500
700
300
500

171

Bush. Lb, Tons. Lb

111

118
108

111

105
108

600
SOO
350

1,850
1,650
1,506

633 110 33

Bush. Lb.

176
146

139
130
127
125

40
40
10
50
30

45S 140 58

Napfan.
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AVERAGE FOR FIVE AND THIIEE YEARS.

Of the six varieties of carrots now being tested at this Farm five have been grown
continuously for five years and one for three years. The following table gives the

comnarative results:-

—

Variety.

1. Improved Short White
2. Half Lona; Chantenay. ,

3. Mammoth White Intermediate
-1. White Belgian
.5. Ontario Champion
6. Giant White Vosges

No.
of Years
in Test.

Average
Date of
Seeding.

June 5
"

5
"

5
"

5
'

5
"

5

Average
Date of
Pulli„g.

Oct. 22...

22...
22...
22...

22...
22...

Average
Yield

per Acre

Bush. Lb.

517
546
480
468
464
424

38
45

43

4

The above results were conipiited from records of 1911 to 1915, inelosive, with
the two exceptions. In the case of the Giant White Yosges it was taken from 1913 to

1915, and for Half Long Sugar White from 1910 to 1914, inclusive. Of the five

varieties tested for five years the latter gave the highest yield, viz., 546 bushels and
45 pounds. Improved Short White and Mammoth White Intermediate came second

and third, yielding 517 bushels 38 pounds and 480 bushels 8 pounds, respectively.

The above results are sufficient to warrant more carrots being grown, especially

as they are an excellent tonic for horses in the fall.

SUGAR BEETS.

Three varieties of sugar beets were sown on July 3 in uniform test plots in

duplicate sets of one-hundredth of an acre each. The soil was clay loam, receiving the

same method of treatment as that allotted to turnips. The sugar beets were hoed twice

and thinned to 12 inches apart in the rows, which were 28 inches apart. They were

also cultivated four times with a one-horse cultivator, but owing to the exceptionally

poor season for roots the yield was very little over half the usual. The crop was
harvested October 20.

The following table gives the comparative yields:

—

SuG.^R Beets.—Test of Varieties.

No Variety.

Vilmorin Improved A
Vilmorin Improved B
KloinWanzleben

Average

1st Plot Yield
per Acre.

Tons. Lb.

6 1,200
6 700
6 500

Bush. Lb.

220
211

208

6 800 213 20 5 1,333

2nd Plot Yield
per Acre.

Tons. Lb.

6 100
5 1,200
5 700

Bush. Lb.

201
186
178

188 53

Average Yield
per Acre.

Tons. Lb.

6 650
5 1 , 9.50

5 1,600

Bush. Lb.

210
199
193

50
10
20

67 201

Nappan.
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AVERAGE FOR FIVE^ FOUR AND THREE YEARS.

Of the three varieties now being tested one only has been grown for five con-

secutive years and two for three. The fourth that is recorded in this table, namely,
" French Yery Rich," was not grown in 1915, but the results of the four previous

years are here given. The following table gives the average and comparative results :

—

Variety.
No.

of Years
in Test.

Average
Date of

Seeding.

Average
Date of

Cutting.

Average
Yield
per acre.

Klein Wanzleben
French Very Rich. . .

.

Vilmorin Improved A
Vilmorin Improved B

June 3
'• 17
" 17
" 17

Oct. 18.
"

12.
"

12.
'^

12.

Bush. Lb.

364
416
.33.5

318

57
S

18

17

From the above table it will be noted that French Very Rich gave the highest

yield, 416 bushels 8 pounds, while Vilmorin B gave the lowest, 318 bushels 17 pounds.

As the average is not taken from the same number of years in each case the results

are not as comparable as they otherwise might have been. It is also to be noted that

the yields of all four varieties are very fair, remembering that the yields for 1915

were very poor for all root crops, owing to unfavourable weather conditions during the

growing season.

It may also be interesting to note the results of the chemist's test of sugar-beets

grown at this Farm. The results of 1914, also from 1902 to 1914, will be found in the

1915 report, volume 1, pages 156, 157, and 159. It will be seen that the percentage of

sugar in the beets grown at this Farm compares very favourably with those obtained

elsewhere in Canada. In the thirteen years of investigation the percentage has only

three times dropped below 16 per cent. The highest was recorded in 1913, viz., 19 17

per cent.

ALFALFA, OLOVERS AN^D GRASSES.

Alfalfa.—The alfalfa which was sown during the season of 1914 and which had
made an excellent growth that fall did not come through the winter of 1914-15 at all

satisfactorily. Not more than 40 per cent of the plants showed a healthy growth the

second season. Consequently, it was decided to plough up the field, to give it a top

dressing of manure at the rate of 20 tons per acre, to work it up thoroughly to a good
depth and have the land in an excellent shape for the 1916 season.

However, six plots of one-fortieth of an acre each were sown right alongside of the

above field of alfalfa. Two plots were sown to Grimm (Alberta-grown seed), two to

Liscomb (Minnesota-grown seed), and two with seed from the Central Experimental
Farm. One plot of each of the varieties received ground limestone at the rate of

3.000 pounds per acre. Seed was sowai at the rate of 25 pounds per acre on July 15.

The laud was clay loam in a fair state of fertility, well underdrained. As the seeding

was done very late and the season was so wet the growth was very slow^ but the

results were very much in favour of the plots receiving ground limestone. There were
not only more plants per square foot, but they were taller and of a more healthy
appearance. Though this is only one year's trial with ground limestone, yet, it

woi'.ld appear that it is beneficial in the production of alfalfa when applied to the soil.

Nappan.
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Grasses and Clovers.—Unfortunately the season of 1915 was not a very satisfactoiy

one for the production of either grass or cloA'er seed. Howerer, the plots which were

grown for hay production did fairly well.

The following table gives the comparative results:

—

Hay. Yield



16—1916-82a
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Plate LXX

•^ -tJv-

General view of Tiinotliy Breeding Block. Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa.

Alfalfa Breeding : Two distinct varieties obtained by repeated self-fertilization, at the Central
Experimental Farm, Ottawa

.
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EXPERIMENTAL STATION, KENTVILLE, N.S.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT, W. SAXBY BLAIR.

CHARACTER OF SEASON.

The season was not a favourable one for root crops except on naturally dry soils.

The turnip crop, which is the principal root crop grown in this section, is, for the most
part, grown on the heavier soils, and these soils remained so wet that they could not
be properly worked for the crop. The putting in of this crop was delayed, and as a
result the plants did not get well established before the warm weather approached.
Even the lighter soils, which were worked under unfavourable conditions, seemed to
lack life during the season and the crop never seemed to make proper growth.

It will be noticed from the table following that the rainfall during the six growing
months Vv-as not as great as during the two previous years. The total hours of sunshine
for these months was also less, but the temperature compared favourably with other
years.

The rains were fairly well distributed, and although not heavy at any time, were
very continuous, with the result that at no period during the season did crops suffer
for want of moisture; in fact, in many cases the crops suffered from too much moisture.
The reason for the excessive dampness on some soils during practically the whole
season can be accoiuited for largely by the continuous dark weather with occasional
showers, and the almost total absence during the summer of prolonged drying winds.

The season was particularly favourable for grass and clover, but the dark and
damp weather during the latter part of July and August made the work of curing
these crops very difficult.

The season on the whole was a good one for corn. The month of September being
without any frost to the 26th, was favourable, and as a result a fairly well matured
crop was harvested.

The meteorological records for this, as compared with the two preceding years is

given in the following table:

—

Month.

April
May
June
July
August
September.

Total..

Mean Average
Temperature.

1913 1914

41-9
46-2
56-7
65-4
63-3
54-3

50-72
56-2
62-88
63-0
57-6

1915

39-36
46-14
56-8
64-0
63-8
57-25

Rainfall.

1913

In.

4-29
317
1-23
3-72
1-70
2-55

16-66

1914 1915

In.

2-33
1-46
4-20
1-45
2-58
3-65

15-67

In.

1-70
2-50
2-43
1-52
3-84
-85

12-84

Sunshine.

1913 - 1914 1915

Hr.

137-1
178-2
270-1
2.52-1

238-4
156-6

1232-5

Hr.

196
189-6
250-3
238-9
211-1
173-8

1259-7

Hr.

107-4
160-9
180-2
215-7
168 S
194-0

1026-5

16—83
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INDIAN CORN.

Fourteen varieties of corn for ensilage were tested in duplicate plots of one one

hundred and tenth acre each. The seed was sowit May 24. The crop was harvested

October 1.

The land was a light sandy loam, which had been in potatoes the previous season.

It was manured in the spring with, stable manure at the rate of 15 tons per acre, which

was spread broadcast and ploughed under. Ground limestone was then applied at the

rate of 1 ton per acre and the ground well cultivated with the disc harrow. Acid
phosphate at the rate of 500 pounds per acre was then applied and harrowed in. The
ground %vas levelled with the levelling harrow and the seed planted with the hand
planter in rows 3 feet apart, spaced to 6 inches apart in the row, and one plant was
allowed to grow in a place.

IxDiAX Corn for Ensilage.—Test of Varieties.

No Variety. Average
Height.

Stage of Maturitv.

Yield per Acre.

1st Plot. 2nd Plot. Avera

Eureka
Bailey
Learning
Longfello-iV

\Visconsin No. 7

King Philip
White Cap Yellow Dent.
Howie
Compton's Early
Golden Glow
Salzer's North Dakota..
Quebec Yellow
Free Press
Canada Yellow

Average.

86
72
84
78
-o

84
78
72
78
66
72
48
48
43

Silking.

Dough.
Milk...,
Dough.
Milk...,

Dough.
Dough.
Milk....
Dough

.

Dough

.

Dough

.

Glazed.
Glazed.
Glazed

.

Tons. Lb, Ton.s. Lb. Tons. Lb.

15 140
1.3 1,280
16 450
14 9.30

13 1,830
13 1,170
14 490
13 1,060

200
20

790
190
890
290

60

1 , 570

1,850
1.040
1,040
550
680

1,670
1.870
330

1,600
630

1,220
1,230

11 1,124 385 11

100

1 , 425

1,150
985
435
860
585
365
35

1,173
1,195
410

1,055
785

FIELD ROOTS.

The ground on w.hich the variety tests of field roots were conducted was previously

in beans. The soil was a sandy loam with only moderate fertility. Stable manure
at the rate of 20 tons per acre was spread broadcast in the spring and ploughed under.
Ground limestone at the rate of one ton per acre was scattered bro"adcast and the ground
disced, after which acid phosphate at the rate of 500 pounds per acre was put on and
well harrowed in.

The ground was then levelled with the levelling harrow and the seed sown with
the hand drill in rows 30 inches apart on the level without ridging the rows. Each
plot was made up of two rows 66 feet long and 30 inches apart, or one one-hundredth
and thirty-two of an acre. Duplicate plots were planted as indicated by the results

tabulated below.

IvENTVir.LE.
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TURNIPS.

Sixteen varieties of turnips were tested. The seed was sown May 18. and the

crop harvested October 23. The plants were thinned to 1 foot apart. There was
considerable clubroot in the plots, which disease seemed to be fairly well distributed

throughout the different plots. The yield per acre from the different plots was as

follows :

—

TuRXiPS.—Test of Varieties.

No. Variety.

Kangaroo
Perfection
Hazard's Improved
.Skir\'^ings

Coming's Lapland
Magnum Bonum
Hall's V>'cstbury ,

Bangholm
Durham
Halewood's Bronze Top.
.Jumbo
Best of All
Hartley's Bronze Top. .

.

Canadian Gem
New Century
F.inprcs.?

Average 21

1st Plot Year
per Acre.

Tons. Lb.
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CARROTS.

Seven varieties of carrots were tested in similar plots. The seed was sown May
18. The crop wa.s harvested October 23. The plants were thinned to 4 inches apart

in the row. The following yields were obtained:

—

Carrots.—Test of Varieties.

No. Variety.
1st Plot Yield
per Acre.

2nd Plot Yield
per Acre.

Average Yield
per Acre.

Svalof Champion
White Belgian
Ontario Champion
Mammoth White Intermediate
Champion
Improved Short White
Giant White Vcsges

Average

Tons. Lb.

1,660
340

1,700
420

1,740
1,040
1,720

14 946

Bush. Lb. Tons. Lb,

561

539
495
407
429
484
462

4.50

580
1,240

1,680
360

1,080
1,840

482 26 14 1,604

Bush. Lb.

574
576
.587

528
506
418
264

Tons. Lb.

17 55

16 1,460
16 470
14 50

14 50
13 1,060
10 1,780

493 24 14 1,275

Bush. Lb

567

557
541

467
467
451

363

487

35
40
10

30
30

00
00

SUGAR BEETS

Three varieties of sugar beets were tested. The seed was sown Hay 18 and the

crop harvested October 14. The plants were thinned to 8 inches apart. The yield per

acre was as follows :

—

SuG.\R Beets.—Test of Varieties.

No.
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year before. From observations on tbis area it would seem tbat it is quite necessary

to prepare the ground by manuring it well and growing a hoed crop the previous year,

thus furnishing a soil free from weeds and containing a good amount of humus.

GKIMM ALFALFA.

Six one-twentieth acre plots of Grimm alfalfa were sown May 27 at the rate of

20 pounds per acre. One one-fortieth acre plot was also sown. The one-twentieth

acre plots are 33 feet by 66 feet, and the one-fortieth acre plots 33 by 33 feet, with a

4-foot space around each plot.

All the soil was limed with ground limestone, except plot 5, at the rate of 4,000

pounds per acre, which was well worked into the soil. A fertilizer made up of GOO

pounds acid phosphate and 200 pounds nitrate of soda, at the rate of 500 pounds per

acre, was scattered broadcast and well harrowed in. The plots were all treated with

nitro-culture from Ottawa except Nos. 1, 3, and 4. Plot No. 1 was treated with nitro-

culture from Macdonald College. Plot No. 3 was treated with 100 pounds soil from
Ottawa taken from an alfalfa field, and plot No. 4 was not treated at all. The seed

was sown broadcast and harrowed in lightly^ whereupon the land was smoothed with

the smoothing harrow and rolled.

The area had been taken out of stumps in 1912 and was seeded to oats in 1913,

followed by potatoes in 1914. The soil is a poor sandy loam. It was manured for

the potato crop at the rate of 400 pounds bone meal and a complete fertilizer, made up
of 75 pounds sulphate of ammonia, 75 pounds nitrate of soda, 120 pounds muriate of

potash, and Q20 pounds 15 per cent acid phosphate, which was harrowed in at a rate

of 600 pounds per acre.

The growth on these plots was very even and a mowing machine was run over

the plots on September 3. The average yield of cured hay at this time was 1,100

pounds per acre. One half of each plot was mulched with strawy horse manure after

the ground had lightly frozen on the 18th of November.

GEASS AND OLOVEE PLOTS.

The land on which these plots are located was cleared of stumps in 1911 and
1912 and seeded to grain in 1913. In the fall of 1913 this ground was manured with
ten tons stable manure per acre and then winter rye sown. The winter i-ye was cut

for green feed in June, 1914, and the ground manured at the rate of 15 tons stable

manure per acre and ploughed. It was seeded to turnips on July 4, and prodticed

a crop of 490 bushels per acre. The land was then fall ploughed. It was worked up
this spring with the wheel cultivator and limed at the rate of 1,500 pounds ground
limestone per acre. This was well worked in and a fertilizer made up of 600 pounds
acid phosphate and 200 pounds nitrate of soda was sown at the rate of 500 pounds per

acre. The seed was sown broadcast both ways on each plot on May 26 and lightly

harrowed in, after which the levelling harrow was put over the ground.

Each plot is one-eightieth acre or 16^ feet wide and 33 feet long. The space

between plots on the sides is 3 feet, and between plots on the end 4 feet. There
are 52 plots in the block. Each kind of grass and clover is sown in four plots of equal

size at different places in the field. Two of these are to be used for seed purposes and
two are to be cut and cured for hay.

Kektville.
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The following- varieties of grasses and clover were seeded with the quaucity of

seed as given per acre :

—

12 pounds Timothy.
20 •• Red Too.
40 " Meadow fescue.
30 " Perennial Rye grass.
25 " Canada Blue grass.
7

" Alsike clover.

20 " Grimm alfalfa.

30 pounds Orchard grass.

25 " Kentucky Blue glass.

30 " Sheep's fescue.
40 " Awnless Brome grass.

12 " Red Clover.
20 " Liscomb alfalfa.

The growth on all the plots was cut September 7, and after being cured the plots

averaged per acre as follows :

—

Lb.

Timothy 3,6S0

Orchard grass 3.240

Meadow fescue 3,270

Kentucky blue grass 1,570

Awnless Brome grass 2,980

Perennial Rye grass 3,880

Canada Blue grass 3,840

Red Top 3,960

Sheep's fescue 1,340

Red clover 2,900

Alsike clover 3,740

GEOWING FIELD ROOTS FOR SEED.

A number of roots were stored in the cellar in the fall of 1914 for seed purposes.

These included mangels, turnips, and carrots. The roots were selected for uniformity

of type and were of medium size. The mangels carried through the winter in

excellent condition, but the carrots rotted badly and. in fact, were not fit for jjlanting.

The turnips appeared to be in good condition but failed to make satisfactory growth

after they were planted and in very many case^ rotted with the result that the stand

for seed was very uneven.

One variety of mangels, the " Danish Sludstrup," was planted on a good, rich,

well-prepared soil in rows 2^ feet apart and 2 feet apart in the rows. These made
a strong growth but were late in maturing the seed. The fall, however, was open and

the seed ripened well. The yield from one-twenty-eighth acre plot was 43 pounds,

i.e. 1,204 pounds per acre. This seed has germinated well, in the greenhouse, 110

seed producing 193 strong plants.

Roots of the " Mammoth Long Red " were planted on a piece of new land at the

rear of the farm. This soil was manured but the crops made very inferior growth and

the crop of seed was much less than that on the older and better-prepared area.

The yield per acre was 700 pounds. Tested in the greenhouse 110 seeds germinated

105 plants which were not so vigorous as the " Danish Sludstrup."

It would seem possible to develop a good quality of mangel seed under the

climatic conditions of the district, but the roots should be planted on a well-prepared,

thoroughly rich soil in order to develop large well-matured seed.

It seems desirable in order to carry turnips and carrots in ordinary cellar storage

to use more care in the handling of the roots and in ventilation than is necessary for

the mangel. In any case, unless one is prepared to give special attention in keeping

the root storage house thoroughly ventilated, the chances are that the roots will not

carry through in good condition.

This fall a number of roots of turnips, mangels and carrots were stored in a pit

with the hope that they will carry through better than in the cellar. For comparison.

a duplicate lot is being stored in the cellar.

Kentvim.k.
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EXPET^IMENTAL STATION, FREDERICTON, N.B.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTEIJDENT, W. W. HUBBARD.

WEATHER CONDITIONS, 1915.

December 1914 was a very bright, dry month and the latter part was exceedingly
cold. There was no snow on the ground and frost penetrated deeply. January, Febru-
ary, and March were unusually mild months, with but little precipitation. At no time
was- there more than 6 inches of snow on the ground and most of the time the fields

were practically bare. From the 9th of March on there was no snow on the ground
and warm days with freezing nights were very unfavourable for grasses and clovers.

April was wet, with only 102 hours of bright sunshine. In May there were sixteen

rainy days and the weather was cool all the time. The nights were cold but with no
frost. June had twenty wet days and at no time during May or June was any but the

very driest land in fit condition for cultivation so that nearly all crops were planted

under unfavourable conditions. July had only fourteen rainy days, but on one of

them there was a rainfall of 3-26 inches. August had thirteen wet days and up to the

1st September the nights were cold and the temperature throughout abnormally low.

From May 1 to September 1 there was a rainfall of 19 inches. The average rainfall

for these five months for the last forty-one years has been fourteen and one-third

inches. The autumn months were, however, fine and warm giving ideal harvesting con-

ditions.

While in many sections there was much low-lying land that was never cropped at

a", yet on land that was sowed or planted the yields were fully better than might have

been expected. There was no spring frost after May 1. The first autumn frost occurred

on September 26, but was only felt in low spots. Potatoes and corn were partially

killed on October 2. but not completely -until October 11.

Some Weather Observations taken at Experimental Station, Fredericton, 191.5.

Month.

Tcmp'.'raturo F.

Highest. LoVvCSt. Mean.

Precipi-
tation.

Sun-
shine.

January—
February.

.

Masch
April
May
June
July
August
Scptcmljer.
October
November.
December.

1915

50-5
46-5
46-5
63-0
7.5

840
850
850
82-5
740
57
470

—28
—20-5

6-5
210
300
320
400
36-5
32-0
26-

17-0

30

Total for year
Average for 41 years
Total for 6 growing months, April to September 1915.

" 6
" April to September 1914.

6
" April to September 1913.

18-83
21-75
27-9
40-6
47-4
60-4
66-3
64-1
56-6
47-0
35-4
24-6

Inches.

71

47
62
175

995
98

87
12

75
38
66
495

225
8
89

Hours.

85-8
107-9

121-35
102-75
180-8
174-85
227-05
161 -.34

158-0
147-3

7§-3
61-66

1605-09
1996-0
1004-79
1304-2
1247-0
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INDIAN CORN.

Field Crops.—Nine and six-tenths acres of newly cleared land was planted to White

Cap Yellow Dent and Wisconsin No. 7 corn on the 12th and 13th June, the land being

even then in a cold and saturated condition. Sixteen tons of barnyard manure was

applied per acre and an attempt made to mix it with the soil with disk harrows. As it

was impossible to get the manure into the land so that the corn planted would work,

the land was ploughed to a depth of three inches. Basic slag at the rate of 400 pounds

per acre Avas cown broadcast over the whole area, and on a portion of the land 50 pounds

nitrate of soda, 50 pounds sulphate of ammonia, and 50 pounds potash were applied

with the seed in the drill. The rows were 3 J feet apart. The ground was kept thoroughly

cultivated and twice hand-hoed. Seed was sown at the rate of 1 bushel per acre. At

the second hoeing the plants were thinned somewhat. The corn started very slowly asid

did nof tassel till the latter part of August. There was no vigorous growth till after

that. The corn was cut on the 28th September with but slight frost injury. The yield

was as follows: White Cap Yellow Dent, with manure and basic slag, 5 tons 1,3-17

pounds per acre; with fertilizer added, 5 tons 1,855 pounds. Wisconsin No. 7, with

manure and basic slag, 7 tons 351 pounds per acre; with fertilizer added, 6 tons 289

pounds. The crop was very uneven, partially drowned in places and did not have many
ears developed when cut.

Two acres of the above varieties were planted on the 12th June on a sandy loam

soil, which had been under cultivation for many years and manured in 1914 with 16

tons barnyard manure i>er acre for turnips. A similar application of manure was lightly

ploughed in. On one acre there were applied additional 50 pounds nitrate of soda, 50

pounds sulphate of ammonia, 250 pounds acid phosphate, and 50 pounds muriate of

potash; on the other acre nothing was applied beside barnyard manure. In the first

instance the yield was 8 tons 480 pounds, and in the second 7 tons 1,260 pounds. Up
till the latter part of August the fertilizer area looked to have nearly double the crop

over where manure only was applied but during September the crop evened up so that

it was difficult at harvesting to note any difference.

The ensilage from this crop did not heat up as corn usually does and it froze

deeply in the silo. The ensilage, however, turned out well preserved and palatable.

Crows were very troublesome, as in previoiis years, and as soon as the corn was

planted a boy with a shot-gun was kept in the field from 4 a.m. till 8 p.m. until the corn

was 6 inches high.

Fredericton,
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Variety tests.—Eighteen plots oi corn were planted on June 3 on a sandj' loam soil

fairly well drained. It was fall-plouglied after a turnip crop, the fertilizing for which

was 16 tons of barnyard manure and 300 pounds basic slag with 265 pounds 3-9-4 fer-

tilizer applied in a row. In 1915 sixteen tons of barnyard manure were applied and
lightly ploughed in. No other fertilizer was applied. Tlie plots received w^eekly culti-

vation till August 15, and were harvested on October 12 with but slight damage from

frost. The seed for six of the eighteen plots was supplied by the New Brunswick
Department of Agriculture as part of a series of tests being made by farmers in differ-

ent parts of the province. These plots have the letters " N.B.'' after the name of the

variety. .
~

Indlvn Corx.—Test of Varieties.

No, Variety.

North Dakota, N.B
King Philip
Longfellow, N. B
Longfellow
Wisconsin No. 7

White Cap Yellow Dent
Compton's Early N. B
Canada Yellow
Native Corn (from Bear Island)
Free Press
Salzer's North Dakota
Compton's Early
Bailey
Howie
Golden Glow, N. B
Quebec No. 28, N. B
Learning
Quebec Yellow, N.B

Height.

Ft. In.

Degree of Maturity.

Watery. . .

.

Thin milk.

Watery. . .

.

Thin milk.

Glazed
Some ripe and some glazed.

Watery . . . .

Thin milk.
Watery

Thin milk
Some glazed, some ripe.

Kernels just forming. . .

,

Glazed

Average-. 10

Tons. Lb.

L3

13

13

12

12

13

12

12

11

11

10
9

9

1,000
1,000

1,200
1,000
GOO
600
400
400

800
1,600
1.600
600
400

1,200
1,000
400

1,877

FIELD ROOTS.

Field Crops.—Four acres were sown with sixteen varieties of turnips, the same as

in the test plots, from June 5 to 9, excepting a small area sown to Invicta on the 14thx,

and another few rows on the 29th. The land was a fairly heavy loam that was
manured in 1913 for turnips with sixteen tons of barnyard manure per acre, and in

1914 for corn with sixteen tons barnyard manure per acre. In 1915 a portion of tlie

field was sown to turnips without any fertilizer a part with an application of 500

pounds basic slag per acre and another part with a similar quantity of slag and an
additional application, consisting of 50 pounds nitrate of soda, 50 pounds sulphate of

ammonia, 250 pounds acid phosphate, and 50 pounds muriate of potash. The resulting

yields were:

—

Portion of field with no fertilizer hush, pei- acre. 523
" " basic slag only " 698*7
" " complete fertilizer "

876

Of the last portion of the field there was some reduction in yield on account of

Club Root occurring at several places.

Fredericton.
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On June 30 au acre and a quarter of luvicta swedes was sown. The laud was

newly underdrained. It was manured with IG tons barnyard manure per acre in 1914

for corn and with 16 tons barnyard manure per acre again in 1015. Acid phosphate at

the rate of 480 pounds per acre was applied in the drills. The yield was 921 bushels

per acre.

On July 1 and 2, 2^ acres of newly broken land was sou'n to turnips. The land

was niauTired at the rate of 16 tons barnyard manure to the acre. Varieties sown were

'' Elephant Swede " and " Greystonc." Ba.sic slag at the rate of 400 pounds per acre

was applied. Much of the ground was too wet for best results. The yield was 793

bushels per acre.

On July 15, 20 and 22, 2| acres of white turnips (Swing's Improved Mammoth

Purple Top) were sown. They averaged 917 bushels per acre.

Variety tests.—Nineteen plots of one-twentieth acre each were sown with varieties

named below on June 2 and 3. The soil was a sandy loam, which was manured in 1913

for corn with 16 tons of manure and 468 pounds of 3 -6-10-5 -5 fertilizer to the acre,

and again in 1914 for turnips with a similar quantity of manure and 265 pounds

fertilizer per acre. In 1915, 16 tons of barnyard manure was again applied and lightly

ploughed in. Xo other fertilizer was used. This continuance of hoed crops was kept

on this land because it was so foul with mustard that it was useless to sow grain. The

turnips were seeded on the flat in rows 30 inches apart, thinned when in the third leaf

to 12 inches apart, and cultivated as nearly as possible once a week throughout the

season until the tops completely covered the ground. The crop was harvested on the

27th October.

Turnips.—Test of Varieties.

No. Variety.

Jumbo
Empress
Canadian Gem
llagnum^ Bonum
Hazard's Improved
Skir\ing*c
Durham
Coming's Lapland, N.B..
Hartley's Bronze Top—
Hall's V.estburj-

Good Luck
Perfection
Halewood's Bronze Top,

.

Kangaroo
Coming's Lapland
Xew Century
Bangholm, N. B
Best of All
iangholm

Yield per Acre.

Tons. Lb.

Average 33 032

Bush. Lb.

37
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MANGELS,

The laud used for the experiment with mangels was treated as described above for

that allotted to the experiment with turnips.

Mangels.—Test of Varieties.

No.
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TUENIP SEED PEODUOTION.

In the autumn of 1914, 7,295 roots of Kangaroo swede turnips were stored with

roots and crown intact for planting for seed production. On May 26 these roots were

taken from the cellar, biit only 3,360 were sound enough to plant. Furrows of 2(1

inches were made about 9 inches deep in sets of four. A space of 3 feet was left

between each set. One-third of an acre was occupied in this way. The roots were

placed 20 inches apart in the furrows and covered so that just the crown was exposed.

The land had been manured with 16 tons barnyard manure to the acre in 1913 and
1914 and received no manure or fertilizer in 1915. Sprouts started within a few
days from planting and the stalks grew rapidly to a height of from 36 to 44 inches

and blossomed profusely. About twenty per cent of the roots rotted too rapidly in

the ground to give strong stalks. Supporting stakes were driven and two wires were

stretched round each set of furrows to hold the stalks together and prevent threshing

in the wind.

The seed ripened very unevenly. The lower branches of nearly all stallcs ripened

off while the tops were still in bloom. As soon as there were any ripe seeds English

sparrows and other birds were on hand in thousands to start the haiwest and they

took a large toll before it was considered desirable to cut and stook the crop. The
stalks were tied into sheaves and stooked, and each, stook was covered with, a cotton

cap and allowed to stand till the stalks were thoroughly dry. One hundred and
eighty pounds of excellent seed was reclaimed with an ordinai-y grain thresher. It was
estimated that more than this amount was lost by birds and shelling on the ground.

The crop was cut and stooked on the 28th August. After drying for ten days it was
taken to the barn and threshed.

GEASSES AND CLOVEES—TEST OF VAEIETIES.

Plots of one-eightieth acre each were sown of the following grasses and clovers:—
Date of Seeding. Height, Aug. 15.

Inches.

Timothy May 31 12
Orchard grass "31 9

Red Top " 31 9

Kentucky Blue grass " 31 5

Meadow fescue " 31 11
Sheep's fescue " 31 2

Western Rye grass " 31 12
Perennial rye grass "31 9

Red clover " 31 \\
Alsike clover . .

" 31 12
Grimms alfalfa '• 31 14

The growth on half the area of each of the above plots was cut on the 15th
September and removed. The other half was allowed to stand uncut. This was done
to ascertain if the removal of the crop as late as September 15 would have any
injurious effect on the roots of the grasses and clovers.

ALFALF.\.

An acre of land that had been in hoed crop in 1913 and 1914 and manured both
years was thoroughly cultivated up till the 20th July, when it received 400 pounds of
basic slag. It was then seeded with 25 pounds Liscomb alfalfa. One-half of the acre,
divided longitudinally, was top-dressed with 1 ton of ground limestone. The acre
was also divided into thirds, transversely. The seed for one-third was treated with
aKaKa nitro-culture. A ton of inoculated soil was spread on another third and

Fredericton
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harrowed in immediately, and the remaining third was untreated. The alfalfa made
an even growth over the whole area, and no difference eonld be detected between the

different areas. The plants were allowed to grow until killed by frost, when they had
reached a height of 12 inches. Nodules were observed on the roots of plants on all

parts of the acre, but there were fewer on the untreated portion. All parts of the

acre wintered well and nodules are in evidence on the untreated as well as the

inoculated areas.

A plot of alfalfa seeded early in July, 1914, gave a vigorous growth in the spring

of 1915. Cutting began on June 1, when it was about 15 inches high, and a part of

the plot was taken for green feed for poultry. A small portion of the first growth was
left to bear seed. The balance of the plot was cut for hay on July 6. A second cut

was taken off as it began to blossom on August 20, and the third growth of 15 inches

was taken off 1st October. The growth that started after the cutting during the first

week in June ripened seed practically as early as that which was not cut at all. A
small quantity of seed was threshed out and cleaned up.

EED CLOVER.

Part of a second crop of red clover was cut and dried for seed. Much of the

seed was unripe and shrivelled. It was threshed with an ordinary threshing machine,

after the cylinder had been boxed in so that the stalks could only escape very slowly.

ANNUAL FOEAGE CROPS.

One-quarter acre of Dwarf Essex rape was sown on 16th July, and gave 4 tons of

green fodder in October. It was sown in rows, manured at the rate of IG tons per

acre and cultivated the same as turnips.

Peas, Oats, and Barley were sown for a soiling crop at the rate of one and one-

third bushels of peas, two and one-third bushels of oats, and one-half bushel of barley

per acre, and gave 13 tons to the acre of green fodder. The peas were sown and

ploughed in on May 7, and the oats and barley sown and harrowed in one week later.

Oats and Vetches were sown for green feed on June 6, and gave a green crop of

12 tons per acre.

FREDERICTaN.
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EXPERIMENTAL STATION, STE.
POCATIERE.

ANNE DE LA

EEPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT, JOS. BEaiN.

The spring of 1915 was later and colder than any other spring on record in the

district for a long time. The frost did not quite leave the ground until the middle of

May and the growth was at least two weeks behind, as compared with ordinary years.

The months of May and June were wet and cold with a few spelU of warm weather

which did not last more than a day. The roots and corn were not sown until from Isl&y

25 to June 6, because the soil was not warmed up sufficiently until that time. The

germination of turnips was good and prompt, while mangels, carrots, and Indian corn

germinated slowly on account of lack of heat. A dry spell followed which proved very

unfavourable to growth in general. In fact from June 25 to July 31 the total pre-

cipitation was not more than 1-81 inches. The months of August and September were

not favourable for forage plants and. as a matter of fact, it was not until too late a

date that the plants were able to pick up. The fall was very fine and without damaging

frosts in September. This enabled the corn to grow until the last days of September,

and permitted of harvesting the crop in very good condition.

VARIETY TESTS.

In order t-o secure the necessary uniformity of soil for the experiments with the

Tarieties of foi*age plants, a piece of land rather poor in fertility had to be chosen. The

soil Vv'as sandy loam fairly well suited to carrots, Indian corn and turnips, but less

suitable t.i mangels. The land had been summer-fallowed in 1914 with a view of

killing the couch grass and in order to prepare the soil for potatoes in 1915. Manure

at the rate of 20 tons per acre was uniformly applied in the fall of 1914 and thoroughly

incorporated with the soil by discing. The land was completely free from weeds includ-

ing the couch grass which had been destroyed by the previous summer-fallow.

The test was conducted in duplicate one-hundredth acre plots and the final yield

computed from the average of the two plots.

The seed was sown on June 6 and the crop harvested on September 22.

Indian Corn for Ensilage.—Test of Varieties.

No. Variety. Average
Height.

Wisconsin Xo. 7

Compton's Early
Bailey
Learning
North Western Dent. . .

.

White Cap Yellow Dent.
Longfellow
Salzer'a North Dakota..
Golden Glow
King Philip
Free Press
Quebec Yellow
Canada Yellow
Ciehu

82
84
85
84
80
72

80
72
50
50
48
48

Stage of Maturity.

acme ripe ears.

Late Milk
Late Uough—
Late Milk
Late Dough

Yield per Acre.

Ist Plot. 2nd Plot. Avem^re

Milk.

Many ripe ears.

Average.

Tons
12

12

11

11
10

10

8
7

7

7

6
6

5

, Lb.
800
200
850
400

1,500
900
500
900
800
200

1,800
400
800
200

Tons. Lb
12 1,100
12 600

800
5.50

900
500
850

1,200
950
5.50

1,-500

200
900
400

1,440 8 1,.500 8 1,473

Tons,
12

12

11

11

10

10

8
7

7
7

6
6

5

Lb.
950
400
825
475

1 , 200
700
675

1 . 0.50

875
375

1,6.30

300
s.:>o

SOO
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Field Crops.—Ten acres of Indian corn gave an average of 11 tons to the acre.

This yield is the best that has been obtained so far at the Station. The varieties used
were Longfellow, v/hich was sown on 8 acres, Wisconsin No. 7 and Compton Early,

which were sown on 1 acre each. The germination of the corn was slow on account of

the rather cold weather which followed the seeding. The average temi:)eTature for June
was 57 degrees which, however, is far from enough for rapid growth of corn.

TURNIPS.

Of the fourteen varieties of turnips tested at this Station, JVIagnum Bouum, and
Skirving gave the heaviest yields. All varieties were sown in duplicate plots one-
hundredth of an acre in size and quite uniform as to soil conditions. The yield was.
rather small on account of the lack of fertility of the soil used for this experiment and
on account. of the droiig-ht of the month of July which seriously interfered with the

growth. All varieties were thinned in such a way as to leave about the same number
of roots growing on each plot. Seeding was done on May 25 and the crop harvested
October 22. In the following is given the yield of each variety per acre.

Tt-Rxips.—Test of Varieties.

No Variety.
1st Plot Yield

per Acre.
2nd Plot Yield

per Acre.
Average Yield

per Acre.

Tons. Lb

Skirving's
Magnum Bonum
Canadian Gem
New Century
Hall's Westbury . . .

.

Best of All
Jump
Good Luck
Kangaroo
rTartlej''s Bronze Top
Perfection
Empress
Hazard's Improved. .

.

Coming's Lapland. . .

.

Average.

.

1,600
1,200
200

1,800
00
00

1,200
00

200
1,600

00
1,40G
1,800

GO

16 785

Bush. Lb Tons. Lb. Bush. Lb.

626
620
603
596
."^0

566
553
533
536
56J
500
490
436

1,400
400
800
200

1,400
800
40C

1,000
800
400

1,000
600

1,200
1,000

546 25 16 671

Tons. Lb. Bush. Lb

623
606
580
570
623
546
540
550
513
473
516
510
486
483

544 31 16

1,500
800

1,500
1,000

00
1,400
800
.500

1,500
00
500
00

1,500
500

728

625
613
591
5.S3

501
.5.-

6

546
541

525
516
508
500
491
475

00
20

40
20
40
40
40
40
00
40
20
00
40
00

545

Ste. Anne ue la PocATiiiRE.
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MAXGEL.S.

IN'ine varieties of mangels were sown on the 25th of May in duplicate plots one-

one hnndreth of an acre in size. The land was quite uniform in character but of nature

not very well snited to the growing of mangels. The chemical composition of the soil

was not such as is favourable for the securing of a maximum yield of this crop. The

yield was al.so unfavourably influenced by the drought, but was low especially becau?e

the roots were not grown in the best kind of soil. The crop was harvested on October 22.

In the following is given the yield of each variety per acre.

Mangels.—Test of Varieties.

No.
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Three A^arieties of sugar beets werfe sown on May 25 on land quite similar to tliat

allotted to mangels. They were pulled on October 22 and yielded as follows:

—

Sugar Beets.—Test of Yarietio.-.

No.
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EXPERIMENTAL STATION, CAP POUGE, QUE.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT, GUS. A. LANGELIER.

THE SEASON.

Taken as a whole, the months of May, June, July, August, September were a

little warmer, drier, and duller than the average for the last three years; the mean
tempOTature for this period in 1915 was 1-07 degrees higher, the precipitation 0-67

inch less, and the number of hours of sunshine 5-2 fewer than during 1912-13-14.

The growing season was about thirty days longer than usual, the last killing frost

occurring on May 16 and the first one on October 23. Corn for silage and swedes

were a little above and hay below the average of the last five years, whilst other roots

were about as usual.

VARIETY TESTS.

The trial plots of corn and roots come in a regular three-year rotation and are

followed by grain and hay. They are located on a rather poor, but quite uniform,

piece of sandy loam with a shale subsoil at from 18 to 24 inches from the surface.

The land was ploughed shallow as soon as the hay was off in 1914, manured at the

rate of 20 tons per acre, cultivated three or four times before the middle of October, then

cross-ploughed, disced, twice, and ribbed up for the winter. In the spring of 1915 it

was double-disced twice, drag harrowed, and rolled. -Corn was sown in hills 3 feet

apart in all directions and then harrowed; for roots, the land was put up in ridges 28

inches apart. Corn was thinned to four plants per hill, whilst carrots were singled to

6 inches and mangels, sugar beets and swedes to 8 inches apart in the rows. The
cultivator was passed practically every week and weeds were pulled where the machine

could not reach them. Check rows were used on each side of the different kinds of

forage crops, so that the varieties at the ends did not get more light, air, or plant food

than the others. Nothing was injured by disease, insects, birds, or other causes. All

plots were in duplicate, so as to minimize the chances of error, and were of one one-

hundredth acre.

INDIAN CORN FOR ENSILAGE.

Fifteen varieties were tested: Bailey, Canada Yellow, Compton Early, Early

Longfellow, Free Press, Gehu, Golden, Glow, King Philip, Learning, Ninety Days,

North "Western Dent Salzer s North Dakota, White Cap Yellow Dent, Wisconsin No.

7. They were sown on May 25 and cut on September 27, which gave them a longer

growing period, 125 days, than can generally be depended upon in this district without

having frost. But the drought of midsummer practically brought all the corn to a

standstill for nearly a month, and this setback could not be compensated by the same

length of time later on when the weather was too cool for a heat-loving plant like corn.

The average for all varieties was only 12,423 pounds per acre, but this was partly due

to bad germination of certain varieties, for the field crop of Longfellow gave 17,264

pomids per acre.

The varieties of corn tested can be divided into three classes : the heavy yielders,

which do not reach a point of maturity when they can make good silage; the early

kinds, which do not give a high enough tonnage, and the ones which reach the dough
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stage and are in the intermediate class as yielders. Of course, it is hard to draw a
ricrid line between the groups, but, to the present it can be said that Compton's Early,
Golden Glow, Learning, White Cap, Yellow Dent and Wisconsin No. 7 are not early
enough, whilst Canada Yellow, Free Press, Gehu, King Philip, Ninety Days and
Quebec Yellow do not give sufficient tonnage. Amongst the varieties which are fair

yielders and are early enough may be mentioned Bailey, Longfellow, North Western
Dent and Salzer's North Dakota. Longfellow seems the best adapted to the climatic
conditions of Central Quebec and is recommended to farmers until a better variety
is found.

FIELD ROOTS.

The piece of land on which are the trial plots is a rather dry sandy loam, on
which swedes come fairly v/ell, but where mangels, carrots and sugar beets are prac-
tically always a failure. An analysis of the soil made by the Division of Chemistry
showed a lack of lime, and this was applied. Whilst it had a beneficial effect on Jbarley

and wheat and a most marked effect on clover following grain, it does not seem to have
solved the problem regarding mangels, carrots and sugar beets. An experiment will

be started in 1916 to find out if flat culture would not be better than ridges to help
out the generally bad germination of seeds.

TURNfPS.

Fifteen varieties were on trial: Best of All, Canadian Gem, Corning Lapland,
Durham, Empress, Good Luck, Hall Westbury, Hartley Bronze Top, Hazard Improved,
Jumbo, Kangaroo, Magnum Bonum, New Century, Perfection, Skirving's. They were
sown on May 20 and pulled on October 9, which gave them a growing period of 142
days. The average for all of them was 21,280 pounds per acre, with Hall's VN^estbury

on top giving 26,100 pounds. The average for five years, however, places Good Luck
at the head with 42,197 pounds per acre and this is the variety which is recommended
to farmers of this district. It is possible, though, that after a few years other varieties

may show their superiority.

The following table gives details about the crop of 1915 :

—

TuiiNiPS.—Yield in 1915.

No Name of Variety.
Date of

Sowing.
Date of

Pulling. Yield per Acre.

Hall's Westbury
Good Luck
Hazard's Improved. .

.

Canadian Gem
Magnum Bonum
•Jumbo
New Century
Perfection
Hartley's Bronze Top.
Skirving's
Coming's Lapland
Durham
Kangaroo
Best of All
Empress

May 20.
"

20.
"

20.
"

20.
"

20.
"

20.
"

20.
"

20.
"

20.
"

20.
"

20.
"

20.
"

20.
"

20.
" 20

Average.

Oct.

Tons. Lb.

13

13

13

12

12

11

11

11

11

9

100
.50

50
850
300

1,350
1,050
600
2.50

300
1,750
1,0.50

5,50

1,9.50

1,000

10 1.280

Bush. Lb.

435
434
434
414
405
389
384
376
370
305
295
284
275
265
250

3.54

00
10

10

10

00
10

10

40
50
00
50
10

50

50
00

40

16—84^ Cap Rouge.
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:Ni ANGELS.

Ten Yarieties were in the test plots : Danish Sludstrup, Elvethan Mammoth, Giant
Half Sugar White, Gate Post, Giant Yellow Intermediate, Golden Tankard, Improved
Mammoth Long Red, Mammoth Yellow Intermediate, Prize Mammoth Long Red,

Selected Yellow Globe. They were sown on May 20 and pulled on October 18, which
gave them a growing period of 151 days. As the crop Avas practically a failure, no figures

are offered. The variety which has done best since 1911 inclusively is Giant Yellow

Intermediate.

CARROTS.

Seven varieties were under test: Champion, Giant White Vosges, Improved Short

White, Mammoth White Intermediate, Ontario Champion, Svalof Champion, White
Belgian. They were sown on May 21. which gave them a growing period of 1&3 days.

As usual, germination was very bad and the crop was a poor one. The varieties which,

since five years, have shown themselves the best yielders are, in order of merit: Improved

Short White, White Belgian, Ontario Champion, and Mammoth White Intermediate.

SUGAR BEETS.

Three varieties were on trial: Improved Vilmorin A, Improved Vilmorin B, and

Klein Wanzleben. They were sown on May 21 and pulled on October 13, which gave

them a growing period of 145 days. As with mangels and carrots, the crop was poor,

the stand being so thin that only a few plants could be seen here and there. Klein

Wamzleben has shown itself the heaviest yielder during five years.

SELECTION AND PROPAGATION OF GOOD STRAINS.

Gi-asses and Clovers.—Duplicate plots have been sown of the following grasses and

clovers: Kentuclcy Blue grass. Meadow fescue, Orchard grass. Perennial Rye grass,

Red Top, Sheep's fescue, Timothy, Western Rye grass. Alfalfa (Grimm's), Alsike,

Red clover. A series of plots will be used to determine the quantity of hay given,

whilst the other will be kept for seed production. As only the hardiest plants will live

through the winter, the experiment involves a natural selection, whereby, it is hoped,

the best strains may be isolated.

f

Quebec Yellow Corn.—Erom poultry keepers and others who would like to raise

most of the food given to their stock, inquiries are often received whether it is possible

to grow corn for grain in this district. For the purpose of gathering data on this

subject, about one-quarter acre of Quebec Yellow corn was planted. It matured very

well. As the frost-free season was an exceptionally long one, this work will have to be

continued a few years. A number of good ears were chosen from the best plants, and

a few strains wiU be isolated by the ear to row method.

Cap Rouge.
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EXPERIMENTAL STATION, LENNOXVILLE, QUE.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT, J. A. McCLARY.

CHAEACTER OF THE SEASON.

The season of 1915-16 on the whole was fairly favourable for forage crops. The
small amount of snow on the ground during the winter of 1914-15 made it difficult for

the young clover plants to survive, but with the favourable weather during the months
of May, June, and July, an average crop of hay of principally timothy was harvested.

The precipitation during the months of May, June and July was favourable for

the root crop which was an average crop in this district, but not altogether favourable

for Indian corn, which requires plenty of sunshine and heat to make a rapid start.

However, with the bright warm days of August and September there was a marked
improvement on this crop, although it was not up to the average in the Eastern
Townships.

The late fall of 1915 was very favourable for the new-seeded clover which went
into the winter with a good aftermath, and from all appearances it has come through
the winter very favourably.

INDIA^T CORN.

Seventeen varieties were tested in 1915 on a light loam. This land was summer-
fallowed with an application of 15 tons of barnyard manure per acre,- applied and
disced in during the fall. The land was divided off into duplicate plots of one-one

hundreth acre each or two rows 75J feet long and 36 inches apart. The corn was
planted on May 26 and cultivated every week as the cultivator could be used. The crop

was cut September 22. The following table gives results of the varieties tested :

—

Indian corn for ensilage.—Test of Varieties.

No, Variety.

Compton's Early
Salzer's North Dakota.

.

Early Longfellow
Wisconsin No. 7

Golden Glow
Learning
King Philip
Howie
Bailey
North Western Dent
White Cap Yellow Dent
Quebec Yellow
Early Northern
Canada Yellow
Free Press

._

Ayer's Cliff Special

Gehu

Average
Height.

Inches.

95
99
92
95
96
84
90
78
95
83
98
70
86
63
64-

64
64

Stage of Maturity.

Milk
Milk
Milk
Milk
Dough
Dough
Milk
Milk
Early Dough.
Dough
MUk
Glazed
Glazed
Glazed
Dough
Ripe
Glazed

Yield per Acre.

1st Plot. 2nd Plot. Average.

Average.

Tons. Lb.
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TUEXIPS.

Seventeen varieties of swede turnips were tested out in i915 on a clay loam.

This land was in oats the previous year, when 20 tons of manure per acre were applied

and ploughed in. It was disced and worked into proper condition for ridging. The

land was divided into plots of one-one-hundredth acre each, or two rows 28 inches

apart and 92.1 feet long. The seed was sown on May 25, and the crop harvested on

October 25.

Turnips.—Test of Varieties.

No
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CARROTS.

Seven, varieties of carrots were planted in check rows on May 25 in the same
mannep as described for swedes and mangels and were harvested on October 22.

Carrots.—Test of Varieties.

No.
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practically double what they did when planted. They were stored and fed to live

stock and seemed to be relished as well as the first year's growth.

Eoot seed growing is au industry which should be encouraged in every way pos-

sible in the Dominion and especially in the Eastern Townships. During the past

year a couple of good demonstrations were held in the district on the advantage of

home-grown seed over the commercial, the home-grown maturing better, yielding

heavier tonnage per acre than the conmiercial seed, which no doubt came from

European countries and was grown under conditions entirely different from those

prevailing in this district.

GEASSES AXD CLOVEES.

In the spring of 1915 there was set apart a small area on the highest and most

exposed part of the Farm to test out different varieties of grasses and clovers. This

piece of land was divided off into one eightieth acre plots, on which were sown the

following: Timothy, Orchard Grass, Eed Top, Kentucky Blue grass, Meadow fescue,

Sheep's fescue, Western Eye grass. Perennial Eye grass, Grimm's alfalfa, Eed clover,

Alsike clover.

The soil was a clay loam and as it was not too well prepared the previous fall very

good results were not looked for, but the different varieties planted came on very well.

Four plots of each' variety were planted, two of which will be harvested for hay, so

as to ascertain the yields of the same and the remaining two for seed production. The

object of the duplicate plots is to be able to obtain more accurate results. All the var-

ieties seemed to go into winter quarters in good condition with a good aftermath which

is always preferable in a cold district as a winter protection for such plants.

A small area of Grim's alfalfa was planted in drills outside of the plots previously

mentioned. The dxills were about two feet apart so as to enable the cidtivator to be

run between them. The object of the experiment is to endeavour to secure some seed

from plants grown under local conditions.

HAY CROP.

The small amount of snow on the fields in the winter of 1914-15 left the new-

seeded clover badly exposed which caused a loss of quite a large percentage of this very

important forage crop, but with the favourable weather for hay in the months of May
and June with a precipitation of 3-78 inches scattered well through the months, a

record crop of hay wp^ harvested in the district of mostly timothy, with a small i)ercent-

age of clover. In spite of this fact a few farmers in the district saved a small quan-

tity of clover for seed purposes which was hidled by a Sawyer-Massey huller owned by

the Sherbrooke County Agricultural Society.

These farmers were very enthusiastic over this industry and it is almost certain

that there will be a large per cent of the farmers take advantage of this machine for it

has been very conclusively demonstrated that seed grown under local conditions will

withstand the severe weather conditions more favourably than seed grown in warmer

localities, and with the high price of clover seed it is a very paying proposition for the

farmer.

Lexxoxmlle.
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EXPERIMENTAL FARM, BRANDON, MAN.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT, W. C. McKILLICAN. B.S.A.

THE SEASOX.

The season of 1915 was a most unfavourable one for fodder crops. The early part
of the season was very dry. giving hay crops a very poor start. Then there was a long
period of cold weather with several frosts which made the crop very backward. Very
early and severe frosts, on August 23 and 25, killed the corn crop and prevented further
growth. As a result of these untoward conditions, corn was less than half a crop, and
hay was the lightest in years. Field roots were a good crop, having been planted in
summer-fallowed land where a good store of moisture was available even though the
rainfall was scant.

INDUN CORN.

Sixteen varieties of Indian corn for fodder were tested this year. They were
planted on May 21 on summer-fallowed land. The season was the most unfavourable
for corn in many years and less than half a crop was han^ested. These test rows, being
on summer-fallowed land, fared rather better than the main fields, but were frozen on
August 23, when still quite immature. The results obtained were as follows :

—

Indian Corn.—Test of Varities.

No Variety. Stage when Cut.
Average
Height. Yield per A cie

Gchu
Compton's Early
Golden Glow
Early Longfellow
Wisconsin No. 7

Longfellow
Free Press
Northwestern Dent. .

.

North Dakota White.
King PTiilip

Quebec Yellow
Minnesota No. 13

Minnesota No. 23 ....

.

August Dent
Baily
Canada Yellow

Ears Forming
Tassel only
Silk
Ears Forming
Tassel only. .

.'
,

Tassel only
Milk
Ears forming
Only Partly Tasselled.
Silk

Ears forming
Silk

Ears Forming
Ears Forming
Silk

Late Milk

Average.

Ft. In.

10

1

2
6

3

9

9
10

10

9

Tons. Lb.

11

10
10
9

9
9

9

1,000
1,020
560

1,870
1,430
860
560

1,170
1,0.30

1,100
970
820
240

1,270
510
390

8 1,925

Gehu. which has given the largest yield this year, is not usually a high yielder,

but, being an early sort of low leafy growth, was less injured by the cold weather than
tlie larger varieties. Northwestern Dent, Longfellow, North Dakota White, Golden
Glow and Minnesota No. 13, are all well suited to fodder growing in Manitoba. Comi>-
ton's Early yields well but is rather late for this climate.
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AVERAGES.

Six of these varieties have been grown for five years and three others for three or

four year periods, with the following results :

—

Variety.
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TURNIPS.

Eighteen varieties of turnips were tested this year. They were sown on May 10
on heavy clay land which had been summer-fallowed the previous year. Only swede
varieties were used, as the other kinds have not given satisfactory results in past

years. The results obtained were as follows :

—

TuRxiPS.—Test of Varieties.

No Variety. 1st Plot Yield
per acre.

2nd Plot Yield
per acre.

Average Yield
per acre.

Empress
Carter's Imperial
Invicta
Durham
Prize Purple Top
Jumbo
Magnum Bonum
Kangaroo
Hazard's Improved
Hall's Westbury
Halewoods' Bronze Top.
Canadian Gem
Skirving's
Perfection Purple Top . .

.

Mammoth Clyde
New Century
Good Luck
Coming's Lapland

Average

Tons.
24

*

26
23
22
25
23
21
20
19
21
21

19

19

20
16

16

18

18

Lb.
750
650

1,430
590
670

1,060
250
690

1,000
900

1,080
1,910
1,910
1,860
809

1,410
1,850
1,310

Tons.
22
19

20
21

19

IS

20
20
21

18

16

18

17

15
18

18

14
14

Lb.
590
610
560

1,0.30

1,650
750
950

1,340
250

1,310
1,670
530

1,750
1,850
1,700

790
1,900
1,250

Tons.
23
22

22

21
21

20
20
20
20
20
19

19

18

18

17
17

16

16

Lb.
670

1,630
5

1,810
1,160
1,905
1,600
1,015
625
105
675
200

1,8.30

855
1,295
1,100
1,475
1,280

21 113 18 1,582 19 1,847

AVERAGE YIELDS.

Five of these varieties have been grown for five years or more, three for four
years and six for three years, with the following average results:

—

Variety. Average Yield
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MAXGELS.

Eighteen varieties of maugels and feeding sugar beets were tested this year.

They were sown on May 10 on heavy clay land, summer-fallowed. The results obtained
were as follows :

—

ZxIaxgels.—Te>t of Varieties.

No. Variety.
1st Plot Yield

per acre.

2nd Plot Yield
per acre.

Average Yield
per acre.

Giant Yellow Intermediate
Giant Yellow Globe
Peerless
Yellow Eckendorfer
Mammoth Yellow Intermediate
Danish Sludstrup
Yellow Leviathan ,

Selected Yellow Globe
Gate Post
Monarch Sugar Beet
Prize Mammoth LongRed
Perfection Mammoth Long Red
JIammoth Long Red
Leviathan Sugar Beet
Improved Mammoth Saw-Log.

.

Royal Giant Sugar Beet
Giant Half Sugar White
Golden Tankard

Average

Tons

27
23
23
23
21
22
23
26
23
22
22
21
22
20
19
21
20
la

Lb.

950
1,180
1,400

70

1,290
400

1,180
730
70

960
960

1,8,50

1,510
1,630
1,960
1,80
420
850

Tons. Lb.

25
28
17

26
26
25
23
20
23
23
23
23
22
24
23
20
20
21

1,620
1,500
1,610

610
1,950
1,6.50

1,400
1,630

620
1,180
1,180
1,180
400
60

1,180
1,630
1,630

180

Tons. Lb.

26
26
25
24
24
24
23
23
23
23
22
22
22
22
21
20
20
19

1,285
340

1,505
1,340

620
25

1,290
1,180

345
70

1,795
1,515
955
845

1,570
1,905
1,025
1,515

22 725 24 289 23 507

The eight highest yielding varieties this year are all yellow in colour and short

or medium in length. However, when the yields for several years are considered,

no one variety or type has any outstanding advantage. It is therefore difficult to

make any recommendations from a standpoint of yield. When the form of the mangels

is considered, however, there are found good grounds for choice. The mammoth
long red varieties are long and deeply fixed in the ground and bear many rootlets.

They are consequently hard to pull, and if the soil is at all tenacious, much clings

to them. The yellow varieties are much shorter, grow chiefly above the ground and,

as a result, are easily pulled and are practically free from dirt. The sugar beet

varieties included in this test are long but stand much higher out of the ground than

the mammoth long reds, and have their rootlets at the tip. They are consequently

ea-y to pull and comparatively free from dirt.

Brandox.
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AVERAGE YIELDS.

Eight of these varieties have been grown for five years, and two others for three

years. The following average yields have been obtained in those periods :

—

l

"\'arie Average Yield
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GRASSES, CLOVERS AND ALFALFA.

Thirteen kinds of grasses, clovers and alfalfa were tested in uniform duplicate

test plots. Also twelve mixtures of the same crops were tested under the same condi-

tions. These plots were sown in 1914 on land that was summer-fallowed the previous

year. They were sown without any nurse crop. The winter was a hard one on red

clover and alsike. They were both partly winter-killed and considerably thinned out.

The other crops all wintered successfully. The yields obtained in 1915 were as

follows :

—

Grasses. Clovers and Alfalfa.

Variety. Yield per Acre
1st Cutting.

Yield per Acre
2nd Cutting.

Total
per Acre.

Tons. Lb.

Baltic Alfalfa

Grimm's Alfalfa

Turkestan Alfalfa

Common Alfalfa

Montana Alfalfa

Western Rye grass. .

.

Brome grass
Timothy
Kentucky Blue grass

Red Top.
Red clover
Alsike clover
Orchard grass

1,340
800

1,400
540

1,520
620

1,800
900
500
100

1,900
1 , .3S0

GOO

Tons. Lb.

860
1,320
1,800
1,100
1,140

Tons. Lb

200
120

1,200
1.640
660
620

1,800
900
500
160

1,900
1,380

600

As in previous years, aKalfa has again proved itself to be the most productive hay

crop. Baltic alfalfa which has given the largest yield this year, is a strain originated

in South Dakota. It is variegated in bloom and is very much like Grimm's alfalfa.

It seems to be a very hardy and desirable strain. Grimm's and Turkestan have been

grown for years and are known to be hardy and reliable. Common alfalfa, both of the

ordinary stock and Montana seed, was thinned out by winter-killing to some extent

and consequently did not give quite as high a yield as the hardier strains.

Western rye grass shows its productiveness; everything being considered this is

the most desirable grass for .western hay production that has brought into use up to

the present.

Brandon,
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Mixtures.

Timothy and Alfalfa.

Western Rye grass and Alfalfa
Timothy, Western Rye grass and

Alfalfa

Timothy, Western Rye grass, Red
clover and Alfalfa

Western Rye grass, Red clover and
Alfalfa

Timothy, Red clover and Alfalfa

Western Rye grass and Alsike
Western Rye grass and Red clover.

Timothy and Red clover
Timothy, Western Rye grass and

Alsike

Timothy, Western Rye grass and
Red clover

Timothy and Alsike.

Notes on Mixture.

Alfalfa predominates, good thick
stand

Well proportioned and thick

Well mixed, with alfalfa predomina-
ting somewhat '

. .

Red clover gone, others evenly mixed

Red clover gone, other evenly mixed
Red clover gone, alfalfa predomina-

ting
Only a little Alsike left

Only a little Red clover left

Mostly Timothy

Alsike nearly gone, mostly Western
Rye grass

Well mixed with Western r>-e grass
predominating

Mostly Timothy

Yield
per acre
First
Cutting.

Tons. Lb.

320
280

1,700

1,500

1,340

1,380
100

1,860
720

720

680
400

Yield
per acre
Second
Cutting.

Tons. Lb.

1 1,280
1 1.060

1 880

1 760

1 720

1 606

Yield
per acre.

Total
Crop.

^ons. Lb.

4 1,600
4 1,340

mo

2G0

60

40
100

1,860
720

720

2 680
2 400

FOUR-YEAR AVERAGES.

Several of these hay crops and mixta re-s have been grown for four con.secutive

years; the following are the average yields for that time:

—

^rop or Mixture.

Turkestan Alfalfa

Grimm's Alfalfa

Montana Alfalfa

Western Rye grass
Broine grass
Timothy
Red Top ,

Kentucky Blue grass
Timothy, Western Rye grass, Red clover and Alfalfa
Western Rye grass and Alfalfa

Timothy and Alfalfa

Western Rye grass and Red clover
j

Timothy, Western Rye grass and Red clover '

j

Timothy and Red clover
;

I

AverageYield
per Acre for
Four Years.

Tons. Lb.

1,498
1,180
1,165

245
195

335
530

1,845
1,110
390

1,600
575
220

1,755

'Brandon
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ALFALFA FOR SEED PRODUCTION.

Tn 1914 about three acres of light sandy land was sown to alfalfa in rows for seed

production. Different varieties and strains were used and different rates of seed per

acre were tried. This year half the field was clipped off about the middle of June and

a light crop of hay taken off; the remainder was left uncut. Neither piece produced

any crop of seed worth harvesting. Possibly this was due to the unfavourable season.

The test will be continued in the fut\ire to see if it is possible to grow alfalfa seed in

profitable quantities in Manitoba.

ANNUAL HAY CROPS.

The tests with annual hay crops that have been conducted during the previoiLS

two years were continued in 1915. The plots were sown on May 14 on summer-

fallowed land. The results obtained were as follows :

—

Name of Crop.

Oats ".

Oats and Hairy Vetch .

.

Oats and Common Vetch
Oats and Peas
Hungarian Millet

Siberian Millet

Common Millet

Spring Rye
Beardless Barley
Common Vetch
Hairy Vetch
Sweet Clover.
Sudan Grass

Quality of Hay.

Medium coarse.

Fairly fine

Coarse
Medium coarse

it ((

(< It

Coarse

Date
Ready
to Cut.

Aug. 16.

IG.

16.

16.

23.

23.

16.

July 20.

25.

29.

Aug. 11.

16.

23.

Height.

Inches.

52
52

52
52
41

45
32
54
48
30
42
13

32

Yield
per Acre
(1915).

Tons. Lb.

1,800
1,280
480
3G0
420
840
440
580
00
260
480

1,380
780

Yield
per Acre

Average of

3 j^ears.

Tons. Lb.

5 287

1,193
400
343

1,493
1,427

The mixtures of oats with Common and Hairy vetch did not prove satisfactory.

The oats crowded the vetches out completely, so that the crop was practically pure

oats, and the vetch seed (half a bushel per acre) was wasted. The oat hay was not as

good quality as usual this year, being very ranlc and lodged, and somewhat rusty. Tbe

millet hay was relished more by the cattle this year; last year the opposite was true.

The yield of sweet clover is hardly indicative of its yielding power, as being a bicmiial

it would yield more heavily in the second year. The sweet clover hay was eaten this

year by all the cattle used in the test except one. It was cut very early, when only 13

inches high, and cured very well. Handled this way, it appears to have a good value.

Sudan grass was tried for the first time, with very unsatisfactory results. While it

would doubtless do better in a warmer season, it is not probable that our summer is

ever warm enough for this crop to do well.

Br.vxdon,
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EXPERIMENTAL FARM, INDIAN HEAD, SASK.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT, W. H. GIBSON, B.S.A.

SEASONAL NOTES.

The season of 1915 opened comparatively early, but the absence of moisture in the
early part of the year was somewhat detrimental to best results in forage crops and as

a result hay and alfalfa gave very poor yields.

The root crop suffered considerably in the early part of the year. However, the
rain later in the season brought them along in good shape, and a fair average crop
M'as harvested.

Early-sown corn suffered as a result of the late spring frosts, while the later sown
corn came through unscathed, and, as a consequence, gave higher yields. Corn should
not be planted much before May 24.

INDIAN CORN FOR ENSILAGE.

Fourteen varieties were tested on summer-fallow. The land received a top dressing

of manure the previous fall. They were sown on May 28 and harvested September 14.

IxDiAX Cork for Eksilage.—Test of Varieties.

No. Variety.

Golden Glow
Early Longfellow
Wisconsin No. 7

Salzer's North Dakota..
King Philip
Compton's Early
Bailey
North Western Dent ....

White Cap Yellow Dent.
Free Press
August Dent
Gehu
Canada Yellow
Quebec Yellow

AA'erfige.

Date
Sown.

May 28
'

28
"

28
"

28
" 28
"

28
"

28
"

28
"

28
"

28
"

28
"

28
"

28
"

28

Date
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CORX FOR ENSILAGE—FIELD LOTS.

Experiments at Indian Head demonstrate clearly that corn can be grown quite

successfully in southern Saskatchewan. It is one of the best crops grown in rotation.

It acts as a cleaning crop to the land and furnishes ample forage for live stock. Corn

makes a splendid soiling crop. It can be cut green and used as a supplement to pasture.

When converted into silage it serves to supply succulence during the winter months.

CoRX for Ensilage.—Field tests.

Variety.

Minnesota No. 13 "
i

5. 7,5

North Western Dent !
"

North Western Dent I
5

.
50

Average.

Yield per Acre.

Tons. Lb.

1,360
1,6.50

830

613

TURNIPS.

Twenty-three varieties of turnips were tested on well-prepared summer-fallow.

These were sown ilay 26 and harvested October 15.
-"

TuRyiPS.—Test of Varieties.

No. Variety.

Date
Sown.

Date
Harvested. Yield per Acre.

Perfection
Canadian Gem
.Jumbo
Halewood's Bronze Top
Hazard's Improved
Invicta
Hall's Westbury
Skirving's
Mammoth Clyde
Kangaroo
Magnum Bonum
White Globe
Empress
Durham
Good Luck
New Century
Carter's Imperial
Coming's Lapland
Prize Purple Top
Mammoth Grey Stone
Hartley's Bronze Top—
Yellow Aberdeen Purple Top.
Yellow Aberdeen Green Top.

.

Average

-May Oct. 15.
" 15.

15...

15...

15...

15...

15..

15..

15..

15..

15..

15..

15.

.

15..

15..

15..

15..

15..

15..

15..

15..

15..

15..

Tons. Lb.

19
18

18

18
18
18
18
18

18
18

17
17

17
17
16

16
16
16
16
15

15
13
12

500
1,400
1,350

9.30

8.50

700
5.50

550
2.50

100
600
600
400
100

1,800
1,.00
1,300
1,100

3.50

1,0.50

8.50

1,5.50

400

17 204

Bush.

641
623
622
615
614
611

609
609
604
601
576
576
573
568
563
556
555
551

539
517
514
459
40B

570

Lb.

40
20

30
50
10

40
10

10
10
40
40
40
00
20
20
40
00
40
10

30
10
10

40

Indun Head.
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MANGELS.

Fourteen varieties of mangels were tested ou well prepared fallow land. These
were sown May 13 and harvested October 14.

Mangels.—Test of Varities.

No, Variety.
Date
Sown.

Date
Harvested. Yield per Acre.

Giant Yellow Glove
Danish Sludstrup
Wibolt's Short Ovoid Giant
Gate Post
Prize Mammoth Long Red
Perfection Mammoth Long Red.
Mammoth Long Red
Giant Yellow Intermediate
Yellow Leviathan
Improved Mammoth Saw-Log.

.

Giant Halt Sugar AMiite
Wibolt's Long Ovoid Giant
Selected Yellow Globe
Golden Tankard

Average.

Tons. Lb.

May
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SUGAE BEETS.

Three varieties of susar beets -were tested on Avell prepared fallow. They were
sown May 13 and harvested October 21.

Sugar Beets.—Test of Varieties.

No.
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EXPERIMENTAL STATION, ROSTHERN, SASK.

REPOKT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT, W. A. MUNRO, B.A., BS.A.

THE SEASON.

The season of 1915 was decidedly unfavourable for forage crops, and particularly

for hay and corn. There was slightly more than half as much moisture from April

to September as for an average of the four previous years. This, coupled with a

severe frost on the 12th of June, and' another later in August completely destroyed

the corn and produced almost no hay from the ciijtivated grasses. The root crops

fared better, although the yield in these was far below the average.

MANGELS.

. The germination of ajl the mangel seed has been poor for the past two years.

There were six varieties tried out this season which yielded upwards of 12 tons per

acre computed from the yield of two rows 30 inches apart and 78 feet long, viz.,

Mammoth Long, Red, Danish Sludstrup, Improved Mammoth Saw-Log, Gate Post,

Giant Half Sugar White, and Giant Yellow Globe.

TURNIPS.

Twenty-six varieties of turnips were under test and the seven highest yielders

were as follows :

—

Mammoth Greystone 14 tons 1,150 lb. per acre.
Carter's Imperial 13 " 1,020
Kangaroo 11 " 1,900
Jumbo 11 " 340
Invicta 1^ " 1,670 '

Skirving's 10 " 1,000 "

Hall's Westbury 10 ' 780

Hall's We.~tbury, on account of its quality and high average yield, is recommended
above any of the other varieties. It is of splendid quality for culinary purposes.

CARROTS.

Five varieties of field carrots were grown with the following results:

—

White Belgian 3 tons 1,430 lb. per acre.
Ontario Champion 3 " 870
Giant White Vosges 3 " 530
Mammoth White Intermediate 2 " 410
-Improved Short White 1 " 1,520

SUGAR BEETS.

Following is the yield of three varieties of sugar beets :

—

Vi'.moiin Improved A 5 tons 1,560 lb. per acre.
Klein Wanzleben 4 " 1,450 "

Vilmorin Improved B 3 " 310
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EXPERIMENTAL STATION, SCOTT, SASK.

REPORT OF THE ACTING SUPERINTENDENT, M. J. TINLING, B.S.A.

WEATHER COXDITIONS.

The season of 1915, while favourable to the production of good crops of hay, has

not been so satisfactory for fodder corn and field roots.

The spring opened in seasonable time, with normal weather conditions during

April. May, June, and July were cooler than usual, with frosts on June 7, 14, and

16 that froze the leaves of the young corn plants, and cheeked the growth of the field

roots. Commencing with August 3, warm, dry weather was experienced. Rainfall

was recorded on seventeen days between July 15 and October 25, but with only a total

precipitation of 2-5 inches.

From the 9th to the 15th of September sharp frosts occurred, commencing with

5 degrees of frost on the 9th, and culminating with 23 degrees on the 15th. The

com was harvested on September 4, and thus escaped injury. The mangel crop was-

rendered useless for feeding or for making comparative tests. Parts of the leaves of

the turnips, carrots, and sugar beets was destroyed, thus checking any further growth.

VARIETY TESTS.

Experimental work with forage crops has consisted in testing out varieties of

fodder corn, field roots, grasses, and annual hay crops. Some additional work with red

clover and alfalfa has also been started.

IIsDIAN CORX AXD FIELD ROOTS. -

PREPARMIOX OF THE SOIL.

The soil, on which the corn and roots were grown, was a dark chocolate clay loam,

with a clay subsoil. Early in the spring, well rotted barnyard manure was spread on

the field at the rate of 10 tons per acre; the field was then ploughed 9 inches deep,

floated, packed, and harrowed. Previous to sowing the roots, on May 11, the ground was

again harrowed with the smoothing harrow. The ordinary double disc grain drill was

used in sowing; the rows were 2i feet apart for the roots, and 3i feet for the corn.

Germination was uniform, but some loss of young corn and mangel plants were

experienced from wire worms.

All tests with com and roots were conducted in duplicate. The results given in

the following tables are the averages from the two tests made with each variety :

—
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INDIAN CORN.

Thirteen varieties of corn were tested out for fodder production. The corn was
planted on May 15, and harvested September 4.

The yields given in the following are the weights of the cora at time of

harvesting:

—

Indian Corn.—Test of Varieties.

No, Variety.

Gehu
Early Longfellow.
King Philip
Bailey
Free Press
Golden Glow
Salzer's North Dakota..
Compton's Early
Quebec Yellow
Canada Yellow
Wisconsin No. 7

White Cap Yellow Dent.
North Western Dent

Average.

Average
Height.

Inches.

57
63

cu
61

56
63
60
61^
•56^

53
63
62
60

Stage of

Maturity.

Early Silk.

Tassel
Tassel
Tassel
Silk

Tassel
Tassel
Tassel
Late Silk.

.

Silk

Tassel
Tassel
Early Silk.

Average Yield
per Acre.

Tons. Lb.

10
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TUKXIPS.

Twenty-six varieties of turnips were sown on May 11, in rows 2i feet apart.

In thinning the plants were left 12 inches apart. The crop was harrested on October

IG. The following table gives the total yields per acre:

—

Turnips.—Te^t of Varieties.

No. Variety. Description. Total Yield per Acre.

Cow Horn
Mammoth Greystone
Carter's Imperial
Hartley's Bronze Top
Perfection
Empress
Invicta
Halewood's Bronze Top
Hazard's Improved
Green Top
Yellow Aberdeen (Purple Top).
Prize Purple Top
White Globe. .

.-.

Yellow Aberdeen (Green Top).
Kangaroo
Hall's Westbury
Skirving's
Jumbo
Coming's Lapland
Canadian Gem
New Century ,

Magnum Bonum \

fJood Luck T
Maiujnoth Clyde
Durham
White Swede

Large, long
Round
Small, round, smooth
Small, round
Large, smooth
Large, round
Large, rough
vSmall, rooty
Round
Small, rough
Large, some hollow
Med. large, smooth
A number decayed'.
Round
Small, rooty
Large, smooth
Large, smooth
Small, rooty
Small, oval
Rooty
Med. large,' smooth
Small, rough
Small, rooty
Round, smooth
Med. large, smooth
Small, rough, very rooty

Average.

Tons.
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CABROTS.

Five varieties of field carrots were under test. The seed was sown on Mr.y 11
and the crop hai-rested on October 15. The rows were 2i feet apart, and in tliinuing,

the plants were left 6 inches apart in the rows. The yield per acre is given in the
following table:

—

Carrots.—Test of Varieties.

No.
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The growth of Alsike clover was very weak, the yellowness of the leaves indicating

an absence of nodule forming bacteria. The alsike seed failed to mature before the

September frosts.

Meadow fescue, which was under test for the first time, yielded equally as much
hay as Western Rye grass. The latter produced more seed, due to the Meadow fescue

seed shelling out badly in harvesting.

Two plots, one-twelfth acre in area, were sown to Timothy and Brome grass in

1914. The quantity of Timothy seed used was in excess of the usual amounts, while

the Brome grass was somewhat thin, due to the failure of some of the seed to germinate.

The crop v.-as cut on July 21, and gave the following yields per acre:

—

Variety.
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RED CIiO\'ER.

The experiments with strains of Red clover, commenced in 1913, have been
continued. Small quantities of seed harvested in 1914 were sown in rows in the test

plots. A fairly uniform germination was secured. The object of the experiment is

not only to secure a hardy strain of red clover, but to obtain, if possible, a perennial

type.

ANNUAL HAY CROPS.

Six kinds of annual forage crops were sown on May 18 on the uniform test plots.

Two cuttings were secured from the spring rye plots, the first cutting being made on
July 23. The yields given in the succeeding table are averages of two tests made with
each kind ;

—

Kind of Crop Yield per Acre. Remarks.

Spring rye
Oats
Oats and Peas
Siberian millet
Early Fortune millet
Crimson clover

Tons Lb.

3
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EXPEEBIEXTAL STATION, LETHBRIDGE, ALTA.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT, W. H. FAIRFIELD, M.S.

The season of 1915 proved to be very faTourable for nearly all kinds of forage

crops. The ample rains produced heavy crops of hay and roots and although in the

case of corn the amount of growth made was good, still the cooler weather that prevailed

on account of the increased precipitation delayed the maturing of the crop. The result

was that when killing frost came on the 12th of September no variety, not even the

very earliest such as Squaw, was fully ripe, and the ordinary sorts grown for fodder

were not so well developed as usual. The yields of hay were good but the showers that

where so prevalent during haying time proved such a hindi-ance to curing that very

little Xo. 1 hay was saved. Of the 30,000 or more tons of alfalfa hay produced on the

irrigated lands in the district less than 20 per cent would grade better than Xo. 2.

The first work on the land was done on March 31. There was very little rain in

April but the soil was in prime condition owing to the amount of moisture carried

over from the preceding fall and winter.

The germination of the seed of the root crops was good and the generous rains

during May, June, and July brought the plants on in a very vigorous condition.

XO IREIGATIOX NECESSARY.

As has been the case in the past the experiments with corn and field roots were all

carried out both on the irrigated and non-irrigated parts of the farm. On accolmt,

however, of the fact that no irrigation was found necessary, this year's report will not

be divided into two parts, the irrigated and non-irrigated, as has been the custom in

the past, but for the sake of -brevity will be combined.

INDIAN CORN.

Fifteen varieties were tested on both tlie dry and irrigated parts of the Farm, with
the object in view of producing ensilage. They were all planted May 10 and cut Sep-
tember 14. The preparation of the dry land wa^ summer-fallow which had been
manured previous to ploughing for the fallow. On the irrigated land the corn was
planted on Brome grass sod that had been broken and backset the previous season. The
crop was weighed green and the yield was computed in each case from a plot one one-

hundredth of an acre in area. The yield of dry cui'ed fodder would probably be about
40 per cent of the green weight as given.

The interest in the possibilities of corn raising for the production of fodder, especi-

ally by farmers on dry land, is increasing rapidly. To get a satisfactory yield of forage

from corn in cool short seasons it is necessary to have the land rich and in good tilth.

It is, therefore, reconmiended that the corn be planted only on summer-fallow. The
chances of a high yie2d are materially increased by having a coat of manure applied to

th land prvious to ploughing it for the fallow, at which time the land should be

ploughed to a depth of seven to eight inches.
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IxDiAiN Corn for Ensilage.—Test of Varieties (Irrigated).

No Variety.

Compton's Early
Salzer's North Dakota.
Wisconsin No. 7

King Philip
White Cap Yellow Dent
Early Longfellow
Quebec Yellow
Golden Glow
Gehu
August Dent
Bailey ..\

North Western Dent
Canada Yellow
Free Press
Squaw

Average.

AA^erage

Height.

Inches.

124
111

116
113
110
110
89
120
73

9G
116

104
85
fc6

48

Stage of Maturity

Early Milk..
Late Milk...
Early Milk..
Milk
Late Milk....
Early Milk..
Milk
Milk
Glazed
Milk
Late Milk....
Milk
Milk
Glazed
Almost Ripe.

Stand.

p. c.

95
95
95
75
80
90
90
65
85
90
60
70
75
45
90

Yield per Acre.

1st Plot. 2nd Plot. Average

Tens. Lb.

29
30 1

30 1

25
17

23
24 1

22
22
18 1

21
20
18 1

16

600
,500

,000
.500

600
600
700

600
500
000
500
300
200
00
600

21 1,'.

Tons. Lb

1,700
1,000
500
500

1,700
1,700
1,300
1,.500

600
00

1,000
900
900
300
500

20 1,873

Tons. Lb.

1.1.50

250
1,800
500

1,150
1,1.50

500
- 50
500
500
750

1,600
50

1,150
1,050

21

Indian Corn for Ensilage.—Test of Varieties (Xon-irrigat^d).

No. Varietj-.

Golden Glow
King Philip
Compton's Early
White Cap Yellow Dent.
Early Longfellow
August Dent
Salzer's North Dakota .

.

Gehu
Wisconsin No. 7
Free Press
Bailey
Quebec Yellow
North Western Dent
Canada Yellow
Squaw

Average.

Average

Height.

Inches.

102
86
99
97
90
79
92
74
96
64
86
68
84
62
36

Stage of Maturity.

Almost Mature.
Milk
Milk
Late Milk
Late Milk
Silk
Late Milk
Glazed
Milk
Almost Ripe
Late Milk
Late Milk
Milk
Late Milk
Almost Mature.

Stand.

p. c.

95
80
85
95
95
90
90
90
95
65
50
90
75
20
40

14

Yield per Acre.

1st Plot. 2nd Plot. Average

Tons. Lb

18 1,

17

16
18 1,

16
16
16 1,

15
15 1,

12 1,

11 1,

11 1,

12 1,

7 1,

4 1,

14

Tons. Lb.

1,500
00
500
00

1,000
1,^

1,600
1,000

600
200
700
700

1,600
1,.500

1,600

320 13 427

Tons. Lb.

400
1,400
500
700
650

1 , 950
1,400
500
250
800
150

1,300
500
600

1,400

13 1,374

From the average results for the past few years the following varieties can be
recommended for fodder production: Compton Early, Early Longfellow, North West-
ern Dent and King Philip.

Lethbridge.
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FIELD ROOTS.

TURXIPS.

Eigliteen varieties of turnips were tested. They were sown May 6 on the dry land

on summer-fallow that had been manured before ploughing for the fallow. On the

irrigated land they were sown on May 4 on land on which peas had grown the year

previous. They were dug November 2. The yield was computed in each case from a one

one-hundredth acre plot.

Turnips.—Test of Varieties (Irrigated).

No.
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MAXGELa

Thirteen varieties were tested. Tliey were sown on the dry laud May 1 on summer-
fallow that had been manured just previous to ploughing for the fallow, and on the

irrigated land April 29 on land on which peas had been grown the year previous. Only
a fair stand was obtained. They were dug October 29.

Mangels.—Test of Varieties (Irrigated).

No. Variety.
1st Plot Yield

per Acre.
2nd Plot Yield

per Acre.
Average Yield

per Acre.

Tons. Lb

Giant Half Sugar White
Prize Mammoth Long Red. ....

Yellow Leviathan
Giant Yellow Intermediate
Mammoth Yellow Intermediate
Perfection I\Iaminoth Long Red.
Giant Yellow Globe
Danish Sludstrup
Improved Mammoth Saw-Log.

.

Gate Post
Golden Tankard
Mammoth Long Red
Selected Yellow Globe

Average 30

1,000
00
1,000
500
500
500

1,000
1,000
500

1,000
00

1,000
00

769

Bush. Lb. Tons. Lb. Bush. Lb

1,083
1,133
1,083
1,175
1,141
1,108
1,016
1,016
975
950
966
883
633

00
1,000
00
00

1,000
1,000
00

1,000
1,000
1,000
00

1,000
1,500

1,012 49 31 192

Tons. Lb. Bush. Lb

1,300
1,1.50

1,200
1,100
1,050
1,050
1,066
1,050
1,016
1,016
806
816
791

1,500
500
500
250

1,7.50

750
500
00

1,750
1,000
1,000
1,000

750

1,036 32 30 1,481

1,191
1,141
1,141
1,137
1.095
1,079
1,041
1,033

995
983
916
850
712

1,024 41

Mangels.—Test of Varieties (Non-irrigated).

Ko Variety.
1st Plot Yield

per Acre.

Prize Mammoth Long Red
Giant Yellow Globe
Mammoth Yellow Intermediate.
Mammoth Long Red
Gate Post
Yellow Leviathan
Giant Yellow Intermediate
Golden Tankard
Selected Yellow Globe
Danish Sludstrup
Perfection Mammoth Long Red.

.

Improved Mammoth Saw-Log. .

.

Giant Half Sugar White

Tons. Lb.4Bush.Lb

Average 12

250
1,000
1,100
1,000
1,800
850
550
500

1,300
1,100
1,500
1,700
400

835

704 10

783 20
585 00
583 20
560 00
480 50
509 10

408 20
455 00
85 00
53 20
95 00
73 20

413 55

2nd Plot Yield
per Acre.

Tons. Lb. Bush. Lb

650

1,800
100

1,150
300
300

1,300
100
300
400

1,600
400
900

12 1,023

744 10

630 00
668 20
552 30
571 40
605 00
455 00
501 40
305 00
140 00
160 00
40 00
48 20

417

Average Yield
per Acre.

Tons. Lb. Bush. Lb.

1,450
400

1,600
75

1,950
575
925

1,300
800
750
500
50

1,650

12 929

724 10

706 40
626 40
56? 55
565 50
542 55
482 05
455 00
380 00
112 30
109 10

67 .30

60 r,o

415 29

Letiibridge.
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CARROTS.

Fire varieties of carrots were tested. They Avei*e sown on tlie dry land May 6, on

summer-fallow that had been manured previous to ploughing for the fallow, and on the

irrigated land May 5 on Brome grass sod that had been broken and backset the previous

season. They were dug on October 30 on the dry land and November 2, on the irri-

gated land.

Carrots.—Test of Varieties (Irrigated).

No.
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Sugar Beets.

Four varieties of sugar beets were tested.. On the dry land tliey were ?fi-wn May 6

on summer-fallo-wed land that had been manured before ploughing' for the fallow. On
the irrigated land they were sown May 5 on the Brome grass sod that had been broken

ttnd backset the previous season. They were dug October 30 and November 2, respec-

tively, on the dry and irrigated land.

Sugar Beets.—Test of Varieties (Irrigated).

Xo. Variety.
1st Plot Yield

per Acre.
2nd Plot Yield

per Acre.
Average Yield

per Acre.

Vilinorin Improved A
Raymond Seed
Vilmorin Improved B
Klein Vv anzlebe.n

Average

ITons. Lb.

17 500
18 00
14 1,500
12 500

15 1,125

Bush. Lb

600
491
408

Tons. Lb.

18 500
15 1,000
16 , 500
13 500

518 45 15 1,625

Bush. Lb

608 20
516 40
541 40
441 40

527

Tons. Lb.

17 1 , .500

16 1,500
15 1,000
12 1,500

15 1,.375

Bu.sh. Lb.

591 40
5.58 20
516 40
425 00

522 55

•Sugar Beet.s.—Test of Varieties (JSTon-irrigated).

No
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no doubt due to the cooler weather. In dry, hot seasons when the crop is supplied with

water in such a manner that none of it suffers from drouth, the growth is greater

than in such a season as the one just past. The average yield in 1915 from fields that

had been seeded in 1911 v.as 3 tons 1,770 pounds per acre.

ALFALFA SEED.

The question of alfalfa seed production is receiving more and more attention

each season by farmers on non-irrigated lands. The season, although so extremely

favourable for most crops, proved itself to be very unfavourable for seed production.

This was due to the fact that during much of the time that the alfalfa was in bloom

showery wet weather prevailed. The result was that few of the blooms tripped, and

consequently there was very little seed set.

GRASSES AXD CLOVER OX THE IRRIGATED LAND.

On irrigated land alfalfa gives much heavier yields than does any other kind of

hay as will be noted from what follows in regard to the returns obtained from various

fields of grasses, clovers and mixtures :

—

Tons. Lb.

1 acre Western Rye grass cut July 20 yield. 1 130
1 " Timothy, cut July 20 " - . - 1.820

1 " Brome Grass, cut July 20 " 1 100

It has been found that grasses always yield better when mixed with either clover

or alfalfa than when sown alone. By comparing the yield from the field of timothy

mentioned above the yield from the following field of mixed timothy and clover,

the increased yield due to having the mixture will be noticed.

Field of one acre of mixed timothi/ and clover.

Tons Lb.

First cutting made July 20 yield. 2 590

Second " " September 16
" 1 855

Total 3 1,445

Another field of mixed timothy and clover (of a little over an acre in area) was

cut twice and yielded at the rate of 3 tons, 408 pounds per acre for the season.

Lethbuidge.
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EXPERIMENTAL STATION. LACOMBE, ALTA.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT, G. H. HUTTON. B.S.A.

INDIAN CORN.

Fifteen varieties of corn were planted May 17, in rows 2'^ feet apart and in hills

SO inches apart in the rows. The soil was a heavy black loam that had been broken
from sod the previous fall, disced, harrowed and packed then, and again the following
spring previous to seeding the corn. The early part of the season was wet and alto-

gether too cold for the growing of corn. However, the warm weather in July and
August caused a very good growth of fodder corn that was just beginning to form
ears when cut. The duplicate plot system of testing was used, each variety being
Hown in two plots one-hundredth of an acre in extent and the yield per acre com-
puted from the average of the two plots. The crop was cut September 11.

Indian Corn for Ensilage.—Test of Varieties.

No. Variety. Average
Height.

Stage of Maturity.

Yield per Acre.

1st Plot. 2nd Plot. Average

Wisconsin No. 7
Golden Glow
King Philip
Salzer's North Dakota .

North Western Dent
Manitoba
Compton's Early
Early Longfellow
Bailey
August Dent
Quebec Yellow
Canada Yellow
White Cap Yellow Dent
Gehu
Free Press

Average

Inches.
791
91
92*
76

90^
85
881
77

62
82
63

721

un

Ears just forming
Tons. Lb.
12 400
16 50C
14 00
18 1,600
17 900
18 00
14 600
14 1,100
13 1,800
13 700
13 300
13 200
13 1,100
11 100

9 1,600

Tons
26
20
21
16
16

16

18

15

16

15

14

13

12

12

11

. Lb
00
00
00
00

1,500
.300

1,4C0
1,200
00

1,000
1,500

100

800
1,700
1,500

14 446 16 867 15

Tons
19

18

17

17

17

17

16
15

14

14

13

13

12

11

10

, Lb.
200
250

1,000
800
200
1.50

1,000
150

1,900
850

1,900
150

1,950
1,900
1,550

663

TURNIPS.

Duplicate test plots one one-thirty-two acre each were used to test the twenty-

three varieties of turnips grown at this Station in 191.5. The land on which these

varieties grew was broken from timothy and clover sod in 1911 and well worked down
fhat fall and again the following spring. The seed was planted May 28 on level land

iri rows two-and-a-half feet apart and the plants thinned out to twelve or fourteen

inches apart in the rows. Harvesting was done October 8.

16^86i
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No. Variety.
let Plot Yield

per Acre.
2nd Plot Yield

per Acre.
Average Yield

per Acre.

Yellow Aberdeen Purple Top.
Coming's Lapland
White Globe
Mammoth Greystone
Yellow Aberdeen Green Top.
Skii ving's
Jumbo
Hall's Westbury
Green Top
Perfection
Mammoth Clyde
Canadian Gem
Prize Purple Top
Empress
Hartley's Bronze Top
Kangaroo
Magnum Bonum
Halewood's Bronze Top
Good Luck
Durham
Hazard's Improved
New Century
White Swede

Ton:
22
21
20
18
21

20
19
21
21

19
18

20
19

19
19
17
17
17

18

16
15
14

.Lb.
1,140
1,4.30

1,710
1,750
1,300

1.30

1,600
110

1.960
1,600
830

1,480
940
550

1,070
1,770
1,900

750
560

1,660
1,020
1,170
1,290

Average 18 1,640

Bush. Lb
752 20
723 50
695 10

629 10

721 40
668 50
660 00
701 50
732 40
660 00
613 50
691 20
649 00
642 30
651 10

596 10

598 20
579 10

609 20
561 00
517 00
4S6 10

288 10

Tons. Lb.
22 1,540
22 1,410
23 990
25 290
20 00
20 1,320
20 790

1.50

300
260
370

18 1,220
18 1,820
18 40

850
980
190
580

15 1,150
16 340
15 1,680
16 210
7 780

627 20l 18 1,.360

Bush. Lb.
759 00
750 50
783 10

838 10

666 40
68S 40
679 50
635 50
605 00
671 00
706 10

620 20

600 20

600 40
580 50
583 00
569 50
576 20
519 10

539 00
528 00
536 50
246 20

Tons. Lb.iBusli. Lb.
40
20
10

40
10

4.5

55
50
50
30
00
50
40
35
00
35
5

45

15

00
30
30
15

22
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CARROTS.

Five varieties of carrots were tested in duplicate one one-thirty-two acre test

plots in 1915. The land was black clay loam soil ploughed the previous July 6 inches

dtep out of timothy and alsike clover sod and well worked down at once . The seed
was sown on May 8 on the level and the young plants were later thinned 6 to 8 inches

apiirt in the row. The roots were harvested on October 8.

Carrots.—Test of Varieties.

No. Variety.
1st Plot Yield
per Acre.

2ml Plot Yield
per Acre.

Average Yieh
per Acre.

Ontario Champion
Mammoth White Intermediate.
White Belgian
Improved Short White
Giant White Vosges

Tons. Lb.

1,840
300
96C
820

1,140

Average. 5 1,412

Bush. Lb.

264 00
171 40
182 40
180 20
152 20

Tons. Lb.

4 1,240
7 650
6 670
6 140

6 740

190 12 6 288

Bush. Lb.

154 00
244 10

211 10

202 20
212 20

Tons. Lb.

540
475

1,815
1,480
940

204 48 5 1,850

Bush. Lb.

209 00
207 55
196 55
191 20
182 20

197 .30

SUGAR BEETS.

Three varieties of sugar beets were grown in rows 30 inches apart on land broken
from sod in 1914, and well worked down. The duplicate plot system was used, each
plot being one one-thirty-two acre in size. Seed was planted May 8, and the roots

liarvested October 8.

Sugar Beet.-^.—Test of Varieties.

No.
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Variety. Grade. How Sown. Area..
First

Cutting
July 26.

Second
Cutting
Sept. 2.

Total
Crop.

Grimm.

I
I

Acre.

A
I

Broadcast .58

B " j
0-.58

A I Drills 28" apart ! 0-5.3

B
I

Drills 28" apart ' 0-.53

Tons. Lb. Tons. Lb.

620
G75
000

1,860

1.120
1,220
975

1,000

Tons. Lb.

1,740
1,895
975
860

TIMOTHY.

The yields of seed and hay from the test plots seeded with different strains of

timothy in 1913 is given in the following table. Ten plots are used, half being allowed

to produce seed, while the others are cut for hay :

—

Plot. Xo.
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EXPERIMENTAL STATION, INVERMERE, B.C.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT. G..E. PARHAM.

CHARACTER OF SEASON.

The conditions during- the season of 1915 were more than ordinarily favourable.

The season opened early and cultivation commenced on the land used for the experi-

ments during the third week of March. Within a week after the completion of the

sowing of the test plots an abundance of rain fell, and with 3-92 inches in June and
3-79 inches in July, irrigation was not needed, except for mangels, which were
irrigated August 12.

That notwithstanding the heavy rainfall recorded above, the mangels needed
irrigation is explained by the fact that the soil of the district is very light and porous
in character.

The fall was also favourable and the absence of severe frost until later than usual
made it possible to harvest a heavier crop of forage corn than in previous years.

INDIAN CORN.

The seed was sown of twelve varieties on land which had, in the year previous,

been summer-fallowed. Sown on May 21, the crop was cut on September 17. None
of the varieties tested ripened any cobs. The following table gives the yield recorded

and height of growth. As regards the quality of the varieties tested as forage plants,

the three best, in tha order named, were Bailey, Conipton's Early and Wisconsin No. 7.

Indian Corn.—Test of Varieties.

No. Variety. Height. Yield per Acre.

Compton's Early
Wisconsin No. 7
Golden Glow
Bailey
Salzer's North Dakota..
Free Press
White Cap Yellow Dent.
King Philip
Quebec Yellow
Canada Yellow
Early Longfellow

Average

.

Ft.

5i
6

5
7
5
5

5

3

41

4

Tons. Lb.

14

12

11

11

10

10

380
1,560

680
380
460

1,280
260

1,960
1,600
1,240
1.800

146

FIELD ROOTS.

This year nineteen varieties of turnips, thirteen of mangels, five of carrots, and

three of sugar beets were tested. The land was treated in the same way for all. It was

ploughed in the fall of 1914. and again ploughed and cultivated in the spring. A
dressing of farm manure, at the rate of 12 tons to the acre, was then applied, and the

land again ploughed and harrowed.
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TURNIPS.

Turnips were sown on May 20 and were harvested on October 18. Owing to the

fact that there was so much more rain during the season than usual, the turnips were

not irrigated. The average yield for all varieties was 11 tons l,nOo pounds per acre.

Turnips.—Test of Varieties.

No. Vaik-Tv.

Halewood's Bronze Top.
Jumbo
Perfection
Carter's Imperial
Invicta
Magnum Bonum
Kangaroo
Mammoth Clyde
Coming's Lapland
Hartley's Bronze Top.
Good Luck
Durham
Hall's Westbury
Prize Purple Top
Empress
Hazard's Improved.
New Century
Canadian Gem
Skirv-ing's

Average ^1

Yield per Acre.

Tons.
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CARROTS.

Carrots Avere sovrn on May 25 and harvested on October 14. Drills 2 feet apart and
plants 4 inches apart in the rows.

Carrots.—Test of Varieties.

No. Variety. Yield per Acre.

Ontario Champion
White Belgian
Improved 8hort White
Giant White Vosges
Mammoth White Intermediate

Average

Bush. Lb.

250 10

Tons. Lb.

334
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EXPERIMENTAL STATION, SUMMERLAND, B.C.

REPORT OF THE STTPERINTENDENT, R. H. HELMER.

In the spring of 1915 land was prepared for testing varieties of grasses and legum-

inous forage plants for hay and seed production. The piece of land chosen was not

very uniform, and some levelling had to be done. Seventeen varieties were sown in

one-fiftieth of an acre plots, for hay and for seed production, respectively. Each plot

being duplicated, a total of sixty-eight plots were seeded.

The varieties of grasses and leguminous forage plants- sown were: Timothy, Orch-

ard grass, Kentucky Blue grass, Red Top, Perennial Rle grass. Western Rye grass,

Sheep's Fescue*. Meadow Fescue, Hard Fescue, Awnless Brome grass, Siberian Millet,

Hog Millet, Japanese Barnyard Millet, Red Clover, Alsike Clover, Alfalfa, Sainfoin.

The plots were sown late owing to the irrigation pipe not being installed until the

end of May. They were seeded on June 3, and the first irrigation was applied on June 16.

Some of the plots did not do well. Kentucky Blue grass was very poor and Awn-
less Brome did not come at all.

The following varieties were cut for hay and yielded as follows :

—

Timothy 2 tons 1.350 lb. per acre.

I

Orchard grass 1

Red Clover 2

Alsike clover 2

Alfalfa 2

Sainfoin •• 1

Ja.panese Barnyard Millet 4

Siberian Millet 4

Hog MiUet 3

1,600
1,400
1,600
1,400

3.50

300
200
60
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EXPERIMENTAL STATION, AGASSIZ, B.C.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT, P. H. MOORE, B.S.A.

SEASON.

The season of 1915 was very hot and dry, especially in the months of July, August-
find September, and, although there were 27 inches of rain between April 1 and
October 31, forage crops generally suffered during midsummer. As a contrast to 1914,

which was also very dry, April, May and June of 1915 proved wet enough for all hoed

crops. Although June did not have any heavy rains there was a continuation of light

showers and foggy weather during the month which made hoeing very difficult. From
July 1 to September 30 there was little or no rain and the temperature was much higher

than- in the year 1914. Such conditions adversely affected the root crops but favoured

the production of a corn crop of excellent quality. Taking the growing season as a

whole there was enough moisture supplied, and on well cultivated lands the drought

was not seriously felt. No frost was recorded from May 1 to October 31.

1915.
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rarieties such as Wisconsin No. 7 and Wliite Cap Yellow Dent gave the largest gross

yields. They were not leafy, however, and had few ears which bore soft watery

kernels. In contrast to this the very early varieties, such as Canada Yellow, August
Dent, and Quebec Yellow, gave very light gross yields but produced a good quantity

of ripe grain. All the above mentioned varieties do not give good yields in an average

season and are not to be recommended for silage purposes for this district.

The varieties which have best stood the test for making a fii'st-class ensilage are

:

Longfellow, Smoky or Xorthwestern Dent, and Compton's Early. Other varieties

worthy of mention are. King Philip, Golden Glow, and Salzer's Is^orth Dakota,

although in .some seasons they have given very inferior results.

In all the variety tests the corn was planted in hills 3 feet apart each way with
' an average of six seeds to the hill.

All the corn ijlanted was treated with tar, which most effectively kept the crows

and pheasants from eating the seed. The method of treating the corn used by the

Farm is as follows :—The seed is immersed in warm water until thorouglily warm.

It is then placed in a tub and about four tablespoons of pine tar per bushel are

added. This is then stirred with a stick until all the seed is of even colour, when it is

thinly sjHx-ad out on the floor to dry. Seed thus treated will go through the ordinary

corn planter, but if one wishes to use it before it is dry some dust or ashes can be

sprinkled over it in order to prevent the kernels from sticking together.

Indun Corx for Exsilage.—Test of Varieties.

No. Varietj',

Wisconsin No. 7

White Cap Yellow Dent.
Golden Glow
Longfellow
Bailey
Learning
King Philip
Howie
Compton's Early
Salzer's North Dakota..

Smoky Dent
Early Longfellow.

Esses Dent
Quebec Yellow.
Free Press
Canada Yellow.
August Dent. .

.

Average

.

Average
Height.

Inches.

98
96
98
94
100
102
88
76
78
94

96
86

86
62
57
54
84

Stage of Maturity.

Soft dough, medium for silage

Soft dough, very poor ears.

Glazed, well eared
Glazed, well eared
Very soft, poor colour
Verj" soft, uneven
Some ears ripe, some in dough
Soft dough, very poor colour
Glazed
Glazed, above medium for

silage

Glazed, verj- good for silage

Glazed, very leafy, good for

silage

Soft dough, poor for silage
Ripe
Ripe
Hipe
Ripe, poor for silage

Y'ield per Acre.

1st Plot.

Tons. Lb.

510
910

1,760

870
170

1,750
1,580
1,440

1,530
1,300

1,.500

680
730
460
330
220

2nd Plot.

Tons. Lb.

13 1,640
14 630
12 1,670

12 1,670
16 300
15 540
13 1,780
13 1,220

1,S60
90

1.180
730
4.50

930
760
390

11 1,797 11 1,685

Average.

Tons. Lb.

15 75

14 770
13 1,715
13 800
13 270
13 235
12 1,145
12 680
12 330

10

1,695
1,695

11 1,340
11 705

590
695

1,545
1,305

11 1,741

IxDiAx CoRX.—Average Y'ields for five year;

Variety.

"^'iseonsin Xo. 7

"UTiite Cap Yellow Dent
Comptoris ISarlj-

(3olclen Glow
Longfellow
Salzer's Xorih Dakota

Yield
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TURNIPS.

Seventeen varieties of turnips ^vere tested. They -were planted on April 29 and
harvested November 15, thus having had a growing season of 201 days.

The season was most unsatisfactory for turnips. The germination was perfect

and very little trouble was caused by '' cabbage maggot," but the " aphid " in mid-
summer very seriously affected the crop. When the fall rains came and the •' aphids "

were destroyed, the turnips began to grow, producing a little more than a half of an
ordinary crop. The following list gives the results of the trials this year, but as the

plots were badly infested with aphis the figures can hardly be considered indicative of

the relative merits of the varieties :

—

TuRXiPS.—Test of Varieties.

Variety.

Hall's Westbuiy
Kangaroo
Empress
Durham
New Century
Jumbo
Halcwood's Bronze Top
Hartley's Bronze Bop. .

.

Hazard's Improved. . .•.

Canadian Gem
Good Luck
Coming's Lapland
Perfection
Mammoth Clyde
Magnum Bonum
Skirving's

Average

1st Plot Yield
per Acre.

Tons. Lb. Bush. Lb

40C
1,900
1,400
1,500
500
500

1,200
00
00

1,500
00
00

1,700
200

1,700
1,700

13 262

440 00
531 40
656 40
458 20
475 00
441 40
420 00
433 20
466 40
525 00
400 00
33 20

461 40
503 20
295 00
261 40

437 42 12

2nd Plot Yield
per Acre.

Tons. Lb. Bu.'^h. LI:

1,700
200
600

1,700
400

1,000
1,700
500

1,300
00
00

1 , 800
900
100

1 , 300
300

469

528 20
436 40
376 40
461 40
440 00
450 00
461 40
441 40
388 20
300 00
400 00
463 20
315 00
268 20
455 00
338 20

407 49

Average Yii

per Acre.

Tons. Lb.
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MAXGrELS.

Fourteen varieties of mangels were tested. They were planted April 28 and
harvested Xovember 12, the growing season being 199 days. They were sown at the

rate of 10 pounds of see'd per acre and 1 inch deep. The rows were 30 inches apart

and the plants were thinned to 14 inches in the row. This method gave 100 per cent

stand of young plants which made exceptionally good growth until the end of July.

From the end of July until the end of September they made very little growth and,

had it not been for the excellent stand, the crop would have been most disappointing.

A great many of the varieties were very mixed and did not show much uniformity of

type.

The highest yielder this year was Giant Half Sugar White, followed closely by

Prize Mammoth Long Eed. Gate Post, and Mammoth Long Red.

The mangels seem to be better suited to the conditions of the district than are

tiirnips. and can on the whole be more depended on for yielding profitably.

Mangels.—Test of Varieties.

No

Variety, Ist plot yield per
acre.

2nd plot yield per
acre.

Average yield per
acre.

Tons. Lb. Bush. Lb

Giant Half Sugar White
Prize Mammoth Long Red
Gate Post
Mammoth Long Red.
Giant Yellow Intermediate
Selected Yellow Globe
Improved Mammoth Saw-Log..
Selected Yellow Globe
Yellow Leviathan
Mammoth Yellow Intermediate
Danish Sludstrup
Golden Tankard

Average

600
400

1,400
1,800
1,.500

1,200
1,600
1,400
1,100
1,300

100
900

23 1,27.5

Tons. Lb. Bush. Lb

876 40
773 20
8.56 40

830 00
925 00
786 40
793 20
656 40
718 20
755 00
835 00
648 20

787 55

00
1,600
500

1,800
1,600
1,000
1,500
700
800

1,000
1..500

1,800

25 317

Tons. Lb. Bush. Lb

866 40
960 00

8Jp 00
896 40
760 00
883 20
825 00
945 00
880 00
750 00
658 20
763 20

• 300
00

1,950

1,800
550
100
550
50

1,950
1,150
800
3.50

838 37 24 796

871 40
866 40
865 50
863 20
842 30
835 00
809 10

800 50
799 10

752 30
746 40
705 50

813 16

Makgels.—Average Yield;

Variety. Yield per acre.

Tons. Lb.

Giant Yellow Intermediate (average of five years)

Selected Yellow Globe (average of five years)
Giant Half Sugar White (average of five years)
Prize Mammoth Long Red (average of five years)
Perfection Mammoth Long Red (average of five years)..,

Gate Post (average of five years)
Giant Yellow Globe (average of four years)
Danish Sludstrup (average of three years)
Yellow Leviathan (average of three years)
Mammoth Long Red (average of three years)
C: olden Tankard (average of three years)
Mammoth Yellow Intermediate (average of three years).

Bush. Lb.

24
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CARROTS.

Five varieties of field carrots were tested. They were sown April 29 and har-
vested November 13, thus having a growing season of 199 days. The carrots yielded
higher than any other root crop of the season, and results obtained during the last
five years indicate, on the whole, that carrots should receive more attention in this
district. The highest yield this year was made by a favourite in the valley, the
Improved Short White. This yielded 34 tons 700 pounds. It also heads the list

for average yield over a period of five years. The carrots seem to produce better crops
on lighter soils and in drier seasons than mangels or turnips. As far as keeping
qualities are concerned they stand up better than turnips but not quite so well as
mangels. If thinned too much—12 inches or more—they grow to an enormous size
find are apt to split, loss in the pit always following. \Yhen thiimed to 6 to 8 iliches

in the row the individual root is smaller but the total yield is not affected and the
keeping quality is much improved. In feeding quality they compare very favourably
with mangels for milk and butter production.

Carrots.—Test of Varieties.

No. Variety, 1st plot yield
per acre.

2nd plot yield
per acre.

Average yield
per acre.

Improved Short White
Mammoth White Intermediate.
White Belgian
Giant White Vosges
Ontario Champion

Tons. Lb.

32 1,900
30 00
33 400
27 1,900
30 200

Bush. Lb

1,098 20
1,000 00
1,106 40
931 40

1,003 20,

Tons. Lb.

1,500
200
00

1,500
1,400

Average 30 1,68011.028 00;

Bush. Lb Tons. Lb.

1,191
1,236
1,033
891
723

700
1,100
200
700

1,800

30 920 1,015 20 30 1,300

Bush. Lb.

1 , 145

1,118
1,070
911

863

1,021 40

Carrots.—Average Yields.

Variety. Yield per acre.

Improved Short White (average of five years)
Mammoth White Intermediate (average of five years)
White Belgian (average of five years)
Ontario Champion (average of five years
Half Long Chantenay (average of three years)

Bush. Lb.

9

25
9

18

57

Agas-siz.
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SUGAR BEETS.

Three varieties of sugar beets were tested this year. They were sown April -Id

and harvested Xovemher 13, thus having a gTowing season of 199' days. Vilmorin A
gave the highest gross yield, very closely followed by Vilmorin B, but on a period of

three years Vilmorin B has given the highest yield.

Sugar Beets.—Test of Varieties.

No. Yarietj'. 1st plot yield
per acre.

2nd plot yield
per acre^

Average yield
per acre.

Vilmorin Improved "A
Vilmorin Improved "B
Klein Wanzleben

Average..

.

Tons. Lb.

16 1,600
16 1,400
15 1,700

16 90(

Busti. Lb

.

560' 00
556 40
528 20

Tons. Lb.

14 1,600
14 500
13 1,500

548 20 14 533

Bush.Lb.

493 20
475 00
458 20

Tons. Lb.

15 1,600
15 950
14 1,600

475 33 15 7i:

Bush.Lb.

526 40
515 50
493 20

511 57

SuG.\R Beets.—Average Yields.

Vaiietv. Yield per acre.

Ton. Lb.

Vilmorin Improved A (average of five j-ears) .

,

Klein Wanzleben (average of five years)

French Very Rich (average of five years( . .
.~.

.

Vilmorin Improved B (average of three years)

Bush. Lb.

15
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MANGEL SEED PRODUCTION.

During the season a plot was devoted to mangel seed production. The variety

used V7as Danish Sludstrup and the mother plants were grown from seed imported
direct from Denmark. The mother plants were pitted in the field and covered with
straw and earth. This stock was smooth and uniform in type and averaged 4 pounds
per root. They were planted in the field in rows 3 feet apart and the plants 2 feet

apart in the rows. The yield of seed was very satisfactory and the seed was of high
germination, being 95 per cent balls, 188 per cent sprouts.

The work of harvesting and threshing was mostly done by hand and the cost was
consequently high, but the returns justified the expenditure.

Cost of Production per Acre.

Mother seed 7,26(> roots, 29,040 pounds at $5 per ton, pitted $ 72 60
Hauling and distributing from pit, man and horse 48-4 hours at 32"5

cents 15 73
Planting, 2 men 96*8 hours at 40 cents 38 72
Cultivating 4 times, man and horse 24"2 hours at 32T) cents 7 86
Hoeing 4 times, 121 hours at 20 cents 24 20
Harvesting by hand, 48*4 hours at 20 cents 9 68
Hauling to barn, man and horse 9*5 hours at 32*5 cents 3 08
Threshing by hand, 121 hours at 20 cents 24 20
Fanning and cleaning, 60 hours at 20 cents 12 00

$208 07
Total yield of seed per acre, 2,202'2 pounds.
Total yield of No. 1 seed per acre, 2,105'4 pounds.
Value of No. 1 seed per acre at 18 cent£ per pound $378 97
Cost per pound total seed, 9"4 cents.
Cost per pound No. 1 seed, 9'8 cents.
Profit per acre $170 90

GRASSES AND CLOVERS.

Thirty plots were laid out and sown with different clovers and mixtures of clovers

and grasses with an idea of ascertaining the best mixtures for a 3- and a 4-year rota-

tion. Grimm's aKalfa was also planted at various rates of seeding per acre on limed
and inoculated land. All of these plots were sown without nurse crops. Some crop
was cut from the clover plots this year, but not from the alfalfa nor from the clover

and grass mixtures. This work is being continued and it will take several years before
any definite conclusions will be reached.

16—87 I Agassiz.
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EXPERIMENTAL STATION FOR VANCOUVER ISLAND,
SIDNEY, B.C.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT, LIONEL STEVENSON, M.S.

CHARACTEK OF THE SEASON.

The season of 1915 was remarkable for ligTit rainfall and high mean temperatures.

The winter months were especially mild and many plants grew continuously. Volimteer

oats, barley and wheat had attained heights varying from 15 to 30 inches by the first

of April. The growth of all plants went on unchecked until the dry weather of July
set in. The scanty precipitation during July, August and September was not sufficient

to maintain the growth of any forage plants excepting silver beet and alfalfa. The
yield of all forage crops was somewhat reduced owing to the drought conditions.

Some Weather Observations taken at the Experimental Station.

Month.

Temperature F.

Mean. Highest. Lowest. Rainfall.

Precipitation.

Heaviest
in 24
hours.

Sunshine.

January .38-50

February 41-60
March 47

April 31-0

May .550
June '9-95

July I
0,3-39

August 65-0

September 54-59

October 50-30
^November 40-80
T)ecember 39-05

Total for year
Average for year
Total for eight growing months, March to October
Average for eight growing months

49-0

510
64-0
70-0
75-5
86-0
92-0
90-5
720
62-0
53-0

510

27-5
31-0
.35

35-0

40
460
45
480
420
39
30
26-0

inches.

2-77
1-66
1-65
1-65
2-06
0-74
1-30
0-03
0-76
4-17
4-82
6-89

28-04
2-33

1-49

inches.

0-56
0-35
0-40
0-69
0-36
0-26
0-83
0-03
0-30
0-68
0-59
1-21

11-90

hours.

70-4
65-9

142-7
223-4
181-2
304-0
297-2
274-6
191-1

104 1

70-9
58-6

1984-

1

165-4

SOIL.

The soil of the area used for experiments wiith forage plants is a light loam,

containing large percentage of sand and small gravel. The subsoil is a clay-gravel

hardpan which is in many places impervious to water. This area was cleared in 1913-14

and has produced but one previous crop. The soil will be much improved when drainage

is completed.
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INDIAN CORN.

Fifteen varieties of corn were tested in plots on soil uniform in character. The
land was spring ploughed and well tilled, but no manure of any kind was used. The
corn wa^ sown in drills and the plants were thinned to distances of from 9 to 10 inches

in the row. May the first was the date of seeding and all varieties had either reached

or passed the dough stage by September 25. The early flint varieties, Canada Yellow,

Quebec Yellow and Free Press were ready for the silo September 1. All varieties were
permitted to ripen and seed of good quality was saved. All varieties of corn, however,

ripened unevenly, ears in the dough stage and ripe cobs being found in the same row
and frequently on the same plant.

A plot of Stonewell's Evergreen, one half acre in extent, was sown in drills on
May 7. This variety retained its green character until November 2 and was harvested

for feed from September 1 until November 8. Stonewell's Evergreen approaches nearer

what is wanted for this district than any of the others.

I

Indian Corn for Ensilage.—Test of Varieties.

No Variety.
Average
Height Stage of Maturity. Yield per Acre.

Stowell's Evergreen
Essex Dent
Golden Glow
Wisconsin No. 7

Learning
White Cap Yellow Dent
King Philip
Howie
Bailey
Compton's Early
Salzer's North Dakota..
Longfellow
Quebec Yellow
Canada Yellow
Free Press

Average

.

Inches.

112
85
86
84
84
84
79
80
80
78
81

76
44
50
49

Glazed.

Tons. Lb.

35
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TURNIPS.

Nineteen varieties of turnips were sovm in one-fiftieth acre plots May 1, at a rate

of two pounds per acre. All varieties had germinated by May 6. They were
harvested March 23, 1916.

All varieties yielded a very light crop as shown by the following table. The
low yield was due principally to the di-yness of July and August which checked the

growth, and at the same time favoured the development of aphis. Two nicotine

sprayings were applied in an attempt to control the aphis, but the insects appeared
in such numbers, owing to the favourable breeding weather, that the spraying proved
of but little use.

Turnips.—Test of Varieties.

No. \'ariety. Yield per Acre.

New Century
Canadian Gem
Hazard's Improved
Purple Top
Magnum Bonum
Durham
Hartley's Bronze Top. .

.

Coming's Lapland
Carter's Imperial
Good Luck
Skirving's
Halewood's Bronze Top
Jumbo
Hall's Westbury
Perfection
Mammoth Clyde
Empress
Invicta
Kangaroo

Averarce. . . .

Tons.
7

6

6

6

5

5

5

5

5

4
4
4

3

3

3

2

2

2

1

Lb.
1,500
1,750
600
100

1,.300

1,100
1,000
600
100

1,900
700
.500

1,300
1,100
700

1,800
1,400
1,000

.500

1,208

Bush.
258
229
210
201
188
185

183
176
168
165
145

141

121

118

111

96
90
83
41

Lb.
20
10

00
40
20
00
20
40
20
00
00
40
40
20
40
40
00
20
40

153 28

MANGELS.

Thirteen varieties were tested in one-fiftieth acre plots. They were sown April

30 at a rate^ of 4 pounds to the acre and harvested November 20.

Mangels.—Test of Varieties.

No. Variety. 1st Plot Yield per Acre.

Giant Yellow Intermediate
Prize Mammoth Long Red
Giant Half Sugar White
Gate Post
Mammoth Long Red
Giant Yellow Globe
Selected Yellow Globe
Danish Sludstrup
Perfection Mammoth Long Red
Mammoth Yellow Intermediate
Golden Tankard
Evans Saw-Log
Yellow Levaithen

Average

Tons.
20
16

15

14

13

13
13

12

11

10

10

10

13

Lb.
800

1,800
700

1,200
900
900
100

1,500
100

1,900
1,300
1,300
1,100

585

Bush.
680
563
551

486
448
448
435
425
368
365
355
355
318

Lb.
00
20
40
40
20
20
00
00
20

00
00
00
20

443

Sidney.
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CARROTS.

Five varieties of carrots were tested in one-iiftietli acre plots. They were sown
April 30 at the rate of 2 pound's to the acre and harvested November 19.

Carrots.—Test of Varieties.

Ontario Champion
Improved Short White
Mammoth White Intermediate
Giant White Vosges
White Belgian

Average

Yield per Acre.

Tons.
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Total yield for season : 70 tons 620 pounds of very palatable and nutritious dairy

cow, poultry, and swine feed.

The " silver beet '"" will very likely prove a very valuable addition to the forage

crops of tbis district. The plants were very clean, vigorous growers and free from aphis

or other insect injury. The yields for the season of 1916 will probably be much
heavier as the root system was greatly increased and strengthened this year. With
irrigation four or more crops could be secured per season.

ALFALFA.

Two varieties of alfalfa were under test, the Grimm and the Ontario Variegated.

The plots of alfalfa were seeded in drills during June, 1914, and were cultivated

during the season. A portion of the seed was sown without bacterial inoculation.

This area made weak growth both during the first and second season, but established

itself, proving that it is possible to grow alfalfa in the district without inoculation.

The plot sown with treated seed made good growth the first season and produced

three good crops in 1915, thus clearly demonstrating the benefits of soil inoculation

for the alfalfa plant.

SORGHUM.

A plot was sown on June 8, 1915, and harvested on Xovember 3 of same season.

It attained an average height of 48 inches and yielded at the rate of 14 tons per acre.

RED CLOVER.

A plot was sown on May 23, 1914, and harvested July 2, 1915, yielding 2 tons

600 pounds per acre.

ALSIKE CLOVER.

Sown May 25, 1914, and harvested July 2, 1915, yielding 4 tons 134 pounds per

acre.

RED TOP.

Sown May 23, 1914, and harvested July 2, 1915, yielding 3 tons 200 pounds per

acre.

SroxEY.
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SUBSTATION, FORT VERMILION, ALTA.

REPORT OF THE EXPERIMENTALIST, ROBERT JONES.

SEASON.

The season of 1915 was not especially favourable for the growing of forage crops.

These crops do best in a moist season, when the rainfall is more abundant than it has

•been with us during the past summer. The summer of 1915 was rather dry for the

best results even in grain growing, and consequently crops demanding abundance of

moisture were somewhat at a disadvantage. The first autumn frost occurred on the

night of September 10, but the real killing frost did not occur until the night of the
12th, and since then the nights have been quite frosty, with fine days. These cold

nights have caused root and potato crops to be taken up earlier than usual.

INDIAN CORN.

The past season was quite unfavourable for the growing of corn on account of the

cool weather experienced during the spring. The corn had just got nicely started

v.'hen it was cut down by a severe frost that occurred on the night of June 14-15.

Some plots were completely killed. What recovered from this setback did fairly

well, but did not reach its usual height. All plots were cut on September 17 and 18,

after another severe frost which occurred on the night of September 15. Of the

varieties tested none was fit for use.

Six varieties of corn were planted on April 28 and 29 in hills 30 inches apart

each way. The soil was a dark clay loam which was ploughed out of hay sod in the

early part of July, 1914. After the hay had been removed, manure was applied at

the rate of about 15 tons per acre. It was disced in and the harrow run over a number
of times during the autumn to conserve the moisture.
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TUKNIPS.

Five varieties of turnips were sown on May 4, in plots of one-sixtieth of an acre.

The rows were 26 inches apart and the plants thinned out on June 21 to about 10

inches apart. Throughout the season cultivation with hoe and hand scufBer was given

to keep the crop free from weeds and the soil in good tilth. The resulting crop as

1 arvested on the 15th and 16th of September was of a medium size and the roots good

in quality. The turnips were not attacked by any pest or disease.

Turnips.—Test of Varieties.

Yield per Acre.
Tons. Lib. Bush. Lb.

1. Hall's Westbury 26 1,520 892

2. Perfection 23 800 780

3. Good Luck 23 80 768

4. Hartley's Bronze 'lo,. 20 1,700 695

5. Magnum Bonuiii 16 1,600 560

Average 22 34 739

MANGELS.

The land on which all of the mangels were grown had the same treatment as that

for the corn only it was gone over a second time with the disc to make a £ner seed

bed. Arl, plots were one-sixtieth of an acre in size. The seed was sown in rows 24

inches apart and the plants thinned to about 8 or 10 inches apart. The season was

rather dry for the best results. The germination of the seed was not very good, and

as a result the comparison of the varieties are not in all cases as fair as might be.

The seed was sown on April 23 and the crop harvested on September 13.

]\rAXOELS.—Test of Varieties.

Yield per Acre.
Tons. Lb. Bush. Lb.

1. Giant Yellow Globe 23 500 775

2.
" " Intermediate 20 SO 668

s". Prize Mammoth Long Red 19 1,780 663

Average. 21 120 702

CAREOTS.

Four varieties of field carrots were seeded on the level in rows 24 inches apart on

soil similar to that on which the mangels were seeded and handled in a similar manner.

The seed was sown on April 24 and the crop was harvested on September 14. Con-

sidering the dryness of the season the results are quite satisfactory. All plots one-

sixtieth of an acre.

Carrots.—Test of Varieties.

Tons. Lb. Bush. Lb.

1. Half Long Chantenay 27

2. Mammoth White Belgian 25

3. Ontario Champion 19

4. White Belgian 18

Average 22 1,465 757 45

Fort Vermilion.

Yield per
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SUGAK BEETS.

Two varieties of sugar beets were sown on April 26 in plots of one-sixtieth of an
acre in size. They were sown in rows 24 inches apart on soil similar to that on which
the rest of the roots were grown and given the same cultivation. The yields obtained

are somewhat below the average. The plots were harvested on September 20.

Sugar Beets.—Test of Varietio-.

Yield per Acre.
Tons. Lb. Bush. Lb.

1. Klein Wanzleben IT SOO 5S0
2. Vilmorln Improved '.

. .

.

16 1,900 565

Average 17 3 50 572 30

GRASSES, CLOVERS. AND ALFALFA.

The land on which these forage plants were seeded was in summer-fallow the
previous season and kept well cultivated to conserve as much of the moisture as
possible and to keep the soil in good tilth.

The seed was sown with a hand seeder in drills 8 inches apart. Some cultivation
was given during the first season to keep down weeds so as to give the young plants
a chance to make a good start.

This summer after the first cutting was removed the plots were run over with a

smoothing harrow to loosen up the top soil and prevent what little moisture was in
the soil from evaporating. This harrowing was very beneficial.

Grasses.—In grasses, Brome grass was the only one of which there was any to
cut. The plots of other varieties were ploughed in 1914 on account of the poor catch,

and none were seeded this spring as the seed arrived too late to be used this season.
The plot of Brome grass of one-thirtieth of an acre was cut on July 16 and gave a
yield of 2 tons and 850 pounds of fine hay.

Red Clover.—The plot of one-sixtieth of an acre of red clover that was sown on
]\[ay 25, 1914, has done quite well and came through the winter fine, and made good
strong growth during the early spring f\nd summer. This plot was cut on August 14.

and gave a yield of 2 tons 680 pounds.

Another plot of red clover was sown this spring on IMay 2.5. This plot was also

cut on August 14, and gave a yield of 2 tons 320 pounds.

Alfalfa.—A series of experimental plots of alfalfa was sown in 191-3. These
produced a crop in 1914 and have again produced in 1915. Also other plots were
sown in the spring of 1915.

The past season was quite favourable for the growth of alfalfa, although the
et>rly part of the season was somewhat dryer than the latter part. This account for

the first cutting being the lightest. Two plots have come through two winters and
other plots have come through one winter in good condition and have not been winter-
killed whatever. The two older plots are Ontario Variegated and Grimm's.

It was intended to secure seed from the older plots this season but the June frost

came just when the alfalfa was in full bloom and completely killed the blossoms.

16—88 Fort Vermilion.
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Variety. Sown.
Yield per Acre.
First Cut.

Yield per Acre.
Second Cut. Total Yield.

Grimm's
Ontario Variegated
Hardy Northern. .

.

Baltic
Sand Lucerne
Montana
Ontario Variegated
Hardy Northern. .

.

Baltic

1913
191.3

1914
1914
1914
1914
1915
1915
1915

Tons. Lb.

440
140

1,220
840

•920

1,120
1,510
1,220
920

Tons. Lb.

740
1,480
1,2.30

1,330
760
640

Tons

4
3
5
5

4
2
2

2

Lb.

1,180
1,620
450
170

1,880
1,760
1,510
1,220
^20

ANNUAL FORAGE PLANTS.

A plot of one-sixtieth of an acre of Early Fortune millet was sown on April 23

on land that was in hoed crop the previous season. The seed germinated very quickly

and by June 14 the growth was fully 10 inches high. It was cut back somewhat by

the frost and on account of the very hot and dry weather prevailing for some con-

siderable time after the frost the millet was slow in getting a new start. As a result

the yield was quite light. The plot was cut on August 30, and yielded 1 ton 300

pounds per acre.

A plot of one-thirtieth of an acre of fall rye was sown on August 26, 1914, and

came through the winter in fine shape. It was fidly headed out on June 2 and when

cut on July 12 as green feed it was 4 feet 6 inches high. It gave a yield of 3 tons

200 pounds to the acre.

A plot of one-thirtieth of an acre of Dwarf Essex rape was sown on May 4 and

was ready to cut as hog feed on July 15. It was fed out at intervals until the whole

plot was cut over. By August 15 cutting could start over again. It makes a valu-

able addition to the hog ration when other feed is scarce.

As a pasture plant it may be eaten off by any kind of live stock, including sheep,

cattle and swine. As a forage plant it is quite valuable.

Fort Vermilion.
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REPORT OF THE POULTRY DIVISION

The Director,

Dominion Experimental Farm.?,

Ottawa, Ont.

Sir,—I have the honour to transmit herewith the twenty-ninth annual report of

the Poultry Division, being the third since its reorganization, at which time I took

charge.

THE WORK IX GEXERAL.

Though the work of the Poultry Division this year has been one of development
rather than of extension, there has been considerable new work and experiments
undertaken.

Only two Farms have made a start with poultry during the past year, the efforts

having been to complete the equipment on those Farms already handling a poultry

department rather than to start work on many new Farms.
Enlisting has affected the work to a considerable extent, five of the Farms having

lost their poultrymen in this manner. One of these Farms, Fredericton, has had three

or four poultrymen enlist in succession.

THE EXPERIMENTAL WORK.

While most of the experiments already under way in the Division have been con-

tinued, considerable new work of an investigational nature has also been started.

Aiftong the new experiments might be mentioned: Cost of rearing different breeds;

crossing in both hens and geese for table purposes ; limited versi:3 farm range for grow-
ing turkeys; testing for brooding purposes individual hovers, stove brooders, and pipe

brooders; the feeding of pituitary substance to increase egg production, etc.

THE BREEDIXG STOCK.

At the Central plant, Ottawa, the breeding stock of Barred Plymouth Rocks,

Single Comb White Leghorns and White Wyandottes has been increased so that larger

numbers of the varieties in which the experimental work is being conducted will be on
hand. A number of other breeds are represented, but by only single pens. These are

kept to illustrate the various popular breeds and for crossing purposes.

In ducks there are three or four of the best laying and meat breeds that are used
to experiment on in the production of eggs and meat. Several varieties of geese are

experimented with for meat puri^oses and the crossing of the wild and domestic is

being tested, to better if possible, the table qualities.

During the J^ear turkeys were reared in semi-confinement. The results were very

satisfactory; over 47 per cent of those hatched were reared to maturity, and the average
dressed weight of a number killed when 7 months' old was over 16 pounds, one
weighing as high as 19 pounds 2 ounces. The detail of some of these experiments is

contained in this year's report.

BUILDINGS.

On the Central plant four permanent buildings have been erected during the year.

A water fowl house on the duck plant, a conunercial laying house for one hundred
hens, and two farmer's poultry houses holding one hundred hens each. These latter

two houses are similar to the farmer's poultry houses that have been erected on thfl

16—89i 1303
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branch Farms, and -wliicli have proved quite satisfactory. A full description of the

farmer's poultry house is included in this report.

The buildings and equipment have been completed at a number of the Farms that

have prior to this year included poulti-y. At Agassiz, B.C., an administration building

was constructed, a permanent poultry house at Indian Head, Sa.sk.. an administration

building at Brandon, Man. At Cap Eouge, Que., one permanent poultry house and a

pipe brooder house have been erected, and at Charlottetown an administration building

and one farmer's poultry house were added to the plant.

POULTRY AT TWO MORE FARMS.

The two new farms that haA'e started poultry are Ste. Anne de la Pocatiere, Que.,

and Sidney, B.C. At Ste. Anne an administration building, one farmer's poultry

house and several colony houses were built, one hundred "'^"yandotte pullets- installed,

and hatching and rearing will be conducted there this spring. At Sidney an admin-

istration building, a brooder house, and several colony houses were put up during the

fall and winter. ISTo hatching will be done there this spring, but orders are placed

for one thousand day-old chicks to be delivered in the spring.

EXTENSION WORK.

Survey work among the farmers was conducted with two groups of farms this

year. One of these groups consisting of thirty-five farmers in the vicinity of Cap
Eouge Experimental Station, was visited by Mr. Victor F.ortier, the other group of

about twenty farmers, at Merrickville, Ont., was visited by Mr. George Robertson.

The aim of this work is to obtain data of actual conditions as they are on the farms.

and to so advise the farmers that they will adopt business methods in their poultiy

operations. This work so far has shown that the average condition of the farmer's

poultry plant is by no means ideal, but it also demonstrates that the average farmer

is willing to adopt methods that will ensure for him better returns at less cost.

The demand for lectures and judging continues. It has been impossible for Mr.

Robertson, owing to the nature of his work here, to comply with all the requests for

judging or speaking. Mr. Fortier has been able to accede to some of the requests

received, he having given sixty-two illustrated lectures in the province of Quebec,

he has also judged at fifteen exhibitions and has been absent at work of this naturo

from the office for 129 days during the year.

ACKXOWLEDGMEXTS.

I wish to acknowledge the co-operation of various members of the Experimental

Farm staff and of Dr. Charles H. Higgins, Dominion Pathologist, and his assistant,

Dr. "Wickware, who have always been willing to lend assistance.

For attention to the suiwey work I am indebted to Mr. Victor Fortier and to

Mr. George Robertson, who visited the group of farms as near once a month as

possible. To them also credit is due for the report of this work that is herein included.

To Mr. Walter Scott credit belongs for conducting the details of experiments

carried on at the Central plant, he keeping records and arranging these as they appear

in this report.

The various Superintendents have been very helpful and in some case^ enthusiastic

in the poultry work and to them and the poultrymen in charge credit is due for the

valuable work done on the branch Farms and the reports contained herein.

I have the honour to be, sir.

Your obedient servant,

F. C. ELFORD,
Dominic/n Poultry Hushandinan^

Ottawa, March 31, 1916.
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CENTEAL EXPERIMENTAL FARM, OTTAWA.

REPORT OF THE DOMINION POULTRY HUSBANDMAN, F. C. ELFORD.

INTEODUCTIOX.

Canada is again exporting poultry and eggs, and there seems no reason why she

should not continue to do so in larger and larger quantities until she supplies a good
proportion of what Great Britain has to import.

Poultry production in Canada for some time did not keep pace with the demand.
For several years prior to 1909, this country was an exporting country, but from 1909 to

1914 Canada not only had nothing to exportj but actually had to import both eggs and

dressed poultry in order to meet the home demand. During the year 1914 a small sur-

plus was produced and exported. In 1915, following the '" Patriotic Campaign for

Greater Production," there was a larger surplus produced, and the exports exceeded

the imports in value by $1,842,858. For the fiscal year April 1, 1915, to March 31, 1910,

the imports for home consumption amounted to 3,783,952 dozens of eggs, valued at

$786,100, and i>oultry to the value of $55,051, making a total import value of $841,151.

During the same twelve months there were exported 7,898,322 dozens of eggs valued at

$2,273,412, live poultry worth $298,719, and dressed poultry valued at $111,878, making

a total export of $2,684,009. Besides the imports for home consumption there was a

slight amount imported that was immediately exported, but this amount is not included

in the figures given above.

Once again, therefore, Canada is in the exporting class and with the demand tliere

is for Canadian poultry products in Great Britain, and the request that Canadians help

feed the Empire, those who can should begin to keep more and better poultry.
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PRICES RECEIVED FOR EGGS AT THE VARIOUS FARMS OF THE
EXPERIMENTAL FARM SYSTEM.
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THE farmer's poultry HOUSE.

This house holds one hundred hens, is 16 feet hy 32 feet and is divided into t'wo

pens, each IG feet square. The house has given satisfactory results on the Experi-

mental Farms system for several years. It has been used in every province in the

TJominion, and may he built with a single roof or a double roof and a straw loft. In

the drier sections of Canada the single roof is recommended, while for the more humid
parts the double roof and the straw loft type is to be preferred.

At Ottawa there were used this winter the two types of this house. Both gave

satisfactory residts, with a slight preference for the straw loft, because of its extreme

dryness. There was no moisture in the litter or adhering to the walls of this house,

though on cold nights it registered eight to ten degrees colder than in the house with a

single roof and no straw loft.

The single roof hoxise used here has the under edge of the rafters stripped as far

as the roosts and filled in with straw between. If this type of house should be damp
it is a good plan to tack slats or wire underneath the entire length of the rafters and
fill in with straw.

Both houses are built without drop boards, the roosts being hinged to the wall.

The nests are contained in a cabinet along the outside walls. Outside of this they are

constructed according to specifications that are given here.

The plans and specifications here given are followed fairly closely in the building

of these houses in all the provinces. They have given such general satisfaction in

every province that we recommend them for general farm use. Where it is desirable

to house more than one hundi-ed hens in one building the same plan can be extended

indefinitely. Should cement floors not be preferred, any other floor should prove

satisfactory, but it is a cement slab that acts as foundation and floor that is described

here.

SPECIFICATIONS.

The floor merely a slah.—No trenches are dug for the foundations, the floor is

laid upon the ground, the top of the floor being from 10 to 15 inches above the sur-

rounding level.

Making the frame of the concrete.—Take enough boards to reach around the out-

side of the building. Boards 1 inch thick will do, and as wide as the height of the

floor is to be above the surface. Set these boards on edge and stake them in position

so that the inside of the boards is the size of the house. Level and nail lightly to the

top edge a 6-inch board so that it will project in over the floor. In this 6-inch strip

bore holes every 6 to 10 feet to take a |-inch bolt. These bolts are for the purpose of

holding the sill and should extend above the finished floor far enough to go through

and screw down a 2 by 4 scantling. When the heads of these bolts become secured in

the concrete, remove the 6-inch boards that hold them in position so that the straight

edge can be used to level the surface of the floor.

Filling in the stone and cement.—When the frame is levelled and secured, the

stone may be filled in. This could have been dumped on the ground before with less

trouble except that it might interfere with the levelling of the boards. Stone, brick,

plaster, or anything of a like nature should be used to fill up to about 2 inches of

the top of the floor. There should be several inches left around on the inside of tlie

frame to allow for concrete being placed there to form the wall. Then fill in with

the concrete to the edges of the frame and within three-quarters or 1 inch of the

OlTAWA.
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finished floor surface. The finishing coat of cement is then put in, levelled -with tlie

straight edge of the top of tlie frame or retaining board?, and smoothed ofi with a

trowel.

Portions of sand, stone and cement.—If broken stone and sand are used the mix-

ture for the coarse concrete should be one bag of cement to two barrows of sand and
four barrows of broken stone (about an inch and a half diameter). The sand and
cement are mixed together, then they are thoroughly mixed with the crushed stone, the

whole wet with water, mixed again and used at once.

The finishing coat is composed of one bag of cement to one barrow of sand and
three barrow^s of fine crushed stone, mixed as described above, and usdd at once.

If gravel is used, make the rough coat with one bag of cement to six barrows
unsifted gravel, not too coarse; and for the finishing coat use one bag of cement to

two barrows of sand.

}YaU3.—The exterior walls consist of 2 by 4 studding, at centres shown on plans

resting on a 2 by 4 sill, and supporting a plate of two 2 by 4. These studs are covered

outside with one-ply of tarred paper and 1-inch T. & G. boarding or 1-inch boards

and battens.

On inside, behind and around the ends of the roosts the stiidding is covered with

tarred paper then with 1-inch T. & G. boarding. Inside partitions are built of stud-

ding, covered with wire mesh to within 2^ feet of floor, rest of partition l-iiidi

boarding.

Roof.—The rafters are 2 by 4 at 20-inch centres, resting on the plate two 2 by 4.

On these rafters, lay one thickness of 1-inch sheeting and ready roofing or, if preferred,

tarred paper and good cedar shingles, laid 4i inches to the weather.

Windows.—Windows are built between studs as shown, and fitted with frames

for glass, or cotton where indicated. All sashes to be hinged, and swing in. Outside

of aJl window openings is covered with l-inolTj mesh poultry netting.

Doors.—The outside door frames are of 2-inch stuff, rabbetted for 1-inch bat-

teried doors. Any inside doors are made to match the partition and hung so as to

swing both ways.

List of Material Eequirkd for Farm Poultry House.

Shed Roof.

Board Feet.

Studs, 2" X 4", 21S lineal feet 146

Plate. 3 pieces, 32' x 2" x 4", 64 lineal feet 43
Sill, 2 pieces, 32' x 2" x 4" I .„ ,. , - . „r

,, o '. 16' X 2" X 4"
f

lineal feet 65

Rafters, 17 pieces, 16' x 2" x 4", 280*5 lineal feet 1S7
Wall boarding (T. andG.) 781 square feet (-|-10';'f) S60
Roof boarding (1"), 612 square feet 612
Shingles, 612 square feet.

2 windows, 5' x 5' and frames (cotton and wire mesh).
3 windows, 3i' x 5' and frames (cotton and wire mesh)
4 windows, 3' x 5' and frames (glass and wire mesh).
2 windows, 3' x 31' and frames (glass only).
2 doors, 2' 9" x 6'.

Hardware (hinges, nails, etc.), paint (3 coats).

Floor.

For 2" concrete floor

—

5 barrels cement.
IJ cubic yards sand.

2i cubic yards graveL

Ottawa.
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List of Material Required for Farmer's Poultry House.

Double Roof aintd Straw Loft.
Board Feet.

Studs, 2" X 4", 2621 lineal feet ITS'S

Plate, 2 pieces, 32' x 2" x 4", 64 lineal feet 43

Sill, 2 pieces, 32' X 2; X 4;) ^g j.^^^^, ^^^^ g^

Rafters, 24 pieces, 10' x 2" x 4", 340 lineal feet 227

Roof boards, 680 square feet 680
Shingles, 680 square feet.

Wall boarding (T. andG.), 800 square feet (+10%) 880

Ceiling joists, 17 pieces, 16' x 2" x 4", 272 lineal feet 187

Ceiling boards, 68 pieces, 32' x 1" x 3", 2,176 lineal feet ,. 384
2 windows, 5' x 5' and frames (cotton and wire mesh).
2 windows, 3J' x 5' and frames (cotton and wire mesh).
4 windows, 3' x 5' and frames (glass and wire mesh).
2 windows, 3' x Zh' and frames (glass only).
2 doors. 2' x 9" x 6'.

2 lowered windows, 2" x 2i'.

Hardware (hinges, nails, etc.), paint (3 coats).

Floou.
For 2" concrete floor

—

5 barrels cement.
IJ cubic yards sand.

23 cubic yards gravel.

REARING TURKEYS.

This year the object of the work in turkeys was to see what degree of success

could 'be obtained in the rearing of turkeys when confined to yards and not allowed

free range.

It was not expected that better results by this system would be obtainable, but

a? this is the method that has of necessity been adopted in all the experimental work

conducted here by the Biological Laboratory and by this Division, it was decided to

see what could be done when the birds were not being used for disease experiments.

Turkeys have been reared on the Central Experimental Farm for a number of

years in connection with the Black Head experiments conducted by the Biological

Laboratory. Two years ago the Poultry Division assumed the practical management

of this work since which time it has co-operated with the Laboratory in the turkey

investigations. The plots used by the Biological Laboratory for runs for the Black

Head-infected stock are the only area that has been available for the work up to the

present. The area being small—about one acre—the rearing experiments necessarily

have been conducted in confinement and the fact that turkeys, healthy and otherwise,

have been yarded on the same plots for years makes it difficult to bring as large a

percentage through as might otherwise be done.

From experiments prior to this year, the results would indicate that if sanitary

conditions are maintained in the breeding quarters, the eggs hatched and the poults

reared away from the adult turkeys, even though in confinement, a certain degree of

success might be assured.

To ensure the isolation of the egg and poult from the mother bird, artificial incu-

bation and brooding were adopted. The chicks were hatched in a mammoth incubator,

brooded under electric hovers placed in colony houses, and reared in plots one-quarter

of an acre in size. In each of these plots 13 young poults were placed.

Thirty-nine poults were taken for this year's experiments. They were hatched

from eggs laid by a flock of birds, some of which were chronic black-head carriers,

others were what were left from a flock that had been affected with black-head the

year before. The parent stock therefore could not be considered free from disease.

Ottawa.
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The yards in which these poults were placed were one-quarter acre plots of niiixed

grass, having some alfalfa ; they were mowed twice during the year, and produced
fairly hea\T^ crops of hay each time. The yards had similar treatment previous to

this except that No. 1 had the breeding stock upon it "until the eggs were laid from
vliich the poults were hatched. No. 2 had no turkeys on since the summer before

and No. 3 had not been used for a turkey run for two years. All yards, as already

noted, were growing a good crop of hay and the houses underwent a thorough disin-

fecting before the povilts were put in.

The results of the incubation of tlio turkey eggs were fair, a record of the fertility

and hatching is given in the following table.

Ottawa.
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THE POULTS WERE FED AS FOLLLOWS.

The attendant having charge of the young poults had been fairly successful

previously in raising young stock of his own, so that he Avas given a free hand to use

any method or ration ^he considered best.

The following was practically the method and ration he adopted, with the result

mentioned :

—

Ration.—No food for 48 to 72 hours from the time the chick leaves the shell.

Bran or shorts mixed with skimmed milk and plenty of chopped dandelion leaves

or onion tops. After 10 days, besides the above, one or two feeds of cracked grain

such as corn, wheat and oats. Occasionally a little rolled oats (fed dry). Green feed

fed liberally if the range did not provide lots of clover.

Good sharp grit and oyster shell always accessible.

There is no hard and fast rule for successfully raising young stock, as turkeys

on free range or under different conditions would perhaps thrive better with a different

ration, but the result, taking into consideration the diseased nature of the parent
stock in most instances and the small area allotted for range, shows thkt a fair

percentage of turkeys can be reared to a good weight in confinement.

The rearing results may be shown as follows :

—

Number placed in brooder May IS 39
Stolen August 7 5

Died to August 7 (Enterohepatitis) 18
oo

Carried to maturity 16

Eliminating the five healthy birds that were stolen Aug-ust 7 leaves 3i from which
16 were reared to maturity which is 47 per cent.

On December 15 the males that were to be kept for breeding were selected, and
eight of the others, males and females killed, drawn and examined for presence of

black head. These were diagnosed by the Biological Laboratory, but no lesions of

Eniero Hepatitis were found.

The weights of the eight birds dressed (that is bled and with the feathers off)

and drawn were taken and given individually in the following table:

—

Diawn Weight.

Lb. Oz.
14 5

12 6

12 10
13 7
13 12
10
13 12
11 12

12 12

SHIPPING PARTIALLY HATCHED EGGS.
*

In the shipping of breeding eggs, considerable expense and dnconvenience are

occasioned by the fact that too often more or less of the eggs prove infertile. A
large per cent of infertility is always a disappointment to the receiver and often a

considerable loss, in that by the time the infertile eggs are duplicated the season m;iy

be too far advanced. There is also the extra expense in express or postage in sending

eggs that have to be replaced later at another cost for transportation.

Ottaw.\.
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To see if there was any encouragement to incubate oggs enough to ensure

fertility before shipping a small experiment has been conducted here in conjunction

with Professor Heruer of the Manitoba Agiucultural College, Winnipeg. On June
10, 1915, one hundred and fifty White Leghorn eggs were set here in a small incubator.

Beginning with the fourth day of incubation fifteen fertile eggs were tal<;en out of the

machine, wrapped carefully in paper and packed in a one-setting hatching egg box,

and sent to Winnipeg. Five shipments were made with eggs that had been four, six

nine, eleven, and twelve days in the incubator. The table below gives the detail of these

five shipments :

—

Table showing detail of shipping partially hatched eggs.

Fertile,

eggs shipped.
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PEN EECOEDS.

A complete record of loss or gain on most pens at the Central and branch Farms
is kept by means of the table shown below.

When the fowl have free range for at least six months of the year the cost of

feeding is considerably reduced. In the record for the month of April, pen 22, the

saving in cost of production is shown to be considerable. This is principally due to

the eliminating of the green bone that has been fc-d during tlie winter months at a co.st

C'f 3 cents per pound, the most expensive item in the winter feed bill, but unnecessary

in the summer, when the birds are on range or given large yards and the benefit of

their natural feed in the shape of worms, insects, and green feed.

The two examples herewith are given as a comparison between the light Mediter-

ranean variety, viz., White Leghorns, and the heavy American breed, the Barred

Plymouth Kocks.

Pex Record for Six Mouths.

Poultry Division.—Pen No. 22. Number in pen, 100. Experimental Farm.

—

Variety, White Leghorn, year 1915-16.

Month.

Nov...
Dec...
Jan
Feb....
March.
April..

.

Number
of

Eggs
laid.



Plate LXXII

The Concrete Frame and Filling.

The one-inch board staked in position, leveled, the 6" board tc hold the bolts nailed on and part of

the filling material put in ])lace. Note that in the frame the grass appears in the middle show-

ing that the floor Is laid upon tlie very top of the ground-

The rough concrete. The coarse jiart of the concrete filled in on the stone and the 6-inch board
removed leaving the bolts sticking out of the concrete.

16—1916—89a



Plate LXXIII

The straight edge at work. The fine concrete filled in up to the height of the frame and
levelled ofif with the straight edge. This surface can be trowelled off to make a smooth finish.

When the cetnent is set the retaining boards are removed and the edges of the floor wall

plastered up.

Frame of shed roof house.

In some of these houses the windows have gone right to the top leaving more space below.



Plate LXXIV

The Farmers' Poultry House. The shed roof type completed except that
the openings in the front near the roof are covered with cotton.

The Farmers' Poultry House. The straw loft tj-pe completed and ready for

the yard and pullets.



Plate LXXV

Frame of ^^tra^v lot't liduse.

The ventilator in the gable is removable so that the straw can be put in through this opening.
A small hinged.door would be just as serviceable. It could be shut during cold weather
and opened when the weather was mild.





o



Plate LXXVIII

Turkey Yards. Yards similar to this were used for the rearing of the young turkeys.

Dre.ssed. A pair of the turkeys reared in the yards weighing at 7 months dressed
over 35 lbs.



Plate LXXIX

Turkey shelters.

This show.s the stj'le of house and covered run-way first used for the young turkeys.

J
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Though it cost 92 cents per head to feed the Barred Plymouth Rocks for 6 months

and only 58| cents for the White Leghorns, the margin of profit was better on the more

expensive pen.

This was due to the better production of the heavier birds in the first months of

the record, i.e., the Barred Plymouth Eocks in November averaged S.6 eggs and the

the -White Leghorns only 1-4. The Plymouth Eocks were early hatched, had all

reached maturity and 55 per cent were laying steadily when going into winter quarters

in November, but of the White Leghorns only 12 per cent were laying at this time.

SURVEY WORK

In May, 1915, a poultry survey was started with two groups of farmers, one in the

province of Quebec and one in Ontario.

The object of this work was to obtain more data of the actual poultry conditions

that prevail on the average farm and to endeavour to get the farm poultry plant put

upon a business basis, with some one member of the family responsible.

The two groups selected were one in th& vicinity of Cap Eouge, Que., and one

near Merrickville, Ont. These were decided upon because they were convenient, one

to the Central Farm and the other to the Experimental Station at Cap Rouge. It was

hoped to be able to visit them once every month, but as the work was undertaken by

two members of the staff here, Mr. Fortier and Mr. Robertson, it was not possible for

them to make their visits regularly every month, but the farms were each seen as near

once a month as possible.

The farmers in the Quebec group were more interested in poultrj' than those in the

Ontario group, as the report and records given here indicate. Considerable of the

poultry produce from the Quebec section was sold on the Quebec city market and

brought a higher price than could be expected by the average farmer. Even here,

where conditions might be considered as above the average, there was a good deal of

wasted energy. However, it was encouraging to note the willingness of most of the

farmers to profit by suggestions given. In some instances, new houses, new stock and

new management were instituted upon the advice of the visitor and in most cases

better methods were adopted.

The information desired is obtained in detail upon the three forms given below.

Form 1, filled in by the visitor upon his first visit and retained for futiu-e reference;

form 2 is for the use of the farmer to jot down his daily records, and form 3 is filled

out once a month, from form 2, and sent by the farmers to this office or collected by

the visitor upon his monthly visit.

16—90 Ottawa.
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Form No. 1

—

Continued.

General Information.

1. Is there a house exclusively for poultry?

2. If not, where is the poultry housed?

3. What is the floor space?

4. Type of poultry ho\ise?

5. Square feet of glass?

6. Square feet of cotton?

7. Is the house satisfactory?

8. Poultry—yarded or free run?

9. Sanitary condition—surroundings?

10. Sanitary condition of house i

11. Who looks after the poultry?

12. What are the rearing appliances?

13. What selection is used?

14. Are trap-nests used?

15. What breed or breeds are kept?

16. What attention has been paid to breeding for egg production?

17. Are hatching eggs taken from a special breeding pen or the whole flock

mated ?

IS. At what time are chicks hatched out?

19. Are the male birds allowed with the hens after breeding season?

20. Are the eggs gathered regularly?

21. How are they kept until sold?

22. How are the eggs marketed?

23. Where sold?

24. Miles distant?

25. Any attempt to produce guaranteed eggs?

26. Is the surplus poultry sold alive or dressed*

27. Is it specially fattened?

28. Kind of packages used for shipping?

Remarks.

16—90} ^ Ottawa.
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Form No. 3.

Department op Agriculture—Experimental Farms System.

MONTHLY EEPORT FOR POULTRY SURVEY—STOCK, EGGS, FOOD AND
INCUBATION RECORDS.

Month Branch Name No.

Stock.
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The monthly reports show, among other things, that some farmers secure
excellent results in selling eggs throughout the year or from the sale of chickens, but
these results vary greatly, according to the flock, and more especially the management.

Side by side were two farmers who shall be designated as Nos. 1 and 2. They
had practically the same kind of poultry ; they seemed to "be giving the same amount
of care and feed to their birds. One of them barely succeeded in making both ends
meet, while the other one was getting a fair revenue.

Department of Agriculture—Experimental Farms System

Yearly Report of Poultry Survey

(From May 1, 1915, to April 31, 1916).

Year 1916--17. Branch Farm, Cap Rouge. Name, No. 1.

Eggs, Stock, and
Food.
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Department of Agriculture—^Experimeutal Farms System.

Yearly Report of Poultry Survey

(From May 1, 1915, to April 31, 1910).

Year 1915--16. Branch Farm, Cap Rouge. Name No. 2.

Eggs, Stock, and
Food.
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FIXAXCIAL STATEMENTS.

In order to show the approximate revenue obtained from the poultry plants on
some of the farms of the group, three financial statements are given below; the first

two show a good profit from the flock and from each hen. An illustration of the poultry
houses of one of these accompanies this report. The third report shows a profit of
3^ cents per bird. The illustration of the " barn " poultry house shows where this
flock is kept, and to a large extent explains the lack of revenue.

Department of Agriculture—Experimental Farms System.

YEAELY EEPOET OF POULTEY SUEVEY.

(From May 1, 1915, to April 31, 1916.)

Year 1915--16. Branch Farm, Cap Eouge. Name, Jos. A. Cote. No 34.

Eggs, Stock, and
Food.
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Department of Agricultlre—Experimental Farms System.

YEARLY REPORT OF POULTRY SURVEY.

(Frora3Iay 1, 1915, to April 31, 1916.)

Ypar 1915-16. Branch Farm, Cap Rouge. Name, Candide Dancause. No. 27.

Eggs, Stock, and
Food.
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Department of Agriculture—Experimental Farms System.

YEAELY EEPORT OF POULTRY SURVEY.

(From May 1, 1915, to April 31, 1916.)

Year 1915-16. Branch Farm, Cap Rouge. Name,
, No. 23.

Eggs, Stock, and
Food.
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The fact that the farms of this district are fairly widely separated and that the

farmers were rather unresponsive, necessitated the covering of a great deal of ground

for the work accomplished. However, in the limited survey possible, the marked

successes of some are in striking contrast to the equally marked failures of others.

At the start there were fifteen farmers who expressed a willingness to co-operate

in the work. The largest number of hens kept by any one farmer was 113 and the

smallest was 24, with an average of about 65.

The Barred Plymouth Bock is the breed of fowl that is most popular throughout

this district. There were two exceptionally nice flocks of Ehode Island Reds, one-

flock of White "Wyandottes and the balance were Leghorns or Leghorn crosses.

Most of the poultry and eggs were marketed locally, that is, either at the village

stores or to i>eddlers, but within the past year more of the farmers have been going

farther afield, some shipping to Ottawa, Montreal, and Toronto, and the difierence in

prices has been so great in some cases that, no doubt, this plan will come into more

general use.

It was difficult to get the farmers to keep accurate accounts, and in comparatively

few cases was this done. Many were able to give complete reports of what the flock pro-

duced, but did not give an account of the feed used.

It was strikingly apparent that the farmers who kept closest account of their poul-

try were the ones who were making the most out of their flocks.

Ill no instance was there a farmer who made complete returns whose accounts did

not show a satisfactory profit but in some cases, had the reports been complete, they

would have undoubtedly shown that the poultry had been kept at a loss instead of a

profit.

There were many reasons for the lack of success in most cases but the two reasons

that were most apparent were:

—

First, the failure to appreciate the necessity of the early hatching of chicks. It is

the bird that lays in the winter that gives the greatest profit. The bird to lay in the

winter must be properly matured before the cold weather sets in, and to be properly

matured by that time pullets of the general purpose type such as Plymouth Rocks,

Wyandottes, or Rhode Island Reds should be hatched by the first of May. Most

farmers think June about the proper time to hatch.

Second, the " red mite." There were very few hen houses that did not have mites.

In some cases the owners recognized the danger and kept the mites in check. In others

the mites were allowed free fling, with the result that in some cases the fowls refused to

use the houses and roosted out of doors, and in others egg production practically ceased

at a time-of the year when the yield should have been good.

The result of the work in this district showed conclusively that when properly

handled the poultry on the farm was a very paying branch of farm work. It also showed

that the neglect of certain essentials, chief of which is cleanliness, would result in direct

loss.

The following statement is given to show what one farmer accomplished. This

farmer cleared practically $2.70 per hen, and when it is considered that the prices which

he received for his eggs were those of the country store it will be realized that had he

been so situated as to be able to command the better citj- prices, the returns would

have Ireen much higher.

It is not every farmer that can make such a showing; but given the same care and

attention to detajis there is no reason why every flock should not give satisfactory

result?.

Ottawa.
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YEAELY EEPOET OF POULTEY SUEVEY.

Year 1915. Branch farm, Merrickville; name, M. Carson.

Eggs, Stock, and
Food.
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from the 15tli of June to the 31st of July, 1915. Many requests for male birds or eggs

from pure-bred fowls were received from these farmers who were also anxious to

organize poultry breeding societies.

The poultry part, in which for the last few years the farmers of these districts

have taken a special interest, was treated by myself in a manner ae practical as

possible. According to the statistics of the last census, the county of Chicoutimi-

Saguenay produces annually $143,024.50 worth of eggs and fowl. However, each year,

the merchants of the leading centres are compelled in winter to import large quantities

of eggs and poultry to satisfy the local demand.

Almost all the parishes of the country were visited for the third time. Every-

where the farmers were strongly urged to take a little more interest in the breeding of

poultry in order to satisfy at least the local demand.

They were advised amoi^g other things to change their old methods of breeding

and to improve the quality of their stock by observing the following recommenda-

tions :

—

(1) To secure a good breed of fowls.

(2) To have pullets hatched earlier in the spring.

(3) To give more attention to the chicks during the growing period.

(4) To avoid putting too many young and adult fowls in poultry houses and parks.

(5) To adopt a more rational system of feeding.

(6) To provide a poultry house well lighted, perfectly dry and entirely distinct

from the stables, the barns or other live stock buildings.

Although a great deal remains to be done, the poultry industry is fast improving;

the breeding of fowl increases rapidly and is beginning to get well established among

our rural population.

The establishment of a good poultry plant on the farm is such a profitable source

of revenue that it is difficult to imagine how an intelligent farmer can neglect the

same.

In the near future farmers could easily find in the large cities of the province

a good market for all the eggs and fowl that they can produce. According to the whole-

sale dealers of Montreal, the province of Quebec hardly produces 10 per cent of the

eggs and fowl that are sold in the market. The remainder, that is 90 per cent, comes

from Ontario and other provinces, and the United States.

During this trip, the advantages of agricultural and co-operative associations were

dealt with at each place and one was organized for the district of Chicoutimi.

This co-operation includes more than 850 farmers, men and women who are quite

willing to undertake, under the direction of the Central Experimental Farm, any

experimental work that may be entrusted to them.

OTTAWi
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THE XORTH SHORE OF THE ST. LAWRENCE.

Once again the farmers on the north shore of the St. Lawrence were visited (see

1915 report, page 1,120). For the first time we stopped at Bersimis, about 100 miles
below Tadoussac Most of the people living there are Indians of the Montagnais
tribe. This is not an agricultural centre; however, it was a pleasant surprise for us
to see splendid crops of potatoes and other vegetables.

While conversing with the people of the place, we learned that about twenty
families were established at La Pointe aux Outardes, about 20 milles from Bersimis,

in a part of the Saguenay county, which, so far, had been supposed to be entirely

deserted. We went there in a small gasoline launch and were agreeably surprised to see

about 10 square miles of good land, quite* suitable for general agriculture. At the
meeting that was held at night, the old farmers stated that all grain ripens well; there

is an abundance of hay, and potatoes, cabbage, corn, and tobacco are grown with success.

It was the first time that these good settlers had had the advantage of hearing
agricultural lectures. They seemed to appreciate the information which was given

to them and they asked us not to forget them in the futiire.

We stopped at about the same places that had been visited for the first time in

1914.

At Riviere au Tonnerre, we had the pleasure to observe progress in poultry keep-

ing, and poultry bouses are being built. So far, no attention had been paid to this

matter. During the summer, the fowls run about as they like and during the winter

they are kept in the cellars or in the attics of the buildings. There are only a few
flocks of Barred Plymouth Rocks, on the north shore, at Riviere au Tonnerre and
Natasquan. In the latter place, we noted a considerable improvement in the flocks

of the parish priest and Mr. Joncas. The accompanying illustrations show " the old
"

and " the new " poultry houses in one yard here.

Ottawa.
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EXPERIMENTAL STATION, CHAELOTTETOA¥N, P.E.I.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT, J. A. CLARK, B.S.A.

POULTKY.

A permanent poultry house for laying liens, 33 feet long by 16 feet deep, was

built about the centre of the poultry yards in August, 1915. It faces fouth and has

a combination of glass and cotton front, the row of glass -windows being below and

the cotton above them. The foundation consists of a cement slab. A 10-inch plank

was set on edge to make the- form. The centre was filled with broken stone and a

o-inch layer of coarse cement spread over the stone and down against the outside

forms. One inch of strong cement was used to give a hard surface to the foundation.

A peak roof was put on this building with a loft of straw.

In the autumn a poultry supply house, 30 by 20 feet, with incubator cellar, etc.,

was built in the northeast section of the poultry yards. This building contains,

beside the incubator cellar, an egg room, a coal room and a bee storage room in the

basement ; a large work room with supply bins, a bedroom and an ofiice on the ground

floor. The attic was floored over and is used as a storage room. This building is

supplied with water and electric light.

NEW YAKDS.

The poultry yards were extended so that the poultry fer^ce now encloses about

four acres of land and includes most of rotation '" F," which lay between the Station

buildings, and the railway track.

BEEEDING STOCK.

Two breeding pens of one-year-old Barred Plymouth Eocks were mated up. One
pen of one-year-old White Leghorn hens was mated with a Barron White Leghorn

cjckerel. The season was much more favourable for good liatches than 1914. The

percentage of chicks dying in the shell was relatively small. The percentage of fertile

eg.gs hatched by the incubatory ran from 55 per cent to 62 per cent, while by natural

incubation, using broody hens, the percentage of fertile eggs hatched ran from 72 per

cent to 89 per cent.

A brief summary of all the eggs incubated showed that 1G5 were infertile, 15

developed blood rings, 90 were removed because of dead germs, 381: hatched out, there

were 8 cripples, leaving 376 that wei'e transferred to brooder or left with the hens out

of a total of 770 set; or 48-8 per cent of the eggs developed strong chicks. 303

chickens were raised to maturity, or 80-6 per cent of the number hatched.

BEOODING AXD EEAEIXG CHICKS.

A hard-coal brooder gave more satisfactory results than one heated by kerosene ajid

at a very much reduced cost for operation. Some difficulty was experienced in keep-

ing the fire regular but it gave much better satisfaction and a larger percentage of

strong chicks than the former kerosene brooder stove. The method of feeding was
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similar to former years. The chickens Avere not fed until hungry and were given a
little sand first, then hread crumbs, chick feed, roPed oats and finely cracked mixed
grain. The chicks were not given more at a feed than they would clean up. Grass

and sprouted oats were supplied as needed. Clean wat^r and grit were always before

tliem.

As soon as the weather was fit they were allowed to run outside, and were trans-

ferred to rearing houses when feathered out. Only natural heat was used in these

rearing houses. Each house had a closed-in run so that no loss occurred from crows,

hawks, or cats. The chicks hatched by hens were doubled up; two hatchings to a

hen. The hen was given a small shelter box and a covered run. The chicks were
healthy and grew rapidly. Nineteen eggs were obtained in October from pullets that

were hatched out on April 22.

DAY-OLD CHICKS.

A trial shipment of 100 eggs was sent to Fredericton, N.B., incubated there, and
the 38 strong chicks hatched from the lot were returned as day-old chicks. The
incubator report read as follows: 25 infertile, 13 blood rings, 3 dead germs, and 38

strong chicks. These arrived in good shape, but they did not do well afterwards. At
the end of two Aveeks 16 were liA'ing and 10 grew to maturity.

A lot of 100 eggs was received from Fredericton and set on May 7, along with
100 eggs from our own pens, in a Tamlin incubator. The hatching record was as

follows :

—
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BROILERS.

A trial shipment of White Leghorn broilers was made to Halifax and 60 cents

net per pair was realized. The average dressed weight of these broilers was iVo pounds

at three months of age.

Winter Egg Records.
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Variation in Temperatures in Houses.
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EXPERIMENTAL FAE^r, KENTVILLE, N.S.

EEPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT, W. SAXBY BLAIR.

POULTKY.

~ THE BUILDINGS.

The equipment for housing poultry consists of one permanent house for 100

hens, 16 by 32 feet, divided into two pens, and seven colony houses, 8 by 12 feet,

capable of holding 25 hens each.

STOCK.

Three breeds were carried during the past year. Barred Plymouth Eock, Ehode
Island Red, and White Wyandotte.

The number on hand at the start of the season, March 31, 1915, was as follows :

—

Barred Plymouth Rocks, 8 males, 17 hens, 92 pullets 117 total.

White Wyandottes 4 •' 13 •" 36 " r,3 "

Rhode Islands Reds 2 " 4 '• 20 " 26 "

After the breeding season those not required for egg production were disposed of

and those kept during the past winter for breeding stock numbered 42 Barred Plymouth
Rocks, 28 White Wyandottes, and 17 Rhode Island Reds.

The stock carried during the winter of 1915-16 is given in the following table:

—

Breed.
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The incubators used are tlie Prairie State, Tamlin, and Cyphers. The former
has a capacity of 400 eggs and the latter 200 eggs each. The first two were operated

three times, the latter twice. The hatch obtained was as follows :

—

Table showing Hatching Results from various Incubators.

Praii'ie State.
Tamlin
Prairie State.
Tamlin
Cyphers
Prairie State.
Tamlin
Cyphers

When
set.

March 9

.

April 2.
" 2.
" 2.
" 29.

May 2.

April 29.

No. set.

373
192

368
192

240
380
186
250

No. Eggs
infertile

43
21

41
26
18

59
58
50

Dead
Germs.

31
14

24
30
36
28
18

18

Total
hatched.

147

95
212
88

106
247
85
82

Cripples.

15

9

6

2

5

8

4
12

Per cent
left in

hatched.

49.1
60-5
69-9
64-7
56-9
84-3
77-2

45.0

Table giving the summary of the above records of incubators for each month.
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HATCHING RECORD OF THE DIFFERENT BREEDS.

A record has been kept of the eggs hatched from the different breeds and results

are set forth in the following table:

—

Table showing hatching records of various breeds.
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Summary of Hatching Records from the different Machines.

Machine.
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KATION FOE YOUXG CHICKS.

The baby cbiclts -were not fed for forty-eight hours after they had hatched, when

they were given stale bread crumbs moistened with sweet milk for several days. This

feed was given morning, noon and night ; in addition rolled oats and Cyphers Scratch

Feed were scattered in the litter between these feeds. After seven days the last-named

feeds were supplemented by a hopper mixture made up of bran 10 parts, rolled oats 4

parts, corn meal 4 parts, and sifted meat scrap 2 parts by weight mixed together.

After two weeks the chicks were given coarser feeds composed of equal parts cracked

wheat, cracked corn and crushed oats. Chicken grit was also given. Water was before

the chicks all the time. Some green feed such as sprouted oats and lettuce leaves were

given occasionally to the young chicks.

The chickens were given a run and put out in colony houses as soon as the

weather was fit and were given the usual coarse feeds, about one-haK of which was

cracked corn, and the balance principally oats^ with some wheat. The hopper mixture

given above was before the chicks all the time to feed on as they wished. The coarse

, feeds were fed in the morning and afternoon by scattering on the vground.

WINTEPt EATION FOR LAYING HENS.

The following whole grain mixture was fed to the hens from November 1 to March

31 :—
100 pounds corn; 100 pounds oats; 50 pounds wheat.

This whole grain ration was scattered in a deep litter on the floor at the rate of 3

quarts per day for twenty-five birds. One-third of this ration was fed in the morning

and the remainder at 3.30 in the afternoon. The litter was examined frequently for

excessive feeding and if grain was found the ration was diminished.

In addition to the above ration a di-y mash made up as follows was constantly

before the hens : 4 parts bran, 2 parts cornmeal, 2 parts ground oats, and 1 part meat,

meal; 1 quart salt was added to every 500 pounds of this mash. Each pen was also

supplied with charcoal, grit and shell.

Green food was supplied in the form of beets, mangels and chopped clover hay.

Both milk and water were supplied as drink.

One pen of each of the three breeds was made up of hens and one each of pullets,

the latter being well matured, and two pens one feeh of Ehode Island Eeds and Barred

Eocks were made up of late maturing pullets to compare with early matured stock of

the same breeding. These were fed alike throughout the period.

The results show that the early hatched pullet* are more profitable than either

late pullets or yearling hens.

GEOUXD LIMESTONE FOE POULTEY GEIT AND SHELL.

Ground limestone has been advised as suitable for poultry in that it will supply

the necessary grit, and the lime required for shell. Tests have been made here during

the past winter and we have found that it is equally as good as the granite grit and

oyster shell.

IvENTVIEl-E.
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EXPERIMENTAL FARM, NAPPAN, N.S.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT, W. W. BAIRD, B.S.A.

POULTRY.

The Farm at Nappan has lost the services of Evan D. Craig, who gave up his work
in April and joined the 193rd Nova Scotia Highlanders for active service overseas.

IJe has been in charge of the poultry work since January, 1914, and needless to say
he will be greatly missed in carrj'ing on the work at this Farm, where he has always
given most satisfactory service in not only managing the poulti-y work, but the
apiary as well.

THE SEASON.

In poultry raising, as in all other things, a good start means a great deal.
Consequently, in starting to rear the chicks in the spring it is only possible to reach
the highest production when conditions govemnig such are most favourable. It may
therefore be stated that the weather conditions during the spring of 1915 were very
detrimental to successful chick rearing, in that it was continuously dull, cold, and
wet until well into June. Not only was it detrimental to the health of the chicks,
but it was found that the laying hens did not do so well during such a cold, wet period.
It was disagreeable for them outside; therefore, they would not go out into the yard to
get grass and many of the little things which go to stimulate egg producttion. Further,
the crows gave considerable trouble in picking off the young chicks. However, these
were fairly well dealt with by the use of a shot gun.

STOCK

Three breeds Avere kept at the Farm, namely. Barred Eocks, White Wyandottes,
and White Leghorns.

The following is a list of the breeds wintering in the different pens :—

Barred Rocks
White Wyandottes..
White Leghorns

Aggregate

Mak Hens.

46
27

121

Pullets.

50
11

15

Total.

103

61
44

208

INVESTIGATIONAL WOEK.

A continuation was made of the work commenced in 1913-14 in collecting data
on the fertility and hatchability of eggs and viability of chicks from tihe three breeds

fed on different rations, housed in different types of houses, hatched by artificial versus
natural incubation.

TEMPERATURE.S OF VARIOUS HOUSES.

The following table shows the maximum and minimum temperatures of the

different houses, also proportion of glass and cotton in each :

—
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ARTIFICIAL VERSUS NATURAL I]S"CUBATION.

Table 4 is made up from tables 2 and 3, giving the average percentage from eacli

pen for the full period of incubation and brooding, making the comparison of artificial

versus natural incubation and brooding more easily studied.
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EXPERIMENTAL STATION, FREDERICTON, N.B,

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT, W. W. HUBBARD.

POULTRY.

The cold, wet spring of 1915 was unfavourable to poultry, especially to the raising

of chicks. The early part of the season was very wet and cold; there were 50 wet days
recorded during April, May and June.

BUILDmGS.

Three types of poultry houses are used for the accommodation of the birds. One
house 48 by 12 having a capacity of 100 hens was divided into four pens 12 by 12, each
pen having one glass and one cotton window together occupying two-thirds of the
front of the pen. A second house 32 by 16 has a similar capacity, but is divided into
two pens 16 by 16, the front of each pen being two-thirds cotton and one-third glass.

Three colony houses on skids with accommodation for 25 birds each completed the
housing arrangement.

A brooder house heated by a Candee Brooder stove was used for raising the chicks
after they were taken from the incubators.

The poultry administration building with an incubator cellar, office, feed-room
and bed-roam for poultryman complete the equipment.

STOCK.

The stock at the beginning of the season consisted of 76 Barred Rocks, 59 White
Wyandottes, 87 Rhode Island Reds and 56 Leghorns.

All the birds were trap nested during nine months.
The following table gives the eggs obtained from four pens and the value of eggs

produced.

Breed.

R. I. Red
B. P. Rock
White Leghorn. .

.

White Wyandotte

No. of

Birds.

!0

10
10

10

Duration
of Test.

9 months
9 "

Eggs
laid.

1,182
1,118
1,111
933

Value.

$ cts

31 .52

29 81
29 63
24 88

Average
earning

per bird for
9 month.s.

$ cts.

3 1.5

2 96
2 4S
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PEEDIXG.

The birds were fed oats in the moruing, wheat at noon, and cracked corn at night.

A dry mash consisting of 100 pounds bran, 100 pounds middlings, 100 pounds corn

meal, 50 pounds alfalfa, 25 pounds oilcake (ground) was before them all the time.

Grit, oyster shell, beef scrap and charcoal were at all times within reach. A small power
green-bone cutter was installed and during the winter months green bone at the rate

of 1 ounce per bird per day was fed to the layers, and half an ounce per bird every other

day was fed to the birds in the breeding pens.

PEDIGEEE WORK.

In February, pens containing twenty-five of the best layers in each breed were

mated up to good vigorous males whose respective mothers were known to be good

layers.

A start was also made with keeping pedigreed records of chicks. Eggs from five

birds of each of the four breeds were used for this purpose; seme of which were placed

in a tray by themselves in the incubator and some put under hens. When the chicks

hatched out they were toe punched and a record made of the punch mark or marks.

Fhedericton.
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The records of the birds from which the eggs were selected are givea below.

RHODE ISLAND REDS.

Record No.
of Bird.
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EXPERIMENTAL STATION, Ste. ANNE DE LA
pocatiEre, que.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT, JOS. BEGIN.

POULTRY.
A location for the poultry plant was selected along the main road and also in full

view of the main line of the Government railway. The ground on which the poulti-y

houses were to be located was drained and a considerable quantity of gravel mixed
with it, as it was quite heavy and rather damp.

It is not intended to raise poultry on a large scale, as the area of the poultry

plant is small. However, adjacent cultivated fields will be utilized, and the growing
stock will be given access to these fields. It will be very interesting to see if the

many advantages resulting from this method, of allowing fowls the run of cultivated

fields, when the poultry yards become over-stocked, will not to a large extent offset

the damage caused to the crops. The destruction of numberless insects should be

sufficient compensation for any damage.

BUILDINGS.

An administration building, 13 by 26, was built in the fall of 1915. This build-

ing includes a cemented incubation cellar, communicating with the outside by a door,

covered on the outside with a lean-to, 6 by 8 feet and a good cement stairway. The
cellar is also connected by a stairway to the first floor, on which are an office for the

poultryman, and bed-room and a feed-room. The top floor is used as a feed store

room. Bins for the various sorts of feeds have been placed on the top floor and the

gjain comes down by grain chutes to the feed room, placed right under the feed store.

This is a very convenient arrangement.

A permanent poultry-house, 16 by 32, was built in the fall on a good cement

foundation with a cement floor. This poultry-house is divided in two by a partition.

There are two pens 16 by 16, each being able to accommodate 50 hens, allowing 5

square feet to each hen, which is sufficient for a cold poultry-house. This poultry-

house has a shed roof with t. and g. boards l^-inch thick. A good brand of steel

sTiingles was used in this building. The front of the poultry-house is composed of

two-thirds of cotton and one-third glass, or exactly 78 feet in glass, 120 feet in cotton,

and 58 feet in wood (bottom board, studding, window frame, and trimmings).

The house is 8 feet high at the front between the floor and the plate, and 4 feet 6

inches at the back, affording the roof a sufficient slope. The sides and the back, at

the north, are covered with one ply of board, 1-inch thick. The inside is fitted as

follows : double roosts above a dropping board, one row of trap nests under the board,

a supply bin and self-feeding hopper, in each pen, etc. This poultry-house is very

convenient and satisfactory.

Six colony houses, 8 feet by 12 feet, were completed in March; they will be used

for breeding purposes. All these houses are of the same size, the front is of cotton,

wHh more or less glass.

EQUIPMENT.

Our breeding equipment is quite modern, including three incubators, latest

models, with a capacity of 140 to 300 eggs, as well as artificial brooders, adaptable to

colony-houses. >.

STOCK.

One breed only will be kept, the White Wyandotte. This variety was selected

because it seems to be the most popular variety in this neighbourhood.

Seventy-five pullets and twenty-five hens of high quality and very good breeding

v\-ere purchased as foundation stock for the Station, and it is proposed to start breed-

ing in the spring, with a view to double this number in the fall.

The flock has wintered very well, although the winter was very severe in our

district ; the egg yield for the three months of winter has been very encouraging and

gives us the best hopes for the future.

16—92i
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EXPERIMEXTAL STATION, CAP EOUGE, QUE.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT, GUS. A. lANGELIER.

POULTRY.

Barred Rocks only are kept because it is the prevalent breed in the district and

it v.as thought that farmers' flocks could thus be more quickly improved than if another

had been chosen. A couple of hundred hens and pullets were Trintered but the number
v.-ill be brought up to three hundred. The stock ivas very healthy all through the year

and the average percentage of mortality amongst the old birds did not reach 5 per

cent. A great number of chicks, however, -were taken away by crows, hawks, foxes,

skunks and weasels. The death rate amongst the youngsters was very low, but nothing

weak was taken from the incubators to the brooders, as it is a loss of time and money
to do so. The intention is to raise about six hundred chicks each year, and to choose

the best two hundred pullets out of these to replace the one hundred breeding stock,

and one hundred of the pullets €ach year. These pullets will be forced for winter egg

production, whilst the yearling hens will be kept for breeders.

INCUBATORS.

A twelve hundred egg coal-burning incubator has been installed. It is divided into

four compartments, each of which has its thermostat, besides the regulator which opens

or shuts the damper of the stove according to how the temperature is. This style

of machine for large quantities of eggs is a great time saver as there are no lamps

to attend to, and, because of this it gives better satisfaction than the small oil

machines which were tried previously. It has been found advantageous to regulate

the humidity in the incubator cellar as well as in the machine; this is done by opening

or shutting ventilators of the Rutherford type, according to the size of the air space

in the eggs. The chicks are generally left a couple pf days in the incubator before

being removed to the brooder.

BROODERS.

Two coal-burning brooders have been installed. One of them is a coal stove

and can be operated in a colony house because it has a capacity of from two hundred to

four hundred chicks. The other brooder is the " pipe system "' and is installed in a

permanent house. The brooder has a capacity of about seven hundred chicks. Both

give perfect satisfaction, the temperature is easily controlled, and a return to the

lamp machines would not be made for a great deal. In fact, there is so much difference

between the two that the coal-burning brooder will probably in many places take the

place of the oil machine in the not distant future.

BROODING AND FEEDING.

"When the chicks are brought to the brooders, the temperature is kept high for a

few days, about 100°, and gradually brought down as the youngsters get older. This

is important, as a sudden drop of ten or fifteen degrees is too much. Care is also
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taken not to overfeed at first, as a great deal t)f mortality amongst very young chicks

is due to this. If some rolled oats are kept constantly in a hopper where the youngsters

can get at them, there is no fear of bad results from underfeeding.

BUILDINGS.

The plant is now practically completed and comprises an administration building,

where are the incubator, feed, egg, killing, mixing, and storage rooms, two permanent
poultry houses for one hundred hens each, five movable colony houses which can

respectively accommodate from ten to twenty birds, and a brooder house for about

seven hundred chicks. There are no frills in these constructions. They were put up
in a substantial way, with a view to minimize the repair and depreciation accounts.

The poultry houses, both permanent and movable, are constructed exactly as recom-

mended to farmers, so that besides sheltering the stock, they serve as an object lesson

to visitors.

GKOUNDS.

What is here called the poultry area consists of about five acres of rough untillable

land, one-half of which is covered by maples. It is admirably adapted to poultry rais-

ing, as the soil is always dry, there is lots of shade, the strongest winds from the

northeast are stopped by the woods, and there are a couple of acres of sod affording

green food for a very long period each year. A strong wire poultry fence, suitable for

keeping growing and adult stock, encloses the whole area. In addition to this, netting

is placed around the part devoted to the yotmg chickens. After these are from six to

nine weeks old, according to the season, they leave the brooder house and are placed in

colonies, the cockerels being separated as soon as possible from the pullets.

Movable fences divide the yards to the south of the two permanent houses, and,

when the breeding season is over, they are taken away, everything being then ploughed
up and seeded to oats. The old stock for the summer run together in a large park
north of the main building.

TEMPEEATUKE IN WIDE VERSUS NARROW HOUSE.

The two permanent poultry houses are built exactly on the same lines, cotton on
front shed structures, and have tiie same floor space, the only difference being that one
is 16 feet wide and the other only 12. Of course, the latter is longer, but the pitch of

the roof, the interior arrangement, the proportion of cotton and glass to the whole
front are exactly the same. A maximum and minimum thermometer was placed in

each building and the temperature recorded from November 26, 1915, to March 31,

1916. An instrument of the same description is also kept outside for the Dominion
Meterological Office. The following table shows that though the curtain fronts were
not closed more than a dozen times through the winter, the temperature was much
higher inside, and fluctuated a little less in the wide house.

Temperatures Outside, and in Wide- and in Narrow House, November 26, 1915, to

March 31, 1916.
Extreme Weekly

Lowest. Highest. Range.
• Fahrenheit. " Fahrenheit. " Fahrenheit.

wiiiaiue —27 44 38-69

Wide House — 5 43 11-&7

Narrow House — 7 43 14*06

Cap Rouge.
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WINTER LAYERS OF DIFFERENT AGES.

It is thought that many farmers keep hens until too old for profitable winter egg

production, and it is also a common belief that late hatched pullets commence to lay

only in the spring. An experiment was thus planned to see if it is really more profit-

able to use yearling hens and early hatched pullets for winter egg production. Four

lots of twenty-five birds each were used: (1) Hens two years and over; (2) yearling

hens; (3) pullets hatched before May 15; (4) pullets hatched after May 15. The

hundred birds occupied the four pens of a 42 by 12 cotton-front shed-roof house. All

feed was weighed, and all eggs were counted and placed on scales for each pen. The
experiment commenced on November 18 and finished on February 29, a period of 104

days. The following table shows the results:

—

Winter Layers of Dift'erent Ages.
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EXPERIMENTAL FARM, BRANDON, MAN.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT, W. C. McKILLICAN, B.S.A.

POULTRY.

In presenting the following report of the poultry work on Brandon Experimental

Farm during the past year, I wish to give credit to my assistant, Mr. W. H. Hicks,

B.S.A., who has had general supervision, under my direction, of this department, and

who has done most of the work of preparing the report.

THE STOCK.

The poultry flock consisted of the following birds on March 31, 1916:

Barred Plymouth Rocks : 30 pullets, 30 hens, 4 cocks.

White Wyandottes : 30 pullets, 48 hens, 9 cocks.

THE EQUIPMENT.

The poultry department on this Farm is gradually assuming larger proportions.

During the last year the equipment has been enlarged. A new "one-story administra-

tion building was built during the summer of 1915. The basement is used for an

incubation cellar and egg room, and the ground floor for office, bed-room, and feed-

room. A building of this nature at the poultry plant is of much assistance in saving

Ibbour. The poultryman is always on the job, and is enabled to do much more efficient

work in manipulating the trap nests, incubators, and brooders. Crows, hawks, weasels,

and ground squirrels did considerable damage to young chicks. The nearness of this

building will assist the man in charge to keep down these pests.

THE BROODERS.

So far, the cotton-front houses have been used for brooder purposes. Though they

are warm enough for laying hens they are not entirely satisfactory as brooders, especi-

ally for early chicks. Owing to the lack of insulation it is very, difficult to keep suffi-

cient heat around the chicks. With the assistance of blankets and boards, a covering

has to be made which helps in holding the heat close in to the hover. Such a building

should make a satisfactory brooder home if it were constructed a little more v- ir)nly

than ours.

INCUBATION.

Four incubators—one hot air and three hot water—with a combined capacHj for

464 eggs, did the hatching, and gave good satisfaction.

The following table gives the results obtained from three different makes of incu-

bators during the total season's hatch. The season extended from March 24, when the

first incubator was set, until June 1.
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SUMMER AERANGEMENT.

When tlie breeding and hatching season was over, the hens were allowed to run

together. With the use of the hopper feeders, the work and care in connection with

looking after them was cut down to a minimum. The cocks were crate-fattened and

killed. The chicks were given plenty of range. As soon as the cockerels could be

distinguished from the pullets, they were separated. All females that had passed their

second laying season were marketed during the summer. Any weak, small birds, or

those otherwise unfit for breeding, were also disposed of. Twenty-four of the cockerels

were crate-fattened in the fall to see if sufficient gains could be made to pay for the

feed consumed. After a three-weeks' fattening period, they showed a gain of 22^

pounds. The 22i pounds gain at 18 cents per pound gave a value of $4.05. The

feed consumed consisted of a mash m-ade of water and one part ground barley, one

part ground and sifted oats, and one part ground wheat. Valuing this at 1 cent

a pound it cost $1.14 to feed the birds, and a gain of $2.91 on the twenty-four birds

was made. The crate-fattened birds were much better quality than those not receiving

this finish. A wider ration mixed with skimmed-milk would no doubt have given better

results.

THE OOLONT HOUSES.

Six portable cotton-front houses 10 feet by 12 feet are used for housing the birds.

In summer, with the cotton fronts up, they furnish cheerful, airy quarters. In the

winter the birds are supplied with plenty of light, pure air, dryness, and exercise.

The houses were moved into a well sheltered spot in the fall and placed in line, as

close together as possible, facing the south. A self-registering thermometer was
placed in each house and a record of the temperatures kept. The houses were numbered
from the west to the east, Xo. 6 being the most exposed. Although the houses are

all of the same type, they are somewhat different in construction. The following

description indicates this difference:

—

No. 1. One ply of boards and tar paper on outside of studs; double the amount
of glass that is used in the other houses ; one-third of the front is glass and two-thirds

cotton.

No. 2. Tar paper and one ply of boards with an extra ply of boards on the back.

No. 3. Double-boarded outside of studs all over with tar paper between boards.

No. 4. Tar paper and one ply of boards on the outside of studs and one ply of

boards on the inside of studs, but only around the roosts.

No. 5. Same as No. 2.

No. 6. One ply of boards on outside of studs and one ply on inside of studs.

The following table is representative of the temperature records observed during
the winter.

Brandon.
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carried on extensively here. No records have been made, but the eggs from the best

layers are being incubated and the foundation for a better laying strain is being

built. The birds in pen No. 2, consisting of thirty white Wyandotte pullets, laid the

most eggs per bird of any pen. The first pullet to lay, No. 23, started on November

28. The best layer in the whole flock, No. o, was in this pen. She laid her first egg on

December 1, and in the following 122 days laid 81 eggs, or one egg every 1^ days.

Compare pullet No. 5 with pullet No. 12 which, under the very same conditions

of feeding, housing, breed and age, did not lay a single egg from the time she was

hatched to March 31, and yet No. 5 is no better looking bird than No. 12. The value

cf a bird must be figured, not only upon the number of eggs she lays, but also upon

the time of year she lays them.

In pen No. 3 the first Barred Rock pullet began to lay on December 19. The

pullet laying the most e^gs in this pen is No. 32. She did not lay in November or

December but had 49 eggs to her credit by March 31. Three pullets in this pen did not

lay at all.

In pen No. 4, White Wyandotte one-year-old hens, the second best layer of the

flock is found. She laid every month, and although she had only a total of 64 eggs,

she compares favourably with pullet No. 5, as she laid better in the early winter. The

third best layer of the flock is also found in this pen, her number being ^7. She laid

59 eggs up to March 31. Hen No. 74 in this pen did not lay at all.

The Barred Rock hens in pen No. 5 were the poorest layers. No. 12 laid 10 eggs

in December, and had a total of 41 at the end of March. Several hens in this pen

Old not lay.

Cost of Production for Pullets, Yearlings and 2-year-old Hens for 5 months,
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REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT, W. H. GIBSON, B.S.A.

POULTKY.

Two breeds are kept, namely. Barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandottes.
The breeding flock consists of the following:

—

White Wyandottes: 9 cockerels, 30 hens and 99 pullets.

Barred Plymouth Eocks : 8 cockerels, 20 hens and 52 pullets.

Pullets and hens are housed separately, and careful records kept of the feed
eoiisumed and number of eggs produced by -each pen.

To maintain the high standard of the flock, one hundred Wyandotte and Barred
Rock pullets of a laying strain were received from Eastern Canada.

During the winter months a number of cockerels were sold throughout the pro-

vince for breeding purposes.

THE ACCOMMODATION.

Preparations are being made to carry on more extended work with poultry. During
the year a permanent site was located and laid out. A permanent house 16 feet by 32

feet, large enough to hold one hundred laying hens, was erected. The poultry plant at

present consists of one permanent house, four colony houses, two of which are large

enough for twenty-five hens each and the other two having accommodation for forty-

hens each, two small houses and one brooder house

INCUBATION.

All chicks are hatched by incubators, of which we have three, namely, Tamlin,
Prairie State, and Cyphers. These continue to give good success. During the season

two himdred and twenty-two chicks were hatched. One hundred and forty-four were
brought through to the laying stage.

THE COST OF PRODUCING EGGS.

To ascertain the cost of feed required to produce a dozen eggs and the margin
between the cost price and the selling price a small experiment was conducted with a
pen of pullets here.

The test lasted for six months—November 1 to April 30. The pullets were White
Wyandottes tliat had been shipped from Quebec and placed in one pen of a farmer's
poultry house.
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Table Showing Financial Kecord for One Pen of Birds.

Month.

November
December
January
February
March
April '•

Totals and Averages.

Eggs
laid.

No.

ooo

324
192

296
420
372

Average
weight

per dozen.

1,937

24
24
24
24|
25
251

241

Average
price
per

dozen.

cts.

32
35
40
40
25
20

32

Total
value

of Eggs.

cts.

9 45
6 40
9 86
8 75
6 20

49-53

Value
of Feed
consumed

I cts.

4 32
5 09

27-86

Gain
per Pen.

i cts.

1 11

21 -68

Gain
per Hen.

$ cts.

18-4
12-6
5-7
12-9

14
2-9

111

Cost of

1 dozen.

cts.

16-7

17

26
19
12-3
16-4

17-9

The egg yield was by no means large, but what might be expected from an average

farm flock properly managed-

January was the month of lowest production and the highest cost per dozen.

March gave the highest production and the lowest cost. January and February gave

the highest price for the eggs and the eggs increased in size as the time passed.

The average price received for the eggs was 2-4:^ cents and the average cost of

feed to produce one dozen of eggs was 17-9 cents.

The pen of thirty-eight birds gave a profit over cost of feed of $21.68 for the six

mouths.

Indian Head.
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EXPERIMENTAL STATION, LETHBRIDGE, ALTA.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT, W. H. FAIRFIELD, B.S.A.

POULTRY.

The plant was increased in the summer of 1915 by the addition of three portable

50-hen houses and one small colony house. The additions to the equipment have been

two Prairie State incubators and a Candee coal brooder stove.

POULTRY HOUSES.

The housing accommodation for the stock consists of:

—

One permanent hen house, 16 by 32 feet, for 100 hens.

Four portable hen houses, 16 by 16 feet, 50 hens each.

One portable hen house, 14 by 16 feet, used for cockerels.

Two colony houses, 6 by 8 feet.

One brooding house, 14 by 28 feet.

The last mentioned was constructed according to plan of the Simplex Brooder
Company.

ADMINISTRATION BUILDING.

In addition to this there is an administration building, 18 feet by 24 feet, with
basement used for incubators, egg- room, etc., first floor used for office and feed room,
and second floor used for storage room and sleeping accommodation for attendant.

TYPES OF HOUSES.

The poultry houses are all of the shed roof and cotton front type. The east and

west sides have one-inch boarding. The north side is double boarded and papered,

this double boarding extends round the sides a distance to correspond with the width

of the drop boards, i.e., 4 feet. The south side has 2 feet of boarding along the bottom

as a protection against draughts. The remainder of the front is cotton and

glass, about 80 per cent cotton and 20 per cent glass. The roof has one-inch board,

paper and shingles. The cotton is tacked on movable frames made of 1-inch by 2-incj

lumber. In the summer these frames are taken out and 1-inch mesh poultry wire sub-

stituted, which makes the house cool aiid comfortable. On warm and sunny days in

winter some of the cotton-covered frames are removed to give the birds all the sun-

shine and ventilation possible. A cotton curtain is lowered from the roof to the drop

board on very cold nights. With one exception the houses have earth floors.

Although the outside temperature was as low on one occasion as 26 degrees below

zero, the birds at all times seemed comfortable and had a healthy appearance. The

coldest house was the one with a board floor, the thermometer registering 4 degrees

colder than any of the houses with earth floors.
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The feed consisted of a dry mash kept before the birds the whole time composed
of:—

2 parts ground Tvheat.
2 " " oats.
2 " " barley.
2 " " peas.
2 " " bran.

In addition to this the birds were fed as much -wheat as they would eat up clean

twice daily and a wet mash was fed occasionally comjwsed of the same ingredients as

the dry mash. The birds receiver! as a rule one half an ounce daily of green groimd
bone each, but this was frequently not obtainable. The green feed used was chiefly

swede turnips with occasionally a few alfalfa leaves.

The pullets were all trap nested and a record kept of each pullet's lay.

IXCUBATOKS.

The incubators used for the 1915 hatch consisted of the following:

—

1 Tanilin, 100 egg capacity.
1 Cypher, 144
1

" 244
3 Prairies. 144

The following table will give some idea of the work of each incubator. Owing to

the fact that the number of hens in some cases were so few that eggs had to be kept

as long as sixteen days before use and also that this was the first season's work in the

present incubator room, no very definite conclusions can be drawn from the compar-
ative standing of each incubator.

Lethbridoe.



Plate LXXX.

A breeding pen at Cap lluuge, (2ue.

No. 16a.—Breeding pen.^White Wyandotte Pullets, Lacombe. See Laying Record Chart.
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Plate LXXXI.

No. 15—Breeding pen— Pekin Ducks, Lacombe, Alta.
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DAILY EGG RECORD

EXPERIMENTAL FARM Poultry Division
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No. 18.—Egg laying record of Pen 1 White Wyandotte Pullets, Lacombe.
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Plate LXXXV.

Birds from pen fed on best grade of baked wheat flour. Agassiz, B. C.

Birds from pen fed on raw rice shorts. Agassiz, B. C.



Plate LXXXVI.

Birds from pen fed on boiled milled rice. Agassiz, B, C.



Plate LXXXVII.

Ducklings from Rice Feeding Experiment.

Central group had been fed boiled whole rice for 27 days. They were then changed to a mixed
grain ration.

Ducklings on extreme left and right were from the same hatch and are all that were left of the
pen fed exclusively on boiled whole rice. Agassiz, B.C.
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THE EEAEING.

The season of 1915 was fairly favourable for the rearing of chicks. They were

brooded a portion of the time by the Simplex brooding stove and a portion of the time

by the Candee coal stovB. The coal stove was first used about the middle of the brood-

ing period. The change from the one to the other proved detrimental to the health of

the chicks and some losses occurred at this time. There were 407 raised to maturity,

they being chiefly March and April hatched. After culling closely, 75 S.C. White Leg-

horn and 100 Barred Rock pullets were selected for stock. The Leghorn pullets hatched

March 3, commenced laying on July 27 and the Barred Rock pullets hatched on the

same date commenced laying on October 6.

BREEDING STOCK.

In the fall of 1915 thirty of the best Barred Rock hens and twenty of the Leghorn

hens were selected for breeding purposes the following spring. The remaining hens

were crate fatted and sold to a local butcher for 12 cents per pound dry plucked.

Breeding stock at the beginning of the winter of 1915-16 consisted of:

—

100 Barred Rock pullets.

75 Leghorn pullets.

30 Barred Rock Yearlings hens.

36 S. C. W. Leghorn Yearlings hens.

EXPERIMENTS.

The experiments so far attempted have been of a general character and until

another year has elapsed the stock will not be sufficiently uniform to allow of many
comparative tests. A few experiments have been started but they are not sufficiently

advanced to report on.

Letiiuridoe.
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EXPERIMENTAL STATION, LACOMBE, ALTA.

REPORT OF THE STTPERINTENDENT, G. H. BUTTON, B.S.A.

POULTKY.

The poultry department of this Station now (March 31, 1916) has to its credit
520 birds made up of 110 Barred Plymouth Rocks, 96 White Wyandottes, 52 Buff
Orpingtons, 45 White Leghorns, 6 Toulouse Geese, 18 Pekin Ducks, 7 Bronze
turkeys, and 286 March-hat<?hed chicks. The Ehode Island Reds which were on
hand early in 1915 have been sold and it is proposed to discontinue the breeding of

Leghorns.

The improvements made during the year have included the erection of a frame
turkey house 12 by 18 feet, a wire netting covering over two large pens to protect the
chickens from crows and hawks, trap-nests in three pens of laying pullets and feed
bins in all pens.

COST OF INCUBATION PER CAPACITY AND PER NUMBER OF CHICKS
HATCHED.

During the incubation season of 1915 a record was kept of the fuel required to run
the various incubators and of the eggs hatched from each one. The Candee hot-

water incubator used here is a l,2€0-egg capacity machine and required during

the season 20 pounds of coal per day to operate it. This nut coal cost $8.50 per ton.

The Cyphers machines each required one pint of oil per day valued at 28^ cents per

gallon to operate them.

Seven hundred and thirty-four eggs were set in the Candee incubator in March,
1916, and these on being tested seven days after incubation commenced showed
79-5 i>er cent to be fertile. The winter egg laying records of these pens show that a

very heavy egg production has been maintained throughout the winter and the fact

that such a high fertility has been obtained so early in the season would tend to

disprove to some extent at least the old theory that heavy winter egg production will

mean low fertility of the eggs in spring. From tliese eggs 327 chickens were
hatched, of which number 287 were put in the brooder.

A very accurate account has been kept of the nut coal burned to heat the Candee
incubator for the first hatch in March, 1916, and has been found to be 23-6 pounds

per day. This coal costs $8.50 per ton, and the following table shows the jcost of

the hatch. The cool weather of March may be responsible for the increa.sed coal

consumption and the fact that the machine was not completely filled also adds to the

cost of chicks per 100.

Table showing Cost of Operations per 100 Chicks Hatched.

Cyphers.
Candee.

.
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Thirty-seven birds selected as inferior quality stock were crate-fatt«ned from

October 26 to November 5, 1915. Somewhat better results might be expected from

birds of good quality, but the fact that such gains were made on these fowls as shown

in the subjoining table is an indication of the possibility in this directon.

Crate No. 1 contained four Buff Orpingtons and fifteen White Leghorns. The

ration consisted of finely ground oats two parts, and shorts one part, mixed to the con-

sistency of a thick batter with skimraed-milk.

Crate No. 2 contained eight Barred Kocks, and ten White Leghorns. A ration

was fed of wheat two parts, and shorts one part, mixed with skimmed-milk to the con-

sistency of a thick batter. The grain mixture in each case is valued at one cent

per pound and skimmed-milk at twenty cents per 100 pounds.

The following table gives the results in detail:

—

No. of birds in crate •

Total weight of birds, Oct. 26 lb
" " Nov. 5

]]

Total gain • • •

Average gain per bird
Amount of grain fed
Amount of milk fed

Cost of grain fed at 1 cent per lb f

Cost of milk fed. at 20 cents per cwt f

Total cost of feed ?

Amount of grain fed per lb. gain lb

Cost per pound of gain cts

Lot No. 1.

Ration

—

Oats, 2 parts.

Shorts, 1 part,

Skimmed milk

Lot No. 2.

Ration

—

Wheat, 2 r art

3

Shorts. 1 rart.

Skimmed milk.

18
570
810
240
1-33

99-86
259-4

0-99
0-51
1-51

416
~6-32

A total gain of 48-8 pounds was secured at a cost of $3.18. These birds all graded

No. 1 and brought 16 cents per pound live weight, which leaves a profit on the gains

made by these birds of 9-5 cents, the average cost per pound to fatten being 6-5 cents.

These figures do not show the profit due to improving the quality of the meat already

on the frame of the bird for which an increased price is obtained, and hence do -not

represent the true value of fattening the fowls.

Lacombe.
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TRAP-NESTING.

Trap-nests were constructed in three pens of the long frame house and records kept
of the eggs laid by each hen for the winter months from December 1 to March 31. The
following table giving the individual records of the hens in pen No. 3 clearly

shows the superiority of some pullets over others as egg producers. It is quite evident

that good results may be obtained by weeding out the non-producers in a flock of laying

hens by trap nesting and is as important to the poultryman as is the weighing and
testing of milk to the dairyman.

Laying Record of Pen No. 3, White Wyandotte Pullets of Same Age.

Egg Production for the Months
No. of Pullet.

.
of Dec, Jan., Feb., March.

1 58
2 82
3 51
4 28
5.. 73
6 45
7 71
8 13
9 4

10 45
11 22
12 38
13 52
14 7

15 74
16 14
17 41

18 3

19 76

21 1

23 13

24 .. 57

25 50

26 36

27 22

29 72

30 82

32 43

A photograph is shown of the daily egg record of the pullets in pen No. 1, from

which interesting conclusions may be drawn. It is claimed that farmers may select

their best laying stock by trap nesting for the winter months when the hens are laying,

and are thus able to choose a slaclc season of the year for this small amount of extra

'.vork. Pullet No. 24 laid an egg every other day for fifteen days and then stopped. Her
total egg production for the four winter months was 43 eggs, while pullet No. 2,

whose record shows two or three eggs in a cycle and one day missed between each

cycle of egg laying, gave 77 eggs in four months. A hen such as this not only shows

that she lays two or three eggs in a cycle, but also has the constitution to continue this

production. Pullet No. 17 shows a variable number of eggs in a cycle, ranging

from one to seven eggs. Her total production for four months was 55 eggs, and does

not illustrate a particularly good type of hen. Pullets No. 12 and 7 laid 63 eggs
* respectively in four winter months. Their regular cycle of from two to four eggs is a

sharp contrast against the record of '^o. 14, which lays one or two eggs and then

misses several days before laying again. She produced but 17 eggs in four months.

It is of interest to note that the best laying pullets were medium size birds, while

large, coarse birds were poor egg producers.

Lacombe.
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SHIPPING EGGS FOR SETTING VERSUS SHIPPING DAY-OLD CHICKS.

A test was made of shipping eggs for hatching as compared with shipping day-old

chicks. The following is a table showing the results with the eggs and chicks received
at Lacombe Station. All shipments were made by express.

Shippexg Eggs for Hatching and Day-old Chicks.

EGGS.

Received
from
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EXPERIMENTAL STATION, INVERMEEE, B.C.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT, Ct. E. PARHAM.

POULTRY.

Though the spring was early the months of May and June were cold, with high
winds, and the early growth of the chicks was somewhat backward in consequence.

LOCATION OF THE PLANT.

The new location on the north slope of the Toby Gorge proved most satisfactory

during the summer months, but the lack of sunshine during the winter months
prevents it from being an ideal location all the year round.

This land is practically of no value for other farm purposes, in that it is too

undulating and non-irrigable, and as there is so much land of this type in the

dry belt of British Columbia, its use for poultry raising should prove of particular

value.

The water supply and the fencing to keep out coyotes are the chief factors to be
considered in making use of such land for this branch of farming. The five-foot

poultry fence used seems to be proof against the coyotes.

BUILDINGS.

The new administration building with root cellar and incubator room in the

basement and a large storeroom above now used as a dwelling for the poultrym.'jn,

has been invaluable during the whole year. During the summer water was laid on

from the main water works. The houses were moved to their new quarters in the

spring and suitable pens made for breeding purposes.

A new brooder house 12 feet by 10 feet for Candee heater has been erected, and

is now ready for the coming season's work.

INCUBATORS AND BROODERS.

The Cyphers 120-egg machine again gave excellent results. The Tamlin 200-egg

machine used for the first time this spring proved anything but satisfactory. A
further test of this machine will be made in the coming season.

A Prairie State No. 2 incubator is being installed to test with the other machines.

Brett's Cabinet adaptable hovers and Cypher's adaptable and portable hovers were

used throughout the past season, and gave good results.

BREEDING STOCK.

Two pens of White Leghorns, one of Barred Rocks, and one of Light Sussex

were mated for the breeding season. The eggs were of a high average fertility, but

the chickens from the Sussex were weakly, and few came to maturity. The chickens

from the' Rocks and Leghorns were healthy. Veiy few deaths occurred except from
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the depredations of hawks. Constant care has heen needed to keep down the external

parasites. Head ticks have been particularly troublesome, but by the applica-

tion of coal oil, lard, and water in the proportion of 1, 2, 3, this parasite has been

controlled.

FEEDS AND FEEDING.

Grit used for the past three years has been obtained from the siftings of a

copper mine. It is passed through three sieves for grading for turkeys, hens, and

chickens, and has proved satisfactory and economicah

Charcoal and oyster shell are supplied ad lib. to all birds. The increased

amount of oyster shell used when the birds are laying is very marked, indicating the

extra amount required for shell formation during the laying season.

The pr(,'blem of early green fe^d in this climate has been satisfactorily solved

by sprouting oats in the hot-bed. The oats are first soaked for a few hours in water

and then placed on sacking in a bottomless box. This method has been found the

most practical as the sacking can be rolled up and is easily carried to the birds.

The oats take about eight days to produce the required growth, so that in order to

have a supply each day eight boxes are required. Eape is seeded each year in July

to remain over winter, which supplies an early spring feed. Small patches of this

growth have been hastened by covering with glass or cotton. Green clover is used

extensively during the summer months and is followed by cabbage and beets. ,

Experiments are being made with two pens of birds, viz.. Barred Eocks and

White Leghorns, to ascertain the following information for the year November, 1915,

to October, 1916: Number eggs laid, average price, average weight per dozen, total

value of eggs, value of feed consumed, loss or gain per pen, cost of one dozen eggs.

TURKEYS.

The same three hens and bronze gobbler that were bred last year were used for

breeding again this season; also a pen of the last year's pullets were mated, to an

unrelated two-year-old gobbler.

The stock birds are kept in yards throughout the year and have no shelter other

than the fir trees.

Hatching commenced on the 24th of May, the first eggs were placed under hens,

the latter ones under turkeys.

Seventy birds survived out of a total of ninety-two hatched. The losses were

chiefly from hawks, and from crop binding. No evidence of black head was seen.

Both hens and turkeys were freely dusted with pyrethrum powder during the setting

period.

The young turkeys had the free range of about eighty acres of side hill and did

well until September, when insect life became scarce and they ceased to range. At

this time they were given additional food and by a slight alteration in their run they

soon began to thrive.

In August, sixty-five birds were set apart for estimating the quantity and cost of

food consumed. On November 8, twenty-three of these birds were selected for stock

purposes, and the experiment was continued with the forty-two remaining.

Invermeri
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The cost and quantity of food consumed by 65 birds from August 1 to Novem-
ber 8—

134 ]b. wheat $ 2 68
266 " oats 5 08
134 " cracked corn 3 21
369 " bran 5 16
551 " corn meal 12 39
185 " shorts 2 77
97 " oyster shell 155

2,500 *' green clover 7 50

Total $41 24

Cost and quantity consumed by 42 birds, November 8 to December 22

—

150 lb. wheat $ 3 00
305 " corn meal 6 86
305 " shorts 4 57
305 '* barley chop 4 72
41 " beef scrap 184
20 " charcoal 25

600 " cabbage 1 80

Total $23 04

Total cost per bird, August 1 to December 22

—

Cost per bird from August 1 to November 8 Cents r.3

November 8 to December 22 " 55
August 1 to December 22 $ 1 19

It will be noticed that a more concentrated diet was given during the latter period
in order to fatten the birds for the Christmas market.

The 43 birds were weighed on November 10; total weight, 321 pounds, an average
of 7-6 pounds per bird.

On December 7 these birds weighed 420 pounds, an average of 10 pounds.
On December 18 the same birds averaged 11 pounds each.

The birds realized 20 cents per pound live weight.

Cost of feeds in 100-pound lots at times of experiment

—

Wheat
.^ $2 00

Oats '
1 50

Cracked corn 240
Bran • 1 40
Corn meal 2 25
Shorts 1 50
Shell 1 60
Barley chop 1 55
Beef scrap 450
Charcoal 1 10

Cabbage and Clover grown on the farm estimated at 30 cents—Statement

—

4 2 turkeys, 11 pounds, total lb. 462
4 62 pounds at 20 cents per pound S 9240
Cost from August 1, 119 each " 49 98

Balance " 42 42

This does not include any expense prior to August 1.

J

InVERM ERE.
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EXPERIMENTAL FARM, AGASSIZ, B.C. .

EEPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT, P. H. MOORE, B.S.A.

POULTRY.

StocJc.—The number of birds in the flock has been slightly increased" during the

year. The flock is now about as large as can be handled by one man when reliable

records of all operations are of mT)re importance than commercial work.

The stock at mid-winter consisted of 254 Barred Plymouth Rocks, 239 S.C. Whito

Leghorns, 33 White Pekin Ducks, and about 50 squab-producing pigeons, making a

total of over 500 birds, not including pigeons. Over 1,200 chickens were hatched in

the spring of 1915, and this permitted of reasonably good culling in the autumn. The
chicks were hatched in small, oil burning incubators. All the progeny of the trap-

nested birds of 1914 were trapncsted this season, which number amounted to one-half

of the entire flock.

Mammoth Incuhator.—This season a 1,200 egg, coal burning Candee incubator

was installed, and besides the needs of the plant here, a large amount of custom hatch-

ing was done for poultry raisers in the district, and a small number of day-old chicks

were sold.

New Buildings.—The work has been greatly aided by the erection of an admini-

stration building. This building has room for the incubators, an #gg room, and a fuel

room in the basement, a general work room, an ofiice, a record room, and a bedroom
On the first floor ; a feed and storage room in the attic. A brooder house, 16 feet by 24

feet, or large enough to accommodate two Candee coal burning brooders, was also

built. This building is of the shed roof, open front type, and has given excellent

satisfaction.

Management.—The work has been most capably handled by Mr. Vernon Kuhn,
who has had charge of all poultry operations on this Farm for the past three years.

Early and Late Boclc Pullets.—In the past a comparison has been made between
early and late hatched pullets. This year there was only a difference of one month
between the first hatch and the last hatch. The early Barred Plymouth Rock pullets

were put into laying pens in ^ptember, and they produced eggs in October for 23-

5

cents per dozen when the price was 45 cents i>er dozen. Each bird made 13-75 cents

profit for the month, and they have that advantage over the birds that did not begin

to lay profitably until the 1st of November. The following record of their performance

is for the period from October 1 to April 30.

Early versus Late B. R. Pullets.

Early. Late.

No. of birds in pen
No. of days on trial

Amo unt of grain fed Pounds
Anioun t of green food fed Pounds
Amount of skimmed milk fed Pounds
Total number of eggs laid

Wt-ight of eggs , Ounces
\^'eight per dozen eggs , Ounces
Number of days per hen per dozen eggs

Pounds of grain per dozen eggs
Pounds of grain per one pound eggs
Pounds of green food per dozen eggs

Pounds of skimmed milk per dozen eggs

Cost to produce one dozen eggs Cents
Cost to produce one pound eggs Centsj

Per centage of fertile eggs

Per centage of fertile eggs hatched
Per centage of total eggs hatched
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Early and late S.C.W. Leghorn Pullets.—A trial was made with Single Comb
White Leghorn pullets on the same basis as with the Barred Plymouth Rocks, but as
the late hatched White Leghorns did not lay until the 1st of November their reported
period ig 31 days shorter tlian their competitors.

Their performance from October and November 1 to April 30, is given as fol-

lows :

—

Early versus Late Single Comb White Leghorns.

No. of birds in pen \ . . .

.

No. of days on trial '.

Amount of grain fed Pounds
Amount of green food fed Pounds
Amount of skimmed milk fed '. Pounds
Total number of eggs laid

Weight of eggs bunces
Weight per dozen eggs Ounces
Num her of days per hen per dozen eggs
Pounds of grain per dozen eggs
Pounds of grain per one pound eggs
Pounds of green food per dozen eggs
Pounds of skimmed milk par dozen eggs
Cost to produce one dozen eggs Cents
Cost to produce one pound eggs Cents

. Percentage of fertile eggs «.

Percentage of fertile eggs hatched

Percentage of total eggs hatched

42
213

1,623
1,050
770

2,436
4, 809 07

23-69
44 06
8
5-43
3-74
517

14 3.5

9-09
92-68
50-21

46-54

60
182

1,846
1,440
600

2,448
4,726-68

23-17
53-52
9-04

* 6-24
7-05
2-94

16-70
11-57

Not used.
for

breeding.

Rock pullets and hens.—The following table was made for the comparison of
Barred Rock Pullets of the early sort with one year old hens of the .same breed. -

Pullets versus one-year-old Hens, Barred Rocks.

No. of birds in pen
No. of days on trial

Amount of grain fed Pounds
Amount of green food fed Pounds
Amount of skimmed milk fed Pounds
Total number of eggs laid

Weight of eggs Ounces
Weight per one dozen eggs .

.• Ounces
Number of days per hen per dozen eggs
Pounds of grain per one dozen eggs
Pounds of grain per one pound of eggs
Pounds of green food per one dozen eggs
Pounds of skimmed milk per one dozen eggs
Cost to produce one dozen eggs Cents
Cost to produce one pound of eggs Cents
Percentage of fertile eggs ,

Percentage of fertile eggs hatched
Percentage of total eggs hatched

Pullets.

24

213
1,384
1,050

770
1,899
3,786 92

23-93
32 -.30

8-74
5-84
6-53

4 86
15-64
10-45
86-24
63-80
55-02

One year
old

Hens.

39
1S2

1,680
1,500

7.58

1,871

3,897 75
25
45-52
10-83
6-93
9-42
4-86
18-73
11-98
92-63
51-13
47-36

The yearling hens were kept for breeding purposes and it will be noted that they
laid eggs which averaged over one ounce per dozen more in weight but the pullets

produced a pound of eggs cheaper than the hens did. Although the hens gave a higher

Agassiz.
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percentage of fertility than the pullets the percentage of fertile eggs and the percentage

of total eggs to hatch, was greater with the pullets than with the hens. This hatching

record was not the case with the White Leghorns.

Single Comb ^Vhite Leghorn Pullets and Hens.—Single Comb Wtite Leghorn

pullets and hens were also compared with the following results.

Pullets versus One-year-old Hens, White Leghorns.

Pullets.

One vcar
old

Hens.

No. of birds in pen
No. of days on trial

Amount of grain fed Pound
Amount of green food fed Pounds
Amount of skimmed milk fed Pounds
Total number of eggs laid

Weight of eggs Ounces
Weight per dozen eggs Ounces
Number of days per hen per dozen eggs
Pounds of grain per one dozen eggs
Pounds of grain per one pound eggs .-

Pounds of green food per one dozen eggs
Pounds of skimmed milk per one dozen eggs
Cost to produce one dozen eggs Cents
Cost to produce one pound eggs Cents
Percentage of fertile eggs
Percentage of fertile eggs hatched
Percentage of total eggs hatched

42
213

1,623
1,0.50

770
2,436
4,80907

23-69
44 06
8
5-43
3-74
517
14-35
9-69

92-68
50-21
46-54

20
182
736
758

864
2,319-76

25-83
50 -.55

10-22
6-33

10-52

16-73
10-35
94-69
62-00
58-71

It will be noticed here that the hens had more advantag(? over the pullets with

respect to the weight of eggs than was observed with the Barred Plymouth Eocks. The

hatching results of the Leghorn hen eggs were superior to those of the pullets. . Last

year pullets gave better results than two-year-old-hens, but the performance of the

yearling hens is the best yet obtained with White Leghorns.

Decrease in Fertility after removal of Males.—A test was made this year to pro-

cure figures relative to the length of time that eggs would remain fertile after the

removal of the male birds from the breeding pens. A number of eggs were taken from

the breeding pens and daily placed in the incubator. The test was started three days

after the removal of the male. The following results were obtained:

Table showing Decrease of Fertility after Removal of Male.

Day
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Experimental Feeding.—Last season some work was reported relative to certain

diets and their effect on mature birds. Some work of the same nature was done this

year with young growing stock and the results are very similar. The trial lasted

sixty-seven days, and the weather was good throughout. The following chart will

illustrate some of the results obtained :

—

Table showing summary of results from feeding experiment.

Best
grade
wheat
flour

baked.

Number of birds per pen at start.

.

Number of bird's per pen at finish..

Total weight at beginning Pounds
Total weight at finish

Gross gain in weight
Amount food consumed
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01 breeding and egg selling the profit was small. Unless the eggs produced in May
f nd June could also be sold for hatching purposes, one should have cheap range to run

the ducks on during the greater part of the year.

Kept in close confinement with only a small tank of water the fertility and
hatching of the eggs was not good. From the eggs hatched in five different machines
tlie following results were obtained:

—

Per cent eggs fertile 85- 38
'" " fertile eggs hatched 44-91
" " total eggs hatched 38-34 •

Experiment on Feeding DucMings.—In connection with the testing of feeds, a
small experiment was made -with a number of ducklings on a rice ration. However
v.'iluable rice may be for fattening ducks and for producing white flesh, it does not
contain the elements necessary for the growth of .young animals or birds. The results

obtained with both pigs and ducks are identical.

The following notes made on the experiment illustrate the result obtained with
the ducklings :

—

Boiled whole rice as duckling food.

].st PerioJ—1 to 14 clays.

Original weight of 22-clay old ducklings lb. 2-25
Average weight per duckling "

Q'IO
First 14 days (June 22-July 6) fed, by weight, 3 parts bran, 3 parts

corn meal, 1 part wheat shorts. 1 beef scrap. A dash- of sand
and charcoal and the lot moistened with water. Water given
to drink.

One bird killed by accident.
Second weight 21 c^ucklings, 14 days old lb. 8*85
Average weight per ducking " 0'42
Total gain " 6"6

Total mash eaten " i7'0
Food consumed per pound gain " 2"57

2nd Period—14 to 41 days.

Ducklings all fed boiled whole rice for 27 days (July 6-August 2).
Rice well boiled and crumbly, water given to drink. Birds ate
well for first 7 days then went off. Later they got weak in the
legs, all looked anaemic. Two ducklings withered up and died.

Third weight, 19 ducklings lb.

Average weight per duckling "

Total gain "

Total rice consumed "

Food consumed per pound gain "

10-56
0-55

1-71

50-0
29-2

3rd Periotl—41 to 8 3 days.

After this date (August 2) the lot was divided. Pen 1 (5 birds)
was left on rice. Pen 2 (14 birds) put on the original mash. Pen
3 (4 birds, 14 days old) was also put on the original food.

These pens were fed until September 14, 191.T, 42 days.
Pen 1. The birds in pen 1 (rice fed) all died except one, and it

was just alive. It weighed 0*7 pound.
Pen 2. (Birds changed from rice to mixed grains).

Weight at change 14 ducklings lb. 9*5
" end of period, 14 ducklings (42 days) " 70'0

Average weight per duckling "
.",*o

'

Total gain " 60'5
" grain consumed . .

" 285"0
Food consumed per pound gain " 4"7

Pen 3. Young ducklings fed mash.
Original weight (14 days old) 4 birds " 3"0

Weight at finish (42 days) " 23-6

Average weight per duckling ,
" 5'75

Total gain ' " 20*0
" grain consumed " 81 'S

Food consumed per pound gain " 4"08

Agassiz.
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It will be noted that the ducklings made four times their original weight in the

first 14 days when being prepared for the experiment. Wliile being fed on rice for 27

days they made only 0-13 pound gain and consumed 29-2 pounds of rice for every

pound of gain. On continuing this food for 42 days all ducklings so fed died, although

they consumed a large quantity of boiled rice. The ducklings changed from rice to

a mixed grain ration gained in weight and consumed almost the same feed for i>ound

gain as the young ducklings that had not received any rice but were kept growing from

the start.

PIGEONS.

The small flock of White Homer pigeons has increased to the full capacity of the

small house erected last year. The original stock proved excellent workers and have

produced well during the year. The house proved too small for the flock during the

long, cold winter, when the birds could not stay outside a great deal. Seven ,pairs of

squabs were lost in the nests by crowding during this extreme cold. A larger house

is being fitted at present.

It was rather difficult to get the exact figures upon the feed consumed, because

as well as the pigeons sTfme two hundred English sparrows had to be fed all winter.

The wire on the fly was just open enough in the mesh to admit the sparrows and as

soon as they became aware of this they lived in luxury the rest of the season.

The feed used consisted of a mixture of wheat, cracked peas, cracked corn, and
barley, and it appeared to be sufficient for the growth of the young.

The results obtained this past season are as follows:

—

Original stock, 5 pairs 10 birds.

Number of squabs hatched in year 59 "

Died in nests in winter 14 birds.

Killed by accident or rats 2

Killed for market 3

19 "

Total raised to maturity 40 "

Amount of food consumed in 1 year lb. 1,037
Cost of food for 1 year $ 20 74
Cost per bird raised or maintained.. .. ,, .. ,, .. cts. 37*7

Agassiz.
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REPORT FROM THE TOBACCO DIVISION

Ottawa, March 31, 1916.
J, H. Grisdale, Esq., B. Agr.,

Director Experimental Farms,
Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit herewith the report of the Tobacco Division
for the year 1915-16.

Towards the end of 1915, the staff of the Tobacco Division was reorganized and
considerably increased, in order to meet the requirements of the English-speaking
districts.

Annexed to the report of the work done at Ottawa is a summary of the work at

the various Tobacco Experimental Stations.

I have the honour to be, sir,

Your obedient servant,

F. CHARLAN.
Chief, Tohacco Division

THE TOBACCO DIVISION.

Without modifying to any appreciable extent, in its broad lines, the policy of

this Division, it is necessary, as the tobacco industry develops in Canada, that our
agents should specialize in the study of various problems, the practical importance
of which is becoming increasingly evident. With this purpose in view, important
additions were made to the staff of the Tobacco Division at the end of the year
1915-16. A soil expert and a pathologist were appointed. The first will make a

special survey of tobacco soils of Canada and a study of the problems connected with

tlie maintenance of their fertility; the second wall take up the study of the diseases

of tobacco and direct the work of selection and plant breeding, inaugurated during the

last few years.

A survey of tohacco soils.—Experiments have shown that certain soils are better

suited than others for the growing of certain strains of tobacco. Of course, any
soil, no matter how ill suited, may give a crop, but often the market value of the

products is practically nil or at least very low, because they have not the desired

qualities. Growers must therefore endeavour to select a suitable variety, otherwise

they had better give up the growing of tobacco which cannot be paying under such

conditions.

On the other hand, in sections of Canada where the growing of tobacco has made
considerable progress during the last few years, it is necessary that growers should

know definitely the types that are the most suitable for the various kinds of soils that

are to be found on their farms.

This necessitates a classification of tobacco soils, according to the nature of the

crops that may be obtained on such soils. This classification is now under way; it is

based on the practical results already obtained, especially in Ontario, with the flue

cured tobaccos and the Burleys. The soils that have yielded the best crops of each
type several years in succession will be taken as " standards " for Canada, or even for

the province.

IG—94i '.
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Later on, whenever a soil is found that approximates one of tiic^e standard types,

it will be possible to inform the farmer as to the variety of tobacco that should be
grown on this particular soil.

The survey of tobacco soils in Canada has been placed in charge of Mr. H. A.

Freeman, who entered upon his duties in the fall of 1915. His laboratory was installed

at Ottawa during the winter and a considerable amount of work has already been done.

Pathology and plant breeding.—Canadian tobacco growers, especially in Ontario,

have noted, during the last few years, that it is difficult to obtain a normal crop of

White Burley on soils that have grown tobacco for several years in succession.

This is due to the presence of a disease that has caused considerable damage in

Ontario as well as in a few tobacco centres of the United States.

Fortunately, in Canada, this disease seems to have been limited so far to southern
Ontario. It has not been observed in the Quebec growing centres, whilst in the United
States it has already attacked the Kentucky Burleys, the binder tobacco of Wisconsin
and even that of Connecticut.

The appointment of a pathologist, whose duty will be to deal specially with
tobacco diseases in Canada, fills an important need. Up to the present considerable

work has been done with a view to check such diseases in the United States and
Canada. However, owing to the immense area of territory involved, the means of

control have not been adequate.

Mr. G. C. Routt will take charge of the pathological laboratory of the Tobacco
Division on^ay 1, 1916. This laboratory has been erected at Ottawa.

Before being appointed as pathologist, Mr. Routt was teniporarily in charge of the
experimental station of Harrow, during the season 1915-16, taking the place of Mr.
W. A. Barnet, who resigned on April 1, 1915.

Appointment of Manager.—Mr. D. D. Digges was appointed manager of the

Harrow Experimental Station from December 1, 1915, in place of Mr. G. C. Routt,

appointed pathologist.

The Tobacco Division thus has two agents in Ontario, Messrs. Freeman and
Digges, who were brought up in the bright tobacco districts of Virginia and South
Carolina, and who have been thoroughly prepared for their new duties by a university

course. With their help, it is hoped that the problems connected not only with the

production of White Burley in Canada but also with the production of flue cured

tobacco (a very promising industry), may be solved.

The season.—The season of 1915 was one of the most unfavourable that has been

experienced for many years in Canada. It may be said to have been absolutely

adverse to the growing of tobacco. There was a lack of heat throughout the summer
and such an abundance of rain that in the majority of cases the tobacco plantations,

even during the period of growth, could not get sufficiently dry at any time, which

explains the losses suffered by Ontario and Quebec growers. Such conditions favour

the propagation of numerous diseases, as well on the beds as in the field, and the year

I0l5 was no exception to this rule.

However, there was a large increase in the production of bright tobacco in

Ontario, and, generally speaking, an improvement in the quality. The explanation

cf this result may be found in the fact that the soils were more judiciously selected

than usual this year. An important growing centre, largely formed of new growers,

has been established on the shores of Lake Ontario, where are to be found yellow

sands, with a fine texture, which, heretofore, were not used for Burley on account of

their lack of fertility, but it is on these comparatively poor soils that bright tobaccos

p;ive the best results.

As regards the province of Quebec, most of the crop of 1915 was washed. The.

harvesting was done under difficulties and the cured products were not so elastic nor

so aromatic as usual.
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Experiment with fertilizers.—This experiment, which has been carried on for
several years, suffered this year from the unfavourable conditions of the season. The
results obtained in 1915 were not nearly as conclusive as the preceding ones. Taken
as a whole, however, they confirm observations made in the past. In order to secure
a good crop of tobacco in Canada, as well in Ontario as in Quebec, it is necessary to
apply a large quantity of barnyard manure, supplemented by an application of
chemical fertilizers. In each case, the plots on which chemical fertilizers were applied
gave larger yields than those that had received only barnyard manure.

Since in each case, the quantity of manure applied seemed to be sufficient to
fertilize the tobacco plots and satisfy all the requirements of the crop, the only
explanation that can be given of the beneficial influence of chemical fertilizers is

that they supplied immediately available plant food, which hastened the growth of
plants. The tobacco plant comes to full size in a very short period of time; it is

necessary, and even indispensable, therefore, to apply a large quantity of manure. This
manure constitutes the foundation without which it is impossible to secure a crop,
even with the use of chemical fertilizers, but in Canada at least, chemical fertilizers

have the greatest influence on the yield and perhaps also on the quality.

Under Canadian conditions, it seems that when a good rotation is followed
(tobacco, cereals, clover), tobacco is specially benefited by the application of chemical
fertilizers, and other crops by the application of barnyard manure. If tobacco were
to be grown year after year, one or the other of these fertilizers would be lost to a
great extent. Barnyard manure alone very seldom gives a maximum yield and
experiments have shown that, so far as the province of Quebec is concerned, chemical
fertilizers, used alone, are insufficient to insure an average crop, except in special

cases. It should be stated, however, that although chemical fertilizers are indispens-

able if one wishes to secure a paying crop, as may be seen in the results obtained in

1915 on our Farnham Experimental Station, it is rather dangerous to apply them in

too large quantities.

Harvesting.—The adoption of the methods reducing to a minimum the length

of time during which the crop remains in contact with the soil after being cut has
again been urged this year in Ontario and Quebec. It cannot be doubted that T:he

use of movable scaffolds in the field shortens considerably the time required for

wilting, at least in the province of Quebec. The results have not been quite so decisive

in Ontario.

Curing.—The use of charcoal heaters, especially in Ontario, instead of depending
only upon the ventilators to control the degree of moisture in the curing house, has

enabled us to secure a larger proportion of bright coloured tobacco. It is difficult to

draw definite conclusions from an experiment which has been carried on during such

an unfavourable season; and it is not certain, as yet, that the margin between the

price paid for Burleys cured by the usual method and for those cured by means of

charcoal heaters, is sufficient to justify the expenditure. This question will be solved

only when a sufficient quantity of tobacco, cured by each of these two methods, has

been obtained to enable tlie manufacturers to judge their respective merits.

Notes on some varieties.—Owing to the unfavourable conditions of the season of

1915, it was not possible to make a good comparison: of the different varieties of White
Burley tried at Harrow. The ripening took place at a rather late date in the season

and, generally speaking, the symptoms of ripening were not so well marked as usual.

As regards the Farnham Experimental Station, it is not easy to draw conclusions

from the results given by the different varieties of binder tobacco grown on this sta-

tion. However, the Big Ohio x Sumatra was able to stand the unfavourable con-

ditions of the season while the Comstock Spanish, Yamaska and Havana Seed Leaf

suffered considerably. The General Grant grown at Farnham in 1915 was of very poor
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quality. These tobaccos ripened and cured poorly. The Famham Warne gave a

medium crop, both as regards quantity and quality. The Aurora is the only one that

yielded a normal crop, really profitable in quantity and quality. If this tobacco can be

accepted as filler by Canadian manufacturers, experience has shown conclusively that

it can be grown easily and at a paying price in the province of Quebec.

At the Ottawa Experimental Farm, on the test plot, the Marylands have been
rather a disappointment. The selection No. 1045, which had given a fine crop of bright

yellow tobacco in 1914, made an excellent start during the month of June, but took a

dark hue dviring the latter part of the period of growth and did not ripen as well as it

had done in 1914. The product was very much darker than the crop of 1914, which had
been in great demand.

Imported Marylands from the counties of St. Mary, Charles, and Prince George,

gave us fine crops, at least so far as the yield in weight is concerned, but the colour

was not as good as might have been desired.

It is obvious that no satisfactory products, with the required colour and texture,

can be expected from these varieties in an unfavourable year. However, seasons like

that of 1915 are rare, and we are still confident that Marylands may give very good

results in all parts of Canada where the season remains favourable until the 15th or

20th of September, and wherever light soils with a fine texture and not too dark colour

are found.

Belgian tohacco.—This tobacco, the selection of which was started in 1914, is

practically fixed now. This is, probably, an "Oboufg," of a good yield in weight, early

and easy to cure. The growing of this variety will certainly become general in the

province of Quebec. According to the treatment which it receives in the warehouses,

it may yield cigar fillers or fragrant pipe tobacco.

Pennsylvania Broad Leaf.—This tobacco had been tried at the request of some

Montreal manufacturers, but it did not seem to be adapted either to the soil on which

it was grown or to the abnormal conditions of the season of 1915. It will be tried

again,

Aurora.—The selection of this variety was resumed in the season 1915. Tliree

types have been distinguished, especially by the habit of the leaves when the plant

ripens.

Espada.—Among exotic varieties this tobacco, which was imported from the

Philippine Islands, seems to be promising. It was probably a little o.verripe when
harvested, and this fact, together vrith the conditions of the season, resulted in the

production of a somewhat dry leaf. It yields a filler with a light taste and a pleasant

aroma. The objection is the exaggerated height of the stalk, which often extends to

eight or nine feet. Farmers who want to grow this tobacco will have to change the

inside fitting of their curing houses.

Other varieties.—A summary of the observations made on other varieties of

tobacco tried at Ottawa, in 1915, is given in that part of the report dealing specially

with the work at the Central Experimental Farm. In a general way, the main object

in growing the latter varieties is to get selected seed in order to continue, in due*

course, the study of these varieties or simply obtain a supply of seed for distribution.

Big Ohio x Sumatra—Yamasha.—As regards these two varieties, considerable

progress seems to have been made in 1915, but a good part of this progress is doubtless

due to previous selections.

For the first time during the winter 1915-16, really good farmers have been found

who have agreed to try the Big Ohio x Sumatra on a large scale. It cannot be denied

that all things being equal (yield in weight, taste of the products, etc.), the Big Ohio

X Sumatra yields better binders than the Comstock, as the leaf is thinner and covers

more cigars for a given weight of tobacco. As regards the Yamaska, although this

I
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tobacco suffered somewhat from the unfavourable conditions of the season 1915, it was
found that it gave a light filler, with an excellent aroma. This tobacco, which had
been specially selected with a view to the production of a thin binder, may, if this

binder is not satisfactory, be used as filler. Thus, all possible contingencies have been
foreseen, and if the observations made in 1915 are confirmed, as it is hoped, this will

become one of the most important varieties for the province of Quebec. In an average
year it gives a good yield in weight and a high proportion of binder. Moreover, the
leaves which are too short for binders would make excellent fillers. In an unfavourable
year the whole of the crop, if it were too thick for binders, might be utilized as fillers

at a higher price than is generally obtained for Comstock fillers.

The Yamaska will also be tried on a field scale in 191G.

Inspection.—The inspection work which had been inaugurated in 1914 in Ontario
and Quebec had to be abandoned in 1915 owing to the following reasons : In Ontario,
our inspector, Mr. G. C. Routt, was called to the management of the Harrow Experi-
mental Station, in place of Mr. W. A. Barnet, who had resigned and our Quebec
inspector, Mr. P. Humbert, left for the front. Mr. Humbert unfortunately was
killed in action, and his place will not be filled until after the war.

However, as regards the province of Ontario, the inspection service was reorgan-
ized towards the end of the year 1915 with Mr. II. A. Freeman as inspector. Mr. Free-
man, in addition to the inspection work in a part of Ontario, will undertake a survey
of the tobacco soils of Canada.

As to the growing centre situated in the immediate neighboxirhood of the Harrow
Experimental Station, the crop inspection work will be done by Mr. D. D. Digges,

the new manager of the Station, who will thus be able to come into intimate contact

with the growers of the district.

Special trips.—During the fall of 1915 and the winter of 1916 the writer made
two trips to the mos^ important centres of tobacco growing in Ohio and in Con-
necticut.

The object of the trip to Ohio was to try to identify the seed of Aurora, which

had been sent to this Division a few years ago, by an Ohio planter, then working in

British Columbia, and also to try to renew our stock of the seed.

There was no difficiilty in identifying the Aurora. This tobacco has been grown
for a long period in Ohio. It was even possible to examine a certain quantity of this

tobacco in a packing house. However, it has ceased to be grown in Ohio for the last

few years, owing to the great thickness of the leaves and the strong taste of the product.

These criticisms were evidently well fouiidod, if this Aurora was similar to the

sample that was shown. However, when grown on soils similar to those on which it

was tried by this Division, this tobacco yields a much thinner leaf and much more suit-

able for the manufacture ^f cigars in Canada than in Ohio. Unfortunately it was

impo=sible to renew the stock of seed, and if it is decided to extend the growing of this

variety in Canada, the stock that was made in the first piace will have to be vised.

Wliile in Ohio, the writer made as full observations as possible on the method of

fermentation used in warehouses. A crop of Brazil, secured at Famham in 1914 and

which had not so far been put in proper shape to be used, was submitted to this pro-

cess of fermentation. It was noted that the Ohio method, wh-an applied to the strong

Canadian products, reduces their strength to a great extent and makes them more suit-

able for manufacturing. There is nothing very complicated in the process.. Briefly, it

is as follows : the products that have undergone a natural sweating during the previous

summer are thoroughly wetted and fermented again. However, this second fermenta-

tion requires somewhat special conditions; it must be done in hot rooms where a tem-

IKjrature of 100-110 degrees F. may be maintained at all times.

The object of the visit to Connecticut was to study the methods of fermentation

that are now generally used in this part of the United States. The main point was to

ascertain whether, in Connecticut warehouses, binders, similar to Canadian binders.
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are fermented in bulk or in boxes. Both methods are well known in the tobacco world,

but some doubt has arisen owing to the fact that some of the Connecticut experts, who
supervise this work in Canadian warehouses were using exclusively the one method,

while the remainder use the other, declaring in each case that this is " the method "

now being used in Connecticut. There was no difficulty in ascertaining that at the

present time, in spite of the advantages of bulk fermentation, the fermentation in

boxes, at least for ordinary binders is almost general tliroughout Connecticut. It is

considered as being more economical than the other. There may still be some little

doubt as to the temperature that is maintained in the rooms during the fermentation.

Some warehousemen state that the temperature never rises above 85 degrees F. but

the great majority, submit the tobacco during a period of more or less duration,

according to the nature of the crop, to temperatures ranging from 95 to 105 degrees F.

At Ottawa, for the treatment of our binder crop of 1915, an average temperature

of 100° F. was used and satisfactory results were obtained.

Fermentation.—The work at the Central Experimental Farm warehouse during

the season 1915-16 mainly consisted of a test of the curing processes used in Connecti-

cut and Ohio.

All short and thick leaves and a certain quantity of binder tobacco which had not

sufficiently fermented in boxes, owing to the comparative coolness of the summer of

1914, were refermented and treated after the Ohio method. As already stated, the

result was most satisfactory as regards the fillers, which are short and comparatively

thick products; their strength was vei'y materially reduced.

As to binders, it is considered that the fermentation to which they were submitted

has improved them greatly, although the colour was turned darker. With regard to

this tobacco, the main advantage of the process lies in the fact that the products lose

this smell of " cooked " tobacco considered as undesirable by some experts and which
the tobacco very often acquires during the fermentation in boxes, especially if it is

packed when a little too dry.

The forced sweating, such as practised in Connecticut, was used for the treatment

of the 1915 crop. Good results were obtained for all the binders and these are con-

sidered as finished, as they now only require a certain period of maturation. As to the

fillers, which, perhaps, were a little dry when packed, it is considered that the fermen-

tation to which they were submitted after being kept for almost six weeks in an
atmosphere practically saturated with moisture and at about 100° F., is still insuffi-

cient to make them fit for use. They would have to be fermented again during the

fall of 1916 by the method used for the Ohio fillers.

Treatment of incomhustihle tohacco.—During the .summer of 1915 we had to

handle a lot of absolutely incombustible tobacco and we tried to render it fit for use.

Various salts of potassium were used for this purpose, which, according to experts,

should have restored the burning quality of the tobacco. Unfortunately, the only

salts that can be used in practice are the potassium nitrate and the potassium car-

bonate. The first is the less objectionable of the two. The potassium carbonate

materially improves the combustibility of the tobacco, but it has a bad effect on the

colour of the ashes, which becomes far too dark. It might, perhaps, be used on those

incombustible tobaccos giving a white ash and which, after treatment with potassium
carbonate, would give a gray ash, still acceptable to the trade, but products of thfs

kind are scarce. Tobacco naturally yielding a grey ash could only be treated by the

nitrate of potash, the efiect of which on the colour of the ash is practically insignificant.

Publications.—During the winter of 191,5-16 Bulletin Xo. 25 of the Experimental
Farm series, entitled " The Growing of Tobacco in Canada," was published by the

Tobacco Division. This bulletin, which is a revise of the old Bulletin Xo. A-3 of the

Tobacco Division, reviews summarily the various phases of tobacco culture in Canada.
It has been prepared for the use of beginners and with a view to satisfy the numerous
requests for information that are received from this class of farmer.
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In 1915, the trial plot at the Central Experimental Farm was used for the study
and selection of certain varieties of tobacco, susceptible of yielding cigar fillers such
as the Aurora and the Obourg, or pipe or cigarette tobacco, of light taste and -bright

colour, as the Marj^lands. Seeds were also produced for the free distribution -which

is made annually by the Tobacco Division and the selection of binders was continued.

The following varieties were grown: 2 General Grant, 2 Connecticut seed Leaf,

2 Connecticut Broad Leaf, 1 Pennsylvania Broad Leaf, 4 Big Havanas, 2 Gold Seal

(Feuille d'Or), 5 Belgian (Obourg), 5 Marylands, 6 Big Ohio x Sumatra, 5 Yamaskas,
1 Persian Kose, 1 Havana Seed Leaf, 1 Miquelon, 1 Espada, 8 Comstocks S'panish,

3 Cuban x Comstocks, 2 Aiirora, 1 Tabac Rouge, 1 Small Havana, 1 Canelle.

BEDS.

The beds inchided three semi-hot beds laid on a foundation of tobacco stems, and
a hot bed laid on a layer of fermenting horse manure. The soils of these four beds

were treated in the same manner; disinfection with formalin, dil\\ted to one-fiftieth,

application of chemical fertilizers at the rate of 1 ounce per square foot of bed.

For the first time, mould which had been used the preceding year was again used
this year. Di-y seed was sown on the 23rd and 24th of April. The plants appeared on

the 2Tth on the hot-bed and on the 29th on the semi-hot-beds. The growth was
particularly rapid.

As early as the 29th, efflorescences were ob&er\-ed on all the beds, although the

thickness of the layer of fine mould covering the part of soil mixed with chemical

fertilizers was at least a good inch everywhere, A little later, it was found that what
had been taken at first for efflorescence, often consisted of a thin layer of very small

algfe, rather hard to detect with the naked eye.

The weather remained bright and warm from the 23rd to the 30th of April,

favourable to germination and growth. It was damp and cold from the 1st to the

5th of May and then generally rather cold and often cloudy, which checked the

growth of young seedlings and favoured the propagation of diseases.

The diseases made their appearance on the 19th of May. On that date, it wa3
observed that some parts were attacked by the root rot, Thielavia hasicola, and on the.

hotbed a rather large area was invaded by the " Pythiiim Beharyanum"; the seedlings

were yellow, appearing to be burned, checked in their growth and not forming any
more new leaves.

The attacked parts were treated with crushed quicklime and with formalin.

The progress of the Thielavia and the Pythium was checked and did not go beyond
the already affected parts. The parts attacked by the Thielavia and Pythium recovered

partially under the influence of sprinklings with nitrate of soda (solution 1-100).

The stand was not very uniform and a number of parts had to be thinned.

However, the Pythium appeared on a part of the hotbed where the seedlings had never

been too thick.

The various strengths of formalin used in sprinkling were: 0-5, 1, 2, and 3 per

cent. When solutions of two to three per cent were used, a slight burning of the

plants next to the treated parts were noted; this objectmn does not appear when
sprinkling is done with solutions of 1 and O-o per cent; solutions of 1 and 2 per
cent seem to he the most suitable.
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Good seedlings for transplanting were secured a little earlier on the hotbed
than on the semi-hot-beds; however, the latter gave seedlings at the required time.

Altogether, the production of seedlings was quite sufficient. The parts of the bed
near the lower frame were the best. This is exceptional. As a general rule, this

is the part where the water condenses on the under surface of the sash, and this

always results in an excess of moisture.

The following practical conclusions may be drawn from observations made on
these beds in 1915 :

—

(1) New mould should be used every year in the beds, whenever possible, as the
disinfection, by formalin or otherwise, of the mould used for the production of

seedlings the preceding year, does not present sufficient guarantees of safety.

(2) When a bed is attacked by diseases, the local treatment with formalin, lime,

or by means of any other agent should be followed by a tonic treatment, with a view

to make the seedlings on the parts of the beds which have not been attacked more
resistant to the infection. Sprinklings with solutions of nitrate of soda at 1 per

cent have perhaps enabled us to save the majority of the seedlings.

As it was impossible to give up our beds, although they were invaded by serious

diseases, the seedlings necessary for our requirements were taken out of the parts

which had remained healthy or on which the plants had recovered. No case of dis-

ease was observed in the field.

Everything considered, our seedbeds were as good and perhaps better than the

average seedbeds in Quebec and even in Ontario. There is no doubt that the season

had some influence, as, in spite of all precautions, the growing only became normal
when the outside conditions became favourable again, when more ventilation could be

given and when the dampness of the soil was reduced.

Ventilation at night should be given as much as possible, even if it were only to

reduce the abundant condensation which occurs during the night at the top part of

the bed, causing an excess of moisture, always dangerous. Unfortunately, during the

spring of 1915, it was not possible to ventilate at night as often as might have been

necessary.

The comparison of maximum and minimum temperatures for May, 1914, shows that

the danger of frosts disappeared in 1914 as early as the 16th of May, while another

frost occurred on the 27th of May, 1915. Moreover, the temperatures diiring the day

were considerably lower in 1915 and the weather much more cloudy. The diseases

appeared on May 19, during a cold and rainy period when it was almost impossible

to reduce the moisture' of the mould, even by means of abundant ventilation.

Ottawa.
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Outside Temperatures, Maximum and Minimum. Temperatures of tlie Mould.
Precipitation.
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TRANSPLAKTDsG.

The seedlings were transplanted from the 2nd to the 8th of June during com-
paratively cold weather for the season; the wind blowing during this time caused a

rapid evaporation from the surface soil and it was necessary to water the plants.

The seedlings took root rather slowly, especially the Comstock, which seemed to

have more difficulty than usual in establishing themselves. The damage caused by cut-

worms was not so important as usual. They were limited to the borders of the fields,

especially on one side of a field of oats.

The weather remained dry from the 1st to the lOtli of June. The i)eriod from the

11th to the 16th was characterized by rains, one of which, on June 13, was strong

enough to pack down the soil of the plantation. Cultivation was started on the ITth,

as soon as the soil was dry enough to allow the passage of implements.

Between the 16th and the 25th June the temperature remained below the average.

It suddenly became warmer on the 26th. At this time the second cultivation had just

been completed.

The heat remained normal, without any rain, until about the end of June. During
the latter days of this month the growth was very rapid.

The first ten days of July were marked by copious and cold rains. The first h.eat

wave began about the 10th (first hot nights from the 12th to the 13th July). The third

cultivation with the horse hoe was given on the 9th and 10th July.

From the 13th to the 23rd tlie growth was rapid. The stand was as even as might

be expected from the differences in soil composition, in various parts of the field. Hand
hoeing was done on the 23rd of July by means of a garden hoe, on wheels.

As regards selection, the plants of some lots which, up to the 13th July, appeared

to be quite uniform, now began to show some differences. On that date the plants were

delicate, saturated witt water owing to frequent rains. The weather remained cold and

rust appeared on some varieties which are particularly affected by dampness. A few

cases of blight were found.

Some damage was caused by grasshoppers and the Tarnished Plant Bug. They

were not important, however, and were soon checked. Topping was commenced on

July 28, beginning, of course, with the Canelles, closely followed by the Comstock and

other small Seed Leaf.

The whole of the crop was primed from July 27 to 29. The plants were stripped

of their bottom leaves up to a height of 3 to 4 inches above the level of the soil.

On July 30, thanks to the temperature which, had remained favourable for about a

week, although the nights were still cold, the crop showed considerable progress in

growth.

From July 31 to August 2 the crop made rapid progress, but on August 2 and 3 a

violent storm uprooted and threw down a large number erf plants, lacerating at the

same time a great many leaves. Most of the plants flattened down by the wind were

made straight again on August 5. From that time on the staff was busy covering the

Beed plants with protecting bags.

, The first signs of ripening were observed on August 11. The Ca'nelles were har-

vested on that date. All the small Canadian tobaccos were ready to cut. The weather

remained warm from the morning of the 10th.

Ottawa.
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From^ August 15 to 23 there was a rainy period, during which the plants grew
without ripening. The Big Ohio x Svunatra and the Yamaska were affected by the
weather conditions; they took a loose and brittle texture; they should have been har-
vested at once, but bad weather interfered. The following tables show the varieties
grown in 1915 on the trial plots of the Central Experimental Farm;

—

Distances
apart.

Feet.
3x2

3x1]

Number of

plants
per acre.

Varieties grown.

7260

96S0

2h s n

2 1 1

11616

21780

General Grant No. 1075
1076
1077
1078

Connecticut Seed Leaf No. 1001
(C.E.F. 1914)..r

Connecticut Broad Leaf No. 1010
(C.E.F. 1914)
(C.E.F. 1913)...-.

Pennsj-lvania Broad Leaf
Big Havana 130—6

138—1
138—5

•. 130—1
Feuille d'or (Gold Seal) No. 1020

1021
"

1022
Belgian. (Lac St. Jean 1906)

" No. 1065
1066

.' 106'

1071
Maryland No. 1045

" 1050
-^ St.Mar>-
" Charles Co
" Prince George Co

Big Ohio X Sumatra No. 2025
" " 2026

2024
" " 1082
"

.
" 2029

2022
Yamaska No . 1090

1095

2011
2002
2008

" 2004
Persian Rose
Havana Seed Leaf
Miquelon
Espada
Comstock Spanish-Mel. 1909

106-1
" " 109-1

119-2
1057
1059

" " 1061

Led. 1909
Cuban x Comstock X^

X*
Aurora (Imported 1908)

" (C.E.F. 1911)
Phidyme
Tabac Rouge
Small Havana, Bl. 1030
Parium Italic, Bonn. 1914 •

Canelle

Date
of

harvestinj!

Sept. 1 .

.

" 1..
" 1..
" 1..
" 1..
" 1..
" 1..
" 1..
" 1..

3..

3..

3..
" 3..
" 3..

Aug. 31..
" 3..

Sept.

"
31..

-
"

27..
"

27..
" 27
"

27!

!

"
27..

Sept.31-1

Sept. 1..
" 1 .

.

" 1..

Aug. 24..
" 24..
" 24..,
" 24...
" 24..
" 24..,
" 24..,
" 24..,
" 24...
" 24...
" 24...
" 24...

Aug. 31...
" 31 . .

.

" 12

Sept. 4^9!

Aug. 19. .

.

" 19...
" 19...
" 19...
" 19...
" 19...
" 19...
" 19...
" 17...
" 17...

Sept. 1...
" 1 . .

.

Aug. 12...
" 31...

12 Aug
17 " ...

11 " ...

Yield in Weight.

Per acre

Lb.
1708
2277
2258
1613
1959
1752
1650
1373
1452
2420
1936
2350
2519
2218
1936
1861
1874
1683
1466
1018
1308
2482
1720
1720
2571
2247
2233
1068
1612
1880
1936
1952
1824
1503
1672
1765
1416
1742
1676
1140
1638
1124
1750
1675
1457
1827
1686
1797
1787
1739
1458
1565
2063
1340
1770
1795
1422
1024
2147
1288

Per
arpent.

Lb.
1443
1924
1908
1363
1655
1480
1394
1160
1226
2C44
1633
1985
2128
1874
1635
1572
1583
1422
1238
860
1105
2097
1453
1453
2172
1898
1886
902
1412
1588
1635
1649
1541
1270
1412
1491
1196
1471
1416
963

1384
949
1478
1415
1231
1543
1425
1518
15ia
1469
1232
1322
1743
1132
1495
671

1201
865
1S14
1088

NOTE.—For computing the yield per acre, the area of the arpent was figured at 0'S45 acre.

Ottaw.\.
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CURING.

Harvesting was commenced on the 11th of August and completed on the 9th of

September. Before being hauled to the curing bam, the plants were wilted on

movable scailFolds. This wilting process, however, was delayed by the weather, it

being continually cold and wet. The curing took place in a regular way, but with

the danger of fermentation always present, owing to the exceptional dampness of the

fall. ^
The curing of the ribs was completed by means of charcoal heaters. This was a «

rather tedious process, as it was not possible to heat up the curing house sufficiently ^
or reduce the dampness to a minimum until most of the leaves were cured. Some ol

these leaves, such as the top leaves of the Maryland or those of the Pennsylvania

Broad Leaf were not cured until very late. They turned yellow only after the

heaters had been lighted, and the fires were regulated according to their appearance.

It was endeavoured to have them become yellow, then progressively brown, while

keeping them, at the same time, supple enough until complete curing of the blade of

the leaves.

NOTES ON VARIETIES.

It would hardly be fair to make a definite statement regarding the merits oi

demerits of varieties grown in such an unfavourable season as that of 1915. As a rale,

the ripening was incomplete and this had a bad influence on the colour of the

products. Again, the plants were continually washed by the rains, which had an

injurious effect on their texture and especially on their taste.

Maryland.—h.n individual selection, made in 1914, had given a s-€iries of strainSj

the leaves of which, after curing, ranged in colour from citron yellow to bright

yellow. Several of these strains were grown in 1915. No. 1045 gives a long, pointed

leaf, drooping, with large internodes, of a very bright yellow colour; No. 1050 gives

a green leaf, not quite so long as in No. 1045. During the winter 1914-15, the

Division was supplied by correspondents travelling in the state of Maryland, U.S.A.,

with reliable seed originating from the crops of St. Mary, Charles county and

Prince George county. All these strains were tried 1915. The observations made

on the standing crops were as follows :

—

(Lot 1045) Uniform stand. At the very beginning of growth, the standing

plants could be distinguished from the rest of the crop by their bright colour. How-

ever, this difference was not so marked towards the end of the season, near harvesting

time.

(Lot 1050) Green leaves a little larger than those of lot 1045. A little wider in

proportion to length.

(St. Mary) Pointed leaves, with a broad base, with more slanting ribs than those

of 1045 and 1050 and of a dark green colour. Ribs and veins rather strong. Blade

less supple and flatter than that of the Maryland 1045 and 1050, strain not quite so

early.

(Charles county) Broad leaves—vertical bearing. Subject to blight. (Prince

George county) Intermediate shape, between St. Mary and Charles county. Leaves

very numerous, wider than those of the St. Mary.

After curing, these strains were again compared. The advantage remained with

the Maryland from Charles county, considering the qualities of the tissue, the size

and colour of the leaf. Lot 1045 would be second if judged by the colour alone,

but the leaves are a little shorter and the tissue a little dryer and this lot only comes

after the St. Mary and the Prince George county.

These conclusions are a little dift'erent from what was expected. A bigger

harvest was expected from the Maryland of Prince George county as well as from

No. 1045.

Ott.awa.'
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As to lot 1050, it did not hold out any promises as regards the production of

a light colour^ and fine leaf tobacco.

It is obvious that all these varieties have suffered from the conditions of the
season. Lot 1045 w-as very promising, but the ripening was delayed by an excess of

pioisture and before it was completed the leaves had again become green.

This is not, however, an isolated case; it has been observed also at the station at
Harrow where a lot of White JBurley, which promised to give an exceptionally bright
crop, started to get green again and gave extraordinarily late products which could
not be cured properly.

Belgian tobacco.—Of the five selections tried in 1905, the best by far is' the one
originating from old seeds which had been sent in in 1906 by a Belgian settler living

in Lake St. John district, P.Q.

This tobacco, which probably belongs to the Obourg variety, gives a long and
firm leaf, although it could not be 'called thick. It is easy to cure and to handle in

the warehouse. The yield in weight is good, the earlincss average. When slightly

fermented, it gives a pipe tobacco with a pleasant and somewhat peculiar aroma,
after a longer fermentation, a good " filler " tobacco may be obtained, the strength
of which may be reduced by an additional sweating.

This tobacco, which is to be tried on a larger scale in 1916, has probably a great

future in the suitable parts of the province of Quebec, on all soils that are a little

too heavy to produce sufficiently thin binder tobacco.

Pennsylvania broad leaf.—This tobacco was tried at the request of some cigar

manufacturers, using Pennsylvania fillers. It gives considerable yield in weight but
is rather late and we are not sure that the ripening was far enough advanced v/hen
it was harvested. Even at Ottawa, where, however, the fall is longer than in the
good tobacco districts of the province of Quebec, it is rather hard to cure on account
of the thickness of the ribs and size of the stem.

Rose de Perse.—This variety gave a very delicate plant, high and with slender

stems. The leaf, of a sea green colour, rather dark, is rounded, with an acute point,

and the blade is sliglitly undulated. The veins are fine, numerous, inserted perpen-
dicularly on the rib. The texture of the leaves appears to be a little dry, but after

curing it is fairly gummy, even a little too thick. It is subject to taking on a dark
colour while curing.

This tobacco does not appear to be particularly promising, except perhaps for the
raw leaf trade.

Havana seed leaf.—This variety gave a good yield in weight. It withstood the

unfavourable conditions of the weather better than the Comstock and yielded products

almost as supple as the latter. Generally speaking, the Havana seed leaf gives binders

a little thicker but more neutral than the Comstock Spanish.

Aurora.—The crop from the seeds of the first Canadian generation of this variety

was of better quality than the first crop originating from the imported seed. This fact

had already been observed for the Comstoci and it was mentioned at the time. The
variety is not pure, several types were selected showing differences in the colour and
the bearing of the leaf.

At ripening time, the leaves of the Aurora are more or less drooping, some are even

completely flattened on the stem. Generally speaking the larger the leaf, the more it

droops towards the soil on a strong plant.

The yield in weight is good, the earJiness average, the leaves cure easily. The seed

of this tobacco was imported from Ohio, where it is also known under the name of

Ottawa.
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Mexican tobacco. In Canada it gives a finer leaf than that which is generally obtained

in the States. Ohio manufacturers have abandoned this type of fillers on account of

its thickness and excessive strength, but it is likely that this variety wiD yield g:ood

products in Canada. The only objection is the shape of the leaf and the long stem,

increasing the proportion of "waste when stemming.

S7nan Havana Bl.—Small tobacco, about the size of the Canelle, as early as the

latter, bearing from 8 to 9 leaves. It was grown specially for the production of seed.

Parfum d'ltalie.—From commercial seed. The aroma of this tobacco has yet to

be determined. It gives a thick leaf with green and few veins inserted at 90 degrees,

of a rather long shape, diametral relation i, the maximum width corresponding to half

the length. Early tobacco, ranging in size between the Canelle and the Comstock

Spanish.

Tahac Bouge.—From commercial seed, selected for the first time in 1914. Cuban

type. About the same size as the Eose de Perse. Slender stem^ rather high. Fairly

early. Yields a leaf of medium thickness. It was grown in order to satisfy the request

for seed of Tabac Rouge, although it has not been found that this type is the most

suitable for the raw leaf trade. In this trade, however, the terms that are used for the

denominatio-n of varieties are rather vague.

Miquelon.—Tried for the first time at Ottawa. Early tobacco. Leaf of pretty oval

shape, bright green colour, fine veins; distant, regular. The plant carries from 8 to 9

leayes, rarely 10. The leaves are a little larger and a little finer than those of the

Canelle. The Miquelon may be planted at the same distances apart as the Canelle (2

feet by 1 foot).

The uses to which this tobacco may be put have not been determined as yet. This

may possibly be discovered later, when this tobacco undergoes light fermentation,

developing its aroma.

P7iyc?ime.—Grown for the first time at Ottawa. A poorly fixed type varying from

the Cuban to the Small Havana. One of the numerous varieties of uncertain origin

and degenerated, which some farmers are still growing instead of adopting established

types of a well-known value,

Espada.—A newly introduced variety from the Philippine Islands. This is a

large plant, susceptible of reaching a height of 10 feet, with a long and comparatively

narrow leaf. The veins are well spaced, fairly perpendicular on the central rib. The

blade is flat, of a sea green colour, a little thick and lacking in elasticity. This tobacco

grows slowly. It appears to suffer from an excess of moisture and would require a

summer a little drier than the one of 1915. On account of the size of the leaves, this

tobacco could hardly be classed among filler tobacco; on the other hand, as a binder,

it does not seem to have sufficient elasticity.

Big Ohio x Sumatra.—These varieties did pretty well in 1915 and yielded good

binders. A special endeavour had been made to fix a type with an oval, rounded shaped

leaf, with a thin elastic tissue, a flat blade of average length, not exceeding 26 inches.

The Big Ohio x Sumatra will be tried on a field scale in 1916. Some crossing will

be done in order to stimulate the fertility which seems to have been impaired by self-

fertilization under the protecting bags, used for individual selection.

YainasJcas.—All the selections of Yamaska grown in 1915 suft'ered greatly from

the conditions of the season. The yield was satisfactorj% but the leaves ripened poorly

and had a thick texture. This tobacco, upon which we were counting for the produc-

tion of thin binders, 20 to 22 inches long, seems to require a hot summer, not too wet.

Ottawa,
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ComstocJc Spanish.—All the selections grown in 1915 gave splendid binder types.

It would be difficult, at the present time, to differentiate between these types without
trying them on a field scale. This trial will be made with the co-operation of a number
of farmers of St. Cesaire.

Cuban x Comstoch.—This hybrid was established in 1914 at St. Jacques I'Achigan
by Mr. Paul Humbert, who was trying to secure a strain giving better tasting binders
than the Comstock, the short leaves of which might be used as fillers.

The plant has a nice appearance, with a rather pronounced Cuban type. The leaf
is large, almost as large as that of the Comstock, with green veins inserted at an angle
of 90 degrees, but curving sharply towards the point and not so numerous as in the
pure Cuban. The colour varies. Most of the time it is sea green. The plant carries
from 13 to 15 leaves; tV' top leaves are about as long as the medium ones. The
earliness is good. Judging from its appearance on the field, this variety should have
given a thin leaf. However, after curing, the leaf was a little too thick for binders.
It may have been affected by the climatic conditions like the Yamaska.

The General Grant and Connecticuts were' grown only for the production of seed.

The crop was medium, not nearly so large as in previous years.

WAKEHOUSE.

The warehouse work during the season 1915rl6 included the putting into market-
able shape of the crop of 1914 and the fermenting of the crop of 1915.

For the first time the tobacco from the crop of 1914 had been packed directly into

boxes, instead of being first fermented ixi bulk. These boxes were packed during the

winter 1914-15, immediately after sorting. It was thought that the fermentation which
generally takes place during the summer would be sufficient to put the tobacco in good
marketing condition. However, when the products were examined, in October, 1915,

it was found that with a few exceptions the fermentation had been very weak and the

tobacco could not be marketed, even as binders.

It shovdd be stated, however, that the summer of 1915 was particularly cold. In a

normal season a sufficient fermentation might have been obtained in boxes.

It was then decided to have the crop of 1914 refermented after the method used in

the Ohio warehouses. However, before adopting this process, an experiment was made
to find out if the treatment of tobacco at a high temperature and while if still contains
a large proportion of moisture, would have no injvirious effect on the texture and the
colour of the leaves.

Fermentation tests in a hot room.—Some tobacco had been damaged by hail, was in

a green conditidn (unfermented) and of a low market value. Four lots were made and
treated as follows: (Lot No. 1) Sprayed with water, on a cement floor, to be made
supple. The spraying was done in three successive operations, at intervals of 24 to 48

hours, according to the condition of the products, the latter being thus suppled

gradually. The object of the last spraying was to supple the top of the hands of

tobacco. Between the sprayings, the products were piled in small loose heaps, sur-

rounded with canvas, with a view to reduce evaporation as much as possible and allow

the moisture to spread evenly throughout the heap.

No increase in temperature and no moulds were observed.

The quantity of tobacco thus suppled on October 5 was 266 pounds; at the time
of packing the actual weight was 304 pounds. The amount of water incorporated thus
represented about 15 per cent. Supposing the initial moisture was 14-15 per cent, it

will be seen that this tobacco, when packed, contained 30 to 33 per cent of water (total

moisture).
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Lot No. 2. Suppled with water to which potassium carbonate had been added

(1 per cent solution). Sprayed three times with a sprayer, as for lot No. 1. When

packed, the actual weight was 287 pounds. The quantity of tobacco treated was 249

pounds, containing 14-15 per cent moisture. Total moisture at packing time, 32 to

35 per cent. Lot 3 sprayed with a 2 per cent solution of potassium carbonate.

Actual weight at packing time, 294 pounds; weight of tobacco treated at 14-15 per

cent moisture, 250 pounds, amount of water added, 44 pounds, or 15 per cent. Total

moisture at packing time, 30 to 32 per cent.

Lot No. 4. Suppled by immersion in a 1 per cent solution of ix)ta3sium carbonate,

afterwards dried on a dripping table, then piled in a small heap. JThe quantity of

tobacco treated was 223 pounds, at 14-15 per cent moisture, which, after being dried 24

hours, showed an increase in weight of 81 pounds (quantity of water absorbed by direct

wetting, 35 per cent). The tobacco was turned over two or three times at short inter-

vals, spread upon the floor and finally packed. At packing time the weight was 279

poimds, thus showing a loss of 23 pounds of water from the turning-over process,

during which a considerable rise in temperature was noted. The total moisture at

packing time was about 40 per cent.

This lot was placed in a hot room on the 13th and 14th October, gs packing was

completed, and submitted to a temperature of about 100 degrees Fahrenheit in an

atmosphere almost saturated with moisture. A thermometer was placed in each box.

The temperature rose rapidly; lot No. 1 was at 120° F. after two days, lot No. 2

at 120° F. after three days, lot No. 3 at 112° F. after four days, and lot No. 4 at 125°

F. at the end of a day.

On account of the rapid rise of temperature in lot No. 4, observations were made
every two hours until the curb showed a tendency to go down, when all danger of

accident was passed. The first fermentation in boxes was done from October 14 to

November 10. During this period the temperatiu-e reached, in each box, two maxima
periods between which it went down to a minimum which was recorded on the eighth

day in the hot room. The boxes were opened on the 10th of November. The products

were shaken, ventilated and repacked. When placed again in a hot room, lots Nos. 1,

2 and 3 went up to about 104° F., but were down again two weeks later at the tempera-

ture of the room. Lot No. 4 went up a little higher to 108° F., but it cooled down to

the temperature of the room about the same day as the first three lots.

The products were then examined. No damage in texture was found in any of

the lots ; the colour was a little dark in lot No. 4, but fairly clear in the first three lots.

The tobaccos had a distinct ammoniacal smell, hardly perceptible, however, in lot No.

1, more so in lots 2 and 3, in proportion of the quantity of carbonate of potassium

employed and a little too much marked in lot No. 4. In no case were moulds observed.

It seems therefore that this method of treatment can safely be used to complete

the preparation of tobacco that has undergone an incomplete fermentation under

ordinary conditions, except when it is desired to have binders of a very light colour.

Treatment of the crop of 1011^.—In treating other tobaccos of the crop of 1914, the

Ohio method was scrupulously followed. The results were quite satisfactory, especi-

ally for a lot of Brazil grown for the production of fragrant fillers. Heretofore this

tobacco had always given rather coarse fillers, although submitted to a strong fermenta-

tion in bulk. Its strength was greatly reduced by a second fermentation in a hot room

and good- marketable products were obtained. As to the binders submitted to this pro-

cess, they took on a rather dark colour but their fermentation was completed without

accident. They lost that " cooked " smell they had before being wetted, taking the

clean odour, slightly amm^oniacal, which is desired by the trade.

• Treatment of the crop of 1915.—The crop from the stations of St. Jacques I'Achi-

gan and of Famham, P.Q., was treated at Ottawa during the fi.rst days of January.

It was packed in boxes immediately after being sorted, but instead of being left at the
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ordinary temperature to wait until the heat of summer would induce a sufficient fer-

mentation, it was at once submitted to a forced sweating, the method practised to-day
bj' the majority of the Connecticut packers.

After being left about two months in a hot room at a temperature of 100 degrees
F. and in an atmosphere at 85-90 per cent of moisture, the boxes were examined. All
the thin tobacco, classed as binders could be considered as finished; it only required a
ripening which could only be achieved by time. As to the tobaccos a little thicker,

classed as fillers, their fermentation was not sufficient. After the ripening which may
take place during the summer of 1916, they will be again fermented at the beginning
of the winter by the Ohio method.

At any rate, the fermentation took place without any incidents worthy of mention.

Conclusions.—Judging by the results obtained in 1915-16, and without losing con-

fidence in the bulk process, it must be admitted that this process of forced fermenta-
tion gives good results, at least for the preparation of binders, and when it is desired

to submit the products to a comparatively light fermentation, while keeping their

colour as bright as possible.

It is economical, the products are at once protected against accident (especially

moulding), and the packer is not dependent upon the conditions of outside temperature.

It might be said that it is rapid if it were not necessary afterwards to let the products
mature. In natural fermentation, the products mature while fermenting. In forced

fermentation, the real fermentation and the ripening process are two operations, much
more distinct.

PRODUCTION OF DOMESTIC MARKETABLE FILLERS.

The industry of native binders seems to be now established to stay in Canada
and will likely progress rapidly.

As regards the production of " fillers " for cigars, there was a deficiency to be

supplied.

In some parts of Canada it is easy to obtain fragrant tobacco that may be used
as fillers. If the aroma was the only thing to be considered, it might be said that the

problem has been solved by the introduction of the Aurora, the Brazil, the Belgian,
the Zimmer Spanish and some Pennsylvania varieties. But leaving out the yield in

weight per acre, which, however, must be taken into account in order to find out the
cost of production and therefore the price at which the product should be sold to the

warehousemen, the strength in nicotine of Canadian tobacco fillers was considered as

nn almost insurmountable obstacle to their being taken for the manufacture of cigars.

The result of experiments made in 1915-16, shows that the strength of these

tobaccos may be reduced as required by submitting them to a second fermentation,
such as practised in Ohio.

Of course, this treatment increases the expenditure, but this increase is largely

compensated by the increase in value of the product. During the season 1915, a few
cigars were manufactured with Cuban fillers and Canadian Aurora. These products
had not been refermented; it can be safely asserted that if they had been, the propor-
tion of favourable answers received from manufacturers to whom these cigars were
Bubmitled would have been much larger.

EXPERIMENT-ON THE IMPROVEMENT OF INCOMBUSTIBLE TOBACCOS.

On account of mistakes made in the use of commercial fertilizers, some Quebec
farmers obtained in 1914-15 tobacco which was almost incombustible. In some cases
the analysis of the chemical fertilizers revealed tlie direct cause. The influence of
these fertilizers on the quality of the product was made still stronger by the cold and
rainy season.

16—95^ Ottawa.
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The majority of authorities who have studied the question of incombustible

tobacco, recommend the use of organic salts of potassium, . tartrate, citrate, oxalate,

malate of potassium, by means of which the proportion of potash combined with

organic acids may be increased in the leaf. Others state that quite as good results

may be obtained by the use of nitrate *or carbonate of potassium.

In these experiments potassium tartrate, citrate, oxalate, nitrate and carbonate

were iised as well as two formulas of ready-made solutions, foimd in the trade, and

which, according to their inventors, would mal^e fit for use the most incombustible

products. The solutions which were prepared by us contained respectively 1, 2 and 5

per cent of potassium ; those supplied by the trade were used according to the instruc-

tions contained in the circulars.

In no case was it found possible to make the ptoducts sufficiently combustible to

burn in the leaf. However, the cigars manufactured with these treated tobaccos all

remained alight for a sufficient length of time, varj'ing with the product employed and

tlie concentration of the solution.

Although the products dealt with were almost entirely incombustible, they were

made fit to burn by the use of 2 per cent solutions. In almost every case, 1 per cent

gave a combustibility of over three minutes.

Unfortunately, the colour of the ashes was almost always far too black ; it became

of a dark grey after the cigars had been left to dry for some time.

The best results as regards the colour of the ashes were given by potassium nitrate.

However, one must be careful not to apply an exaggerated dose of this product, other-

wise cigars might be obtained that would " fuse " when lighted. It is seldom necessary

to use a solution of potassium nitrate containing more than 1 per cent of potassiiun,

which correspoonds to about 2-5 per cent of refined saltpetre. As combustibility is only

comparative, it is only by a previous test that one may know exactly the quantity of

nitrate that should be used to make a given lot of tobaccos marketable.

One of the most serious objections to the use of organic salts of potassium is that

eome of them, like citrate and tartrate, encourage the growth of mould. All of them,

as well the organic as the mineral salts, influence the taste of the products if the

quantity employed is at all considerable.

CONTROL OF MOISTURE.

One of the most difficult problems that face the warehousemen is the control of

moisture in rooms where tobaccos are being handled. The degree of moisture should

vary according to the nature of the work, but it should always be such that the products

may not completely dry out. This problem becomes quite complicated in rather small

warehouses, where the variations of temperature are always more sudden and more

frequent than in large ones.

Two " Hygrossos " were placed in the warehouse of the Central Experimental

Farm. When this apparatus works normally it is not difficult to keep the moisture

to about 85 per. cent. However, this is a dangerous limit if the products remain

exposed for some time in such a saturated atmosphere, unless the temperature of the

room stays between 90 and 105 degrees F.

For bulk fermentation, a proportion of moisture of 80 to 85 per cent in rooms

that are kept at a temperature of 75° to 80° F. is too high. Condensation occurs at

the top of the bulk, and moulds rapidly develop there, and even on the top of the

hands, all aroimd the bulks. The growth of mould is completely checked when the

humidity is brought down to 55 or 66 per cent without modifying the temperature of

the room. Under these conditions, the inside of the biJk of tobacco remains supple

and the products along the edge of the heap have a tendency to dry out slightly, but

without becoming brittle.

When tobacco, instead of being fermented in bulk, is packed in boxes and left at

an ordinary temperature while waiting for the heat of summer, it seems that the
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moisture of the room could be made higher and kept in the neighbourhood of 80 per

cent. Under these conditions, the packed products only dry out very little on the

outside and not at all inside; the summer fermentation is thus stronger.

Sound tobacco packed in bales has been kept for two months without any signs of

mould in a room where the temperature ranged from 70 to 80 degrees F., and where

the proportion of moisture reached 85 per cent most of the time.

A precaution which is indispensable if one wishes to avoid the rapid formation of

mould is frequently to ventilate the rooms, no matter what the degree of humidity

may be, in order to avoid the accumulation of foul air.

Except in very cold weather, the opening of the ventilators, even for a long time,

does not materially reduce the degree of moisture in the rooms where hygrossos or any

other spraying apparatus are kept in operation.

DISTRIBUTION OF SEED.

During the year 1915-16, 3,239 samples of tobacco seed were distributed as

follows :

—

Comstock Spanish 1,048
Canelle 828
Connecticut Seed Leaf 301
Connecticut Broad Leaf 143
General Grant .. 202
Tabac Rouge 130
White Burley 130
Havana Seed Leaf 99

Petit Havana 113
Big Havana 113
Cubain 30
Parfum d'ltalie 29

Blue Prior 21

Warne 18

Beige (Obourg) 25

Feuille dOr 2

Tamaska 3

Rose de Perse 2

Big Ohio X Sumatra 1

Mbntmelian 1

3,239
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EXPERIMENTAL TOBACCO STATION, FARNHAM, QUE.

REPORT OF THE MANAGER, 0. CHEVALIER, I.N.A.

SOWING.

The seed beds were set up on April 6, under good conditions and a very favourable

temperature. The vegetable earth (mould) had been disinfected as follows:

—

1. One-half treated with a solution of formalin at %o (1 gallon of formalin to 50

gallons of water).

2. The other half at Moo (1 gallon of formalin to 100 gallons of water).

Two sprayings of this solution were applied directly on the bed. The fine mould

which was to form the top part of the beds was treated separately with a formalin

solution at Hoc
Out of 20 beds of 21 feet by 5 feet, ten were laid on a foundation of tobacco stans

and the rest were placed directly upon the earth. In both cases, two different thick-

nesses of mould were used, 6 and 9 inches, with a layer of fine earth of a uniform thick-

ness of one inch everywhere.

The space of two sashes (30 square feet), was set apart for a hot-bed made up as

follows: 1 foot of manure well packed. 6 inches of mould, 1 inch of fine earth.

Immediately after the treatment with formalin, the sashes were laid down and

four days later the top of the beds was worked with a rake. Fine mould was spread and

the bed was submitted to the action of the sun during four days. A temperature of

95 degrees F. was recorded several times.

All the seeding was over on the 17th of April, at night. As usual, the seed was

sown at the rate of one-seventh of an ounce per 100 square feet of bed, and cornflour

was mixed with the seed.
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The following varieties were sown :

—

Amount.

3 beds.
3 beds.

2J beds.
25 beds.
3 beds.
1 bed..
1 bed..

1 bed..
1 bed..
1 sash

.

1 sash

.

1 sash

.

5 sash

.

5 sash

.

5 sash.

i sash

.

i sash.

5 sash

.

i sash.

i sash .

.

3 sash.

Variety.

Big Ohio X Sumatra
Comstock Spanish
Havana Seed Leaf
Yamaska
Aurora
Warne
Virginia x Herzegovina.

t'onr.eoticut Seed Leaf.
General Grant
Small Havana
Big Havana

Maryland

.

C^uban (Imported)
Cuban (Imported)
Connecticut Broad Leaf.

Bvx Ohio
Sumatra (original seed).
Comstock selections

Comstock selections.

Big Ohio X Sumatra selections.

Yamaska selections.

Obtained from.

St. C6saire.
Melangon..

.

Pommeroy

.

Rouville
C. E. F
Harrow
C. E. F

C. E. F
C.E. F
C. E. F
C. E. F
fC. E. F. 104.5

JC. E. F. 10.50

]
St. Mary Imported . .

.

1st. Charles Imported.

C. E. F.
C. E. F.

Farnham /4011

\4013
Ottawa /1055

\1058
r f4ooi

Farnham 4006

J
14010

[2029

St. Jacques ^2027
[2022

(2010-Y-1

J
2007-Y-2
2009-Y-2
2002-Y-2

St. Jacques.

.

When obtained.

1911

1909
1913
1910
1911
1909
1914

(Series No. 39)

1913
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1913
1908
1914
1913

On Friday, April 30, all the plants were up, with the exception of the Cuban,

which did not germinate.

The month of April was exceptionally hot. There were several storms, particu-

larly during the night of the 24th and the 25th. In general, farm work was fourteen

days ahead of 1914 at the corresponding date.

The following comparison of temperatures is interesting:

—

1914. April 27—Max. 50 degrees F.; Min. 34 degrees F.

1915, April 27—Max. 83 degrees F. ; Min. 51 d.>grees F.

In 1914 the tobacco was not up until May 6.

Unfortunately this rate of progress was not maintained. The month of May was
very cold. Several frosts were recorded on the 10th, 13th and 14th ; on the 15th the

thermometer went down to 27° F. On the 26th the minimum recorded was 30^° F.

Then the seedlings ceased to grow and the beds looked very unpromising. They
became very damp, and in spite of abundant ventilation mushrooms appeared almost,

everywhere. Fortunately these mushrooms, which belong to the Ascomicetes (Pezizes),

were easy to remove. However, all the seedlings remained healthy, but their growth

was checked.

An attempt was made to stimulate the growth by watering with the following:

A solution of nitrate of soda, ^ pound for 10 gallons of water; a solution of hen
manure, one of concentrated solution for 10 gallons of water.

On May 27 the seedlings had recovered their strength, and the danger was passed.

Farnham.
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NOTES ON THE SEED BEDS.

When the beds are established on a well drained site, a condition which is always

easily secured when the level of the beds is raised above the ground, it is not necessary

to use a layer of tobacco stems or other insulating material. These tobacco stems are

not required for drainage purposes when care is taken not to water the beds too

copiously.

Seedlings grown on hot-beds are often spindly and of inferior quality because they

grow too quickly. Seedlings obtained on cold beds are slow at starting perhaps, but

they are hardy and full of vitality. There is no doubt that the use of the cold bed is

a sort of natural selection.

There is a considerable difference between the temperature of the air and that of

the soil in a bed, and it has been found that the greater this difference is, the slower

the seedlings grow. The atmosphere of the bed is always warmer than the soil of the

bed. By controlling the entrance of air, by means of a white canvas, spread over the

sashes, this difference is reduced to a large extent and to the great advantage of the

seedlings.

This difference between the temperature of the atmosphere of the bed and that of

the soil varies with the outside temperature. For instance, when the outside tempera-

ture is 105° the difference is 5° ; when it is 90° the difference is 13°. When the sashes

are not covered with canvas, enormous differences of temperature are observed. It

would therefore a<ppear that the use of white canvas reduces to a minimum these

differences of temperature.

As soon as the seedlings have five leaves it is advisable slightly to raise the sashes

during the night, provided the outside temperature is not too cold. Under these condi-

tions the seedlings grow much better. Every one knows that plants breathe at all times,

but that they do not throw off any oxygen during the night. Therefore, in a bed that

is tightly closed there is always more carbonic acid in the morning than in the evening.

This may be easily observed by noting the change that takes place in a glass of lime

water, placed in the bed. When the bed is kept slightly open during the night the

amount of precipitation in this glass is about the same, day or night.

The seedlings grown on a bed well ventilated at all times, day and night, are

always stronger, hardier and healthier than those that are not well ventilated. It is

advisable, therefore, to open the sashes at night as much as possible, to use very large

frames and to leave as much space as possible between the level of the soil in the bed

and the glazed sashes on top, as this provides an atmosphere with a maximum capacity.

VARIETIES TESTED.

.^ipents.

2

2

The plantation covered some 15 acres of tobacco, including the following varieties:

Big Ohio X Sumatra. . .

Yamaska
Comstock Spanish

^Aurora
General Grant
Connecticut Seed Leaf

^
Havana Seed Leaf

^" Warne '

,

Virginia X Herzegovina V . "i \'
^

Smfn varieties under test (see seed-beds). 1

It may be said that the year 1915 was, on the whole, very unfavourable for the

erowing of tobacco. The spring was early and the seedlings m general came up well,

but a« soon as transplanting was over the weather turned very cold and damp. Ihe

growth was at a standstill during the month of June. The seedlings took root with

great difficulty and a great many had to be reset, chiefly on account oi cutworms.

Farnham.
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The month of Jvdy was not very much better, tliere being a few hot days, but a long
drought. The month of August saved the situation, the tobacco grew very quickly,
and, of course, the expected happened; this tobacco, which had grown too fast after
remaining stationary for a long period, had very little body and elasticity; most of the
leaves were like the bottom leaves in a normal year.

The small experimental varieties, tried on a new ground, were greatly affected by
the poor weather conditions. The individual selection which it was proposed to make
could not be carried out. However, the hybrid Big Ohio x Sumatra was re-created

with some degree of success. (Eight flowers were artificially fertilized out of ten that
liad been crossed.)

None of the other varieties having ripened, no conclusions could be drawn.
A summary of the work done on our plantation is given in the following table:

—

Variety.

Big Ohio -.

Yamaska
Comstock
Connecticut S.L
Havana Seed Leaf. .

.

Aurora

General Grant

Warne
Virginia-Herzegovina

Date of

plant-

ing.

June 7. .

June 7 & 8

June 9.

.

" 10..
" 12..

"11-12.

" 14.

" 15
" 15..

Distances

'h to 24' X 36"\

i to 18" X 30'i
18' X 30"

18' X 30"

18" X 30"

18" X 30"

18" X 30"

24" X 30"

18' X 30"

18" X 30"

P.c.

of re-

setting.

%
14

16

22
18

34
21

50
26
50
17

16

Number
of hoe-
ings.

6 hoeings.

(3 by
horSe hoe
and 3 by
hand.

Top-
ping.

Aug. 10

"
10

"
11

"
12

"
13

"
13

Number
of suck-
erings.

2

2

3

—2nd at

harvest.

Date
of

harvest.

Aug.

Sept.

27

30
2

4

6

YIELDS.

The following yields were obtained :—

Bottom
leaves.

Medium
le.aves.

Top
leaves. Refuse. Total.

Yield
per

arpent.

Comstock
Big Ohio X Sumatra. .

.

Havana Seed Leaf
Yamaska
Aurora
Connecticut Seed Leaf
General Grant

lb.

237
535
284
257
386
156
168

lb.

807
1174
1003
509
1091

507
583

lb.

685
642
458
419
506
224
292

lb.

262
1.37

- 206
141

56
63
178

lb.

1991

2488
1951
1326
2039
950
1221

lb.

995-5
1244
975-5
678-

1019-5
950^

1221-

The best yields in quality and quantity were given by the Big Ohio x Sumatra.

The Yamaska was a little too green. The Comstock was lacking in body as well as

the Havana Seed Leaf. The General Grant and the Big Ohio x Sumatra gave the best

yield per arpent, 1,221 pounds and 1,244 pounds respectively. This is a ver^' good
yield for a binder tobacco.

Selection.—The selection of the Big Ohio x Sumatra was one of the main
objects of the work. It has been shown that the selection of experimental varieties

was not resumed this year, owing to the failure of the seedlings. Some 300 seed plants

of Big Ohio X Sumatra were selected and the following types were finally secured:

—

Farnham.
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Selection No. Jfl5. A very large plant, numerous leaves, close set, flat, with a

supple point, fine dark green colour, thin veins, early plant.

Selection No. JflS. Same characters as selection 415, but more perfect still;

especially on account of the shape of the leaves, which are flatter.

Selection No. Jfl9. Large plant, leaves 38 inches long, but slightly undulated.

This strain should be tried under canvas.

A mass selection of the Havana Seed Leaf was also made and some four pounds

of choice seeds were harvested.

The seed pods ripened very late in 1915 and as early fall frosts were expected,

the seed plants were put under shelter. These seed plants were pulled out, care being

taken to leave as much earth as possible adhering to the roots, and put in a trench

one foot deep. The whole was covered at night by canvas and sashes, laid on a wooden
fr:Tnie. This frame was made with the scaffolds and supports that are used for wilting

tobacco on the field. The quiintity of seed obtained would have been very much
larger had it not been for the damage caused by rats and mice during the drying

period.

FLUE CURING.

Two varieties of bright tobacco were cured under artificial conditions this year

:

the Warne and an Italian hybrid; the Virginia x Herzegovina. Both these varieties

had been unable to ripen completely owing to the unfavourable season, and were not

therefore in a good condition for kiln treatment, specially the Virginia x Herzegovina.

The Virginia x Herzegovina was the first to be treated. The following is a sum-

mary of operations :

—

Fires were lighted on the IGth of September at 4 p.m. until a temperature of 85°

F. v.'as reached; this temperature was maintained for thirty-six hours. In two hours

the temperature was raised to 105° and kept at that point until 6 p.m. the same day.

Later on the temperature was gradually raised at the rate of two degrees per hour until

it reached 130° F. At that time the yellowing appeared to proceed very favourably.

Up to this time the top ventilators had been left half open. In three hours thg

temperature was raised to 135°, then increased 1 degree per hour up to 140°. A very

sudd'^n drying up took place at that time and the colour did not imdergo any further

change. All endeavours to make the products more supple were unsuccessful and the

drying out of the tobacco had to be completed. This drying out process was completed

on the 21st, at 8 a.m., at the final temperature of 175° F. At 155° F. both leaves and
veins were dried and stems were beginning to get dry. The operation might have been

stopped at 170° F.

The yellowing commenced perfectly, but ov^ing to a phenomenon that we are~un-

able to explain, the tobacco suddenly became very dry and the change in colour no
longer proceeded, because it was impossible to restore to the leaves the slightest amount
of moisture. Only greenish, more or less dark leaves were obtained, and not a single

yellow leaf.

It was then decided to leave the tobacco in the kiln, while the Warne was being
treated, in the hope that its colour might be improved by the moisture coming out of

the Warne. The Warne was treated exactly as the Virginia x Herzegovina had been
in order to find out the critical point which had determined the stop in the changing
of colour in the first operation. However, this accident did not recur with the Warne.

The second operation was fairly successful, considering the circumstances and
the poor condition of the Warne (damaged by the wind, the rain and more or less

flattened by the fall of the scaffolds during the violent storm of September 19).

The condition of the Virginia-Herzegovina was greatly improved by the second
•operation, as a fairly large number of bright yellow leaves were found. The most
practical lessons taught by the result of these two experiments are, perhaps, the fol-

F.\RXHAir.
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lowing: (1) A tobacco which is cured too quickly remains green (the same accident

happens in ordinary curing). (2) By reincorporating a certain quantity of moisture

in this tobacco, one may considerably improve its colour and probably obtain a perfect

yellow.

The yields obtained with the two flue-cured varieties are given in the following

table :

—

Varieties.
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A field cf two arpents was divided into 32 even lots, receiving the following per
arpent :

—

Lot No. 1—300 lb. sulphate of ammonia, 180 lb. sulphate of potash, 120 lb. superphosphate.
2—250' " " 150 " " 100
3—200 " " 120 " " 80
A—:'30.' " " 90 " " 60

As may be seen, the original formula was applied and its constructive elements

were changed in the same proportion.

EXPERIMBNT WITH PHOSPHORIC ACID.

Lot No. 5—250 lb. sulphate of ammonia, 150 lb. sulphate of potash, 120 lb. superphosphate.
6—250 " " , 150 " '• 100
7—250 " ' 150 " " 80
8—250 " •' 150 " " 60

• EXPERIMBNT WITH NITROGEN.

Lot No. 9—300 lb. sulphate of ammonia, 150 lb. sulphate of potash, 5^0 lb. superphosphate.
10—250 " " 150 •' " 100
11—200 " - " 150 " " 100
12—150 " " 150 " " 100

EXPERIMENT WITH POTASH.

Lot No. 13—250 lb. sulphate of ammonia. 180 lb. sulpliate of potash, 100 lb. superphosphate.
14—250 '• " 150 • " lOO
f5—250 " " 120 " " 100
16—250 " " 90 ,

" " 100

In the following lots the sui)erphosphate was replaced by Thomas basic slag:

—

EXPERIMENT WITH POTASH.

Lot No. 17— 250 lb. sulphate of ammonia, ISO lb. sulphate of potash, 100 lb. slag.

IS—250 " " 150 " " 100 "

19—250 " " 120 " " 100 "

20— 250 " " 90 " " 100 -

EXPERIMENT WITH NITROGEN.

Lot No. 21—300 lb.

22—250
23—200
24—150

sulphate of ammonia. 150 lb. sulphate of potash, 100 lb.

150 " " 100
150 " " 100
150 " " 100

slaj

Lot No. 25—250 lb.

26—250
27—250
28—»50

EXPERIMBNT WITH PHOSPHORIC ACID.

sulphate of ammonia, 150 lb. sulphate of potash, 120 lb. slag.

150 " " 100
150 " " 80
150 " " 60

EXPERIMENT WITH ORIGINAL FOPJMULA.

Lot No. 29-

30
31—200
32—150

300 lb.

•250

sulphate of ammonia. ISO lb. sulphate of potash, 120 lb.

150 " " 100
120 " " SO
90 " " 60

slag.

The chemical fertilizer was spread by hand on the 4t.h of June and the seedlings

were plant.ed with a machine on the 7th June; the variety used in this experiment

•was the Big Ohio x Sumatra. It should be stated that 15 tons of farmyard manure to

the arpent had been applied to the experimental field during the fall ploughing.

In order to ascertain the yield, the plants grown on each lot had been counted, the

corresponding leaves had been weighed and the results computed per arpent, it being

admitted in practice that an arpent of Eig Ohio x Sumatra contains about 7,500

plants of tobacco.

Farnham.
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The results obtained are shown in the following table :—
SEEIES NO 1 (SUPERPHOSPHATE).

1409

I

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

Number of lots.

Average for the 16 lots.

Number
of

plants.

Weight
obtained.

lb.

410
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The following table will enable the reader to compare the results:

—

SERIES NO. 1.

GENERAL FORMULA.
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SERIES NO. 2.

EXPERIMENT WITH POTASH.

Number of lots.
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yield, as the combustibility remains good in all cases. Under 150 pounds of sulphate

of potash per arpent, the yields are not so good. ^

The maximum yields, 1,900 pounds and 1.992 pounds, correspond to the largest

quantity of phosphoric acid that has been tried. Therefore, it is not possible to say

whether the optimum quantity was reached with phosphoric acid. These observations

on the influence of phosphoric acid are, perhaps, the most striking of these experi-

ments, and it would probably have been very interesting to use 140 and even 100

pounds on some lots.

Judging from the results given by the experimental series No. 1, the following

formula might be recommended:

—

250 pounds of sulphate of ammonia.
150 pounds of sulphate of potash.

120 pounds at least of superphosphate.

Series No. 2.—In series No. 2 the same general observations might be made as

regards the difference in the yields of lots treated exactly the same way.

In this series the differences are still large, especially as regards lot No. 30 and

lot No. 26.

The maximum yield was secured on lot No. 29: 1,766 pounds. This is the lot

which had received the largest quantity of fertilizers.

The influence of phosphoric acid is also well marked. With 120 pounds of slag, a

yield of 1,766 pounds (No. 29) was secured and with 60 pounds of slag the yield was

l,;-?63 pounds.

However lot No. 26 prevents definite conclusions being made.

Section B shows that nitrogen is necessary, as the yields increase in proportion

with the sulphate of ammonia that is used.

As regards potash it is hard to draw any conclusions, as it seems from the exam-

ination of section A that it is not advisable to apply a large quantity of potash.

As to basic slag, its use is perhaps unnecessary, seeing that the best results were

given by series No. 1. To conclude, the adoption of the formula based upon the results

given by series No. 1 is recommended.

DHAINAGE.

In 1915 a plot of eleven arpents between the lines of the Canadian Pacific railway

and the Central Vermont railway was underdrained. The nature of the soil and sub-

soil was ascertained by means of borings. This nature is as follows :

—

1. A layer of arable soil, 10 inches thick, made of very fine grey sand, with a

little clay.

2. A layer of clayey and yellow sand, 20 inches thick.

3. A layer of marly blue sand, extending down to the water level.

On account of the nature of the soil and of its composition, the following method

was adopted : The small tiles were laid parallel with the line of the greatest slope and

connected with the large tiles at an angle of 30 degrees. They were placed forty-five

feet apart; the first tile is 3 feet 9 inches deep; the slope increases regularly but never

exceeds 0-06S per cent.

The water from the small drains is collected in raain drains, 6 inches in diameter.

In order to avoid the construction of an expensive outlet, 'the main collector ha<i to be

run across the road. Some 6,284 feet of drain were required for this work.

AVILTING ON THE PLANTATION.

In order to secure good results, it is necessary that the tobacco plants reinain as

little as possible in contact with the soil after being cut. On the Faruham Station

not a single tobacco plant comes in contact with the soil. They are at once strvmg on

Farxiiam.
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the laths and these are laid on scafiolds, in the same position that they are to occupy
in the curing barn. These scaffolds are covered with cloth, 15 feet by 30 feet, and thus
sheltered from the wind, the sun and the rain.

This wilting- on the field is recommended, as it cuts off about ten days from the
time necessary for curing.

An experiment was made on two arpents of Comstock; the crop of one arpent
was at once hauled to the curing house and the other was left four days on the field.

Tlie first crop was absolutely green when put in the curing house; the other one was
already in an advanced stage of yellowing, and when the tobacco was stripped it M'as

found that the crop which had been wilted on the field was ten days ahead of the other.

However, some precautions are Required in wilting tobacco in the field; for
instance, the laths must not be put too close together upon the scaffolds. The tobacco
must be protected as well as possible from the wind, and specially from the noon sun,
which may be very injurious. This protection may be given by means of cloth. This
cloth must be removed during the day and the products ventilated as often as the
weather conditions will allow.

CHARCOAL FIRE HEATERG.

The curing of tobacco has always been a delicate point in the province of Quebec.
Atmospheric conditions are rarely favourable to good curing. Very often, when the
tobacco is taken down for stripping, it is found that it has cured green, that it is

damaged by pole burn, or that it contains too many fat stems.

The charcoal heaters used have been described in a previous report. It is not
necessary, therefore, to deal again with this matter or with the method of use.

One heater is sufficient for three hundred square feet.

These heaters may be very useful, but they may also be very injurious in inex-
perienced hands.

Care should be taken not to give too much heat, as tobacco might cure in a <^reen
condition. Sufficient space must be left between the heaters and the tobacco plants 4'^

or the latter may deteriorate. The fires must be conducted so that the tobacco, while
curing, will remain supple at all times. If, after heating for some time, the outside
atmosphere is very damp and the tobacco brittle, one may be sure that the operation is a
failure, as in this case the tobacco will become supple again in too short a time and
this condition greatly favours the growth of mould and the formation of fat stems.

PROTECTION AGAINST FROST.

Several frosts were recorded during the month of August and at the beginning of
September and some measures had to be taken to counteract their effect.

Several methods were tried, and the following is recommended:
In the first place, one should closely watch the thermometer in order to laote the

fall in temperature and thus foresee a frost. The most critical time is about two
o'clock in the morning. As a general rule when a lowering of three degrees F. per hour
in the temperature is noted at S p.m., one may be practically sure that it is going to
freeze. In this case fire-pots should be placed around the plantation, to windward of
course. The idea is to produce over the field a cloud of smoke,.more or less thick, the
object of which is to reduce the cooling of the soil and to delay as much as possible the
precipitation of dew.

Many growers are u^ader the impression that the frost is avoided by heating the
f.eld. This is a mistake, as it is almost impossible to heat a field. The only thing'' that
can be done is to check radiation of heat and the consequent cooling of the soil. This
may be done by forming an insulating layer between the crop and the atmosphere. The

16—96 Farnham.
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following method has given the best insulating layer: very damp straw, well packed
and saturated with coal oil, is put in the fire-pots; this straw is covered with about li

pounds of tar, then with charcoal, and the whole is covered again with damp straw.

The fire is set, and very soon the field is covered with a thick cloud of smoke. One fire-

ix)t every fifty feet is quite sufficient. Of course, the fires have to be watched and
maintained but this does not require very much work. When the wind is very strong,

there is not much danger from frost, but when the night is clear and quiet and when
the atmosphere is calm, it is well to be on one's guard. The method that has just been

indicated is simple and economical; the only precaution is to observe the direction of

the wind so as to put the fire-pots where they should be. It often happens that the fire-

pots may have to be moved two or three times during the night. After 5 a.m. all danger

is passed. This method of protection against frost is very efficient. On the 20th, 30th,

and 31st of August, frost caused a great deal of damage to the crops of the district,

but it had no effect what-ever on the Farnham station, thanks to these precautions,

although tiie temperature fell to 24 degrees Fahrenheit.

Farxham.
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ST. JACQUES L'ACHIGAN STATION.

REPORT OF THE MANAGER, 0. CHEVALIER, I.N.A.

Four varieties of tobacco were to be studied in 1915 :

—

1. The Aurora.

2. The Connecticut Broad Leaf.

3. The Connecticut Seed Leaf.

4. A variety of Belgian tobacco.

On April 2 the setting up of the beds was commenced, as follows : Setting down of

the frames, building up of a layer of tobacco stems, disinfection of vegetable earth with
formalin (one gallon of formalin to 100 gallons of water). This disinfection was done
in three operations. A complete fertilizer at the rate of Vie of a pound per square foot

was used for the beds. This chemical fertilizer was placed between the layer of vege-

table earth and the top surface of fine mould.
Seeding was done on April 20, as follows :

—

6 beds of Aurora, Vi ounce per 100 square feet, dry seed.

2 beds Connecticut Broad Leaf V7 ounce per 100 square feet, dry seed.

2 beds Connecticut Seed Leaf, Vr ounce per 100 square feet, dry seed.

1 sash Belgian Tobacco. ^ ounce per 100 square feet, dry seed.

1 sash '"Feuille d'Or," ¥; ounce per 100 square feet, dry seed.

On April 29 the seedlings were up on all the beds ; on May 7 they had taken four
leaves.

On May 28 the preparation of the soil for the transplanting was completed; a

chemical fertilizer was then spread. The following quantities were employed per
arpent :

—

250 pounds Sulphate of Ammonia.
150 pounds Sulphate of Potash.

80 pounds Superphosphate.

Before being ploughed in the fall, the fi«ld on which tobacco was to be planted
had received an application of about 15 tons of farmyard manure to the arpent.

TRANSPLANTING.

The first variety to be transplanted was the Aurora on the 7th of June. On the
ISth the transplanting was completed. It included the following:

—

Aurora, 2 arpents.

Connecticut Broad L^af, ^ arpent.

Connecticut Seed Leaf, i arpent.

A great many see^ilings had to be replaced owing to cutworms and bad weather.
About fifty per cent of the crop had to be reset in three operations. Hoeing and cultiv-

ating took up most of the time later on. On June 24 a violent storm caused a great
deal of damage. On the 22nd of July a hail storm lasting ten m|inutes destroyed about
15 per cent of the crop.

On August 6 the plants were topped. Three suckerings were made. On the 2Gth
cutting was started, beginning with the Aurora. On the 15th of September the wliole

16—96A
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of the crop was in the curing barn. Owing to poor atmospheric condhions (damp and

cold weather) it was necessary to make fires in the curing house. On the 10th of

November curing was completed. If the tobacco had been supple, stripping might have

been commenced at once, but this work conld not be started before the 25th of

NovembeK.
Yields of varieties by grade are given in the following table :

—

Varieties.
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EXPEEIMENTAL TOBACCO STATION, HARROW, ONT.

REPORT OF THE MANAGER, G. C. ROUTT, B.S.A., M.S.

Before beginning the work as planned for the season, the Farm was divided into

fields and plots in order that the 4-year rotation might be followed with more ease. A
road running lengthwise through the centre of the Farm and three cross-roads divide

it into 8 equal fields, each of which consists of 4 plots, making 32 plots in thB Farm.
The rotation consists of tobacco, corn, cereal and grass to be grown in the order in

which they are named.

SEED-BEDS.

New frames for the seed-beds were completed early in April, and the vpork of

preparing the seed-beds was begun immediately. A site in the orchard having a south-

eastern exposure was chosen for the beds. All trees on this plot were removed. Eight
beds were prepared, seven of which were covered with glass sashes, one with canvas.

These beds were treated in the following way :

—

Plant Bed No. 1

—

Canvas covered bed, size 70 feet by 51 feet.
Section No. 1. Cold-bed sown to JBurley Harrow Station seed (1912) May 4.

No. 2. Hot-bed "j

" " No. 3. Semi-hot y Sown to Johnson's selections and hybrids, April 19.
No. 4. Cold -bed . . . . jNo fine mould distributed on section 4.

Fine mould distributed on sections 1, 2, 3.

Plant Bed No. 2

—

Glass covered bed. Size, SO feet by 6 feet.

Section No. 1. Hot-bed. Sown to Burley.
Harrow Station seed (1908) April 19.

Section No. 2. Semi-hot. Sown to Burley.
Harrow Station seed (1910). April 19.

Section No. 3. CJold-bed. Sown to Burley.
Harrow Station sped (1914).
No plant bed fertilizer distributed.

Plant Bed No. 3.—Semi-hot.
Glass covered bed. Size 66 feet by 6 feet.

Two feet of bed left unsteamed. Sown to Burley variety seed and Harrow Station
seed.

18 feet of bed tramped hard after sowing.
No plant bed fertilizer distributed.

Plant Bed No. 4.—Semi-hot.
Glass covered bed. Size 70 feet by 6 feet.

Section No. 1. No plant bed fertilizer distributed.
Section No. 2. Plant bed fertilizer distributed before steaming. Whole bed sown to

flue varieties except four sashes which were sown to Burley. Harrow Station
seed (1910) April 19.

Plant Bed No. 5.—Semi-hot.
Glass covered. Size, 70 feet by 6 feet.

Sown to Warne and Hester, April 19.

Section No. 1. No plant bed fertilizer distributed.
Section No. 2. Plant bed fertilizer distributed after steaming.
Section No. 3. Plant bed fertilizer distributed before steaming.

Plant Bed No. 6.—Semi-hot.
Glass covered. Size, 66 feet by . 6 feet.

Sown to Yellow Pryor and Warne, April 17.

Section No. 1. No plant bed fertilizer distributed.
Section No. 2. Plant bed fertilizer distributed after steaming.
Section No. 3. Plant bed fertilizer distributed before steaming.

Plant Bed No. 7.—Semi-hot.
Glass covered. Size, 70 feet by 6 feet.

Sown to Warne, April 17.

Plant bed fertilizer distributed before steaming.

Pla:nt Bed No. 8.—Cold-bed.
Glass covered. Size, 50 feet by 6 feet.

Sown to Harrow Station Burley, April 17.

Plant bed fertilizer distributed after steaming.
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The beds were steamed April 14 to 16.

Live steam at a pressure of 100 pounds was allowed to run into the pan 30 minutes

before it was cut ofiF and the pan was left on the bed 25 minutes longer. The frames

were placed around each bed as soon as it was steamed. The seed was sown April 17

and 19 at the rate of Vi an ounce per 100 square feet. Only diy seed which was
mixed with wood ashes was sown. The top surface of the beds was compacted either

with a hand board or by tramping, after which they were given a light spray of water.

A good percentage of the seed had germinated by May 1 and grew quite rapidly

until about May 10, when growth seemed to have l)een checked by cool weather. On
May 17 the plants began to turn yellow. On examination the roots were found to be

black. Beds No. 6, 7, and 8 were the most affected but the condition prevailed in all

bed's to a certain degree. A 1 per cent solution of ammonium sulphate was used in

watering the beds. A great number of plants died and the beds presented quite a

spotted appearance. After the weather became more favourable the plants recovered.

By June 3 they were large enough for transplanting and the flue variety test plot was

transplanted on this date.

The plants were drawn from bed No. 4 and there was apparently less disease in

fhis than in any other bed in the lot.

Transplanting of the general crop of flue tobacco was begun June 5 on plots 3 and

4. The plants were drawn from beds No. 5 and 6. Plots No. 7, 14, 19 and 20 were

transplanted to the flue varieties Warne and Hester, care being taken to draw plants

from the healthiest part of the beds. Transplanting of the flue tobacco was completed

June 12. ^
Transplanting of Burley was begun June 8 on plots 24 and 28. The plants were

drawn from beds No. 2 and 8. Burley plots 23 and 27 were transplanted June and

10. Burley fertilizer plots were transplanted June 15. Although the plants were

apparently healthy at the time of transplanting the disease was noticeable in the Bur-

ley plots 23, 24 and 27 during the early part of July. The flue varieties were more

resistant to root rot but the disease was detected in the field about the same time.

Plots 3, 4, 19. and 20 of the flue tobacco and plots 23, 24 and 27 of the Burley,

showed the greatest number of diseased plants. These were the first transplanted and

with the best and healthiest plants. This is fairly conclusive proof that the disease

must have been present in the plots previous to transplanting. Plots 14 and 29 which

were transplanted last and with the poorest lot of plants, showed the disease the least.

These plots were on land that had grown tobacco only one year recently, and there was

probably little if any disease in the soil. The extremely wet season was undoubtedly

the cause of the unusual prevalence of the root rot disease.

CONCLUSION ON SEED-BEDS.

On beds where plant fertilizer was distributed, especially before Steaming, the

best results were obtained. The disease occurred to a certain ex-tent in all beds but

was more prevalent where the greatest amount of fine mould, which came from bush

soil, was used most abundantly.

The greatest harm from the disease occurred during the cool unfavourable weather

from May 17 to 28. A slight difference in favour of the semi-hot-beds could be noticed,

due probably to better aeration and drainage.

The Turkish varieties and hybrids seemed 1-ess affected by the disease in the beds.

In fact all flue varieties showed less disease than the White Burley varieties.

VARIETY TESTS.

The general crop of Burley of 6 acres was transplanted to plants grown from the

Harrow Station seed of 1908, '10, '12, '14.. The Burley variety test plots which com-

posed about one acre were transplanted to plants from Hope's Stand Up, Ky. seed,

Harkow.

I

I
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1914, Station Stand Up seed of Ky. Station, 1914, Broad Leaf Stand Up Ky. Station

seed 1914, Dr. Halley's Burley, Ky. Station seed, 1914, and Trapp's Improved Burley,

Virginia seed, 1913.

The general crop of flue tobacco was transplanted to Warne, Harrow Station seed

1909 and 1914, Yellow Pryor, Harrow Station seed 1914, and Hester, United States

Department of Agriculture seed 1912.

The variety test plot of 1 acre was transplanted to Yellow Oronoco, Erzegovine
Giant (A-1) and (30-1) C.E.F. seed 1914, Virginia Erzegovine (35-6) and (37-6)

C.E.F. seed 1914, Virginia x Erzegovine x Virginia C.E.F. seed 1914, and Stolak

(12-1) C.E.F. seed 1914.

The following hybrids were also transplanted: Warne x WTiite Burley, White
Burley x Wame, Erzegovine Stolak x White Burley, White Burley x Erzegovine

.Stolak, White Stem Oronoco x Erzegovine Stolak.

All varieties and hybrids on the test plot grew very large and rank and the results

after curing in kilns were poor. There were a few plants, however, which gave a fair

colour when cured.

Burley Fertilizer Plots.—One-tenth acre.

Number
Plot.
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BuRLEY Fertilizer Plots.—On^teiith acre.

Number
of

Plot.

Fertilizers. Yield. P.c. iStand.

Yield based
on 100 p.c.

Stand.

Yield
per

lb.

Sulphate of Ammonia 40

Potash 24

Superphosphate 20

Total 84

Sulphate of Ammonia 40

Potash 36

Superphosphate 20

Total %

Sulphate of Ammonia 40

Potash 30

Superphosphate 12

Total 82

Sulphate of Ammonia 40

Potash 30

Superphosphate 16

Total 86

lb.

Trash.... 26
Lugs 61

Red 51

Tips 12

Total.... 150

Trash 29
Lugs 61

Rod 44

Tips 11

Total.... 145

Tra'sh.... 21

Lugs 65
Red 60

Tips 3

Total... 149

Trash 33
Lugs 56
Red 49

Tips 10

Total.... 148

90

93

lb.

166 6

156

92 151

94 157-4

lb.

1,666

1,56a

1,510

IJui

Eight loads of manure per acre.

H.AP.r.ow.
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Number
of

Plot.

10

12

Fertilizer.

i [Yifld based
Yield iP.c. Stand. ; on 100 p.

c

Stand

lb. lb.

Sulphate of Ammonia 40 Trash. . 27
Potash 30

Superphosphate 24

Total.. 94

Sulphate of Ammonia 24
" Potash - 18

Superphosphate 12

Total 54

Sulphate of Ammonia 32
Potash 24

Supcrpliosphate 16

Total 72

Sulphate of Ammonia 40
Potasli.. ' 30

Superphosphate 20

JLugs.

Red..

Tips.. 12

Total.... 153

Trash.... 23
Lugs.-... 61

Red 51

Tips 6

Total.... 141!

Trash.... 26
Lugs 52
Red 55

Tips.

Total. 90

Total.... 133

Trash.... 22
Lugs 78
Red ... 60

Tips.

Total.... 160

Eight loads of manure per acre.

93

95

92

96

Yield
per

lb.
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BuRLEY Fertilizer Plots.—One-tenth acre.

Number

Plot.
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Potassium, Sulphate of Ammonia or Superphosphate plots since the amounts of the

ingredients applied on this plot fit in between 2 and 3 in each of these 3 series.

Plot 15 received no comniercial fertilizer and the yield was much lower than in

any of the other plots.

Qn account of the variable yields on the different plots it is impossible to draw
any conclusions in regard to the requirements of any special element of fertility, but,

since the largest am/junt of fertilizer gave the highest yield and the check plat the

lowest one can readily conclude that a rather abundant application of fertilizer is

essential for the highest yields on this soil.

The Burley fertilizer plots were located on farm plot No. 29 and numbered from
1 to 15. These numbers should not be confused with the numbers of the farm plots

which are used further on in the report under the heading of manure and fertilizer

experiments.

General formula plot 12 if inserted between Ammonium Sulphate plots 2 and 3

will fill out the apparent skip from 32 to 48 pounds of this compound. The same is

true in regard to the Potassium Sulphate and Superphosphate if it be inserted

between plots 5 and 6, also plots 8 and 9 respectively.

MANURE AND FERTILIZER PLOTS.

Manure at the rate of 12 spreader loads per acre was applied to all the Burley land
except the fertilizer plots, which received 8 loads. No manure was applied to the flue

tobacco land. Manure was applied to corn plots 2, 12, 18, 31, and 32, at the rate of 8

loads per acre. Manure was also applied to cereal plots 1, 11, 16, 17 and 30 at the rate

of 6 loads per acre.

Commercial fertilizer was applied to the bright tobacco plots as follows:

—

Plot 3—1-4 acres. Pounds.

Ammonium sulphate 75
Potassium sulphate > 150
Acid phosphate

_ 450

675
Fertilizer applied broadcast. May 28.

'

Plot 4—1'4 acres.

Ammonium sulphate 150
Potassium sulphate 225
Acid phosphate 750

1,125
Fertilizer applied broadcast, May 31.

Plot 7—1*5 acres.

Ammonium sulphate 75
Acid phosphate 375

450
Fertilizer applied broadcast June 1.

Plot 10—1 acre variety test plot.

Potassium sulphate 50
Acid phosphate 300

350
Fertilizer applied broadcast June 1.

Plot 14—1*5 acres.

Potassium sulphate 187J
Acid phosphate 412J

600
Fertilizer applied broadcast June 7.

Plot 19

—

I acre.

Acid phosphate .. 400
Fertilizer applied broadcast May 31.

Plot 20

—

i acre.

Potassium sulphate 100
Fertilizer applied broadcast May 31.

Harrow.
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Ammonium siilpliate 200 pounds "was applied to 12 rows of plot 19 July 21. This

'l>lot was very badly diseased at the time and the Ammonium Sulphate was applied to

see what effect it would have on checking the root rot disease. The plants in these

rows made a better growth after the application than did those in the untreated portion.

Ammonium sulphate 400 pounds was applied to 15 rows of Burley, plot 23, July 1.

This plot was also badly diseased but the ammonium sulphate failed to give any

results.

The manure and fertilizer plots which include the bright tobacco fertilizer experi-

ments are designated by the numbers given to the plots of each field in the farm. This

accounts for the variation in the size of the plats and the apparent skip in the number

as most of these plots were in different fields. The same applies to the numbering of

the plots devoted to corn and cereals.

CONCLUSIONS ON BRIGHT TOBACCO.

The variation of the fertilizers applied to the different bright tobacco plots was

planned to test the relative fertility of the soil and to get a line on the relative effects of

the different elements on time of maturity of the tobacco. Different varieties were

transplanted on the same plot; they were also transplanted at different distances.

These hindrances, together with the very unequal ripening of the tobacco which neces-

sitated picking or spotting about the field, made it impossible to keep such a large

amount separate after curing. For these reasons the yields of each plot are not given.

The tobacco on Plot 3 ripened earlier and more uniformly than on any of the other

plots. It also cured with a better colour. In regard to the points referred to in plot 3

the tobacco on plot 4 probably ranked next to plot 3. The tobacco on plot 19 was very

poor and a great many plants were too small to cut. The tobacco on plot 20 made a

better growth and matured earlier than that on 19. On plots 10 and 14 the tobacco

grew very coarse and ripened very slowly. The soil, however, on these two plots was

more fertile and not so well adapted for bright tobacco. The root rot disease was not

so prevalent as on the other plots, it being especially bad on plot-s 3, 7 and 19.

Taking everything into consideration plot 4 gave the best results and it would be

safe to say that the best results with bright tobacco would be obtained when a liberal

amount of*commercial fertilizer is applied.

SELECTION AND BREEDING.

About 100 plants of each of 15 hybrids were transplanted both at the Tobacco

Station and at the farm of Walker and Sons at Walkerville. They were the F 1.-

generation of White Burley x Connecticut Broad Leaf. Big Ohio, Comstock Spanish,

both Walkerville and the Station Strain and their reciprocal crosses.

In most cases the plants possessed the dominant characteristics of the dark types

both in regard to colour, leaf shape and arrangement on the stalk.

All plants made a fair growth at the Tobacco Station, also at Walkerville, which

seemed to indicate either a greater resistance to the root-rot disease than ^Vhite Burley,

or a lack of infection in the soil. The plants at Walkerville were on the average some-

what larger th-an those at the Station; this was probably due to the difference in the

type of soil since that at the former place was a very fertile gravelly loam, while at the

latter it was sandy and less fertile.

SCAFFOLDING VERSUS DIRECT CURING.

About one-half of the Burley was cut and hung upon scaffolds in the field where

it remained for different periods of time before being hung in the barn, viz. 4, 6, 9 and

14 days. The greater portion remained upon the scaffolds from 4 to 6 days and the

^ Harrow.
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best results were obtained from this portion. The tobacco which remained upon tiie

scaffolds for longer periods was of a more uneven colour, this probably being due to
the excessive moisture with which the leaves came in contact while curing. This was
more noticeable in the bottom or sand leaves which naturally cured more quickly
because of their more ripened condition when the plants were cut.

The cool damp weather during practically the entire cutting period, was very
unfavourable for scaffolding. There were few bright sunny days but instead a great
deal of rain which interfered considerably with housing the tobacco. Tarpaulins were
kept on the scaffolds during the night and the damp, cloudy days.

Practically no difference could be noticed in the time required for curing or in

the colour of scaffolded and unscaffolded tobacco. There was ample barn space for

hanging the sticks 10 to 12 inclies apart in all cases, and for that reason there was less

chance for injury from house burn which so often occurs from overcrowding in the
barn.

When barn room is limited and weather conditions faA'ourable there is an advant-
age in scaffolding for short periods provided the tobacco is handled carefully to pre-

vent bruising.

FALL AND SPRING PLOUGHING.

One acre of ground was manured and ploughed in the fall of 1914 for comparing
the relative conservation of soil moisture and destruction of insect pests with spring
ploughing.

On account of the excessive rainfall during the entire gTowing season no differ-

ence could be detected between the relative moisrture content of the fall and spring
ploughed ground. In regard to the control of insect pests, namely cutworms, there
was a slight difference in favour of the fall ploughed ground.

However the damage encountered from the " root rot " disease was much more
noticeable on the fall ploughed ground, the percentage of plants infected being very
high. More than 75 per cent of the plants were diseased and at least 50 per cent were
too small to cut.

THE CURING.

- The cutting of bright tobacco was begun September 9. All tobacco was selected

in the field and all the stalks were split witJi the exception of those for one kiln which
were speared on the lath.

All of the kilns were repaired and ventilating systems installed in order better to

control the heat and moisture conditions at the critical stages of the curing process.

The tobacco ripened slowly and the curing operations were not completed until

October 14. Ten kilns were cured, five were good, three fair and two very poor.

In the kilns which were cured first, tlie tobacco appeared somewhat unripe at the

time of curing, but ran a better colour when placed in the bulk. The cold and rather
high winds dliring the latter part of the curing season were very unfavourable and
made it hard to control the temperatures of the kilns.

GRADING.

All of the tobacco was graded into 5 grades, as soon as pulled off the stalks, and
tied into medium sized hands. The Burley was put into 5 grades as follows: Trash,
lugs,- long red (leaf), short red, and tips. The flue cured tobacco was also put into 6

grades as follows: Trash, bright No. 1, bright- No. 2, red, green and black.

IIu;p.ov/.
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TOBACCO SEED.

On account of the prevalence of the "root rot" disease and the slow maturity of
the tobacco the number of seed plants saved was somewhat reduced. About 100 seed
heads of White Burley were saved, the majority of which were the Bk'oad Leaf varieties
which had been grown at the Station the past five years. A few seed heads of the Ken-
tucky varieties which were introduced the same year were also saved. The varieties
were Hope's Stand Up, Station Stand Up, Broad Leaf Stand Up, Improved Burley, J.
P. Trapp (Virginia seed) and Dr. Halley's Burley. Seed from the following flue
varieties were also saved : Hester, Yellow Pryor, Yellow Oronoco. Seed from the fol-

lowing Italian varieties and hybrids was also saved. Stolak (12-1) Virginia Erze-
govine (36-6) Virginia Erzegovine (37-6) Virginia Erzegovine Virginia.

DIFFERENT DISTANCES OF TRANSPI.ANTI.NG. ^
Both Burley and the flue cured types were transplanted at different distances in

the row. The majority of the Burley was transplanted at a distance of 26 inches in
rows 3 feet 8 inches apart. On plot 23, 4 rows each were transplanted at the following fc

distances: iC"

f.
4 rows 3 feet S inches apart at 86 inches in row.
4 " !.< " ii a oa u « ' ^
A a a u a ii oi u u

A i( a a a a -to u u

This experiment was so badly broken into by the '"root rot" disease that the results

were discarded.

The greater portion of the flue tobacco was transplanted at the distances of 21, 24
and 26 inches, in rows 3 feet 2 inches apart. A small portion was transplanted at 18

inches, also about the same amount 24 inches Ln rows 3 feet 4 inches apart.

SPLIT VERSUS UNSPLIT STALKS.

Practically four-fifths of the stalks of the B'urley were split when cut while the

remaining one-fifth were cut and needled on the laths. Very little difference was notice-

able in respect to the colour, but where the stalks were split the tobacco cured out suf-

ficiently for stripping two weeks earlier than where the stalks were unsplit. In the

latter case the stalks remained rather green and sappy for a much longer period than

those split also the part of the midribs of the leaves nearest the stalks and especially

the tip leaves remained quite spongy and wet for a long period where the stalks were
unsplit.

All the stalks with the exception of one kiln were split in the flue tobacco. It

required about 24 hours longer to cure this kiln, and, too. this was the only tobacco

which moulded after being removed to the bulk.

SELECTION OF DISEASE RESISTING PLANTS.

This work, in charge of Prof. James Johnson, was conducted with about 75 plants,

each of some 25 strains or selections of Burley and dark types of tobacco.

The plot of ground, about one-third of an acre, was apparently not very badly

diseased and practically all of the selection made a fair yield. While some of the sel-

ections were a rather i)oor type of Burley, the greater portion cured out with a good
colour.

. Harrow.

fl
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ACID FERTILIZER EXPERIMENTS.

The experiments planned as a means of controlling the root rot disease were post-

poned on account of the flooding of the plots with liquid manure. These plots were
located at the Walker and Sons farm and the work was to have been carried on in

co-operation with Mr. Biggar.

ARTIFICIAL HEAT IN CURING BURLEY.

Charcoal was used in curing the tobacco from the Blirley fertilizer plots 1 to 13,

which were housed in the small barn. The fires were started October- 9, ten days after

it was hung in the barn. A temperature of between 70 degrees and 75 degrees Fahren-
heit was maintained until all the leaf except the butts of the stems was cured. The
firing was discontinued for a few days imtil the tobacco came in case when it was
renewed until the stems and stalks were cured or dried out. The colour of the leaf was
somewhat uneven but the percentage of lugs was increased. One and one-quarter tons
of charcoal were used which cost $25. Burners made especially for the use of charcoal

were employed.

Harrow,
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DIVISION OF ILLUSTRATION STATIONS.

Central Experimental Farm,
Ottawa, March SI, 1916.

The Director,

Dominion Experimental Farms,
Ottawa, Ont.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit, herewith, the report of the Division of Illustra-

tion Stations for the year ending March 31, 1916.

In accordance with instructions received from you I visited the provinces of

Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Qiiebec, and selected farms for illustration work.

During the month of April, 1915, Illustration Stations were established at the fol-

lowing places :—
In 8asl-atchewan.—Assiniboia, Cabri, Gull Lake, Herbert, Kindersley, Maple

Creek, Pambrum, Prelate and Shaunavon.

In Alberta.—Bow Island, Carmangay, Empress, Foremost, Grassy Lake, Jenner,

Macleod, Magrath, Manyberries, Medicine Hat, Milk Eiver, Pijnche? Creek, and

Whitla.

In July further Illustration Stations were established at the following places :

—

In Sashaichewan.—Biggar, Lloydminster, Moosejaw, Radville and Weyburn.

In Alberta.—High River and Munson.

Operations on the farms established during the month of July are to begin in 1916.

During the months of September and October the following Illustration Stations

were established in the province of Quebec, operations to commence in 1916 : Aubrey,

Drummondville, Lac a la Tortue, Paspebiac West (New Carlisle), Eimouski, Stan-

bridge East, St. Gedeon, St. Julie (Vercheres county), and Nominingue.
During the year Mr. J. F. Irwin was appointed assistant to supervise the work on

the western Illustration Stations. ]\Ir. Irwin being a graduate of the Manitoba Agri-

cultural College and a practical farmer is admirably fitted for the work.

meetings.

Addresses were given at the following places in Ontario: Elmira, Berlin, Flora-

dale, Essex, Kingsville, and Perth ; in Quebec : Lennoxville, and Ayerscliffe.

Meetings in connection with illustration work were held in the province of Sas-

katchewan at Herbert, Cabri, Prelate, and Maple Creek and in the province of Alberta

at Bow Island, Grassy Lake, Carmangay, Magrath, and Pincher Creek.

Much credit is due for the success of the meetings in the western provinces to Mr.
J. F. Irwin, Mr. M. J. Tinline. and Mr. W. H. Fairfield.

acknowledgments.

, I desire to acknowledge the assistance rendered the Division of Illustration Stations

by Mr. Angus Mackay, Mr. W. H. Fairfield, Mr. M. J. Tinline, Mr. W. H. Gibson, Mr.
G. H. Hutton, Mr. P. H. Moore, Mr. W. C. McKillican, Mr; J. A. McClary, Mr. G. A.
Langelier and Mr. Jos. Begin. Much credit is especially due my assistant, Mr. Irwin,

who has been untiring in his efi'orts to make the Illustration Stations a success.

16—97i
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Tisrrs.

In Ontario I "visited the follo"wing places t-wice in connection witli demonstration

work inaugurated by the Commission of Conservation and taken over by this Division

:

Williamsburg, Perth, Brooklin, Simcoe, Gait, Elmira, Essex, and Kingsville.

I made two visits to each of the following places in Quebec : Aubrey, Drummond-
ville, Lac a la Tortue, N'ew Carlisle, Rimouski, St. Julie, Stanbridge East, Nominingue,
St Gedeon, Joliette, Nicolet, St. Prosper, Chamlbly, and Sweetsburg, also the Experi-

mental Stations at Lennosville, Cap Rouge, and Ste. Anne de la Pocatiere.

During the year the following places in Alberta were visited: Biow Island, Fore-

most, Grassy Lake and Jenner three times; Macleod, four; Magrath, four; Many-
berries, twice; Medicine Hat, three; Milk River, twice; Pincher Creek, four; Whitla,

three; Stettler, twice; and High River, Botha, Coronation, Alderside, Edmonton, Bas-

sano, Munson, once each. I also visited the Experimental Stations at Lethbridge and

Lacombe.
In the province of Saskatchewan I visited the following places: Assiniboia, once:

Cabri, twice; Giill Lake, four times; Herbert, four times; Kindersley, once; Maple
Creek, four times; Pambnim, three times; Prelate, twice; Shaunavon, three times;

Moosejaw, four time^; Weyburn, three times; Radville, twice; Biggiar, Lloydminster,

Conquest, and Macklin, once. I also visited the Experimental Farm at Indian Head
and the Experimental Station at Scott.

I have the honour to be, sir.

Your obedient servant,

JOHN nXTER,
Supervisor.
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ILLUSTRATION STATIONS IN SASKATCHEWAN.

Assinihoia.—The farm at this point on which the illustration fields are located is

owned and operated by Mr. Percy J. H. Warren, and is situated in the southeast quar-

ter of section 24, township 8, range 1, west of the 3rd meridian, a half a mile from the

town of Assinihoia, Sask.

The soil is a chocolate loam, fairly uniform and representative of a large area.

'Owing to flax being grovm on the land selected in 1914, it was decided to summer-

fallow the whole area in 1915 and thus prepare it for cropping in 1916. The charges

for rent and cultivation in 1915 are to be charged against the crop in 1916.

Biggar.—The farm at this point on which the illustration fields are located is

owned and operated by Dr. S. E. Shaw, and is situated in the southeast quarter of sec-

tion 32, township 35, range 14, west of tlie 3rd meridian, at the junction of two well-

travelled roads, and facing the Grand Trunk railway.

The soil is a fairly light sandy loam, quite representative of the district. It is

well settled throughout this section.

Cahri.—The farm at this point on which the illustration fields are located is

owned and operated by Mr. F. W. Abraham and is situated in the northeast quarter of

section 19, township 19, range 18, west of the 3rd meridian, one mile from the town

of Cabri, Saskatchewan.

The soil is a medium heavy clay loam, representative of a large area. The land was

all summer-fallowed in 1914 and worked into excellent condition for the crop in 1915.

Gull Lake.—The farm at this point on which the illustration fields are located is

owned and operated by Mr. E. H. Thomas and is situated in the southwest quarter of

section 23, township 13, range 19, west of the 3rd meridian. This farm adjoins the

town of Gull Lake, and can be seen from tlie miain line of the Canadian Pacific railway.

The soil is a medium heavy, sandy loam and rather undulating. The whole area

was cropped in 1914 and summer-fallowed with the exception of field "A" in 1915.

Herbert.—The farm at this point on which the illustration fields are located is

owned and operated by Mr. Milton Holmes and is situated in the northwest quarter of

section 18, township 17, range 9, west of the 3rd meridian, bordering a well-travelled

road and one-half mile west of Herbert, Sask.

- The soil is a chocolate loam, representative of a large area. The northern portion

of the farm selected for illustration work was broken in 1914 and thoroughly pre-

pared for seeding. The balance, prairie sod, was broken and worked during the season

of 1915.

Kindersley.—The farm at this point on which the illustration fields are located is

owned by the Ottawa Farm Development Company, and is operated by Halpenny Bros,

for the company. It is situated in the northwest quarter of section 9, township 26,

range 22, west of the 3rd meridian, {idjoining a public road and quite close to the

proposed Canadian Northern station.

The soil is a strong, clay loam with a clay subsoil, representative of a large area

;

the land was summer-fallowed in 1914 and cropped in 1915.

Lloydminster.—The farm at this point on which the illustration fields are located

is owned and operated by Mr. Hugh Hill, and is situated in the southwest quarter of

section 11, towa:iship 50, range 28, west of the 3rd meridian, one-half of a mile north of

the town.
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The soil is a dark loam, with clay and sand subsoil, representative of a very large

district.

Maple Creeh.—The farm at this point on which the illustration fields are located,

is owned and oi>erated by Mr. Geo. L. Hammond, and is situated in the southwest quar-

ter of section 12, township 11, range 26, west of the 3rd meridian, one mile east of the

town of Maple Creek, Saskatchewan.

The soil is a light clay loam with some sand, representative of a large area.

No crop was grown on the fields in 1914, which enabled the operator to prepare for

cropping in 1915.

Moosejavj.—The farm at this point on which the illustration fields are located is

owned and operated by Mr. John Glassford and is situated in the southeast quarter of

section 12, township 17, range 27, west of the 2nd meridian, two miles west of the town

of Moosejaw, and borders a well travelled road and can be seen from the railway.

The soil is a heavy loam, representative of the district.

Pamhrum.—The farm at this point on which the illustration fields are located is

owned and operated by Mr. C. W, Appelgren, and is situated in the north half of sec-

tion 21, township 11, rang^e 11, west of the 3rd meridian, a half mile south of the

town of Pambrum.
The soil is a light clay loam, representative of a large area.

The selected fields have been cropped continuously since 1911, and in 1915 all were

summer-fallowed with the exception of field "A" and half of ''\H."

Prelate.—The fnrm at this point on which the illustration fields are located is

owned and operated by Mr. Wm. Huxtable, and is situated in the southwest quarter of

section 15, township 22, range 25, west of the 3rd meridiaJi, one mile north of the town

of Prelate.

The soil is a strong, clay loam, representative of a large area.

The selected fields were broken from prairie sod in 1914 and thoroughly cultivated

for cropping in 1915.

Piadville.—The farm at this pairt on which the illustration fields are located is

situated in the southeast quarter of section 18, township 6, range 17, west of the 2nd

meridian, bordering the main highway and adjoining the town of Eadville.

The soil is a very heavy loam, very much like subsoil. This land has apparently

been burned over and most of the vegetable matter destroyed. This farm is owned by

Mr. P. A. Stuart, and operated by Mr. Lewis Kroon.

Shavnavon.—The farm at this point on which the illustration fields are located

is owned and operated by Mr. Neil McLean, and is situated in the northeast quarter of

section 18, township 8, range 18, west of the 3rd meridian, adjoining the town of

Shaunavon.
The soil is a medium chocolate loam representative of a large area.

The fields were in stubble in 1914 and were fall-ploughed. Four fields were sown

in 1915, the balance summer-fallowed.

Weyhurn.-- The farm at this point on which the illustration fields are located, is

owned by Mr. E. Meredith and is situated in the southeast quarter of section 6, town-

ship 9, range 14, west of the 2nd meridian, three miles north of the town on the junc-

tion of two well travelled roads.

The soil is a chocolate loam, representative of a large area.
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ILLUSTRATION STATIONS IN ALBERTA.

Bow Island.--The farm at this point on which the illustration fields are located

is owned and operated by Mr. M. Mortensen, and is situated in the northeast quarter

of section 2, township 10, range 11, west of the 4th meridian. It is about four and a

half miles south of the town and borders the main road.

The soil is a heavy sandy loam, with a tendency to clay or chocolate loam.

About three-fourths of the selection was broken in 1933 and cropped in 1914. In

order to clean the land and break and backset the balance, it was decided to crop only

field "A" (5 acres) in 1915.

Carmangay.—The farm at this point on which the illustration fields are located

is owned and operated by Mr. J. A. Neilson, and is situated in the southwest quarter

of section 14, range 23, township 14, west of the 4th meridian, two miles east of the

town of Carmangay.
The soil is a sandy loam, representative of a large area.

The fields selected were broken in 1908, cropped four times, two summer-fallows,

and in crop in 1914. The whole area was summer-fallowed in 1915, with the exception

of field "A," and to be cropped as directed in 1916.

Empress.—The farm at this point on which the illustration fields are located is

owned and operated by Mr. Frank Barry, and is situated in the northeast quarter of

section 28, town-ship 22, range 1, west of the 4th meridian, five and one-half miles south

of the town of Empress.
The soil is a sandy loam, representative of a large area.

Five acres of the selection was broken in 1914 and cropped in 1915. The balance,

85 acres in prairie sod, is to be broken and prepared for croppil^g as directed in 1916.

Foremost.—The farm at this point on which the illustration fields are located is

owned and operated by Mr. T. H. Frankish, and is situated in the southwest quarter of

section 4, township 6, range 11, west of the 4th meridian. It borders a well-travelled

road connecting Foremost and Avalon, and is about two miles from the town of Fore-

most.

The soil is a chocolate loam, representative of a very large area.

The prairie sod was broken in 1910, summer-fallowed in 1914, and fields A, B, E,

F, G, and H were sown in 1915.

Grassy Lake.—The farm at this point on which the illustration fields are located

is owned by Mr. F. N. Perry and is situated in the southeast quarter of section 15,

township 10, range 13, west of the 4th meridian, adjoining the town of Grassy Lake.

The soil is a heavy, sandy loam, representative of a large area. It was broken from

prairie sod in 1910 and has been cropped three seasons. On account of being cropped

in 1914, only field "A" could be sown in 1915. The balance was summer-fallowed.

Jenner.—The farm at this point on which the illustration fields are located is

owned and operated by Mr. Jerry Fisher, and is situated in the west half of section 2,

township 21, range 9, west of the 4th meridian, one mile east of the town of Jenner,

and bordering a well-travelled road.

The soil is a medium, clay loam with a hard, stiff subsoil, representative of a

large area.

The area selected being in prairie sod had to be broken and prepared in 1915 for

cropping as directed in 1916.
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High River.—The farm at this point on which the illustration fields are located is

owned and operated by Mr. B. F. Kiser, and is situated in the southeast quarter of

section 5, townsihip 19, range 28, west of the 4th meridian, adjoining the east side of

the town.

The soil is a chocolate loam, representative of the district.

Macleod.—The farm at this point on which the illustration fields are located is

owned and operated by Mr. Norman Grier, and is situated in section 33, township 9,

range 2G, west of the 4th meridian, about six miles from Maeleod and bordering a well-

traA'elled road leading to Calgary.

The soil is a medium, clay loam, representative of a large area. At time of selec-

tion the area was in prairie sod and had to be broken and backset for cropping in 1916.

Magratli.—The farm at this point on which the illustration fields are located is

owned and oi)erated by !Mr. J. A. Meldrum, and is situated in the northeast quarter of

section 11, township 5, range 22, west of the 4th meridian, three miles south of the town

of Magrath.

The soil is a medium sandy loam, partly chocolate.

The area selected was broken in 1911, sum.ner-fallowed in 1914 and fields A, B. E,

F, G. and H so\vn in 1915. Fields C aaid D are to be sown in 1916.

Manyherries.—The farm at this point on which the illustration fields are located is

owned and operated by Mr. Matti Mickelson. and is situated in the northeast quarter

of section 25, township 5, range 6, west of the 4th meridian, one mile from ]\rany-

berries and about forty mdles from Seven Persons railway station.

The soil is a medium clay loam, representative of a large area. The selected area

was broken from prairie sod in 1913 but the crop failed in 1914. This land was

thoroughly ploughed and worked early in the autumn of 1914 and several fields were

made ready for cropping in 1915.

Medicine Hat.—The farm at this point on which the illustration fields are located

is owned and operated by Mr. E. J. Hunt, and is situated in the east half of section

12, township 13, range 5, west of the 4th meridian, about six miles north of the town

and bordering a well-travelled road.

The soil is a sandy loam, rather light in character, representative of a very large

area.

The land was broken from prairie sod in 1910, but the crop failed in 1914 and the

land was ploughed early in the autumn of 1914. Fields A. B, E, and F were sown in

1915 and the balance will be summer-fallowed and sown in 1916.

Milk River.—The farm at this point on which the illustration fields are located is

owned and operated by Mr. Wm. Kinder, and is sitiiated in the southwest quarter of

section 30, township 2, range 15, west of the 4th meridian, three and a half miles east

of the town of Milk Eiver.

The soil is a medium heavy clay loam and very undulating with considerable stone.

At the time of selection the area was in prairie sod and no crop was grown during

the season of 1915, but all fields were prepared for cropping in 1916, as directed.

Munson.—The farm at this point on which the illustration fields are located is

owned and operated by Mr. E. B. Eraser, and is situated in the northeast quarter of

section 3, township 30, range 20, west of the 4th meridian, two rriiles southeast of the

town. It is on a well travelled road and can be seen from the town.

The soil is a heavy clay loam, representative of a large area.

Pincher CreeJc.—The farm at this point on which the illustration fields are located

is owned and operated by Messrs. Sandgren & Carlson, and is situated in section 15,

township 6, range 20, west of the 4th meridian, two miles west of the town of Pincher

Creek.
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The soil is a medium clay loam, representative of a large area. The Iknd chosen
-was cropped in 1914. It was decided to summer-fallow the whole area in 1915, to be
cropped as directed in 1916.

Whitla.—The farm at this point on which the illustration fields are located is

owned and operated by Mr. K. H. Babe, and is situated in section 8, township 11,
range 8, west of the 4th meridian, adjacent to the town of Whitla.

The soil is a medium heavy clay loam with a very undulating surface. At the time
of its selection for illustration purposes the soil was in prairie sod, there being no crop
grown in 1915.

WEATHER CONDITIONS.

In the provinces of Alberta and Saskatchewan, heavy rains prevailed during the
months of August, September, and October, 1914, and the abundant enow fall during
the winter, along the heavy rains in May, June, and July, 1915, made conditions most
favourable for successful crops of cereals and forage.

Weather Observations taken at the following Illustration Stations:

—

ASSINIBOIA, SASK.

Month.

Temperature.

Highest.

June
July
August
September
October...
November
December.
January . .

.

February.

.

March

85
85
92
90
75
61

52
23
45
48

Lowest.

34 5

39 5
39
25
20

- 2
-20
-47

-15

-15

Rainfall.

Inches.

1-54
3-81
0-21
1-73
0-35
018
016
03
03

Hours.

101
171
3

16
7i
4i*2
2
5
4

Snowfall.

Inches.

2

Hours.

90
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Weather Observations taken at the following Illustration Stations :

—

Continued.

KINDERSLEY, SASK.

Month.

Temperature.

Highest. Lowest.

Rainfall.

Inches. Hours.

Snowfall.

Inches. Hours.

May
June
July
August
September,
October
November
December.
January
February .

.

March

76 5

76 1

80 5

92
79 2
68-8

51 5

42
18

41

40

22-2

30
34
36
22'8

17
- 3 8
-17-2
-49-2
-31-2

-31

3 12
3-62
1-33
0-84
1-66
0-27

10

65^
40

4m
2"

0-2.5

20
45
1-5

30

6
73
15

31

SHAUNAV'ON, S.ASK.

June
July
August
September
October. .

.

November
December.
January
February .

.

March

83
89
90
82
76
58
55
21

50
49

31
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COST VALUES.

The following fixed values are being used on all Illiistration Stations :

—

Manual labour per hour. $0 20
Horse labour (including: teamster)—

Single horse «< 27
Two-horse team •• 34
Three-horse team •• 41
Four-horse team " 4g
Additional horse each ••

7
Rent of land per acre. 2 00
Machinery (not including threshing) " gO
Seed wheat per bushel. 125

" oats ' 75
" barley ••

1 25
" corn at cost

Grass and clover seed charged at cost, total cost to be distributed over the number
of years to be in hay or pasture.

Twine charged at cost.

Threshing, including hauling from the stock and delivering grain in granary, at
cost.

In parts of Alberta and Saskatchewan wheat is the most imjportant of the grain
crops, although oats, barley, and flax are being extensively grown. Cereal farming on
virgin soil gives profitable returns for a few years, particularly with those who practise

summer-fallowing at intervals. There are, however, but few farmers who practise a
systematic rotation, including hoed crops, grass and forage crops, legumes and cereals.

To illustrate, if possible, a suitable rotation to a certain district, the following
rotations have been adopted, with details tabulated of the work of 1915:

—

CROPPIXO SYSTEM ON ILLUSTRATION AREA.

Field.
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Banner

Oats.
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Plate LXXXVIII

Illustration Plot. Magrath, Alta.

16—1916—98a.



Plate LXXXIX

Wheat on Tllustration Station, Cabri, Sask.
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Dominion of Canada

depaktment of ageiculture

Dominion Experimental Farms

REPOKT

FROM THE

DIVISION OF EXTENSION AND PUBLICITY

FOR THE YEAR ENDING MARCH 31, 1916

The Chief Officer, Division

Central Farm

Superintendent:

—

PREPARED BT

of Extension and Publicity,

Exper

Expar

Exper

Exper

Exper

Exper

Exper

Exper

Exper

Exper

Exper

Exper

Exper

Exper

Exper

Exper

Exper

menta
menta
menta
menta
menta
menta
menta
menta
menta
menta
menta
menta
menta
menta
menta
menta
menta

Station, Charlottetown, P.E.I. - - - .

Station, Kentville, N.S. •

Farm, Nappan, N.S.

Station, Fredericton, N.B, - . . - .

Station, Ste. Anne de la Pocatiire, Que.

Station, Cap Rouge, Que. •

Station, Lennoxville, Que ....
Farm, Brandon, Man.
Farm, Indian Head, Sask. . . . . .

Station, Rosthern, Sask.

Station, Scott, Sask.

Station, Lethbridge, Alta.

Station, Lacombe, Alta.

Station, Summerland, Alta. ....
Station, Invermere, B.C. .....
Farm, Agassiz, B.C. ---.....
Station, Sidney, B.C. ..----

J. F.Watson.

J.A. Clark.B.S.A.

W. S. Blair.

W. W. Baird, B.S.A.

W. W. Hubbard.
Joseph Begin.

G. A. Langelier.

J. A. McClary.

W.C. McKillican, B.S.A.

W. H. Gibson, B.S.A.

Wm.A.Munro,B.A.,B.S.A.
M.J. Tinline, B.S.A.

W. H. Fairfield, M.S.

G. H. Hutton, B.S.A.

R. H.Helmer.

G. E. Parham.
P. H. Moore, B.S.A.

L. Stevenson, B.S.A., M.S.

16—100 1451
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REPORT FROM THE DIVISION OF EXTENSION AND
PUBLICITY.

The Director,

Dominion Experimental Farms,
Ottawa.

Ottawa, March 31, 1916.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit herewith the first annual report from the
Division of Extension and Publicity.

After the preliminary work of 1914, the Division was formed in the spring of
the following year. Much of the labour of organization had already been done and the
plans formed have, in the main, been followed tliroughout the past year's work ; but, as
happens in most new undertakings, unforeseen lines of effort presented themselves, new
avenues of extension work were opened up, making necessary some modifications and
expansions in the original scheme for the year's operations. These changes and addi-
tions entailed the surmounting of many difficulties and the rapid adjustment of
arrangements to meet new conditions. However, having in mind the fact that syste-

matic effort to disseminate a knowledge of the work of the Experimental Farms was
practically a new and untried field, it may justly be said that the results of the first

year were most gratifying. These results, and the experience gained therefrom, form
an incentive and a basis for future effort.

The year's work followed four main lines : (1) The issuing of " Seasonable Hints";

(2) the enlargement of the mailing list; (3) the issuing of exhibition circulars; (4)
the preparation and management of Experimental Farms' Exhibits. In the following
pages will be found a brief account of what has been accomplished in each of the
above directions. The work itself having been before the public throughout the year,

great detail in this report would appear unnecessary. The heavy correspondence,

the numerous requests from exhibition managers for the Experimental Farms' exhibit,

and the great increase in the mailing lists, are evidence of the general interest

awalcened.

I am indebted to the Superintendent of the Rural Mail Delivery Branch for very
considerable assistance in supplying lists of rural routes and box holders, and would
also express my appreciation of the spirit of co-operation shown by the Canadian banks.

The officers in charge of Divisions at the Central Farm and the Superintendents of the

branches also contributed greatly to the success of the work.

I have the honour to be, sir,

Your obedient servant,

J. F. WATSON,
Chief Officer.

16—lOOi 1453
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CENTRAL EXPERI]MENTAL FARM.
" SEASONABLE HINTS."

Of this pamphlet, Nos. 1, 2, and 3 were issued during the year. By its means it Is

planned to get into more imfmediate touch with the farmer than is possible through
reports and bulletins. Each issue was confined to sixteen pag-es, the material being
contributed by the officers in charge of the various divisions of the work. No attempt
was made to treat of any subject exhaustively within the narrow limits prescribed for

this publication; the sole aim, as indicated by the title, was to deal briefly and practi-

cally with some of those features of farm work which were demanding atteaation at the
time each issue reached the farmers' hands.

The " Hints " has already done much in arousing interest in the work of the
Experimental Farms. A large increase in correspondence has resulted and among the
many letters received there have been hundreds from all parts of Canada, containing
spontaneous expressions of approval.

At the request of some of the principal Canadian banks, arrangements were made
whereby, in each rural branch of these, a specdal desk so placed as to attract customers'

attention, was furnished with a supply of 'Seasonable Hints' a.nd of mailing list

forms. The managers of these branches have also sent in some 200,000 names of farm-
ers in their districts. Each of these has been, or will be, communicated with directly

in the endeavour to get them interested in the work of the Farms and readers of its

publications. The following banks have co-operated in this work

:

Dominion Bank.
Bank of Hamilton.
Hochelaga Bank.
Home Bank of Canada.
Imperial Bank.
Bank of Nova Scotia.

Bank of Montreal.
Bank of British Xorth America.
Bank of Toronto.
Molson's Bank.
La Banque Nationale.

jNIerchants Bank.
Union Bank of Canada.
Royal Bank of Canada.
Bank of Ottawa.
Standard Bank of Canada.
Northern Crown Bank.
Sterling Bank of Canada.
Weyturn Security Bank.
Metropolitan Bank.
Canadian Bank of Commerce.

THE MAILING LIST.

The issuing of publications is naturally the chief means of making known to the

farming community the results of the work of the Experimental Farms. During the

past year, the Division has made every effort to increase the mailing lists, so that a

wider distribution of printed information may be made. Circular letters were sent out

to boxholders on rural delivery routes; by this means a large number were reached

who were quite unfamiliar with the Farms' work. The invitation to join the mailing

list has been given prominence in each issue of ' Seasonable Hints,' and the aid given by

the banks, referred to above, has resulted in many names being added. At each exhi-

bition and fair attended an invitation was given to all visitors to give in their names.

By the above means the lists have been increased from 70,000 to- about 22.5,000

names. As rapidly as equipment will permit, it is hoped to give every farmer in Can-

ada a personal invitation to have his name placed on the mailing lists of the Depart-

ment. This is, of course, a very heavy undertaking and before its inception requires

much time and thought in perfecting machinery to handle the great influx of names

which would result.

Ottawa.
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EXHIBITION CIRCULARS.

These were got out, primarily, for distribution at all fairs where a Dominion
Experimental Farms Exhibit was made. They have proved their great value as a

means of arousing interest and spreading information. They are brief, popularly-

written treatises and the collection covers most of the main features of Canadian
agriculture. Besides those distributed at fairs, there has been a considerable numbev
sent by mail to applicants and a wide use has been made of them in answering cor-

respondents making enquiries on the subjects treated of therein. The list of the Exhi-

bition Circulars issued during the past fiscal year is as follows :

—

Number.
1. Natural Incubation.

Artificial Incubation.
Varieties of grain recommended by the Dominion Cerealist for Manitoba and

Saskatchewan.
Varieties of grain recommended by the Dominion Cerealist for Alberta.
Distribution and Sale of Seed Grain.
The Farmers' Poultry House.
Profitable Field Root Varieties for Ontario and adjacent parts of Quebec.
Profitable Field Root Varieties for the Maritime Provinces and Eastern Quebec.
Crop Rotations for Central and Ea.stern Canada.
Awnless Brome Grass vs. V*^extern Rya Grass.

Growing Grapes for Home Use.
The Farm Flock.
Brooding and Rearing of Young Chicks.

Sweet Clover—The Truth.
Top Grafting.
Hot Bed and Cold Frames.
Protection of Fruit Trees from Mice and Rabbits and care of Injured Trees.

Bee-Keeping in Canada.
Tobacco Culture in Canada.
Clean Milk.
Profit from Dairy Cows.
Coulommier Cheess.
Cream Cheeee and Butter.

Seed Treatment for Grain Smut.
Catalogue of Publications.

The Farmer as a Manufacturer. Part I.

The Farmer as a Manufacturer. Part II.

The Farmer as a Manufacturer. Part III.

Duck Raising.
The Management of Turkeys.
The Management of Geese.
Nature's Bank.
The Feeding of Live Stock.

The Farm Well.
Crop Rotations for Dry Farming Districts of Canada.
Varieties of Grain Recommended by the Dominion Cerealist for British Columbia.
Varieties of Grain Recommended by the Dominion Cerealist for Quebec and

Ontai'io.

Varieties of Grain Recommended by the Dominion Cerealist for the Maritime
Provinces.

39. Planning the Home Lot.

40. Beautiful Homes and How the Farmer May Make Them
41. Tile Drainage of the Farm.
42. Lime Water for the Preservation of Eggs.
43. Trap Nests.
44. Potato Scab.
45. Do You Know Your Weeds?
46. Apple Scab.
47. Seed Oats.
48. Forage Crops and Pasture Grasses.

49. How the Ripening of Grain Crops May Be Hastened.

50. Potato Growing in the Maritime Provinces.

51. Facts About Honey.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

2S.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

\

Ottawa.
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THE MULTIGRAPH.

The work of the Division would have been greatly hampered without the multi-

graph which was placed in its charge about six months ago. A number of short press

notices were issued during the year and sent out for publication. These dealt mainly

with problems arising from seasonal conditions, etc., where it was essential that the in-

formation or advice be in the farmers' hands promptly. Had it been necessary to have

the press copy printed, the delay would have greatly reduced, if not destroyed, the value

of the articles in question.

In addition, large numbers of cards, hand bills, report forms, circular letters, etc.,

have been run off for this and other Divisions of the Central Farm, and also for the

branch Farms, effecting a considerable saving in bills for printing. In all 44,330 copies

of the above have been made on this machine.

EXHIBITIONS.

This was one of the main features of the work of the Division of Extension and
Publicity, during the year. By Experimental Farm displays at exhibitions and fairs,

an endeavour was made by ocular demonstration to introduce the work of the Farms
and to press home some of the results obtained therefrom.

In past years a few exhibits had been made here and there, but they were small in

number, were without definite plan, and depended for their material upon that avail-

able at the nearest Experimental Farm or Station. Many features of the work were

not represented and there was, perhaps, a tendency to make the useful, secondary to the

ornamental side of the display. It was possible this year further to organize and per-

fect the scheme incepted in 1914. The main features of the plan were as follows :

—

1. To make known not only the lines of work going on at the Central Farm, but

also, and more particularly, the work of the branch Farms and Stations, and to induce

the farmers to get into touch with the Farms nearest them, since by this means, they

would receive information more promptly and from a source more in immediate con-

tact with their local conditions.

2. While endeavouring to make the exhibit attractive, to make the useful, instruc-

tional side of it pre-eminent.

3. Using the Central and branch Farms as centres, to arrange circuits for portable

exhibits, embracing as many fairs in each circuit as possible, and endeavouring to cover

as many agricultural districts as might be, in all parts of Canada. , There were, of

course, many sections where no Farm exhibit was shown last year, and there is great

room for expansion in this regard. Clashing of dates of fairs and transportation diffi-

culties prevented exhibiting in some cases, but 145 fairs were attended in all during the

season of 1915. It is hoped to cover more ground next year and to pay special attention

to the smaller fairs as it is felt that a considerable proportion of farmers are unable to

attend the larger exhibitions.

Outside of the Central Canada Exhibition at Ottawa, and those fairs in the

neighbourhood to which an exhibit was sent directly from the Central Farm, the plan

adopted was to have an exhibition staging made up here and shipped to each branch

Farm. At the Central Farm models of buildings and apparatus were also made, and

many of the main features of the exhibit prepared. The branch Farms receiving this

material added thereto displays of the results in the lines of work carried on at such

branch Farms, arranged for fresh supplies of fruits, vegetables and flov/ers througliout

the exhibition circuit and sent men with the exhibit to set it up at each fair, arrange

for transportation, reply to visitors' inquiries, take names for the mailing list and

distribute publications. By this means, while a definite, uniform plan of advertising

Ottawa.
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the Experimental Farms' sj'stem as a whole was made possible, opportunity was

afforded each branch Farm of introducing features of local interest. That the scheme

as a whole was a good one is evidenced by the numerous letters of commendation

received from exhibition managers and from the general public.

The portable exhibits sent out directly to fairs from Ottawa were similar to those

sent the branch Farms for their circuits. The panels were made of beaver board

painted in two shades of brown with gold lines. The table covers were green and the

curtains dark green. The colour scheme was pleasing, and the beaver board made tlie

whole serviceable yet light and easy to erect and take down. The panels were made so

as to set up in any form to suit the shape of building met with.

Three circuits were operated from Ottawa and in addition special exhibits were

sent to Richmond and to Eussell. These circuits and the attendants at each were:

—

No. 1 (Mi: F. Bingham)—
Perth, -August 31-September 2. Beamsville, September 23-24.

Belleville, September 6-7. Caj'uga, September 27-28.

Brighton, September 9-10. Fort Erie, September 29-30.

Oshawa, September 13-15. Burford, October 5-6.

Weston, September 17-18. Simcoe, October 12-14.

Niagara-on-the-Lake, September 21-22.

No. 2 {Mr. W. Croskery)—
London, September 10-18. "Wlaeatley, October 4-5.

Parkhill, September 23-24. Blenheim, October 7-8.

Thedford, September 27-28. Burlington, October 11.

Forest, September 28-30. Milton, October 12-13.

No.' 3 (Messrs. G. Muir, R. M'hite, F. Broicn, in turn)—
Brockville.September 7-8. Newmarket, September 29-October 1.

Napanee, September 14-15. Bolton, October 4-5.

Barrie, September 20-'22. Dundalk, October 7-8.

Bradford, September 25-2S.

CENTRAL CANADA EXHIBITION,

This was held September 10-18, 1915. The Farms' exhibit thereat did not differ in

character from those shown at other fall fairs in Canada, but the greater space allowed,

and the fact that transportation was not a difficulty to be overcome, permitted of more
elaborate staging. A few notes descriptive of this exhibit, but applicable generally to

all the other exhibits shown throughout the Dominion, may be of interest. These notes

are followed by brief reports on the Exhibition circuits served from the branches.

The exhibit was arranged in court fashion at the north end of the new Horticul-

tural Building; the arrangement and artistic design, though secondary to the exhibit

proper, showed it off very effectually. The exhibit as it appeared to people entering the

building by the main entrance is illustrated herewith.

The complete exhibit included something from each Division of the Central Farm.

The space allotted, to the Animal Husbandry Division was taken up princii:)ally by

models, one of the most valuable of which, from an educational viewpoint, was a plank

frame truss barn and cattle stable showing the Eutherford system of ventilation. Other

models were a portable hog cabin, a silo, a sheep feed rack for hay and grain, a lamb

feed trough, and a sheep dipping tank and enclosure. Another model showing the

wastage or loss of valuable plant food which occurs by leaching and evaporation from

the manure pile, attracted a great deal of attention ; a pile of manure of 8,000 pounds

exposed under the same conditions to which a great many piles are exposed, was shown

to diminish 3,900 pounds in three months. Photographs of the interior and exterior of

some of the buildings on the Central Farm were hung on the panels and various

legends as, ''Flushing the ewes well on extra good pasture before the breeding season

will mean more and stronger lambs next year," " Winter a few cows well—more money

than wintering many cows badly," or the information that " Free working plans of

farm buildings may be had on request," indicated that the Animal Husbandry Division

was at tlie disposal of every farmer who cared to use it.

Ottawa.
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Samples of butter, cream cheese, and Coulommier cheese in cold storage, with the

outfits for making them, were shown, also the comparative values of milk marketed at a

cheese factory, as butter, as pure city milk, as Coulommier cheese and as cream cheese.

A babeock tester with a spring milk balance and milk record sheets, and some simple

and imj)ortant veterinary- appliances and medicines completed the exhibit from this

Division.

Poultry Division.—The exhibit from the Poultry Division comprised models of a

portable colony house, a permanent ''Farmer's" poultry house for 100 hens, various

feed and grit hoppers and a simply-made trap nest. An electric incubator and hover in

which were newly hatched chicks, attracted considerable attention. Egg cartons and
boxes and shaping boards showing how to pack dressed poultry properly for shipping

were also shown. A special feature of this exhibit was a minature pond in which were
specimens of ducks and geese of the breeds best-known in Canada. Timely and valu-

able legends were in evidence in this exhibit also, such as " Market the old hens as

soon as the breeding season is over," " Dispose of all non-producers," and the informa-

tion that ducks should be marketed " green " that is when they get their first coat of

feathers from 10 to 12 weeks of age, and no water should be given them to swim in.

The statement that 66 green ducks (Pekin) sold by the Central Experimental Farm at

10^ weeks of age brought nearly 200 per cent on cost of feed is worth looking into by
any person who is in a position to keep waterfowl.

Field Hushandry Division.—A very interesting and valuable feature of the Field

Husbandry exhibit was a model of a field which was thoroughly underdrained. The
two main systems of underdraining, the Gridiron and the Herring Bone systems,

were shown under conditions that required each special system. Eunning water

through the miniature tile served to make the need of underdrainage very apparent.

Samples of good and poor tile with correctly and incorrectly made joints, a homemade
drainage level and a small model of a sand trap were shown. On the panel two enlarged

photos of corn, one on well drained land and the other on undrained land, showed
a very striking difference in favour of the corn on well drained soil.

At the end of the Field Husbandry exhibit .a space was allotted for Exhibition
Circulars which were distributed to those who desired them. The mailing list was also

kept here and the names of all desiring to receive the Dominion Experimental Farms
publications were taken and filed. Posters such as, " Register here if you wish to

obtain the publications of the Experimental Fai'm, no charge," or " We will send our
publications to you free of charge, what are you interested in ? Write your name, post-

office and province."

Tohacco Division.—Samples of tobacco leaf for pipe and for cigar fillers and wrap-

pers were put up very attractively. Oin the panel were illustrations of a tobacco truck.

Botanical Division.—Some samples of flax were on exhibition, showing the.

various stages through which it must go in being manufactured from flax straw into

the finest Irish linen. The Experimental Farms are now investigating the possibilities

of growing flax for fibre. If the experiments prove successful, and there is no reason

-apparent why they should not, farmers will be able to make flax a much more profitable

crop than it is at present. Various plant diseases, and weeds in dift'erent stages of

growth were also shown. The exhibit of diseased potatoes was particularly good.

Cereal Division.—The cereal exhibit consisted of displays, in receptacles and in

the sheaf, of those varieties of grain which are recommended by the Dominion Cerealist

for the different districts throughout Canada. Varieties originated on the Dominion
Experimental Farms were given prominence; foremost amongst these was the now
famous Marquis wheat which holds the world's record for largest yield, and is the

winner of the World's Ch-ampionship for the best bushel of wheat for four successive

years, 1911-1914. This wheat, by its early maturity, has added millions of acres to the

wheat producing area of Canada.

Ottawa.
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The Prelude wheat which was produced for extreni'e northern districts where the

higher yielding and later varieties will not mature, matures in ninety days and gives a

fair yield with a high weight per bushel.

Division of Forage Plants.—Thi> exhibit consisted of specimens of various recom-

mended varieties of roots, ensilage corns, and grass and clover seeds.

Legends such as '"'Insure your clover and alfalfa crop against winter l-ilUng. by

growing your own seed," or '' Why buy your root seed when you can grow better seed at

home that will produce larger crops," were displayed. A one-half acre plot at the

Central Experimental Farm produced this year 2G7 pounds of Mammoth Long Red
Mangel seed. Photographs showing fields under various forage crops were shown.

Horticultund Division.—The space allotted to this Division was not filled with a

large, indiscriminate display of fruits, but consisted of specimens of varieties of fruits

recommended for the Ottawa Valley, seedling apples originated' on the Central Farm,

also cross-bred apples of good quality. Seedlings of such standard varieties as Mcin-

tosh Red and Wealthy were grouped around the, parent in such a way that they might

be compared most conveniently. Of 1,288 seedlings of apples wliich have fruited at

the Experimental Farm at Ottawa only 96 have been named. I;

Home production of vegetable seed was recommended and specimens of cauli- '{

flower, cabbage, and celery in seed, in plots, were to be seen. \
What is being done along plant breeding lines was shown by specimens of early $

varieties of sweet corn and tomatoes, showing the original variety and the following j-

generations.
^

A very attractive feature of this exhibit was a model of a farm, showing ideal •

farm home surroundings. The legeaid above it read, " The Ideal for Canada's Farmer,"

with twenty reasons why the farmer should pay more attention to the improvement

and beautifying of the farm home surroundings.
,

t

A mod'cl of a good hotbed showing the construction in detail attracted a great *

deal of attention. %

Bee Division.—An observation hive in which the bees could be seen at work was

an interesting feature of this exhibit. Sami^les of clover, buckwheat, dandelion, fire-

weed and basswood honey, were very attractively put up and arranged, and various

cakes and biscuits made with honey were in evidence, with the legend,
—

'' Cakes and

biscuits made with honey never become stale.^' A beginners's outfit, including a 10-

frame Langstroth hive and a honey extractor, completed this exhibit.

Division of Chemistry.—In the chemistry exhibit there was available to the wide-

awake farmer a great deal of valuable information if he would take the time to go

through the exhibit thoroughly. On one end of the table two samples of cotton seed

meal were shown, one of which was worth $27 per ton and the other $37 per ton, yet

the market price of these two grades of feed was practically the same. On analysis

the dearer one of these feeds was shown to be much higher in protein and fat content *
.-=j

than the other—hence its greater value. It follows that it pays to note the chemical
f

analysis of all commercial cattle feeds when buying them. In another section of the i

exhibit the greater capacity of loam soil over sandy soil for holding water was

demonstrated by means of glass tubes of different bores wherein the height to which

water will rise by capillarity could be readily seen.

Next came a group of commercial fertilizers which replaced the three most import-

ant elements of plant food of which a soil may become deficient, namely, tnitrogen,

phosphoric acid, and potash. Ordinary barnyard manure has been shown by analyiris

to replace all three of these important plant food constituents.

Samples of rock from which our conunon types of soil have originated were shown.

The correct and incorrect location of the farm well was demonstrated by means of a

diagram or chart.

Otta^vva.
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EXPERIMENTAL STATION FOR PRINCE EDWARD
ISLAND, CHARLOTTETOWN, P.E.I.

J. A. CIAEK, B^.A., SUPEEINTENDENT.

EXHIBITION AND EXTENSION WORK.

During 1915 the Experimental Station at Charlottetown was represented at six

agricultural exhibitions in the province.

The first attended was the third annual flower show conducted by the Prince
Edward Island Floral Association, held at Charlottetown, August 21-25. This was
largely attended and the Station exhibit of sweet peas, consisting of one hundred and
ten named species, and a large variety of other cut flowers, was especially attractive.

The observation hive attracted much attention and considerable information was dis-

tributed on the subject of bee culture.

The second show of the season was the Provincial Exhibition held Vit Charlotte-
town on September 21-21. The attendance was between twenty-five and thirty

thousand. The Station exhibit occupied a central portion of the main building and a
g'reat deal of admiration was expressed for the beautiful tinting of the panels and the

arrangement of the roots, vegetables and sheaves of grain. One sheaf of Lincoln oats.

measuring approximately sixty-eight inches in height was greatly admired. The
observation hive received a great deal of attention as, in fact, did all the models. The
one demonstrating the shrinkage of manure while in com]X)st, was one of the most use-

ful and instructive models shown. Many who saw it and had it e:xplained to them were
deeply impressed with its teaching.

On either side of the central panel were two large sheaves of corn which had
attained the height of over eleven feet. These were greatly admired and many questions
were answered regarding their cultivation, the fertilizers used, etc., and several varieties

of both sweet and field corn were recommended to the large number of people who
seemed interested in the subject.

A large number of names were secured for the mailing list, and many circulars

were distributed.

The third show of the season, the Kings County Exhibition, held at Georgetown,
September 29, was rather poorly attended. However, a few names were secured for the
mailing list, and some literature was distributed.

The fourth show attended was the Prince County Exhibition, held at Summerside,
September 30 and October 1. There was a good attendance on both days. The space

allotted permitted of the erection of the whole panelling, so that all the models and
legends were placed on exhibition. The Station exhibit of roots and grains attracted

much attention, also the models of henhouses, plank frame truss barn and silo. A
number of names were secured for the mailing list and considerable information was
given in regard to the different models, their advantage and practical uses.

The fifth show was a general agricultural exhibition held at Souris, Kings county,

October 5. The space allotted enabled about half the models and legends to be

exhibited, along with the Station grain and potatoes. A large mumber of questions

were answered regarding the different models. A number of names were secured for

the mailing list, and some bulletins were distributed.

The last show attended was held at Alberton, Prince county, October 13. There
was a good attendance amd a number of names were added to the mailing list. A large

number of circulars were distributed. The observation hive attracted a good deal of

attention, atnd considerable informlation was given with reference to the obtaining of

barn plans, etc.
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EXPERIMENTAL STATION FOR ANNAPOLIS AND
CORNWALLIS VALLEYS, KENTVILLE, N.S.

W. S. BLAIR, STJPERINTENDENT.

EXHIBITION AND EXTENSION WORK.

An exhibit of produce grown at this Station and models of farm buildings,

poultry equipment, apiary supplies, etc., was put up at Nova Scotia Provincial Exhi-

bition, Halifax, N.S., September 8-16. The same exhibit was shown at Bridgewater,

Lunenburg county, N.S., September 29 to October 1.

The exhibit occupied a wall space of 60 feet with a table three feet wide in front

on which the produce and various models were displayed. Leaflets, bulletins and

reports were distributed to the many visitors who took occasion to study the exhibit.

The farmers visiting the exhibition were apparently interested and desirous of securing

reliable information.
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EXPERIMENTAL FAEM FOR NOVA SCOTIA, NAPPAN,
N.S.

W. W. BAIRD, B.S.A., SUPERINTENDENT.

EXHIBITION AND EXTENSION WOEK.

The exhibit from this Farm consisted of material sent from Ottawa, together with
samples of the varieties of grain most suitable for Nova Scotia, bottled fruit and honey.
The exhibit was staged at Halifax, Shubenacadie, Guysboro', Antigonish, and the
Maritime Winter Fair.

The Halifax Exhibition from September 8 to 16, was very well attended. Many
questions with reference to the demonstration models were asked and information given.

From September 22 to 24, the e-ihibit was displayed at Shubenacadie. At this

exhibition, mlany of the farmers from the surrounding district were in attendance, and
consequently a great deal of interest was shown in the Farms' exhibit, and a large

number of circulars, especially on live stock work and cereals, were distributed.

The Guysborough exhibition was held September 28 and 29, ajad notwithstanding

unfavourable weather the attendance was very fair, great interest being shown in the

agricultural exhibits.

The exhihit was shown at Antigonish from September 30 to October 1. Many
questions were asked on the work of the Experimental Farms, and numerous circulars

and bulletins distributed.
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EXPERIMENTAL STATION FOR NEW BRUNSWICK,
FREDERICTON, N.B.

W. W. HUBBARD, SUPERINTENDENT.

EXHIBITION AND EXTENSION WORK.

The full exhibit from this Station was shown at St. Stephen, Fredericton, and
Chatham, while at Centreville where the fair occurred on the same day as the one at

Chatham, an exhibit was staged showing potatoes, apples and grain, illustrating potato
diseases, etc. At St. Stephen and CentreviUe many visitors were present from the state

of Maine.
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EXPERIMENTAL STATION, STE. ANNE DE LA
POCATIERE, QUE.

JOSEPH BEGIN, SUPERINTENDENT.

EXHIBITION AND EXTENSION WORK.

For some years past, the agricultural societies of tlie eastern part of the province

of Quebec have not, apparently, taken a great interest in the holding of local fairs.

There are some exceptions, however. The Agricultural Society of Montmagny county

holds a fair every two or three yeai'3 and the well-known Horticultural Society of

L'Islet has held an annual fair since its inception, forty-two years ago.

MONTMAGNY.

The fair this year was held on September 17 and 18, and the exhibit from the

Dominion Experimental Farms was an attractive and prominent feature. The attend-

ance was between eight and nine thousand and great interest in the Farms' exhibit

was shown by all. A great deal of information was furnished visitors, on growing
fruits and vegetables, bee-keeping and flax and tobacco growing.

A specially interesting feature was an exhibit of different varieties of corn for

ensilage, at various stages of growth. This aroused much questioning amd discussion

on the place of ensilage corn in the rotation, preparation of land for the crop, sowing,

cultivation, etc.

The models and legends also interested a great many.

STE. ANNE DE LA POCATIERE.

This was the first fair of the kind to be held here and was arranged for jointly by
the Experimental Station and the Horticultural Societies of Kamouraska and L'Islet.

The fair was a great success, some 7,000 farmers attending. A special feature was
the display of excellent varieties of fruits. The Station exhibit aroused great interest

and a wide distribution of publications was made both here and at Montmagny,
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EXPEEIMEKTAL STATION, CAP ROUGE, QUE.

G. A. LANGELIER, SUPERINTENDENT.

EXHIBITION AND EXTENSION WORK.

The Cap Rouse Station tad an exhibit- at six Provincial Exhibitions and four

County Fairs, in 1915.

THREE Rn'ERS.

This is a provincial exhibition and was held in the above named city from
August 21 to 28, About 3,000 i)ersons saw the Statiom's installation wtich was awarded

a diploma for " the best exhibit of agricultural and horticultTiral products." The
space ec'vered was 75 feet by 10, 4 feet on the table and 6 on the wall. The background

was made of panels sent from Ottawa, with bunting above. In the middle was a map
showing the location of the Experimental Farms and Stations throughout Canada. On
each side were small sheaves of the different varieties of wheat, oat5, barley, and field

peas grown in the experimental plots at Cap Rouge; these were tied with coloured

ribbon, were properly labelled so that visitors could see what they were, and in front

of each was a bottle containing grain of the same variety. There were also four large

sheaves, about forty inches in diameter, made up of Banner oats, llanchurian barley,

Hviron wheat, and timothy; in front of the first three were cards saying that they are

the kinds specially recommended for this district. Then came models of rotations, of

shrinkage of manure heaps, of farm buildings, of hot-beds, of poultry houses, all of

which interested farmers very much. Besides the above, there were a great many
varieties of corn for silage, grasses, tobacco, fruit, vegetables, flowers, eggs and honey.

Two observation hives seemed to be a centre of attraction, as there was always a crowd
around them. What interested visitors most was poultry, about which more informa-

tion was asked for at this exhibition than anything else. The association is very keen

to get an exhibit from the Station another year.

QUEBEC CITY.

This Exhibition is a provincial one and was held in the above named city from
August 2S to September 4. About 8,000 persons passed through the Hall of Industry,

where the Station's exhibit was staged. The space covered was 115 feet by 10. More
room than usual was occupied and a more elaborate display made, on account of the

celebratioin of the 25th anniversary of the Good Farms Competition, a whole wing of

the Palace of Industry being used by the Federal and Provincial Departments of

Agriculture. It was admitted by everybody that, at no time or place, in the province

of Quebec, has such a display of agricultural and horticultural products been made as

was done here in 1915 by the two Governments. The Farms' installation was about as

at Three Rivers, but on a larger scale. A special attraction was the name of the

Station in large letters of white candytuft placed in green moss. What seemed to

interest farmers most was vegetables, fruit, flowers, and honey. A gold medal was
awarded to the Station, the third year in succession, for its exhibit.

ST. CASIMIR.

This is the Portneuf County Fair, and it was held on September 8, The associa-

tion built a shed to take in the Station's exhibit, which occupied a spaco of SO feet by
10. About 1,000 persons saw the installation from Cap Rouge and the exhibit of grain

interested visitors most.
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Plate XCIV.

Experimental Farms Exhibit. Grand Forks, B. C.
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Plate XCV

Experimental Farms Exhibit, Burton, B. C.
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PLESSISVILLE.
9

This is tte Megantic county (Division B) Fair and it was held on September 14,

The exhibit from Cap Eouge occupied a space of 60 feet by 10, and interested very
much the 700 visitors who saw it. Grain and corn for silage were the topics about
which most farmers made enquiries.

VICTORUVILLE.

This is the Arthabaska County Fair, and it was held on September 21. The
Station's exhibit covered a space of 80 feet by 10 but was seen by only about 500 people
as it rained during the day of the fair. Vegetables seemled to interest visitors very
much at this place.

CHATEAU RICHER.

This is the Montmorency County Fair and it was held on September 30. The
Station's exhibit filled the lower flat of a two-story 45 by 20 construction whilst the

upper part was used by the association for farm products shown in competition. This
building is quite a distance from where the live stock was and not more than 300 per-

sons came in. Fruit was of the most interest to visitors here.

KEAV EXGLAKD FAIRS.

At the request of Mr. Theo. Hamel, Colonization Agent of the Dominion Govern-
ment, Quebec, and with the authorization of the Director of Experimental Farms, col-

lections of vegetables, grain and honey were prepared for four New Englamd Fairs:

Central Maine, Eockingham, Lancaster, N.H., and Eochester, N.H. Though not in

competition, these exhibits were awarded a special first prize ribbon at each of these

fairs.

GETTING IN TOUCH WITH AGEICULTUEISTS.

Besides their great educational value, these exhibits afford an excellent opportunity
to the Superintendent, liis assistant, and the men in charge, to come into intimate con-
tact with a great number of farmers who have not yet visited the Station, and there is

no doubt that everybody derives g-reat benefit from this closer association. Oftentimes,
interesting problems are discussed which lead to a visit by the Superintendent to a
farm where local conditions require special methods. When on the ground a couple
of neighbours are met and generally a small excursion from that parish comes to the
Station within a short time. It seems that this is getting into close touch with the
farmer which is certainly an advantage to all concerned.

SECUEING NAMES FOE THE MAILING LIST.

The work of the Experimental Farms system should be of value to the greatest

possible number of people, and the majority, for the present at; least, can only be
reached by publications giving the result of the research work undertaken all through
the country. As it is the aim to send out these publications to as many farmers as

possible, one of the main things, at exhibitions, is to secure the names of persons
interested in agricultural matters. At the six fairs where this Station had an exhibit,

about 2,400 names were secured for the mailing list. All these will receive the
bulletins issued by the Experimental Farms which will materially add to the value of

the great educational campaign undertaken at exhibitions.

Cap Eouge.
16—101
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EXPERIMENTAL STATION FOR THE EASTERN TOWN-
SHIPS, LENNOXVILLE, QUE.

J. A. McCLARY, SUPERINTENDENT.

EXHIBITION AXD EXTENSION WORK.

The fall of 191.5 marked the beginning of the Farms' exhibition work at the local

fairs of the Eastern Townships. Six fairs were attended and exhibits set up, varying

in their component parts as was deemed wise. For the local fairs, the main exhibit

was divided into two parts, so that if two fairs occurred on the same date, they might

both be visited.

The Valleyfield Exhibition in the district of Beauharnois was the first fall fair

attended from the Lennoxville Station in the fall of 1915, taking place August 17-20.

A 35-foot space was allotted to the Station in the Industrial Building for the exhibit,

which consisted of models of barns, piggeries, and poultry equipment, as well as grains,

vegetables and flowers grown at the Lennoxville Station. One hundred and three

names were secured for the mailiug list.

The Stanstead County Fair was held at Ayer's Cliff from August 31 to Septem-

ber 3. The weather was all that could be desired during the three days on which the

fair was in progress and large crowds of people attended. The space for the Station

exhibit was situated in the main building, in such a position that all who entered the

hall could not help coming in touch with it. The exhibit was 24 feet long, and consisted

of models, of bee supplier, poultry and horticulture. There were also specimens of

seed corn on the ear, grasses, cereals, flowers and vegetables from the Lennoxville

Station. At this fair, 179 names for the mailing list were secured.

The Compton County Agricultural Society No. 2 held their annual fair at Scots-

town, Que., located about 40 miles east of Sherbrooke on the main line to St. John.

This being a county fair, the attenda-nce olrtained at larger showa could not be expected

as this fair only draws from a small radius of a few townships. The management was

able to devote 25 feet of space to the Station exhibit, which consisted of models of

Inirns, sheep-feeding racks, silos, and other farm buildings, also vegetables, cereals, and

flowers, representing the cultural work carried on at the Lemnoxville Station.

Canada's Great Eastern Exhibition is the banner fair for the Eastern Townships,

and was held at Sherbrooke, Quebec, during the week September 4 to 11. A booth was

erected in the main building to contain the Station's exhibit, which occupied a space

of 44 feet im length and was composed of models of farm buildings, poultry equipmfent,

and suggestions for horticulturists and bee keepers. In addition to the above, good

specimens of grasses, clovers, cereals and com grown at the Experimental Station

were shown. A full exhibit of flowers and vegetables made up the cultural part of the

exhibit, and numerous mottoes were hung at various places alongside. The mailing

list shows that 722 people, most of whom were farmers, left their names for

publications.

The Richmond County Fair was held at Richmond under the direction of the

Richmond County Agricultural Society, September 16-17. The space allotted for the

Station's exhibit was in the new main building near the main entrance. The exhibit

occupied 24 feet, which gave ample room for the models, mottoes, vegetables and flowers.

This locatiom in the building enabled everybody to be reached as they entered the

building, and 137 people left their names for the mailing list. There was great demand
for the circulars treating on all branches of the work.

The Wolf County Fair was held at Marbleton, September 22, under the direction

of the Wolf County Agricultural Association, and was the smallest fair visited during

the season. The exhibit was placed in the main building, and occupied a space of 24

feet. Models of farm buildings and farm equipment, poultry equipment and a quantity

of vegetables and flowers, made up the exhibit. At this fair 73 names were added to

the mailing list.
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EXPERIMENTAL FARM, BRANDON, MAN.

W. C. McKILLICAN, B.S.A., SUPERINTENDENT.

EXHIBITION AND EXTENSION WORK.

Dominion Experimental Farms' exhibits were made at the following fourteen

fairs held in Manitoba last season:—Neepawa, Carman, Roland, Morden, Hartney,
Elgin, Carberry, Brandon, Souris, Virden, Oak Lake, Russell, MacGregor, Birtle.

Marked interest in the various features of the exhibit was shown at all points. The
Superintendent and his assistants had frequent opportunities of discussing farm topics

with visitors, a wide distribution of publications was made and considerable additions

to the mailing lists were secured.

IG—101}
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EXPERIMENTAL FAEM FOE SASKATCHEWAN,
INDIAN HEAD, SASK.

W. H. GIBSON, B.S.A., STJPERINTENDENT.

EXHIBITION AND EXTENSION \YORK.

An exhibit from ttis Farm was eIioavii in 1915 at the following points:—Eegina,

Swift Current, Wolseley and WLitewood.
These exhibitions were well attended, and numerous inquiries were made regarding

the various branches of mixed farming.
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EXPEEIMENTAL STATION, ROSTHERN, SASK.

WM. A. MUNRO, B.A., B.S.A., SUPERINTENDENT.

EXHIBITION AND EXTENSION WOEK.

During the early part of the year 1915, arrangements •uere made with the Division

of Extension and Publicity whereby they supplied for this Station an elaborate exhibit

displaying various phases of the work being carried on by the Experimental Farms in

general and by this Station in particular, and illustrating the results of many of the

more important exijeriments. The complete exhibit occupied a wall space of 50 feet

by 6 feet and a table space of the same length and 3 to 4 feet wide.

Under the head of Animal Husbandry were models of stables, barn fixtures and con-

venient appliances. Associated with this were exhibits from the Division of Forage
Plants illustrating by means of plants and charts the best varieties and methods of

growing various fodder crops aJid the results of feeding tests.

The Field Husbandry Division illustrated by means of charts the best rotations

and best methods of summer-fallow, stubble treatment and other phases of cultivation.

Under Cereals were illustrated in glass jars samples of the leading varieties of

grains, with charts showing the relative yields. Sheaves of various grains grown at

the Kostherji Station were also displayed.

The Poultry Division had a display of various models of hen-houses, colony houses,

trap-nests and feed hoppers and charts illustrating rations.

In the Bee Division was a working hive of bees and models of hives, honey
extractors, and other appliances.

The Horticultural Division, in addition to demonstrating many results of their

work in the way of fruit, vegetables and flower cultivation, lent attractiveness to the

whole exhibit by a display of preserved fruits, fresh fruits, and cut flowers.

The services of Mr. G. B. Bodman, third year student of the Agricultural College

at Saskatoon were secured to take charge of the exhibit.

A large number of agricultural societies throughout the northern part of the

province were written to with the view of making arrangements for the display of this

exhibit for their summer and fall fairs, but owing to poor railway service in some dis-

tricts and to lack of arrangement of the fairs in circuits, it was only possible to take

the exhibit to a small number of places.

Many of the buildings at the Saskatoon exhibition were occupied by the soldiers

in training an^ good accommodation could not be secured, as a consequence of which

the exhibit did not meet with the appreciation that it had done in previous years.

Nevertheless the visiting public spoke well of it and the mapagingr,^irectors expressed

a'wish for it to return the following year.

In Prince Albert a large part of the lower floor of the main hall was available for

the Rosthern exhibit and crowds were in attendance all the time asking questions con-

cerning every phase of farm work and expressing on all sides appreciation of the work

being carried on by the Experimental Farms.

Two smaller exhibitions were visited namely, Eadisson and Kinistino. The Agri-

cultural Society at Eadisson put up a special building for the Station exhibit and have

requested that it return every year. Kinistino gave accommodation in the main hall

and request another exhibit from the Statiom in 1916.

Wherever comment was made on the exhibit, it was favourable and this year with

the experience gained from last year, with closer touch being kept with the Provincial

Department, and with the arrangement of fairs into circuits, it is hoped to attend a

larger number.
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EXPERIMENTAL STATION FOR NORTHWESTERN
SASKATCHEWAN, SCOTT, SASK.

M. J. TINLINE, B.S.A., ACTING SUPERINTENDENT.

EXHIBITION AND EXTENSION WORK.

The exhibit from this Station consisted of strong exhibits of forage plants and

small fruits, a number of the most suitable varieties of cereals, both threshed and in

the sheaf, photographs illustrating different lines of cultural work carried on at the

Station, and a series of glass tubes filled with grain in proportion to the returns

secured by using varying amounts of seed. Collections of hardy jjerennial cut flowers,

fresh fruit, and garden i>eas in the pod when in season were forwarded daily to the

exhibition.

The following summer fairs were visited: Macklin, July 27, Unity, July 23,

Wilkie, July 29-30. Cut Knife, August 3, Luseland, August 5, North Battleford,

August 9-11, and 'Lloydminster, August 19-20.

Macklin was the first fair at which the exhibit was staged. A tent was erected in

the centre of the main part of the grounds, for its accommodation. The attendance

was approximately 800, and numierous inquiries were made relative to the different

branches of the Farms' work.

At Unity the Station was allotted the central space, facing the competitive cereal

exhibits. The models of farm buildings and poultry equipment received much atten-

tion. Visitors at the exhibit eumbered approximately 600.

A building was erected at the Wilkie fair to accommodate the Experimental Farms'

exhibit, and the competitive cereal and forage crops, the Farms' exhibit occupying the

central space. The glass tubes filled with grain, the display of cut flowers and the

specimens of small fruits received much attention. Visitors here numbered about 700.

At Cut Knife the exhibit was set up in the Arts Building. The length of the

building, and the arrangement of the other exhibits, permitted setting up the Farms'

exhibit at full length. Approximately 000 people visited the exhibit at this point.

At Luseland, the exhibit was staged in a large tent, situated in the best possible

position to attract attention. Of the 700 people visiting the exhibit at this point, about

90 per cent were farmers from the surrounding district.

The exhibit was staged in the Arts Building at North Battleford, taking up the

whole of one end of the first floor, thus affording a splendid opportunity for visitors

to see the display. Most of the visitors at this fair were from the city.

At the Lloydminster fair, the exhibit was placed in a building with the farm pro-

duce, etc., entered for competition. There was an attendance of about 800 at this Fair,

95 per cent of these being interested in grain growing and dairying.
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EXPERIMENTAL STATION, LETHBRIDGE, ALTA.

W. H. FAIRFIELD, M.S., SUPERINTENDENT.

• EXHIBITION AND EXTENSION WORK.

The Experimental Farms exhibit sent out in southern Alberta from the Lethbridge

£xi3erimental Station has been a great attraction at all fairs attended and a benefit to

the farming community around. Owing to the fact that while many of the fairs were

in progress the farmers were in the midst of harvesting the greatest crop the country

has ever produced, the number of men who could spare time to visit the fairs was much
smaller than it otherwise would have been.

Besides the exhibition material sent from Ottawa, the Lethbridge Station sup-

plied the following material: (a) samples of bottled fruit and vegetables; (&) extracted

Alberta honey; (c) ears of selected Squaw corn; (d) prepared sheaves of wheat, oats,

and barley, samples of those varieties recommended by the Department for Southern

Alberta; (e) field peas in the vine, one a vine pea and the other a grain pea;

(/) bunches of alfaKa and clovers; (g) small sacks of threshed grain of recommended

varieties; (h) samples of alfalfa seed. Wherever the season and railway connections

permitted, fresh strawberries, currants, raspberries and apples were sent from the

Lethbridge Statical out upon the exhibit with suitable legends. The observation hive

of bees was carried until late in the season when the weather became too dull and cold.

At the Calgary Exhibition, early in the season, interest centered very largely

around the material from the Lethbridge Farm. This was due possibly to the fact that

the material was selected with the idea of displaying some of the more striking and

really useful crops which are unusual for this section but are found feasible, and set out

on the exhibit with a view to overcoming the tendency for an old-fashioned display of

bottled grains and sheaves arranged in the regular designs, etc.

During the season the exhibit attended a total of sixteen fairs and one convention

and exhibit of soil products.

The following is an itinerary of the fairs attended and their dates :

—

Calgary, June 20 to July 6.

Okotoks, July 13 to July 14.

Granum, August 4 to Augxist 5.

Stavely, August 6.

ClareBholm, August 12 to August 13.

Carmangay, August 17 to August 18.

Gleichen, August 19 to August 20.

Cardston, August 24 to August 25.

Magrath, August 27 to August 28.

Raymond, August 30 to September 1.

Cochrane, September 7 to September 8.

Warner, September 16 to September 17.

Taber, September 22 to September 23.

Pincher Creek, September 24 to September 25.

Grassy Lake, October 12.

Bow Island, October 21.

Western Canada Irrigation Convention at Bassano, November 23, 24, 25.

Owing to the very heavy rainfall the Okotoks fair was postponed a day but even

then the weather was unsettled and the att^endance light.

The Granum fair had very fine weather right through and a very large attendance

resulted. The exhibit was set up in a marquee, but it served very well with thirty-eight

feet of pamelling and most of the material out. The secretary had made a note of the

exhibit in his prize lisrt and much of the interest displayed by the farmers and towns-

people was due no doubt to this advertising.
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As the Stavely fair came on the day following Granum and railroad connections

were poor the exhibit was rather late in arriving, but by noon a good exhibit was in

place. The directors had placed an addition to the exhibition building to give full 50

feet space for the exhibit and it was regrettable that there was not time to set up the

whole exhibit. Nevertheless much good was accomplished here among the farmers, who
displayed great interest and asked many questionB.

Claresholm was another place where the fair was a big success. About the best

exhibit of the whole season was in place here. The building was light and enabled

one to use the full 30 feet of space with all overhead fixtures, a thing that is rarely

possible with the low ceiled buildings found on most of Alberta's fair grounds.

The Dominion Entomologist sent Mr. Walsh, assistant to the local entomologist,

here, with Eiker mounts of cutworms, army worms and other pests and their parasites,

etc., and a very instructing lecture was given on those subjects to very many who were

greatly interested.

A painted sign was obtained and nailed up over the entrance to the building the

second day and much less questioning was necessary about the position of the exhibit.

Carmangay held quite a good fair and a goodly number of people turned out. Mr.

Walsh attended here also and the people were greatly interest-ed in leamioig the

remedies for insect pests.

Unfortunately Gleichen was visited with very wet weather on both fair days and a

a poor attendance resulted. Hardly more than a hundxed came out. However, a good

exhibit was set up in hopes that the weather would clear.

The Cardston fair should have been a big success, but, being held right at the

commencement of harvest, the farmers were all too busy to come in to town, and there-

fore there was a much smaller attendance than otherwise would have been the case.

Magrath fair was about the same, but more interest was taken in the fair and a

few more turned out than at Cardston.

The Raymond fair was easily the best advertised and most progressive on the

circuit except Calgary. Two excursions were run down from Lethbridge and the

attendance was considerably over 3,500. The sports, bucking, roping, racing, etc., were

so good that the people had little time to look at exhibits, but all came in to admire

and much interest was displayed in the Experimental Farms Exhibit.

Cochrane fair was held on grounds some two miles from town and as there was

no building up, the secretary quartered the exhibit in a hall in the town. This was
hardly a success as most of the farmers had stock to attend to and returtied to their

farms as soon as the sports were over, and practically none came in during the evening

except those who were living in town.

Warner fair was poorly attended because of the large amount of work waiting in

the harvest fields. A few farmers were in for a hurried visit to the exhibit.

The Taber fair was very good and had a fine attendance. The secretary gave over

a smali> building for the exhibit but it was rather out of the way of the crowd and some
missed it. Here the cloth sign came in very handy as it was placed where it could be

seen by all who entered the main building.

Pincher Creek fair had a good attendance considering the heavy condition of the

roads in that district.

Grassy Lake fair was held but one day and was quite a success, with a good
attendance of farmers. The people of this district certainly asked miany questions

and took away many bulletins.

The Bow Island Agricultural Society held their first fair this year but the attend-

ance was large. The Editor of the local paper had published the previous week a write-

up concerning the exhibit and much of the interest taken in it here was due no doubt

to this publicity.

The Irrigation Convention at Bassano had an exhibition of soil products, and here

the exhibit was set up for the last time. Much more material was sent from the Leth-

Letiibridge.
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bridge Station, including bottled apples, plnms, and otlier fruit, and this year's sheaf

grains and grasses. Quite a number of farmers from the surrounding irrigation dis-

tricts visited the hall.

The number of practical farmers of Southern Alberta who have seen -the exhibit

and talked on different matters with the attendant, would be somewhere in the neigh-

bourhood of 4,500. The total attendance was about 11,500. The mailing lists were

made as much of a feature as was possible. Some three hundred and fifty-eight names
were sent in to Ottawa on the forms at differeoit times during the season.

Lethbridge.
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EXPERIMENTAL STATION FOR CENTRAL ALBERTA,
LACOMBE, ALTA.

G. H. HUTTON, B.S.A., SUPERINTENDENT.

EXHIBITION AND EXTENSION WORK

This Station was represented by an exhibit at the following fairs and exhibitions

during the season, the exhibit being viewed by approximately 24,000 visitors : Cross-

field, Calgary, Swalwell, Daysland, Edmonton, Stony Plain, Eed Deer, Lacombe,
Wetaskiwin, Trochu, Tofield, Lloydminster, Kitscoty, Vermilion.

At the smaller fairs, particularly, the exhibit was one of the special attractions,

and many of the farmers attending the exhibitions spent mjuch of their time with the

exhibit. The various models were a source of interest and no doubt of profit. The
photographs illustrating some phases of the work of the Station were also of interest,

while the noxious weeds shown were a source of informatian for many. At the larger

exhibitions attended the exhibit was naturally visited by a large number of people, but
apart from a lively interest in poultry and small fruits, the interest in the general

exhibit was not so great as at the smaller fairs.

1
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EXPERIMENTAL STATION FOR THE OKANAGAN
VALLEY, SUMMERLAND, B.C.

R. H. HELMER, STTPERINTENDENT.

EXHIBITION AND EXTENSION WORK

An exhibit from this Station was shown at Kamloops, Armstrong and Summerland.
Numerous inquiries were made with respect to the work of the Experimental

Farms, and literature relative to the Farma' work was distributed^
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EXPERIMENTAL STATION, INVERMERE, B.C.

G. E. PARKAM, SUPERINTENDENT.

EXHIBITION AND EXTENSION WOKK.
|
i

CranbrooTc, B.C.—This fair was held September 8. The Agricultural Society at '•

Cranbrook have an excellent building and ample space was allotted for the Experi-
mental Earms' exhibit, which was constantly surrounded by interested visitors.

Invermere, B.C.—The Invermere fair was held on the Experimental Station

grounds. Special displays were made of the products of the Station, a butter-making
contest was arranged and a demonstration of fowl trussing made.

Nelson, B.C.—This was practically a fruit fair, but great interest was shown in all .

features of the Farm exhibit, to which an excellent location was given. ,_

Grand Forls, B.C.—This was a good fair in all lines and the Experimental Farms'
display was well attended. Requests for information were 'numerous and many names
were added to the mailing lists. "^

Burton City, B.C.—The fair at this point was a comparatively small one but the i

interest shown was equal to that at any of the larger exhibitions. t

Nal-usp, B.C.—A very attractive display was made possible by the excellent loca- ;

tion given the Farms' exhibit^ and much favourable comment was received from inter- i-

ested visitors. ;

Throughout the whole circuit, the models of farm buildings were a great attrac-

tion, and the demand for publications was good at all points.
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EXPERIMENTAL FAEM FOR BRITISH COLUMBIA,
AGASSIZ, B.C.

P. H. MOORE, B.S.A., SUPERINTENDENT.

EXHIBITION AND EXTENSION WOKK.

Eive fairs were attended from tMs Farm, namely, at Vancouver, Agassiz, North
Vancouver, Chilliwaek and Mission.

Vancouver, the biggest fair in British Columbia, was held from August 13-21.

Approximately 55,000 people attended, and of these 5,000 viewed the Experimental
Farms' exhibit, 693 names being placed on the mailing list. Agricultural Hall, in

Hastings Park, where the exhibit was placed, was filled largely with fruits, flowers and
vegetables. Thousands of circulars on agricultural subjects were distributed.

Agassiz Fair was held by the Kent Agricultural Association on September 6, and
approximately 300 people attended. The exhibits were very few, and the weather was
not propitious. All present viewed the Dominion Experimental Farms' exhibit, which
formed 90 per cent of the display, but only six names were added to the mailing list.

North Vancouver Fair, held by the North Vancouver Horticultural Association, Sep-

tember 10 to 11, was entirely of a horticultural nature. Very much interest was dis-

played in horticultural subjects. Approximately 400 people attended, and 45 names
were placed on the mailing list. All visitors viewed the Farms' exhibit, and niflny

inquiries were answered relating to the Farms' work.

Chilliwaek Fair, held by the Chilliwaek Agricultural Association, September 15-17,

was the largest country fair in the province. The Dominion Experimiental Farms'

exhibit was well attended, and many questions were asked, showing that the farmers

were looking for practical information.- Approximately 800 people viewed the exhibit,

and 32 names were placed on the mailing list.

Mission Fair, held by the Mission Agricultural Association, September 22-23, was

attended by about 500 people, and 20 names were added to the mailing list.
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EXPERIMENTAL STATION FOR VANCOUVER ISLAND,
SIDNEY, B.C.

I. STEVENSON, B.S.A., M.S., SUPERINTENDENT.

EXHIBITION A^D EXTENSION WORK.

The exhibition and publicity work undertaken by this Station during the past

fiscal year was as follows:

—

South Saanich Flower Show.—^Here the Station's exhibit consisted of a display of

cut flowers, flowering plants and potted shrubs. This work was made as instructive

as possible.

Cameron-Nannose-Newcastle Agricultural Society Fair.—This was held on Sep-

tember Y, and a complete exhibit from the Station was set up, the equipment supplied

from Ottawa being used, and supplemented with a full exhibit of grains, grasses, fruits,

honey, bees, etc.

Salt Spring Island Agricultural Society Fair.—This fair was held at Ganges Har-
bour on September 22^ and the Station exhibit was the same as that used at Hilliers on
September 7.

North and South Saunich Agricultural Society Fair.—This fair was held at Saan-

ichton, September 25-26, and at this exhibition the full equipment was used, and sup-

plemented with an extensive floral display, and exhibits of fodder plants, grains, pre-

served fruits, etc.

At all these fairs, a large number of bulletins were distributed, and information

given to those seeking it. Two men were on duty with the exhibit.
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Brandon, Man.—
Clearing 290
Crops, field, cost of production of ..264-297

Yields of 262
Cultural experiments 280-296
Draining 29 6

Farm operations, dates of 263
Fertilizers, commercial, experiments

with 293
Rotations 267-279
Season, the 261
Seeding, dates of

Alfalfa 295
Flax 295

Seeding, rates of 29 6

Weather records 261
Wheat, effect of clovers and grasses

on 296

Cap Rouge, Que.—

.

Draining 260
Fencing 260
Field Crops, cost of production of. . . 252

Yields of 251
Hay, yields of with different nurse

crops 259, 260
Indian corn, hills vs. drills 258
Rotations 253-259
Season, the 250
Seeding, rates of 259
Soil management 260
Weather records 250

Charlottbtown, P.E.I.

—

Crops, field

Areas of 212
Cost of production of.; .. ..213-216
Yields of 212

Cultural experiments 224
Farm operations, dates of 211
Rotations 217-223
Season, the 210
Weather records 210

16--102i

Pack

Field Husbandman—Con.
Fredericton, n.-B.—

Clearing 243
Crops, held, yields of 240-243
Drainage 243
Fencing 2-13
Season, the 238
Weather records 239

Indian Head, Sask.—
Crops, field, cost of production of.

Yields of
Fencing ".'.

Roads "
'

'

Rotations
[ '.'.300-

Season, the
'

Shelter belts, clearing of..
Soil cultural experiments.. .. '.', ..305-
Weather records . . . .

.298,

300
299
304
305
304
297
305
311
297

[NVERMERE, B.C.

Irrigation ^TS
Rotations [[ [ ]]

'"
;;374_378

373
373

Season, the.
Weather conditions.

Kentville, N.S.—
Clearing
Crops, field, yields
Draining
Fencing
Pasture
.Season, the
Weather, the. . . .

236
CI 234,235

236
235
236
233
233

Lacomee, Alta.—
Breaking
Crops, field, cost of production of. .

'.

Cultural experiments .366-
Feed, green, yields of
Fencing '

'
' '

'

Pastures, value of land for. .
,

'.

Rotations ,'," ''359.
Season, the
Weather records

Lethbridge, Alta.—
Cultural experimtnts 355-357
Irrigation '.'.."

346
Rotations 347-354
Season, the 345
Seeding, dates of

; _] 354
Summer-fallow in Southern Alberta. 34 6
Weather records 345

372
359
-371

371
372
372
-365

358
358

Nappan, N.S.

—

Clearing
_

Crops, field, cost of piouuction of. .'

.

'

'

Yields of
Fencing ,

',

.'

'

Hay crop at
Roads '

'

Rotations 228-
Season, the
Water system
Weather records

232
227
227
232
232
232
231
225
232
22G

Ottawa, Ont., Central Experimental
Farm—

Crop, notes, 1915 . 191
Fertilizers, commercial, tests of in

rotations 206-209
Field crops, cost of production of ..193,194

yields of 192.
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Ottawa, Ont.—Continued. Page.

Rotations
"^^°"~?sl

Transmittal, letter l^^

Weather conditions, 1915 1-Jl

Observations, 1915 ^^^

ROSTHERN, SASK.

Crops, field, yields of
oon q9^

Cultural experiments , oTq
Rotations ^"^^79
Season, the.:

,12-313Weather records -,
•^^''

gcoTT, Sask.—
Breaking ^^*

Crops, field •

,
Cost of production of 6i3-o6i.

Yields of
oAf^ 111

Cultural experiments 340-d44

Fencing ooa lot
Rotations "'^'^ •^^'

Season, the ^-^
Seeding, dates of ^^^

Kates of 338

Weather records ^'^^

SIDNEY, B.C.

—

Field work, nature of in 1915 382

Oats, field crop of
^^^

Season, the "
^

Weather records '^^^

STE. ANNE DE LA POCATIERE, QUE.

Crops, field -

Cost of production of iii>, zm
Yields of ^"^^'249

Drainage. . .

^ q
Improvements i i

Rotations ^^',

Season, the ~ ']

Weather records

Animal Hwsbandman, Report of the

Dominion

—

Agassiz, B.C.

—

Dairy cattle
J9J

Breeding
Cheese maid n 5,' ^"*

Feeding, experimental »""

Clover silage vs. corn silage.... oO"

Mangels vs. carrots with silage

and straw ^^-^

Straw vs. mixed hay with man-
gels and silage 501

"Watering, bowls vs. manger. . . . BOo

Wintering yearlings, stable vs.

open shed ^'^Z

Milk records 49.t

Milk substitutes for calves 498

Raising heifers, cost of 497

Sex percentages 494

Horses •

^t
Feeding horses, cost of • ^-j'^

Sheep '^IL

Breed t^'
Cost of feeding »37

Fattening lambs, rape for oo9

Lambing results o57

Management ^^'
Production records 5oS

Swine 5-^S

Breed ^^^

Animal Husbandinan
Agassiz, B.C.

—

Con.

-Con.

PAGa
Breeding 588

Cost of feeding 590

Feeding experiment 591

Appetizer with rice meal 593
Effect of rice meal on aged sows. 594
Phosphorus, green feed, and rice

meal 595
Phosphorus with rice meal . . . . 592
Selected rice meal 596

Methods of handling 588

Production records of sows 589

BrandoNj Man.—
Beef cattle 409
Dairy shorthorns 411
Feeding experiments 409

Alfalfa hay 410
Corn silage 412
Fed in stable 410
Fed in corral 410
Green oat hay 411
Mixed grass hay.. .. 410
Straw 410

Feeding work for 1915-16 412
Dairy cattle 484

.... 484
. ... 487
.... 484
.... 487
.... 522
.... 522

heifers

.

Breeds. . .

.

Cost of raising
Milk record.s . . . .

Rations for cows.
Horses . ,

Colts.
Labour performed 522
Wintering outdoors 522

Sheep 549
Breeds 549
Feeding, cost of 550
Grading experiments 549
Wintering of breeding ewes 550
Wool-selling, co-operative 549

Swine 577
Breeds 577
Cost of feeding sows 577
Feeding experiments 577

Barley, pure 578
Barley, 3 parts, teed flour, 1

part 578
Barley, 3 parts, shorts, 1 part. 578
Barley and oats equal parts. . . . 578
Succulent feed for young pigs. . 578
Mangels cooked 580
Mangels raw 580
Potatoes cooked 580
Potatoes raw 580

:ap ROUGE, Que.—
Dairy cattle 477

Breeding, experimental 48

Breeds 477
Feeding, experimental 480

Concentrates, quality of 481
Milk records 478
Raising heifers, cost of 481
Sales of breeders. . . ; 483

Horses 51G
Breeders, sale of 520
Breeds 516
Feeding, experimental 516
Wintering at low cost 516

Housing, experimental 520
Raising, cost of 518

Sheep 546
Accommodation 546

Breed 546

Market for pure breds 546
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Animal Husbandman—Con.

Chaelottetown, P.E.I.

—

Page
Beef cattle 3SS
Deductions from experiments . . . . 39 2

Feeding experiments 3SS

Beef type feeders 381)

Dairy type feeders 39

Financial stateraent -'.93

Dairy cattle ^52

Breed -!52

llilk records ^^^

Purchase of cows. -52

Rations fed ^ --i3

Horses ''OS

Breeding •''OS

Feeding 5 ns

Labour performed 5 OS

Purchase of mares 'ns

Raising, cost of "''"'9

Sheep ''39

Lamb fattening experiments . . . . 539

Deductions 5 12

Clover hay vs. mixed grain hay. 540

Heavy grain vs. light grain
ration 541

Fredericton, N.B.—
Beef cattle 153

Steer feeding experiments ^06

Beef type steers..- 40fi

Dairy type steers 4 06

Financial statement 406

Dairy cattle 469

Breeds 4G9

Calf ! en-' r-'- nietho-1 "..' 469

^lilk records
Milk siibsti-LUtcs lor caivis 471

Horses 513

Breeds 513
Breeding? 513

Handling of colts 513

Raising colts, cost of . . . 513

Indian Head, Sask.—
• Beef cattle 413

Steer feeding experiments 413

Bush conditions 413

Open corral conditions 413

Open shed and corral conditions. 413

Stable, with roots added to ra-

tion 413
Stable, with silage added to ra-

tion 413

Dairy cattle 4S9
Breeds 489
Method of handling 489
Milk records 489

Hori?es 523
Cost of keeping work horses.. .. 523
Cost of wintering 5 23

Sheep 551
Breeds 551
Breeding operations 5 51

Cost of wintering at various ages. 551
Swine 582
Accommodation 58 2

Breeds .^.•2

Brood sows, cost of wintering. . . . 582

INVERMERE, B.C.

Beef cattle 422
Steer feeding, experimental 422

Kentvit.lBj N.S.—
Beef cattle -. . .

.

401
Feeding, experimental steer 401

AsiiKin,! Ti.x7. '.b •-: tx .'Itilan

—

Co n.

Kentville^ N. S.—
Poor quality steers. .

Prime quality steers.

.

Silage
Silage and turnips. . . .

Turnips
Manure from steers. . . .

Shorthorn steer, cost of r

Dairy cattle
Breed
Bull, cost of raising. . . .

Skim-milk
Suckling

Care of herd bull
Feeding dairy cows . . . .

Milk records
Rearing young i5tocl;. . . .

Calves
Heifers
Yearlings

Horses
Cost of foedin?
Rations

Page
403
403
402
404
402
402
404
4G0
460
464
464

Lacomee^ Alta.—
Beef cattle

Breed
Gains on pasture
Steer feeding, experimental

Green sheaves
Prairie- hay
Prairie hay and green sheaves.
Prairie hay and oat straw.., ..

Timothy hay and alsike hay ....
Dairy cattle '

. .

Breeding
Breeds

, . ,[
Dairy products
Experimental feeding

Testing roughages
Milk records
Common grades
High sr-rade Tfolsteirs
Pure bred Holsteins

Horses
Breeds
Methods of handling
Summering fillies, cost of
Wintering foals, cost oi

Sheep
Swine

Breeds
Daily gains after weaniiig
Grains to use afttr weaning. . . .

Pastures for hogs

Lbnxoxville, Que.—
Beef cattle
Horses

Breeds
Wintering idle horse.=;

Sheep
"

Breeds
Predina: ex^^eriments -with lambs..
Financial statement

4 Of,

466
46.

^

4G0
460
461
461
511
511

51]

41':.

41S
41S
420
420
420
420
420
420
490
490
490
493
492
493
491
491
491
491
528
528
528
529
52»
556
583
583
584
583
584

4 08
01

Lethbridge, Alta.—
Beef cattle

Steer feeding, experimental
Alfalfa hay
Alfalfa hay 3 parts, dry corn

fodder 1 part
Alfalfa hay 3 parts, gran oat

sheaves 1 part
Details of cost ,.

Deductions

.^21

521
547
5^7
547
548

415
41.)

416

416

416
417
417
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IjETHBRIdge, Alta.—Con. Pack

Sheep 554

Lramb feeding 554

Cost of feeding 554

Financial stntenient 555

NappaNj N.S.—
Beef cattle 394

Experimental steer feeding 394

Good butchers 394

Heavy fed 394

Light fed 394

Good stocker's 395

Heavy fed 3 9 ,>

Light fed 395

Dairy cattle ;2''

Comparative yields 459

Grading experiment i-^-^

Method of marking -150.

Milk records |5C

FiiKt cross Ayrshire 4.^0

First cross Holstein ^St;

Foundation cows 45*^'.

Horsas ^'^'^

Sheep 543

Breeding '^^

Feeding 543

Financial statement 544

Swine 57u

Ottawa, Ont.— P^^^

Beef cattle 387

Dairy cattle 42^

Breeding stock, sales of 4Z4

Breeds ^23

Feeding ;^?
Summer '^-^

Winter jf
Feeding, experimental ^zb

Concentrated proteins, value of. . 427

Corn silage vs. green feed.. .. 426

Financial statement for grade cows. 449

Financial statement for whole herd. 451

Milk, disposal of 450

Milking machines *38

Milk record forms, distribution of. 449

Milk records ^^^

Average 5 best cows In each

breed 444

Average all cows in each breed. 444

Milk substitutes for calves 434

Miscellaneous experiments 437 I

Preventives for abortion 437

Repellants for flies 437

Publications 451

Raising heifers, cost of 435

Records of merit 448

Records of performance 448

Refrigerator cans, testing 450

Horses 506

Breeding 506

Feeding, experimental 506

Financial statement 507

Labour, classification of 507

Sheep 532

Breeding 532

Feeding, experimental 532

Concentrated proteins, value of. 533

Long keep lambs 536

Short keep lambs 535

Financial statement 538

Quality in fitted lambs 537

Worms in lambs 532

Swine 5G0

Accommodation for work with . . 560
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Inimal Husbandman

—

Con.

TTAWA, Ont.—Con. Page
Breeds 560
Feeding, experimental 560

Concentrated proteins for pigs. . 566
Grains for weaning pigs 564
Summer feeding of shoats 560

Financial statement 574
Rearing sows, cost of 573
Self-feeder, plan of 563

I'STHERN, SaSK.

Beef cattle 414
Sheep 552

..JTT, SASK.

Horses 525
Feeding, experimental 525

Cost of wintering 525
Mature 525
Young 525

Method of feeding 525
Raising, cost of 526

Sheep 553
Breed 553
Feeding, plan of 553
Ration used 553
Shed for 553

IDNEY, B.C.

—

Dairy cattle 505
Horses 531
Swine 598

T. Anne de la Pocatiere, Que.—
Daii-y cattle 472

Breed 472
Feeding 472
Grading experiment 472
Milk records 473
Grades 473
Pure breds 473

Raising heifers, cost of 476
Horses 515

Breed 515
"Wintering of, economically 515

Sheep 545
Swine 576
Breed 576
Feeding, cost of 576

Horticulturist, Report of the Do-
minion

—

A.gassiZj B.C 919

Ornamental Gardening

—

Annuals 937
Flowering shrubs and trees.. .. 937
Flower seed 938

Pomologj-

—

Small fruits.. 936

Vegetable Gardening

—

Beans 932
Beets 931
Cabbage 935
Carrots 932
Celery 935
Corn 930
Cucumbers 934
Lettuce 932
Onions (Variety test) 929
Onions (Cultural test) 930
Parsley 934
Parsnips 933
Peas 929
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Horticulturist

—

Con.

Agassiz^ B.C.

—

Co7i. Page
Vegetable Gardening

—

Con
Potatoes 920
Pumpkins 935
Salsify 934
Squash and Marrow 934
Tomatoes 931
Turnips 933

Brandon, IMan S17
Ornamental Gardening'

—

Annuals 839
Annuals Flower calendar. 1915.. 840
Bulbs (Outside and Inside).. .. 839
Dahlias 839
Hedges 837
Insect Pests S38
Lawns 838
Perennials 839
Roses 837
Trees and shrubs 835
Trees and shrubs, date of bloom-

ing 836
Trees and shrubs, for winter effect 837

Pomology

—

Apples S32
Currants 834
Gooseberries S34
Plums 834
Raspberries 835
Strawberries 835

Vegetable Gardening

—

Asparagus 823
Beans 823
Beets (Variety test) s23

Beets (Cultural test) 825

^ Brussels Sprouts S25
Cabbage 825
Carrots S2tj

Cauliflower '

8 26
Celery 826
Corn 826
Leeks 826
Lettuce 827
Marrows 830
Onions (Variety test) 827
Onions (Cultural test) 827
Parsley 828
Parsnips 8 28
Peas (Variety test) S2S
Peas (Cultural test) 830
Potatoes (Variety test) 817
Potatoes (Cultural test) 819
Pumpkins 830
Radish S30
Rhubarb 831
Salsify 831
Squashes 830
Spinach 831
Tomatoes (Cultural test) 831
Tomatoes (Ripening test of green

tomatoes) 831
Turnips 832

Cap Rouge, Que 785
Distributions 796
Exhibitions 796

Ornamental Gardening

—

Annuals 795
Bulbs 795
Hedges 795
Perennials 795
Roses 795
Shrubs 795

Plant Breeding 794

Horticulturist—Con.

Cap Rouge^ Que.—Con Page.
Pomology

—

Apples 785
Cherries 786
Currants 787
Gooseberries 787
Grapes 786
Pears 786
Plums 786
Raspberries 7S7
Strawberries 787

Vegetable Gardening

—

Beans (Variety test) 789
Beans (Cultural test) 792
Cabbage (Variety test) 7S9
Cabbage (Cultural test) 7D2
Carrots (Variety test) 790
Carrots (Cultural test) 792
Cauliflower (Variety test) 790
Cauliflower (Cultural test) 792
Celery (Variety test) 730
Celery (Cultural test) 793
Corn 790
Cucumbers 790
Lettuce 790
Onions (Variety test) 790
Onions (Cultural test) 793
Parsley 791
Parsnips (Variety test) 791
Parsnips (Cultural test) 793
Peas (Variety test) 791
Peas (Cultural test) 793
Potatoes (Variety test) 788
Potatoes (Cultural test) 793
Radishes 791
Squash 791
Tomatoes (Variety test).. .. .. . 791
Tomatoes (Cultural test) 793
Tomatoes (Ripening green toma-

toes, test of) 793
Turnips 791
Other vegetables 792

Seed Growing. . . .
" 794

Charlottetown, P.E.I 694
Horticultural Area 69.t

Seasonal Notes 694
Weather Observations 695

Ornamental Gardening

—

Annuals 707
Bulbs 709
Lawns 698
Perennials 709
Trees and Shrubs 698

Pomology—

•

Apples 695
Cherries 695
Currants 696
Gooseberries 698
Grapes 696
Pears 696
Plums 696
Raspberries C97
Strav^^berries 697

Vegetable Gardening

—

Asparagus 698
Beans (Variety test) 698
Beans (Cultural test) 703
Beets 698
Brussels Sprouts 699
Cabbage (Variety test) -699
Cabbage (Cultural test) 703
Carrots 699
Cauliflower (Variety test) 699
Cauliflower (Cultural test) G99
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—

Con.

CharlottetowNj P.E.I.

—

Con. Page.

Celery 699

Corn ;00
Cucumber ''^^

Egg Plant '^'^^

Lettuce JOt'

Muslvmelon '''^•'^'

Onions (Variety test) VOO

Onions (Cultural test) 707

Parsley 700

Parsnip 700

Peas 701

Peppers 701

Potatoes (Variety test) 701

Potatoes (Cultural test) 704

Potatoes, Cest Growing 1 Acre. .. 705

Radish ' 701

Salsify 702

Squash 701

Tomatoes (Variety test) 703

Tomatoes (Cultural test) 706

Tomatoes, Best method of ripening

green tomatoes, to determine. . . 706

Turnips 702

Fkedericton', N.B 7o9

Season 759

Ornamental Gardening

—

Annuals.. 771

Bulbs 770

C^rvsanthemums 773

Dahlias 773

Hedges 770

Iris 773

Nursery Stock 770

Paeonies 774

Perennials 773

Phlox 774

Roses 770

Pomolo.gy

—

Currants 760

Gooseberries 760

Orchard 760

Raspberries 760

Strawberries 761

Vegetable Gardening

—

Beans 761

Beets 761

Brussels sprouts 761

Cabbage 762

Carrots 762

Cauliflower 762

Celery 762

Corn 702

Cucumbers 763

Leek 763

Lettuce 763

Melons.' 763

Onions 763

Parsnips 703

Peas 764

Potatoes 765

Potatoes, Cost of Growing 1 Acre. 765

Potatoes (Variety test) 767

Radish 764

Squash 764

Tomatoes • •• • 764

Turnips 765

Indian Head, Sask 846

Ornamental G-rdcnin.?

—

Annuals S58
Perennials o^iS

Trees. Shrubs, and Hedges 856
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'horticulturist

—

Con.

[N'DiAN Head, Sask.—Con. Page.

Pomolog-y

—

Tree fruits 846
Plums S46

Small fruits 847
Currants 847
Gooseberries: 847
Raspberries 847
Strawberries 847

Vegetable Gardening

—

Asparagus 849
Beans 849
Beets S49
Brussels Sprouts -.

.

849
Cabbage 850
Carrots 850
Cauliflower 850
Celerj' 851
Corn 851
Cucumbers 852
Leeks 852
Lettuce 852
Ivluskmeloii 853
Onions 853
Parsley 854
Parsnips 854
Peas 854
Peppers 854
Potatoes (Variety test) 847
Potatoes (Cultural test) 848
Potatoes, Cost of Growing 1 Acre. S49.
Pumpkins 8.j5

Radish 854
Rhubarb 855
Salsify 855
Squash 854
Tomatoes 855
Turnips 855

INVERMERE, B.C.- 907
Season 907

Ornamental Gardening

—

Bulbs 916
Hedges 916
Lawns 916
Paeonies 916

Pomology

—

Apples 917
Currants 917
Gooseberries 917
Raspberries 917

Vegetable Gardening

—

Asparagus 907
Beans 907
Beets 90S
Brussels Sprouts 908
Cabbages (Variety test) 90S
Cabbages (Cultural test) 913
Carrots 908
Cauliflower (Variety test) 908
Cauliflower (Cultural test) 913
Celery (Variety test) 908
Celery (Cultural test) 914
Corn. 909
Cucumber 909
Egg Plant 912
Muskmelon and Watermelon.. .. 909
Onions (Variety test) 909
Onions (Cultural test) 914
Parsnips 909
Peas (Variety test) 910
Peas (Cultural test) 914
Peppers a 09
Potatoes (Variety test) 911
Potatoes (Cultural test) fil5

Potatoes (Irrigation test) 916
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-Con.

-Con. Page.

Rhubarb 912
Seakale, Culture of 912
Squash 912
Tomfitoes (Variety test) 912
Tomatoes (Cultural test) 916

Kbntville, N.S 724
Character of Season 724
Ornamental Gardening

—

Evergreens 73S
Shrubs 737
Sweet Pea 736

Pomolog'y

—

Apples 72G
Apricots .. .. 727
Cherries 727
Filbert Nuts 727
Peaches 727
Pears 727
Plums 726
Quinces 72 7

Strawberries 73S
Total orchard fruits planted. . . . 72 7

Experimental Orchard Vv^ork 73

S

Orchard Heating 757

Spraying

—

Apples, different sprays with diffe-

rent varieties 7.^5

Arsenate of Lead, dry and paste
?7ith Lime and Soluble Sul-
phur 755-757

Bariiun Chloride added to Soluble
Sulphur to lessen foliage injury. 747

Bordeaux Mixture versus Lime
Sulphur 753

Calcium Chloride added to Soluble
Sulphur to prevent foliage injury 752

Different quantities of Soluble
Sulphur 747

Dormant versus No Dormant Spray 741
Foliage Injury from Soluble Sul-
phur Sprays 750

Lime Sulphur with and without
Arsenate of Lead 753

Lime Sulphur, Strength to Use... 734
Lime Sulphur and Paris Green. . . 754
Soluble Sulphur Applied at different

dates 744
Soluble Sulphur versus Lime Sul-
phur 744

Soluble Sulphur With and Without
Arsenate of Lead 752

Soluble Sulphur . Arsenate and
Barium Chloride versus Lime
Sulphur Arsenate for scab con-
trol 750

Spraying at Different Dates 742
Summary of Conclusions. Spj-aying. 757
Value of Barium Chloride to lessen

foliage injury 749

Vegetable Gardening—

•

Beans 73^
Cabbage 72S
Lettuce 727
Onions T'iTi

Peas, for seed 7 '2

Potatoes 7 : :;

Cultural tests.. 73 1

Garnet Chili Potato from dif-
ferent Sources 735

Lacomes, Alta S91
Ornamental Gardening

—

Annuals 904
Daffodils 905

Horticulturist—Con.

Lacombe Alta.-—Con. Page.
Everlastings 904
Gladioli 905
Perennials 905
Sv.-eet Peas 905
Trees and Shrubs 906
Tulips • 906

Pomology

—

Cherries S92
Currants 892
Gooseberries S93
Orchard S91
Plums 892
Raspberries S94
Strawberries 894

Vegetable Gardening

—

Beans §95
Beets '.

. . S95
Cabbage 896
Carrots S97
Cauliflower S97
Celery S96
Corn 897
Cucvimbers 897
Leeks 900
Lettuce S97
Onions 897
Parsnips 899
Peas 899
Potatoes 902
Potatoes, Cost to grow 1 Acre. . . . 903
Potatoes, Cultural test 903
Potatoes, Variety test 902
Pumpkin 900
Radish 900
Rhubarb 900
Salsify 900
Squash 901
Tomatoes 90I
Turnips 901

LknnoxvillEj Que
Ornamental Gardening-
Annuals.
Bulbs
Hedges
Perennials
Phlox
Sweet Pe.ns
Trees and Shrubs. . .

Pomolog}^

—

Apples
Cherries
Currants
Gooseberries
Grapes
Pears
Plums
Raspberries
Strawberries

Seed Production

797

815
S14
814
S14
S15
814
814

797
799
799
799
soo
799
799
799
800
813

Vegetable Gardening

—

Beans
-Beets
Brussels Sprouts
Carrots
Cabbage
Cauliflower
Celery
Corn
Cucumber
Egg Plant ' '

[',

Leeks
Lettuce
Melons §
Onions

.•02

S03
S07
803
806
807
803
80S
804
805
805
802
07-8
805
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Lexnoxville, Que.—Con. Page

Veg:etai)le G^ardening.

—

-Con.

Parsnips 804
Parsley 805

Peas 802
Peppers 804
Potatoes 810

Potatoes, Cost to grow 1 Acre. .. 813
Pumpkin 808
Radish 802
Rhubarb 804

Salsify 805

Squash 808
Tomatoes (Cultural test) 810

Tomatoes (Variety test) 809
Tomatoes to determine best me-

thod of ripening green, test. . . . 810

LetHBRIDGE, AltA 879
Ornamental Gardening

—

Annuals 885
Perennials 886
Roses 886
Shrubs 886

Pomologj'

—

Apples 890
Currants 887
Gooseberries 888
Plums S90
Raspberries SSS

Strawberries S89

Seed Production

—

Peas S83

Pumpkin '584

Radish 584

Salsify ^85

Spinach *85

Squash >84

Tomatoes 384

Vegetable Gardening

—

Beans SSI
Beets 81

Cabbage '81

Carrots '82

Cauliflower 82
Celery 'SI

Corn -S2

Cucumber 882
Leeks 82

Lettuce S82
Melons S82
Onions S82

Onions (Cultural test) '^83

Parsley n83

Parsnips '83

Potatoes SO

Season • 79

Irrigation, No '79

Nappan, N.S Til
Ornam.ental Gardening

—

Flowers 722
Roses 723
Trees and shrubs 723

Pomology

—

Commercial Orchard, Cost of pro-
ducing 713

Spray Experiments .. 712
Cherries 713
Currants .'14

Gooseberries 714
Pears ' 713
Plums . 713
Raspberries 714
Strawberries 714

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

'lorticnlturlst—Con.

nappan, X S.

—

Con. Page.

Vegetable Gardening

—

Asparagus " 714
Beans 717
Beets. . . 717
Beets (Cultural test) 721
Cabbage 715
Cabbage (Cultural test) 720
Carrots 718
Carrots (Cultural test) 721
Cauliflower 715
Cauliflower (Cultural test)' 720
Cucumbers 718
Lettuce 717
Onions 716
Parsnips (Cultural test) 721
Peas 716
Potatoes 721
Potatoes, Elite Stock 722
Rhubarb 714
Sqi-ash 715
Tomatoes 716
To.nutoeii (Cultural test) 7 IS
Tomatoes, Test of different methods

of ripening green 720
Turnips 718
Vegetables (Cultural test) 718

Ottawa, Ont 603-693

Acknowledgments 610
Branch Farms 611
Character of Season 611
Correspondence 609
Donations 609
Fruit and Vegetable Crops 612
Matters of Special Interest for the
year COS

Meetings, Addresses and Places
Visited by the Staff of the Horticul-
tural Di\'ision 606

Staff of Horticultural Division.. .. PIG
Ornamental Gardening 663
Annuals 666

Novelties and New Varieties.. 666
Varieties Without Special Men-

tion 667
Asters 663
Bulbs 668
Cannas, Complete List Tested at
Ottawa 670-1

Chrj-santhemums 679
Dahlias, Complete List Tested at
Ottawa 673-4

Geraniums, List Grown in Recent
Years 675-78

Plant Breeding 680

Floriculture

—

Aquilegia 690
Geraniums 691
Petunias 691
Roses 690

Pomologj'

—

Apples 681
Cross-Fertility Tests 684
Self-Fertility Tests 683

Gooseberries GS5
Grapes 685
Pears 684
Strawberries 685

Vegetables

—

Beans 690
Corn 687
Peas 689
Tomatoes 685

Seed Distribution 692
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Horticulturist

—

Con.

Ottawa, Ont.—Co7i. Page

Pomology 622
Apples

—

Seedlings sent to the Horticul-
tural Division for examination
1915-16 613

Seedling from R. Jack & Sons,
Chateauguay Basin, Que. . . . 613

Seedling from Alfred Picard, Vil-

lage des Aulnaies, Que 613
Seedling from John Butcher, Pe-

terboro', Ont 614
Seedling from W. Roger, Dept.

of Interior, Ottawa, Ont. . . . 614
Seedling from A. Munn & Sons,

Ripley, Ont 614
Seedling from Goodacre & Browse,
Wilson Landing, B.C 614

Apples, Originated in Horticultural
Division, C.E.F 614

Beda (Langford Beauty Seedl-

ing) 615

Girton (Wealthy Seedling).. .. 615
Honora (Mcintosh Seedling) . . . 615
Piotosh (Pioneer x Mcintosh) . . 615

Apples Originated in Horticultural
Division, C.E.F. up to March 31,

1916, Names Given To 616
Apples, Seedling, Characters of

apples originated in Horticultu-
ral Division. C.E.F 61S

Dates of Blooming of different

varieties of apples 625
Grapes, Greenhouse 635
Individuality in apple trees or bud
heredity 622

Keeping test of some commercial
varieties of apples 623

Orchard Heaters, and Frost Pro-
tection, Further experiments
with 63S

Types of Heaters : A Cheap Frost
Alarm 639-40

Some New, or Not Well-known
Varieties of Fruits

;
plums,

apples, grapes 627-

Spraying Experiments 640
Strawberries 629
Well-known Varieties Recom-
mended 635

Vegetable Gardening 642
Beans, Results of planting on dif-

ferent dates. . . . 65 2

Beans, Under Glass 655

Ctiuliflowers, Under Glass 655
Peas, Results of planting on dif-

ferent dates 651
Potatoes, Different dates of plant-

ing tubers for seed purposes.. 646
Potatoes, Imported versus Ottawa

seed 645
Potatoes, Sprouting of tubers be-

fore planting 646
Pr-tatoes, Variety tests 643
Tomatoes, Pruning and Staking,

K.-cperiment with 650-1
Tomatoes, Variety tests 64 7

Experiments in Growing Vegetable
seeds at Ottawa, in 1915.. .. 658

Selection of Seed Stock : beets,

carrots, cabbage, celery, onions.659-60

Planting 660
Harvesting and Cleaning: car-

rots, celery, cabbage, onions.. C6f^

Yields 662

Value of Seed. 662

Horticulturist—Con
Ottawa, Ont.—Co»i. Page.

Irrigation for the Vegetable
Grower, Method of Installa-
tion 656

Vegetable Growing under glass

:

tomatoes, beans, cauliflowers. 653

ROSTHERN, S.\SK &60

Ornamental Gardening

—

Annuals •. . 865
Asters 865
Home Grown Flower Seeds.. .. 865
Tulips 865

Trees and Shrubs 866
Starting a Hedge or Windbreak. 866
The Arboretum 867

Pomology

—

Small Fruits 867
Currants, Raspberries, and

Strawberries 867
Tree Fruits 868

Apples and Plums S6S

Vegetable Gardening

—

Beets 862
Cabbage 863
Cai-rots 863
C»auliflower 863
Celery 863
Onions 864
Potatoes (Cultural test) 862
Potatoes (Variety test) 861
Tomatoes, Methods of ripening. . 864
Turnips, Variety test 863

Weather Conditions.. 860

Scott, S.'^SK 869
Character of Season 869
Exhibitions 869

Ornamental Gardening

—

Annuals.. ..' 877-8
Arboretum, The 876
Bulbs 877
Hedges 876
Herbaceous Perennials 876

Pomology

—

Bush Fruits 870
Currants, raspberries 870
Strawberries 871
Tree Fruits 870

Vegetable Gardening-
Beans 874
Beets 874
Cabbage 874
Carrots S74
Cauliflower 874
Corn 874
Lettuce 874
Onions 874
Parsnips 875
Peas, Home grown versus import-

ed seed 876
Peas, Variety test 875
Potatoes 872

Cultural test 872
Cost of Growing 1 Acre.. .. 873
Distances apart in planting

sets 873
Experiment with dates of

planting 872
Hilling versus level cultiva-

tion 873
Kind of sets • 873
Straw mulch 873

Variety test 872
Radish S75
Turnips 875
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Sidney, B.C 937

Character of Season 937

Ornamental Gardening

—

Annuals ^^^

Seeds started in hotbeds Sfi2

Seeds sown outside 9fi4

Arboretum 9^6

Bulbs 955

Experiment of scooping and
scoring bulbs for mother TjuVos. 955

Experiment with grades of bulbs,

to find how soon and what per-

centage of each grade will

flower 9d9

Experiments with flowering bulbs. 959

Experiment to find the weight of

increase of bulbs, by manipu-
lating the bloom at certain

periods 9o8

Home grown v^tsus Imported
and Locally Grown 356

Japanese Lilies, test of varieties. 961

Landscape Development 968

Propagation from Cuttings, trees,

shrubs, roses and climbing
plants 970

Roses, Climbing, Test of varieties. 972

Seed Production 975

Annuals 975

Perennials 976

Shrubs 976

YegetaViles 977

Sweet Peas 965

Pomologj'

—

Almonds 9.jy

Apples 939

Apricots 9?9

Cherries, Sweet 93S

Cherries, Sour 9.T8

Citrus Plantation 939

Experimental Nut Orchard, wal-

nuts, chestnuts, pecans, hick-

ory nuts, filberts. . .... . . 939

Grapes 938

Medlars 938

Miscellaneous Plantation, Holly,

Lavender, Medicinal Plants,

Pomegranates, Persimmons,
Ekionomic Plants 940

Nectarines 938

Orchards, Number of Varieties in. 937

Growth of the Orchard. 937

Orchard Tillage 937

New plantations 937

Peaches 9.38

Pears 9oS

Pears, Dwarf 938

Plum.s 93S

Prunes 9S8

Quinces '-^

Small Fruits 941

Blackberries ''"il

Currants 941

Gooseberries 941

Raspberries 941

Strawberries 941

Vegetable Gardening

—

Beans 944

Bee',s (Cultural test) 951

Beets (Variety test) .-. .

.

943

Cabbage 946

Carrots (Cultural test) 951

Carrots (Variety test) 944

Cauliflowers 945

Cucumbers (Variety test) 951

Corn, Topping versus Not Topping. 943

943
951
945
945
951
944
942
942
944
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SiDNKT, B.C.

—

Con. Page.

Vegetable Gardening

—

Con.

Corn (Variety test)
Lettuce (Cultural test)

Lettuce (Variety test)

Onions (Variety test)

Parsnips (Cultural test)

Parsnips C Variety test)

Peas, Early versus Late Sowing.
Peas (Variety test)

Peppers (Varietj' test)

Potatoes
Autumn Planting of 954
Different Dates of Planting. . . . 953

Kind of Sets 953
Level Cultivation verse's Hilled. 952
Sprouted versus Unsprouted Seed, 952

Test of Varieties 954
Pumpkins (Variety test) 951

Tomatoes 94G
Bvs^ Svstem, No Pruning. . . . 947
Cultural Test.. .. 946
Jer;-c-v System 94 7

Methods of Starting Plants. . .. 9iG
Pruned to One Stem 94G
Pruned to Two Stems 95

S

Saanich System 947
Systems of Ripeniag Applied to

Green Tomatoes 950
Variety test. 94G
Wire System.. . 94S

Squash (Variety test) 951
"Watermelons ^Variety test) . . . . 951
Cultural Experiments With

—

Beets 951
Cabbnge Maggots, Protection
from 952

Carrots 951
Corn 943
Lettuce 9."1

Parsnips P ' 1

Peas 942
Potatoes 952
Tomatoes 946

Ste. Anne de la Pocati6re, Que 775

CIHiaracter of Seasen 775
Exhibitions 7S4

Ornamental Gardening

—

Bulbs 783
Flowers 7S4
Ornamental trees 784

Pomology-

—

Fruit Crop 775
Plantation of Fruit Trees 775
Small Fruits 77^
Raspberries 776
Strawberries .. .. 776

Vegetable Gardening

—

Beans.. .". 7S1
Beets 777-7S1
Cabbage 779

Protection. Against Root Mags'ot. 770
Test of Varieties 779

Carrots '.

. 781
Cucum.bers 781
Onions 777

Production of Small Onions or
Sets 773

Protection Against Root Maggot. 777
Thinned to Different Distances. 778

Parsley 7S1
Parsnips 781
Peas 778

Different dates of Sowing 77S
Variety test 778
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Horticnitnrist

—

Con.

STE. ANNE DE LA POGATlSlRE, QUE. Coll. PAGE.

Vegetable Gardening'

—

Con.
Potatoes 782

Cost of Growing 1 Arre 783
Different Kind of Sets 782
Yield of Varieties 7S2

Lettuce 781
Rhubarb 777
Salsify , 781
Squash and Vegetable Marrow. .. 780
Tomatoes 779
Methods of Ripening Green
Tomatoes 780

Pruning and Supporting the
Plants 780

Variety test 779

Substations—
Fort Providence, Mackenzie District. 993

Vegetables, peas, carrots 993
Fort Resolution, Mackenzie District. 991
Flowers 992
Fruits 992

Vegetable Gardening

—

Beets 992
Cabbage 992
Celery 992
Lettuce 992
Parsnips 992
Peas 992
Potatoes 992
Turnips 992

Weather Conditions 991-3

Fort Smith, Alta. . . .

Report on Vegetables
Weather Conditions

.

Fort Vermilion, Alta..

Ornamental Gardening

—

Annuals
Perennials
Trees and Shrubs Under Test up

to June, 1915

Poinolog>'—
Apples Under Test
Apples, Seedlings
Currants
Raspberries
Strawberries

Vegetable Gardening

—

Asparagus
Beans
Beets
Cabbage
Carrots
Cauliflowers
Celery
Corn
Cucumbers
Lettuce
Onions
Parsnips
Parsley
Peas
Potatoes
Radish
Rhubarb
Turnips
Vegetables, Miscellaneous
W^eather Conditions

Grande Prairie (Beaverlodge), Alta.

Ornamental Gardening

—

Trees and Shrubs
Pomology-

—

Strawberries

993
993,

993

979

986
987

987

979
980
980
980
980

984
983
982
984
9S2
984
984
9S1
985
983
982
983
983
981
985
983
985
982
985
979
990

991

991

liOrtieuiturist

—

Con.

Substations.—Cov. Page.
Vegetable G?crdening

—

Asparagus 991
Beans 990
Beets 99ft

Cabbage 990
Carrots 990
Cauliflower 990
Corn 990
Cucumber 990
Lettuce 990
Onions 990
Parsnips 990
Peas 990
Pumpkins 990
Rhubarb 991
Squash and Vegetable Marrow. . 990

Grouard, Alta 959
Ornamental Gardening

—

Flowering Shrubs 990
Pomology

—

Currants 990
Strawberries 990

Vegetable Gardening

—

Beans 9S9
Beets 989
Cabbage 959
Carrots 9S9
Cauliflowers 9S9
Com 9 N 9
Lettuce 959
Onions 939
Peas 989
Potatoes 990
Radish 959
Squash 959
Tomato 939
Turnips 939

Hudson Hope, B.C 994
Ornamental Gardening

—

Flowers 997
Vegetable Gardening

—

Beans 995
Beets 995
Borecole 995
Brussels Sprouts 995
Cabbage "

[ 995
Carrots.. .,. 995
Cauliflower 995
Celery .'.;; 995
Corn 995
Cress 995
Endive 995
Kohl Rabi 995
Lettuce yyj
Mangel 995
Onions 995
Parsley 995
Parsnip 993
Peas 995
Potatoes 994
Radish 99g
Ruta-Baga ]\ 995
Salsify 995
Swiss Chard 996
Tomato .'

.'

995

Salmon Arm, B.C 973
Pomology

—

Apples 978
Blackberries 973
Cherries 978
Pears 97s
Plums 978
Raspberries 97^

Season 973
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Gerealist, Report of

AGASSIZ, B.C.

—

the Dominion-

Barley
Formaldehyde treatment lO'ST

Oats for grain
Oats for hay . .

Peas
Weather

ICerealist

—

Can.

Page.JKentville, N.S.—

10S9

10 S 8

10'90

1090
1087

Wheat, spring 1*^57

ALTA.

—

BEAVER Lodge,
Barley 1077

Oats." 1077
1077
107«

. . .
.'

. . . . 1077
1077

Peas
Season
Variety tests.

Wheat

10 4 'J

1050

Bi'.ANDOX, Man.—
Barley
Flax
Oats • 1047

Influence of environment on seed

oats 1052

Peas, field lO'-'-l

Season, character of 104*j

Wheat, spring 10^''

Cap rouge, Que.—
Barley 1040

^iax 1041

Grain for hay 1042

Investigations with grain lO'S i

Mixtures for grain iproduction . . . . 1042

Oats 1039

Peas, field 1040

Plant breeding 1041
10"

1042
1037
1037

lOlS

lOli

1020
10 IS

Season, character of,

Seed growing
Variety tests

Wheat, spring. . . .

Charlottetown, P.E.I.

—

Barley
Cereal area 101*'

Cereals, field plots of 1019

uniform test plots of . . . . lOlG

Registered grain, strains of 1021

Oats
co-operative tests of three varie-

ties of

Peas. . .

Seasonal notes ^^^'^
Wheat, spring 101"

FRedericton, N.B.—
^

Barley lO^-'

Buckwheat :["^*

?:2 :: :: :: ::
'• '' ^^

Season j."^^
Variety tests j;^^^"]

Wheat
INDIAN HEAD, SASK.

Barley
Flax
Oats
Peas
Rye, fall

Season, the .

Seed grain sent to Ottawa
Wheat, spring

winter

INVERMERE, B.C.
Barley
Oats
Peas

1034

1054
1056
1054
1055
1055
1053
1056
1053
1053

1086
10S6
10S6

Season 1085

Wheat, spring. 1085

Page

Flax 1032
Grain 1030
Season 10'30

Vetch, common 1031

LACOMBE, ALTA.

Barley 1074
Cress sowing 1073
Flax 1075
Oats 1073
Peas, field 10-75

Rye, spring 1072
Season, character of 1071
Wheat, spring 1071

field lots for seed 1072
fall 1072

L,ENNOxviLLE, Que 1045

.ETHBRIDGE, ALTA.
Barley 1068
Flax 1070
Oats 10'67

Peas 10-69

Rye 1070
Wheat, spring 1066

winter 1065
Seasonal conditions 1065

N'APPAN, N.S.

—

Barley. 1025
Buckwheat 1028
Oats 10'26

Peas 1029
Seasonal notes 1022
Seed grain, field crop of 1029
Weather observations 1023
Wlieat, spring 1023

OTTAWA, Ont.—
Barley 1011

recommended varieties of. . . 1013
Beans, field 1014
Branch Farms and Stations, visits to. 1002
Building for Cereal Division 1003
Convention attended 1002
Correspondence 1002 .

Crossing and selection of cereals. .. lOO'S

Distribution, samples seed grain and
potatoes 1004

Emmer and spelt 1011
Flax 1015
Marquis wheat 1002
Milling and baking researches 1007
Oats 1011

recommended varieties of . . . . 1011
Peas, field 1014

recommended varieties of.. .. 1014
Plots of cereals, etc.. .. .. .. .. 1009
Rye, spring 1013
Season 100«

Seed grain, sale of lOOS
tests of vitality of.. ..1006

Tables, explanation of 1009

Wheat, Marquis 1002
spring 1010
spring, recommended varie-

ties of 1010

iOSTHERN, SASK.
Barley 10'59

Emmer 105S
Oats 105S

Peas 1059

Season, the 1057

Wheat, spring 1057
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SIDNEY, B.C.

Oats 1093
Season, character of 1091
Test plots 1092

SCOTT, Sask.—
Barley 1062
Flax 10'63

Grain for seed purposes 10-C3

Oatfi lO'Gl
Peas 10 2

Rye, spring 10 uo
Rye, fall

Seed grain sold
,

Test of varieties
Weather lOK'.n

V/heat, spring 1060

IOCS
1(M;4

lOGO

1036
STE. ANNE DE LA POCATI&RE. QUE.

Ste. Anne de la Pocatiere, Que . .

Substations—
Fort resolution. Mackenzie Dis-

trict—
Season, character of 10"S2
Varieties, report on.. 10S2

Fort Providence, Mackenzie District. 1083

Port Smith, N.W.T 1-0S4

FORT Vermilion, alberta—
Barley 1079
Buckwheat lOSo
Oats .. lOTS

Peas, field 1080
Wheat, spring 107S

Grouard, alberta—
Barley 1-0'Sl

Oats lOSl
Season's notes 10-Sl

Wheat 1081

Botanist, Report of the Dominion

—

Acer saccharum Marsh, squirrel scars
on 113L

Apples, Bitter pit or Fruit pit 1120
Bacillus solanisaprus 1144
Bordeaux mixture vs. Kil-tone 1122
"Bread Mould" fungus 113S
Ceratostoma 1135
Changes in staff 1149
Cherry, Fruit spot from frost 1136

Injury due to wet soil 1136
Cicuta Douglasii, Coult. and Rose. . . . 1127
Cicuta maculata, Linn 1127
Cladosporium 1125
Club root of turnips and cabbages. .. 1144
Currant rust . 1100

overwintering of 1103
spraying against llOti

Daphne Mezereum, L. . _ 1127
Datura Stramonium, L 1127
Economic Botany Report 1127
Exchanges witli Botanic gardens.. .. 1129
Flax experiments 1129
Fruits, Ripe rot of 113S
Fusarium roseuvi. Link 1126
Garnet Chile Seed Potato Industry. . . . 114i.",

Gihherella Saubinettii (Mont.) Sacc. .. 1126
Gloeospsrium nerviscquum (Fckl.)

Sacc 1135
Grain diseases. Glume spot of wheat. . 1125

Sooty ear of wheat . . 1124
Wheat scab 1125

Page Botanist—Con. p^^^,
Hyoscyamxts niger, L 112"
Kalmia angustifolia, L ".'

.'

.

np-
Kil-tone (spray)

"*
\'

'"
^loo

Larix dahurica, Turcz. . . . . . . .
'

'

1129
Leavitt, Mr. Clyde, memo"..'.'.'.'.' .'

.'

i09s
Loco weed '

ll'*"Map of currant rust in Ontario'.'. '.'. " noi
Medicinal plants, culture of.. .. ii9s
Mosaic disease of tomato

'' " nji
Xitro-culture work i^r^
Oxytropis Lamberti, Pursh . 1197
Peach, Heart rot. . .

Peridermium Strobi.
Pinus cembra

excel^sa

Lambertianu
. .

nionticolu.
.

Strobus
Plant identification work.. . 119^
Plasmodiophora Brassicae 114I
Platanus occidentalis, L.. .

'. .]
"' ''

1135
Poisonous plants .'.'.

1197
Potato, Black leg disease.. .

.' .'

.' .'

" \\ 1119
Fall inspection form.. .. '

.'

\, mg
Field inspection form '.'.

1114
Improvement of crop mo
Inspection in N.B .1097-1118
Inspection in P.E.I. 1117
Late blight '.'.'.1105-1112
Mosaic disease losses in N.B
Powdery scab experiments . .

Rogueing
Sprayin

1138
1099
1099
1099
1099
1099
10 i) 9

1112
110-6

1113
experiments mg

Storage losses 1112
Varietal resistance to diseases! 1149

Professor McAlpine's Bitter'pit Report,
Summary ' 1125

Professor Sommerville, on White' Pine
Blister Rust jQgg

Publications '" '

'_

_' ' i\^q
Raspberry cane. Purple spotting of."

' 1139
Report from Field Laboratory at Char-

lottetown, P.E.I 1^44
Report from Field Laboratory at Fred-

ericton, N.B ^2^47
Report from Field Laboratory at St.

Catharines, Ont.- ^jo^
Rhizopus nigricans, Ehr. . .. .. .. 113sSeptoria ghtiuarnm. Pass 119-
SoJanum Dulcamara, L..'.. '.'.'

.

.' '.'

1127
nigrum, L 3^297

Sphaerelln rubina. Stew, and Eust'.'. '
'

1140
Sphaerotheca liumuli, T)C 1137
Squirrel scars on maples.. .. .. ..

'" 1105
Strawberry, Mildew of '. .

'.

''
1137

Winter killing '.' \' 1137
Sycamore defoliation '\ no-
Tomnto, Mosaic disease of.. .'

.' " ''
1141

Veratrum viride. Ait
• •

•
•

^^^
WTiite pine blister rust

\ logg
Stage on Ribcs.. llO-O

Wild rice 1133
Zygadenus venenosus, S. Wats.. .. .. 1127

Bees—
AGASSIZ, B.C.
Honey production 119.3
Loss of queens 1193
Wintering results 1193

BRANDON, Man.—
Colony on scales .* 11 S3
Honey production 11S2
Wintering results 1182
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Bses

—

Con.

CAP ROUGE, Que.— Page
Bee cellar IISO

Colony on scales IISO
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CRIMINAL STATISTICS OF CANADA, 1916

GENERAL ABSTRACT OF THE REPORT.

These statistics are collected and published under the authority of the Act respect-

ing Census and Statistics, 4-5 Edward VII, Chapter 5, Eevised Statutes of Canada.

They comprise (1) Indictable Offences and (2) Summary Convictions. The indic-

table offences are divided into the following six classes:—I Offences against the per-

son; II Offences against property with violence; III Offences against property Avith-

out violence; IV Malicious offences against property; Y Forgery and offences against

the currency; VI Other offences not included in the foregoing classes. Cases tried

by police or other magistrates under the Acts respecting '' Speedy Trials " and " S\im-

mary Trials by Consent," are included with indictable offences. The summary con-

victions comprise all cases disposed of under the authority of the Act respecting sum-

mary proceedings before justices of the i)e-ace.

PAET I.—li^DICTABLE OFFENCES.

There were 23,942 charges and 19,160 convictions for indictable offences in the

several provinces of th^ Dominion during the year ending September 30, 1916, as

against 26,714 charges and 20,625 convictions the year before, being a decrease of

2,772 or 10-38 per cent for charges and of 1,465 or 7-10 per cent for convictions dur-

ing the year. In the figures for 1916, however, are included 8,034 charges and 2,971

convictions for offences relating to " keepers and inmates of bawdy houses " which

were previously counted with summarj' convictions, and which, through " The Crim-

inal Code Amendment Act," assented to on the 15th April, 1915, are now counted with

indictable offences. Consequently, for the sake of comparison with 1915, if these

offences be deducted from the totals of 1916, the decrease according to the old classi-

fication represents 21-73 per cent for charges and 21-50 per cent for convictions.
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CHARGES, CONVICTIONS AND ACQOITTALS.

-
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YOUNG DELINQUENTS CONVICTED OF INDICTABLE OFFENCES IN THE JUVENILE COURTS, 1916.
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Female Offenders.

Ill accordance with " The Criminal Code Amendment Act," already referred to,

by which convictions against "keepers and inmates of bawdy houses," previously

included with summary convictions but now classified for the first time as indictable

offences, the number of female offenders for indictable offences shows an increase of

2,673 during the present year, the convictions numbering 1,001 in 1915 against 3,674

in 1916. This increase is only apparent, however, for if the two classes (indictable

offences and summary convictions) be grouped together, the total number of female

offenders in 1915 is 10,785, against 10,284 in 1916, or a decrease of 501 for both classes

of offences during the year.

Of the 2,971 convictions against keepers and inmates of bawdy houses of both

sexes, counted for the first time in 1916 as indictable offences, 1,260 were from the

province of Quebec (of which 1,141 from Montreal), 708 from British Columbia (of

which 375 from Kootenay and 295 from Vancouver), 641 from Ontario (of which 419

from Toronto), 208 from Alberta, 98 from Saskatchewan, 28 from Nova Scotia, 20

from Manitoba, 5 from the Yukon and 3 from New Brunswick.

Female Offenders.
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INDICTABLE OFFEI^CES BY CLASSES.

Class i.—offekces aoainst the person.
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The number of convictions ^for murder by country of birtli during the five years

follows for each province in the order of criminality: In British Columbia 32 were

convicted, of whom 4 born in Canada, 4 in England, 2 in Ireland, 3 in other British

possessions, 2 in the United States, 16 in other foreign countries and 1 not given; in

Ontario 23 were convicted, of whom 10 born in Canada, 2 in England, 1 in Ireland, 2

in the United States and 8 in other foreign countries ; in Alberta 17 were convicted, of

whom none born in Canada, 1 in Scotland, 1 in Ireland, 4 in the United States, 10 in

other foreign countries and 1 not given ; in Quebec 16 were convicted, of whom 3 born

in Canada, 1 in Scotland and 12 in foreign''countries ; in Manitoba 14 were convicted,

of whom 2 born in Canada, 3 in England and 9 in foreign countries; in Saskatchewan

13 were convicted, of whom none born in Canada, 1 in England, 3 in the United

States and 9 in other foreign countries; in JSTova Scotia 11 were convicted, of whom 5

born in Canada, 2 in the United States and 4 in other foreign countries; in Prince

Edward Island the two convicted were both of Canadian birth, while the two in the

Yukon were both of foreign birth; N'ew Brunswick is the only province in the

Dominion showing no conviction for nmrder during the five years.

The 130 criminals convicted of murder during those five years, for the whole of

Canada, are therefore apportioned as follows according to country of birth: 26 born

in Canada, 10 in England, 2 in Scotland, 4 in Ireland, 3 in other British possessions,

13 in the United States, 70 in other foreign countries and 2 not given.

Of the 13 convictions for attempt to commit murder, 5 were from British Colum-

bia, 3 each from Quebec and Ontario and 1 each from Manitoba and Alberta;

of the 30 convictions for manslaughter, 10 were from Quebec, 7 from Ontario,

5 from British Columbia, 4 from Alberta, 3 from Saskatchewan and 1 from

Manitoba; for concealing births of infants and abortion, 7 convictions in Ontario, 2

each in Manitoba and Saskatchewan and 1 each in Nova Scotia, Alberta and British

Columbia; of the 347 convictions for rape and other crimes against decency, Ontario

counted 148, Saskatchewan 54, Alberta 34, Quebec and BritisJi Colimibia 29 each,

Manitoba 22, New Brunswick 16 and Nova Scotia 15; for procuration, 27 convictions

in Ontario, 8 in Alberta, 5 in Saskatchewan, 4 each in Quebec, Manitoba and British

Columbia; for bigamy, 37 convictions in Ontario, 6 in Quebec, 4 in Saskatchewan, 3

each in Manitoba and Alberta, 2 in Nova Scotia and 1 each in New Brunswick and

British Columbia; for shooting, stabbing and wounding, 91 convictions in Ontario,

24 in Quebec, 21 in British Columbia, 15 each in Manitoba and Alberta, 5 in Saskat-

chewan, 3 in Nova Scotia and 2 in New Brimswick; of the 2,505 convictions for all

indictablee cases of assaults, there were 1,029 in Ontario, 315 in Quebec, 279 in

Alberta, 273 in Saskatchewan, 221 in Manitoba, 184 in Nova Scotia, 134 in British

Columbia, 63 in New Brunswick, 5 in the Yukon and 2 in Prince Edward Island; for

refusing to support family, 76 convictions in Ontario, 23 in Quebec, 13 in Nova

Scotia, 4 in Saskatchewan, 3 in Manitoba, 2 in British Columbia and 1 in Alberta;

for various other offences, 41 convictions in Ontario, 22 in Saskatchewan, 14 in

Quebec, 10 each in Manitoba and Alberta, 4 each in Nova Scotia and British Columbia,

and 1 each in New Brunswick and the Yukon.
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CL.VSS II.—OFFENCES AGAINST PROPERTY WITH VIOLENCE.

Offences.
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Columbia, 40 in Manitoba, 31 in Saskatchewan, 22 in Quebec and 5 each in Nova
Scotia and New Brunswick; for fraud and conspiracy to defraud, 337 convictions in

Ontario, 101 in Alberta, 87 in Saskatchewan, 32 in Manitoba, 30 in British Columbia,

23 in Quebec, 2 in New Brunswick, and 1 in Nova Scotia; for horse, cattle and
sheep stealing, 46 convictions in Alberta, 23 in Saskatchewan, 21 in Ontario, 7 in

Manitoba, 6 in British Columbia, 2 in Nova Scotia and 1 each in New Brunswick and
Quebec; for theft or larcency—representing 83-22 per cent of the total convictions

for this class and 41-45 per cent of the total number of convictions for all six classes

of offence—there were 3,682 convictions, during the year 1916 in Ontario, 1,390 in

Quebec, 841 in Saskatchewan, 732 in Alberta, 589 in Manitoba, 323 in British Colum-

bia, 218 in Nova Scotia, 157 in New Brunswick, 7 in Prince Edward Island and 4 in

the Yukon; for theft of registered letters, etc., 7 convictions in Alberta, 3 in Ontario,

£' in Quebec, and 1 each in Nova Scotia, Manitoba, Sasl^atchewan and British Colum-

bia ; for sacrilege, 3 convictions in Quebec.

CLASS IV.—MALICIOUS OFFENCES AGAINST PROPERTY.

Offences.
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The oifences in Class V show a decrease of 57 in the number of charges and of

32 in the number of convictions during the year 1916, distributed by provinces: for

offences against the currency, 3 convictions in Quebec and 1 in Ontario; for forgery

and uttering forged documents, 78 convictions in Ontario, 73 in Alberta, 58 in Mani-

toba, 51 in Saskatchewan, 25 in Quebec^ 18 in British Columbia, 7 in Nova Scotia and

1 in New Brunswick.

CLASS VI.—OTHEE OFFENCES NOT INCLUDED IN THE FOREGOING CLASSES.

Offences.

Treasonable acts

Sedition
War Measures Act, ofiences against
Attempt to commit suicide

Sodomy and bestiality

Indecent exposure and offences against public morals.
Perjury and subornation of perjury
Carrying unlawful weapons
Violation of the electoral act
Conspiracy
Offences against gambling and lottery acts

Prison breach, attempting and aiding to escape from
prison

Offences against revenue laws
Riot and affray

Keeping bawdy houses and inmates thereof
Various other misdemeanours.

Totals for Canada.

1915.

Number
of

charges.

29
14

82
105
92
147
176
14
55
198

195

298

197

1,609

Number
of

convictions

.

15

71
68
72
51
147
11
21
171

182
6

234

122

1,178

1916.

Number
of

charges.

50
169
44
92
71
150
87
8

53
295

148
1

1.53

3,034
153

4,516

Number
of

convictions

.

4
31
156
34
67
57
64
76
8
13

2rt3

141
1

132
2,971

97

4,115

It will be noticed that the increase in this Class VI is excessively high compared

with the other five classes of offences. This is due entirely to the transferring of the

" bawdy houses " cases from the Summary Convictions class to that of Indictable

Offences in accordance with " The Criminal Code Amendment Act."

The offences in this class for 1916 are distributed as follows by provinces: For

treasonable acts, 4 convictions in Ontario; for sedition, 18 comdctions in Alberta, 6

in Saskatchewan, 3 in British Columbia, 2 in Ontario and 1 each in New Brunswick

and Manitoba; for offences against the War ]\[easures Act, 147 convictions in Ontario,

3 in Saskatchewan and 2 each in Quebec, Manitoba and Alberta; for attempt to

commit suicide, 14 convictions in Ontario, 8 in Saskatchewan, 5 in Quebec, 2 each

in New Brunswick, Alberta and British Columbia, and 1 in Nova Scotia; for sodomy

and bestiality, 26 convictions in Ontario, 20 in Quebec, 9 in Saskatchewan, 5 in

British Columbia, 3 in Alberta and 2 each in Nova Scotia and Manitoba; for indecent

exposure and other offences against public morals, 18 convictions in Quebec, 15 in

Saskatchewan, 11 in Ontario, 4 each in Alberta and British Columbia, 3 in Manitoba

and 2 in New Brunswick; for perjury and subornation of perjury, 84 convictions in

Ontario, 10 in Alberta, 7 in Quebec, 4 each in Manitoba and Saskatchewan, 3 in

British Columbia and 2 in Nova Scotia; for carrying unlawful weapons, 39 convic-

tions in Ontario, 14 in Quebec, 13 in Saskatchewan, 4 each in Alberta and British
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Columbia and 2 in Il^ova Scotia ; for violation of the Electoral Act, 5 convictions in

British Columbia, 2 in Manitoba and 1 in Quebec; for conspiracy, 5 convictions in

Quebec, 4 in Ontario, 3 in Alberta and 1 in Saskatchewan; for offences against

Gambling and Lottery Acts, 96 convictions in Ontario, 78 in Quebec, 28 each in

Alberta and British Colmnbia, 23 in Saskatchewan, 6 in Manitoba and 2 each in

Nova Scotia and the Yukon; for prison breach, attempting and aiding to escape from

prison, 74 convictions in Ontario, 13 each in Quebec and Alberta, 12 in N^ova Scotia,

10 in Is'ew Brunswick, 9 in British Columbia, 5 in Saskatchewan, 4 in Manitoba and 1

in the Yukon; for offences against the Revenue laws, ] conviction in Ontario; for

riot and affray, 55 convictions in British Columbia, 34 in Nova Scotia, 29 in Manitoba,

8 in Ontario and 6 in Saskatchewan; for keeping bawdy houses and inmates thereof,

1,260 convictions in Quebec, 708 in British Columbia, 641 in Ontario, 208 in Alberta,

98 in Saskatchewan, 28 in Nova Scotia, 20 in Manitoba, 5 in the Yukon and 3 in New
Brimswick ; for various other misdemeanours, 30 convictions in Ontario, 27 in Saskat-

chewan, 13 in Alberta, 10 in Manitoba, 7 in Quebec, 6 in British Columbia and 2 each

in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick.

RATIO OF CONVICTIONS BY CLASSES OF OFFENCES.

Classes of Offences.
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Sixty eight per cent were unmarried, 31 per cent married and ones per cent

widowed. Ninety per cent had an elementary education, two per cent a superior

education and eight per cent were unable to read or write. The ages of the convicted

are thus represented: 25-53 per cent were under sixteen years of age, 12-73 per cent

from sixteen to twenty years, 47-53 per cent from twenty-one to thirty-nine years and

14-21 per cent were forty years and over. Ten per cent of the offenders were given as

iumioderate drinkers, thirty-nine per cent as using liquor moderately, the balance

being either total abstainers or not given. Eighty-six per cent were reported from

urban and fourteen per cent from rural districts.

The offenders born in Canada represented 58-81 per cent of the total convictions.

Ijhe British born, outside of Canada, 12-59 per cent, those born in the United States

7-25 per cent and those born in other foreign countries 21-35 per cent. According to

the last census, the Canadian-born represented 77-9 per cent of the total population

of Canada, the British born outside of Canada 11-06 per cent, those born in the

United States 4-2 per cent, and those born in other foreign countries 6-2 per cent.

Of the total number of criminals whose religious denominations were given, 41 - 15 per

cent were Eoman Catholics, 12-76 per cent Anglicans, 8-08 per cent Presbyterians,

9-26 per cent Methodists, 2-40 per cent Baptists and 26-35 per cent "Protestants,"

and other denominations. According to the last census, the Eoman Catholics repre-

sented 39-31 per cent of the total population of Canada, the Anglicans 14-47 per cent,

the Presbyterians 15-48 per cent, the Methodists 14-98 per cent, the Baptists 5-31 per

cent and the " Protestants " and other denominations 10 • 45 per cent.

Out of the 23,942 pei^ons charged with indictable offences during the year, 1,030

were tried by jury in the several provinces as follows : 263 in Ontario, 251 in Saskat-

chewan, 121 in British Columbia, 111 in Quebec, 91 in Manitoba, 86 in Alberta, 56 in

Nova Scotia, 41 in New Brunswick, 9 in Prince Edward Island and 1 in the Yukon;

there were 3,507 cases tried under the Speedy Trials Act, thus: 1,173 in Ontario.

1,065 in Quebec, 432 in Alberta, 293 in Nova Scotia, 196 in British Colimibia, 175 in

Saskatchewan, 92 in New Brunswick, 78 in Manitoba and 3 in the Yukon; there were

19,405 cases disposed of by police magistrates or other justices of the peace under the

Act respecting Simimary Trials by Consent, in the order following: 8,371 in Ontario,

3,467 in Quebec, 2,025 in Alberta, 1,879 in Saskatchewan, 1,639 in British Columbia,

1,320 in Manitoba, 438 in Nova Scotia, 233 in New Brunswick, 20 in the Yukon and

13 in Prince Edward Island.

PAET II.—SUMMARY CONVICTIONS.

The number of summary convictions has fallen from 132,430 in 1915 to 104,631

in 1916, being a decrease of 20-99 per cent during the year for the whole of Canada.
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Summary Convictions.

xvii

OfiFences.

Number of Summary convic-
tions for minor offences.

Adulteration of food
Assaul ts

Breach of the peace
Carrying fire-arms and unlawful weapons
Contempt of court
Cruelty to animals . .

.

Disturbing religious meetings
Fishery and Game Acts, offences against
Gambling Acts, offences against. ....
Immigration Act, offences again.st

Incorrigibility

Inspection and Sales Act, )ffences against
Larceny
Liquor laws, offences against
Malicious injury and other damage to property.
Masters and Servants Act, offences against . . .

.

Medical and Pharmacy Acts, offences against.

.

Militia Acts, offences against
Municipal Acts and By-laws, breaches of
Neglecting to support family
Opium and Dru^ Act, offences against
Profanation of Lord's Day
Railway Acts, offences against
Revenue laws, offences against
Seamen's Act, offences against
Threats ar.d abusive language
Trespass
Vagrancy
Drunkenness
Indecent exposure
Insulting, profane and obscene language
Frequenting bawdy houses.
Loose, idle and disorderly
Weights and Measures Acts, offences against. .

Miscellaneous offences
Insanity

Totals for Canada

.

126
5.577
2,331
762
42

1,985
64

955
3,193

94
179
144
79

5,452
1,303

3,312
114
74

31,312
602

1,348
1,5.52

2,081
21
16

506
2,215
11,461
41,161

2^3
702

*5,464

6,435
230
659
576

132,430

223
5,034

1,968
430
39

1,773
20
727

1,842
60
263
85
16

6,248
1,194

2,982
70

725
28,411

355
1,165

1,073
589
108
121
484

1,059

6,634

32,730
350
575

1,403
4,688
129
375
683

104,631

* Including "keepers and inmates" of bawdy houses which were in 1916 counted with indictable
offences, in accordance with " The Criminal Code Amendment Act ".

Owing- principally to the change in the classification of the cases above referred to,

the number of female offenders in summary convictions was reduced by 3,174 during

the year, the figures being 9,784 in 1915 as against 6,610 in 1916, or a decrease of 32-44

per cent.

Seventy-eight per cent of the offenders in suramary convictions were fined, four

per cent were sentenced to imprisonment without option and eighteen per cent were

allowed to go on being bound to keei) the i)eace or with deferred sentences, etc.

17—

B
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The following table sliow.s the number of Sunnnarj' Convictions by provinces for

the years 1915 and 1916 :—

Provinces.
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BREACHES OF MUNICIPAL ACTS AND BY-LAWS.

Provinces.

Prince Edward Island
Nova Scotia
New Brunswick
Quebec
Ontario
Manitoba .

Saskatchewan
Alberta
British Columbia
Yukon

Canada .

.

Number of convictions.
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OFFE^CE3 AGAIXST THE LIQUOR LAWS.

Provinces.
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OFFENCES AGAINST GAMBLING ACTS.

XXI
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The following table gives the number of convictions for indictable and minor

offences, with total convictions for both, in 1915 and 1916.

TOTAL NUMBEK OF CONVICTIONS FOR CRIMINAL AND MINOR OFFENCES.

Provinces.

Prince Edward Island
Nova Scotia
New Brunswick
Quebec
Ontario .

Manitoba
Saskatchewan
Alberta
British Columbia
Yukon

1915.

I

Criminal
I ofifences.

Minor
offences.

Total
con-

victions.

16
950
278

3,053
8,934
1,577
2,022
2,08s
1,680

27

Canada 20,625

346
5,774
2,833

24,152
49,942
11,266
9,650

12,331
15,993

143

132,430

362
6,724
3,111

27,205
58,876
12,843
11,672
14,419
17,673

170

1916.

Criminal Minor
offences, i ofifences.

14
644
296

3,824

7,888
1,226

1,729
1,900

1,619
20

153,055 19,160

405
5,924
2,664

20,767
41,732
7,826
9,287
9,526

6,344
156

104,631

Total
con-

victions.

419
6,568
2,%0

24,591

49,620
9,052

11,016
11,426
7,963
176

123,791

As shown by the above the total number of convctions for criminal and minor

offences has decreased by 29,264 or 19-12 per cent in 1916, as compared with a decrease

of 29,980 or 16-38 per cent the year before. The above figures for 1916 also show that

the criminal offences represented 15-48 per cent of the total convictions for the whole

of Canada, apportioned as follows for each province: British Columbia 20-33, Alberta

16:63, Ontario 15-90, Saskatchewan 15-69, Quebec 15-55, Manitoba 13-54, Yukon

11-36, New Brunswick 10-00, Xova Scotia 9-80 and Prince Edward Island 3-34 per

cent.

The following table gives the number of convictions by judicial districts for the

several provinces in 1916 :

—

Number of convictions by judicial districts in 1916.

Judicial Districts by Provinces.
Criminal
offences.

Minor offences.
Total

convictions

Prince Edward Island-
Kings
Prince
Queens 13

Totals of Prince Edward Island

.

14

102
66

237

405

103
66
250

419
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Number of convictions by judicial districts in IdW— Continued.

Judicial Districts by Provinces.
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Number of convictions by judicial disteicts in 19] &— Continued.

Judicial Districts by Provinces.
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Number of convictions by judicial districts in 1916

—

Concluded.

Judicial Districts by Provinces.
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Seven were serving a life sentence, 26 were sentenced to penitentiary for ten

years and over, 101 to penitentiary for five and less than ten years, 407 to penitentiary

for two and less than five years, and 703 were committed to jail for less than two years.

As to their detention, 67 had served less than one-fourth of their time, 299 one-fourth

and less than one-half, 595 one-half and less than three-fourths, and 276 over three-

fourths of their time. As to the condition of pardon, 235 were liberated on condition

that intoxicants be abstained from, 87 to be taken in charge by parents or other rela-

tives, 63 to accept employment provided for them, 20 to report to military authorities

and rejoin their units, 16 to leave Canada not to return, 18 to be taken in charge by

friends or clergy and by charitable or benevolent institutions, 11 to be transferred to

hospitals for medical treatment, 8 to leave the locality not to return, 8 to return to their

husbands, 6 to enlist for active service, 4 to abstain from further molestation of their

wives and 2 to give securities for good behaviour, the balance being " ticket of leave "

cases without any stated condition.

Thirteen death sentences were commuted to life imprisonment in Canada during

the year 1916, by provinces as follows: Alberta 3, Xova Scotia, Quebec and British

Columbia 2 each, and Prince Edward Island, Ontario, Manitoba and Saskatchewan

1 each.

The tables of the annexed report have been prepared by Mr. R. E. Watts.

E. H. ST. DENIS,
Secretary.

Census and Statistics Office,

23rd August. 1917.
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STATISTIQUE CRIMINELLE DU CANADA, 1916

PRECIS COMPLEX DU RAPPORT.

Cette statistique est recueillie et publiee en vertu de la loi conceruant les recense-

ments et statistiques, 4-5 Edouard VII, chapitre 5, Statuts Revises du Canada. Le

rapport comprend (1) les delits criminels ou justiciables d'un jury et (2) les petits

delits ou condamnations sommaires. Les delits criminels se divisent en six classes,

a savoir: la classe I, outrages contre la personne; la classe II, delits avec violence

centre la propriete ; la classe III, delits sans violence contre la propriete ; la classe IV,

dommages malicieux a la propriete; la classe V, faux et delits par rapport a la

monnaie, et la classe VI, autres delits non compris dans les classes precedentes.

Ces six classes de delits comprennent les cas expedies par les inagistrats de police ou

autres juges de paix, du consentement des accuses, conformement aux lois concernant

les " proces expeditifs " et les " proces sommaires ". Les petits delits ou condamnations

sommaires comprennent les cas expedies en vert.u de la loi concernant les procedures

sommaires devant les juges de paix.

PARTIE I.—DELITS CRIMINELS.

II y a eu 23,942 accusations et 19,160 condamnations pour delits criminels ou

justiciables d'un jury dans les differentes provinces du Canada, durant I'annee expirant

le 30 septembre 1916, comparativement a 26,714 accusations et a 20,625 condamnations

I'annee precedente, soit une diminution de 2,772 ou 10-38 pour cent dans les accusations

et de 1,465 ou 7 10 pour cent dans les condamnations durant I'annee. Les chiffres pour

I'annee 1916 comprennent cependant 3,034 accusations et 2,971 condamnations pour

delits ayant rapport aux persomies " tenant et habitant des maisons de desordre," delits

compris jusqu'ici dans les " condamnations sommaires," mais qui, en vertu de la " Loi

modificatrice du Code Criminel " sanctionnee le 15 avril 1915, sont maintenant classifies

parmi les delits criminels. Si, iwur des fins de comparaison avec 1915, on elimine ces

delits des chiffres de 1916, la diminution d'apres I'ancienne classification est done de

21-73 pour cent dans le cas des accusations et de 21-50 pour cent dans celui des

condamnations.

xxvii
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ACCUSATIONS, CONDAMNATIONS ET ACQUITTEMKNTS.

Provinces.

1915. 1916.

He du Prince-Edouard,
Nouvelle-Ecosse
Nouveau-Brunswick. .

.

Quebec
Ontario
Manitoba
Saskatchewan
Alberta . . .

Colombie-Britannique ,

Yukon

Canada..

Nombre
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Alberta Une condamnation pour cliaque 259 personnes.

Ontario

Colonibie-Britanniqiie. .

Saskatchewan

Yukon

Manitoba

Quebec

ISTouvelle-Ecosse

ISTouveau-Brunswiek. .

.

He du Prince-Edouard

Canada

343

352

368

426

449

574

789

1,223

6,695

425

JEUNES DELINQUANTS.

Le tableau suivant indique une augmentation de 107 dans le nombre de jeunes

delinquants durant I'annee

:
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NOMBRE DE JEUNES DELINQCAXTS CONDAMNfe POUB DALITS CRIMINELS DEVANT LES COCRS JUVENILES EX 1916.
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DELIXQUANTES.

En conformite de la '' Loi raodificati'ice du Code Criininel ", dont il a deja ete

fait mention, et par lequel les cas se rapportaut aux personnes " tenant et habitant

des maisons de desordre ", anterieurement compris parmi les coudamnations sommaires

mais classifies pour la premiere fois dans le present rapport comma delits erimdnels,

le nombre de eondamnations chez les femmes pour delits criminals indiqua una augmen-

tation de 2,673 durant Tannee, les chiffres etant de 1,001 en 1915 contre 3,674 en 1916.

Cette augmentation n'est qu'apparante, cependant, car si I'on groupa ensemble les deux

classes—delits criminals et eondamnations sommaires ou petits delits—^la totalite das

delinquantes s'elevent a 10,785 en 1915 contre 10,284 en 1916, soit una diminution da

501 pour les deux classes da delits durant I'annee. Des 2,971 eondamnations contre

les personnes des deux sexes tenant et habitant des maisons de desordre, rapportees

pour la premiere fois en 1916 comma delits criminals, 1,260 vaaiaiant de la province da

Quebec (dont 1,141 de Montreal), 708 de la Colombie-Britannique (dont 375 de

Kootenay et 295 de Vancouver), 641 d'Ontario (dont 419 de Toronto), 208 de I'Alberta,

98 de la Saskatchewan, 28 da la iSI'ouvelle-Ecosse, 20 du Manitoba, 5 du Yukon et 3 du

Nouveau-Bruns-wick.

DELINQUANTES.
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dElits criminels par classes.

CLASSE I. OUTRAGES CONTBE LA PERSONNE.

Crimes et delits.

Meurtre
Meurtre, complicite apres le fait

ir tentative de
Homicide non premedite
Infanticide
Suppression d'enfant et avortement. . .

.

Viol et autres attentats a la pudeur. . .

.

Embauchage immoral
Bigamie
Coups et blessures
Voies de fait sur femmes
Voies de fait graven
Voies de fait sur ofEciers de la paix. . .

.

Agression et voies de fait

Refus de supporter la famille

Divers autres delits contre la personne.

Totaux pour le Canada

.

1915. 1916.

Nombre
d'ac-

cusations.

86
4
55
84
3

34
640
93
76
338
80

809
894

2,>)U
174
215

5,599

Nombre de
!
Nombre

con- 1 d'ac-

damnations. cusations.

34
1

26
53
1

24
359
34
60

228
72

.^2l

811
1,520

93
142

3,979

56
1

31

61

Nombre de
con-

damnations.

21

29
618
85
64

258
73

730
641

1,661
200
152

13
30

14
347
52
57

176
66

509
600

1,330
122
107

4,660 3,444

Le tableau qui precede indique une diminution, de 939 dans le nombre d'accusa-

tious et une diminution de 535 dans le nombre de condamnations pour la classe I

durant I'annee 1916, pour tout le Canada, distribuees par crimes pour cbaque province

dans I'ordre suivant; Des 21 condamnations pour meurtre durant I'annee, il y en

avait 4 dans chacune des trois provinces d'Ontario, de 1'Alberta et de la Colombie-

Britannique, 2 chacune dans la Nouvelle-Ecosse, le Manitoba et la Saskatchewan,

1 chacune dans I'lle du Prince-Edouard, Quebec et le Yukon, et aucune dans le

Nouveau-Brunswick. Des quatre criminels condamnes pour meurtre dans Ontario,

un etait ne au Canada, un en Angleterre et deux en pays etrangers; des quatre pour

chacune des provinces de 1'Alberta et de la Colombie-Britannique, deux etaient natifs

des Etats-Unis et d'eux d'autres pays etrangers, dans chaque cas; un des deux au

compte de la Nouvelle-Ecosse etait ne au Canada et I'autre en pays etranger; ceux du

Manitoba etaient tons deux de naissanee etrangere; quant a ceux de la Saskatchewan,

un etait natif des Etats-Unis et I'autre de naissanee etrangere; celui de I'lle du

Prine«-Edouard etait natif du Canada, et celui de Quebec et du Yukon, dans chaque

cas, de naissanee etrangere. Ceci demontre que des 21 criminels condamnes pour

meurtre dans les differentes provinces du Canada en 1916, trois seulement etaient natifs

du Canada. Si I'on prend de la meme maniere le nombre de condamnations pour

meurtre durant les cinq demieres annees, on obtient le resultat suivant pour tout le

Canada : Sur 25 criminels condamnes pour meurtre en 1912 il y en avait 6 de naissanee

canadienne; 5 sur 23 en 1913; 6 sur 27 en 1914; 6 sur 34 en 1915, et 3 sur 21 en 1916,

formant un total de 130 condamnes pour meurtre durant ces cinq annees, dont 26

seulement, ou exactement un cinquieme, de naissanee canadienne. Le nombre de

condamnations pour meurtre par pays de naissanee durant ces cinq ans est donne de

la maniere qui suit pour chaque province dans I'ordre de criminalite: Dans la

Colombie-Britannique 32 criminels ont ete condamnes, dont 4 nes au Canada, 4 en
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Angleterre, 2 en Irlande, 3 en autres pays britanniques, 2 aiix Etats-Unis, 16 en autres

pays etrangers et 1 non donne; dans Ontario 23 ont ete condanines, dont 10 nes au

Canada, 2 en Angleterre, 1 en Irlande, 2 aux Etats-Unis et 8 en autres pays etrangers

;

dans I'Alberta 17 ont ete condamnes, dont aucun ne au Canada, 1 en Ecosse, 1 en

Irlande, 4 au Etats-Unis, 10 en autres pays etrangers et un non donne; dans Quebec

16 ont ete condamnes, dont 3 nes au Canada, 1 en Ecosse et 12 en pays etrangers; dans

le Manitoba 14 ont ete condanines, dont 2 nes au Canada, 3 en Angleterre et 9 en pays

etrangers; dans la Saskatchewan 13 ont ete condamnes, dont aucun ne au Canada,

1 en Angleterre, 3 aux Etats-Unis et 9 en autres pays etrangers; dans la Nouvelle-

Ecosse, 11 ont ete condamnes, dont 5 nes au Canada, 2 au Etats-Unis et 4 en autres

pays etrangers; dans I'lle du Prince-Edouard les condamnes sont tous deux nes au

Canada, tandis que les deux du Yukon sont nes en pays etrangers. Le Nouveau-

Brunswick est la seule province du Dominion n'ayant pas une seule condamnation pour

meurtre durant ces cinq annees. Les 130 criminels condamnes pour meurtre dans tout

le Canada durant cette periode se trouvent done repartis ainsi par pays de naissance:

26 nes au Canada, 10 en Angleterre, 2 en Ecosse, 4 en Irlande, 3 en autres pays britan-

niques, 13 aux Etats-Unis, 70 en autres pays etrangers et 2 non donnes.

Des 13 condamnations pour tentative de meurtre, 5 etaient de la Colombie-

Britannique, 3 de cbacune des provinces de Quebec et d'Ontario, et 1 cbacune de

Manitoba et Alberta; des 30 condamnations pour homicide non premidite, 10 etaient

de Quebec, 7 d'Ontario, 5 de la Colombie-Britannique, 4 de I'Alberta, 3 de la Saskat-

chewan et 1 du Manitoba; pour suppression d'enfant et avortement, 7 condamnations

dans Ontario, 2 chacune dans le Manitoba et la Saskatchewan et 1 chacune dans la

Nouvelle-Ecosse, I'Alberta et la Colombie-Britannique; des 347 condamnations pour

viol et autres attentats a la pudeur, Ontario en comptait 148, la Saskatchewan 54,

I'Alberta 34, Quebec et la Colombie-Britannique 29 chacune, le Manitoba 22, le

Nouveau-Brunswick 16 et la Nouvelle-Ecosse 15; pour embauchage immoral, 27

condamnations dans Ontario, 8 dans I'Alberta, 5 dans la Saskatchewan et 4 chacune

dans Quebec, Manitoba et la Colombie-Britannique; pour bigamie, 37 condamnations

dans Ontario, 6 dans Quebec, 4 dans la Saskatchewan, 3 chacune dans le Manitoba et

I'Alberta, 2 dans la Nouvelle-Ecosse et 1 chacune dans le Nouveau-Brunswick et la

Colombie-Britannique; pour coups et blessures, 91 condamnations dans Ontario, 24

dans Quebec, 21 dans la Colombie-Britannique, 15 chacune dans le Manitoba et

I'Alberta, 5 dans la Saskatchewan, 3 dans la Nouvelle-Ecosse et 2 dans le Nouveau-

Brunswick; des 2,505 condamnations pour voies de fait de nature criminelle, Ontario

en comptait 1,029, Quebec 315, I'Alberta 279, la Saskatchewan 273, le Manitoba 221,

la JSTouvelle-Ecosse 184, la Colombie-Britannique 134, le Nouveau-Brunswick 63, le

Yukon 5 et I'lle du Prince-Edouard 2 ;
pour refus de pourvoir aux besoins de la famille,

76 condamnations dans Ontario, 23 dans Quebec, 13 dans la Nouvelle-Ecosse, 4 dans

la Saskatchewan, 3 dans le Manitoba, 2 dans ia Colombie-Britannique et 1 dans

I'Alberta ; pour divers autres delits centre la personne, 41 condamnations dans Ontario,

22 dans la Saskatchewan, 14 dans Quebec, 10 chacune dans le Manitoba et I'Alberta,

4 chacune dans la Nouvelle-Ecosse et la Colombie-Britannique, et 1 chacune dans le

Nouveau-Brunswick et le Yukon.

17—

c

.
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CLASSE II.—DELITS AVEC VIOLENCE CONTRE LA PEOPRIETE.
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Ontario; pour detoumement, 2 condamnations dans Ontario; pour faux pretextes,

187 condamnations dans Ontario, 130 dans I'Alberta, 98 dans Quebec, 61 dans la

Saskatchewan, 26 dans le Manitoba, 24 dans la Colombie-Britannique, 6 dans le

Nouveau-Brunswick, 2 dans la Nouvelle-Ecosse et 1 dans le Yukon; pour recel, 115

condamnations dans Ontario, 62 dans I'Alberta, 42 dans la Colombie-Britannique,

40 dans le Manitoba, 31 dans la Saskatchewan, 22 dans Quebec et 5 cbacune dans la

Nouvelle-Ecosse et le Nouveau-Brunswick; pour fraude, 337 condamnations dans

Ontario, 101 dans I'Alberta, 87 dans la Saskatchewan, 32 dans le Manitoba, 30 dans

la Colombie-Britannique, 23 dans Quebec, 2 dans le Nouveau-Brunswick et 1 dans la

Nouvelle-Eeosse ; pour vol de chevaux et autres bestiaux, 46 condamnations dans

I'Alberta, 23 dans la Saskatchewan, 21 dans Ontario, 7 dans le Manitoba, 6 dans la

Colombie-Britannique, 2 dans la Nouvelle-Ecosse et 1 chacune dans le Nouveau-

Brunswick et Quebec; pour vol simple ou larein, representant 83-22 pour cent de la

totalite des condamnations de la classe III et 41-45 pour cent de la totalite des six

classes de delits—il y a eu 3,682 condamnations en 1916 dans Ontario, 1,390 dans

Quebec, 841 dans la Saskatchewan, 732 dans I'Alberta, 589 dans le Manitoba, 323 dans

la Colombie-Britannique, 218 dans la Nouvelle-Eeosse, 157 dans le Nouveau-Brunswick,

7 dans I'lle du Prince-Edouard et 4 dans le Yukon; pour vol de lettres recommandees,

etc., il y a eu 7 condamnations dans 1 Alberta, 3 dans Ontario, 2 dans Quebec et 1

chacune dans la Nouvelle-Ecosse, le Manitoba, la Saskatchewan et la Colombie-Britan-

nique; pour sacrilege, 3 condamnations dans Quebec.

CLASSE IV.—DOUMAGES MALICIEUX A LA PROPRI^TE.
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CLASSE V.—FAUX ET DELITS PAR RAPPORT A LA MONNAIE.
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nique, 2 dans Ontario et 1 chacune dans le Nouveau-Brunswick et le Manitoba; pour

infraction a la loi des mesures de guerre, 147 condamnations dans Ontario, 3 dans la

Saskatchewan et 2 chacune dans Quebec, le Manitoba et 1'Alberta; pour tentative de

suicide, 14 condamnations dans Ontario, 8 dans la Saskatchewan, 5 dans Quebec,

2 chacune dans le ISTouveau-Brunswick, 1'Alberta et la Colombie-Britannique, et 1 dans

la Nouvelle-Ecosse ; pour sodomie et bestialite, 26 condamnations dans Ontario, 20

dans Quebec, 9 dans la Saskatchewan, 5 dans la Colombie-Britannique, 3 dans 1'Alberta

et 2 chacune dans la Nouvelle-Ecosse et le Manitoba; pour exposition indecente et

autres delits contre la morale publique, 18 condamnations dans Quebec, 15 dans la

Saskatchewan, 11 dans Ontario, 4 chacune dans 1'Alberta et la Colombie-Britannique,

3 dans le Manitoba et 2 dans le Nouveau-Brunswick; pour parjure et subornation de

parjure, 34 condamnations dans Ontario, 10 dans 1'Alberta, Y dans Quebec, 4 chacune

dans le Manitoba et la Saskatchewan, 3 dans la Colombie-Brita'nnique et 2 dans la

Xouvelle-Ecosse; pour port d'armes illegal, 39 condamnations dans Ontario, 14 dans

Quebec, 13 dans la Saskatchewan, 4 chacune dans 1'Alberta et la Colombie-Britannique

et 2 dans la Nouvelle-Ecosse ; pour infraction a la loi electorale, 5 condamnations dans

la Colombie-Britannique, 2 dans le Manitoba et 1 dans Quebec; pour conspiration,

5 condamnations dans Quebec, 4 dans Ontario, 3 dans 1'Alberta et 1 dans la Saskat-

chewan; pour infraction aux lois defendant le jeu et les loteries, 96 condamnations

dans Ontario, 78 dans Quebec, 28 chacune dans 1'Alberta et la Colombie-Britannique,

23 dans la Saskatchewan, 6 dans le Manitoba et 2 chacune dans la Nouvelle-Ecosse et

le Yukon ;
pour infraction aux lois des prisons et tentative d'evasion, 74 condamnations

dans Ontario, 13 chacune dans Quebec et 1'Alberta, 12 dans la Nouvelle-Ecosse, 10 au

Nouveau-Brunswick, 9 a la Colombie-Britannique, 5 a la Saskatchewan, 4 au Manitoba

et 1 au Yukon; pour delits contre le revenu de I'Etat, 1 condamnation dans Ontario;

pour emeute et rixe, 55 condamnations dans la Colombie-Britannique, 34 dans la

Nouvelle-Ecosse, 29 au Manitoba, 8 dans Ontario et 6 dans la Saskatchewan; pour

delits relatifs aux personnes tenant et habitant des maisons de desordre, 1,260 condam-

nations dans Quebec, 708 dans la Colombie-Britannique, 641 dans Ontario, 208 dans

I'Alberta, 98 dans la Saskatchewan, 28 dans la Nouvelle-Ecosse, 20 dans le Manitoba,

5 au Yukon et 3 au Nouveau-Brunswick ;
pour divers autres delits, 30 condamnations

dans Ontario, 27 dans la Saskatchewan, 13 dans I'Alberta, 10 au Manitoba, 7 dans

Quebec, 6 dans la Colombie-Britannique et 2 chacune dans la Nouvelle-Ecosse et le

Nouveau-Brunswick.

PROPORTION DES CONDAMNATIONS PAR CLASSES DE DALITS.

Crimes et delits par classes.

Classe I. Outrages contre la personne
Classe II. Delits avec violence contre la propriete
Classe III. Delits sanf violence contre la propriete .

Classe IV. D' immages malicieux a la propriete
Classe V. Faux et delits par rapport a la monnaie
Classe VI. Autres delits uon compris dans les classes precedentes.

Total

Proportion
des condamnations

pour cent.

1915.

10000

1916.

17-97
7-71
4H-81
1 38
1-65

21-48

100 00
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On remarquera que les chiffres proportionnels des classes I et II, et plus parti-

culierement ceux des classes III et VI, pour I'annee 1916, different considerablement

compares a ceux de 1915; ceci est dii au ciiangement de classification occasionne par

I'amendement au code criminel touchant les delits relatifs aux maisons de desordre,

delits maintenant compris dans la classe VI.

Des 19,160 deliuquants trouves coupables de delits criminels durant I'annee,

6,786 ont ete condamnes a I'option entre I'amende et la prison, 3,816 a la prison

pour moins d'un an, 66Q a la prison pour un an et moins de deux ans, 799 au

penitencier pour deux et moins de cinq ans, 178 au penitencier pour cinq ans et plus,

5 au penitencier a vie, 21 condamnes a mort, 568 ont ete envoyes aux maisons de

correction et 6,321 ont ete relaches apres avoir ete tenus de garder la paix ou avec une

sentence suspendue ou une reprimande.

Quatre-vingt-huit pour cent des condamnes ont regu une premiere sentence, sept

pour cent une deuxieme, et cinq pour cent etaient des recidivistes ou criminels

habituels.

La profession ou occupation des criminels est ainsi distribuee par classes : agricole,

10 pour cent; commerciale, 16 pour cent; domestique, 10 pour cent; industrielle, 12

pour cent; professions liberales, 6 pour cent, et les journaliers non classifies, 46 pour

cent.

Soixante et huit pour cent etaient celibataires, trente et un pour cent maries et

un pour cent en veuvage.

Quatre-vingt-dix pour cent avaient regu une education elementaire, deux pour

cent une education superieure et huit i)our cent ne pouvaient ni lire ni ecrire.

Quant aux ages des criminels, 25-53 pour cent etaient au-dessous de seize ans,

12-73 pour cent ages de seize a vingt ans, 47-53 pour cent ages de vingt et un a trente-

neuf ans, et 14-21 pour cent au-dessus de qnarante ans. Dix pour cent faisaient un

usage immodere de boissons enivrantes, trente-neuf pour cent, un usage modere, et les

autres etaient ou temperants ou non donnes. Quatre-vingt-six pour cent appartenaient

6 la population urbaine et quatorze pour cent a la popoulation rurale.

Les criminels de naissance canadienne representaient 58-81 p. 100 de la totalite

des condamnations ; ceux de naissance britannique en dehors du Canada, 12-59 p. 100;

ceux nes aux Etats-Unis, 7-25 p. 100, et ceux nes en autres pays etrangers, 21-35

p. 100. D'apres le dernier recensement, la proportion des personnes nees au Canada

etat de 77-9 p. 100 du total de la population du Canada; celle des personnes nees

en territoire britannique en dehors du Canada, de 11-06 p. 100; celle des personnes

nees aux Etats-Unis, de 4-2 p. 100, et celle des personnes nees en autres pays etrangers,

de 6 •2- p. 100.

Du nombre total des criminels, dont les religions ont ete donnees, 41-15 p. 100

ont ete rapportes comme catholiques, 12-76 comme anglicans, 8-08 comme presbyteriens,

9-26 comme methodistes, 2-40 cormne baptistes et 26-35 p. 100 comme " protestants "

et autres confessions religieuses. D'apres le dernier recensement les catholiques repre-

sentaient 39-31 p. 100 de la population totale du Canada, les anglicans 14-47, les

presbyteriens 15-48, les methodistes 14-98, les baptistes 5-31, et les ''protestants" et

autres confessions religieuses 10-45 p. 100.
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Des 23,942 persofines accusees de delits criminels durant I'annee, 1,030 ont subi

leur proces devant un jury dans les differentes provinces: 263 dans Ontario, 251 dans

la Saskatchewan, 121 dans la Colombie-Britannique, 111 dans Quebec, 91 au Manitoba,

86 dans 1'Alberta, 56 dans la Nouvelle-Ecosse, 41 au Nouveau-Brunswick, 9 dans I'lle

du Prince-Edouard et 1 au Yid^on; 3,507 cas ont ete expedies sous I'autorite de la loi

concernant les proces expeditifs, dont 1,173 dans Ontario, 1,065 dans Quebec, 432 dans

1'Alberta, 293 dans la Nouvelle-Eeosse, 196 dans la Colombie-Britannique, 175 dans la

Saskatchewaii, 92 au Nouveau-Brunswick, 78 au Manitoba et 3 au Yukon ; et 19,405

cas ont ete expedies par les magistrats de police ou autres juges de paix, en vertu de la

loi concernant les proces somniaires, dont 8,371 en Ontario, 3,467 dans Quebec, 2,025

en Alberta, 1,879 en Saskatchewan, 1,639 dans la Colombie-Britannique, 1,320 au

Manitoba, 438 dans la Nouvelle-Ecosse, 233 au Nouveau-Brunswick, 20 au Yukon et

13 dans I'lle du Prince-Edouard.

PARTIE II.—CONDAMNATIONS SOMMAIEES.

Le nombre de condamnations sommaires est tombe de 132,430 en 1915 a 104,631

en 1916, soit une diminution de 20-99 pour cent durant I'annee pour tout le Canada.

Falsification de substances alimentaires
Vcies de fait. . .

.

Perturbation de la paix.
Port d'amies illegal.

Mepris de cour.

Cruaute envers les animaux
Perturbation de reunions religieuses

Infractions aux lois de jieche et de chasse
It contie le jeu et les loteries

II sur I'immigration
Incorrigibilite ...

Infractions aux lois d'inspection et ventes
Vol simple ou larcin
Infractions aux lois des licences de boissons
Dommages malicieux a la propriete
Infractions aux lois concernant les maitres et serviteurs

IT II medecins et pharmaciens

.

II de la milice
Contravention aux lois municipales
Negligence de pourvoir aux besoins de la famille
Infractions aux lois contre I'opium et autreo drogues
Profanation du dimanche
Infractions aux lois des chemins de fer

Delits contre le revenu de I'Etat
Infractions aux lois maritimes
Menaces et langage injurieux
Empietement
Vagabondage
Ivresse
Exposition indecente
Langage insultant, obscene et profane .

.

Frequentant des maisons de desordre. . .

.

Cooduite dereglee
Infractions aux lois des poids et mesures.
Divers petits delits

Alienation mentale

Totaux pour le Canada

126
5,577
2,331
782
42

1,985
64

955
3,193

94
179
144
79

5,452
1,303
3,312
114
74

31,312
602

1,348
1,552

2,081
- 21
16
506

2,215
11,461
41,161

283
702

*5,464
6.435
230
659
576

132,430

223
5,034
1,968
430
39

1,773
20

727
1,842

60
263
86
16

6,248

1,194
2,982

70
725

28,411
355

1,165

1,073
589
108
121
484

1,059
6,634

32,730
350
575

1,403
4,688
129
375
683

104,631

ont ete

* Ces chiffrps comprennent les cas de personnes " tenant et habitant " des maisons de desordre qui
3te en 1916, en vertu de Tamendement au Code Crimioel, ajoutes aux delits criminels.
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A cause du changement indique dans la note qui precede, le nombre de delin-

quantes dans les condamnations soramaires a ete reduit de 3,174 durant I'annee, les

chiffres etant de 9,784 en 1915, centre 6,610 en 1916, soit une diminution de 32-44

pour cent.

Soixante-dix-huit pour cent du total des delinquants dans les condamnations

soramaires, ont ete condamnes a opter entre 1'amende et la prison, quatre pour cent

ont ete emprisonnes sans option et dix-huit pour cent ont ete renvoyes avec differentes

sentences, telles que " tenu de garder la paix ", " sentence suspendue ", etc.

Le tableau qui suit donne le nombre de condamnations sommaires par provinces,

pour les annees 1915 et 1916:

CONDAMNATIONS SOMMAIRES PAR PROVINCES EN 1914 ET 1915.

Provinces.

Nombre de
condamnations .sommaires!

Augmentation+
Diminution -

1915. 1916. numerique. pour cent,

He du Prince-Edouard
Nouvelle-Ecosse
Nouveau-Brunswick .

.

Quebec
Ontario
Manitoba
Saskatchewan
Alberta
Colombie-Britannique.
Yukon

Canada .

.

346
5,774
2,833

24,152
49,942
11,266
9,650

12,.'<31

15,993
143

132,430

405
924
,664

.767

732
,826

,257

,526

344
156

+
59

150
- 169
- 3,385
- 8,210
- 3,440
- 3(;3
- 2,805
- 9,649
+ 13

104,631 27,799

OD
•60

96
03
•44

•53

•76

•75

•33

09

20 99

Tel que I'indique ce tableau, de faibles augmentations se trouvent dans I'lle du

Prince-Edouard, la Nouvelle-Ecosse et le Yukon, tandis que toutes les autres provinces

accusent des diminutions considerables dans le nombre de condamnations sommaires,

plus particulierement la Colombie-Britannique.

Provinces.

He du Prince-Edouard
Nouvelle-Ecosse
Nouveau-Brunswick.

.

Quebec
Ontario
Manitoba
Saskatciiewan
Alberta
Colombie-Britannique

.

Yukon

Canada

Nombre de
condamnations.

Augmentations-
Diminution —

1915.

231
3,436
1,694
8,939

12,553
4,154
1,332

2,802
5,960

60

41,161

1916.

219
3,614
1,696

7,108
11,728
3,114
1,062
1,809

2,327
53

32,730

numerique. pour cent.

+
12

178
2

1,831
825

1,040
270
993

3,P33

7

4.76
5.18
0.12
20 48
6.57

25.04
20.27
35.44
60.95
11.66

8,431 20.48
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Les chiffres du tableau precedent iudiquent des augmentatious dans le nombre de

condamnations pour ivresse, dans la Nouvelle-Ecosse et le Nouveau-Brunswick, et

des diminutions dan^ les autres provinces, avec la place d'honneur a la Colombie-

Britannique.

CONTRAVENTIONS AUX LOIS MUNICIPALES.

Provinces.

Nombre de
condamnations.

1915.

He du Prince-Edouard
Nouvelle-Ecosse
Nouveau- Brunswick .

.

Quebec
Ontario
Manitoba
Saskatchewan
AlVierta

Colombie-Britann ique
Yukon

Canada . .

.

24
595
236

5,673
15,009
3,545
1,527

2,192
2,479

32

31,312

1916.

20
647
130

5,803
14,217
2,664

1,997
1,850
1,050

33

28,411

Augmentation +
Diminution -

numerique. pour cent.

+

+

+

4
52
106
130
792
881
470
342

1,429
1

2,901

+ 8

+

+

+

12.50
4

44.49
0.23
5.28

24.85
30.78
15.60
57.64
3.12

— 9.26

Comme I'indique ce tableau des augmentations dans le nombre de contraventions

aux lois municipales se trouvent dans la Nouvelle-Ecosse, Quebec, la Saskatchewan et

le Yukon, et des diminutions dans les autres provinces, avec la Colombie-Britannique

encore au rang d'honneur.

Le tableau qui suit donne le nombre de condamnations pour vagabondage,

comprenant les cas d'exposition indecente, de langage obscene et profane, de frequen-

tation de maisons malfamees et de conduite dereglee

:

VAGABONDAGE.

Provinces.
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ou 43-93 pour cent durant Tannee. A Texception de I'lle du Prince-Edouard et du

Yiikon il y a de fortes diminutions dans chacune des autres provinces.

INFRACTIONS AUX LOIS DES LICENCES DE BOISSONS.

Provinces.

Nombre
de condamnations.

1915. 1916.

Augrmentation +
Diminution —

numerique. pour ceut

He du Prince-Edouard
Nouvelle-Ecosse
Nouveau-Brunswick. .

.

Quebec
Ontario
Manitoba
Saskatchewan

,

Alberta
Colombie-Britannique

.

Yukon

Canada . .

.

42
Gas
390

1,021
2,018
124
378
573
246
27

5,452

646
352

1,015
2,002
172
967
713
295
11

6,248

+

33
13
38
6
16
4b

+ 589
+ 140
+ 49
- 16

+ 78

+ 2
- 9
-
-

+ 38
+ 156

+ 24

+ 19
- 59

+ 796 14-60

On voit par ce tableau que les infractions aux lois des licences de boissons ont

augmente de 796, au Canada, durant I'annee; les plus fortes augmentations se trouvent

dans la Saskatchewan et I'Alberta, tandis que I'lle du Prince-Edouard, le Manitoba

et la Colombie-Britannique accusent aussi une augmentation proportionnelle assez

elevee.

VOIES DE FAIT ET PEETUBBATION DE LA PAIX.

Province-s

Nombre
de condamnations.

Augmentation +
Diminution —

1915. 1916. numerique. pour cent.

He du Prince-Edouard
Nouvelle-Ecosse
Nouveau-Brunswick. .

,

Quebec
Ontario
Manitoba
Saskatchewan
Alberta
Colombie-Britannique
Yukon

Canada.

.

28
513
111

1,938

1,748
233

1,408
1,487
429
13

31
569
129

1,734
1,582
220

1,273
1.281

175
8

7,908 7,002

+ 3
+ 56
+ 18
—204
—166
— 13
—135
—206
—254
— 5

-f
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INFRACTIONS ACX LOIS CONTRE LE JED ET LES LOTERIES.

Provinces.
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Le tableau qui suit donue le nombre de condamnations pour delits crirainels et

petits delits, avec la totalite des deux pour les annees 1915 et 1916.

NOMBRE DE CONDAMNATIONS POUB D:6lITS CEIMINELS ET PETITS DELITS.
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NOMBRE DE CONHAMNATIONS PAR DISTRICTS JDDICIAIRGS EN 1916

—

Suite.

Districts judiciaires par provinces.

NOUVELLE-ECOSSE

—

Annapolis
Antigonish
Cap-Breton
Colchester
Cumberland. . .

.

Digby
Guy.«borough . .

.

Halifax
Hants
Inverness
Kings ,

Lunenburg
Pictou
Queens
Ric-hniond
Shelburne
Victoria
Yarmouth

Totaux de la Nouvelle-Ecosse.

Nouveau-Brunswick-
Albert
Carletnn
Charlotte
Gloucester
Kent
Kings
Madawaska
Northumberland

.

Queens
Kestigouche.

.

Saint-Jean. .

.

Sunbury
Victoria
Westmorland

.

York

Totaux du Nouveau-Brunswick

Quebec—
Arthabaska ....

Beauce .

.

Beauharnois
Bedford
Chicoutimi
Gaspe
Iberville

Joliette

Kamouraska
Montmagny ....

Montreal
Ottawa
Pontiac
Quebec
Kichelieu
Rimouski
Roberval
Saguenay
Saint- Fran§ois. .

.

Saint-Hyacinthe

.

Terrebonne
Trois-Rivieres .

.

Delits criminels

.

Petits delits.

Totaux de Quebec.

3
2

119
10
52
5
10

332
4
5

.13

20
27
10

2

4

4
22

644

1

5
10
4
2
9

2
19
1

1

162

43
37

296

29
7
10
66
2
4

9
10
3
5

2,970
126

9
370
17
5

5
111
15
10
41

3,824

11
15

1,803
339
127
20
18

2,170
32

58
45
386

12
2
12

74

5,924

122
172

6
27

263
3

1,384

424
263

2,664

55
59
120
43
39
50
68
20
64
60

15,557
655

7

2,634
151
105
64
27

742
162

4
81

20,767

Totalite des
condamnations.

14
17

1,922
349
179
25
28

2,802
36
5

71
65
913
22
4

16
4
96

6,568

1

127
182

4

36
2

282
4
1

1,546

467
300

2,960

84
66
130
109
41
54
77
30
67
65

18,527
781
16

3,004
168
110
64
32

853
177
14
122

24,591
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attentats contre la pudeur, 5 pour incendie, 10 pour parjure, 29 pour coups et blessures,

243 pour vol avec effraction, 100 pour faux et faux pret^xtes, 35 jwur avoir tenii et

frequente des maisons de "desordre, 74 pour vagabondage et 316 pour vol simple ou

larcin. Sept etaient detenus a vjp, 26 condamnes au penitencier pour dix ans et plus,

100 au penitencier pour cinq ans et moins de dix ans, 407 au penitencier pour deux ans

et moins de cinq ans, et 703 avaient ete envoyes a la prison pour moins de deux ans.

Quant a la duree de leur detention, 67 avaient purge moins d'un quart de leur sentence,

299 un quart et moins d'une moitie, 595 une moitie et moins des trois-quarts, et 276

les trois-quarts et au-dessus de leur temps. Quant a la condition du pardon, 235 ont

et-e liberes sur promesses de s'abstenir de boissons enivrantes, 87 pris en soin par leurs

parents, 63 devant accepter I'emploi pourvu pour eux, 20 devant se rapporter aux

autorites militaires et rejoindre leur regiment, 16 ordonnes de quitter le Canada pour

ne plus y revenir, 18 pris en soin par des amis ou des membres du clerge ou par des

institutions de bienfaisance, 11 devant etre transferes aux hopitaiox pour soins medi-

caux, 8 ordonnes de quitter I'endroit pour ne plus y revenir, 8 devant retourner a leurs

maris, 6 a s'enroler, 4 a s'abstenir de maltraiter leurs femmes, et 2 a tenir une meilleure

conduite, le reste etant des cas de "liberes sur parole" sans condition mentionnee.

Treize sentences de mort ont ete commuees en emprisonnement a vie dans les

differeutes provinces du Canada, durant I'annee: 3 dans I'Alberta, 2 cbacune dans la

Xouvelle-Ecosse, Quebec et la Colombie-Britannique, et 1 cbacune dans I'lle du Prince-

Edouard, Ontario, Manitoba et la Saskatchewan.

Les tableaux de ce rapport ont ete prepares par M. E. E. "Watts.

E. H. ST-DEXIS,

Secretaire.

Bureau des Recensements et Statistiques,

23 aout 1917.

I
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Table i.

Judicial Districts

in v/hich

'offence was com-

mitted.

Districts judi-

ciaires oh. 1'offense

A ete commise.

Cape Breton, N.S.
Cumberland, N.S.
Halifax, N.S

Algoma, Ont
Elgin. Ont
Ontario, Ont
Peterborough, Ont.
Rainy River, Ont .

.

York, Ont

Manitoba, Central.

PrincH Albert, Sask

.

Swift Current, Sask.
Weyburn, Sask
Yorkton, Sa&k

Rassano, Alta
Edmonton, Alta.

Totals of Canada.

Offences against the person. Class I.

\
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write, tary.

Supe-

Under 16 years 21 years

16 and and 40 years

years. iunder21. under 40. ; and over.

Moins
de

16an8.

' Inca- Ele- Supe
pable men- rieure| M. IF

delire taire.

.oud'e-
I

crire. H.

16 ans 21 ans
et moins et moins
de 21. de 40.

M. F. M. F.

H.

40 ans
et plus.

Not
given.

Use of

Liquois

Usage de
liqueurs

.

Non- I de-
donne. rate

Im-
Mo- mo-

de-

ls.

rate

Mo- Im-
dere mo-

,dere
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Table i. Offences against the person. Class I.
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mitted.

Districts judi-

ciaires oil I'offense
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Status.
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I

ableto i
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;
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liqueurs.
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Moins
de
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and

under 21.
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et moins

_
I
_ — 16 ans. de 21.

Inca-' Ele-
pable men-
de lire taire.

oud'e-
crire. I

Supe-
rietire

21 years
and 40 years

under 40. and over.
Not

given.

21 ans , 40 ans Non-
et moins et plus, donne.
de40.

M. r. M.
I
F. M

F. IH. F.
I
H.

Im-
Mo- mo-
de- de-

rate rate

Mo- Im-
dere mo-

dere
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Table i. Offences against the person. Class I.
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years

^""^
iyears

de^
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Deux
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de
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Life

A vie
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prison
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Other
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I
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i

Convictions.
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ted.
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!
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I
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St. Francis, Que
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j

16 ; and and
\
40 years

years, under 21. under 40.;and over.

Moins 16 ans 21 ans
]

40 ans
de et moins et moins ' et plus.

16 ans.. de21. de 40. i

IVL F , M. F. M. F. I M. F.

H. F H. F. H. F. H.

Not
given.

Non-
donne.

M.

H.

Use of
liquors

Usage de
liqueurs

.

Im-
Mo-| mo-
de- de

.

rate rate

|lm
Mo-

[
mo-

dere dere

Other offences against the person

—
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Sentence.

Penitentiary.

Penitencier.

Two
years
and
un-
der
five.

Deux
ans
et

m'ns
de

cinq.

Five

and
over.

Cinq
ans
et

plus.

Life.

A vie

D'th.

De
mort.

Com-
mit-
ted to
Refor-
ma-

tories

En-
voyes
k la

prison
de

Refor
me.

Other
Senten-

ces.

Autres
Senten-

ces.

Occupations.

Agri-
cul-

tural.

Agri-
cul-

teurs.

Com-
mer-
cial.

Com-
mer-
9ants.

Do-
mestic

Servi-
teurs.

In-
dus-
trial.

In-
dus-
triels.

Pro-
fes-

sional

Pro-
fes-

sions

Ube-
rales.

La
borers

Jour-
na-

liers.

Civil

Condition.

Etat civil.

Mar-
ried.

Ma-
ries.

Wi-
dowed

En
veu-
vage.

Single

C61i-

ba-
taires.
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7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Offences against property with violence. Class II.
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Tableau i.



106 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Offences against property with violence. Glass II.

Judicial District

in which

offence was com-

mitted.

Districts judi-

ciaires oh I'offense

a ete commise.
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Tableau



108 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Offences against property with violenc. Class II.
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Tableau i.



110 CRIMIXAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE, V, A. 1917

table I. Offences against property with violence. Class II.

Judicial Districts

in which

offence was com-

mitted.

Districts judi-

ciaires ou I'offense

a ete commise.
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SESSIONAL PAPER No. 17

Tableau i. Delits avec violence centre la propriete. Classe II.

Sentence.

Penitentiary.



112 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Offences against property ^-ith violence. Class II.
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Tableau i.



114 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—WIG

7 GEORGE V. A. l9l;

Table i. Offences against property without violence. Class III.

Judicial Districts.

in which

offence was com-

mitted.

Districts jud'-

ciaires oii I'offense

a ete commise.

Number
of

Charges
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SESSIONAL PAPER No. 77

Tableau i. Delits sans violence centre la propriete. Classe III.

Sentence.

Penitentiary.
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7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Offences against property without violence. Class III.
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SESSIONAL PAPER No. 17

Tableau i.



118 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table r. Offences against property without violence. Class III.

Judicial Districts

in which

offence was com-

mitted.

Districts judi-

ciaires oh I'offense

a ete commise.
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Tableau



120 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Offences against property without violence.
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SESSIONAL PAPER No. 17

Tableau i.



122 CRlMIXAL STA TIS TICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. OfiFences against property without violence. Class III.

Judicial Districts

in which

oflfence was com-

mitted.

Districts judi-

ciaires oil I'offense

a ete commise.
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6

123

SESSIONAL PAPER No. 17

Tableau i
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7 GEOI^GE V, A. 1917

Table i. Offences against j)roperty without violence. Class III.
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SESSIONAL PAPER No. 17

Tableau i.



126 CBIAIINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Offences against property without violence. Class IIL

Judicial Districts,

in which

offence was com-

mitted.

Districts judi-

ciaires oil I'oEfense

a ete commise.

Number
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SESSIONAL PAPER No. 17

Tableau i. Delits sans violence centre la propriete. Classe III.

Sentence.



128 CRlMlUfAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Offences against property without
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SESSIONAL PAPER No. T7

Tableau i.



130 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Offences against property without violence. Classe III.

Judicial Districts.

in which

offence was com-

mitted.

Districts judi-

eiaires ou I'offense

a ete commise.

(

Number
of

Charges
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SESSIONAL PAPER No. 17

Tableau i



132 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Offence,^; against property without violence. Class III.

•Judicial Districts

in which
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SESSIONAL PAPER No. 17

Tableau i.



134 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Offences against property without violence. Class in.
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SESSIONAL PAPER No. 17

Tableau i. Delits sans violence contre la propriete. Classe III.

Sentence.



136 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Offences against propeaty without violence. Class III.
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SESSIONAL PAPER No. 17

Tableau i.



138 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. l917

Table 1. Ofifences against property without violence. Class III.

.Judicial Districts

in which

oflFence was com-

mitted.

Districts judi-

ciaires ou roflense

a ete commise.
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Tableau i



140 CRIMIl^AL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Offences against property without violence Class in.
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SESSIONAL PAPER No. 17

Tableau I,



142 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Offences against property without violence. Class III.
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SESSIONAL PAPER No. 17

Tableau i. Delits sans violence contre la propriete. Classe III.

Sentence.



144 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Offences against property without violence. Class IIT.
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SESSIONAL PAPER No. 17

Tab!



146 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Offences against prop)erty without violence. Class HI.

Judicial Districts

in which

offence was com-

mitted.

Districts judi-

ciaires oil 1'offense

a ete commise.
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Tableau i



148 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Offences against property without violence. Class in.
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Tableau i.



150 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Offences against property without violence. Class III.

Judicial Districts

in which

offence was com-

mitted.

Districts judi-

ciaires oil I'oflfense

a ete commise.
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SESSIONAL PAPER No. 17

Tableau i



152 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Offences against property without violence. Class III.
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SESSIONAL PAPER No. 17

Tableau i. Delits sans violence centre la propriete Classe III.



154 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Offences against property without violence. Class iir.

Judicial District

in which

offence was com-

mitted.

Districts judi-

ciaires oil I'ofEense

a ete commise.
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Tableau i



156 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. OflFences against property without violence. Class III.

Judicial Districts,

in which
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SESSIONAL PAPER No, 17

Tableau i.



158 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Ofifences against property without violence. Class III.

.Judicial Districts

in which

offence was com-

mitted.

Districts judi-

ciaires ou I'offense

a ete commise.
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Tableau J



160 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Offences against pioperty without violence. Class III.

Judical Districts

in which

offence was com-

mitted.

Districts judi-

ciaires oh I'offense.

a ete commise.

Educational
Status.

Instruction.

Un-
able to
read
or

write.

Inca
pable
de lire

oud'e-
crire.

Ele-
men-
tary.

Ele-
men-
taire.

Supe-
rior.

Supe-
rieure

Ages.

Under
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Tableau I.



162 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Malicious offences agfainst propertj'. Class IV.

Judicial Districts

in which

offence was com-

mitted.

Districts judi-

ciaires ou I'offense

a ete commise.
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Tableau ]



164 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i.
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Tableau T.



166 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Malicious offences against property. Class IV.

Judic'al Districts

in which

offence was com-

mitted.

Districts judi-

ciaires oh I'offense

a ete commise.
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Tableau T.



168 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Malicious offences against property. Class IV.
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Tableau i.



170 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Malicious offences against property.' Class IV.

Judicial Districts.

in which

ofiFencp was com-

mitted.

Districts judi-

ciaires oil 1 'offense

a ete commise.
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Tableau I



172 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Malicious offences against proiJerty. Class IV.
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SESSIONAL PAPER No. 17

Tableau i. Dommages malicieux la propriete. Classe IV.

Birth Places.



174 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Forgery and offences against currency. Class V.

Judicial Districts,

in which

offence was com-

mitted.

Districts judi-

ciaires ou I'offense

a ete commise.
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Tableau



176 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Class V.
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SESSIONAL PAPER No. 17

Tableau i.



178 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Forgery and ofifences against currency. Class V.

Judicial Districts.

in which

offence was com-

mitted.

Districts judi-

ciaires oil I'offense

a ete commise.

Number
of

Charges

Nombre
d 'accu-

sations.

De-
jtained

Ac- for
quit- Lu-
ted. I nacy.

Ac-
quit-
tes.

De-
tenus
pour
cause
•de

folie.

Convictions.

Condamnations.

Total.

Con-
victed
1st.

Con-
dam

-

nes
une
fois.

Con- ,

victed Reite-

2nd. rated.

Con-
dain-
nes
deux
fois.

Plus
de2

recidi-

ves.

Sentence.

Committed to Jail.

Emprisonnes.

With
the

option
Of a
fine.

Sur
option!

entre
j

la pri-

son
ou I'a-

m'nde

No Option.

Sans option.

Un-
der
one

year.

Moins
d'un
an.

One
year
and

Un
an et

plus.

Forgery and uttering false documents—^ Concluded.

Manitoba, Central
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Tableau



1.80 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Forgery and offences against currency. Class V.
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Tableau i.



182 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table I. Other offences not included in the foregoing classes. Class VI.
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Tableau i.



184 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Other oflFences not included in the foregoing classes. Class VI.
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Tableau I.



186 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Other oflFences not included in the foregoing classes. Class VI.

Judicial Districts

in which

offence was com-

mitted.

Districts judi-

ciaires oil rolfense

a ete commise.
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Tableau



CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Other offences not included in the for«^oing classes. Class VI.
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Tableau i. Autres delits non compris dans les classes precedcntes. Classe VI.
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Table i. Other offences not included in the foregoing classes. Class VI.
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Tableau i



192 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Other offences not included in the foregoing classes. Class VI.

Judicial Districts

in which
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Tableau i.



194 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Other ofifences not included in the foregoing^ classes. Class VI.

Judicial Districts

in which

ofifence was com-

mitted.

Districts judi-

ciaires oil I'offense

a ete commise.
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Autres delits non compris dans les classes precedentes.Tableau i. Classe VI.



196 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Other offences not included in the foregoing classes. Class VI.
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Autres delits non compris dans les classes precedentes.Tableau i. Classe VI,



198 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Other offences not included in the foregoing classes. Class VI.

Judicial Districts

in which

offence was com-

mitted.

Districts judi-

ciaires oh Toffense

a ete commise.
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SESSIONAL PAPER No. 17

199

Tableau X. Autres delits non compris dans les classes precedentes. Classe VI.

Sentence.



200 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Other offences not included in the foregoing classes. Class VI.
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Tableau i.



202 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Other offences not included in the foregoing classes. Class VI.

Judicial District

in which

oCFence was com-

mitted.

Districts judi-

ciaires oii I'ofifense

a ete commise.
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Tableau i. Autres delits non compris dans les classes precedentes. Classe VI.

Sentence.



204 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Other offences not included in the foregoing classes. Class VI.

Judical Districts

in which

otfence was com-

mitted.

Districts judi-

ciaires oh I'offense.

a ete commise.

Educational
Status.

Instruction.

Un-
able to
read
or

write.

Inea
pable
delire
oud'e-
crire.

Ele-
men-
tary.

Ele-
men-
taire.

Supe-
rior.

Ages.

Under
16

years.

Moins
de

16 ans.

Supe-
rietire M.

H.

16 years
and

under 21.

16 ans 21 ans
et moins et moins
de 21. de 40.

21 years
and

under 40.

40 years
and over.

40 ans
et plus.

M.

H.

Not
given.

Non-
donne.

Use of

Liquors

.

Usage de
liqueurs

.

Mo-
de-

rate

Mo-
dere

Im-
mo-
dt-
rate

Im-
mo-
dere

Carrying unlawful weapons.

Halifax, N. -E
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Tableau I.



206 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Other ofifences not included in the foregoing classes. Class Ti.

Judicial Districts

in which

ofifence was com-

mitted.

Districts judi-

ciaires ou roflfense

a ete commise.
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Tableau



208 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Other ofEences not included in the foregoing classes.
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Tableau i.



210 CRIMINAL STATISTIVS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Other offences not included in the forep^oing classes. Class VI.

Judicial Districts,

in which

oflFence was com-

mitted.

Districts judi-

ciaires ou I'offense

a ete commise.
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Tableau i. Autres delits non compris dans les classes precedentes. Classe VI.

Sentence.



212 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916
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Table i. Other offences not included in the foregoing classes. Class VI.
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Tableau i.



214 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Other offences not included in the foregoing classes. Class VI.

Judicial Districts,

in which

offence was com-

mitted.

Districts judi-

ciaires oh I'offense

a ete commise.

Number
of

Charges

Nombre
d'accu-
sations.

Ac-
quit-

ted.

Ac-
quit-
tes.

M. F.

De-
tained
for

Lu-
nacy.

De-
tenus
pour
cause
de

folie.

Convictions.

Condamnations.

Sentence.

Total.

Con-
victed
1st.

Con-
dam-
nes
une
fois.

Con-
victed

2nd.

Con-
dam-
nes
deux
fois.

Committed to Jail.

Emprisonnes.

Reite-
rated.

Plus
de2

recidi-

With
the

option
of a
fine.

Sur
option
entre
la pri-

sjn
ou I'a-

nj'nde

No Option.

Sans option.

Un-
der
one
year.

Moius
d'un

One
year
and

Un
an et

an.
I

plus.

Revenue laws, offences against

Prison breach, escape, attempt and aidinsr to escape from
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Tableau i. Autres delits non compris dans les classes precedentes Classe VI.

Sentence.
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Table T. Other ofiFences not included in
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Tableau i.



218 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Other ofifences not included in the foregoing classes. Class VI.

•Judicial Districts

in which

offence was com-

mitted.

Districts judi-

ciaires oil I'oflense

a ete comm ise.
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Tableau i.



220 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Other offences not included in the foregoing classes. Class VI.
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Tableau i. Autres delits non compris dans les classes precedcntes. Classe VI.

Birth Places.

Lieux de naissance.

British Isles.



222 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Other offences not included in the foregoing classes.Table i. Class VI.

Judicial District

in which

offence was com-

mitted.

Districts judi-

ciaires ou I'ofifense

a ete commise.
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Tableau



224 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table I. Other ofiFences not in
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Table i.



226 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Other offences not included in tlie foregoing classes. Class VI.

Judicial Districts

in which

offence was com-

mitted.

Districts judi-

ciaires ou I'ofifense

a ete commise.
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Tableau



228 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Other offences not included in the foregoing classes. Class VI.

Judicial Districts

in which

offence was conj-

niitted.

Districts judi-

ciaires oh I'ofifense

a ete commise.

Educational
Status.

Instruction.

Un-
able to
read
or

write.

Inca-
pable
de lire

oud'e-
crire.

Ele-
men-
tary.

Ele-
men-
taire.

Supe-
rior.

Supe-
rieure

Ages.

Under
16

years.

Moins
de

16 ans.

16 years
and

under 21.

16 ans
et moins
de21.

21 years
and

under 40.

21 ans
et moins
de40.

40 years
and over.

40 ans
et plus.

Not
given.

Non-
donne.

Use of

liquors.

Usage de
liqueurs.

Mo-
de-

im-
mo-
de.

rate rate

Im-
Mo- mo-
dereider^
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Tableau i.



230 CRIMINAL STATISTICS—1916

7 GEORGE V, A. 1917

Table i. Other offences not included in the foregoing classes. Class VI.

Judicial Districts,

in which

offence was com-

mitted.

Districts judi-

ciaires oil I'offense

a ete commise.

Number
of

Charges
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Autres delits non compris dans las clafses precedentes.Tableau i. Classe VI.

Sentence.
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Table i. Other ofifences not included in the foregoing classes. Clas-s VI,
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Tableau i.
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TABLE 11

SUMMARY BY CLASSES AND PROVINCES WITH TOTALS OF EACH
PROVINCE AND OF CANADA.

TABLEAU II

RECAPITULATION PAR CLASSES ET PAR PROVINCES AVEC TOTAUX
DE CHAQUE PROVINCE ET DU CANADA.
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Table ii. Summary by classes and provinces.

Provinces.
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Tableau ii. Recapitulation par classes et provinces

Sentence.

Penitentiary.
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Table ii.
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Tableau ii.
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Table ii. iSummary by classes and provinces.

Provinces.
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Tableau
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" Table ii.
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Tableau ii.
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Table ii. Summary by classes and provinces.

Provinces.
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Tableau ii.
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,
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Table ii.
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Tableau ii.
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TABLE III

SUMMARY CONVICTIONS

TABLEAU III

CONDAMNATIONS SOMMAIRES
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Table hi.—Summary convictions
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Tableau hi.—Condamnations sommaires par magistrats de police et autres juges de paix.
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Table ni.—Summary convictions
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Tableau hi.—Condamnations soinniaires par magistrats de police et autres juges de paix.

Province de la Nouvelle-Ecosse.
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Table hi.—Summary convictions by police magistral
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Tableau rii.—Condamnations sommaires par magistrals de police et autres juges de paix.

Province de la Nouvelle-Ecosse—6'«!<c.
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Table hi.—Summary convictions
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Tableau hi.—Condamnations sommaires par magistrats de police et autres juges de paix.

Province de la Nodvelle-Ecosse—^wi^e.
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Table in.—Summary convictions by police magistrates and other justices.
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Tableau m.—Condamnations sommaires par magistrats de police et autres juges de paix.

Pbovinch de la Nouvellk-Ecosse—i^m.
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Table hi.— Summary convictions
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Tableau hi.—Condamnations sommaires par magistrats de police et autres juge.s de paix.

—
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Table hi.—Summary convictions by police magistrates and other justices.
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Table ni.—Summary convictions by police magistrates and other justices.
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Tableau hi.—Condamnations sommaires par magistrats de police et autres juges de paix.

Province of Quebec.

Province de Quebec.
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Table hi.—Summary convictions
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Tableau hi.—Condamnations sommaires par magistrats de police et autres juges de paix.

Province de Quebec—iSwiYe.
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Table hi.—Summary convictions by police magistrates and other justices.
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269

Tableau rii.—Condamnations sommaires par magistrats de police et autres juges de paix.

Province de Qvebec—Suite.
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Table hi.—Summary convictions by police
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Tableau hi.—Condamnations sommaires par magistrats de police et autres juges de paix.

Province de QuiiBEc

—

Suite.
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Table hi.—Summary convictions,by police magistrates and other justices.

>
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Table in.—Summarj' convictions by police magistrates and other justices.
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Tableau hi.—Condamnations sommaires par mag^istrats de police et autres.juges de paix.

Province de Quebec—2^«n.
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Table hi.—Summary convictions by police magistrates and other justices.
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Tableau hi.—Condamnations somniaires par magistrats de police et autres juges de paix.

Province d'Ontario
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Table hi.—Summary convictions
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Tableau hi.—Condamnations sommaires par magistrats de police et autres juges de paix.

Province d'Ontario—Smte.
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Table hi.—Summary convictions by police magistrates and other justices.
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Tableau hi.— Condamnations sommaires par magistrats de police et autres juges de paix.

—
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Table hi.—Summary convictions by police magistrates and other justices.

Provinx'E of OsTARio—Continued.
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Table ni.—Summary convictions
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Table in.— Summary convictions by police
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Tableao III.—Condarariations sommaires par magistrals de police et autres juges de paix.

Province p'Ontario— Sw^Ve.
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Table hi.—Summary convictions by police magistrates and other justices.

-
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Tableau hi.—Condamnations sommaires par magistrats de police et autres jnges de paix.

Province d'Ontario- Suite

Ontario.

Sentence.
Con-
vic-

tions.

Con-
dam-
na-

tions.

M. IF.

Op-
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Table in.—Summary convictions by police magistrates and other justices.
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Table hi.—Summary convictions by police magistrates and other justices.

1
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Tableau hi.—Condamnations sommaires par magistrats de police et autres juges de paix.

Province D'ONrAuio—Suite.
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Tablk III.—Summary convictions by police magistrates and other justices.
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Tableau hi.—Condamnations sommaires par magistrats de police et autres jupes de paix.

—
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Table ni.—Summary convictions
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Tableau hi.—Condamnations sommaires par magistrats de police et autres juges de paix.

Province d'Ontaeio—^'wtYe.

Watekloo.

0911-

vic-

tions.

Con-
dam-
na-

tions.

M. IF.
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Table hi.—Summary convictions by police magistrates and other justices.
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Table iir.—Summary convictions by police
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Tableau hi.—Condamnations sommaires par magistrats de police et autres juges de paix

Province du Manitoba.
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Table hi.—Summary convictions by police magistrates and other justic

Ofifences.

Pkovinck of Manitoba—Concluded.

Pkovince du Manitoba—i^in.

Western—OoKST.

Con-
vic-

tions.

Con-
dam-
na-
tions.

Sentence.

M. IF.

Op-
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Table hi.—Summary convictions by police magistrates and other justices.
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Table hi.— Summary convictions by police
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Tableau hi.—Condamnations sommaires par magistrats de police et autres juges de paix.

Province de Saskatchewan—Suite.
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Table iir.—Summary convictions by police magistrates and other justices.

Offences.

Province of Saskatchevcas— Continued.

Regix.v.

Con-
vic-

tions.

Con-
dam-
na-

!
option

tions.
;

Sentence.

Op-
I

Com-
tion mitted
of a without
fine. I option.

Sur

M. IF.!

Empri-
sonnes
sans

option.

De-
ferred

&c.

Re-
mise,
etc.

Saskatoon.

C9n-
vic-

tions.

Con-
dam

-

Sentence.

Op-
j
Com-

tion ! mitted De-
of a ' without ferred

fine.

Sur

option.

Empri-

&c.

Re-
na- option sonnes mise,

tions.
j

j

sans etc.

1 I option,
j

M. IF.L !

Adulteration of food
Assaults
Breach of peace
Carrying fire-arms and unla^vful weapons. .

.

Contempt of court
Cruelty to animals
Disturbing religious and like meetings
Fishery and Game Acts, offences against . .

.

Gambling Acts, offences against
Immigration Act "

Incorrigibility

Inspection and Sales Act, offences against .

.

Larceny
" of dogs, birds, &c
'

' of timber, trees, fruits, &c
Liquor License Acts, offences against . .

Breach of Canada Temperance Act

Selling liquor during prohibited hours

.

" without license

Violation of Indian liquor law

Malicious injury to property
Other damage to property
Master's and Servant's Acts, offences- against

Medical and Dentistry Acts, offences against

MUitia Acts "

Miscellaneous offences

Municipal Acts and By-Laws, breaches of.

.

Exercising various callings without license.

Health By-laws, offences against
Highways, offences relating to

Neglecting to support family . .

Opium and Drug Acts, offences against

Profanation of the Lord's Day
Railway Acts, offences against
Revenue Laws "

Seamen's Acts "

Threats and abusive language
Trespass '.

Vagrancy
Drunkenness
Indecent exposure
Insulting, obscene and profane language .

.

Frequenting bawdy houses : . .

.

Loose, idle, disorderly
Weights and Jkleasunes Acts, offences against.

Insanity

Totals.

2

106; 10
16
13

20

69

18

231

2
4

129
38
2
4

5
3
1

18

939

58

98

2
105
16
9

20 30

711 107

231

21

18

16

234

4

1

122

54;

421

A
4o!

6i

1

829 68

21

140

4
2

163
20
30
82
3
13

93
327

1

1

16

1134

30

92

13

1
123

1
2

165
20
32

S3
2
12

35 1,060

14

60

16

21

49
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Tablead III.—Condamnations sommaires par magistrats de police et autres juges de paix.

Province de Saskatchewan'—&'?<;7(!.
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Tablb III.-
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Tableau iir.—Condamnations sommaires par magistrats de police et autres juges de paix.

Province de Saskatchewan—Fin.
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Table in.—Summary convictions by police magistrates and other justices.

•
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Tableau hi.—Condamnations sommaires par magisfcrats de police et autres juges de paix.
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Table hi.—Summary convictions by police magistrates and other justices.

OfiFentes.

Province of Alberta— Continued.

Lethbridge. Macleod.

Con-
vic-

tions.

Con-
dam-
na-

tions.

M.|F,
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Tableau hi.—Condamnations somniaires par magistrats de police et autres juges de paix

Province d'Albkbta—Suite.

Medicine Hat.

Con-
vic-

tions.

Con-
dam-
na-

tions.

M. IF.
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Table hi.—Summary convictions by police magistrates and other justices.

•
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Tableau hi.—Condamnations sommaires par magistrats de police et autres juges de paix.

Province d'Alberta—Fin.
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Table in.—Summary convictions by police magistrates and other justices.
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Table hi.—Summary convictions by police ma^strates and ptht
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Table ni.—Summary convictions
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Tableau hi.—Condamnations sommaires par magistrats de police et autres juges de paix.

Prince Edward Island—Ile du Prince-Edodard.
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Table hi.—Summary convictions by police magistrates and other justices.
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Tableau hi.—Condamnations sommaires par magistrats de police et autres juges de paix.

New Brunswick- Nouveau-Brunswick.
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Table hi.—Summary convictions by police magissirates and other justices.

Ofifences.

Quebec.

1915.

Con-
vic-

tions.

Con-
dam-
na-

tions.

M. IF.
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Table hi.-
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Table in.—Summary convictions by police magistrates and other justices.

Offences.

Alberta.

1915. 1916.

vic-

tions.

Con-
dam-
na-

tions.

Sentence.

Op- I Com- '

tion mitted De-
of a without ferred
fine, option. &c.

M. IF.

Sur Empri-
option sonnes

sans
option.

Re-
mise,

etc.

Con-
vic-

tions.

Con-
dam-
na-

tions.

M. IF.

Sentence.

Op- Com- [

tion mitted
of a without
fine, option.

Sur
;
Empri-

option! sonnes
sans

option.

De-
ferred

&c.

Re-
mise,
etc.

Adultertation of food
Assauis
Breach of peace
Carrying fire-arms and unlawful weapons .

.

Contempt of court
Cruelty to animals
Disturbing religious and like meetings ... .

Fishery and Game Acts, offences against. .

.

Gambling Acts "

Immigration Act "

Incorrigibility

Inspection and Sales Act, ofifences against
Larceny

" of dogs, birds, &c
" of timber, trees, fruits, &c

Liquor License Acts, offences against
Breach of Canada Temperance Act

996
460
162

7
170

3
288
30.5

12

22

Selling liquor during prohibited hours .

.

" without license

Violation of Indian liquor law

Malicious injury to property 196 4

Other damage to property 4...
Master's and Servant's Acts, offences against

j

12041 26

249
13

14

4 ..

168! 58
64| 3

Medical and Dentistry Acts, offences a^ain§t
Militia Acts "

Miscellaneous ofifences

Municipal Acts and By-laws, breaches of . .

.

Exercising various callings without license

Health By-laws, ofifences against
Highways, ofifences relating to

Neglecting to support family
Opium aud Drug Acts, ofifences against ....

Profanation of the Lord's Day
Railway Acts, ofifences against
Revenue Laws "

Seamen's Acts "

Threats and abusive languf ge
Trespass ....

Vagrancy
Drunkenness
Indecent exposure
Insulting, obscene and profane language.
Frequenting bawdy houses
Loose, idle, disorderly

Weights and Measures Acts, ofifences against
Insanity

2 ...

ll...

491 2
1515 44

94
33

501
33
98
73

386
6

591 2
90l . .

.

1047 125
2752 50

44;..

341 3
941176

399! 5
11.
100 25

Totals ii."«583 9,668' 1,265

873
416
127

4,

149
3

255
283

22

223
12

4
208
28

179
1

1,220

1

34
1,3.52

72
34
468
13
82
70
102

6

19
30

309
2,488

35
31
192
304

9
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Tableau hi.—Condamnations sommaires par magistrats de police et autres juges de paix.

British Columbia—Colombik-Britannique.
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Table in.—Summary convictions by police magistrates and other justices.
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Tableau hi.—Condamnations sommaires par magistrats de police et autres juges de paix.





7 GEORGE V SESSIONAL PAPER No. 17 A. 1917

TABLE IV

INDICTABLE AND NON-INDICTABLE OFFENCES BY JUDICIAL
DISTRICTS.

TABLEAU IV

DELITS JUSTICIABLES D'UN JURY ET PETITS DELITS PAR DISTRICTS
JUDICIAIRES.
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Table iv.— Indictable and non-indictable offences by Judicial Districts.

Tableau iv.—Delits justiciables d'un jury et petits delits, par districts judiciaires.
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Table iv.—Indictable and non-indictable offences by Judicial Districts.

Tableau iv-
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Table iv.—Indictable and non-indictable offences by Judicial District-

Tableau IV.—Delits justiciables d'un jury et petits delits, par districts judiciaires.
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Table iv.—Indictable and non-indictable ofFences by Judicial Districts.

Tableau iv.—Delits justiciables d'un jury et petits delits, par districts judiciaires.
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TABLE V
SUMMARY BY CONVICTIONS AND CASES SUBJECT TO TRIAL BY JURY-

TABLEAU V
CONDAMNATIONS SOMMAIRES ET CAUSES JUSTICIABLES D'UN JURY
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Table v.—Showing the number of cases proceeded against in the several courts.

Tableah v.—Montrant le nombre de cas poursuivis dans' les dififerentes cours.

Judicial Districts.

Districts judiciaires.
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Table v.—Showing the number of cases proceeded asrainst in the several courts.

Tableau y.—Montrant le nombre de cas poursuivis dans les differentes cours.

Judicial Districts.

Districts judiciaires.

j

Cases subject to trial by jury
but tried summarily by consent.

Causes justiciables d'un jury
Summary , mais jugees summairement
convictions,

i de consentement.

Condanma-
tions

sommaires.

M.

By police or
other

magistrates.

Par un ma^is-
trat de police

ou autres.

M. F.

Under the
Speedy Trials

Act.

En vertu de
I'actedesproces

e.xpeditifs.

M, F.

Cases
tried by
jury.

Causes
jugees
par

jures.

M.

Totals
of

indict-

able
ofifences.

Totaux
des

delits

justici-

ables
d'un
jury.

M.
I
F.

Grand
Totals.

Grands
totaux.

M.

Province of Quebec—Province de Quebec.

Province of Ontario—Province d'Ontario.

Arthabaska ...

Beauce
Beauharnois
Bedford
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Table v.—Showing the number of cases proceeded against in the several courts.

Tableau v.—Montrantle nombre de cas poursurvis dans les diflFerentes cours.
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Table v.—Showing the number of cases proceeded against in the several courts.

Tableau v
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TABLE VI
PARDONS AND COMMUTATIONS

TABLEAU VI

PARDONS ET COMMUTATIONS
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Table VI.—Cases in which the Prerogative of Mercy has been exercised during the
year ended the 30th September, 1916.

Place of imprisonment and crime.

Totals,

Totaux.

w

^

Sentence.

ss

So
73*0 "CO

C<1 «

r5 f- n 3 -i

lO o

Xature of clemency granted

Nature de la clemence
accordee.

^ |t3
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Tableau VI.—Cas ou le droit de grace a ete exerce durant Vsumee finissant le 30
septembre 1916.
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Table "VI.—Cases in which the Prerogative of Mercy has been exercised during the year
ended 30th September, 1916. - -

Place of imprisonment and crime.

Totals.

Totaux.
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Tableau VI.—Cas ou le droit de grace a ete exerce durant I'annee finissant le 30
septembre 1916.

Ages.
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Table VI.—Cases in which the Prerogative of Mercy has been exercised during the year

ended the 30th September, 1916.

Place of imprisonment and crime.

Totals.

Totaux.
Sentence.

5 aj

S X
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s s
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Nature of clemency granted

Nature de la clemence
accordee.

Province of Quebec classified by crimes

—

Concluded.

Crime

—

Oonchided.
Non-support of family
Opium and drug act, breach of

Perjury . . :

Prison breach and escape
feipe
Receiving stolen goods , .

.

Robbery
Seduction
Shooting, stabbing and wounding..

.

Sodomv
Theft.".

I, from the person
II of mails

Vagrancy
Keeping bawdy house and inmates.

.

Totals of Quebec 218 72 38 81 23
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Tableau VI—Cas ou le droit de grace a ete exerce durant I'annee finissant le 30

septembre 1916.
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Table VI.—Cases in which the Prerogative of Mercy has been exercised during the

the year ended the 30th September, 1916.

Place of imprisonment and crime.

Totals.

Totaux.

|2Sature of clemency granted

Sentence. Nature de la clemence
accordee.
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Tableau VI.—Cas ou le droit de grace a ete exerce durant I'annee finissant le SO
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Table VI.—Cases in which the Prerogative of Mercy has been exercised during the
year ended the 30th September, 1916.

Place of imprisonment and crime.

Totals.

Totaux.
Sentence.
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Tableau VI.—Cas ou le droit de grace a ete exeroe durant I'annee finissant le 30
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Table VI.—Cases in which the Prerogative of Mercy has been exercised during the year

ended 30th September, 1916.
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Tableau VI.—Cas ou le droit de grace a ete exerce durant I'annee finissant le 30
septembre 1916.

Proportion of sentence served when
clemency was granted.

Proportion de la sentence purgee lorsque
la clemence a ete accordee.

Ages.
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Table VI.—Cases in which the Prerogative of Mercy has been exeicised during the year

ended the 30th September, 1916.

Place of imprisonment anii crime.

Totals.

Totaux.
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Tableau VI.—Cas ou le droit de grace a ete exerce durant rannee finissant le 30
septeinbre 1916.
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Table VI.—Cases in which the Prerogative of Mercy has been exercised during the year
ended the 30th September, 1916.
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Tableau VI.—Cas ou le droit de grace a ete exerce durant Tannee finissant le 30

septembre 1916.
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Table VI.—Cases in which the Prerogative of Mercy has been exercised during the year

ended 30th September, 1916.

,Nature of clemency granted

Place of imprisonment and crime.

Totals.

Totaux.
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Tableau VI.—Cas ou le droit de grace a ete exerce durant I'annee finissant le 30

septembre 1916.
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Table VI.—Cases in which the Prerogative of Mercy has been exercised during the
year ended the 30th September, 1916.

Convicts out on Ticket of Leave who have been granted unconditional liberty.

Prison
whence liberated, and

offences.

Sentence

Portion of term
served.

La
prison.

On
ticket of
leave.

Partie de la

sentence purgee.

En Libera-
, fcion sur

P"«°°-
!
parole.

Lieux
d'oii les prisonniers ont ete

liberes, et delits.

Dorchester Penitentiary
Burglary

Manslaughter
Receiving stolen goods.
Theft

. of mail
Wounding with intent to
murder.

St. V. de P. Penitentiary :-

Arson. ...

Burglary

Caused explosion to en
danger life.

Escape . . . ;

Falsification of books. .

.

Theft ...

Wounding with intent to
bodily harm.

Kingston Penitentiary :
—

Attempt to procure abor-
tion.

,
Burglary

Carnal knowledge
Conspiracy and forgery,

n to defraud .

.

Gross indecency
Incest
Sending letter with me

naces.
Robbery ,

Theft

II of mail bag

Wounding with intent..
Ontario Reformatory :

—

Bigamy
Burglary

ForgerJ' and theft.

Uttering forged cheque.

.

Theft

11

10

10

.5 36

39
19
19
24
20
36
30
35
50
33

28
20
32
23
2.5

28

39
18
18
30
3.5

36
16
22

Penitencier de Dorchester

:

Vol avec effraction.

Homicide non premedite.
Recel.
Vol simple.

Vol de lettres postales.
Blessures avec intention de

tuer.

Penitencier de St-V.-de-P.:-^
Incendie.
Vol avec effraction.

Cause une explosition pour-
mettre la vie en danger.

Evasion.
Falsification de livres.

Vol simple.
Blessures avec intention de

lesions, corp.
Penitencier de Kingston :

—

Tentative de procurer avor-
tement.

Vol avec effraction.

Commerce charnel.
Conspiration et faux.

II et fraude.
Indecence grossierc.

Inceste.
Envoye lettre avec menace..

Vol qualifie.

Vol simple.

Vol de malles postales.

Blessures avec intention.
Mai son de reforme d 'Ontario:.
Bigamie.
Vol avec effraction.

Faux et vol simple.
Emission de faux cheques..
Vol simples.
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Tableau VI.—Cas ou le droit de grace a ote exerce durant lannee finissant le 30
septembre 1916.

Prisonniers elargis conditionnellement qui ont recu leur entiere liberie.

Prison
whence liberated, and

oifences.

Sentence

^1 ^t»

Burwasb (Ont.) Industria
Schaol :

—

Causing disturbance and
using opprobrious lan-
guage to His Majesty's
forces

Manitoba Penitentiary :

—

False pretences
Manslaughter

Alberta Penitentiary :

—

Carnal knowledge
Forgf-ry

Manslaughter
Shopbreaking
Seduction and procuring.
Theft

Lethbridge gaol :

—

Shooting with intent,
theft,phopbreaking and
escape.

Theft from railway car.

.

Brit. Col. Penitentiary ;

—

Conspiracy
M to defraud

False pretences

11 & conspiracy
Forgery
Manslaughter

If

Procuring
Robbery

Theft...".'.'.'.'.'.'.".;."".

and bigamy.
Wounding with intent to

kill.

Boy's Industrial School,
Vanc.uver :

—

Theft

Oakvalla Prison Farm :—
Theft

Portion of term
served.

La
prison.

On
ticket of

leave,

Partie de la

sentence purges.

En ' Libera-

, „ ' tion sur
prison, i 1^

I
parole.

>^<
0- C

Portion
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Tableau "V I.—Cas ou le droit de grace a ete exerce durant I'annee finissant le 30
septenabre 1916.

Death sentences commuted during the year ended the 30th September, 1915.

Sentences de mort commuees durant I'annee finissant le 30 septembre, 1915.

CRIME.
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INDICTABLE OFFENCES.

Abduction

Aljortion and attempt to prociire abortion.

Accessory after the faet to murder

Adultery

Arson

Assault, aggravated

Assault and battery

Assault and obstructing peace officer

.

Assault and robbery

Assault, indecent

Assault on females

Bigamy
Bringing stolen goods into Canada

Burglary, house and shopbreaking

Carnal knowledge of girl of tender years

Carnal knowledge of imbecile

Carrying unlawful weapons

Concealing birth of infants

Conspiracy

Currency, offences against

Desertion and cruelty to children

Electoral Act, violation of ,

Embezzlement

Endangering railway passengers

False pretences

Feloniously receiving and in possession of stolen property

Forcible entry

Forgery and uttering forged documents

Fraud and conspiracy to defraud

Gambling and lottery Acts, offences against

Horse, cattle and sheep stealing

Incest

Indecent exposure and other offences against public morals

Keeping bawdy houses and inmates thereof

Libel

Malicious injury to horses, cattle and other wilful damage to property

Manslaughter

Murder
Murder, attempt to commit

Perjury and subornation of perjury

Prison breach, escape and attempt to escape from prison

.

Procuration

Rape
Rape, attempt to commit

Refusing or neglecting to support family

.

Revenue laws, offences against

Riot and affray

Robbery and demanding with menaces . .

.

Robbery, highway
Sacrilege '. . .

.

Sedition .... ...

Seduction
Shooting, stabbing, wounding.
Sodomy and bestiality

Suicide, attempt to commit
Theft
Theft from the person
Theft of registered letters and other mail matters
Treasonable acts ,

.

Various offences against the person
Various misdemeanours
Warehouse and freight car breaking
War Measures Act, offences against

Page 46 and following
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DELITS JUSTICIABLES D'UN JURY.

Agression avec voies de fait Page 74 et suivantes a 85

Adultere

Attentat a la pudeur

Avortement et tentative d'avortement

Bigamie

Bris d'entrepots et de wagons de fret

Commerce charnel avec une fille alienee m 22

Commerce charnel avec une fille en bas age .-

Complicite de meurtre, apres le fait

Conspiration

Delits contre le revenu de I'Etat

Desertion et cruaute envers les enfants

Detoumement
Divers delits

Dommages malicieux anx chevaux, bestiaux, etc

Effets voles apportes au Canada ,

Embaiichage immoral

Emeute et rixe

Enlevement

ExiX)sant an peril les voyageurs siir les ohemins de fer

Exposition indecente et autres delits contre la morale pnbliqiie

Eaux et emission de faux documents

Eaux pretextes

Eraude et conspiration de fraude

Homicide non premedite . . . ,

Incendie

Inceste

Infraction a la loi electorale

Infraction aux lois defendant le jeu et les loteries

Infraction aux lois des prisons, evasion, tentative et aide d'evasion

Libelle !

Loi des mesures de guerre, contravention a la

Meurtre

Meurtre, tentative de

Monnaie, delits par rapix)rt a la

Outrages divers contre la p>ersonne

Parjure et subornation de parjure

Port d'armes illegal

Recel et en ixtssession d'objets voles

Refus de jwurvoir aux besoins de la famille •

Sacrilege

Seduction ...

Sedition

Sodomie et bestialite

Suicide, tentative de

Sui>pression d'enfants

Tenant et habitant des maisons de desordre

Trahison

U.sage d'armes avec intention criminelle . .

Viol
Viol, tentative de
Violation de domicile
V(jies de ait et faisant obstacle a un officier de la paix
Voies de fait et vol

Voies de fait graves et lesions corporelles
Voies de fait sur femmes
Vol simple .

Vol avec effraction, bris de maisons et de magasms
Vol de chevaux, betail et moutons
Vol de grand chemin
Vol de lettres recommandees et autres matieres postales
Vol et demandes avec menaces
Vol sur la personne •

r 26
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SUMMARY CONVICTIONS BY DISTRICTS.

Albert:!, toUl.s of—totaux d' Page 330

Algoiiia, Ont „ 276

Annaiwli.s, N.S.—N.-E , „ 252

Antigonish, N.S.—N. -E „ 252

Arthabaska, Que „ 265

Athabaska, A.lta „ 212

Atlin, B.C.—Col.-B „ 318

Bassano, Alta . „ 312
Battleford, Sask „ -303

Beauce, Que „ 265

Beauharnoi.s, Que 206
Bedford, Que „ 266

Brant, Ont 276

British Columbia, totals of—Colombie-Britannique, totaux de la i. 331

Bruce, Ont. ..... n 277

Canada, totals of—totaux du ,, 333

Calgary, Alta „ 313

Cannington, Sask „ 30o

Cape Breton, N.S.—N.-E „ 253
Cariboo, B.C.—Col.-B

, 318

Carleton, N.B „ 260
Carleton, Ont

, 277
Charlotte, N.B „ 260

Chicoutimi, Que „ 267

Colchester, N.S.—N.-E., „ 253
Cumberland, N.S.—N.-E „ 254
Digby, N.S.—N.-E .......'..........[ „ 254

Dufferin, Ont „ 378
Edmonton, Alta . „ 213

Elgin, Ont „ 378
Essex, Ont „ 37;)

Estevan, Sask
, 304

Frontenac. Ont I7O

Gaspe, Que .
. „ 267

Grey, Ont „ 280

Guysborough, N.S.—N.-E „ 255
Haldimand, Ont

, 280
Halifax, N.S.—N.-E „ 255
Halton, Ont . . ,. .

' 281

Hants, N.S.—N.-E „ 256

Hastings, Ont „ 281

Humboldt, Sask , 304

Huron, Ont „ 282
Iberville, Que „ 268

Joliette, (^ue .... m 268

Kamouraska, Que „ 26!)

Kenora, Ont
, 282

Kent, N.B
, 261

Kent, Ont 283
Kerr Robert, Sask „ 305
Kindersley, Sask ; „ 305

King's, N.B , 261

King'.s, N.S.—N.-E 256
King's. P.E.I.— I. duP.-E „ 250
Kootenay, B.C—Col.-B „ 319
Lambton, Ont

, 283

Lanark, Ont , 284
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CONDAMNATIONS SOMMAIRES PAR DISTRICTS.

Leeds & Grenville, Ont '. Page 284

Lennox & Addington, Ont « 285

Lethbridge, Alta -. " 314

Lincoln, Ont : n 285

Lunenburg, N.S.—X.-E 257

Macleod, Alta *•• 314

Manitoba, Central—Centre " 300

Manitoba, Eastern—Est t. 300

Manitoba, Northern—Nord 301

Manitoba, Southern—Sud i 301

Manitoba, Western—Ouest « 302

Manitoba, totals of—totaux du 'i 328

Manitoulin, Ont .. 286

Medicine Hat, Alta 315

Melville, Sask .. 306

Middlesex, Ont - 286

Montmagny, Que " 269

Montreal. Que 270

Moose .Jaw, Sask ,
i> 306

Aloosomin, Sask " 307

Muskcka, Ont 287

Nanaimo, B.C.—Col.-B -. 319

New Brunswick, totals of—Xouveau-Brunswick, totaux du « 325

Nipissing, Ont " 287

Norfolk, Ont 288

Northumberland. N.B 262

Northumberland & Durham, Ont . . i> 288

Nova Scotia, totals of—Nouvelle-Ecosse, totaux de la ' 324

Ontario .- 289

Ontario, totals of—totaux d' " 327

Ottawa, Que i. 270

Oxford, Ont 289

Parry Sound, Ont .. 290

Peel, Ont 290

Perth, Ont .. 291

Peterborough, Ont 291

Pictou, N.S.—N.-E 257

Pontiac, Que i. 271

Prescott & Russell, Ont .. 292

Prince Albert, Sask , m 307

Prince Edward Island, totals of—lie du Prince-Edouard, totaux de 1' n 323

Prince Edward, Ont 292

Prince, P.E.L-L du P. -E 250

Quebec, Que » 2/1

Quebec, totals of—totaux de 326

Queen's, N.B 262

C^ieen'.s, N.S.—N.-E 258

Queen's, P.E.L-L du P. -E .. 2.51

Rainy River, Ont " 293

Red Deer, Alta " 315

Regina, Sask >• 308

Renfrew, Ont .. 293

Richelieu, Que .. 272

Richmond, N.S.—N.-E. .^ - 258

Rimouski, Que " 272

Roberval, Que 273

Saguenay, Que ... 273

Saskatchewan, totals of— totaux de , < 329
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SUMMAKY CONVICTIONS BY DISTRICTS.

Saskatoon, Sask Page 308

Scott, Sask .. 309

St. Francois, Que - >• 274

St. Hyacinthe, Que .. 274

St.John,N.B .. 26.3

Shelburne, N.S.—N.-E .. 2.31)

Siincoe, Ont • 204

Stettler, Alta 316

Stormont, Dundas & Glengarry, Ont n 294

Sudbury, Ont .. 295

Swift Current, Sask 309

Taber, Alta ^ 316

Temiskaming, Ont > 295

Terrebonne, Que n 275

Trois-Rivieres, Que .. 275

Thunder Bay, Ont 296

Vancouver, B.C.—Col.-B .. 320

Victoria, B.C.—C..1.-B ^ .. 320

Victori.a, Ont 296

Waterloo, Ont 297

Welland, Ont -. .. 297

Wellington. Ont 298

Wentworth, Ont .. 298

Westminster, B.C.- Col.-B .. 321

Westmorland, N.B " 263

Wetaskiwin, Alta » 317

Weyburn, Sask " 310

Wynyard, Sask
'.

•• 310

Yale, B.-C. -Col.-B .. 321

Yarmouth, N.S.—N.-E .. 259

York, N.B .. 264

York, Ont - 299

Yorkton, Sask .. 311

Yukon .. 332
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